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No. 1 

WRIT OF SUMMONS IN REM

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES

SYDNEY REGISTRY
ADMIRALTY DIVISION No.934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK .LINES LIMITED
- and - 

20 MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. LIMITED
Plaintiffs

- and -

THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTER"
Defendant

" Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No.l 
Writ of 
Summons 
in Rem 
16th
September 
1981

WRIT OF SUMMONS IN REM

ELIZABETH THE SECOND by the Grace of God, 
Queen of Australia and her other Realms and 
Territories, Head of the Commonwealth.

1.



Part 1
In the TO: The Owners and all others interested in
Supreme the ship "Mineral Transporter".
Court of
New South WHEREAS the abovenamed Plaintiffs have
Wales commenced an action against you in this Court:
(Admiralty
Division) WE COMMAND YOU that if you desire to contest

its claim you do, within ten (10) days after 
No.l service of this Writ, file in the office of the 

Writ of Court a Notice of Appearance in the form 
Summons prescribed by the Rules of Court and serve a copy 
in Rem thereof on the Plaintiffs or their Solicitor. 10 
16th
September AND TAKE NOTICE that such Notice of 
1981 Appearance may be filed on your behalf by a

Solicitor of this Court or by yourself in person, 
(continued) in which latter case the address given therein

for service of documents upon you must be three
kilometres of the General Post Office, Sydney.

AND TAKE NOTICE that if you fail to file 
such Notice of Appearance within the time 
limited for your appearance the Plaintiffs may 
proceed with the action and judgment may be 20 
given in your absence.

WITNESS the Honourable Sir Laurence 
Whistler Street, K.C.M.G., KT. St.J., Chief 
Justice of our said Court at Sydney this sixteenth 
day of September , 1981.

For the Registrar

NORTON SMITH & CO.,
Solicitors,
20 Martin Place,
SYDNEY, 2000

Tel: 232-8833 30
D.X. 119-SYDNEY
Ref: C.K. Yuill.

THIS WRIT was issued by COLIN KEITH YUILL of 
Norton Smith & Co., Solicitors, 20 Martin Place, 
Sydney. The address for service of documents is 
care of Norton Smith & Co., Solicitors, 20 Martin 
Place, Sydney.

Particulars of the Plaintiffs' claim are annexed 
hereto. The Defendant is required to give 
particulars of its defence. 40

(Sd:) C.K.Yuill 
Solicitor for the Plaintiffs

2.



Part 1

The Plaintiffs as owners and disponent In. the 
owners respectively and all others Supreme 
interested in the ship "Ibaraki Maru" Court of 
claim the sum of Two million seven hundred New South 
and fifty thousand dollars for damage and Wales 
loss suffered by the Plaintiffs through (Admiralty 
negligence on the part of the Owners and all Division) 
others interested in the ship "Mineral 
Transporter" in that at about 0300 hours No.l

10 on 10th July, 1981, the ship "Ibaraki Maru" Writ of 
was at anchor outside Port Kembla at a Summons 
distance of approximately 3 miles from in Rem 
shore and at the same time the "Mineral 16th September 

Transporter" was at anchorage at a distance 1981 
about 1.2 miles from the "Ibaraki Maru"
and shortly thereafter the "Mineral (continued) 
Transporter" changed her position and 
despite warning signals from the "Ibaraki 
Maru" the "Mineral Transporter" began to

20 close in on the "Ibaraki Maru" and in doing 
so came into collision with the "Ibaraki 
Maru" at approximately 0342 hours on the 
10th July, 1981, and as a result thereof 
damage was occasioned to the "Ibaraki Maru" 
and the claim of the Plaintiffs is in 
respect of all such loss or damage as 
aforesaid.

And the Plaintiffs also claim interest 
pursuant to statute and costs.

30 DATED this sixteenth day of September, 1981.

(Sd:) C.K.Yuill 
Solicitor for the Plaintiffs 
20 Martin Place, Sydney.

NORTON SMITH & CO.
Solicitor,
20 Martin Place,
SYDNEY

Tel: 232-8833 
D.X. 119 - SYDNEY

3.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 2
Plaintiff's 
Preliminary 
Act
26th November 
1981

No. 2

PLAINTIFF'S PRELIMINARY 
ACT

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES

SYDNEY REGISTRY
ADMIRALTY DIVISION No.934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED and 
MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. LIMITED

Plaintiffs

- and -

THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTER"
Defendant

10

PRELIMINARY ACT ON BEHALF OF 
THE PLAINTIFFS

The names of the 
ships which came 
into collision 
and the names of 
their Masters:

The time of the 
collision:

The place of the 
collision:

The direction and 
force of the wind:

The state of the 
weather:

The state and force 
of the tide:

"IBARAKI MARU" -
Michihiro Takatani
and
"MINERAL TRANSPORTER"
- Pao Yun Lung

There were three 20 
collisions, at about 
0342 hours; 10th 
July, 1981 and at 
about 0346 and 0349 
hours that day.

072 degrees; 3.1 
miles from Wollon- 
gong flag staff 
lighthouse.

At 0342 it was south 30 
east; Force 5. 
By 0400 the wind 
had changed to 
SSW but remained 
Force 5.

The weather was 
fine and clear.

The tide was running 
in a northerly 
direction at a 40 
rate of 1 to li 
knots.

4.



10

20

The course and speed 
of the vessel when 
the other vessel was 
first seen or 
immediately before 
any measures were 
taken with refer- 
erence to her 
presence, whichever 
was the earlier, 
and all subsequent 
alterations to 
the course or speed 
of the vessel up to 
the time of the 
collision:

The lights, if 
any, carried by 
the vessel:

"IBARAKI MARU" 
was moored 
with ten (10) 
shackles in 
water of star 
board anchor. 
At 0336 hours 
her chain was 
slackened to 
13 shackles in 
hawse pipe. Her 
head was about 
142 degrees 
and she had no 
speed up to the 
time of the 
collision.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No.2
Plaintiff's 
Preliminary 
Act
26th November 
1981

(continued)

30
The distance, 
bearing and 
approximate head 
ing of the other 
vessel when 
first seen:

40

50

(i) Fore and
after anchor 
lights, 

(ii) Outside
bridge and 
outside cabin 
lights, 

(iii) Fore mast
flood lights 
and working 
light.

Both ships had 
been at anchor at 
a distance of 
approximately 1.2 
miles from each 
other for many 
days. At 0255 hours 
on 10th July, 1981 
the "MINERAL 
TRANSPORTER" was 
observed to be still 
about 1.2 miles away. 
"MINERAL TRANSPORTER" 
was first sighted 
and recognized as a 
potential danger when 
it was approximately 
i mile distant 
directly in front of 
"IBARAKI MARU". This 
distance is the 
Quartermaster's 
estimate shortly 
before 0320 hours. 
At 0322 hours the 
distance was confirmed

5.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 2
Plaintiff's 
Preliminary 
Act
26th November 
1981

(continued)

10. The lights, if 
any, of the 
other ship, 
other than those 
first seen:

11. The lights, if
any, of the other 
ship, other 
than those first 
seen, which came 
into view before 
the collision:

12. The measures
which were taken 
and when, to 
avoid the 
collision:

by radar to be 
approximately 0.5 miles. 
The head of the 
"MINERAL TRANSPORTER" 
was pointing about 
200°, but she was not 
moving in the direction 
she was headed, but 
rather moving towards 
the "IBARAKI MARU".

(i) Outside bridge and 
outside cabin 
lights.

(ii) Mast lights (not 
navigation light).

No other lights were 
seen except those 
referred to in 10(above)

10

20

The Quartermaster of 
"IBARAKI MARU" called 
the Master as soon as 
he realised at about 
0320 hours that the 
"MINERAL TRANSPORTER" 
was only half a mile 
distant. The Master was 
on the bridge by 0322 
hours. At 0322 hours 
the Master ordered all 
crew to attend at 
emergency stations. The 
sound signals listed in 
14 below were given. At 
0322 hours a search 
light began to be used 
to try to attract the 
other vessel's attention, 
and its use continued. 
By 0326 hours-the second 
and third officers, chief 
and second radio 
operators and three able 
seamen had joined the 
Master on the bridge. By 
0333 hours the Chief 
Officer, Boatswain, 
carpenter and a sailor 
were stationed forward. 
At 0336 hours the 
"IBARAKI MARU" slackened

30

40

50

6.



10

20

30

40

13. The parts of 
eaeh vessel 
which first 
came into 
contact and the 
approximate 
angle between 
the two vessels 
at the moment 
of contact:

50

14. What sound
signals, if any, 
and when, were 
given:

chain to 13 shackles 
in hawse pipe from 10 
shackles in water of 
starboard anchor which 
had been out. At 0337 
hours a message was 
received from "MINERAL 
TRANSPORTER" on VHF 
Channel 6 requesting 
"IBARAKI MARU" to 
slacken to 10 shackles. 
At 0338 hours the 
Master ordered the crew 
from the forecastle 
because of possible 
danger. At 0340 hours 
the Master of "IBARAKI 
MARU" was informed by 
engine room that engines 
were ready. It was 
apparent that if 
"IBARAKI MARU" used her 
engines to go ahead she 
would have caused 
damage to "MINERAL 
TRANSPORTER". It was 
also apparent that if 
"IBARAKI MARU" used 
her engines to go astern 
she would have suffered 
rudder damage; therefore, 
no use of engine or 
rudder was made-.

On the first collision, 
the starboard side of 
the "MINERAL TRANSPORTER" 
came into collision with 
the port bow of "IBARAKI 
MARU". The "IBARAKI MARU" 
was still heading about 
142°, and the "MINERAL 
TRANSPORTER" about 200°, 
making the angle between 
the two vessels 58°. 
The "MINERAL TRANSPORTER" 
then moved astern down the 
port side of the "IBARAKI 
MARU" and made two 
collisions with the port 
side, when the vessels 
were roughly parallel.

At 0322 hours "IBARAKI MARU" 
began to use the air horn 
of that vessel and 
continued to use it.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 2
Plaintiff's 
Preliminary 
Act 
26th
November 
1981

(continued)
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 2
Plaintiff's 
Preliminary 
Act
26th November 
1981

(continued)

15. What sound 
signals, if 
any, and when, 
were heard from 
the other vessel:

16. What fault or
default, if any, 
is attributed to 
the other ship:

The "IBARAKI MARU" 
beginning at 0323 
endeavoured to contact 
the "MINERAL TRANSPORTER" 
on the VHF on both 
channel 13 and channel 
16, and continued to do 
so.

The only reply or sound 
heard from the "MINERAL 10 
TRANSPORTER" was on VHF 
(Channel 6) at 0337 hours. 
It was said "10 shackles, 
slack, slack, slack."

(i) failing to anchor 
in a seamanlike 
manner;

(ii) failing to give 
any warning that 
she was unable to 20 
stay at safe 
anchor at a time 
when she was 
moving toward.the 
"IBARAKI MARU";

(iii) failing to keep a 
good or proper and 
adequate lookout;

(iv) failing to take
any appropriate 30 
helm and/or engine 
action to avoid a 
collision;

(v) failing to make
proper and timely 
use of her radar 
and/or failing to 
observe and/or 
act upon its 
indications in due 40 
time with proper 
seamanlike skill 
and care or at all;

(vi) having heard and 
seen warning 
signals of the 
"IBARAKI MARU" 
failing to properly, 
and in a seamanlike 
manner, use and/or 50 
maintain use of her 
engine system, to 
avoid a collision;

8.



10

(vii) failing to drop 
anchors when the 
vessel began to move 
from its anchorage.

Sd: D.Wilson

Solicitor for the Plaintiffs 
by his partner

DATED this 26th day of November, 1981.

NORTON SMITH & CO.
Solicitors,
llth Floor,
20 Martin Place,
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000

DX 119 - Sydney 
Tel: 232-8833

(WNzCKY)

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 2
Plaintiff's 
Preliminary 
Act 
26th
November 
1981

(continued)

20

No. 3 

DEFENDANT'S PRELIMINARY ACT

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

SYDNEY REGISTRY
ADMIRALTY DIVISION No. 934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED
and 

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO.LIMITED Plaintiffs

- and -

CANDLEWOOD NAVIGATION CORPORATION 
LIMITED Defendant

No.3
Defendant's 
Preliminary 
Act
22nd April 
1982

30

PRELIMINARY ACT

1. The name of the ships which came into 
collision and the names of their Masters :-

(a) (plaintiffs' vessel) "Ibaraki Maru" 
Master : not known

(b) (defendant's vessel) "Mineral 
Transporter" 
Master : Pao Yun-Lung

9.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 3
Defendant's 
Preliminary 
Act
22nd April 
1982

(continued)

2. The time of the collision :-

The vessels first collided at approximately 

0345 on 10th day of July 1981 and again at 

approximately 0355 on the same date.

3. The place of the collision :-

At a bearing of approximately 250 degrees 

(T) and a distance of approximately 3.12 
miles from Flagstaff Point Lighthouse, 
Port Kembla.

4. The direction and force of the wind :- 10

Southwest. 20 knots. The Maritime Services 

Board's Anemometer records at Port Kembla 

disclosed the following :

Between 0300 and 0400 the wind direction 

was described as being variable 200 - 270 

degs. At 0300 hours the force of the wind 

was measured at 9 knots and at 0400 hours 

the force was measured at 8 knots. Gusts 
of 16kts. were recorded at 0330 hours.

5. The state of the weather :- 20

Fine and clear with wave heights to a 
probable maximum of approximately 9.0 
metres.

6. The state and force of the tide :-

There was an ebb tide with a wave train
from the southeast. High tide was at
approximately 0236 and low tide at 0901
on 10th July. The differences between
high and low waters on 9th and 10th July
were ,6m to .8m. 30

7. The course and speed of the vessel when 

the other vessel was first seen or immediately 

before any measures were taken with reference 

to her presence, whichever was the earlier, and 

all subsequent alterations to the course or 

speed of the vessel up to the time of the 

collision :-

Both vessels were at anchor during the 

period after the "Mineral Transporter" 

anchored at 1642 on 30th June 1981, at 40 

position approximately 270 degrees (T) 
and 3.6 miles from Flagstaff Point 
Lighthouse and approximately 225 degrees 
(T) from the conspicuous chimney. The 
"Ibaraki Maru" was approximately 250 
degrees (T) and 3.12 miles from Flagstaff

10.



Point Lighthouse. Therefore, generally 
speaking, both vessels were at all 
times within sight of each other. 
However, shortly prior to 0330 hours on 
10th July the "Mineral Transporter" lost 
her anchor and commenced to drift, stern 
first, towards the "Ibaraki Maru" with 
her bow on a heading of 190 degrees. 
At 0330 the helm was ordered hard to 

10 port and at 0402 the rudder returned 
to midships.

The following engine orders were given:

0341 - Full astern 
0348 - Stop engines 
0348.25 - Full ahead 
0348.50 - Stop 
0348.75 - Full Astern 
0402 - Stop engines

8. The lights, if any, carried by the 
20 vessel :-

All deck lights which included one fore- 
anchor light, one stern anchor light, 
four fore-deck project lights, eight mid 
ship project lights and four bridge project 
lights together with some accommodation 
lights.

9. The distance, bearing and approximate 
heading of the other vessel when first seen :-

While at anchor the distance between the 
30 two vessels was approximately 1.25 miles

and the "Ibaraki Maru" bore 330 degrees (T) 
from the "Mineral Transporter". The 
heading of the two vessels varied during 
the period after the anchoring of the 
"Mineral Transporter" on 30th June 1981 
until the time of the collision.

10. The lights, if any, of the other ship which 
were first seen :

At the time of the collision the "Ibaraki 
40 Maru" was showing the anchor light, fore- 

deck lights, bridge lights and accommodation 
lights.

11. The lights, if any, of the other ship, other 
than those first seen, which came into view 
before the collision :-

None.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 3
Defendant's 
Preliminary 
Act
22nd April 
1982

(continued)

11.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 3
Defendant's 
Preliminary 
Act
22nd April 
1982

(continued)

12. Measures which were taken, and when 
to avoid the collision :-

At approximately 0330 hours the helm
of the "Mineral Transporter" was put
hard to port and at approximately 0341
the engines full astern. These steps
were taken prior to the initial contact
between the vessels at approximately
0345. Further contact took place at
approximately 0355 and further engine 10
movements were made as set forth in
answer 7 above. In addition, the
Master of the "Mineral Transporter"
contacted the "Ibaraki Maru" on the VHF
and requested that that vessel slacken
her chain. The Master of the "Mineral
Transporter" also stood on the starboard
wing of the bridge of his vessel and
called to those on board the "Ibaraki
Maru" to slacken her chain. 20

13. The parts of each vessel which first 
came into contact and the approximate angle 
between the two vessels at the moment of 
contact :-

i) The starboard side amidships of 
the "Mineral Transporter" came into 
contact with the port bow of the 
"Ibaraki Maru" at an angle of 
approximately 25 degrees.

ii) The starboard bow of the "Mineral 30 
Transporter" came into contact with 
the port bow of the "Ibaraki Maru" 
at an angle of approximately 25 degrees.

14. What sound signals, if any, and when 
were they given :-

None.

15. What sound signals, if any, and when 
were they heard from the other vessel :-

None.

16. What fault or default, if any, is 40 

attributed to the other ship :-

(a) Failing to take early, or any, 
action to avoid the collision.

(b) Failing to take any, or any
appropriate, helm and/or engine 
action to avoid the collision.

12.



10

(c) Failing to keep a proper and
adequate lookout including by the 
use of radar.

(d) Failing properly to observe the 
course, speed and condition of the 
"Mineral Transporter".

(e) Failing to take into account the
difficulties in which those on board 
the "Mineral Transporter" were 
placed and failing consequently to 
take reasonable steps to avoid the 
collision.

(f) Failing to exercise seamanlike care 
and diligence.

(g) Failing to slacken the starboard 
anchor when so requested.

(h) Heaving up the starboard anchor.

(i) Failing to respond on radio to the 
Master of the "Mineral Transporter".

20 DATED:

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 3
Defendant's 
Preliminary 
Act
22nd April 
1982

(continued)

Sd: Stuart Hetherington

Solicitor for the Defendant 
2 Castlereagh Street, 
SYDNEY 2000

30

EBSWORTH & EBSWORTH
Solicitors,
2 Castlereagh Street,
SYDNEY 2000

PH: 221.2366 SWH 5150A 
DX. 103 Sydney.

13.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 4 
Amended 
Statement 
of Claim 
28th May 
1982

No. 4

AMENDED STATEMENT 
OF CLAIM

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES
SYDNEY REGISTRY
ADMIRALTY DIVISION No. 934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO, 
LIMITED

THE SHIP "MINERAL 
TRANSPORTER"

First 
Plaintiff

Second 
Plaintiff

Defendant

10

AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM

1. The Plaintiffs are duly incorporated and 
entitled to sue in and by their said corporate 
names and styles.

2. The ship "Mineral Transporter" was at 
all material times owned by Candlewood 
Navigation Corporation Limited (hereinafter 
referred to as "Candlewood").

3. Candlewood is a company duly incorporated 
and liable to be sued in and by its said 
corporate name and style.

4. The first-named plaintiff was at all 
material times the owner and time-charterer 
of the motor vessel "Ibaraki Maru".

5. The second-named plaintiff was at all 
material times the disponent owner of the 
ship "Ibaraki Maru".

6. Between 0300 and 0400 hours on 10th July 
1981, the ship "Ibaraki Maru" was moored at 
bearing 072 degrees 3.1 miles from Wollongong 
Flagstaff Lighthouse.

7. Between 0342 and 0349, whilst the said 
"Ibaraki Maru" was moored aforesaid, the 
starboard side of the "Mineral Transporter" 
collided with the port bow of the "Ibaraki 
Maru".

20

30

14.



PARTICULARS Part 1
In the

The "Mineral Transporter", which, Supreme Court 

prior to the collision, had been at of New 

anchorage approximately 1.2 miles South Wales 

from the "Ibaraki Maru" moved from its (Admiralty 

anchorage and collided with the Division) 

"Ibaraki Maru". No. 4

8. The said collision was caused by the Amended 

negligence of the defendant by its servants Statement 

10 and agents in the navigation and management of Claim 

of the "Mineral Transporter". 28th May
1982 

PARTICULARS OF NEGLIGENCE
(continued)

(a) Failed to keep any or any proper look 
out in that :-

(i) Failed to be cognizant of the
fact that the "Mineral Transporter" 
was moving from its anchorage.

(ii) Failed to keep any or any
adequate radar watch so as to

20 ascertain whether the "Mineral
Transporter" was approaching 
other vessels including the 
"Ibaraki Maru".

(iii) Failed to keep any or any proper 
visual watch.

(iv) Failed to keep any or any adequate 
radio watch so as to hear and/or 
heed radio warnings from the 
"Ibaraki Maru" and another vessel

30 moored nearby, namely the "Sankyo
Cherry".

(v) Failed to notice and/or heed
warnings given from the "Ibaraki 
Maru" by way of search light and 
air horn.

(b) Failed to anchor in a safe and secure
manner so as to avoid the risk of moving 

whilst anchored.

(c) Failed to use engines so as to obtain 

40 steerage and avoid the collision.

(d) Failed to drop anchors prior to the 
collision so as to stop the "Mineral 
Transporter" prior to the collision.

15.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 4 
Amended 
Statement 
of Claim 
28th May 
1982

(continued)

(e) Failed to take any or any adequate
helm action so as to avoid the collision.

(f) The plaintiffs, in the alternative, 
rely upon the doctrine of res ipsa 
loquitur.

9. By reason of the collision aforesaid, 
the plaintiffs and each of them suffered 
damage.

PARTICULARS OF DAMAGE

(a) Loss of profit: $875,768.35.

(b) Bunkers: $50,000.20.

(c) Cost of repairs: $535,801.72.

(d) Port charges: $99,367.40.

(e) Sundry: $8,299.67.

THE PLAINTIFFS CLAIM: 

Damages.1.

2.

3.

10

Interest pursuant to Section 94 of the 
Supreme Court Act.

Costs.

Sd: W.Neville

Plaintiffs' Solicitor by 
his Associate Partner.

20

FILED 28th May, 1982

NORTON SMITH & CO.
Solicitors,
llth Floor,
20 Martin Place,
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000

DX 119 - Sydney 
Tel: 232-8833

(WN)

30
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No. 5 Part 1
In the

ANSWER TO AMENDED Supreme 
STATEMENT OF CLAIM Court of 
AND CROSS CLAIM New South

Wales
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES (Admiralty 
SYDNEY REGISTRY Division) 
ADMIRALTY DIVISION No. 934 of 1981

No. 5
Answer to 

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED Amended
and Statement

10 MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. LIMITED of Claim
Plaintiffs and Crass

Claim
8th June 1982

THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTER" 
CANDLEWOOD NAVIGATION 
CORPORATION LIMITED

Cross Claimant

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED
First Cross Defendant

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. LIMITED
Second Cross Defendant

20 ANSWER TO AMENDED STATEMENT 
OF CLAIM AND CROSS CLAIM

1. The defendant admits that the plaintiffs 
or one of them has suffered damage by reason 
of collisions between their vessel "Ibaraki 
Maru" and the defendant's vessel "Mineral 
Transporter" but denies that the same was 
caused by the alleged or any negligence on 
the part of the defendant its servants or 
agents. Further the said collisions and 

30 damage were solely caused by the fracture of 
the starboard anchor of the "Mineral 
Transporter" (without fault on the part of the 
defendant) and/or the negligence of the 
plaintiffs their servants and agents in the 
navigation of "Ibaraki Maru" as hereinafter 
appears.

2. The defendant does not admit paragraphs 
4, 6 and 7 of the Statement of Claim.

3. The defendant denies the allegations made 
40 in paragraphs numbered 8 and 9 of the Statement 

of Claim and each of them.

17.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 5
Answer to 
Amended 
Statement 
of Claim 
and Cross 
Claim 
8th June 
1982

(continued)

.4. The defendant says that the plaintiffs 

and each of them caused or materially 
contributed to their own damage and were 

guilty of contributory negligence, by their 

servants and agents.

PARTICULARS

(a) Failing to take early, or any, action 

to avoid the collision.

(b) Failing to take any, or any appropriate, 

helm and/or engine action to avoid the 10 

collision.

(c) Failing to keep a proper and adequate 

lookout.

(d) Failing properly to observe the course, 

speed and condition of the "Mineral 
Transporter".

(e) Failing to take into account the 
difficulties in which those on board the 

"Mineral Transporter" were placed and failing 

consequently to take reasonable steps to avoid 20 

the collision.

(f) Failing to exercise seamanlike care 

and diligence.

(g) Failing to slacken the starboard anchor 

when so requested.

(h) Heaving up the starboard anchor.

(i) Failing to respond on radio to the 
Master of the "Mineral Transporter".

CROSS CLAIM

5. The cross claimant and the first and 30 

second cross defendants are duly incorporated 

and are respectively entitled to sue and be 

sued in and by their said corporate names 

and styles.

6. The plaintiff was at all material times 

the owner of the ship "Mineral Transporter".

7. The cross claimant repeats as against

the cross defendants the allegations
contained in paragraphs, 4, 5,6 and 7 of

the Statement of Claim. 40

8. Shortly prior to 0330 hours on 10th 
July the "Mineral Transporter" without fault 

on the part of the cross claimant, its

18.



servants and agents, lost her anchor and Part 1 

commenced to drift, stern first, towards In the 

the "Ibaraki Maru" with her bow on a Supreme 

heading of 190 degrees. Court of
New South

9. At approx. 0345 hours on 10th July 1981 Wales 

and again at approx. 0355 on the same date, (Admiralty 

the vessels collided at a position having Division) 

an approximate bearing of 250 degrees (T) 
and being a distance of approx. 3.12 miles No.5 

10 from Flagstaff Point Lighthouse. Answer to
Amended

10. The said collisions were caused by the Statement 

negligence of the cross defendants by their of Claim 

servants and agents in the navigation and and Cross 

management of the vessel "Ibaraki Maru". Claim
8th June 

PARTICULARS OF NEGLIGENCE 1982

(a) Failing to take early, or any, (continued) 

action to avoid the collision.

(b) Failing to take any, or any 
appropriate, helm and/or engine action 

20 to avoid the collision.

(c) Failing to keep a proper and 
adequate lookout.

(d) Failing properly to observe the 
course, speed and condition of the 
"Mineral Transporter".

(e) Failing to take into account the 
difficulties in which those on board 
the "Mineral Transporter" were placed 
and failing consequently to take 

30 reasonable steps to avoid the collision.

(f) Failing to exercise seamanlike 
care and diligence.

(g) Failing to slacken the starboard 

anchor when so requested.

(h) Heaving up the starboard anchor..

(i) Failing to respond on radio to the 
Master of the "Mineral Transporter".

11. By reason of the collisions aforesaid 

the plaintiff has suffered loss of damage.

40 PARTICULARS OF DAMAGE

Full particulars of the damage will be furnished.

19.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 5
Answer to 
Amended 
Statement 
of Claim 
and Cross 
Claim 
8th June 
1982

(continued)

12. The cross claimant claims :

(1) Damages

(2) Interest pursuant to Section 94 of the 
Supreme Court Act.

(3) Costs.

Sd: Stuart Hetherington

Solicitor for Defendant and 
Cross Claimant

FILED: 8 JUN 1982

EBSWORTH & EBSWORTH,
Solicitors,
2 Castlereagh Street,
SYDNEY 2000

221.2366 SWH 5689A 
DX. 103 Sydney

10

No. 6
Reply to 
Answer to 
Amended 
Statement 
of Claim 
and Answer 
to Cross 
Claim 
2nd July 
1982

No. 6

REPLY TO ANSWER TO AMENDED 
STATEMENT OF CLAIM AND 
ANSWER TO CROSS CLAIM

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES
SYDNEY REGISTRY
ADMIRALTY DIVISION No.934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK LINES &
MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO.LIMITED

Plaintiffs

THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTER"

CANDLEWOOD NAVIGATION CORPORATION 
LIMITED

Cross Claimant

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED
First Cross Defendant

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO.LIMITED
Second Cross Defendant

20

30

20.
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20

30

REPLY TO ANSWER TO AMENDED 
STATEMENT OF CLAIM AND ANSWER 
TO CROSS CLAIM

1. As to so much of Paragraph 1 of the 
answer which alleges the said collisions 
and damage were solely caused by the 
fracture of the starboard anchor of the 
"Mineral Transporter" (without fault on 
the part of the defendant) and/or the 
negligence of the plaintiffs, their 
servants and agents in the navigation of 
"Ibaraki Maru", the plaintiffs deny each 
and every allegation.

2. The plaintiffs deny each and every 
allegation in Paragraph 4 of the answer.

3. Save as aforesaid, the plaintiffs 
join issue with the defendants.

DEFENCE TO CROSS CLAIM:

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales 
(Admiralty 
Division)

No. 6
Reply to 
Answer to 
Amended 
Statement 
of Claim 
and Answer 
to Cross 
Claim 
2nd July 1982

(continued)

1. As to the allegations made in 
Paragraph 8 of the Cross Claim, the cross 
defendants admit that shortly prior to 
0330 hours on 10th July, the "Mineral 
Transporter" commenced to drift towards 
the "Ibaraki Maru". Save as aforesaid, 
the cross defendants deny the allegations 
therein contained.

2. The cross defendants deny each and 
every allegation made in Paragraphs 10 and 
11 of the Cross Claim.

FILED: 2nd July, 1982

Sd: W. Neville

Solicitor for the Cross- 
Defendants by his Associate 
Partner

40

NORTON SMITH & CO.
Solicitors,
20 Martin Place,
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000
DX 119 - Sydney
Tel: 232-8833
(WN)

21.



wur imurti HtSERVEDNOTE: Copyright in this transcript it reserved to the Crown. Tho reproduction, except under authority from the Crown, of trie contents of this transcript for any purpose other th»n i/>» conduct of these proceedings is prohibited.
No. 7 KG/AH/6., TRANSCRIPT OF EVIDENCE BEFORE HIS HONOUR MR. JUSTICE YELDHAM

In the IN THE SUPREME COURT 
Supreme OF NEW SOUTH WALES Court of ADMIRALTY DIVISION New South 
Wales

No.934 of 1981

No. 7
Transcript CORAM: YELDHAM, J. of Evidence
before His MONDAY. 16TH MAY. 1983. Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

MITSUI-OSK LINES LIMITED & ANOR. V. THE SHIP 'MINERAL _______________________________TRANSPORTER' 10

MR. GLEESON, Q.C., appeared with MR. O5LIMGTON for Plaintiffs MR. SHELLER, Q.C., appeared with MR. MACFARLAN and MR. STREETfor Defendant. NO appearance for cross-defendants.

(Affidavit of Eiji Fukuda, sworn 28th April, 1983 filed in Court).

(Mr* Sheller indicated thai the defendant would not at this sta.ge -, if there was a verdict for the plaintiff against the defendant, seek verdicts 20 aqainst the third and fourth cross- defendants).

HIS HONOUR: I will simply leave the third and fourth cross- defendants in the action for the time being and not make any orders yet in relation to the cross claim. I will deal with that in due course.

(Mr. Glee son outlined the case for plaintiff).

(Certificate of nationality of vessel 'Ibaraki Maru 1 admitted without 30 objection and marked Ex.A),

(Certificate of Registry of vessel 'Mineral Transporter 1 admitted without objection and marked Ex.B)

(Mr. Sheller indicated he had no objection to Interpreter despite the fact that she had interpreted in conference and was not on the panel) *

22.



(Mrs. Moriko Brown of 14/39 Ross Street, 
Parramatta, affirmed to interpret 
the Japariese and English languages).

HIS HONOUR: Mr s. Brown, it is important, as you :Just heard 
Mr. She Her say, that when you axe interpreting you simply 
translate from English into Japanese the question and then 
translate precisely the answer you get, even if it does 
not seem to you to make sense; just translate what you get 
and if there is any difficulty, if the witness does not 

10 appear to understand, just let me know and we will deal 
with that.

] MICHIHIRO TAKATANI 
Affirmed, examined: 
(Through Interpreter) 

(His Honour allowed expert witnesses 
to remain in court through evidence).

MR. GLEESON Q. Is your full name Michihiro Takatani? A.YeS, 
it is.

Q. Do you live at 37/4 3-Chome Koir Ohsaka Nishi-QU, Hiroshima 
20 Ci-ty, Japan? A. I would like to correct the spelling, it 

is 3-Chome Koi -Osaka.

Q. Otherwise the address is correct? A.Yes. 

Q. Vfere you born in 1937? A.YQ s.

<5. Are you a ship.'s captain employed by Matsuoka Steamship 
Company Limited? A.Ye s.

Q. I think you left school in 1959?

HIS HONOUR: Mrs. Brown, what is happening, is there some 
problem?

INTERPRETER: He was not sure of the year, '57.

30 HIS HONOUR: Just ask him what year did he leave school in.

INTERPRETER: 1959.

MR. GLEESON Q. Was the school which you attended a 
commercial navigation school? A. Yes, it was a commercial 
navigation school.

Q. Upon graduation from the school did you have the 
qualification of a second mate? A.Yes.

Q. When you left that school did you join a vessel of about 
6,000 tonnes in the capacity of a third mate? A.Yes.

Q. Did you then Join Matsuoka Steamship Line and continue in 

40 23. M. Takatani, x.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(examined)



Part 1 Its er$»loym»nt until late 1965? A. Y«s.
In the
Supreme Q. During that tiroa did you obtain your Master's Certificate?
Court of A. No, it v-js aftr that.
New South
Wales Q. When was it that you obtained your Master's Certificate?——————— A. 1966.
No. 7
Transcript (Without objection witness granted 
of Evidence porr.ission to refer to notes about his 
before His history and record and other matters). 
Honour Mr.
Justice V;iTN5ii'>« That is correct, 1966. 
Yeldham

J.'K. GL.SES5 .'.' Q. Betwa»n 1966 and 1969 *are you employed as 10
the instructor at a Maritime School? A. Yes.

Plaintiffs' Q. In that capacity were you mainly engaged in teaching E Class 
witnesses Masters and Chief Officers?

TAKATANI Q. In 1969 did you return to service aboard a ship? A.Ye&. 
Michihiro
(examined) Q. Between 1969 and 1980 did you serve in various capacities 

aboard various vessels? A. Yet.

Q. And you Can give details of that service and those vessels 
if a'k«d to do so? (V'itness began speaking at conclusion 
of Interpretation of question)  

Q. I viill interrupt there* I an not asking you to give the 20 
details, I an just asking you can you give details if 
requested?

Q. Whan did you become the Master of the Ibarakl MaruV *  
January *31st t 1931.

Q. #ere yr=u the Master of that vessel on 10th July, lyBl? 
A. Yea.

Q. Hid the Ibgraki Maru anchor of Port K^mbla on 26th 
June, 1 ?8l? A.YeS.

Q. Vere you intending to take on boazd a cargo of coal at
P0rt KenblaY A. Yes. 30

Q» Did you r«ceive sons information from your ship's sqent 
as to when the cargo v.as expected to be ready to be taken 
on board? A .Yes.

Q. V'h t v-as the information you r*ceivsdv A. I did receive 
inforraation, tout I don't renumber the date*

Q. Was it sofne tin? later th;,n 10th July?

T'-Ri I think he .lust misunderstood the qu stion.

24. /'.. Takatani, x.



iVH. SHGLLShJ Could I have the ansu-r? Part 1.J.'.|i. GLH5SO.": 
In theWhat was th9 answer ? 
Supreme„ 
Court ofIf'THHPhSTcRi Ha Said, W& knew - we had the information New Southbefore 10th July". I think your question v.as the date. Wales

rj'i. GLSESOf; Q. W^re you told a data wisn it was expected NO.7 ths csrqo v-oulri be ready, being a date soir-a tin* after ICth Transcript July? A. Y9 s, it was after 10th July. of Evidence
before HisQ. V.'hen you anchored off Port K^mbla did you prepare a Honour Mr. 10 chart called a "plotting chart"? A.Ve*. Justice
YeldhamQ. Was that a ehart wnich snowed, amonqst othar things, the position of oth»r vessels that we;e also anchored off Port K»nblaV A.YgS.

Plaintiffs'Q. Wa s the chart brouaht up to date daily by marking the witnesses position of new vessels which arrived and deleting th« position of vessels which had left? A. Y,s. TAKATANI
MichihiroQ. Did th« Mineral Transporter arrive on 30th June, 1981? (examined) A. Y98.

Q. (Approached) Is this document that I show you the original 20 of the plotting chart that you havs just described, to which h-;s b*en added at various tires, including times after the collision, information? A. *es.
Q. I Just want to tak« you through that chart to qet youto explain when various things that now appear on itwere put there and how they cams to be there. Theze is somematter on th-jchart which is obviously printed there | maywe take it that that was part of the original chart? A. Yes.
Q. In addition there is some material on the chart that has been typed and obviously added to the chart at some stage 30 and I «»ant to ask you so<n> questions about that? A. Y9 s.
Q. Towards th* bottom right hand corner of the chart is a pif?c« of paper with some typing on it and it appears in the chart alongside soma handwriting in Japanese. Is the material in the typinq a translation of th* handwriting in Japanese? A. It is not a very correct translation, it is a rather freestyle translation.
Q. Is that your handwriting? A. Y«s.
Q. So you wrote the handwritten instructions numbered 1-8witichare translated on th* typed note? A. Y9 s, it. was trans-40 lated by ths second mate.
Q. Who n.ide ths various marks and notations that appear in handwriting in the centre of the plotting chart'/ A.Which position do you mean?

25. M. Takatani, x.



Part 1 Q. First of all, you see that there are various names of 
In the vessels which appear on the plotting chart. Who wrote those 
Supreme names there? A. The second mate and myself. 
Court of
New South Q. We re those names written there as vessels arrived and took 
Wales up a position at anchor? A. Can the question be repeated?

No.7 Q. We re the names of the various vessels which appear on the 
Transcript chart put there as the vessels arrived and took up a position 
of at anchor? A.Ye s. 
Evidence
before His Q, Does the chart show the position of each of those vessels 
Honour Mr. relative to the Ibaraki Maru, which is at the centre? A.Yes. 10 
Justice
Yeldham Q. Was some of the information that now appears on this 

chart put there after the collision occurred? A. Yes.

Q. Which was that? A. Tnese two were written in after the
Plaintiffs' collision.
witnesses

MR. GLEESON: The witness indicates the handwriting at the
TAKATANI top of the chart, both in the top right hand side and the
Michihiro top left hand side, 
(examined)

Q* If I may return to the information in the centre of the
chart, where is the position of the Mineral "transporter
when it first took up anchor shown? (Witness indicated). 20

Q. The witness indicates a mark near the words "Mineral 
Transporter*. There is a number "1,2" near that mark, what 
does that indicate? A. This shows tne distance between our 
vessel and Mineral Transporter.

Q, How was that distance measured? A. By radar.

Q. Was that measurement made on 30th June when the Mineral 
Transporter arrived at anchor? A. It was measured by the 
Quartermaster in charge that night.

Q. Did those notations, that is the position of the Mineral 
Transporter and its distance of 1.2 miles remain on the 30 
chart between about 30th June and the time of the collision? 
A. Yes, it was approximately the same.

'•Q* Now, there is another vessel also shown on the chart as 
the"Sanko Cherry". How far away from the Ibaraki Maru was 
the Sanko Cherry located or anchored? A. 1.1 mile.

(Chart admitted without objection and 
marked Ex.C)

Q. I am going to ask you some questions about the collision 
and I realize that there are documents and records relating 
to that matter, but I will ask you some questions about the 40 
collision first and then come back to get further details from

26. M. Takatani, x.



the documents. At what time did you qo to bed on the 
aveninq of 9th July, 1981? A. Midnight - about ir.idniqht.

Q. What were the wind conditions at the tima you went to bed? 
A. It was a south-westerly wind of about four to £ive.

Q. V'hat were the sea conditions? A. The swell w?,s south 
easterly and I think the height was about 3.5.

Q. Metres? A. Yes.

Q. When you said before that the wind was 4 to 5 did you ma an 
force 4 to 5? A. Yes, the force.

10 Q. W^s the Ibaraki Maru anchored? A.Yes.

Q. How manyanchors did the Ibarki Maru carry? A. Do you re an 
the number of anchors that were in use or the number that 
are actually on the vessel?

Q. I mean the --umber tnat are actually on the vessel? A.Fourteen 
and a half shackles*

Q. I am not askinq you at the moment what anchor you had 
out on the evening in question, I am askinq you how many 
anchors there were on board the Ibaraki Maru? A. Rather 
than the anchor, what I gave was the lenqth of the chain.

20 Q. Yes, I know that. Did you have a starboard anchor on the 
Ibaraki M aru?

Q. Did the Ibaraki Maru carry a port anchor? A.Ys s. 

Q. Did it also have a spare anchor? A.Y9 s.

Q» When you retired on the eveninq of 9th July was the 
starboard anchor out? A.Yes.

Q. Was the port anchor out? A.NO .

Q. To what lenqth was the starboard anchor out wten you 
retired? A. Ten shackles.

Q.What was the state of readiness of the engines of the 
30 Ibaraki Maru when you retired on the eveninq of 9th July? A. 

The condition was such that it would have taken about 15 to 
20 minutes for it to start.

Q. Who was on watch on the Ibaraki Maru from midnight? A. Mr. 
Sato, the Quartermaster.

Q. Was there radar on the bridge of the Ibaraki Maru? A.Ye s, 
there were two.
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Part 1 Q. Vi'a s th<» radar operating constantly/ A. It v«as always on
In the standb .
Supreme
Court of Q. At what tlm» were you awakened on the norning of 10th
New South July? A. I don't rgrsmber clearly, but I received a telephone
Wales rail and was »v*ok«n about 3.20,

No. 7 Q. Who awakenad you? A. &r . Sato , th? quartarraster who w . s 
Transcript in charge* 
of Evidence
before His Q. What did Mr« S 8 to tall you whsnhg av.akened you? A. He 
Honour Mr. 6a id that ttiere was a vessel approaching towards the bow 
Justice of thn vessel. 
Yeldham

Q. Khat did you do when ha awakened you? A. I went immediately 
to the bridge.

Plaintiffs' Q. Did you sound any alarm v-hsn you went to the bridge? A. Not 
witnesses immediately. I gave an alarm aft«r I looked in th« forward 

direction.

Michihiro Q. What did you do about the oth«r members of the crew? A. I 
(examined) ordered an eraerqency Call to the whole crew about 3.23.

Q. What did you first do when you arrived on the bridge? A. I 
immediately looked to the front. That only took about thirty 
seconds and thsn I immediately looked at the radar and then 
gave th» emergency call.

Q. What was the purpose of lookinq at the radar? A. To 
confirm the distance that the othar boat - the vessel and 
to see the condition of the surrounding vessels.

Q. Vv'hat did you obsarve was ths distance between the approaching 
vessel and the Ibarakl Maru? A. About 0.5 miles.

Q. >. a s there any difference between the weather conditions 
at tfa? tin*? you went up onto tha bridge early on the morning 
of 10th July and th? vreather conditions as they hari been 
wh«n you r»tir?d at irddnight? A. No, I don1 ^ think so.

Q. What were the cloud conditions* A. I don't tanfimbsr clearly.

(Certificate from Bureau of Meteorology 
admitted without objection and narked Ex.D).

Q. YOU told HIS Honour that you njsna a radar observations 
that th<? vessel v.as a half a mile away from the Ibaraki Maru. 
V'hat was the time at which you mad* that radar observation? 
A. About 3.22 of 23.

Q« After you called the crew to emsrqency, what did you n*xt 
do? A. I beqan to us* t^ \11F signal, the whistle and the 
air horn, the search light a* d also slacken the chain and 
th<? engina as wall.

28. .'.. Takatani, x.
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20

30

Q. Coming to those one by one, first of all *as there on th* bridge a VHP radio? A.Yes.

Q. Will you look at these four photographs 1 show. you.Are these photographs of the bridge of the Ibaraki Maru anddo they show a radio and an air horn? A.

Q. Is the nan in the second of those photonraphs pressing the button that operates the air horn? A. Ycs.

(Four photonraphs admitted without objection 
and marked Hx.E).

Q. When you operated the VHP radio yourself, was that before the radio operator arrived in response to your all? A. V«s.

Q. On what cha&Asl did you operate the radio? A, Channel 13.
Q. Hhsn you operated the radio on channel 13 what did you say, what v*as the message that you broadcast on Channel 13? A. (In English). "I am flashing vessel, what vessel are you approaching*.

Q* Did you P?t any response to your siqnal? A. NO.
Q. v/hen you Said that you *ere th*» flashing vessel, to what were you referring? A. I meant that our vessel was using a very strong portable searchlight to flash the other vessel.

Q. Pid you receive any response to your radio e»ssaqe? A. NO, not at all*

Q. Did the radio operator arrive and take over the operation of the radio? A. Y*s.

Q. What did you do about the anchor of the Ibaraki Maru? A. I ordered to slacken it.
<Q. At what time did you give the order to slacken the anchor A. About 3.33.

0. How much Kdid you orcer that the anchor be slackeeed? A. Three shackles.

Q. v'as your order carried out? A. Yes.

Q. Could you tell HJ.S honour what you did about the engines of ths vessel? A. Sine* the tine that I Qave the enwroency call the engine VMS made ready.

Q. At *hat tine v/ere you told the enqines had bs^n made rsady? A. About 3.40.

Q. B9 tW9«in the time you arrived on th? briHQa and ths tine of
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the first collision,-what v.as dons in islatioi to th<? air 
horn and th? searclb lightV A. I used the VHP and the air 
horn rry59If, and Mr. Sato used the search light

Q. Khen ths radio operator took over the VHP, did he at 
some t ime receive a massage from the approaching vessel? 
A. Y«s, there v.as.

Q. What v-as th« tins wnen he first received the message from 
the approc-chinq vessel? A. It was after we finished slackening 
the Chain.

Q. What was the message received from the approaching vessel? 10 
A. (In English). "Slack chain, slack chain, give me ten 
shackles."

(Short adjournment).

Q. AB you deserved the Mineral Transporter drifting towards 
your vessel did it appear to you that the rate at w;,ich the 
Mineral Transporter v.as drifting varied or was constant? 
A. It did not vary very much.

Q. (Approached) I show you two models of ships and it is 
not suggested thatt they In t^eir shape correspond with 
those vessels. I want you to assume, first of all* that 
the whit* vsssel is the Ibaraki Maru at anchor. What was 
th« direction in which it was heading at the time? A. It 
was facing 142 degrees.

Q. As the Mineral Transporter approached the Ibaraki
Maru can you demonstrate to His Honour the direction in which
it was coving? A. The Ibaraki fc'aru was about 142 degrees
and the Mineral Transporter was approximately at about 200
degrees.

Q. Can you demonstrate to His Honour the approach of the 
Mineral Transporter to the Ibaraki Maru? (Witness complied).

20

30

ME. GLSSSON't Th* witness c% -*> nst rates that the 
Transporter,. . whose tearing he has previously stated, 
approached the Ibaraki Karu maintaining tta sarae bsaiing 
r*»lat ive to the Ibaraki Maru with the Mineral Transporter at 
approximately amidships* colliding first with the bow of the 
Ibaraki Maru on tha starboard side* the stern of the Mineral 
Transporter being at all tirc?s closer to the Ibaraki Maru 
than the bow as the vessel drifted.

HIS HONDUR: to . Sheller, are you content with that description 
as baing what the witness derx»nstratej? 40

MU. SHSLLEKj YQS.

MR. GLEHSONi Q. What was the tine of the first collision
the Mineral Transporter and the Ibaraki »>iaru? A. 3.H^.

30. J.-. Tekatani, x.



Q. Hov, many timas did the Mineral Transporter collide v.ith the Ibaraki t-^iu? A. Three times, three times I felt a 
shock.

Q. Can you demonstrate to His Honour with these models the three collisions that occurred? (Witness complied).

Q. The first on,? you demonstrate was as you earlier 
described? A.Yes.

Q. V."hat was tha second one? (\itness complied).

i/'K. GLEHSO?;: The witness demonstrates the bow of the 10 Ibaraki Maru in contact with a position on the starboard side of the Mineral Transporter about a third of ths distance 
forward fron the location of the original inpact towards 
the bow,

Q. Wner? was the third? (Witness indicated).

MR. GI.SESON: Ths witness demonstrates a further contact 
between the bow of tha Ibaraki Maru and a position on the 
starboard side of the Mineral Transporter about another 
third of the distance towarrs the bow of the Mineral Transporter,

C. YOU have told us earlier that there was a point of tine 20 prior to tha first collision at which the engines of the Ibaraki Maru were- ready, is that correct? A. Yes.

Q. Did you qive the order to start up the engines of the Ibaraki Maru? A.NO.

Q. Why not? A. Because if the vessel movr-d ahead damagas 
would be worse and also if ths stern engine had been started stern would have swung widely to the left, making the dan-ages still worse.

Q. Could you demonstrate that with those two models? 
A, That is moving forward.

30 Q. The witness demonstrates the r.odel of the Ibaraki Maru movinq forward i--rto collision with the funeral Transporter. Do you say that would have bsen the consequence of starting the engines and movinq forward? A. So it would move forward and the collision would have been worse.

Q. Can you demonstrate what you said about the stern engine? A. If the stern enqins was operated the vessel would move 
like this to the left.

Q. The witness' shovs the stern of the Ibaraki Maru moving 
around towards the Isft. Was that the direction in which 
the main part of the Kinsral Transporter was located at the 40tlme of the collision? A. Ye s.

Q. '' rhat would have been the consequence of pulling in the
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TAKATANI
Michihiro 
(examined)

Q. Tne witness demonstrates a movement of the Ibaraki Maru 
towards the K'insral Transporter. ., .. From your 
observation of th» Mineral Transpor'-er, did It appear to 
have Its engines operating et any time prior to the first 
collision? A.No, it didn't.

Q. Vi ould you have b^en able to tell if the Mineral Transporter's
enqirns ha'> bean operating at sons time prior to the
collision? A.Yes. 10

Q. HOW would you have b?en abla to tell? A.Sound of the 
engine and the current caused by the screw.

0. I want you to assume that the Mineral Transporter was 
carrying a port anchor, will you assume that, pl?ase? A.Yes.

Q. If the Mineral Transporter had dropped the port anchor
at some time pr : or to the collision hov. long after the dropping
of the anchor fcould tha drifting of the Mineral Transporter
have stopped? A. I think if they had dropped the anchor
300 metres away from the bow of our vessel then it would
have definitely stopped. 20

Q. If you need some paper and pencil, please use it, I 
want you to make the following assumptions] first of all, 
assume that at 3.23a.m. the Mineral transporter was half a 
mil* from the Ibaraki tiaru? A. Yes.

Q. The second thinq I want you to assume was that the rate 
at which the Mineral Transporter *as drifting towards the 
Ibaraki Mar* was constant? A.Yes.

Q. The third thinn I want youto assume is that the Mineral 
Transporter collided ^ith^the .Ibaraki Maru at 3.42. OH those 
assumptions at what tic»/SBUAthe Mineral Transporter 30 
have been about 300 metres away fron the Ibaraki Waru? A. 3.32 
or 33.

Q. 3.32 or 3.33? A. Yes.

Q. I want to ask you some questions about various documents
of ths ship. Look at this document that I show you} is
this the radar plottinq sheet kept by the Ibaraki tearu? A.YeS.

Q. Does it bsar your signature? A.Yes.

Q. Who plotted the information contained on that radar 
plotting sheet? A. The second mate did the final copy.

Q. Was it dons under your supervision? A. Y«s.

Q. Whendid the second male do it? A. About 12 hours after the 
collision.

40
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Q. Wa s it prepared from notes that had previously been 
made? A.Yes.

Q. Who had made the notes from which it was prepared? A. I did.

Q. Ifllhen did you make the notes from which this document was 
prepared? A. It was after the collision. I wrote it according 
to what I remembered.

Qi. So this document in front of you is a record of your 
recollection of the collision which took its final form 
about 12 hours after the collision happened? A. The recolledtion 

10 was made very soon after the collision.

Q. I s the Ibaraki Maru the vessel at the centre of this 
radar -plotting chart? A. Ye s.

Q;. Does the plotting sheet show the Mineral Transporter 
in various positions at various times as it moves towards 
the Ibaraki Maru and then after the collision? A. Ye s.

Q. Is the first position recorded of the Mineral Transporter 
a position near the figure 140? A. Ye s.

<Q. And is the last position of the Mineral Transporter shown 
as a position towards the figure 270? A. I don't quite 

20 understand.

Q. Is the last position of the Mineral Transporter the 
position shown above the words "course east"? A. Yes, that's 
right.

Q. Does the plotting sheet also show the position of the 
vessel Sanko Cherry? A. Yes.

Q. As the Mineral Transporter drifted towards the Ibaraki 
Maru did the relative bearings of the Mineral Transporter 
and the Ibaraki Maru remain constant as between one another? 
A. Ye s.

30 (Radar plotting sheet admitted without 
objection and marked E X .F)«

Q» Was there a deck log book kept by the Ibaraki Maru? A. Ye s.

Q. Is this the deck log containing the entries of 10th 
July, 1981 which record the events that you have described 
in your evidence? (shown)? A. Yes.

Q. Who prepared those entries? A. The third mate.

Q. Is it the case that he prepared those entries in the course 
of the business of the company for which you work? A. It is 
understood that the third mate does the entries while the 

40 vessel is at anchorage.
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Part 3- (Deck log book admitted without objection
In the and marked Ex.G).
Supreme
Court of Q. vva s it the practice on board the Ibaraki Maru to keep a 
New South i 0 g called the VHP log relating to radio communications? 
Wales A. Ye s.  

No.7 Q. i s the book that I show you the vessel's VHP radio log 
Transcriptand i s the particular entry that I show you on p.37 the 
of entries relating to this occurrence? A. Ye s. 
Evidence
before Q. ju5t to clarify one matter, the times that are set out in 
His Honourthese entries are Greenwich Mean Time, I think, is that 1° 
Mr.Justicecorrect? A. Ye s. 
Yeldham

Q:. Did the hour 1737 Greenwich Mean Time correspond, for 
example, to the hour 3.37 local time? A. Ye s.

PlaintiffSQ. So far as the entries below the red line on p«37 are 
witnesses concerns d t first of all, who made the entries "Captain

called 'I am flashing vessel 1 " abd the words following that 
TAKATANI down to but not including the words "collision". Who wrote 
Michihirothat? A. I made the entry, 
(examined)

Q;. Whendid you make that entry? A. About eight hours after
the collision. 20

Q. Who made the entries relating to various ether communications 
en 1725 and 1737 and over onto pp.38,39,40,41,42,43, 
, and 47? A. The chief radio operator.

<£. I s that Mr. Murao? A.Yes.

Q. When did he make those entries? A. Between eight to twelve 
hours after the collision,

(Pages 37 - 47 of VHP log book admitted 
without objection and marked Ex.H).

Q. Vfere these entries in the VHP log book made from rough
notes that had previously been made? A. Yes. 30

Q. When were those rough notes made? A. The rough notes were 
taken as incidents were going on, because there was somebody 
recording the incidents.

34. M. Takatani, x.



VJ/hj.-G 

~ and a tape •
Part 1

J."H GLIi£-3Cn'i..ould y~u look at tLio document that I she* yv.u. in the 
la tha tLa weather chart that was en tho Vesael in relation Supreme 
tu thia time?A.I.-is is tha weataer chart f-p the 9th. Court of

New South 
( ea her chart tendered without objection md marked Jc.J) Wales

-v« » as tr;e e also lu-pt on board the "Ibaraki Knru" No. 7
a ousrter master's wax.cn book'«A,*eo. Transcript

of Evidence
v«.. Is thia bo^x that I ehoi? yuu the quarter master's watch bock? before His 
A.Ies. Honour Mr.

Justice
10 vj. «ould ycu open it at tho pa.^e that relates to tbo day Yeldham 

in Cite-.ti-n? (witneca complied )

-i*C Approached) Did you nake the entries on the pa^a to which
y..u refer ?A.Kfc, I didn't. Plaintiffs'

witnesses
(I'a^e in quarter taster's watch bOwk TAKATANI

s.»( approached) Is this book that I ohow ycu tho chief enrjineor'u Michihiro 
log book or the "Ibaraki i<aru"?A.^9Q. (examined

.... Cn the i>a e that 1 uho%' you are thera entries relating to
t:*io i. articular occurrence "^

..;. «ho etnde these entries "A.*ho chief en^inoor.

20 -v« I just «ant you to explain their Eoaning to us* 
Under the heading "Engine cotion" ther.i is. firat of 
tbe word "trouble "?A. It aeans "accident •

all <

^. Ilien there is the entry "0340 S/B Eng"« Can you tell his 
iicnour what that entry ao ana*' A. it a.eana that the engine was 
ready*

i'han there i;. an entry "0455 ^/*' &BB "  r-'hat does that; entry 
n'^A.J-t saeans "Finished with engine " 

ii« -here is an *ntry "0^42 shocked 12J"« Shat does that, 
entry n.ean?A,It seana that in the engine rooc the shock was 

30 fait at 3fr2 and the;e were t^~ roro shocks rollo%in.>?  

(.;bove pa= e of cr.ief engineer's log book tendered 
with ut objection end marked ;jc.E;

H.I thinl1: thero io a chart on wh^cih various narko wars made 
at vari us ticea relatin,, to the position of your- vessel 
and ctfaor vessels off Tort Kotble nn-i is the document 1 show 
you th.'t chgrt TA. irosa the plotting shoet thai was shc-^n 
before, the j editions of tbo ether vessels were writ', en en 
to t..is cLaz-t.

..But 1 think thera is a t>r --at ,}gsi of Jnfor^rition on that chart 
40 tLa". h->3 not B'^t sr^thinc-: to do witn this case, is t^at correct' 

A.Io.j.
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H» 06 did you subsequently, for the purj>o~o cf the.'ie ; rc 

prei<r<tjro ori a co;>y of th* ua&e chart inf-r^-iti c w'uicb. eb 

the relative j.ositiona of the "Mine. -el 'ir...naj.ortflr ", 

the "Ibarnki Uaru" anc, the "oanko Gharry" in relation 

to the events that you have described VA.Xns*

.,,  I& this document shat 3 show y^u the chart that yc-u 

prepared 'M.^es, thie io this chnrt»

(.Original chart «hicu was on vessel tosaered wivh.'Ut 

pb^ection and carted ;jt.L. ̂

jtCopy chart containinj* infvrration rolntin^ to 

cdllisiozx tondered without Ejection and itarlced Ex. I')

Q.I Krant, to take vou again tt. tbo description taat you have 

given of the aotval collision. I realise that, you have told 

hi&illonour that you didn't observe the engines of the"ilineral 

being operated prior to the oolli3ionVo,.Yes.

10

^.^t 1 wntt ycu to assuBo f
ur a c-cmont that inuaediot-eiy

 prior 

tv the ccl^in ion the "lA&era
l IT nsportprnl e engines were 

otteratin^, afcd waro put to full aatern.*
 «hat vo^ld have bean 

tlie conoo<n»*nce of that ?A,I
ho accident «0v.ld h&ve been 

worae.

0.4'.', by is that ?A.I wo Id bel
ieve teat the "uineral Trans

porter'20 

be ri£ht-hsn<Jed» eingla scre
w and if that - 

uaa« icy aupj.ooition on that.

the "Mineral Transporter" wa
s a right-handed, 

screw vessel, vhat vo^ld be 
thf» consequence of 

putting the engi&aa on full 
astern VA. The stern would 

have swung, widely to the lef
t*

iition
effect would that have had o

n the relative 

cf the "i-ineral Transporter"
 end th« "•*•; araki Uaru" 

you eean if the engine wsa o
perated?

Q;. If the engine «as on full
 a&t«m? ivitnosa indicated 

) 30

witnoos demonstrates with hi
s hands the bos? 

of the "£ina\ral Tranaporter*
 being saved towardo iapict 

with 

the "Ibarakii lisru" on the atarboard side of the
 ".'-ineral 

Transporter**

i;i^ E It-URiEy consent questi
ons concerning damage are de

ferred 

for the ti&e being, in order
 to ascertain whether or nox

 a^reec 

can be reached OK. the relevant facts.

;.*H GLEi*jOK«i,-hen I aaked yo
^ about j;-ur experience I om

itted
m,^f «• ^*^x" -^.fmfftrff^f ^ ''••*. ^^9»fr «« * ̂  «• m-u^

r^f ^ ^i»i^ w • »»«•

to ask ycui end I will set y
ou now, »han did yo» fir t b

ecuse 

the faster «6f any vessel?A..Fr
oia ~nn*

Ml -i *.LI/.i,jiv« At what tiue were y&u tirckon on t>'.o morning of
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Part 110th July ?A. About ^.20. I'm not very clear, but about In the 3.20. Supreme
Court ofu. i:he telephone rang in your cabin, did it ?A.i"es. New SouthWales ___(4. Did you answer it VA.Yes.

No. 7Q. Xou didn't go straight to the bridge when you heard the Transcript telephone ring?A.I picked up the telephone and listened and °f Evidence then went to the bridge. before His
Honour Mr.

you listened you heard Mr Sato speak to you,is that right ?A. Yes. He said that there was a vessel very Yeldham 10 near-by.

q. Mr Sato on this night, apart from the engineers,was on watch alone, is that right ?A. Yes, on the whole Vessel PiamtitrSato only was on the watcn. witnesses
(^. On this 63,000 tonne vessel lying at anchor at sea Mr Sato TAKATANI was alone at watch, is that right ?A.Yes, that's right. Michihiro

(cross- Q. And he was a quarter master, is that; right ?A.Yes. examined)
Q. rthat was the complement of the CPBW of your vessel, the "Ibaraki Maru"? J^ow many ?A. i'here were 23.
Q. How long had M? Sato been at sea ?A.I think over 20 years.

20 Q. And he had risen to the rank of quarter master, is that right A.ies.

<4. You told us that what he said to you was there was a vessel approaching towards the bow. Is that what he said to youTA.-^es.
Q« Is that all he said to you over the telephone ?A. *es , that's all*

ti» And you then went to the bridge ?A.Yes.
Q. what time did you arrive on the bridge ?A.This is ,just_ the calculations rrom later on, but I think it was about 3.22.
Q. when you arrived on the bridge was the radar switched on? 30 A. It was on stand-by.

Q. Was the screen illuminated ?A.It was not operating. It was only on stand-by.

14* Prom that I take it that the screen was not illuminated, is that right _?-«.. -^t was not in operation but there were lamps that showed that it was on stand-by.
<4. Did you switch it on?A.*es.

ty. Youknew how to operate it ?A.Ies.
Q.tfere the positions of the other vessels marked on the face of the screen of the radar VA.Yes.

37. M.Takatani xx
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Part 1 ^.By some sort of chinagraph pencil mark, is that; right?

in the A. They were marked using coloured pencils with soft lea
d.

Supreme
Court of Q. \vas the purpose of that to enable the movement,

New South if it took place, of any of the vessels so marked to be

Wales immediately noted when one looked at the radarVA.^es.

No.7 «t.V/hen you got to the bridge what was the first thing th
at 

Transcriptyou did ?A.I looted to the front first, 
of Evidence
before q.when you looked to the front you could see this vessel

 lying 

His Honour straight in front of you, is that right T-^.^es. 
Mr.Justice
Yeldham Q.Lying on a heading of about 200 degrees ?A.Yes.I felt 

that 10 

the other vessel was at 200 degrees.

Q.It was a clear night, was it not ?A.Yes, it was.
Plaintiffs'
witnesses Q. y^ could see the other vessel quite clearly?A.*es,I 

could.

TAKATANI Q. After you had observed the vessel visually what next 
did 

Michihiro you do ?A. j switched on the radar immediately, 
(cross- 
examined) q.ajhat was the next thing you did, was it ?A. During that time 

I ordered the telephone the chief officer, the carpenter
 

and bos'n to tell them to go to the bow of the vessel.

$. You gave an order to somebody, did you ?A.Yes, to the
 quarter 

master. 
20

^. Mr Sato?A.Yes.

Q. And that was an order, was it, for him to telephone t
he 

various people that you have mentioned VA.ies.

Q. Was that order given before or after you ^ad looked a
t the 

radar screen?^.Immediately before I looked at the radar.

Q.So that alter giving that order the next thing you did
 was 

look at the radar screen, is that right ?A.Yes.

^.When you looked at the radar screen, what did you see 
?A. 

a:hat there was a vessel- I saw that there was a vessel point 5 

metres away fromthe stern and also that the "Mineral 
30 

Transporter" was not at the position that was marked on 
the rada:

HIS HuNuUR: Did he say point 5 metres? 

lNTEHPEETSR:Metres. 

HIS hCHO).ii:Or miles ? 

\7ITNESS: Point 5 miles.

^Luncheon adjournment)

KB. SHELLjiR:^.Prior to the adjournment you had told his H
onour 

that you had looked at the radar and you observed that t
he

38. &.Takatani xx
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other vessel was half a mile away, is that right VA.Yes,

that is correct. 
xllIn the

Q. 'ihat was half a mile for'ard from the bow of the "Ibaraki Supreme 

Maru", is that right ?A.No, it was half a mile away
 from the ^S °th°U

Wales 

Q.But in front of the "Ibaraki Maru."?A.Yes, that is
 right.

Q. Immediately you looked at the radar screen you w
ere able to Transcript 

see that the vessel was moving towards you, were yo
u not '( ot Evidenc* 

A.Ho, I couldn't see that immediately. 
before HISHonour Mr.

TAKATANI

10 Q.You could see immediately , could you not, that it was the.

"Mineral Transporter"?!. No. I thought that it was p
ossibly so.

Q. You could see that what was shown on the radar w
as something 

that was lying between your vessel and the position
 marked on the 

radar for the "Mineral Transporter" could you not ?
A. Yes, 

where there was something between where the "Minera
l Transporter' 

should have been and us.

Q.And the "Mineral Transporter" did not show up in 
the position

where it should have been on the radar, did it ?A.Y
es, that's _m ,,»

right, it did not show up. 
examined)

20 Q. You have told us what Mr 3atQ6aid to you when he
 rang you 

in your cabin. Do you recall telling his Honour tha
t ?A. I 

don't remember clearly what he said, but he said th
at there 

was a vessel nearby"So please come up to the bridge
 "

Q. Did you say anything to him, or did you just go 
straight 

to the bridge ?•*.! said that I would go immediately, and did 

go to the bridge immediately.

Q. So that was the whole of that conversation, was 
it; that 

Mr Sato said to you there was a vessel either nearb
y or 

approaching towards the bow and you said that you w
ould come 

30 immediately to the bridge ?That was the whole of th
at conversatic 

between you and Mr Sato over the telephoned. Yes.

Q. So that when you arrived on the bridge you did n
ot know the 

identity of the vessel that; was approaching you?A.N
o,I didn't kn<

Q. You didn't know its position?

INTERPREI'EH : J-'m sorry, I didn't cjuite understand what he said. 

Can I ask him to repeat his answer •

HIS ECNOU:,:*es.

vi'ITKESS:! could see approximately how far the appro
aching vessel 

was in relation to our vessel.

40 MH S'riKT lL£H;Q.'-L'hat was after you arrived on the bridge you 
could 

see that when you looked out in the direction of th
is vessel. 

Is that right?A.ies, that's right.
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Part 1 c<. Lut pr-cr to your lookin.; cut ycu hnd&o information in the froa tr iiato BO to the identity oi th* vessel or where it Supreme A.U&, 1 did not get arsy inf creation.Court of
New South ,t. By that tiae the vessel bad isoved about point ? of a nsile Wales fros: the place where it had l>een lyinj at anchor r" is that right T~»Tea.

No. 7
Transcript s.^s ; unde stand you fron .-fast you said before the adjournment, of Evidence B rt or i< on, h d observed ti.is vessel and before you went to the before His d « d ** ?radar,; y«Ki ^avo an order to **r Gato, is that right ?A.7es*Honour Mr. ;
justice s , rhaji; crcer was to ring the chief engineer* the corpenter 10 Yeldham SrA thp boa'n is that right ?A. AflG, that is correct.

H> -tit'jn .you «nt to the radar and after you bad obaerved what ,yuu hs[ve described tu his H.nour en the radar, what Aid you do Plaintiffs noxt rji.ffhil* i WBS lookinB et the radar 1 celled the crew witnesses to eaergeney station and than while using - I used both the V.K.F. and the whistle and in the neantine £ato had TAKATANI ^g portable search light giving tho other vessel warning*
(cross- ^ i?,hat did you do to call the crew to emergency atationa?A. examined) j ftaid f «A11 Cr0w to eaergenoy station".

*• "as that over eoce aort of loud epoaker "A. If I dial zero 20 on the telephc&e that i&usodiately connecta to the microphone that broadcasts all over the vessel.

Q.Do y&u did that, did you, and then callod the crew to eoerg«ncy ctatiuns?A.Z ordered Sato to do thie and Sato Aid 
thitt.

s,. .ias that after oato had telephoned the chief officer, the 
and the bos'n'A.l'ea, that's right.

Q; A~h$Q you ordered Mr Sato to telephone tho chief officer did you tell hia what to say to the chief officer ?A.Ko, Z just told, M& to wake hira up*

-",.* Md y^u tell hin what to say to the carpenter ?A. 1 just told hie to «ake th« three of them up*
p. 
^ That's allVA. At fip.-.t that waa all.

i
<J. Thc> order to emergency stations, are there various oraera thrit wore given on the vessel at the tin* to deal with different $.vos of emergency ?A,*f s, there are various types.

/.i. --list wac the nsturu or t;-, e of this energency station? order that, you told 4&r oato to give ?A. J-t ffiesne " Imagine stand by 
aiid all crew up . and at their eaorgency stations".
>»'«hat did you Lear *r-r i>ato say when be cade thie coll? A. 40 crew emergency ststioas".

I'bat'e ell be said, *as it TA.I think th&t »es all.
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H. Ahat i the order that ,'vU w: uld cive if there bad beon Part 1 
a fira on the veasel and j-cu saantod t« call the crew * in the 
A* "General elarc". Supreme

Court of 
x. *GU told iSr 3aso to call the crew to ecargency stations* New South
*<id y u a^eak to anybody immediately af «r that ?A. After Wales_____
a while the chief radio officer cssie up and he took
over the radio. No.7

Transcript
X.-JQ tiilo is th? situation* is it > Tcu cats to the of Evidence 
bridge | you made a visual ics;.uction; ycu ther ordered before His 

10 *r oato to ring the cfciaf officer, carpenter and boa'n; Honour Mr. 
you looked at the radar, and when you were looking at the r.*dar Justice 
~you ordered -or oato to call the crew to emergency stations. Yeldham
*a that right? A.lea, that is correct.

Q. Tou didn't give any other orter prior to tho radio operator
arriving on tha bridge ?A.Ko, I didn't. Plaintiffs'

witnesses
Q. Icu have told ua that you thought you were woken at about J.2i 
nhal tiae did y&u arrive on th? bridge ?A. About 22 einutea TAKATANI 
past, but tttia is a tiae that I arrive at by calculating back- Michihiro 
warda from the later time* £o this is an ap roximato time. (cross- 

examined)
20 H. In calculating backwards, how long did it take you from

the time ycu ^ere woken to the tine thst you got to the bridge, 
as best you can recall it VA. I had tw put ny clothes oa 
and so forth, so it took about one or two cinutos*

Q. Tou have already indicated that the only person on watch 
prior to yv.ur coming to tho bridge BBS the quarter caster £ato, 
is that right TA.Xoa, that's right.

Q. Have you forced any viev as to when the "Mineral Transporter" 
commenced to drift ?A* I looked at tho distance on the radar 
at about y^ ainutas past and also about 22 minutes pact, 

30 and, judging that it was drifting at a constant speed,
I would think that it started to drift a little past 2.5C.

H. 3o that by the time you first observed it it had been drifting 
in your vioa, for something slightly over half an hour? 
(objected to as question is ^sbiguous; withdrawn)

5« On the vie* that you h<?ve given to his Honour that the 
"Mineral Transporter" coosanced to drift at obout_2»50, 
if that be correct, it liad been drifting for slightly over 
half an hour when you first observed it at , J.22. is that
right ?
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Part 1 A. i Yes, that is correct. It did not, however, start 
In the dri fting at 2.50 exactly. It uas a little past 2.5C.
Supreme
Court ''"' £• *t drifted before 5.22, .7 of a mile, approximately?
of New A ' Yes>
South
Wales *** * f y°u had been on uatch on tha bridge there is no doubt
———— whatever, is thero, that you uould have observed a vessel
No. 7 drifting from theposition that tho "flincral Transporter" uas
Trans- drifting from to the position that you first observed it at
script^onS before 3.20? A. Yes,that is correct.

Evid- *• Indeed, it uould be right to say, uould it not, that if this 10
ence vessel had commenced to drift at 10 to 3, at 2.50, in the
before direction and at the speod that is apparent from the position
His that it started from, you uould have observed it by 3 o'clock,
Honour u°uld you not, at the latest? A. It uould have taken a littla
Mr. longer. I should have been able to tell a little past 3.
Justice
YeMhanO. If you had been in any doubt whatever about the natter, a

glance at the radar uould have revealed to you uhst uas 
PlaitiffHappening, uould it not? A, Yos. 
witnesses

£. In nakingthat observation you uould havo had the benefit of 
-your training as an officer in observing other vessels? A. Yes. 20

TAKATANIQ. And in taking bearings? A. Yos.
Michihiro
(cross- Q. And in using radar? A. Yes.
examined)

C. And you uould have expected any other officer on the "Ibaraki 
Maru u had ho been on uatch on that night to have observed the 
"Mineral Transporter" drifting as quickly as you uould have, 
uould you not? A. Yes.

Q. You said, did you not, that if you had been on uatch you 
uould have observed the "Mimerol Transporter" drifting shortly 
after 3 o'clock; is that right? «. Yeo.

Q. And you uould have observed it drifting touards your position? 30 
A. Yes, if I had used the radar.

Q. You uould have used the radar, uould you not? A. I am sorry, 
could you repeat the question?

G." You uoulcl have usedthe radar if you had observed the 
"Mineral Transporter" drifting? A. Yes.

Q. And that uould have shoun quite clearly that it uas drifting 
touards your position? A. Yes.

Q* If you had observed that shortly after 3 o'clock you uould 
have ordered the engines to stand by immediately, uould you not? 
A. Yes. 40

Q. And if you had ordered tho engines to stand by, they uould 
have been on standby at latest 20 minutes later? A. Yes, that's 
right.
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Q. That is by, say, 25 past 3 at the latest? A. Yes. Part 1

Q. And that would have given you plenty of tins to gat auay 
Supreme

froro the aroa touards which the "Hinural Transporter" was 
Court of

drifting, would it not: A. Yes, that's right. New gouth

C. It is good practice, is it not, to hove an officor on watch
at all times whan a vessel is lying at anchor at soa? A. I No.7

wish that could bo the case and that could bo dona, but generally 
Transcript

onJapaneGC vessels there io only one person on watch. 
Of Evidence
before His

Q. You would prefer, with your experience, that there always 
Honour Mr. 

10 be an officer on watch while tho vuscol lies at anchor at sea; 
justice 

is thatcorrect? A. Yes, that would be preferable. 
Yeldham

Q. That is the practice, is it, elsewhere but with Japanese
ships? A.'The number of people in charge is strictly according
to the captain's judgment and according to the situation; for Plaintiffs'

example, whether all of the crew is on the vassal or whether 
witnesses

only some are on the vessel, the situation changes. TAKATANI 
Q. Uero all the crew on the vessel this night? A. Yes, theywere. Michihiro

(cross-

Q. So there was no reason, so far as tha availability of craw, 
examined) 

for not having an officor on watch, was there? A« That's right.

20 Q. "Jould you agree with oe that it was reckless of you to allow 
this vessel to lie at anchor at sea on this night without an 
officer on watch? A. Ho, 1 do not agree with you.

£« Certainly it was your preferred view, as you told his Honour, 
that there should bo an officer on watch? (Objected to as not 
being the evidence) '

MR SHELLER: I will put it to him again.

Q. You told his Honour, did you not, that it would be preferable
tohave an officer on watch when the vessel was lying at anchor
at sea? A. Yas. If it could be done, yes.

30 Q. There uas no reason in the world why it could not be done 
on this occasion, was there? A. No, thora was no reason.

Q. You have already told us that if there had bean an officer ' 
on watch at least a quarter of an hour would have been saved 
in getting your engines to stand by? A. Yes.

Q. Uould you not agrae with ras that on this ocaasion it uas 
quite reckless of you not to havo an officer on watch? A. Mo, 
I don't agree.

Q.Oo you recall what the weather forecast was for that night? 
A, Yas, I rscisraber approximately*

40 Q. (Exhibit 3 shown to witness) Can you read tho weather forecast 
that appears typed in English in that exhibit? A. Yss.
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Part 1 3« Ucre you auarc of that ucathor forecast buforo you turned
in the in on thonight of 9th Ouly, 1981? A. Yes, X knou about the
Supreme wosther forecast*
Court of
New South Q« Was this the first occasion that you had ever Drought a
wales vassal to Port Keabla? A* On this route this was the first time*

No.7 Q* On this route? Uhat do you oean "on this route"? A* It was 
Transcriptthe first time for BO to oo to Port Kembla* 
of Evidenpe
before &• Had you eade any enquiries about weather patterns off Port 
His KeoblaV A* Enquiries to who? 
Honour
Mr. Justice Ci» Old you have any information about weather patterns off 10 
yeldham Port Kacibla? A* Before 1 arrived there?

Q. Yes. A, Wo, X did not*

PlaintiffsQ, Old you know that it was susceptible to eudden changes with 
witnesses aoutharn fronts coming through? A, Yes, I could tell that*

TAKATANT Q. Going back to DC* 3, there was a warning Issued by the 
Hichihiro Bureau of Meteorology* Sydney at 0530 CRT — that is Greenwich 
(cross- r&ontiae «• on 9th 3uly, 1981 { is that right? A* Yes, 
examined)

Q* And that referred to a low 984 oillibara near 42 degrees awth,, 
164 degrees aast is eoving slowly east, area affected* Do you .. 
see that? A, Yes* 20

C» And then *»eu South Wales waters south of 34 degrees south 
and east of 156 east* south-ueet winds* force 7 to 6, are 
anpsctad in the area with vary rough seas and heavy swells* 
Ins area of gales to move slouly east** Da you recall that? 
A* Yes, S reotesbar*

6* You received that warning at about 3*30 on the afternoon of 
9th duly? A. Y«ev X did*

Q* Use that the iaat weather information that you had received 
from the Bureau of Meteorology? A* Yea*

Q« DIdthet cause you any concern? A* Yes* X did* and Z took note 30 
and was careful*

Q* Did you consider it a aituatlon where it was appropriate to 
leave the veaeel with one quarteraaater doing watch at midnight? 
A* Yes, X was vary confident about that*

(fir Sholler called for discovered docuraont 49, 
Captain Takatani*a notebook} not produced)

FIR SHCtLCRt 1 can ahou a copy to aave tins. The one X have 
is narked but perhaps X can ask the captain and he nay have 
one amongst the papers he has in front of him,

Q* (Approached) Do you recognise that as a photostat copy of 40 
pages taken froa your notebook? A* This is not a copy of 
oy personal notebook* It ie the ndobook of the master which I 
took over,
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Q. On those tuo photostat pages that I shou you, the uriting 
injapanese is your uriting; is that right? A. The handuriting 
in Japanese uas uritten by another captain and the handuriting , 
in English uas done myself. Supreme7 Court of
Q. Do you have a copy of that page in the papers that you have ^eV Sout 
in front of you in the uitness box? A. Yes, I do. waxes———

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham .

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(cross- 
examined)
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KAG/fiG 6

Part 1 
In the ' 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 7
Transcript 
of
Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

MR SHELLER: Q. Do you have that in front of you nou? A. Yes.

Q. You say, do you, that the translation to English on the 
lefthand side uas a translation made by you of uhat some other 
captain had written into the book? (Objected to; withdrawn)

Q.The English written on the lefthand side of that sheet uas 
written there by you, is that correct? A. That is right.

Q. Uhen did you write that? A. I wrote this after the collision.

Q. You did that translation after the collision, did you? A. That 
is right. 10

Q. There is a heading which says "Translation to English on
line part" and then an arrow pointing to the 3apanese writing,
or part of it, on the righthand side of the page? A. That is right.

Plaintiffs Q. is that intended to be a translation of the Japanese writing 
witnesses that is underlined? A. No, that is not right.

TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(cross- 
examined)

20

30

Q. Uhat is ita translation of? A. It is not a clear translation, 
but it shows that at this anchorage nine shackles was safe.

Q. That Japanese writing that is underlined to which the arrow 
points includes a statement, does it not, that the condition of 
the bottom is not very good so you have to use more chain? 
A. Yes.

Q. And there is no mention of that statement in the English 
words that you have set out under the heading "translation to 
English online part",is there? A. No, there is not.

Q. You knew, did you, amongst other things, that the condition 
of the bottom was not very good so that you would have to use 
more chain? A. That is right.

Q.Is there any reason why that part of the Japanese note was 
omitted from what you wrote in English? A. This translation 
means that with nine shackles it was able to stand up to wind 
of . 20 metres per second.

(Documents entitled "Copies this page only" 
and "No. 4" m.f.i. 2)

Q.You told his Honour that the state of the machine ry as you 
left it when you turned in at midnight on 9th Duly was such that 
the engine could be brought to standby in 15 to 20 minutes, is 
that rigfit? A. Tfiat is correct.

Q. It would be right that if the machinery was left to take that 
time to get to standby, another vessel drifting towards "Ibaraki 
Maru" at ha|.f a mile distance, there would be small chance of 40 
the "Ibaraki Raou" being able to move prior to a collision? 
A. I.do notquite understand the question. Can you repeat it please?

Q. (Shown Ex. F) On that exhibit you have shown the positions 
of the "Mineral Transporter" from 03.22 up to the time of the 
collision? A. That iscorrect.
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Q* Looking at that, the vosael was drifting in e direction and part Iate epood that you would expect if it uaa drifting and dragging In theits anchor* would you agree with that? A, Yea* supreme
0* Because it was moving under the influence of the tide and New south the wind, ia that right? A* Yea, and the swell, Wales
Q. In the atato of readineaa of the aachinery on the Mbaraki No 7Raru% there uaa little chance of the angina being brought to Transcriptatandby before the point of collision if the order was not Of Evidencegiven prior to 3*22, would you agree uith that? A* I do not before His10 really understand, • Honour Mr.

JusticeQ.You needed 15 to 20 einutee to bring the engines to etandby? Yeldham A, Yea*

0* A veaael in the position of the *nineral Transporter", as ahoun at 3,22, aiaply as a Batter of the action of wind, tide plaintiffs' and avell* would coae to a point of colliaion in about 20 witnesses ainutea* That ia right, ia it not? A* Yea* ___—
TAKATANIQ» So that once * vaaael wae in the poaition of the "Rinerai Michihiro Transporter* aa ahoun at 3*22. drifting touarda the "Ibarakl (cross- Raru*, it would not ba possible to gat the enginea to atandby examined) 20 ouch before the tiae of colliaion? (Objected to; allowed) A* Yes, it would not have bean possible*

Q, (Shown Ex* C) In the righthand bottoa corner of that chart there ie what 2 think you have described as a free translation of aoae Japanese writing that appears on the left, ia that correct? A* That ia correct*
Q* If one coaee down to paragraph 4, how does one translate that fron the Japanese? la that an accurate translation aa it appears there? A. Ho, it ia not*
CUThaae paragraphs are headed in Engliah •Captain*a notice** Are 30 thoae the captain*a standing orders or are they orders for the particular night? A* Thie aonething X wrote in on the 26th when the veeaal caae et anchor*
0* And they were directions to whomever waa keeping watch, ia that right? A, That ia right*
Q* Ooee No* 4 read "Call captain when ether vessels approach our vessel ate close aa half a Bile**? A. Yea* when another vaseel ia 0*5 oilea away frota our veaaal*
Q.Uhoever la on wetch ia to call the captain, la that right? A* Yes. Out this aentonea alao aaya, «If another vessel la 0*5 40 mile auay froo our veeael or if it neera our veasal and anchors near the veesel**

Q* That ia all part of Ho* 4, ie it? A* Yea*
Q* How ie £io« 5 translated? A* It aaya, "If there are any other concerns, call the captain immediately%
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Part 1 Q. Is this the situation, captain: that so far as your orders 
In the uere concerned on the night in question to the quartermaster, 
Supreme he uas to call you if another vessel approached as close as 
Court of half a mile or if he uas concerned? A. Yes. But the matching 
New South of the distances and so forth are coincidences. 
Wales_____

Q. Uhat do you mean by, they are "coincidences"? A. lam saying 
No.7 that the 0.5 mile uritten here and the 0.5 mile at 3.22 in 
Transceipt questionmatched, and that uas a coincidence, 
of Evidence
before His Q. A quartermaster in receipt of this order could take the vieu, 
Honour Mr. could he not, that he should not call you until another vessel 
Justice approachedas close as half a mile? (Objected to; uithdraun). 
Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(cross- 
examined)
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10

MR. SHELLER Q. Your order to the Quartermaster could be taken, could it not, as an order that if there was nothing that caused him concern he would only call you if another vessel approached as close as half a mile? A. N0f it could not be taken that way and the Quartermaster, who has had a lot of experience, would know when the:® is eoncern.
Q. Of course, it is right, is it not, that if a vessel had reached the point of half a mile and was drifting towards your vessel uncontrolled, with the tide and wind as the Mineral Transporter was, it was too late for you to get your engines started and get out of the way, that's right, is it not? A.Yes, as far as our vessel gees, it was too late - if our vessel was to move away it was toe late.
Q. Just while yeu have got that notice in front of you, if you come down te Ne»7, is that a direction to the able seaman that he should keep watch at tte bridge and also round inside and outside for checking abnormal situation, is that a correct translation gf your order? A. I wouJd like to say this now myself, so please listen. (Witness 20 continued).

HIS HONOUR: Perhaps you better interpret as far as he has gone.

INTERPRETER: Could I inquire to the witness about the first word he used, because I did not understand.
HISHONOUR: Yes.

WITNESS: During the day if it is below fifteen metres per second then yeu can leave the bridge after notifying the radio operator and during the night the inside and the outside of the vessel must be checked and the watch must be 30 kept at the bridge.

HIS HONOUR: Does he want to add anything to that? 
WITNESS: That is all for No.7.

MR. SHELLER Q. So that your order No.7 to the able seaman, er in this case the Quartermaster.invelved him leaving the bridge from time to time and going on rounds inside and outside the Vessel? A. Yes,during the night he has to check inside and outside of the vessel.

Q. And leave the bridge from time to time to do so? A. YeS, that's right.

40 Q. Where does he go on these rounds away from the bridge, what part of the vessel do you expect him to inspect? A. He has to check the anchor at the bow of the vesselj to check the engine room and also to check fire or light outlets.
Q. If he did that properly how long would you expect those rounds to take? A. Twenty to twenty-five minutes.
Q. How often during the night would you expect him to do that? A. About twice.
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part 1 Q. So that*In eccerdanct with your orders with this vessel 
in the lyinq at anchor at sea there would be nobody on watch on 
Supreme the bridge for periods up to twgnty-five minutes while the 
Court of able seaman was doing his rounds, is that right? A. Yes. 
New south i fee i that that is okay because I check the condition 
Wales at niqht and according to that check I make the judgment on 

	that.
No. 7

Transcript 
of Evid 
ence
before His present on the bridge, 
Honour Mr. qoo ,j practice? A.Y«s, I 
Justice 
Yeldham

Q. Would you not agree that in accordance with good practice 
there should v.hile a vessel of this size, the size of the 
Ibaraki Maru is lying at anchor at sea be somebody constantly 

" ' " ' would you not agree that that 
agree, (objected to Sallowed).

10

Q. Kould you not agree that in the situation of the Ibaraki 
Maru on 10th July, 1981, prior to this collision it was 
quite reckless for you to leave an order which amounted 
to the bridge being abandoned for periods of up to twenty-

piaintiffs'ftve minutes? A.No, I den't agree.
witnesses

Q. The situation was, was it not, that if another vessel 
TAKATANI dragged its anchor and drifted towards your vessel it could 
Michihiro ^ that nobody on the Ibaraki Maru would know anything 
(cross- about it for 25 minutes? A.Ye s, that's true. 20
examined)

Q. And you don't say that to allow such a situation by 
your ofders is quite reckless? A. I left toy orders as they 
were because before I went to bed I made sure that things 
were safe and felt that it was safe to do so.

Q* Of course, this is the very thing that happened on this 
night, is it not, that this vessel the Mineral Transporter 
drifted towards you for 25 minutes or more before anybody 
en the Ibaraki Maru knew anything about it? A. Y«s, that was 
the situation.

Q. Khan comabody en tha Ibaraki Maru did know something 30 
about it the state of the machinery was such that you could 
not qet your engines up to get out of the way? A. That's 
correct.

9« ^as there kept on the Ibaraki Maru a radar log? A. Ye*. 

(Radar log document 46 celled for).

Q. Was the radar log a log that was kept by you personally? 
A. It was written according to our recollections after the 
collision.

Q. But It was . - written up by you, is that right? A. It
was written by the third mate. 40

Q. Did you siqn it as true end correct? A. Yes, I did sign it. 
This was written according to the recollections.
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(Original document 46 not produced).

Q. Could yeu laok at the three photostat sheets I show you. 
De you recognize those as photostat copies of pages from 
the radar leg? A. Yes.

Q. That states the date and location and then there is a 
column headed "Time", do y»u see that? A. Ye s, I see that.

Q. Underneath that there are two words, "on" and "off", 
de you see those? A. Ye s.

Q. What is recerded as time on is that when the radar 
10 is put on standby? A. NO, this indicates when the radar 

is actually operating.

Q. Time off means when it ceases to operate, is that right? 
A. Ye s, that*s right.

Q. There is a heading over in the right hand column "Signature 
of licensed officer*, de you see that? A. Ye s.

Q. If yeu go to p,35 against the entry for 10th July, is 
that your signature in the right hand column in various 
places down the column? A.Ye s, it is mine and the third 
officer's signature.

20 Q. Then underneath is written "this copy is true and
correct" and that is signed by y»u, is it? A. Yes, that is 
my signature.

Q. Then against 10th July the time shewn as on is 0318, 
is that right? A. The tines are not clear.

Q. If it were 0318 it would not be carrect, weuld it? A. The 
Quarter-master noticed the situation at 3.18, so based on 
that time it was written 3.18.

Q. But in fact you turned the .radar en at 0322, is that 
right? A. That's right.

30 Q. What appearw there and then over the page on p.36 is a
complete record verified by you as te the times when the radar 

was : - on on 10th July? (Question translated).

INTERPRETER: May I repeat the question?

MR. SHELLER Q. The entries shewn an the leg on p.35 and 
p.36 for 10th July, which are verified by you, are a 
complete record @f the times the radar was on on that date? 
A. I wouldn''t sa/ it was complete. Because 0f the collision 
this was written as a reference and this was written by the 
third officer according to the recellecti ens and then 

40 was signed.
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Part 1 Q. But because ef the collision yeu would make certain as 
in the far as you were able that thatrecard for that day was 
Supreme correct, weuld you not? A. This is a record according to 
Court of recollection and the accurate times are not there. They 
New South are very rough times. Hevjever, I often went te the bridge 
Wales so the third officer, making the basis on that, made this

record. 
No. 7
Transcript Q. A s far as yeu know, that record, subject perhaps to 
of Evidence the precise times, is true and correct, is that right? A. What 
before His has been written are correct, but they are according to 10 
Honour Mr. recollection. 
Justice
Yeldham (Cepy radar log admitted without objection

and marked Ex.l).

(Master's diary, previously m.f.i.2, admitted 
Plaintiffs' without objection and marked Ex.2). 
witnesses

(Further hearing adjourned until Tuesday, 
TAKATANI 17th May, 1983 at 10a.m.). 
Michihiro
(cross- _____ 
examined)
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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF NEW SOUTH WALES 
ADMIRALTY DIVISION

No.934 of 1981,

CORAM: YELDHAM, J.

MITSUI-OSK LINES LIMITED & ANOR. V. THE SHIP 'MINERAL 
_______________________________TRANSPORTER 1

SECOND DAY: TUESDAY. 17TH MAY. 1983.

(Eprata noted)

(Photograph of Ibaraki Maru 
admitted without objection and 

10 marked Ex.N).

(Affidavit of Jong Seob Kirn sworn 
in Korea on 12/5/83 filed in Court)

HIS HONOUR: I will have it noted that it is common ground that this witness is ill and cannot attend and, that being so, there being no objection from Mr. Sheller, his 
affidavit may be used in such way as is desired.

MR. GLEESON: I believe that we have reached the stage 
through discussions between the solicitors that in relation to the cost of repairs, the cost of repairs which the 20 plaintiffs seek to recover and which are set out in a 
marine surveyor's certificate are agreed and we have a like agreement for the other side.

So far as the economic loss is concerned, we seek no agreement from the other side, but we have had sworn two affidavits, one from a Mr. Ogata and one from Mr. Inoue sworn on 14th May, 1983 which deal with the facts relevant to the claim for economic loss and the bulk of those affidavits concern the annexing of copies of business records, the originals of which are available, and explaining what 30 they are. Both Mr. Ogata and Mr. Inoue are here in Court and are available for cross-examination. It would be very tedious .-to have to take them, through Interpreters, 
through these business records and, in the interests of saving time and expense, we would seek Your Honour's leave to give .their evidence in chief by way of affidavit.

HIS HONOUR: Mr. Sheller, have you seen the affidavits?
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Part 1 MR. SHELLER: Yes.
In the
Supreme HIS HONOUR: Is there any objection to that?
Court of
New South MR. SHELLERi No.
Wales

(By consent affidavits of Hirofumi 
No.7 Ogata and Hiroshi Inoue sworn 14th
Transcript May, 1983 filed in Court),
of Evidence
before His (Mr. She Her Indicated he had no
Honour Mr. objection to Mr. Ogata and Mr. Inoue
Justice remaining in Court during the evidence)
Yeldham

MICHIHIRO TAKATANI 10 
On former oath: (Through Interpreter)

Plaintiffs MR. SHELLER Q. Youtold His Honour yesterday that the 
witnesses position of other vessels in the vicinity at the Ibaraki

Maru were marked on the radar screen, do you recall saying TAKATANI that? A.Ye s, I remember.
Michihiro
(cross- Q. You Mould agree, would you not, that the one purpose examined) for which the radar would be used while the Ibaraki Maru

was lying at anchor was to check the position of other
vessels? A.Y*s.

Q. Did you give any instructions as to the times at which 20 
radar checks should be made? A. I did not give any specific 
instruction as to the time, but I did give instructions to 
check the radar during the time that a person is on duty.

Q. Was there a standing instruction that a radar check was
to be made each hour? A. They were to make a check occasionally
while in charge. I would like to add something.

HIS HONOUR Q. Yes? A. By occasionally, that means about 
each hour.

MR.SHELLER Q. Was that an instruction from your company, 
Matsuoka? A. No, this was according to my judgment. 30
Q. Do you recall whether you had given any instructions
to Mr. Sato about radar checks on the night of 9/1Oth July?
A. From the 9th? Can I have the specific time?

Q. I will put the question again. Do you recall whether on 
the night of the 9th/10th July you had given any instruction 
to Mr. Sgto about radar checks? A. NOf but as the Captain's 
instructions were written on the plotting chart.

Q. (Witness shown E X .C) Do you refer to the instructions
which are translated under the heading "Captain's Notice"?
A. Ye s. 40
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Q. Do you refer amonast those to the item numbered 3? A.Yes, that's right.

Q. Does the item Numbered 3 say, 'Check position by radar on bearing or transit over four hours"? A. Y$s, that's what it says*

Q. Was that your instruction, that a radar check should be mads every four hours? A. This was translated by the Second Officer on 15th July to be given to the port authority and this was a free translation done by the Second Officer 10 and there was a mistake in that what the original says is that it should be checked occasionally and the person in charqs under normal conditions should check this every hour and, according to the weather or other conditions, the radar should be checked more often than that.
Q. Does your instruction number 3 s»y that the position will be checked by radar every four hours? A. I would like to read what it says in Japanese and have that translated.
MR. SHELLER: I would ask that the witness answer the question.

20 (Last question read by Court Reporter).
WITNESS: That is what It says in the typewritten sentence, but the original, which is the instruction to be given to the person in charge, it says "check the position of the vessel occasionally*.

MR. SHELLER Q. In the original in Japanese is there mention of the position being checked by radar every four hours? A. No, it doesn ' t say that at all.
Q. Is there any mention of four hours in the original? A.N0 , not in the original.

30 Q. Is there any mention of any tine in the original? A. NO, there is no time.

Q. So you say, do you. that this translation 3 is quite wrong when it refers to the position being checked by radar at each four hours? A. That's right, it is wrong.
HIS HONOUR Q. Do you know who made the translation? A. The second officer.
MR. SHELLER Q. Of course, would you agree that in the situation in which the Ibaraki Maru was lying at anchor at sea off Port Kembla on 9th/10th July proper practice would 40 have required that the position be checked by radarmore frequently than every four hours? A. Yes, I think so. It should be checked about every hour.
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Q. A prudent master would require, would he not, in the 
situation in which the Ibaraki Maru lay that night, that the 
position be checked by radar at least once an hour, would 
you agree with that? A.Y«s, that's correct.

Q. There is no record anywhere amonqst the ship's records
of any radar check having been made between midnight and
eiqhteen minutes past three on 10th July t is there? A. That's
correct. The Quartermaster, even if he used the radar to
check, he does not record it in the ship'g log because he
does not have a licence. 10

MR. SHELLER: 
re sponsive.

I would ask that to be struck out, it is not

HIS HONOUR: I think I will let it stand. What it demonstrates. 
I don't know, but I will not strike it out.

MR.SHELLER Q. But you yesterday examined the radar log book 
which is Ex.1, and you verified that as true and correct, 
did you not? A. I meant that the copy was exactly the same 
as the original and in that sense it was correct.

MR. GLEESON: I should have perhaps objected to that question. 

HIS HONOUR: It has been clarified now. 20

MR.SHELLER Q. You also signed in the column under "signature 
of licensed officer*, did you not? A. Yes.

Q. Do you suggest that you *ere not, by so signing, 
verifying the truth of what appears in that log? [objected 
to:not pressed).

Q. W«re there instructions about keeping the radio open 
on the bridge at night time? A.Yes. from the arrival there 
there was instruction from the authority at Port K«mbla.

Q.Did you keep the radio open on Channel 13? A. Y«s, I did.

Q. Is Channel 16 the designated international calling channel? 30 
A. No, I don't remember that clearly.

Q. What is the designated international calling channel? A. 
Channel 16.

Q. Was any listening watch being kept on Channel 16 at the 
time that you Cans to the bridge on the morning of 10th 
July? A. What time?

Q. V/hen you-came to the bridge at about 0322 on the morning 
of 10th July was any listening watch being kept on Channel^ 16? 
A. No, not Channel 16, Channel 13.

Q. W a s 0337 the first time that you or your radio operator 40'
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changed to Channel 16 on that morning? A. I do not remember 
clearly, but from the investigations made later it is 
said that that was the time.

Q. Prior to that time had you heard any messages from the 
5a nko Cherry? A.No, we did not hear anything.

Q. Did you hear anything from the Sanko Cherry between 
0337 and the time of the collision? A. I don't know.

Q. Did you observe any flashing morse light from the Sanko 
Cherry at any time after you can* to the bridge at 0322? 10 A. I was only looking to the front, so I do not know about 
the Sanko Cherry, which was behind us.

Q. Did you say on Channel 13, "I am flashing vessel, what 
vessel are you approaching"? A.YeS.
Q. And you got no response to that ,taessaqe? A. That'* correct.
Q. Did you send a similar message a number of times between 
3.23 and 3.25? A. Ye s, I did.

Q. And you got no response? A. That's right.

Q. At 3.25 did Mr. Murao, the radio officer, broadcast words to this effect:"You are drifting,this is the Ibaraki Maru, 20 you are drifting*? A. I don't remember the exact words, but 
he was saying something to that effect.

Q. On Channel 13? A. I did not confirm that because I was 
giving general instructions.

Q. A message to that effect was broadcast by Mr. Murao 
from 3.25 continuously, is that right? A. Yes, that's right.
Q. And you received no response? A. That'* right*

Q. At that time you were sounding the horn? A. Y«s, I was 
using the air horn.

Q. And showing a flashing light? A. Ye s. I wasn't using it 30 myself, but I gave instructions to do this.

Q. And that had been happening since about 3.23? A. Yes, that's 
right.

Q. So that by 3.25 you were we.ll aware that this other vessel 
was not responding to either radio messages, the horn or 
the flashing light, is that right? A. Yes, that's right.
Q. And the vessel was still moving towards you, as it were, 
sideways at 3.25? A. Yes, that's right.

Q. I take it, therefore, that at 3.25, having received no
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

response and observing the way in which the vessel was 
moving towards you, you were aware that you were in a 
situation of danger? A. Yes.

Q. At that p_o.int of time, 3.25, if tfee engines had been 
at standby, you would have taken steps to move your vessel, 
would you not? A.. Even if the engine was ready, because 

No.7 the anchor was out ten shackles nothing could have been done,
Transcript
of Evidence^. Do you say that evdn if the engine had been ready at
before His 3.25 because the anchor was out you couldn't have done any-
Honour Mr. thing? A. That's correct.
Justice
Yeldham Q. Yesterday I asked you some questions (pp,19 and 20)

about the situation, if you had had the engine at standby 
by twenty-five past three, do you remember me asking you 

- those questions? A.Ye s.
Plaintiffs'
witnesses Q. I asked you whether, if the engines had been at standby 

by twenty-five past three, that would have given you plenty
TAKATANI of time to get away from the area towards which the Mineral
Michihiro Transporter was drifting, do you recall me asking you that?
(cross- A. I don't remember that clearly.
examined)

Q. Did you not say to me, when I asked you that question, 
"Yes, that's right"? A. I don't remember clearly.

OQ. Ther^ds no doubt, is there, that if your engines had 
been at standby by 3.25 youcould have got away from the 
area towards-which ths Mineral Transporter was drifting and 
avoided a collision, could you not? A. Because the anchor 
was out ten shacklesi to lift the anchor it would have _iaken 
at least 25 minutes to 30 minutes at best.

Q. Do you say that you could not move your vessel at all 
without first lifting the anchor? A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. It would be quite impossible , would it, for you to ste^am 
forward for a distance and then move away to the starboard 
side with the anchor still out, as it was, ten shackles?

MR. GLEESON: I am not clear what that question means. 
It may be that the witness is. If my learned friend is going 
to put an assumption about a particular manoeuvre to the 
witness I would ask that he put it as clearly and as precisely 
as he can.

HIS HONDUR: It was a little ambiguous.

10

20

30

. SHELLER Q. Just so I have this clear as a starting point, 
u say, do you, that at 3.25,7* inoufirst taking up the 40

MR
you
anchori'it was impossible for you to move the Ibaraki
M aru from the position in which she lay? A. Eve n if it
could have been moved, it would be nonsense to say that it
could have moved out of the way because of the anchor.
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Q. First of all, do you agree that you could have moved 
your vessel at 3.25 with the anchor out? A. What kind of 
movement do you refer to?

Q. Could you or could you not, have moved your vessel in 
soma direction with the anchor out at 3.25?

HIS HONOUR: Mr. She lier, it is not clear to me whether you 
are referring to swinging around on the anchor with the 
anchor firmly embedded or trying to drag the anchor,

MR. SHELLER Q. At 3.25 you had the anchor out, is that 
10 correct? A. Yes, with the emergency station call everyone 

was at the front of the vessel and the anchor was out ten 
shackles,

Q, With the anchor out there was nothing to prevent the 
vessel moving forward, was there? A. Yes, but no one would 
move towards a danger,

Q. But it was possible, was it not, to move forward and, 
having started by going forward a certain distance, to 
swing on the anchor a«ay towards your starboard side, was 
it not? A, Yes, there is a small possibility, but with a 

20 vessel which is 260 metres long it cannot be moved as easily 
as you could an automobile.

Q* You see, at 3.25 the Mineral Transporter was what, over 
a third of a mile away, would you agree with that?

MR. GLEESON: I wonder if I could ask my learned friend to 
indicate - because something may turn on this - whether 
he is talking about distance from the bo* or distance from 
the radar screen.

HIS HONOUR: Mr. Sheller, perhaps you would put that in the 
question.

30 MR. SHELLER Q. At 3.25 in your estimation how far was the 
Mineral Transporter from the point of your bow? A. I have a 
diaqram, but I need to make some calculations.

HIS HONOUR Q. You can do that. Do you want some instruments? 
A. I need a ruler. (Ruler provided) According to my 
calculations, about 550 metres.

MR. SHELLER Q. Just let me suggest this as a manoeuvre 
to you! firstly, I am assuming that the Ibaraki Maru is in 
the position it was on this morning, with its anchor out 
ten shackles? A,Ye s.

40 Q, And the engines at standby? A. YQ s.

Q. The first manoeuvre would be to go full ahead for a distance 
of say 50 metres and then to swing on the arc of the anchor
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Part 1 to starboard or in a south-westerly direction until a
in the position w a s reached, in effect, due west of the line between
Supreme the Mineral Transporter and the Ibaraki Maru in its original
Court of position. Now, firstly, do you agree with me that that
New South is a manoeuvre which your vessel was capable of carrying out
Wales with its anchor out on the night of 10th July? A. No , it

could not have done it. 
No. 7

Transcript Q.. Regardless of time constraints, that manoeuvre is quite 
of Evidence impossible, is it? A.Ye s. 
before His
Honour Mr. Q;. Is it not perfectly possible for a vessel such as J,0 
Justice the Ibaraki Maru to swing on the arc of its anchor from a 
Yeldham position on a bearing of 142 degrees round to a position on

a bearing of 90 degrees? A. It would seem impossible with
the anchor out.

Plaintiffs' Q. So do you say the only way that you could manoeuvre 
witnesses your vessel from the position in which it lay to a position

on a bearing of 90 degrees on the arc at the end of the 
TAKATANI length of the anchor would be by first taking the anchor 
Michihiro up? A. Even if the anchor was taken out, to move to 90 
(cross- degrees would seem impossible. Do you mean to move the 20 
examined) vessel 90 degrees?

Q. NO, to a bearing of 90 degrees? A. I don't know that 
clearly.

Q. There would be no problem, would there - leaving aside 
for a moment time constraints, there would be no problem, 
would there, in the Ibaraki Maru having gone full ahead for 
a short distance while its anchor was out - (objected to).

Q. Putting aside the presence of the Mineral Transporter, 
it was possible, was it not, for the Ibaraki Maru, with its 
anchor out, to move forwards? A. Ye s, it was possible. 30

Q. For a distance of say 50 metres? A. Yes, if the engine 
was ready.

Q. It is possible, is it not, to swing the Ibaraki Maru on 
the arc of its anchor? A. I think it is almost impossible.

Q. YOU say it simply cannot be done, whatever the conditions? 
(objected to).

Q. Do you understand what I mean by a manoeuvre of swinging 
on the arc of the anchor? A. I understand vaguely, but I 
would like clarification.

Q. Is it not. possible with a vessel like the Ibaraki Maru 40 
simply to manoeuvre it round on an arc formed by the anchor 
chain as it lies out from the vessel? A. It is almost 
impossible.
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Q. When you say it is almost impossible, is it possible
with the anchor taut to do that? A. Please repeat the question?

Q. Is it possible to swing in the manner that I have described 
on the arc of the anchor if the anchor is taut? A. Could you 
come here and draw a diagram.to explain what you mean?

Q. If your vessel, the Ibaraki Maru was lying at anchor, 
as it were, polling on the anchor with the anchor chain 
taut, would you assume that to be the situation - from that 
position is it possible to manoeuvre the Ibaraki Maru on 

10 the arc of the anchor chain? A. Even if it did move the 
result of its movement would not be clear. I would know 
the direction but I would not know how far it would go. 
If it was a vessel of 2,000 or 3,000 ton it might be easier 
to tell, but with a vessel of this size, which is 73,000 
ton, it is very difficult to tell.

Qj. Do you mean by that that with the anchor taut, as I have 
asked you to assume, it would not bepossible to do a 
controlled movement on the arc of the anchor chain? A. I 
think it would move a little bit, but I would not know what 

20 the result would be.

Q. What if you slackened the anchor chain first by steaming 
or moving forward, say 50 metres? (objected to).

Q. Turning from manoeuvring on a taut anchor, let me ask you
to assume that the Ibaraki Maru first moves forward say
50 metres to slacken the anchor. Now, if that were first
done, is it -then possible to manoeuvre the vessel in an
arc from that position until you are on a bearing of 90 degrees?
A. I don't know, but I think it would be almost impossible.

Q. When you say you don't know, have you never done a 
30 manoeuvre with either the Ibaraki Maru or a similar vessel 

in which you manoeuvred it on the arc of the anchor with the 
anchor slack? A.NO, I have not.

Q. If from that position which I asked you to assume, 
after you had moved forward for say 50 metres, you had put 
the Ibaraki Maru full astern and the rudder hard to port, 
would you not have drawn away on an arc from that position? 
A. That could be done on a diagram, but a large vessel 
such as the Ibaraki Maru could not do a manoeuvre like that 
so easily.

Q. Could it do it at all? A. E ven if it was done, it would 
40 hold no meaning.

Qi. Le t me put it to you this way: assuming that you had 
moved forward 50 metres so as to slacken the anchor chain, 
if you put the Ibaraki Maru full astern and the rudder hard 
to starboard, would the Ibaraki Maru not draw away in an 
arc and in a starboard direction? A. If the Ibaraki Maru
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TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(cross- 
examined)

was put to full astern, the stern of the vessel would swing 
widely to the 3= ft.

Q. Even if the rudder was hard to starboard? A. Yes, in 
this case the rudder would not function very well.

Q. That swing to port would only be momentary, would it not? 
A. While the engine is put to full astern, because of the 
current caused by the screw, the screw discharge current, 
it would continue to swing to left.

Q. (Approached with model ship) I want you to assume
that the vessel as I have placed it is on a heading of 3-0
142 degrees with its anchor out ten shackles? A. Yes.

Q. And that the vessel is the Ibaraki Maru. NO«, I want you
then to assume that the engines are put full ahead and
it proceeds forward for approximately 50 metres? A. Y0 u Say
50 metres, but that is only a figure and to move forward
it is almost impossible to say hON far it would move forward.

Q. I want you to assume for the moment that it has moved 
forward approximately 50 metres so that, to that extent, 
the anchor chain has become slack. So that the vessel as 
it is placed in front of you is in that position, having 20 
moved forward 50 metres. Now, I want you to assume at that 
position that the engines are put full astern and the rudder 
is put hard to starboard. Now, firstly, how would the 
vessel first respond in terms of movement to its engines 
being put full astern and the rudder hard to starboard? 
(Witness moved model),

<Q. YOU describe that by the stem coming round to port? A..Ye s, 
that's right.

Q. With the rudder hard to starboard, that movement would 
stop at some point of time, would it not? A. When the engine 
is started and the effect of the current caused by the 
screw becomes lessened, after some time then this would be 
the movement of the vessel. (Demonstrating).

Q. So you are then saying that the movement would be astern, 
is that right? A. This would be when the engine was stopped 
and there was no current caused by the engine and the 
rudder was taken to the starboard side, then it vo uld move 
the way that I showed.

HIS HONOUR: You better describe that, Mr. Sheller.
Q.

MR. SHELLER:/It was a stern movement with the stern coming 
back towards its original position, which would be on a 
heading of 142 degrees. The stern was moving to the starboard, 
is that right? A. Please go in steps, describe in steps 
about the manoeuvre of the vessel, when the engine is started,

30

40
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when the rudder is taken to the starboard side and when the 
vessel is put astern.

Q. You see, you have got a position there with the stern 
having gone round to the port and I think you described that 
as the direction in which the stern is moved if the 
engines were put full astern and the rudder hard to starboard 
in the position that I asked you to assume after the vessel 
had moved forward 50 metres. N0w, you agree with that? A.Yes,

Q. NOW, if at that point the engines remained full astern 
10 and with the rudder hard to starboard what does the vessel 

do next? A. So the rudder is taken to the starboard side 
always?

Q. The rudder stays full starboard and the engines remain 
full astern? A. With the wind and the swell it would be 
difficult to say, but with the wind and swell coming on this 
way it would probably -

Q. It would continue to move astern, would it, still swinging 
the stern still swinging to the port side? (Witness 
demonstrated with model;.

20 Q. So that it draws away, does it, till it has reached a 
position with a heading of around 240 degrees? A. I would 
not know clearly because you must take the swell and wind 
into consideration, but I would think that it would move to 
the right.

Q. In that move that you have described, with the engines 
full astern and the rudder hard to starboard, wouldn't the 
effect of the drag of the anchor chain be such as to take 
the vessel round on the arc of that anchor chain? A. When 
the anchor is slack, with the movement forward, then it would 

30 move a little backwards and then to the side, but once the 
anchor was taut then the movement would be slow, that would 
be the anchor chain (indicated).

Q. Assuming for a'moment that that pencil represents the 
anchor chain, the manoeuvre or the movement of the ship that 
you have described, would it, on the basis of the anchor 
chain being the re, involve a movement in an arc like that on 
the end of the anchor chain?

HIS HONOUR: That is to port?

MR. SHELLER:Q.To port? A. I would not know because I have not 
40 done it. Please ask the expert. You would have to ask at a 

University where they study such things.

(Short adjournment).
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Michihiro 
(cross- 
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KAG:JM:6

MR. SHELLER: Q. (Shown Ex. F.) Just prior to the adjournment 
I had been asking you about the result of the "Ibaraki Maru" 
steaming forward for fifty metres and then going full astern 
with the rudder hard to starboard. Do you recall those questions? 
A. Yes, I remember.

you agree that if that had been done, the "Ibaraki Maru" 
ended up on a bearing on a heading of approximately 240 

degrees? A. I don't know clearly, and I would certaiifynot know 
whether it would be 240 degrees, but it would move a fair 
distance with the bow of this ship moving to the right. 3-0

Q. Wodd you agree that with the anchor still out, it would tend 
to move on the arc of the anchor chain? A. I don't know that. May 
I give some explanations?

Q. Yes? A. (Witness drew sketch on piece of paper.) It should 
,be longer than this. This would be the diagram showing the 
vessel at anchor. Then, engine full astern and the rudder 
hard to starboard. First moving forwards about fifty metres, 
and from that position the engine full astern and the rudder 
to the starboard. At first, because the direction would not 
be certain, it would move at an arc at this angle (indicated). 20 
Before the vessel moves backward, the stern of the vessel would 
swing to the left. As the vessel starts to move backward, it 
would move slowly backward and as it is doing so the stern of 
the vessel would swing widely to the left. Therefore, I think 
it would be quite impossible to make an arc with the anchor 
being the centre of the arc. There is sufficient possibility 
that the chain would break before the anchor would actually 
stand. The chain would not be straight and taut. It is very 
difficult to explain, because It is difficult.

Q. You have finished the explanation that you want to give, 30 
is that right, for the momat ? A. It would simply be impossible 
for the vessel to move, say, 180 degrees with an arc of the 
anchor.

Q. WouQ it be possible to move an arc of ninety degrees? 
A. I don't know that either. And there is a possibility that 
the chain would break in that case as well. But what I 
believe is that it would simply be impossible for an arc to be 
made with the ten shackles of the anchor that was out with our 
vessel.

I would like to add that when the vessel is at anchor 
it is in a position that it is stopped, with the power of the 
anchor that has dug into the bottom of the ocean and also the 
power that the chain causes in lying on the bottom of tie sea 
bed.

(Two sketches made by witness MFI 3 and 4 
respectively.)

WITNESS: The vessel at anchor relies on the power of the chain 
more than on the power of the anchor.

40
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HIS HONOURS Q. Do you mean the weight of the chain on the Part 1 
•ea bed? A. Yes, that i« what I mean, in the

Supreme
MR. SHELLERf Q. Looking at the sketch HFI 4 (shown), you show Court of 
within the circle a series of three positions of the vessel, New South 
assuming this manoeuvre or movement to have taken place, Is Wales 
that right? A. Yes.

No. 7
Q. Does that show the centre of the arc being the pointat Transcript 
which the anchor touches the sea bed? (Objected to; withdrawn.} of Evidence

before His
Q. The centre of the arc is the point where the anchor first Honour Mr. 

10 touches the sea bed, is that right? A. That is right. Justice
Yeldham

Q. So what you are showing in that sketch MFI 3 is the vessel 
coming round on an arc centered at that point? A. I think that 
with that point as the centre it would move this way , swinging 
the stern of the vessel, because at first the vessel would not Plaintiffs' 
have the notion of moving backward. witnesses

Q. Would the vessel then commence to have the motion of moving TAKATANI 
backwards? A. As the vessel swings to the left, it would gradually Michihiro 
gain the power to move backwards. (cross- 

examined)
Q. Would it not then drag the anchor chain that was lying on 

20 the sea bed across the sea bed? A. Yes.

Q. So that the centre of the arc would become the point at which 
the anchor itself was lying on the sea bed? A. Nor I think before 
it reaches that stage the chain would break. I think that it 
would most definitely break.

Q. If the vessel had followed the positions that you show within 
thecircle on the document HFI 4, in your opinbn would it have 
avoided the 'Mineral Transporter"? A NO, it could not have 
avoided it, and the accident would have been worse.

Q. Wbttt younot agree with me that that manouevre that you have 
30 described would have taken the "Ibaraki Maru" some distance away 

from the line that the "Mineral Transporter" followed in that 
morning? a. I don't know. The chain might have broken or the 
accident itself might have been worse.

Q. It is right, is it not, that the manoeuvre as shown on the 
document MFI 4 would have taken the "Ibaraki Mark: " some distance 
away from the line that the "Mineral Transporter11' followed that 
night? A. If the engine was used well beforehand and was fdone, 
then it could have been done, but I don't know. An experiment 
would have to be done to tell for certain.

400. If the engine had been on stand-by at twenty-five past 
three, I suggest to you that that manoeuvre would have moved 
you some distance out of the line of the "Mineral Transporter" 
before 3.42? A. I would not know.

Q. I want to put to you another manoeuvre that I will suggest 
to you could have beei>perfonned on this night. There was nothing
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to prevent the "Ibareki Maru" f if the engines were on stand-by 

at twenty-five past three, steaming straight ahead
 for, say, 

fifty to 100 metres and then proceeding ahead wit
h the rudder 

full to starboard? (Objected to; withdrawn.)

Q. With the anchor out ten shackles, there was nothi
ng to 

prevent the "Ibaraki Karu" steaming ahead for fif
ty to 100 

metres and then continuing ahead but with the rud
der hard to

Transcript star board? a, There would have been muc
h to prevent that.

of Evidence
before His Q. What would have prevented that? A. Do you think t

hat there

Honour Mr. would be anybody who would mwe toward
s a vessel that was 10

Justice approaching BO close that there may be a collisio
n? I would

Yeldham like to ask that question. And regarding this incident, and

under the situation where we had been trying to m
ake communication 

and there was no response, a captain of a vessel 
would certainly 

not make a judgment whose result is not clear, an
d this is the 

Plaintiffs' truth that is coming from the captain.
witnesses

TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(cross- 
examined)

Q. Would you put aside for the moment the presen
ce of the

"Mineral Transporter" and just look at this as a 
manoeuvre?

With the anchor out ten shackles, you could h
ave gone full

ahead for fifty to 100 metres and then put the ru
dder hard 20

to starboard, could you not? A. With the dist
ance fifty to

100 metres, with such a large vessel as the   
Ibaraki Maru"

it would be impossible to stop at that distanc
e* But

supposing that the "Mineral Transporter* was not 
there, then

such a test could be done, but Z do not think
 that such ax

test would be done. I do not think it would be done at all.

Q. Putting aside altogether the "Mineral Transpo
rter* for

 the moment, there is nothing impossible about
 the manoeuvre,

is there, of going ahead for fifty to 100 met
res with the

anchor out ten shackles and then putting the rudd
er hard to 30

starboard? (Objected toj withdrawn,)

Q. What I am suggesting to you is that the "Ibaraki Maru" 

at 3.25 had its engines at stand-by. Putting aside for a moment 

the presence of the "Mineral Transporter", th
ere was nothing 

to -prevent the engines b-Ang put full ahead with the anchor 

out ten shackles? A. No, th<«re would have bee
n * nothing to 

prevent it. However, because of the inertia It may have b
een 

dangerous. In other wrds, a vessel cannot be stopped 

immediately, and if it kept moving, there could have been 

danger. 
40

Q. I am not asking you to stop it moving. I am just asking 

you whether, with the anchor out for ten shac
kles it would be 

possible to put the engines full ahead and pr
oceed forwards? 

A. Yes, that is possible. But there could be danger to that.

Q. What could the danger be to that? A. With the
 movement 

forward too much, the chain could be broken. 
Generally, when 

a vessel is to be moved a little, it would be
 moved at a 

dead slow speed or at a very slow speed and then s
topped.

Q. If you had gone full ahead and then after you had
 proceeded 

for fifty to 100 metres you had put the rudder ha
rd to starboard.
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there would have been no danger to the anchor chain, would In the 
there? (Objected to.) Supreme

Court of
Q. If you had put the engines full ahead with the anchor New South 
out ten shackles, and then at fifty to 100 metres, with the Wales 
engine still full ahead, you had put the rudder hard to 
starboard, there would have been ID danger to the anchor, NO . 7 
would there, at that point? A. I don't know that. Transcript

of Evidence
Q. If you had put the rudder hard to starboard after you had before His 
proceeded forward for fifty to 100 metres, with the engine Honour Mr. 

10 still full ahead, the vessel would have drawn away to the Justice 
south west from the line of the "Mineral Transporter", would Yeldham 
it not? A. I don't know.

Q. You have no idea? a.There would be some movement. Could
yon draw what you mean? This is very difficult to answer Plaintiffs' 
these questions, because these questions are based on assumptions witnesses 
that are not realistic.

TAKATANI
Q. I am just asking you about this as a matter of navigating Michihiro 
the vessel. Do you understand that? A. Yes. Go ahead, please. (cross- 

examined)
Q. On the diagram that I have drawn that is in front of you, 

20 would you assume that the outline of a vessel where I have
placed it is where the "Ibaraki Haru" was at 3.25? I am asking 
you to assume that the anchor is out ten shackles and that the 
engines are put full ahead and remain full ahead. I am 
suggesting to you that the vessel, if it proceeded along the 
line that I have drawn, which I asked you to assume to be 
between fifty and 100 metres, were then put with the rudder 
hard to starboard, and I suggea^to you that in that situation: 
the track of the vessel would be away to the starboard in the 
general direction that I have shown on that diagram? A. Can I 

30 daw something on your diagram?

Q. Firstly, could you answer that question? Is it right, making 
the assumptions that I have asked you to, and if the rudder is 
put hard to starboard at the point I have suggested, that the 
direction of the vessel would be in the direction that I have 
shown of that diagram? A. Yes, it would move to that general 
direction. But it would move very slowly and at the same time 
making a very large arc.

Q. Would the anchor chain have some effect upon the way in which* 
the vessel moved? A. Yes, because, using the starboard anchor at 

40 that time, it would tighten on the left side.

Q. Would the effect of that be to swing the stern to starboard !? 
A. No, the stern would swing to the left, the port.

Q. I have drawn on there another outline of the "Ibaraki Maru"
and a line which is intended to show the anchor chain. Would you
not agree that if the direction of the vessel is changed by the
rudder to a direction shown there by the arrow, that the
effect of the anchor chain would be to draw the bow to port
and the stern to starboard? A. If the rudder was hard to starboard
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and it was full ahead, then it would not move towards the 
port.

Q. What would not move towards the port? A. The bow of the 
vessel would not move to the port, to the left.

Q. But the stern would swing to starboard, would it not? 
A. Yes, that is correct. The stern would move to the port 
and the bow of the vessel would move to starboard.

Q. Again I show you the track that 
diagram in front of you. I suggest 
along the line, with the anchor out 
the rudder hard to starboard at the 
along that line as shown there, the 
direction as shown on that diagram?

T showed you before on the 
to you that having proceeded 
and at full ahead, putting 10 
point fifty to 100 metres 
vessel first would change 
A. Yes, that is right.

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(cross- 
examined)

Co That having proceeded along the line of that new direction 
for a distance, the effect of the anchor chain would begin to 
make itself felt? A. After a certain distance It could be felt.

$. As it could be felt, its tendency as the vessel proceeded 
on that new direction would be to draw the stern to the starboard? 
A. At that point moving full ahead, the chain would most likely 
break. 20

Q. I ask you to assume that the chain does not break? A.I 
understand what you are saying. But in reality, it could not 
happen and I could not do or say something that only God cou. d 
do.

Q. Do you say that when the anchor chain was felt, if it were 
not to be broken the speed of the vessel should be reduced? 
A. Yes, the speed would drop.

Q. If the speed were dropped, could you not make use of the 
anchor chain to swing the stern of the vessel to starboard? 
A. Please look at what I do. Is that what you are saying, 
that it would move that way? (Indicated.)

Q. No. I am suggesting to you that if you proceed down 
the line of this new direction and the engines are slowed, 
it is possible to make use of the anchor chain, the presence 
or pull of the anchor chain, to swing the stern to starboard? 
A. If the vessel was hardly moving at all, it could be done. 
But that would be in the case of a small vessel of, say, 
10,000 tonnes.

30

Q. I am asking you about the "Ibaraki Maru". 
that? A. Yes, I understand.

Do you understand
40

Q. And I am suggesting to you that, with the vessel following 
that line of the new direction that I have shown you, it would

be possible on the "Ibaraki Maru" to make use of the anchor 
chain, which is laid out, to swing the stern to starboard? 
A. It would simply Toe impossible for the "Ibaraki Ma-ru".
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Q. You say that it is impossible for the "Ibaraki Maru" to do part 1a manoeuvre with the anchor out to ten shackles, changing In thedirection in the manner that I have suggested and then swinging supremethe stern to starboard by use of the anchor chain. You say that court ofis impossible? A. It is definitely impossible. I am definitely New southnot mistaken. wales
Q. I take it that that is a manoeuvre of the sort that you No.7 have never yourself done? A. That is correct. Transcript

of EvidenceQ. I Biggest to you that such a manoeuvre was perfectly possible before His 10 with the "Ibaraki Maru" and that the affect of it would have Honour Mr. been to take you well out of the line of the "Mineral Transporter"? justice A. I reject that. Yeldham
Q. I further suggest to you that such a manoeuvre would haveenabled you to get the "Ibaraki Maru" from the position whereit lay at anchor aut of the line of the "Mineral Transporter* plaintiffs'in a period of between five and ten minutes? A. Could you make witnessesthat clear once again, please?

TAKATANIQ. I have suggested a manoeuvre to you which you say is impossible. Michihiro I merely want to put this to youi that if such a manoeuvre had (cross- 20 been done it could have got the "Ibaraki Maru" out of the line examined) of the "Mineral Transporter" within a period of five to ten minutes? A. I say that that is definitely impossible.

(Sketch drawn by Mr. Sheller MFI 5.)

Q. You say that if the manoeuvre had been done in the manner I described to you/ that is turning away to starboard with the engines full ahead, the anchor chain would have broken, is that right? A. Yes, I think it would have.

Q. If that had happened, you would be able to continue on and you would have avoided the "Mineral Transporter", would you 30 not? A. I would have to consider the time and position of the •Mineral Transporter" at that time.

Q. In evidence you said that the engines were in a state of readiness from which they could be brought to stand-by in fifteen to twenty minutes, is that right? A. Yes.

Q. It was perfectly possible, was it not, for you to have your engines in a state of readiness from which they could be brought tostand-by in ten minutes? A. No, it would not have been possible.

Q. Do you say that the engines in terms of readiness were 40 either at stand-by or fifteen to twenty minutes to stand-by; there was nothing in between? A, It takes fifteen to twenty mintues for the engine to be completely read/ to be statted.
Q* What I am putting to you, though, is that it is possible for you to have the engines in a state of readiness whereby they could be at stand-by in ten minutes on the "Ibaraki Maru". That is possible, is it not? A. No, it cannot be done.
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Q. The lubdcating oil was not running through the engines on 
the morning of 10th July, 1981, prior to 3.22, was it? 
A. I don't think it was used.

(Luncheon adjournment.)

Q. Just before the adjournment I had asked you whether on the 
morning of 10th July Iprior to your coming to the bridge the 
lubricating oil had been running through the engine system, 
and you gave me an answer vhich was, "I don't think it was 
used." Do you recall saying that? A. Yes.

Q. Are you not sure what the situation was? A. I cannot say 10 
definitely, because 1 don't know very much about engines. 
But Z have heard that the lubricating oil was warmed and 
was circulated.

Plaintiffs Q% ^u some questions that were put to your company prior to 
witnesses—the hearing, they were asked whether as at 300 hours on 10th

July, 1981, the lubricating oil was running through the engines 
TAKATANI of ^^ -jbaraki uaru" and the answer was "No"? A. Yes.
Michihiro
(cross- Qf QO yjjjj accept that that was the position? a.Yes, since Z examined) have heard.

Q. Woifi. you agree that if the lubricating oil was not running 20 
through the engines it would take longer than otherwise to bring 
them to standby? A. The oil is always automatically wanned. 
Regarding this, if it was cold then it would take time for it 
to warm up.

Q. Would you not agree that if the lubricating oil was not 
running through the system prior to your giving the order 
"emergency stations", it would take longer to bring the engines 
tostand-by than if the lubricating oil had been running through 
the system? A. Taking this situation, even if the lubricating 
oil was not running through the system, in fifteen to twenty 30 
minutes' time it should be that the lubricating . oil should 
be running throudi the engine and the engine can start.

Q. What Z am asking you is this. Zf the lubricating oil was 
not running through the system at the time that the call to 
emergency stations was made, that would be a factor that would 
increase the time to bring the engines to stand-by? A. Yes, 
Z think that could be said as true.

Q. Because if the lubricating oil is not running through hie 
system, the first thing that has to be done is to start the 
lubricating system. WouVl you agree with that? A. Yes, I think 
so. But I don'tknow very much about engisas.

40

Q. And that it would be necessary after starting the lubricating 
oil system to ensure that the oil was right through the system? 
A. I think so. -

Q. And that is a process that takes at least seven or eight 
minutes? A. I don't know.

Q. Would you agree that by not having the lubricating oil 
running through the system, the time to bring the engine to
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STAND-by would be increased by eig± to ten minutes? A. I just Part 1
know lEnat it takes about fifteen to twenty minutes to have the In tlie
engine ready to be used, and that is about all I know. Supreme

Court of Q. And it is fifteen to twenty minutes if the lubricating NSW South
oil is not running through the engines. Wouldyou agree Wales 

with that? A. Possibly so. But I don't know whether the —————— 
starting of the engine depends wholly on the lubricating oil No.7 
or the movement of the peripheral equipment. I canno^&ake Transcript 
any definite statement on that. of Evidence

before His10 Q« Would you be able to agree that if the lubricating oil Honour Mr. 
was passing through the system the engines could have been Justice 
brought to stand-by in about ten or eleven minutes? A. I think Yeldham 
that it might be possible, but I still don't know dearly.

Q. Were you aware of any orders from your company in relation
to keeping the lubricating oil system operating in the engines Plaintiffs'
when they were not at stand-by? A. No, I don't know. witnesses

Q. You do not know whether there were any orders or not? TAKATANI 
A. I don't know the functions of the engine or how the Michihiro 
oil runs through the engine. (cross- 

examined)
20 Q. Was this a matter, the lubricating oil system being kept in 

operation, that you discussed with the Chief Engineer on the 
"Ibaraki Maru" at any time? A. No, I did not talk about that.

Q. In the engineroom after the call to emergency stations, do 
you know how many engineers were present? A. Yes. I think four 
engineers, including the Chief Engineer, were at the engine 
control room.

Q. Does that four engineers include both officers and others? 
A. No, just engineers.

Q. How many other persons were present, do you know? A. Four.
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TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(cross- 
examined)

MR SHELLER: Q. So there were eight altogether? (No answer.)

Q. Did you give an answer?A. There were four people in charge of 
the machinery, that is in other words one No. 1 oiler and three 
oilers.

Q. The chief engineer was there?A. Yes, I think he was there.

Q. So you had the No. 1 oiler, three oilers, and the chief engineer. 
Anybody else?A. First engineer, second engineer, and third engineer.

Q. Do you mean by that captain that altogether after the call to
emergency stations there were eight people in the engine room? A.
Yes, in the engine room, and the engine control room. 10

Q. I want to suggest to you that on this night you could, by having 
the lubricating oil system operating, have had the engine on 10 
minutes to standby: would you agree with that? A. No I cannot 
_agree with that.

Q. And I suggest to you that in the circumstances of that night, 
good practice would have required you to have done so?A. Judging 
from the result, I wish that everything had been on standby. 
And thinking back from after the collision I wish that everything 
was at standby to be ready. However, judging from the condition 
of the weather, the weather chart, and the crew of our vessel, 20 
there was no need to have a special situation where the engine 
was ready, and it was also sufficient to just have one person, 
Toshio Sato, on watch and this is what the captain judged.

Q. Whenyou were describing the swell yesterday, you said , _eheight 
was about 3.5 metres, is that correct, that the height of the swell 
was 3.5 metres? A. It is not an exact figure, it is an approximate 
figure. But because it was a moderate swell I would think that it 
was about 3.5 metres.

Q. Three point five metres is quite a big swell, isn't it?A. No.
It is a moderate - about a moderate swell. 30

Q. In any event captain/making this judgment that you have referred 
to, you took . account, did you, of that swell?A. Yes of course 
I took it into consideration.

Q. I want to ask you again about the vessels at the point of 
collision. Is it correct that on the first collision the starboard 
side of The Mineral Transporter came into collision witb_ tne poit 
bow of The IBaraki Maru?A. Yes that would be correct.

40
Q. At that point the Ibaraki Maru was still heading about 142 
degrees and the Mineral Transporter about 200 degrees? A. Yes, 
approximately.

Q. The Mineral-Transporter then moved astern down the port side 
of The Ibaraki Maru?A. This was not using the engine, but while 
coming into shock this was naturally going towards the port side.

Q. And made two collisions with the port side when the vessels were 
roughly parallel? A. Can I describe the situation using my hands?
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Q. Just beforeyou do that captain, would you agree that after the Part 1
Mineral Transporter moved astern down the port side of The Ibaraki in the
Maru it made two collisions with the port side when the vessels Supreme
were roughly parallel?A. No, there was no situation where the two Court of
vessels were parallel to each other. They were a little bit wider New South
apart than parallel. Wales___

Q. You told us yesterday that by 3.36 youhad let out 13 shackles, No.7
is that right, of the anchor?A. Yes it is. Transcript

of Evidence 
Q. And the anchor chain was 143$ shackles long, is that right? A. Yes. before His

Honour Mr.
10 Q. So you had a further shackle and a half available to let out? Justice 

A. Yes. Yeldham

Q. And when you communicated with the Master of The Mineral 
Transporter he called upon you to slack chain, didhe not?A.Yes.

Plaintiffs'
Q. Do you recall at approximately what time that was? A. It was witnesses 
after we slackened the chain to 13% shackles.

- .. TAKATANI 
Q. You had slackened the chain to 13 shackles, had you not?A. Yes Michihiro 
that's right, 13 shackles. (cross- 

examined) 
Q. It took you three minutes to do that? A.Yes.

Q. Would you agree that it was shortly after you had completed 
20 that slacking of chain that the Master of The Min sral Transporter 

called upon you to slack chain? A. Yes I think so.

Q. Did your radio operator say to the Master of The Mineral 
Transporter that you had no more shackles? A. Yes.

v- - •

Q. And that was not true, was it? A. It is true.

Q. You had a further one and a half shackles, did you not? A. We 
cannot let out the whole thing.

Q. Why couldn't you let out the further one and a half shackles 
captain?A. With this vessel the chain is rooted in the chain 
locker and from there it goes up the windlass and then goes to 

30 the hawse pipe. It goes up about 15 metres. So from the root to the 
hawse pipe it is about 25 metres, which is about one shackle.

Q. Captain, you would measure the shackles out from the deck, would 
you not?A. Generally we say 10 shackles in water, which means that 
from the surface of the water it is 10 shackles. And if it is from 
the hawse pipe then it is 10 shackles from the haws* pipe. And if it 
is 10 shackles from the windlass, then we say it is 10 shackles 
from the windlass. And in our case all vessels have a shackle closer 
to the anchor. So when we say 10 shackles or 10 shackles in the 
water, then it actually means 10% shackles in the water.

40Q. You told me only a few minutes ago, did you not, that after 
you had let out the 13 shackles, you had 1% shackles left to let 
out; you told me that, didn't you? A. I would like to make a
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Part 1 correction. It actually is only one shackle.
In' the
Supreme- Q. YOU had one shackle left to let out, did you?A. From the hawse
Court of pipe through the windlass to the root was one shackle.
New South
Wales Q. Captain, you had one or one and a half shackles left to let out,

did you not? A. No. It?was let out as much as it can. It cannot 
No.7 be done. 
Transcript
of Evid- Q. why did you say a short while ago that you had one and a half 
ence shackles left to let out? A. I would like to make a correction on 
before Has that. I realized that there is half a shackle towards the front. 
Honour
Mr.Justice Q- of COurse Captain if you had let out another one and a half 10 
Yeldham shackles when you were called upon by the Master of the Mineral 

Transporter to slack chain, there is a good chance that the 
Mineral Transporter would have missed you, is that not right? A. It 

. could not have been slackened more with an anchor of 143$ shackles 
Piaintifls with 13 shackles out from the hawsepipe; there would only have beefl 
witnesses maybe a few metres left and it could not have been slackened any
TAKATANI m°re '

Michihiro Q> Would you look please at this Ex. K ( _ shc»*n- ;) . Was it the 
(cross- practice at that time to keep the engine log book written up in 
examinedj penci1?A . Yes. That has been done from long ago. 20

Q. If you look at the entry "0340 SB engine", would you agree that
it appears that somebody had rubbed out some figures and written
40 over them? A. Yes I can see that.

Q. You did not write those figures in the engine mom log bock, 
is that right?A. That's correct.

Q. I take it that you cannot give any explanation forthat? A. I 
think - I feel that this is correct.

Q. YOu do not know when that was rubbed out and the new figures 
written in? A. I don't know.

Q. Was it the information from th± log book that led to the 30 
insertion of the time at which the engine was at standby in the 
deck log? A. That is possible.

Q. I want you to look please at this ^r _ with photographs annexed 
(shown) (approached). Is that your writing there, "This copy is true 
and correct"? A. Yes. It is that this copy is not any different 
from its original.

Q. That is intended to show, is it, the various points of damage 
on the hull of the Mineral Transporter? A. Yes.

Q. Did you take these photographs?A.Yes.

Q. I take it that you inspected the Mineral Transporter's hull at 40 
some time after the collision, didyou? A. I had something to do 
and on the way back I went to the Mineral Transporter to get some 
records and there took some photographs.
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Q. In the course of doing that Captain, you observed that so far Part 1 as the starboard anchor on The Mineral Transporter was concerned, In the only the shank was left? A. But I think I already found - I already Supreme knew that on 10th July when it became light and I used binoculars Court of to see the vessel. New South
Wales

(Chart with annexed photographs m.f.i.6)
No. 7

Q. YOu gave some evidence and you said that if the anchor of The TranscriptMineral Transporter had been dropped at a point three hundred of Evidencemetres for'ard of your bow, the Mineral Transporter would have before His10 stopped before it came into collision with you. Do you recall Honour Mr.giving evidence to that effect? A.Yes. Juf^ceYeldham
Q. Wouldn't the effect of doing that have been to have risked turning the stern of The Mineral Transporter on to the bow ofThe Ibaraki Maru? A. With the time taken until the collision being , • ff • lengthened by that then the engine could have been used. Plaint it tswitnesses
Q. Whose engine are you referring to Captain? A. The engine of WKVHTIKST The Mineral Transporter. TAKATANI

Michihiro
Q. But would not the situation be that if the engine was not (cross- used or was not available for use within the time, the effect examined) 20 of anchoring at 300 metres could well be that the stern of The Mineral Transporter would have struck the bow of The Ibaraki Maru? A. I think that judging from the condition in the area, because the Mineral Transporter was using three shackles of starboard anchor, if furter they used the power of the port anchor then it would have stopped.

Q. What I want to suggest to you Captain is that any attempt by The Mineral Transporter to anchor later than 400 metres from the point of collision would not have avoided the collision? A. If there was 400 metres then that is sufficient.

30 Q. And I siggest to you that anything less than 400 metres would not have beensufficient? A. I think that if there was 300 metres that would have been sufficient. But how much is-how much did The Mineral Transporter have of its anchor out is a question.
Q. Do you mean by that that the question is whether it let out three shackles or four shackles; is that the question you refer to? A. If the anchor on the starboard side was under normal - about the normal length, this is referring to the chain whose shank had been broken off, if with that condition, the port anchor was drawing three shackles then judging from the condition 40 of the sea in the area it would have stopped.
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(cross- 
examined)

MR. SHELLER Q. Wa s there not a danger of the port anchor, 
if it was dropped from the Mineral Transporter at 300 metres, fouling the anchor chain of the Ibaraki Maru? A. It would 
have been very close, but at 300 metres with our vessel 
with anchor out 10 shackled, I would say that it would 
have missed it.

Q. If the Mineral Transporter's anchor had fouled the 
anchor of the Ibaraki Maru, would that have increased the 
chances of collision?

INTERPRETER: May I a s k for clarification, please? 10 

HIS HONOUR: Yes.

WITNESS: The chains would not necessarily tangle with each 
other, but if they did touch each other then it would be 
somewhat dangerous.

MR. SHELLER Q. YOU gave some evidence about what you said 
would be the consequence if the Captain of the Mineral 
Transporter had given the order full astern on the engine 
shortly before the collision, do you remember giving that evidence? A. Yes, I remember.

Q. Would you agree that if the engines had gone full astern 20 on the Mineral Transporter shortly before the collision 
and you had let out another one and a half shackles of 
anchor the collision could have been avoided? A. N0 , I don't 
agree.

Q.. You gave some evidence yesterday when I referred you to 
the radar log (p.28) - you said in answer to a question I put to you, "The Quartermaster noticed the situation 
at 3.18 so based on that time it was written 3.18" and that 
was the entry in the radar log. Firstly, as to that, that 
means, does it, that from the time that the Quartermaster 30 
noticed the situation at 3.18 four minutes, at least, elapsed before any action was taken to call the crew to 
emergency stations? (objected to: not pressed).

Q. When Mr. Sato spoke to you over the telephone while you 
were in your cabin on this morning, did it occur to you to give any order to Mr- Sato to call the crew to emergency 
stations? A. While I was in my bedroom?

Q. When he spoke to you on the telephone did it not occur 
to you to order him to call the crew to emergency stations? 
A. I felt that the firstthing I had to do was to go .up 40 
and see -the .situation.

Q. Do you not think it would have been prudent to inquire 
from him what the situation was and give him an order 
before you went to the bridge? A. At that time I had my mind
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set on going and seeing what the actual situation was.
Q. Is it correct that when you were informed of the time at which the Ibaraki Maru would berth at Port the date you "ere given was 20th July, 1981? A. Could you please repeat the question?

(Mr. Glee son indicated that matter could possibly be agreed on in the morning).

RE.EXAMINATION:

10 MR. GLEES) N Q. Yesterday afternoon you w«re asked anumber of questions (p.19) about the observation you would have mad« if you had been on the bridge of the Ibaraki Maru at about 3 o'clock or 3.05 on the morning of 10th July, do you recall those questions? A. Yes* I remember,
Q, I just want to refer you to some questions and some answers you gave to get you to clear up one aspect of the matter? A.Yes.

Q. You were asked this question:"Q. You said, did you not, that if you had been on watch you would have observed the 20 Mineral transporter drifting shortly after three o'clock,is tna|«fff9nfravLA. Yes." Tn0 n V°u *s *e asked the question, "And yo8/6Ss£fVld it drifting towards your position?" And your answer was "Yes, if I had used the radar.* Then you were asked the Question, "You would have used the radar if you had observea the Mineral Transporter drifting", and you answered the question *YeS.* So that on one occasion you said if you had used the radar you would have observed the Mineral Transporter drifting and then you said if you had observed the Mineral Transporter drifting 30 you would have used the radar, (objected to).
Q. On one occasion you said if you had used the radar you would have observed the Mineral Transporter drifting towards your position and on another occasion you sa£d you would have used the radar if you had observed th) Mineral Transporter drifting. NO*, what I want to ask you about those questions and answers is this: if you had been on the bridge of the Ibaraki Maru at say 3.05 on the morning of 10th July, in normal circumstances and assuming that you had not noticed anything untoward, would the radar 40 have been ope rat lag? A. The radar is used sometimes and sometimes it is not used.

Q. If the radar had not been in use at 3.05 when you were on the bridge and you had been keeping watch, how long would it have taken you fronryour visual observation to detect that the Mineral Transporter was drifting from its position? (objected tozallowed) A. I think about 20 to 25
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(cross- 
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South— 
Wales

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour 
Mr.Justice 
Yeldham

minutes. It depends on the situation and I can't give a 
definite answer, but with a general watch it would take 
about 20 to 25 minutes.

Q. If the radar had been turned on and you had been looking 
at the radar screen, how long would it have taken you to 
observe that the Mineral Transporter was drifting? (objected 
to:allowed) A* Do you mean that I am constantly looking at 
the radar?

Q. Yes, if you were constantly looking at the radar 
how long would it have taken you to observe the drifting of 10 
the Mineral Transporter? A. It would depend on the surrounding 
situation, but in about 15 to 20 minutes I may be able to 
tell that it may have started to drift.

Q. Is it normal practice for a person on watch on a 
Plaintiffs' vessel such as the Ibaraki Maru in circumstances such as 
witnesses this to constantly watch a radar screen? A. Depending on

weather conditions*, the person in charge would check about 
every thirty minutes or according to the various situations*TAKATANI 

Michihiro 
(re- 
examined)

Q. In answering.one of the questions this morning you gave 
some information about the anchor and I w ant to ask you 
for some further detail about that? A,Yes.

20
HIS HONOUR Q. How many vessels were there at anchor this 
niqht within a mile radius of your vessel? A. May I look 
at my document?

Q. Yes, just approximately will do? A. Within one mile, 
did you say?

Q, Approximately a mile, yes? A. About five*

MR. GLEESON Q. That did not include the Mineral Transporter 
or the Sanko Cherry? A. This does include it, it is about 
1.2 mile.

Q. Yesterday my learned friend asked you some questions 
about wh-t would have happened if the engines of the Ibaraki 
Maru had bsen on standby at 25 past 3. do you recollect 30 
that? A. Y«s.

Q. My learned friend asked you a number of other questions 
about the same matter this morning, do you recollect that? 
A. Yes.

Q When my learned friend asked you his questions yesterday 
afternoon he didn't make any reference to the anchor of the 
Ibaraki Maru, but this morning in the questions that he 
asked about that matter he made extensive reference to the 
anchor, do you recollect that? A.Yes.

40
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MR. GLEESON: 0. (Approached) By reference to the photograph which 
is Ex.N can you indicate to his Honour the location of the gear 
which operates the starboard anchor? (Witness indicated.)

MR. GLEESON: The witness indicates a point on the deck.

0. Can you tell his Honour this: I want you to assume that the 
anchor is down and in the water to the extent of l^en shackles? 
A. Yes.

Q. Assume, first of all, that the appropriate crewman or 
crewmen are in a position at the gear which operates that anchor 

10 to bring the anchor in. Can you tell his Honour what is
involved in the operation of bringing the anchor in and how long 
that would take? (Objected to; allowed.) A. Under normal 
conditions it would take about somewhere between 1.5 to 2.5 
minutes to wind one shackle or 25 metres of the anchor but if 
there was wind from the front or tide from the front then 
engine must be used. Again unless that is done it is difficult 
to wind the anchor, therefore more time would be needed.

Q. How many crewmen would be involved in the operation of 
winding in the anchor? A. Generally at the minimum three 

20 would be necessary.

Q. What is the distance from the bridge to the bow of the 
Ibaraki Maru?

INTERPRETER: May I ask for clarification, please? (Permitted.)

WITNESS: &. From the front of the bridge to the bow on the deck, 
about 220 metres.

MR. GLEESON: Q. As we can observe from the photograph there is 
various equipment on the deck. What would be a reasonable time 
to allow between giving an order that the anchor be brought in 
and the arrival of the necessary crewmen at the machinery to 

30 carry out that order? A. That would depend on whether it is 
dirLng the day or at night, whether the crew is awake or 
asleep.

HIS HONOUR: Q. If they were at emergency stations already, they 
would be there at the anchor, would they not? A. I think about 
eight to nine minutes would be needed.

MR. GLEESON: Q. Assume at 3.23 an order was given for the crew to 
go to emergency stations. What would be a reasonable time to 
allow for the crew to get to the anchor ,in order to operate it? 
A. I think about eight or nine minutes. I'm not sure but about 

40 that.

Q. What would be the effect on the movement of the vessel 
Ibaraki Maru _of winding in the anchor? A. It would move forward.

Q. In the direction of the Min ,eral Transporter? A. Yes, of course.
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Wales
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Transcript 
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TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(re-examined

Q. £nd what would be the distance of the forward movement caused 
by winding in the anchor? A. It would be very slow, the speed 
that it is being wound with the windlass, and some time it cannot 
be wound unless the engine was used.
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

0. I think your evidence was that at about 3.22 the Mineral 
Transporter was located at a distance of about half a mile - 
was that half a mile from the bridge of the Ibaraki Maru or 
the bow of the Ibaraki Maru? A. From the bridge.

0* What would then have been the distance of the Mineral 
Transporter from the bow of the Ibaraki Maru at that point of 
time? A. According to my calculations, about 700 metres fromNo. 7

Transcript the bow. 
of Evidence
before His HIS HONOURi Q. What is the distance from the bridge to the bow? 
Honour Mr. A. About 220 metres. 10
Justice 
Yeldham MR. GLEESON: Q. I want you to assume that the Mineral Transporter 

was drifting towards the Ibaraki Maru at a speed of approximately 
1.5 miles per hour. Can you make that assumption? A. Yes.

Plaintiffs' Q. on that assumption how far from the bow of the Ibaraki Maru 
witnesses would the Mineral Transporter have been at 3.25? A. About

570 metres.TAKATANI
Michihiro Q, HOW much towards the Mineral Transporter would the act of
( re~ drawing in the anchor of the Ibaraki Maru have brought the
examined) Ibaraki Maru? A. I don't know.

0. Can you give an approximation? A. If it was drawn and when 20 
would it be drawn?

0. Assuming that the order for the crew to go to the station to 
draw the anchor was given at 3.25 so that at 3.25 the crew would 
commence to move towards the anchor and then upon arrival there 
draw in the anchor? A. Does that mean that the crew has to go 
to the front of the vessel in one minute?

D. Let me ask you to assume that at 3.25 the crew is at the 
anchor, at their stations at the anchor and at 3.25 the order is 
given to draw in the anchor. How far away do you say at that 
point of time, on the assumption I asked you to make, the 30 
Mineral Transporter would have been from the bow of the Ibaraki 
Maru? A. At 3.25 it would have been about 570 metres away.

D. Assume that the Mineral Transporter was drifting at the rate 
of 1.5 miles per hour towards the Ibaraki Maru and at 
3.25 the crew being at their anchor stations commenced to heave 
in the anchor of the Ibaraki Maru. Would that process have been 
completed before the Mineral Transporter collided with the Ibaraki 
Maru? A. Wait one moment, please. At best it would take in 
until about 3.45 to complete the winding of the anchor.

0. Yesterday you were asked some questions about having an 40 
officer on watch when the vessel was lying at anchor at sea. 
Do you recall those questions? A. Yee, I remember.

0. And you were asked some questions about the observation that 
you were, or another officer might have made, do you recollect 
that? A. Yes.

D. Were you intending to suggest in your evidence that you or 
another officer would have better powers of observation than 
Quartermaster Sato? (Objected to.)
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0. On p.19 you were asked about the observations that you might Part 1 
make and you said in making that observation you would have the In the 
benefit of your training as an officer in observing other Supreme 
vessels, and you answered the question, yes. Do you recollect Court of 
that? A. Yes. New South

Wales
0. What did you understand the questioner to be referring to when 
he talked about the benefit of your training as an officer in No.7 
observing other vessels? A. I'm not quite sure about the word Transcript 
"benefit". of Evidence

before His
10 0. What experience did Quartermaster Sato have in observing Honour Mr. 

other vessels? (Objected to.) Justice
Yeldham

0. From your knowledge at the time what experience did Quartermaste 
Sato have in observing other vessels? (Objected to as not arising 
from cross-examination; allowed) A. At least twentyone years of 
experience, so over twenty years of experience in doing that. Plaintiffs'

witnesses
0. What was your view at the time of the competence of
Quartermaster Sato to keep watch on the vessel? A. I trusted him TAKATANI
sufficiently. Michihiro

(re-examined 
0. It was put to you that it was reckless of you not to have an

20 officer on watch and you disagreed with that suggestion. Can you 
give his Honour your reason for disagreeing with that suggestion? 
(Interpreter sought clarification.) A. I go up during the night 
until twelve occasionally and on the 9th, as I said to you 
yesterday, the weather forecast was as follows* There was to be 
heavy swell but the low was moving to the east and where we were 
the wind, the force of the wind was four to fivfn§§r>Jtite'rs a 
sou'westerly wind and the swell was moderate. (•Lnj-SZDI sought 
further clarification.)With the weather condition as such 
we would not have expected the vessel to drift because of wind,

30 that was not a consideration, and also if there was a distance 
of 1.2 miles then that would have been sufficient; secondly, 
I felt that the Quartermaster was very competent and also the 
engine was ready to be operated in 15 to 20 minutes. These were 
the conditions. Furthermore, the condition of the sea at night 
was not any different on that night from seven o'clock of the 
10th July and a photo has been taken of this weather or the ocean 
condition and if you would look at this photograph I am sure that 
you would understand the condition of the sea at that time*

0. It was put to you on p.27 in relation to your orders on Ex.C, 
40 your orders to the Watch, that it was reckless for you to leave 

an order which had the result that there might be nobody on the 
bridge for periods of up to 25 minutes and you said that you did 
not agree with that suggestion. Can you give his Honour your 
reasons for not agreeing? A. This was decided according to the 
Captain's judgment, based on the weather condition of the sea 
and the fact that the Quartermaster was very competent.

(Witness stood down.)

(Par.7 of the amended statement of claim altered to read 
0349 instead of 1045 as appeared.)

50 (Further hearing adjourned to 10 a.m. Wednesday, 18th 
May, 1983.)
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Plaintiffs' 
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TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(re- 
examined)

MICHIHIRO TAKATANI 
1 On former oath

(through interpreter) 10

RE-EXAMINATION CONTINUED

MR. GLEESON: What is the turning circle of the Ibaraki Maru? 
A. It is different depending on whether it is the starboard 
or the port. I don't remember clearly, but it is around 600.

HIS HONOUR: Around 600 what? A. For the left 618 and for the 
right 595.

MR. GLEESON: What? A. Metre.

Q. You were asked some questions yesterday about manoeuvres 
that it was suggested to you you might have performed in order 
to avoid collision with the Mineral Transporter, do you recollect20 
those questions? A. Yes.

Q. Is it possible for a vessel the size of the Ibaraki Maru to 
make a controlled movement forward for a distance of 50 metres? 
A. To move forward 50 metres, that is not possible.

Q. Do vessels such as the Ibaraki Maru and the Mineral Transportei 
normally carry both a port and a starboard anchor? A. Yes, that's 
right.

Q. Is there a danger involved in having a vessel such as the 
Ibaraki Maru in a position where it is moving over the anchor 
chain or moving above the anchor chain?

HIS HONOUR: Are you referring to its own chain? 

MR. GLEESON: Yes.

WITNESS: There is no danger. But if there is too much speed 
then it is scary.

MR. GLEESON: You were asked a number of questions about two 
different manoeuvres that it was suggested to you could have 
been performed by the Ibaraki Maru, and, in answering those 
questions, you were asked to assume that the Mineral Transporter

30
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was not in the vicinity of the Ibaraki Maru, do you recollect Part 1 that? A. Yes, I remember. In- tj:ie
Supreme

Q. I would like you now to assume that at the time each of those Court of 
manoeuvres was being performed the Mineral Transporter was drift- New South 
ing towards the Ibaraki Maru in the way it was, in fact, drifting Wales_____ 
on the occasion in question. How would the presence of the 
Mineral Transporter in those circumstances affect the possibility No.7 
or safety of the two manoeuvres you were asked about? A. In doing Transcript what exactly? I don't quite understand. °f Evidence

before His
10 Q. Do you remember the first manoeuvre that was put to you which, Honour Mr. as I recollected, was as follows: that your anchor was out Justice 

ten shackles, your engines were set full ahead for a distance of Yeldham 
fifty metres and you would then swing on an arc created by the 
anchor to starboard or in a southwesterly direction, do you
recollect that manoeuvre being suggested to you? A. Yes,1 .« • remember. Plaintiffs'

witnesses
Q. You were asked some questions about that manoeuvre upon the
assumption that the Mineral Transporter was not there. A. Yes. TAKATANIMichihiro
Q. I want to add to that the assumption that the Mineral Transporte (re-examinee 20 was there and was drifting towards the Ibaraki Maru as it was on and further the occasion in question. A. Yes. cross-examined)
Q. What effect does the making of that additional assumption have 
upon your views as to the safety or possibility of the manoeuvre? 
A. A large vessel cannot do such a manoeuvre at all.

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION (By leave)

MR. SHELLER: Yesterday you were asked some questions about the 
time that would be necessary to allow the,, crew to get to the 
anchor in order to operate it, do you remember being a~sk~ed about 
that/ A. Yes, I remember.

30 Q. In order to operate the anchor, members of the crew would have 
to go to the fo'c'sle head, is that correct? A. Yes.

HIS HONOUR: Who is the officer? The second or third officer 
goes, I suppose, does he? A. The Chief Officer, the Boatswain, 
carpenter and the sailor go.

MR. SHELLER: Is there communication by telephone or radio between 
the bridge and the fo'c'sle head? A. Yes, there is a microphone.

Q. In fact, it was by that means that you ordered the crew at 
the fo'c'sle head to let go three shackles of anchor chain at 
3.33? A. Yes.

40 Q. Amongst the people at the fo'c'sle head at 3.33 were the
Chief Officer Keaki, Bosun Marita and Able Seaman Komatsu? A. Yes.

Q. In answer to some questions that were put to your company, 
Matsuoka, it was said that between 3.24 and 3.45 those three 
members of the crew were on watch on the fo'c'sle, do you accept 
that as the position?
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A. At 3.23 "all crew to emergency stations" was called and until 
3.33 there were people who were at their stations or on the way 
to the fo'c'sle and at 3.33, that was a time when everybody just 
arrived at their emergency stations.

Q. Wasn't this the situation, that by 3.24 or shortly thereafter 
these three members of the crew were at the fo'c'sle head? A. It 
takes time to get to the stations and at 3.24.it was that everyone 
was on their way to getting to their stations and the meaning is 
that at 3.33 the emergency stations at the front of the vessel was 10 
completed.

Q. Would you not agree that it would have taken those three 
members of the crew considerably less than eight or nine minutes 
to get to their stations at the fo'c'sle head? A. I think it take 
about that much time.

Q. Would it take the same time for the crew that went to the 
Plaintiffs'engine room to get to the engine room? A. No, it wouldn't take 
witnesses that long for the engine room.

TAKATANI 
Michihiro 
(further 
cross- 
examiner1, 
and 
retired)

20

Q. How long for the engine room crew? A. About two to three 
minutes.

(Witness retired and excused)

HIS HONOUR: I note that in accordance with r.102 evidence by 
consent has been given by Captain Kirn, the Master of the "Sanko 
Cherry" by affidavit and it will be noted that it is common 
ground that he is ill and for that reason he is not here for 
cross-examination.

(Affidavit of Captain Jong Seob Kirn sworn 12.5.83 
noted.)

HIS HONOUR: I will note Mr. Sheller's objection to the last 
sentence of" .4 and to par.10. I will admit it subject to objec 
tion and determine, if necessary, what I should do about it later.30

KENNETH FREDERICK EDWARDS 
Sworn and examined

EDWARDS 
Kenneth 
Frederick
(examined) MR. GLEESON: Is your full name Kenneth Frederick Edwards? 

A. That's correct.

Q. Do you live at 44 Rathowan Parade, Killarney Heights? A. That's 
correct.

Q. Are you a marine surveyor employed by the Commonwealth 
Department of Transport? A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. Were you so employed in July of 1981? A. Yes, I was.

Q. What are your qualifications? A. I held a Master's Certificate, 
Foreign Going, at-the time of the incident. Since the incident 
I have been overseas and obtained a Master Class 1 Square Rig 
Sailing Ship Certificate.

84. M. Takatani Retired 
K.F. Edwards x



Q. Have you been a Sydney Pilot for ten years? A. Yes, prior 
to my present position Z was a Sydney Pilot.

Q. Z think on 16th July 1981, being aware of an incident that 
had occurred on 10th July 1981, you attended upon the vessel 
The Mineral Transporter when it arrived in Sydney for the purpose 
of having repairs carried out? A. Z was so instructed by my 
Department to do so.

Q. You went to the vessel? A. That's correct.

0. There you met the Master of the vessel? A. Yes, that was the 
10 Master of the vessel.

Q. Also the gentleman from the ship's agent, what was his name? 
A. Killick.

Q. You made certain observations of the vessel. The Mineral 
Transporter? A* Yes, Z did.

Q. And you bad a conversation with the Master in the presence of 
Mr. Killick? A. That's correct.

0* And you reduced to a written form Information that you were 
given by the Master about the incident? A. With the master's 
permission, Z did do so.

20 Q. You then had the written statement signed by the Master in 
the presence of yourself and Mr. Killick? A. Yes, Z did.

Q. You also signed the statement? A. Yes.

Q. And Mr. Killick signed the statement as witness? A. That's 
correct.

ESS HOHOURt Did you use an interpreter, or was there no problem? 
A. Z didn't need to use an interpreter, the English *f the 
Master was quite sufficient to understand the questions.

MR. GLKBSONs Do you have the original of the statement there 
amongst your papers? A. Yes Z have.

30 0. Z know that attached to it are some other statements of other 
people, but Z do not wat those at the moment. Could you just 
produce for the Court the statement signed by the Master of the 
Mineral Transporter and yourself and Mr. Killick? A. The 
ether information which Z am removing from here relate* to the 
vessel's particulars and to the anchorage position as Z found.

Q. Just the actual statement, could you produce that? (Witness 
complied).

(Above mentioned statement admitted without 
objection and marked Bx.O.)

40 Q. Do you see that included in that statement is the statement 
on the second page by the Master that the engines were put to 
full stern? A. That's correct.
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EDWARDS

Frederick 
(examined)
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0. What, in your opinion, is the appropriateness of that action, 
or was the appropriateness of that action in tha circumstances 
as described in the statement? A. Z did ask tha Master at the tine 
as to why be had put his engines full astern. It was his opinion •

______ 0. I am sorry, I an asking you what your opinion is. I am not
asking you now about any conversation you had with the Master. 

_No.7 Z an just asking you to express your opinion of the appropriate^ 
Transcript ness of the Master** action in putting the engine to full astern* 
of Evidence A. Z feel it would have been an inappropriate action at the tine. 
before His
Honour Mr. Q. Why? A. Hell, Z feel that be was putting the vessel »ore et 10 
Justice risk by putting his engines full astern. 
Yeldham

CROSS-EXAMINATION

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

EDWARDS 
Kenneth 
Frederick 
(examined; 
cross- 
examined)

MR. SHELXiERs 
to the Depa

Were you aware that a subpoena had been addressed 
it in this natter? A. Tea, Z was.

Q. Here you aware that a subpoena bad been directed to the 
Department by the plaintiff? (Objected toi rejected).

Q. Are you aware of the Intergovernmental Maritiae Consultative 
Organisation Resolutions and Recomendations relating to the 
navigational watchkeeping? A. Tea, Z am.

Q. You are aware of the circuastanees of the Zbaraki Maru and 
the Mineral Transporter prior to this collision on the 10th 
July? A. Yes.

20

Q. You are aware, 
obtained? A. Yes.

Z take it, of the weather conditions that then

Q. And of the relative positions of the two vessels and of other 
vessels in the area on the corning of 10th July? A. Yes.

Q. In your opinion, in those circumstances, should a constant 
visual watch have been Maintained on the Zbaraki Maru? A. Accord 
ing to the Master, a constant visual watch -

Q. Mo, would you please answer «sy question*

SIS HONOUR: You are not being asked whether it was, in fact, 
kept or not* But in your opinion as to whether it should have 
been kept. A. Zs this in relation to the I.M.A. document?

MR. SHKLLER: Z an just asking you whether, in your opinion, a 
constant visual watch should have been kept in the circuastanees 
as you know them on the Zbaraki Maru on this Morning of 10th 
July 1981?

HIS HONOUR: Z think yon are being asked as a natter of good 
aeamanahip.

30

MR. GLEESONi My learned friend, with respect, has introduced 
the problem by, for some reason, Baking mention of these 
regulations and then he is not Baking -

40
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HIS HONOUR: Mr. Sheller, are you asking as a matter of good Part 1
seamanship? In the

Supreme

MR. GLEESON: And regardless of the provisions of the recommenda- Court of
tions. Ne? South

Wales

(Discussion continued) No. 7

HIS HONOUR: You want the witness for the moment to forget the Transcript 
regulations and deal with the question of good seamanship? of Evidence

MR. SHELLER: Yes. Honour Mr.
Justice

HIS HONOUR: Do you understand that? A. Yes, I do. Yes, it would Yeldham 
10 be prudent to have kept a constant watch.

to have/
MR. SHELLER: Would it have been prudent an officer on watch D1 . .. ff , 
at all times during the night? witnesses

HIS HONOUR: You m ean an officer as opposed to somebody else, 
.**• Sheller? 

MR. SHELLER: Yes.

WITNESS: I think that entirely depends on the Master. It is examined) 
purely his decision. He is responsiEIeTfbr^Ehe safe conduct of 
the vessel.

MR. SHELLER: Would you have had an officer constantly in watch 
20 on the situation as you know it on 10th July 1981? (Objected to).

HIS HONOUR: As long as you understand Mr. Sheller is drawing a 
distinction between an officer and some other, member of the crew. 
A. To answer that question I think I have to go into the relevancy 
between different country type vessels and the way they operate 
that vessel under those circumstances.

MR. SHELLER: Perhaps I can just put the question again, if it is 
not plain. What I am asking you is whether, as a matter of 
prudent seaman-like practice, you, if you had been in the position 
of the Master of the Ibaraki Maru, and a vessel of that size 

30 and" the situation as you know it on 10th July, would have had
an officer on watch throughout the night? (Objected to: question 
withdrawn.)

Q. Does a constant visual watch involve somebody constantly 
being present on the bridge? A. Constant visual watch could mean 
somebody -being present on the bridge or around the decks at any 
particular time.

Q. What, looking out at all times? A. Within the meaning of 
vigilance, looking out at all times.

Q. In your opinion, should there be any time when there is no one 
40 present on watch on the bridge at night in circumstances such as 

you know them off Port Kembla on this night? (Objected to: 
question withdrawn.)
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Q. Z want Jtou to assume that en this night there was one person, 
a quartermaster of 20 years experience, on watch sad no one else, 
do yon understand that? A. Yes, X do.

Q. And that front time to time be was required to go on rounds 
which involved hia going from the bridge for periods of up to 
25 minutes end those rounds Involved him going to the fo'c'sle, 
forward end of the vessel end going Inside the vessel, do you 
follow that? A. *es, Z do.

Q. That, of course, would inevitably Man that for periods of 
up to 25 minutes he would be away from the bridge so that there 10 
would be nobody physically present on the bridge. Now, what Z 
want to ask you, in your opinion, would that be good practice 
on the part of a Master with a vessel like the Zbaraki Maru lying 
in the situation it was on 10th July 1981? A. Zf the Master had 
full confidence in the watebkeeping abilities of the person con 
cerned, Z think it would be permissible under those circumstances.

Q. Even though he was a quartermaster end not an officer? A. Tes.

20

30

Q. And even though that involved bio leaving the bridge for 
periods of up to 25 minutes? A* Providing he was not inside the 
vessel for any lengthy period of tine and was able to observe 
the situation from the decks, yes.

Q. Zf he was inside the vessel,during the period that he was 
inside the vessel he would be unable to vain tain a visual watch? 
A* During that period of time he would.

0. Mere you aware or are you aware of the weather conditions as 
forecast by the Bureau of Meteorology on that night? A. Mo, Z 
was not.

Q. There was a warning issued by the Bureau of Meteorology, 
Sydney at ; 35.30 GKT on 9th July 1981, "A low 984 millibars near 
42 degrees south" -

MR. GLEESORs Z would ask if the witness is going to be 
about that be be shown the document*

MR. SHELLERt (Exhibit J shown to witness). What Z have been read 
ing is the second item on that page, which is headed "Warning 
issued by the Bureau*, do you see that? A* Tes.

Q. Which is at 05.30 GMT, which Z think at that tine was 15.30 houi 
local time? A. Correct.

Q* "A low 935 millibars near 42 degrees south, 164 degrees east 
is moving slowly east. Area affected New South Wales water south 
et 34 degrees south and east of 156 degrees east, southwest winds 40 
force 7 to 8 are expected in the area with very rough seas and 
heavy swells. The area of gales to move slowly east." Zn addition 
to that, we have been told by the Master that there was a swell 
of approximately 3.5 metres at the time that he turned in at mid 
night. Mow, bearing those - (Objected tot allowed)*
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Q. In his evddence the Master said the wind conditions at the 
time he went to bed (which was at about midnight) was a south 
westerly wind of about 4 to 5 - that is Force 4 to 5 - the sea 
conditions were that the swell was southeasterly and X think 
the height was about 3.5 metres. Taking account of that warning wales'" 
and taking account of the sea conditions and the wind conditions ——————— 
as X have just reed them to you, do you think that it was „ 7 
prudent for the Master to turn in at midnight leaving one man, Transcript 
namely Quartermaster Sa.to, on watch? (Objected to: allowed). of Evidence 

10 A. Do X have to give a straight yes or no? before His

BIS HONOUR: You answer it in your own way. A. X did pose the justice 
question to the Master about an officer being on the bridge at 
the time - (objected to by Mr. Sheller).

Q. When X say you can answer it in your own way, what Mr. Sheller 
wants is your view about it and yon can give that without saying plaintiffs' 
yes or no, not really what the Master said to you, just express witnesses 
if you can your own view as to the wisdom or otherwise in those ——————— 
circumstances of leaving the quartermaster on the deck. A, Xt EDWARDS 
would have to be my view then, in that .respect, as regards my Kenneth 

20 report, that X consider that an offleaf tooSld have been on the Frederick 
bridge at the time. (cross-

__ examined) 
M35U SHELLERi Mould yon agree that as well as an officer there 
should also have been another member of the crew? A. If there had 
been en officer, the quartermaster would have been in attendance 
as well.

Q. Then the quartermaster would have gone on rounds while the 
officer remained on the bridge? A* That would be correct.

Q. The Master of the Xbaraki Maru described the duty of the crew 
member who went on rounds as being to cheek the anchor at the bow 

30 of the vessel, to check the engine room and also to check fire 
or light outlets. Be said that that would take about 20 to 25 
minutes. Xf those were, in fact, the duties of the member of the 
crew who went on rounds would you agree that it was imprudent to 
leave him alone to maintain watch during the night? A. X think X 
have already indicated that there possibly should have been 
another person on watch.

BIS BOBOORs You mean in the light of the weather forecast? 
A. Yes, in the light of the weather forecast.

tot, SHELLBRj As a result of your investigations, did you form a 
40 view which led you to the comment that - in your opinion - 

(Objected toi allowed).

BIS HONOUR* I will allow that question, but I will have it noted 
that unless the factual material upon which the view is based is 
established in this ease X propose to disregard that view.

(Mr. Sheller indicated he would not pursue 
the above question in view of bis Bonour's 
remarks.)

MR. SHELLER: The Xbaraki Maru was equipped with radar, you are 
aware of that, X take it? A« Correct.
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0. Again, in the circumstances as you know them about, the Ibaraki 
Maru, on the night of 10th July, do you have an opinion as to 
the extent to which a watch should have been maintained on radar? 
A. Radar plots were shown to me at the tint* of the interview 
with the Master. I an afraid Z cannot sort of elicit any nore 
information on that. That is some tine ago and I haven't seen 
them since.

BIS BOKOURi Z think you are being asked for your view, though, 
not what they did, as to what frequency radar checks should have 
been Bade. A. I am not sure Z asked that question of the Master.10

0. Forget the Master. You are being asked this now as an expert. 
What should have been done in your view? A. Z see. Z would have 
put the radar on and left it on in that position and Z would have 
taken frequent checks throughout the day and night.

MR. SHELLER: How frequent? A. Depending on weather circumstances, 
Plaintiffs'it could be anything froa a couple of hours down/ in extreme 
witnesses conditions, to half an hour or practically a constant watch.

EDWARDS 
Kenneth 
Frederick 
(cross- 
examined)

Q. In the weather conditions as Z have put then to you and as 
described by the Master, what would your view be about the 
frequency of radar cheeks? (Objected to).

Q. On the basis of the weather forecast which you have looked 
at and on the basis of the weather conditions ae the Master 
described them at oddnight, when he went to bed, what in your 
opinion should have been the frequency of radar checks? A. If 
you are asking me ny opinion as Ship's Master Z would like to 
have seen then once every hour.

Q. Not nore frequently than that? A. Ho.

Q. Did you observe whether the position of other vessels had 
been narked on the radar scfeeea on the Ibaraki Karu? A. To my 
recollection, yes.

Q. Mould the purpose of that be to enable any etoveraent of any 
of those vessels to be seen quickly? A. That is the purpose of
*fcv

G* Would It be correct to say that with such Barkings on the 
radar, if the radar was switched on, the aovenent of any of those 
vessels could be seen very easily?A. That applies to all vessels 
in the vicinity.

Q. Do you nean by that that the novesient of all vessels in the 
vicinity c onld be seen very quickly? A. Hell, I an thinking of 
all vessels; if they have their radar on they monitor each and 
every vessel within the ismediate vicinity.

Q. But what Z am asking you about is the radar on the Ibaraki 
Maru, which has the position of other vessels narked on the 
screen, do you understand that? A. Yes.

Q. Zn that situation on the Ibaraki Karu when the radar was 
turned on it would be possible, very easily, to see if any of 
those vessels had moved? A. If it was constantly Ronitored, yes.

20

30

40
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30

Q. I am asking you to assume that the radar is turned on, do 
you understand? A. I do understand.

Q. Then the radar screen is looked at, do you follow that?
A. Is it looked at constantly or is it looked at at intervals,
with due respect?

Q. A radar can be kept, as I understand it, on standby but with 
the screen not illuminated. A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. Were you given any information by the Master of the Ibaraki 
Maru as to whether the radar was on on this particular night? 
A. I am going on recollection - I believe it was on.

Q. Were you told that it was on in the sense that it was on 
standby or in the sense that the screen was illuminated? A. I 
am not sure.

Q. Assuming that it was on standby and when the screen was 
illuminated by turning - I take it a switch? A. Yes, bringing up 
the brightness.

Q. And then the screen was looked at by whoever had turned it 
on? A. Yes.

Q. It would be immediately apparent, would it not, with the 
markings of the other vessels on the screen, if any of those 
vessels had moved? A. Yes, it would.

Q. Also, I take it, it would be readily apparent in what direction 
any of those vessels had moved? A. Yes.

Q. And the distance they had moved? A. Yes.

Q. ^Again, assuming the weather forecast and the conditions of 
weather as described by the Master at midnight, should there have 
been a constant radio, watch maintained? A. No, I would not agree 
that there should have been a constant radio watch maintained.

Q. Should the radio have been kept turned on on any particular 
channel? A. Which radio are you referring to in this respect.

Q. The VHP. 
yes.

A. I feel that the VHP should have been turned on,

40

Q. On the bridge? A. Yes.

Q. If there was not a radio officer in the radio cabin? A. Well, 

the VHF normally would be in a position on the bridge.

Q. And that should have been kept turned on? A. I would think so, 
yes.

Q. Would you-agree that it should have been kept turned on on 
Channel 16? A. Yes.

Q. Channel 16 is the international something channel isn't it? 
What is Channel 16? A. Well, it is a calling channel between ships.
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EDWARDS 
Kenneth 
Frederick 
(cross- 
examined)
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Part l 0* But it *-s some sort of recognised international calling
In the channel, is it not? A. Yes.
Supreme
Court of C. Do you know how it is described? Is it described as the
New sovth designated international cilling channel? A. Well, it is a
Males calling channel between two vessels, yes.

NO.7 CJ. Have you ever heard it described as the designated International
Trans- Calling Channel? A. I am not sure of that.
cript of At
Evidence 0. Any rate, in your opinion, that is the channel upon which the
before VKF should have been open on the bridge, is that right? A. Yes.
His
Honour EIS EONOURr VThat is Channel 13, do you knew? A. It depends from 1-0
Mr. port to port.
Justice
Yeldham Q. Down in Kollongong? A. I aro not sure whether Channel 13

covers Wollongong. I know 13 covers Sydney Harbour; if ray memory 
serves me correctly, upon approaching the port you call up on 
16 and then th,ey revert you to 13 and then you request other

plaintiff achannels for ' , operations and port operations, so they do vary
witnessesfrop port to port.

PDWAKDS Q. in Sydney 13 is to conuaunicate with the Harbour authorities?
kenneth A. That's correct.
Frederick
(cross- MR. SH2LLSR: But Channel 16 never varies, is that right? A. 20 
examined)channel 16 would be an international calling channel between two 

ships at sea if they want to call one or each up.

Q. Again, taking this night and the weather forecast and the 
weather conditions as described to you, would it be prudent to 
have the engines in soice state of readiness? A. I believe they 
were in some state of readiness.

£13 EOHOUR: No, you are not being asked that, you are being asked 
would it be prudent to have them in some state of readiness.

MR. GLEESOK: I object to the expression "some state of readiness".

MR. SEZlXERj In a state of readiness? (Objected to: allowed). 30 
Can you answer that question or would you like me to put it again? 
A. Would you kindly put it again.

Q. Would it be prudent in the weather conditions and with the 
weather forecasts that have been described to you to have the 
engines in a state of readiness? A, Well, again there are T-OTJK? states of readiness. v-rying

Q. What state of readiness would you have had the engines in on 
this particular night if you had been the master of this 
vessel (Objected to: not pressed).

(Re- RE-EXAMINATION *°
examined)

MR. GLE2SON: You were asked some questions about various radio 
channels. May I inquire what is the state of your knowledge as 
to the instructions that Port Kembla Port Authorities had given 
to vessels about radio channels in July 1981, do you have any 
knowledge about that at all? A. Ho, I don't.
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Q. Would the selection of • particular channel for the purpose Part 1 
of a particular communication be accepted by the current In the 
instructions from the port authorities? A. Most assuredly it would. Supreme

Court of
0. You were asked some questions about watching requirements and New South 
instructions that a Blaster should have given and you were asked Wales_____ 
some questions abo$t your views on the dictates of good seaman 
ship. Is it the position that practice in relation to that natter No.7 
varies according to the nationality of particular vessels? Transcript 
A. That«« correct. (Objected toi allowed.) of Evidence

before His
10 "Q. Could you tell his Honour what variations in practice existed Honour Mr.

in regard to that natter? A. la Australian ships - (Objected to: Justice
question withdrawn). Yeldham

0. Bow long have you been with the Department of Transport? 
A. Going OB for six years. Plaintiffs' 

witnessesQ. In the ordinary course of your employment by the Department 
of Transport is it part of your duties to observe and, from tine irnr7ADr_ 
to tine, form opinions in relation to the conduct of foreign EDWARDS 
flagged vessels as they trade with Australia? A. Those are part Kennetn 
o< «r **!.., y...

20 (Question narked * read by court reporter,) further

WITNESSi Hell, with Australian flag vessels it would be prudent examined) 
for an officer and an AB to be on the bridge for a ship at anchor. 
Zt is the custom of the Japanese ships that they will allow a 
senior man, such as a quartermaster, who would be of e peety offices 
status, to carry out that duty.

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION (by leave)

MR. SHELLERi In the statement that you obtained from the master 
of the Mineral Transporter there was a statement that the engines 
were put to Full Astern, that is to say the engines of the 

30 Mineral Transporter? A. Yes.

Q. You have expressed some view about the propriety of the 
Master doing that? A. Yes, Z do.

Q. Would you agree that the effect of putting the engines Full 
Astern on the Mineral Transporter was that the stern of the 
vessel would have swung to port? A. With the transverse thrust, 
that is the normal way that the stern would cant, yes.

Q. And the bow to starboard? A. Yes, under ideal conditions.

Q. And that that movement would be more pronounced if the 
rudder was on hard port? A. Zt would help the situation, yes.

40Q. Zf the Master of the Mineral Transporter in the situation 
when he gave that order, as described in the statement that you 
got from bin, believed that the Znaraki Mam would slacken its 
chain, would it not have been appropriate for him to give that 
order In the belief that his bow might go past the bow of the 
Zbaraki Maru? A. Ho, Z feel that that was not the correct decision 
to make.
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Part 1 Q. Do I take it that, in your opinion, in that situation the 
in the Master should not have used his engines at all, the Master of 
Supreme the Mineral transporter? A. Your Honour, this is vary hard for 
Court of me to answer because I was not there at the time. I don't know 
New South what the distances were at the exact moment that the decision 
Wales to put his engines full astern - that is a decision that has got

to be made instantly and I find it very hard to answer. 
No.7
Transcript Q. On that basis, would you not agree that really it is impossible 
of Evidenoefor you to express any critical view of what the Master did in 
before His the situation based upon what he said in his statement? (Objected 
Honour Mr. to). Did with his engines based upon what he said in his statement? 
Justice A. I can only form an opinion that what he told me he had done 
Yeldham va> j^, incorrect situation. I would have myself, if you want me 

to form an opinion here and now, would have tried to put ay 
engines ahead and canter my stern away from the Ibaraki Maru.

Plaintif f s Q. jn fact, of course, what he was doing, if he put his engines 
witnesses a8tcrn, was to canter the stern away from the Ibaraki Maru, was

it not? A. Be was still bringing his own vessel down to a closing
position with Ibaraki Maru.EDWARDS 

Kenneth 
Frederick 
(further 
cross- 
examined)

Q. But if he had put his engines ahead he would have been bringing 
his own vessel down into closing position, would he not? A. Not 
necessarily.

Q. That all depends on the distances? A. That does.

Q. And you have no knowledge, you say, 
at what distance be gave this order? A. 
no.

from the material you had, 
I have no exact distances.

Q. Or the bearing of either vessel? A. Approximate bearings 
from the Ibaraki Maru.

0. But not of the other vessel? A. Not of the other vessel.

Q. In fairness, do you not think that it is extremely difficult 
for you, with the knowledge you have of the sitnation^that the 
Master then found himself in, to be critical of the order that 
he gave. A. It was an opinion formed at the time only.

Q. Were you given any information at all as to when the Master 
said he gave that order to Full Astern? A. I thought it was down 
on the statement. I would have to look through - (Witness shown 
Ex.0). I'm sorry, there is no tine in the statement, it must have 
been verbally given.

Q. But you don't recall what it was? A. No, I am afraid I don't. 
The statement was evolved from questions that were put to the 
Master at the time of the initial interview.

Q. You see, what you have said to me is that, without knowing 
times and xtfcnouc distances, it is difficult if not impossible 
for you to say what action you would have taken at the tine that 
that order was given? A. Yes.
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Q. All I an sufgesting to you i» that it ia equally impossible Part 1 
or difficult for you to make any criticisms of the order that in the 
the Master said he gave? A. My criticism was directed from a Supreme 
prudent point of view of seamanship at the tine. Court of

New South
Q. You would agree, would you not, that it was prudent to try 
and keep the stern of the Mineral Transporter away from the 
Xbaraki Maru? (Objected tot allowed). A. A* I understand the No. 7 
situation at the tine the order for engines to be put Full Astern Transcript 
was given, the collision was imminent and I disagree that it of Evidence 

10 would have been prudent to put hia engines Pull Astern at that before His 
particular tine. Honour Mr.

Justice

Q. What I aa asking you is would you agree that it was prudent Yeldham 
for the Master of the Mineral Transporter to try and keep his 
•tern from coming into contact with the Xbaraki Maru if collision 
was unavoidable? A. It would be best for two ships to have a . . , 
glancing blow than one steam completely into the other. Piaintitfswitnesses

Q. Can you not answer that question that it would have been 
prudent for the Master of the Mineral Transporter to try and ^ DWARDS, 
keep his stem from colliding from the Xbaraki Maru? A. Xf he Kenneth 

20 had no other recourse it would possibly be the nost prudent ,* ff
situation. (further

cross—

Q. Would you not agree that one effect of putting his engines examined) 
astern was to throw the stern of his vessel to port, that's right 
isn't it? A. That is normally what one would expect.

Q. And a consequence of that, of course, would be that it would 
be taking it away from the other vessel? A. Depends on the 
position of the two relevant vessels. X can't state that cate 
gorically.

Q« Aa part of the verbal information that you were given by the 
30 Master of the Mineral Transporter* did he tell you that at the 

time this order to put the engine astern was given collision was 
unavoidable? A. That was the impression he gave me at the tinar 
yes.

(Witness retired and excused) 

(Shost adjournment)
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HF/hg-e

Part 1 MINORU MUKAO
In the 3-23, 1-Chome,
Supreme Kitakshugaoka, Ibaraki City,
Court of OSAKA. JAPAU.
New South
Wales ('•i-'hrough interpreter :0n Affirmation:Examined)

No. 7
Transcript ME GLEES ON :Q. What is your full name ?A.Minoru Murao. 
of Evidence
before His Q. Are you the radio officer employed by Matsuoka Steamship 
Honour Mr. ^o.Ltd. ̂ A.^es. 
Justice 
Yeldham Q.And were you so employed on 1Oth July 1981 ?A.^es.

Q.^nd were you employed as radio officer on board the vessel -1- 0 
Ibaraki Maru on 10th July 1981 ?A. i es > that is correct.

Plaintiffs'
witnesses Q.What time did you go to bed on the evening on 9th July 1981V

A. About 2200 hours. v - . ,. - ' 
MURAO
Minoru Q.Were you awakened early in the morning of luth July 1981? 
(examined) A. -

<i.E w ere you awakened ?A. I was awakened by the emergency call.o
Q.Can you recollect the time at which you ^eard the emergency 
call?A.I do not remember clearly but it was about 23 minutes past

Q.Past what ?A. 3.23

Q.I should have asked you. For how long have you been at sea 20 
as a radio officer ?A. 2? years.

<i.And what is the range of the size of vessels upon which
you have served as a radio officer?^. From 3»000 tons to 70,000
tons.

*si. When you heard the emergency call at about 3.23 on the morning 
of 10th July 1981, what did you do (Interpreter repealed 
questiorOA. I woke up immediately.

Q.And did you gosomewhere ?A. From my room I ran up to the 
bridge .

who was on the bridge when you arrived there TA.i'he 30 
captain, able, seaman Sato and the second officer Kakura were 
there.

Q.Was there located on the bridge a V.H.F. radio?A. •'•as.

Q.Was there also located on the bridge near the Y.H.P. radio 
an air

Q.I/hat did you pbserve was happening on the bridge when you 
arrived there ?i.The captain, as he was sounding the air horn was 
screaming on the V.H.F.
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ft.Did you then take charge of the V.H.?. from the captainVA.^es Part 1
In the

ft.ttow, I want to ask you some questions about V.E.F.channels? Supreme 
A. *es. Court of

New South
ft. Have you received instructions from the Port &embla Port Wales_____ 
Authorities in relation to the use of a particular channelVA.*es,
I heard that; channel 13 was to be used while at Port ^embla. No. 7

Transcript
ft. rthen you say , channel 13 was to be used, for what purpose was of Evidence 
it to be used (objected to; before His

Honour Mr.
Q.From whom did you receive your information about channel 13? Justice 

10 A.tfrom the Port radio Yeldham

ft. And is it normal practice for a vessel to receive instructions
from the Port Authority in relation to such a matter 7A.¥es.* Plaintiffs'

**.And are those instructions normally communicated by radio 
with the radio officer of the vessel ̂ A.^es

witnesses

ft.Now, what instructions were communicated by you to the Port Minoru 
authority ( interpreter repeated questicn.)A. From the (examined) 
port authority 1 was told that the berthing schedule of other 
vessels, any other vessels coming into the port, will be 
communicated on channel 13, so that channel 13 should be 

20 maintained.

ft. What was the significance, if any, of channel 6?A. With vessels 
communications between - (interpreter requested answer again) 
A. Communication between vessels is to be done on channel 6.

ft. Just to explain that. In order to establish such communication 
between vessels on channel 6, would the normal procedure be for 
them to communicate on channel 13 and then switch over to 
channel 6 to have their conversations with one another ?A.ls 
this in relation to being at anchor in Port -^embla or under 
normal conditions?

30 ft. -being at anchor or at Port KemblaVA. While at Port Kembla
we are to tune into channel 15 according to the Port Authority's 
instructions ; so, we would first communicate on channel 13 
and then change to channel 6.

ft. what if any was the significance of channel 16?A. (Interpreter 
requested answer againM. *es^_ channel 16 is an international. 
common channel used for emergencies , safety and general 
callings and responses.

Q. (Approached)I want to show you Ex.H .Bo you recognise this 
40 as part of the V.H.J1 . radio log kept by the Ibarkki Maru?A. 

this is writing by me.

ft. Is thatjnaterial which appears in that exhibit, from the
;h to p«4? > wrii
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Part 1 Q.And when did you write that ma-aerial into that exnibit YA. 8 
in the to 12 hours after the collision.
Supreme
Court of isi.-and from what did you write that up ?A.£rom the recollections of
New South myseif an<=[ the captain and the notes taken by ~ch: second radio
Wales ——— operator.

No ' 7 . . Q. xhe times shown are Greenwich &ean time is that correct ?A.i~es. 
Transcript
of Evidence^ And does that mean tnat tlie time, for example, 1725 hours ,
before HIS g^oula De unaerstood as meaning 3.25, local time?A.ies. Honour Mr. ° ' '

Q.Now, on what channel or channels - I think you told me earlier 
that you took over the operation of the V.H.F. radio frcmthe 
captain when you arrived on the bridge ?A.Ies.

T,-, • 4--iffo Q« what did you do when you took over the radio?A,I immediately 
witnesses ciliM out to the drifting vessel and said "This is Ibaraki Karu"

MURAO * - x.H which is in front of you records various things 
Minoru tha 7- were said, is that correct ?A. Because it was based on 
(examined) rec°3-lec*i°n an<i notes taken, it is not complete; so there may 

be some missing, but it is quite correct.

Q. *-TL what channel or channels did you attempt to communicate with 
the drifting vessel —

Q. lam asking you about what you did upon your arrival on the 
bridge. On your arrival on the bridge did you attempt to 
communicate with the drifting vessel by radio?A.les.

"•t.And what channel or channels on the radio did you use in 
attempting to communicate with thedrifting vessel ?A. I called 
them on channel 13 and channel 16.

Q.Now, prior to this incident, had the radio on the Ibaraki 
iiaru been operating satisfactorily?A.^es.

Q.And following tnis incident was the radio on the Ibaraki Maru 
operating satisfactori^A.les.

Q.When was it that you first heard any response or any 
communication at all from the Mineral Transporter ?A. 3.37.

Q. And on what channel did you receive that communication 
from the Mineral Transporter ?A.I think it was channel 13»

Q.And what was the first thing the Mineral Transporter said to 
you on channel 13 ?A. "Change, channel 6 "

Q. Change to channel 6 ?A.Yes, change to channel 6. 

Q. Did you then change to channel 6 ?A.jfes, I did,

Q. And was making contact on channel 13 and then changing to 
channel 6 in accordance with the ordinary practice as you 
had earlier described it ?A.*es, that is right.
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H.. «hon you cLan^ed to chancel «',, %hat com vmlcaticn than 
passed beta-eon ycu end tho ? ineral frano;;ortor ?-»»Aic I 
to repeat what was aeid <

to tho beat of your recollection—

l~eava granted, by consent, to witness to refresh 
maaory froa log bock)

Q* Pros your recollection, aa refr ̂ shad by your une or tho log 
in front of you, what coaaunic alien woo there between 
you and the 1 ineral .rmsportor aftar you i'ir-t ende contact 

10 with th *t vessel bj- radio up until th* tia-j or Cul. ision'* 
»» After changing to channel 6 I said "Sty*, you "•

.(
Q.And wars you then cut off In add sentence ?A*Eo, I am 
not very good at English and that Is why I stopped the sentence 
there* :

HI. And what did they say to ycu'A.£h"y said "Are you ready*
H~And was anything feald about slackening a chain TA.Tes, 
after that they oaid "^lack the cLaln"j two or three times 
that was repeated wnd then they said "Do you understand " 
and in English they >ere sayine, let out 1C ahackies of your 

20 c-'~aln«

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

MURAO 
Minoru 
(examined; 
cross- 
examined)

what was your response to thajs?A,l said, " Cur 
already haa 13 shackles out) why are you approsching" and 
once again 1 said "Cur vessel has 13 ahacklea already out " 
and then I eeid "Ho sore shackle"

Q.?ollowin£ that, t?aa there any further coosunication tefore the 
collision ?A. After that, I heard again, alack shackle chain".
Q. And what did ycu respond to thea?A.I said "I understand;
why are you approaching" and asked "Are yo having engine trouble
Q»~ Eae there anything further said - I as sorry, did they 

30 answer that question <**Ko answer.

Q. And was anything further saii before the collision "/A. That was 
all*

you in a position to observe whether or not the engines 
oT th« fclinoral Transporter were operating at any time prior to 
the collision?-*. I don't k:.ow b -cauow 1 was concentrating on the 
V.iUP.

AZI CH

MH SHKILZH jq. (Handed Sx.H) ISr Kurao. what tine did you 
arrive on the bridge ? A. Between 24 and 25 past*

40 ^.And when you arrived t'aora, the radio wsa - the 7.H.F. was 
being uoed on euannel 6 la that right ?^.fio, it was not*

H. On cbannol 13 ?A.Ies, that is right.
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

Q. Ine captain was speaking on channel 1j$?A. Aes that is right

was it your understanding that the radiohad been kept 
open during the night up to that time'/A. IBS.

*i. On what channel ?A. ̂ hannel 13

No. 7 Q.Is th'jt recorded anywhere in the log, do you know; in the 
Transcript radio logfA.xhere are certain parts where it has been recorded 
of Evidence Dut there are parts that has not been recorded. before His
Honour Mr. Q.lur Murao, is this the situation, that when you arrived on 
Justice the "bridge you took over the radio and commenced to communicate'Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

MURAO 
Minoru 
(cross- 
examined)

on channel 13 es , at first I commenced with channel 13. 10

Q.And did you broadcast words to the effect," You are drafting; 
this is the Ibaraki Maru, you are drifting"?A.^es,I said 
something to that meaning.

you continued to broadcast words to that effect ?A.Ies 

you got no response ?A.That is right.

Mr Ifiarao, did you change to channel 16 at about 
A. Because there was no answer I used both channel 13 and 16 
alternatively.

Q. Is it not right to say that the first time you used channel 
16 was at about 3»35?A.I don't know. I don't remember the time 20 
clearly because I was always using channel 13 and 16 
alternatively.

(i.lSr Hnrao, I'd just like you to cast your mind back and see if 
you would agree with me, whether about 10 minutes past from 
the time that you commenced broadcasting to the time you 
first used channel 16.

HIS HONOUR: Will the book help him. Is there some entry in the 
book that deals with that.

MH SHELLKR ; 1'here are certain entries, and there are times; 
there are two times mentioned. 30

(Ex.H handed to witness )

ME S HELLER: At the moment, I am readingfrom another document. 

tAbove question marked with * read)

WITKE3S:A.No,until I got that response I used both channel 13 
and 16 alternatively.

Q.Mr Murao, do you recall being asked to give some information 
so that some questions could be answered for the purpose of this 
case ?A.I do not quite understand the meaning.
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Part 1Q.3o you r call, £r I'.urao, soae tine earlier this yesr beJng In the nskod t^ write acme information ao that tha solicitors In Supreme this sat tar could anaver some cueationa that had been aaked Court of of them in writing 7 A. He, I don't reneaLer. New South
WalesS..KT liuraOf it wsa eaid in answer to those <jue .tions that at 03.23, tht« Master on V.ii.F, 13 said words to the effect, No. 7 "I as calling vessel. *hat veaael are you ap, roaching"* Transcript 2 tako it, you were not present on the bridge at the tlae of Evidence the faster said that «A* I as sot thare at 3*23* before His
Honour Mr.10 ^* Bo you recall tho taster broadcasting a cesaa ;e t- that Justice effect, "1 aia callinc; vessel; what vessel are .vcu approaching"* Yeldham A.I think he eij-rht haver been ss^i&tS; that when 1 g-t there but 1 ia&ediately to k over the 7.11,?. rrom hia.

Q.And then Mr Kurao, would you agree with thist that fro» Plaintiffs' t:i.;5^- * 03.2$, y^u, the radio officer on V.H.F. 13 conovantly witnesses broadcast words to the effect "You are drifting. This iaIbaraki Karu, you are drifting nU.X0i, I agree, MURAO
Minoru

Q.And that aeesage was broadcoat continuoualy?A. I do not (cross- quito understand the meaning of constantly* Do you mean examined) 20 after

Q.Fron 3*2^ you» on V.H,?.13t constantly broadcast words to the effect,"Iou are drifting. Sais ia Ibaraki Karu, You are drifting" (objected tci Question allowed)
I axe putting to you is that from 0$»25 7ou on V.H.r. 13 constantly broaJcaxt words to the effect t "Iou are drifting* This is Ibaraki karu, you are drif ting" ?A. leu, I said that but later I aeid so&ething else as well*

H* That mc-ana thst there was soeo other message you sent as well as Ton are drifting. ̂ his is Ibaraki Karu, 30 you are driftins"?A**es,

Ii.«nl then froa about 3.35 you broadcast a similar aeasage alternstivelv on 7.E.F. 13 and 7.E.F.16 (Interpreter requested answer again) A.*eo, so«othing siailar but I did not know the naae of the vessel, and th-.m 1 saw two Chines o eharncters that read "Cori" ao I called out "Cori Cori this is Ibaraki Uaru".
is the fi3 jrni f icance of the wori'.s "Cori^TA*! do not kncv tho Eeanin-;, but two Chinese characters have aeanins on thoir own | but put to etbar, I do not know the eeaning.

Q. Go, this was your transcription of two Chinese characters 40 you saw, meaning written characters ?A,Xes
Q. where did ,~ou see those char .ctdrs ?A.Kear tha bridge.

you say "near the brid e "did you see th?a written suae-

H. ̂ -hat did you see then written on'A.I Jo not know whether it was metal or wood but on somo sort of board that was wide, it was written on it.
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

Q.So, tnis is a board thai; was within the bridge or 
something on the vessel that was drifting, or where was it? 
A.Arouna the bridge on the vessel that was drifting.

*%.So, you saw these two characters on a board around the bridge 
of the drifting vessel?A. Aes.

No. 7 st.AjKi was that the time that you saw them, those two characters, 
Transcript wgg ^hat some time after 3»35?A. I do not remember that clearly 
?.*„_ S?4!6 tout it was before I got in contact with the other vessel.

«*.And what time did you get in contact with the other vessel'' 
A.3.37 10

Q.TJntil you saw those two Chinese characters on the board, 
you had no information available to you as to the name of the 
drifting vesselfA.Ho, there was no information available to me.

^.Neither the captain nor Mr Sato had told you the name of the 
drifting vessel^A.That is correct.

Q.Murao, while you were broadcasting were you actually in the 
wheel house or did you ^.ave a cabin, a radio cabin of your own' 
A.In the bridge.

Honour Mr.
Justice
Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

MURAO 
Minoru 
(cross- 
examined)

ifcr Murao, was the time that you observed those two 
Chinese characters shortly before you made contact with the 20 
drifting vessel, you made radio contact with the drifting 
vessel?A.I do not remember clearly.I do not know if it was 
immediately before or whether it was about a minute before.

Q.Would you agree that it was no more than a minute before 
youmade radio contact with the drifting vessel?A.I do not know.

«t.Mr Murao, I put a statement to you which I will put to 
you again; that from about 3*35 you broadcast a message 
similar to the message"You are drifting.This is Ibaraki MarUe 
You are drifting" or alternatively on V.H.F.13 and V.E.F.16 . 
I suggest to you that £& was at about 3*35 that you commenced 30 
to broadcast or alternatively on Y.E.F.13 ana 16 *A. I do 
not agree; that isnot correct.

Q. TShen do you say you commenced broadcasting or alternatively 
on V.H.F. 13 and V.H.P.16 ?A.After 3.25.

Q. V.H.P. 16 was the emergency channel was it not ?A.It was 
not only the emergency channel.

Q.But it was the channel to be used in the emergency situations 
was it not ?A.Ies, it is used.

Q.And Channel 13 was to be used for berthing information, is that 
right ?A.Yes, that is correct. 40
Q.Was it to be used for no other information but berthing 
information?A.Ho, it is not used; but according to the Port 
Authorities instructions, it is tuned into channel 13 to 
watch channel 13.
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Q. You say this was some information that; was given to you 
by Port -K-embla Port Authority over the radio was it ?A.*es, that is correct. Supreme

Court of
*.And was it given to you in English?A.Ies. New SouthWales___
Q.Is it not correct to say that all that you were told was 
thai; was the channel that was to be used for obtaining No./ berthing informationU.-i.es. Transcriptof Evidence
Q.Can you say in English what the Port Authority at Port Kembla before His said to you ?AAln English)"Keep watch on 13 channel". Honour Mr.

10 HIS HuNOUfi: Any thing else ? Yeldham

faH SHELLES:Q. "Keep watch on 13 channel".What else was said,
if anything else, in English ?A. tin English )Zeep watch on _. . n .. ff ,,
this channel". Stnesses '

^TO*^MU KAU
©.Anything else in English 7A.fh.at is about all.

» .

Q. Do you recall the word berthing being used ?A. I did hear - something like berthing instructions or berthing information. examined)

was the English that you heard ?A.I don't remember clearlj 
I have forgotten.

(Ex.H handed to Mr Shell er)

20 Q« Mr Murao, can you tell me, looking at pp.36 and 37 of this
radio log, if there is any entry there indicating on what channel 
the radio should be kept open during the night time ? 
A. Can the question be repeated please.

(Above question read ) 

WITNESS :A.No, there is not.

* §»±s there any entry, in respect of this time that you were 
anchored at Port Kembla , relating to the channel that should be 
kept open for watching purposes , elsewhere in the log-

EIS HONOUR: Q, Do you want time during thelunch hour to look 
30 through it or can you answer without doing that TA.^es, 

I would like time.

(Access granted to witness to Ex.H during lunch time)

(Luncheon adjournment) 
(Question marked * read)

rflTNESSiA.No, there is not.

(Ex.H handed to Mr Sheller )

Q. (Approached) Mr Murao, this is part of the log, the line which
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales______

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

MURAO 
Minoru 
(cross- 
examined)

commences 17.25, was written by you, is that right ''A.ies.

Q.-^nd when vias thao written ?A.I think it Vtas between 8 and 12 
hours after the collision.

Q.And there is a word with a capital D and then a capital E 
and then a small "r-a-g-i-n-g" which may be dragging, 
is that right ?A. (Interpreter requested answer again )A.'i'his 
has been mis-spelt, ihere should be another G in it .

Hli> nldvuUH: it is dragging.

IIJii.-Jr'jiij'xER : i'his is what I suggested to the witness now,
he means dragging and he says the -English word is dredging. 3-0

MR SHELLiiR : J-t is supposed to be dragging

HIS hGNuHRiYes, he calls it dragging, but it is dredging.

MR SEELLER:^. »V"hen did you y/rite that word there ?A. Between 8 
and 12 hours after the collision.

Q. J-t appears that something has been erased from under that, 
is that correct ?A.^es I did erase something.

Q. And was whatever was erased in Japanese characters ?A.J- 
can't remember.

Q.You see that further down on that page, in the same two 
columns with the word dragging, there are two' places where 
there are some Japanese characters; do you see them?A.Tes.

Q.And could you tell me what those two words are ?A.'Alie 
character is "Cori" as in Japanese; two Chinese characters, 
in Japanese it would read Cori

Q.So, these are the Japanese equivalent of the Chinese 
characters that you say you saw, is that right ?A.The characters 
themselves are the same in Chinese and Japanese.

Q. So thos_e are the characters you say you saw on the other

20

Q. Just looking closely at the place where something has been 30 
erased under the word dragging, do you recall, looking at it, 
whether that wasscmething that you wrote there, that was erased?
A.

Q.And looking at it, can you recall what it was that was written 
A.I can't remember; quite some time has elapsed; I don't know.

Q.After the word "dragging" there is the letter V written 
in inverted commas7A.J-his is short for vessel.

Q. llhere is a column there which says " CH" which I take is short 
for channel, is that right ?A.Ies.

104. M.Murao xx



Q. And then the figure 13 and then the figure 16 ?-*.*es.

Q.i>o you recall, when the figure 16 was written there ^.- 
writ ten. at the time when the log book was written in.

was

Q.Mr Kurao, while you were making these broadcasts which you 
have described, you were on th bridge; that is right is it'.

was Captain Takatani in the vicinity whilst you were 
making those broadcasts- ?A.*es, he was.

Q.And you remember that after you had made contact vath the 
10 other vessel, youheard somebody on the other vessel say"Slack 

chain, slack ahain" do you recall that ?-*-. ^es,! remember.

do -you recall after you first heard that from the other 
vessel, whether you had any conversation wi"ch Captain Tizkatani? 
A. The captain heard that as well so he instructed me to tell 
them that the anchor is slackened.

Q. Do youmr-ec£llj whet her he said anything about shackles,
Captain *uajf "fr*VA- . Yog . -ho aai^ -hn -troll -h>>air THO V,mrn lo+r ,he said to tell them we have let out

Part 1
In the
Supreme
Court of 
''New South 
'Wales_____

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

MURAO 
Minoru 
(cross- 
examined)

13 shackles.

INTEEPHiTER :I am sorry- could I say that again. Yes, he told 
20 me to say that there were already 13 shackles out.

Q, Did he make any other mention of shackles that you can 
recollect, apart from them ?A. He told me to say that there is'- 
no more shackle.

»

Q.Kr Murao, if you go into the log, the V.H.P. log book,
over to p.38» the second last lina of that page, the word "Mineral
Transporter" appears; do you see that YA. -^es.

Q. Is that a message set out there which was transmitted by 
you?A. Aes.

that was a message that was transmitted some time after 
30 17.37, is that right ?A.Xes.

Q.Just from looking at the log, and correct me if I am wrong, 
but was that the first time that the nsme , Mineral iranspor-cer , 
was mentioned in these communications ?A.No, this was a mistake 
on my part. At that point we called the other veseal, the driftinr; 
vessel and at that point we did not know the name of the other 
vessel.

Q.Ihen, did you, prior to the collision, know the name of the 
other vessel ?A. Ho, 1 did not know.

Q.I take it then that wherever in those transmissions that 
40 appear on p. 39 ana then over on 40, the words Mineral 1'ransporter 

are mentioned, -that is a mistake, is that right ?A. Page 39 
and p. 40?

Q. !es ?A. The Mineral Transporter is mentioned on p. 40. 
We knew it at that point.



Part 1 Q» But ycu uey tha* wns eftoi the c~lliBio~ f is that right?In the •"••*ea.
Supreme
Court of CKo r»-axsaina tic-nJ
New South
Wales (^itneoS retired t excused)

No. 7 T03HIO SATO
Transcript On ArF_^--r ATrtKx^xauinc>d through interpreter. of Evidence
before His KK GLIT.30Kjx1 .lDyi.,ur full naae ffoyhio Csto»A, A os t that is correct Honour Mr.
Justice ct .An>: are you en eeuloyee of l-stsuoko Stsazaliii- Co.?/*. Yes » Yeldham ttst is co rect.

^..Ani are you en^a^ed as a Quarter taaster on board the -10 vessel Ibaraki ilaruVA.'iei, 1 was.
Plaintiffs'
witnesses Q.And did you fir^t occupy that position on that vessel on 24th Hay 1981 '/A.lr»B.
MURAO
Minoru Q. And were you the quarter asster of the vessel on the (cross- morning of 1Cth July 19B1?A.ic-i,, that is correct*examined
and Q. for how long hsd you served in the Merchant Savy at that retired) tiise?A,About 50 years.

 i.And for hov long had you been a quarter Raster ? A.21 years.
SATO Q.Kow, were y^u on watch coa-encing froa aidni^ht into the , n Toshio early hou»s of the oorning on 8th July«'A.*es.(examined)

•*.?.'as the bridge of tha vessel equipped with rsdar^A.^es, there is.

H.*11 ycu have a norsal practice at that tine as to the 
Asking of radar checks, when you wore on wstdh (objected to: question not pressed )

Q.On the aorning of 1Oth Julv while you were on watch did you Bake rt,dar checks?A. i«^ t l did.

Q.Hov frequently? A, About >0 cinutoc.

you on thoaomins of 10th July after you took over the &aich at cidnight recain en tbo bridje or did you at ar.y tins 30 leave the bridge ?A.*os, 1 was at the bridge until 2.25 and frost 2.25 to 3.13 2 went around to check the inside or the vessel.
Q.Kov, where did y^u go checking the vessel (Interpreter requested the answer a t -,eiu)A. Froa th<i bridge I went to tLa bow of the vee el and check od in anchor and on the bay back '1 went 
to the engine roost and also checked the aroa uhere there were cabins.

time did ycu lesve the bridge ?A.255.
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i Q. I want to b« clear as to the tir.0 when you
went on your rounds. I thick y-.u s^id you returned froa your supreme 
rounds at about J.lO. IB th^t correct VA. Yes th-.t is correct. court of

. « . - «.. New South 
*• rfhot tiee did you comsenco your rounds. vt>8 it £.25 or

No. 7
M.. At 2,55 :?o« left the Bridge and went to the anchor, is ttut Transcript 
correct "; A. les, that is correct. of Evidence

v. By what route did you travel to the anchor? A« I used the Honour Mr. 
passageway inside, and used the fituirs froa the Bridge and Justice 

10 vent outside from the cubin on deck and walked alonn the deck Yeldham 
on the port side, and then vent to the bow of the vessel.

Q. As you were walking along the deck to the anchor, were you
in a position to see whav was going on around the vessel? Plaintiffs'
(objected to). witnesses

x. (approached). I show you a photograph of the "Ibaraki Ham". SATO 
Can you indicate on that photograph the route that you took Toshio 
from the Bridge to the anchor? A. I used the stairs inside, (examined) 
the Bridge stairs inside the house, and went down five steps 
and then went outside onto the deck*

20 ft» When you got outside onto the deck how did you get down to 
the anchor? A. I went to the port side.

ti. lou went to the port side -

(Witness indicated hi&self walking along the 
ship's rail).

WIT JESS: And then walked at the very front of the bow of 
the vessel. I stood about there, (witness indicated a point 
on the bow of the vessel alaoot immediately above starboard 
anchor)* 1 used the flashlight to flash the anchor chain.

K3. GL£ESOXt Q. To inspect the anchor etainTA. To see how 
30 tight the chain was and to see the direct ion6f the chain*

Q. I want you to pause there please. What was the tiae that 
it took you approximately between 2.55 when you left the Bridge 
and the tifie when you conpleted your inspection- of the anchor 
chain? A. Seven or eight xinutoe. I don't know the exact tine.

C. After you had finished your inspection of the anchor chain, 
where did you go?A. After I inspected the anchor I looked 
at the windlass and the stopper. And I looked around the 
surrounding -area of the windlass, and then followed the route 
that I took and went back th*t route.

40 w. Approximately what time did you arrive back after that 
incpection?A. AR I said before about three eighteen.

v*. Did you inspect anything else apart from the anchor chain 
and the equipment that you hnve Just doscribedTA. During ay 
round"/
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i,. iiirinf- v, ur rounds «?u th^-t occesif n'JA. Cn the way 
entered the- engine bar or tht en£inero->E frou the nte'cring area, 
c:nd «t tbe engine bar I checked the wcter nnd fire there, end 
t:-en I wont upstairs to the cabins and checked the water and 
fir* there also and tr;en returned to the Bridge.

l*. How lor.g did ?ou spend in the engineroos;?A. 1 wasn't there 
long because 1 Just looked around.

Q. Can you give us an apr.roxiinate idea of how long you were 
there^A. About three or four zoicutee 1 thin):*

(,.. isow lon£ did ;*ou spend lookinr »t the cab ins? A.. I thiiik 
about the eosw tine for the cabins too.

10

V« Inuring the period that you were on >our rounds wnlklcc along 
the deck of the vessel, either walking to tbe anchor chain 
or walking back fron the anchor chain, were you able to see 
other veesele in the surrounding erca'.A. 1 couldn't see other 
veusels very veil.

Q. Were yc>u able to eee the lights cf other vessels?A. Yes.

^.. Prior to the tice you left the Bridge at 2.^5 to conrence 
your rounds, hs<i y:\i nnde a radar check?A. YOB I did sake a rndur 
check. 2°
it. What w&s the tiee you suide that radar checkVA. I began about 
2.^0.

4i. What time did you finish the r&dar checkTA.. About 2.45.

H. When you cade that radar check, did the radar show anything 
wrong in particular? (objected to).

i,. What did you see when you Bade the radar check?A. There was 
no change f roc tbe previous radar check timt wao cade.
v. When you arrived buck on tbe Bridge at about 3.18, did you 
notice sonethins in relation to another vessel'.A. I returxuad 
at J.18 and wrote in the log, "Round okay", «r_i then I wont 
to the front of the Bridge and then noticed a large vessel 
lying in front cf our vessel.

30

i*. wao that the vessel tout you later le&rmMi to be the "Mineral 
Transporter"VA. Tes, that's right.

(4. What did you then do?A. In order to confirm the condition of 
that vessel, I looked through binoculars.

Q. wbst fiid you see when you looked through the binocular&'' 
A. It wan a vessel at anchorage in a nonaal condition, and no 
one could be f»een»
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Part 1
W. -hen you say the vessel wan at anchorage in a normal cnrpme 
condition, did the vessel api>ear to be moving?*. 2io. court of

it. Sid you do anything about the Batter then7A.i'cs* I was waTes°Ut 
doubtful of the situation so I notified the Captain. J!:L=iS ——— -

KIB UGH--.UIU 4. What were you doubtful about? Transcript
of Evidence 

iKI^RI^RETiilll The situation. before His

HIS IlOHO'JHi <*. *hat Has it about the situation that gave you justice 
doubt?A. I had felt doubtful of the situation because normally Yeldham 
when vessels are at anchor they face the game direction, but 

10 with this vessel it vac at an angle from our vessel.

Q. Bad you seen it earlier that evening?A. When I Bade the plaintiffs' 
radar cheek, thewTranaporter" was there. witnesses

q. Bad you seen it visibly before? A. Visually I could have only SATO 
seen the light* Toshio

(examined)
HR. GL^MtCJKi Q. Co you Bean the ship's light of the 
"Miners! transport er"?A. Yea, that's right.

Q. When you said in an earlier answer that when you made the 
radar check the "Mineral Transporter" was there, what did you 
Bean by the expression, "there"?A. On the chart table of our 

20 vessel, the position of the "Mineral Transporter* was Barked, 
and it was, there was a vessel in that direction and in that 
distance, so I thought that that was the "Mineral Transporter".

x. After you contacted the Kaster, did the fleeter core to 
the BridgoTA.Yes, he cane immediately.

Q. What did you observe the Kaoter do when he cane to the 
Bridge?/. Be cane to the Bridge and looked at the vessel in 
front using binoculars*

S_*_Pid you see hia do anything else in relation to the 
VHP radio? A. Yes I did see hi».

30 Q. What did you see hia do in relation to the TOP radio?
A. With the vHP he was calling the vessel in front and saying 
sonething about wanting to know the none of the vessel*

Q. Did you see hia do anything in relation to the radar? 
A. Yes. After he used the binoculars when he cane to the 
Bridge, he immediately used the radar and looked at the 
vessel with the radar.

<«. lid you see him do anything in relation to the air horn? 
A. Yes. He sounded the air horn too.

<i. Was anything done in relation to a light? (objected to as 
40 leading).

•L09. *• Sato, X.
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Q. What else was done at that time on the BridgeVA. After the 
Captain came up, he looked to the front and then he used the 
radar, operated the radar. Then he told me to wake the three 
people who are to stand by at the "bow of the vessel.

happened?A. I telephoned the chief officer, the 
he carpenter and woke them up.

Q. Ultimately was there a collision between the approaching 
vessel, the "Mineral Transporter" and the "Ibaraki liaru"?A, Tes 
there was.

Q. How many times did the "Mineral Transporter" collide with 
the "Ibaraki Maru"?A. There were three shocks.

10

Q. Did you make a record of the time at which the first shock
occurred?A. I did not record it myself, but the Captain
ordered the second radio officer to record it, so he recorded it.

 4. Did you keep a logbook called the "Able Seaman's" or "Quarter 
master's Log"?A. Yes I did.

Q. (apnroached). I want to show you a document which is mfi.1. 
(shown). Is that the log?A. Yes it is.

Q. I draw your attention to the two entries in the top 
righthand corner of the page at which ityhas been opened. Who 20 
made those entries?A. At the very top it says -

Q. The question was: Who made those entries?A. The top line 
was written by me. I don't know who wrote the seconei/one.

Q. Is this document that I show you an English translation
of what appears on that page of the logbook? (shown). A. I don't
understand English.

(Quartermaster's logbook together with English 
translation tendered, admitted without 
objection and marked Ex.P).
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JG:RY:6

CROSS-EXAMINATION:

MR SHELLER: Q. Was a vessel called the Sanko Cherry anchored 
in the vicinity of the Ibaraki Maru on this night? 
A. Yes, there was.

Q.Do you recall where it was anchored in relation to the 
Ibaraki Maru? A.Yes. It was behind the vessel to the left.

Q.Do you recall at what distance? A.May I look at my documents? 

HIS HONOUR: Yes. 

WITNESS: I don't know.

10 HIS HONOUR: Q. Was it further away from you than the Mineral 
Transporter was when she was lying at anchor? A.I think it was 
further.

20

30

MR SHELLER: Q. Would you look at Ex.C please? 
that plotting chart, Ex.C? A.Yes.

Do you recognise

Q. Was that on the table in the bridge on the night of loth July? 
A.Yes.

Q. Is the Mineral Transporter shown on that chart? A.Yes.

Q. At what bearing from the Ibaraki Maru is the Mineral 
Transporter shown on the chart? A. Wait a moment please. At a 
bearing of„15O.degrees.

Q. At what distance? A.It says 1.2 miles.

Q. Is the Sanko Cherry shown on the chart? A. Yes.

Q. At what bearing is that shown from the Ibaraki Maru? A. Bearing 
of 5 degrees.

Q. At what distance? A.1.1 mile.

Q. "Does the chart show, to the befct of your recollection, the 
position of the Mineral Transporter and the Sanko Cherry at the 
time prior to your leaving the bridge to go on your rounds 
on lOth July? A.Yes.

Q. You have told us that before you left the bridge you did 
a radar, check, is that correct? A.Yes, that is correct.

Q. Prior to doing a radar check, had you made a visual check 
of th e positions, of the other vessels in the vicinity of the 
Ibaraki Maru? A.Can the question be repeated please?

r^DGSt^f?
Q. (Question _ / by interpreter) A. Yes, I did.

making
Q. Did you use bin_oculars for the purpose of that check? 
a. Yes r I did.

Q. Were you able to observe the position of the Mineral Transportej 
A. Yes.
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Q. Was it in the position shown on the plotting chart, Ex.C? 
A.Yes, it was.

Q. Was the heading of the Mineral Transporter, as you observed 
it visually, approximately the same as the heading of the 
Iharaki Maru? A.When do you mean?

Q. I am asking you about the visual check that you did prior 
to making the radar check before you left the bridge? A.Yes, 
the heading of the other vessel was the same as that of ours.

Q. And visibility was good on this night? A.Yes, it was good.

Q. With the aid of the bin_oculars, could you see the 
Mineral Transporter quite clearly? A. I could not see it clearly 
but I saw it and it was very small and the hull is black, so 
it was hard to see, but the lights could be seen.

Q. You could see quite clearly that it was in the position as 
marked on the plotting chart, Ex.C? A.Yes.

Q. And you could see quite clearly that it was on the same 
heading as the Ibaraki Maru? A.Yes.

Q. And when making that visual check, did you also visually 
observe the position of the Sanko Cherry? A.Yes, I checked 
the position of the Sanko Cherry as well.

Q. Again could you see quite clearly that the Sanko Cherry was 
lying in the position as shown on the plotting chart? A.Yes.

Q.Was the Ibaraki Maru lying on a heading of about 142 degrees? 
A.No, it was not 142 degrees.

Q. Do you know what heading it was lying on? A. With 16O degrees 
as its centre, it was facing between 140 degrees and ISO degrees.

Q. Have you seen that document, Ex.F, before? A.This is the 
first time I have seen it.

Q. When you did the radar check, were the positions of other 
vessels marked in pencil on the screen of the radar? A.Yes.

Q. Could you see that Mineral Transporter was in the position 
as shown by the pencil marking on the screen? A-Yes, that' s 
right.

Q. You left the bridge at 2.55; is that right? A.Yes, that's right

Q. Youproceeded on the route you have described to a position 
above the starboard anchor,; is that right? A.Yes.

Q. During thie time that you went from the bridge to the
position above the starboard anchor, did you use your bin_pculars
•at all? A. On the way from the bridge?

Q. On the way from the bridge, following the route you have 
described to the starboard anchor, during the time you were 
on thatroute, did you use your binjocularsat all? A.No, I 
did not use it.
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Q. On the way back front the anchor via the engine rooir. back to Part 1 the bridge, did you use your bix oculars at all? A.No, I did not. In the
Supreme

Q.Had you left your binnoculars in the bridge? A.That is correct Court of I did not take it out of the bridge. New South
Wales

Q. As you went on thatrouta that you have described, were " 5 you able to see the lights of the Sanko Cherry? A.No. I was NO.7 not watching for it. Transcript
of Evidence

Q. Were you able to see the lights of the Mineral Transporter ? before His A.No, I could not see it. Honour Mr.
Justice

10 Q. You say that you were back on the bridge at 18 • minutes Yeldham past three, is that right? A.Yes, that is correct.

Q. When you arrived on the bridge/ what did you do? A. I wrote „, ....-,-, "Round okay- in the log book. Plaintiffs'
witnesses

Q. So the first thing you did was to go to the log book; isthat right? A.Yes. I wrote in the quartermaster's log book. Toshio
Q. Did you put a time against that? A.I wrote 3 ©•clock for examined)

Q. Why did you write 3 o~clock for a time? A,The rounds I refer to as rounds at 3.OO hours or rounds at 23.OO hours. This is 20 the way they are entered every day. So that day I wrote 
3 o'clock too for the rounds.

Q. It had nothing to do with the time you set out on these particular rounds or returned from them? A.That is correct.
Q.Up to thetima that you wrote this in your quartermaster's log book, had you noticed anything unusual? A.Ho, I did not 
notice anything.

Q, What did you do x then after you had made the entry in the log book? A.Aftar Z made the entry in the log book, I went from the chart room to the front of the bridge and looked 30 to the front.

Q. What did you see then? A .As Z said before, Z saw a large 
vessel lying at an angle from us.
Q. At what distance was that vessel when you so saw it? A.Zt seemed a little farther than half a mile.
Q. And you were looking at it through binnoculars? A.Yes, Z usad the bin, oculars too*

Q. On what heading was this vessel as you observed it? A. From our vessel/ the other vessel had its stern closer to us with 
its bow further away from us and it was not at a perpendicular 40 angle from us, it was at an angle that was alittle bit 
wider than that.

T.Sato
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Q. Would you look please at the document, Ex.F? I want

you to assume that the outline in the centre of that plotti
ng

chart represents the Ibaraki Maru. You will see that at the

figures "140" there is an outline of another vessel shown
on th e plotting chart. Is that outline at "14O" at approximately

the angle to the outline of the Ibaraki Maru that this vess
el

was when you first saw it? A.Yes.

Q. You said that when you observed the vessel, it appeared 
to 

you as a vessel at anchorage in normal condition; is that 

right? A. I thought that if it was a vessel at anchorage under IQ 

normal circumstances, then it was rather unusual.

Q. Wasn't that your reaction to it when you first saw it, 

that i t was a vessel at anchorage in normal condition? A.Y
es.

Q.And you say that, to your observation, it did not appear 
to 

be moving? A.No.

Q. Do I take it that at that time you had no apprehension o
f 

danger to the Ibaraki Maru? A.I did feel apprehension.

HIS HONOUR: Q. That was the reason you woke the captain up,
 

I suppose? A.Yes, that is correct.

MR SHELLER: Q. VJhat was your apprehension? A.All vessels are 20 

at anchor facing the tide but only this vessel was at an an
gle, 

so I felt that it was dangerous.

Q. Prior to your going to do your rounds, while you were on
the 

bridge, wereyou maintaining a constant visual check from th
e 

bridge?
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KAG:JR:£ Part 1 
In the

ft. I wasn't looking out always, but about every five Supreme 
minutes I looked out. " Court of

New South 
Q. Using the binoculars? A. Yes, I sometimes used the binoculars totWales

Q. Checking the positions of other vessels in the vicinity? A. No.7 
Rather than the positions, I was just keeping watch. Transcript

of Evidence
Q. To see if they moved or not? A. Yes. before His

Honour Mr.
Q. Were your instructions to make a constant visual check while Justice 
you were on watch? A. Rather than to say constant, there are Yeldham 
instructions by the captain written on the plotting chart, and 

10 I was keeping watch following those instructions.

Q. You appreciate now, do you not, that the vessel that you saw Plaintiffs 
when you looked out after returning to the bridge was the "Mineral witnesses— 
Transporter"? A. Yes.

SATO
Q. And you appreciate that it had moved from the position in which Toshio 
you had observed it before you left the bridge? A. I did not know (cross- then, exammed)

Q. But you appreciate now that it had moved from the position that 
you observed it then before you left the bridge? A. Yes.

Q. And that it had moved a distance of over half a mile? A. Yes.

20 Q- If you had remained on the bridge instead of going on your 
rounds, you would have observed the "Mineral Transporter" moving 
long before 3.18, would you not? A. That is not necessarily so.

Q. Do you suggest that if you had remained on the bridge, maintain 
ing the visual watch that you have described, from 2.55 to 3.18 
you would not have observed the "Mineral Transporter" moving before 
3.18? (objected to; allowed) A. I am not saying that.

Q. When do you think, if you had remained on the bridge, you would 
have first observed the "Mineral Transporter" moving? (disallowed)

Q. Would you assume that the "Mineral Transporter" commenced to 
30move at about 2.50. If you had remained on thebridge between 2.55 

and 3.18, when would you have first observed it move? A. I don't 
know.

Q. Would you agree with me that it would have been well before 3.181 
A. It may have been a little before.

Q. On the assumption that it had moved over half a mile before 3.18, 
what distance do you think it would hare moved before you would have 
observed it if you had remained on the bridge? A. Can the question 
be repeated? (Question repeated by interpreter) I don't quite 
understand the- question.

40Q. When you returned to the bridge, I am asking you to assume that 
the "Mineral Transporter" had moved over half a mile. I am also 
asking you to assume that it had commenced that movement at 2.50.
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

distance do you thinl: it tjould lieve n»ovt«2 before you, 
naintaining your vratch free! tho bridge, would have. observed the 

A. Z don't know.

0. You hove told the court that you vere able, vith the old of 
your binoculars, before you left the bridge, to o!>ecrve tho "Miner 
transporter" IB tho position as shown on the plotting chart. That 
is right, is it not? A. Yea.No. 7

Transcript
of Evidence^}. j^g you could observe the heading upon which it was lying? A. 
before His Do you saoan the beading in relation to our vessel?
Honour Mr.
justice $• Tnat heading tpoa *iiieh it vas lying you could observe vas the 

oane M your vessel whan you looked through your binoculars prior 
to leaving the bridges? A, Yea.

Yeidham

Plaintiffs 
witnesses

SAT.O 
Toshio 
(cross- 
examined1)

G.(Shown Sic, P.) 
•Mineral

If you loolced through the binoculars and sav thr*-
tor* had changed its heading to a heading

•iofior to that shown on the outline at the figures 1,40 on Ex. F, 
you vould knot?, vould you not, that it oust have eooaenoed to 
A. Z think It vould be difficult to judge.

0. Zt vould be easy to see, vould it not, if it had changed its 
heading to that? A, Vessels at a distance, their lights appear 
vary soall, so it vould take time until anything could be aotioed.

0. Can you indicate how much time? A. RO, Z don't know.

Q. Zf you were looking through your binoculars at a vessel 1.2 
Biles away on this night, you vould observe, vould you not, if it 
had started to move towards you? (objected tor disallowed)

Q. Zf you vere looking through your binoculars and observing the 
" iineral Transporter* at 1*2 edles and it vas moving towards you, 
you vould be able to see that clearly, vould you not? A. Z oan*t 
say that it could be seen clearly.

On At vhat distance vould you be able to observe for the first tine 
that the "Kinaral Transporter* vas on a bearing of 200 degrees if 
you.had been vatchiag it through the binoculars onthis night? A. 

do you naan toy 200 degrees?

O. Z an asking you to assume that the "Mineral 3r had
changed to a heading of 200 degress* ZF it had done so on thin night 
at vhat distance vould you have first observed that through your 
binoculars? (objected tor withdrawn)

Q. After you had observed this vessel tAien you returned to the 
bridge, did you sake any radar check? A* HO, Z did not*

o. You telephoned the Master, is that right?A. Yes.

Q* TJhen you telephoned the Master, did you speak to bin? A. Yes.

0. Did you say to hira there vac a vessel approaching toimrdc the 
bow of the "Xbaraki Haru"? A. tlo, Z did not say that.

0. Do you recall vhat you said to hid? A. Z said that there 
a strange vessel in the front, ":o please cotao isaaediatcly"
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Q. As the "Ibaraki Maru" lay at anchor, how many shackles of 
anchor vore out? A. Ten shackles.

Q. Are the shackles of the anchor measured by markings on the 
anchor cable?A. Yes.

Q. Is that a white mark on the anchor cable? A. Yes, that is 
correct.

Q. Is the method of measuring the number of shackles that are let 
out by watching the mark go over the windlass? A. When the chain is 
let out, each shackle is counted by the crew at the anchor and the 

10 number of shackles that go out is reported to the bridge by the 
use of microphone.

Q. If you are letting out ten shackles, at what point is the brake 
applied in terms of the position of the ten shackle mark? A. When 
the anchor is let out right from the start?

Q. If a member of the crew is ordered to let out the anchor to ten 
shackles, where is the ten shackle mark when thebrake is applied? 
A. According to the captain's instructions, the ten shackles would 
be either at the deck or sometimes it would be at the water.

Q. So there were two different instructions, were there; ten shackle 
20 at the deck or ten shackes on the water? A. Normally, that is the 

way the anchor is used.

HIS HONOUR: Q. Which isthe normal way? A. Normally, it is put into 
the water.

Q. The ten shackle mark is at the water level, is it, normally? A. 
Yes, that is right. The shackle would be tinder the water.

(Witness stood down)

(Further hearing adjourned to Thursday, 19th May, 1983 
at 9.30 am.)
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SATO 
Toshio 
(cross- 
examined)

CORAM: YELDHAM, J.

MITSUI-OSK LINES & ANOR V. THE SHIP 'MINERAL TRANSPORTER' 

FOURTH DAY; THURSDAY; 19th May, 1983

TOSHIO SATO 
On former oath: 
(Cross-examination continued) 10

MR. SHELLER: Q. At the adjournment yesterday I was asking you 
about how the ten shackle nark had been measured, do you recall 
that? A. Yes, I remember.

Q. Do you recall when you were on the bridge an order being given 
relating to the letting out of .the anchor chain? A. Yes, I 
remember.

Q. Do you recall at what time an order was given relating to 
the anchor chain being let out? A. I don't know the time.

Q. Who gave that order? A. The captain did.

Q. What was the order he gave? A. He said, "Slack the chain", 20

Q. Did he say by how much? A. Yes, he said, "Slack 13 shackles".

Q. Was that order carried out? A. Yes.

Q. This was on the starboard anchor chain, is that right? A. Yes, 
that's right.

Q. What was the length of the starboard anchor chain? A. I don't 
know the whole length of the starboard chain.

Q. Do you recall whether it was 40% shackles? A. No, it wasn't 
40% shi ackles.

Q. Was it more or less than that, do you recall? A. It wouldn't 
be 40 shackles.

Q. I meant to say 14. Was it 14% shackles? A. The half is what 
is at the end of the anchor.

Q. But was the length of the anchor chain 14% shackles? 
A. Yes, I think it is about that.

30
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Q. What do you mean when you say the half was at the end of the anchor? A. When it is connected to the buoy the anchor is taken away from the chain and for that purpose half a shackle is connected to the one shackle.

Q. You say when it is connected to the buoy? (After witness answered in Japanese the interpreter was granted permission to refer to a dictionary). A. At port the vessel either berthed at a buoy or at a pier and at that time the anchor is set and the chain is taken off from the anchor and the chain that has been 10 taken off from the anchor is connected to the buoy and in that way the shackle is connected or stopped there.
Q. After the order: had been given to let out 13 shackles, was there further anchor chains available to be let out on the starboard anchor?: A. No/ there was no more chain on the starboard anchor. In the chain locker the end of tie chain was there, but there was none left, I don't think.
Q. That is after the order was carried out? A. Yes, that's correct.
Q. When you first observed, the other, vessel, which you later found out to be the Mineral Transporter, dfcer you returned to the bridge 20 at 3.18, did you consider calling the crew to emergency stations? A. When the captain came he gave that order, so that order was given.

HIS HONOUR: Q. That is his province, I suppose, rather than yours, is it? A. Yes, my first job is to first tell the captain.
MR. SHELLER: Q. It would not be part of your job in a situation like that to call the crew to emergency stations? A. If it is stated extreme emergency, then the emergency call would be given.
Q.: But only in a case of extreme emergency so far as the order or call for emergency stations being given by you? A. That's 30 correct.

Q. You have been a quartermaster for 21 years, you have told us, is that right?: A. Yes, that's correct.
Q. In the Japanese Merchant Navy is there a system whereby people are certified or licensed as officers? A. Yes.
Q. As a quartermaster, you have not, of course, been certified or licensed as an officer? A. That is correct.
Q.riwO-r' SEtaSni a certification do officers in the Japanese Mercnant Navy undergo particular training? A. There are people who get training.

40 Q. The officers, before they are certified, get training, do they not? A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. I take it they sit for examinations? A. Yes, it is a Government examination.
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Part 1 Q. Would it be right that you have not undergone any officer
In the training during your career at sea? A. That is correct.
Supreme
Court of Q- Or undergone any examinations? A. That's correct.
New South
Wales Q. There was a radar log kept on the Ibaraki Maru in July 1981,

is that right? A. I did not see the radar log, so I don't know. 
No. 7
Transcript Q- You took no part, did you, in entering or preparing a radar log 
of Evidenceon "the Ibaraki Maru? A. That's correct. 
before His
Honour Mr. Q. Did you orally report to the master the times at which you 
Justice switched the radar on and off? A. No, I did not. 
Yeldham

Q. Was it not your practice normally to ixfcrm the master orally whe:
you switched the radar on and off? A. No, as practice, that was
not done. 

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses Q. Did you make any entry in any other log book or record as to

when you turned the radar on and off? A. No, I did not make any 
SATO entries. 
Toshio
(cross- Q. While you were on the bridge prior to 2,55 on 10th July 
examined was the VHP radio switched on? A. Yes, it was,on. 
retired)

Q. Did you keep it on constantly? A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. On what channel was it switched on? A. It was channel 13.

Q. Were those your orders to keep it switched on to channel 13? 
A. Yes.

(Witness retired and excused)

HUGHES EDWIN DEAN HUGHES 
Edwin Sworn and examined: 
Dean
(examined) MR. GLEESON: Q. Is your full name Edwin Dean Hughes? A. That's 

correct.

Q. Do you live at 8 Ede Close, Charlestown? A. That's correct. 

Q.Are you a ship's captain? A. That's correct.

Q. Employed by the Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited? 
A. That's correct.

Q. You have been a ship's captain since 1964? A. Yes.

Q. I think you first went to sea in 1948? A. That's correct.

Q. And you have been employed continuously at sea since then? 
A. That's correct.

Q. Prom 1948 to 1955 did you sail as a rating in vessels of the 
Swedish, Norwegian, Canadian, British and American Merchant 
Navies? A. That's correct.

120. T. Sato retd. 
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Q. In 1955 did you obtain your second mate's certificate in London?
 Part 1 -

A. That's correct. 
*n theSupreme

Q. Did you then return to Australia and join B.H.P. first as a 
Court of 

third and then as a second officer? A. That's correct.
Ney Soutn 
Wales

Q. I think you obtained your first mate's certificate in 1959? 
A. I think it was about 1959, I am just not exactly sure of
the year.•*

Q. And your master's certificate in 1962? A. That's correct. -1

Q. As master have you served on vessels of. various sizes up to 
106,000 dead weight tonnes? A. That's correct.

Q. How would the size of a vessel of 106,000 dead weight tonnes 
compare with the size of the Ibaraki Maru? A. It would compare 
very closely.

Q. I think that as a ship's captain employed by B.H.P. you are 
engaged or concerned predominantly in the Australian coastal

A That- 1 a correctA. That s correct.

Q. Especially with larger, vessels operating between Port He dland 
in Western Australia and Port Kembla and Newcastle in N.S.W.? 
A. Particularly with the larger vessels in the last ten years.

Q. B.H.P.; has a particular connection with Port Kembla? A. 
they have a large steel works there.

Yes,

m . ^ Transcript
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr.

witnesses 5

HUGHES _;, .JiUWin Uean
(examined)

Q. .Does it follow that you have had substantial experience in 
operating large vessels ixrana around the Port Kembla area? A. Yes.

Q. You have heard the evidence that has been given in these 
proceedings? A. Yes.

Q. And you have read a copy of a statement made by the master 
of the Mineral Transporter to Captain Edwards of the Department of 
Transport? A. Yes, I read that this morning.

Q.I want to ask you some questions concerning the Mineral 
Transporter. Do vessels such as the Mineral. Transporter normally 
carry radar? A. Yes, probably two.

Q.Do they also normally carry a VHF radio? A. Almost universally.

Q. Do you have before you Exs. C, L and M, which are the 
charts containing information of various kinds about the location 
of vessels around the occasion in question, do you see that? 
A. Yes.

Q. Do you see that those charts show the location of the Mineral 
Transporter before it commenced to drift toward; the • 
Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. And they show the location as being approximately 1.2 miles 
from the Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

E. D. Hughes x



Part 1 Q. Have you yourself had experience of drifting in a large vessel
In the off Port Kerabla? A. Unfortunately, yes.
Supreme
Court of Q. Are you'familiar with conditions on the bottom in that area?
New South A. Yes.
Wales_____

Q. I want you to assume that a vessel located at anchor originally 
No.7 in the position of Mineral Transporter commences to drift, 
Transcript dragging her anchor, and that by the tiree the vessel has reached 
of Evid- a position about half a mile away from the Ibaraki Isru 
ence it is drifting at a fairly constant speed. Can you make that 
before His assumption? A. Yes. ' 10 
Honour Mr.
Justice Q^ •_ want to ask you, in those circumstances, would you expect 
Yeldham tke vessei to have been drifting right from the outset at a

constant speed or would you expect it to gradually gather speed 
over a period of time? A^ I would expect it to gather speed at 

• t - ff , some time through the drift.

witnesses Q> Ig it possible to say t^ period of time over which it would 
HUGHES have gathered that speed? A. Ko.

Dean ^* wllen t^te vessel is lying at anchor doss the capacity to hold 
(examined) tne vesse^ corae both from the anchor itself and from the weight

of the anchor chain on the sea bottom? A. From both, but predominant 
from the anchor flukes being embedded in the ssa bottom, 20

Q. I want you to assume that the vessel commences to drift, 
dragging its anchor, and I want you to assume that thera is on 
watch on the Mineral Transporter a person of reasonable competence 
exercising reasonable diligence. What is the distance that you 
would expect the Mineral Transporter to drift before the 
fact that it was drifting would become apparent to such a person? 
A. I think possibly about a ship's length.

Q.tfhat is the length of the Mineral Transporter? A. I'•think she 
is somewhere near 800 to 850 feet.

** . -

Q. By what means would such a person be able to notice that the 30 
vessel was drifting? A. By radar distances of known objects, 
by bearings cf known objects and by transits of perhaps 
unknown objects but which appear on the beam and are quite 
visible to the eye.

Q. You are familiar, . I think, with the area in which the 
Mineral Transporter was lying at anchor? A. Yes.

Q. On the assumption that the Mineral Transporter was lying 
at anchor with the heading shewn in the charts before you? 
A. Yes.

Q. What are the land marks that would have been visible to somebody 
on board the Mineral Transporter? A.There are various things 
which one can use and thus . to establish a transit, as 
•we-call it.. It could be, in daytime, a tree in connection
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with the side of a building, perhaps half a mile distant. The Part 1
main thing is to get two things in line. In the

Supreme

Q. We are taliing about night time? A. At night time it could be Court of 
looking straight up a street, the street lights; it could be Ne™ South 
the hospital in line with the colliery on top of a mountain; Wales ——— 
it could be a number of things like that. The main thing is to 
-. known things, it could even be an "Eat at Joe's" sign on the No. 7 
beachfront in connection with an established amber light or a Transcript 
red light in the bak, but this is just a seaman's practice that of Evidence 

10 you try and pick up a transit on the beam so that if the vessel before His 
does drift it is immediately apparent. Honour Mr.

Justice

Q. I want you to assume that a person on board the Mineral Yeldham
Transporter suspected that he might be drifting or buspected
that the vessel might be drifting and wanted to check on that.
What are the means that would be available to do that? A. He . ,
would immediately check his bearings of known objects and take Plaintiffs
radar distances. witnesses

Q. Radar distances from what? A. Any known object, - not a
floating object, a fixed object on shore, a headland, a breakwater kdwin Dean

20 something like that. (examined)

Q. What would be the requirements of prudent and proper seamanship 
in the event that a person on board the Mineral Transporter suspect 
that the vessel might have commenced to drift? A. Obviously, to 
inform his superior officer - taking that it was not the captain. 
The captain -

Q. I will come to what the captain might have done in a moment, 
but in terns of steps that he might take to check whether the 
vessel was din fact drifting, what would be the requirement of 
proper practice in that regard? A. Well, he would take bearings.

30 Q. Radar bearings? A. Preferably .visual bearings, always in
preference to radar bearings. There are' slight errors that can 
creep into radar, bearings.

Q. How would he take visual bearings? A.; Using his pelorus, 
which is a bearing object on top of a compass, or azim^Hv. 
ring, using one of his bearing c ec«\-o»>te which are usually on the 
wings of the bridge, being bearings of known objects - (inaudible).

Q. Known objects? A. When I say objects -

Q. Sorry, I am just asking you to repeat a sentence* not to 
explain it. Taking bearings of known objects? A. s-"Laving off 

40 those bearings on the diart and thus establishing a firm position.

Q. Then I want you to assume that the person on watch established 
to his own satisfaction thatthe Mineral Transporter was drifting. 
What would be the proper course for him to take in those ' " 
circumstances . assuming that person was not the captain himself? 
A. Call out the master, turn out his watch, his duty men.
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Part 1 Q- Assuming the master car.e to th'o briclco promptly and acr.eptc.-d 
In the or observed for hirasrslf that tha vessel was drifting and drifting 
Supreme towards the Ib£.raki teru in tha manner and in the direction in v/hi 
Court of the Mineral Transporter dcf . ted , I want -to ask you soae questions 
New South as to the steps that proper practice would require to be "taken. 
Wales . But in that regard I want you to make two alternative assumptions :

first of all, I want, you to assume that the engines of the 
No . 7 . Mineral Transporter were at instant notice , do you undersirnd 
Transcript that expression? A. Yes. 
of Evidence
before His Q. on that assumption what would be the proper course for the 1° 
Honour Mr. master of the Mineral Transporter to take? A. I'd give a touch 
Justice ahead on the engines to take the stern way off the ship and 
Yeldham at tke same time give more scope to the cable.

Q. Now, I want you to make the alternative assumption that the 
• +-ff engines were not at instant . notice and not immediately available 

piaintitrs for use> Khat would be the proper course for the Master to take 
wi nesses ^n those circumstances? A. I would give more scope to the cable, 

perhaps delay a few minutes to see if it was having the desired 
effect. If it was not having the desired effect, I would dror>
the other anchor - " 20Den

Q. I want you to assume that it had been dragging the starboard. 
anchor. By 'the other anchor 1 , do you mean the port anchor? 
A. Yes.

Q. What would be the consequence of dropping the port anchor? 
A. Almost certainly, it would arrest the drift of the ship.

Q. I will ask you first in terms of certainty and then in terms 
of possibility? A. Could I just .have that repeated?

Q, I will ask you a question first in terms of certainty and 
second in terms of possibility. You have -heard a description of 
the weather conditions that were prevailing on this occasion? 30 
A, Yes.

Q. And you have heard a description of the manner and the speed 
at which the Mineral Transporter was drifting towards the 
Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. On the assumption that that information is correct, is there 
a point of distance from the Ibaraki Maru up to which it is 
possible to say with certainty that if. the port anchor of the 
Mineral Transporter had been dropped there would have been no 
collision? A. Yes, I'd say about 2,000 feet away from the Ibaraki Maru. 4U

Q. Now, departing from considerations: -of certainty and moving to 
considerations -of reasonable likelihood, is there a po'int in those 
circumstances up to which it was reasonably likely that if the 
port anchor had been dropped by the Mineral Transporter the 
collision would have been avoided? A. The closest it could have 
dropped perhaps and stopped the Mineral Transporter drifting would 
be the length of the ship, which is a hundred feet, plus about
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tan shackles of chain, say 1700 feet-
Part 1

Q. Going back to the assumption that the captain of tha Mineral In the Transporter had observed the Mineral Transporter drifting Supreme towass tha Ibaraki Maru and the engines of the Mineral Transporter , Court of had either been made ready or were ready, if tho captain of th« New South Mineral Transporter had put the engines on full ahead, what would Wales_____ have been the consequence of that? A. At what distance from the
Ibaraki Haru? • : No ' 7 . ^Transcript
Q. Well, at any distance up to a ship's length away from the °f Evidence10 Ibaraki Maru? A. A ship's length is getting'very close, but before HISI think if I had been master of the Mineral Transporter I would H.ono.urhave tried full ahead movement. vf^06Yeldham
Q. If a full ahead movement had been made say 1% ship's lengths
away from the Ibaraki Maru by the Mineral Transporter, assuming
its engines were in a position to enable that to be done, what Plaintiffs'would the consequence have been? A. Obviously, a bit batter them witnessesat one ship's length. __________

Q. Is it possible to specify a distance at which you can say Edwin Dean that if the engines of the Mineral Transporter had been put full (examined) 20 ahead the Mineral Transporter would have cleared or not collided with the Ibaraki Maru? A. No, it is not reasonably possible to 
tie it down. She is drifting sideways at .1.5 knots, she 
has got to ntove 400 feet to clear - there would be a chance of 
getting out of it at a ship and a half , but a ship, under that 
I think I would not be going for engines.

*

Q. I think you have observed that in the statement that the 
captain of the Mineral Transporter, made to the Department of Transport he said that at the time he became aware that his vessel 
was drifting collision was imminent. He also says that he did not 30 hear about it before 3.30 in the morning and he also said that 
his engines were at instant notice and they were put to full astern. What do you say as to the prudence of that action 
in those circumstances as described by him? A. Well, it is his 
judgment that collision was - was the word imminent or 
unavoidable?

'Q. Imminent - they are both used, I am told - yes, he says both 
things, imminent and unavoidable? A.Because there is a difference. 
If it is unavoidable I think it would be foolish to use your engines.

40. Q. Why is that? A. Because you can only increase the contact speed and with such large objects as these ships any contact increased has got to create more damage and' more threat to life.

Q. I want to go to the matter of radio. I think you Have told us that these vessels carry VHF radios and is that normally 
on the bridge? A. Yes.

Q.- In the Port Kembla area is there a requirement as to keeping a particular VHF channel open? A. Yes.
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Q. And was there such a requirement in July 1981? A. Yes. 

Q. What was the channel? A. 13.

Q. The requirement of the port authorities, was 13 should be 
kept open, was it? A. yes, at all times while in port limits or 
in the vicinity of the port.

Q. I want you to assume that at a time when the Mineral 
Transporter was drifting another vessel in the area, the Sanko 
Cherry tried to contact the Mineral Transporter on VHP radio and 
alternated - first of all, tried to contact her on channel 16 
and alternated between VHF 6812 and 16 and got no response. 10 
Can you make that assumption? A. Yes.

Q. I also want you to assume that over a period between about 
Plaintiffs' 3 * 23 and i37 tne Ibaraki Maru endeavoured to contact the Mineral 
witnesses Transporter on channel 13, but alternating to channel 16. Can 
—————— you make those assumptions? A, Yes*

HUGHES 
Edwin Dean 
(examined)

Q. What could be the possible explanation of the inability of 
either the Sanko Cherry or the Ibaraki Maru to make radio contact 
with the Mineral Transporter in those circumstances? A. Xither 
that nobody was listening, the set was broken down or that some 
other unauthorised channel may have been in use and the people 20 
might be listening on the incorrect channel.

Q. Just in relation to the possibility that the set was broken 
down, I want you to assume that ultimately, at 3.37, the Mineral 
Transporter communicated with the Ibaraki Maru on Channel 13. 
What effect would that have on the possibility that the set was 
broken down? A. Unless it was an intermittent fault, it sounds 
as though it was working okay,;

Q. In terms of prudence and proper practice, what would you say 
about a situation where nobody was listening to the radio of the 
Mineral Transporter over the periods that X have described to you?3c 
A. If an officer was on watch it is one of his primary 
functions to listen to VHF*

Q. I want to ask you some questions about the Ibaraki Maru. 
If a vessel of which you were in command was lying at anchor 
in this area and you observed another vessel that appeared to be 
drifting in the direction of your vessel, what is the next thing 
that you would do? A.Try and make contact with the vessel and 
find out his intended actions.

Q. What would be the significance of making contact with the 
vessel and trying to find out his intended actions? A. It may 40 
affect any subsequent action that I may take.

HIS HONOURS Q. You would want to know whether he was broken down 
or drifting, or what was happening? A. Correct, he may have been 
perhaps just shifting anchorage, he may have been doing anything.
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M":;. GLEFiSO^J: Q. On fchs assumption that a vessel &uuh es thf. Part 1 
Ib.".ra3:i I-ii-.ru. is lyir.g cti-. anchor off Pert Gambia, has bseri there fc. jn the 
a iiuraber of days and expects i-.o have to bu there for ano-Lhar Supreme 
eight to ten clays befora it can prcsceeci to Port Kuinbla auc3 take .-Court of 
on a cargo, what would be the proper practice in your view as' New South 
to the stats of readiness of the engines, hov/ long would, you Wales_____ 
expect to be. taking before ths engines could be mads ready for tiis
vessel move? A. It would vary considoably - oh, not considerably No.7 
through a saall range/ say 15 minutes to 30 minutes. ' Transcript

of Evidence
10 Q» Aflcl that is assuroing. weather conditions of the kind you have before His 

heard described in the area? A. I'd say with the weather condition Honour Mr. 
on this particular night, 15 minutes notice. Justice

Yeldham
Q. You heard a number of questions put to Captain Takatani by 
my learned friend. Mr. Sheller upon the basis of an assumption 
that he had or should have had his engines ready at 3^35, do you 
recollect those questions? A. Yes. Plaintiffs

witnesses
Q. Some cross-examination then took place as to what the , 
Ibaraki Maru could have done had her engines been ready for use HUGHES 
at 3.25, do you recollect that? A. Yes. ' Edwin Dean(examined)

20 Q. Before coming to the particular manoeuvres that were suggested 
to Captain Takatani, I want to ask you about the anchor of the 
Ibaraki Maru. You have heard it said that at the time in questio: 
that is 3.25, there were ten shackles out? A. Yes.

Q. Once crew get into position to bring in the anchor what, in 
your experience, is a reasonable time to allow for an anchor 
to be brought in? A. To engage the oaring/ to line it up, say 
two to three minutes.

Q. And then to bring it in? A. To bring it in, in a ship of this 
size, we would have to talk about two minutes per shackle.

30 Q. So that is 22 to 23 minutes for the operation, assuming the 
crew were at -Station ready to bring in? A. Yes.

Q. So that if that operation had commenced at 3.25 it could not 
have been completed by the time of the collision, whether the 
time of the collision was 3.42 or 3.45? A. That's correct, because 
the ship would have also been pulled 900 feet ahead and the 
collision would have occurred earlier.

Q. I think jrin fairness it was not suggested to Captain Takatani 
that that is what he should have done, but what was suggested to 
him was that he should have ' engaged in one of other of tv/o 

40 possible manoeuvres, do you recollect those manoeuvres? A. Yes.

Q.Before coming to the detail of those individual manoeuvres 
and asking you to comment upon them, is there some general comment 
that you would make upon the manoeuvres as they were described 
in relation to the size of the vessel? A. I would say they appear 
to be small ship manoeuvres being applied to ships of huge 
dimensions.
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Q. Is either of them a manoeuvre which you would regard as prudent 
to attempt in a vessel of the sice of the Ibaraki Maru? A. Except 
in the case of life or death, which we could well be in here, 
I would never think of steaming up full ahead on my anchor cable.

Q. What about manoeuvring around your anchor cable in a vessel of 
this size, as was described? A. It would have to be a case of 
life or death.

Q. What are the -J:isks involved in the manoeuvres as they were 
described to Captain Taketani? A. Great. There is one particular 
manoeuvre, the moving ahead 50 to 100 metres. The cable would 
drop to the seabed on the starboard side of the starboard bow. 
The ship is then turned under full power running over the top 
of its cable. I think the cable would have to break. The cable 
anyway has been - the anchor has proved itself to be holding well, 
it would distort any normal ship movement, it would make a bigger 
swinging radius for a ship to try and get around, until the anchor 
broke - when I say the anchor broke, the cable could part, the 
flukes could go from the anchor, the whole windlass machinery 
could go over the side applying these huge horsepowers.

Q. What would you say as to the safety of these 'manoeuvres in 
tenons of the lives of the persons who we are assuming are standing 
on the bow of the Ibaraki Maru? A. Zf I had to do a manoeuvre like 
that I would put over my P.A. for them to run for their lives.

Q. Coming to the first of the two manoeuvres, it id described as 
follows c The first manoeuvre would be to go full ahead 
for a distance of say 50 metres and then to swing on the arc of 
the anchor to starboard or in a southwesterly direction until a 
position was reached, in effect, due west of the line between the 
Mineral Transporter and the Ibaraki Maru in its original position. 
That was the first manoeuvre and I ask you to bear in mind that 
it is being suggested that that manoeuvre should be performed in 
the circumstances of the night which includes the Mineral 
Transporter drifting towards the Ibaraki Maru. What do you say 
about that in terms of its prudence and practicability? A. At this 
stage, according to a few mental calculations that I made yesterday 
I think the Mineral Transporter was three and a quarter cables 
- which I will translate to feet, about 2,000 feet, 1,900 feet - 
from the Ibaraki Maru. I don't think that she could have made the 
turn. It would have resulted in a vessel increasing in power 
crashing into the Mineral Transporter and perhaps making a worse 
accident.

Q. The second manoeuvre was described as followss that the 
Ibaraki Maru should steam straight ahead for say 50 to 100 metres 
and then proceed ahead, with the rudder full to starboard. 
This is steaming full ahead, do you recollect that? A. Yes, in 
fact I thought it was linked up with the question that I have just 
had before this.

Q. What do you say as to that second manoeuvre in terms of its 
safety and practicability? A. Hell, this is where I say the anchor
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would - the cable would slacken and hang by the starboard side Part 1 ofthe bow. The ship then turns on starboard over the top of the in the anchor cable. The anchor cable would start fouling the billage Supreme keels down the starboard side. The anchor, if it held, would Court of restrict or alter seriously the radius of swing to starboard. Then New South things would start breaking. Wales
Q. Was that the particular movement that you had in your mind No.7 when you said you wold tell the crew to run for their lives? A. Yes. Transcript

of Evidence Q. One thing I should make clear with you: it is probably common before His10 ground, but when a vessel of this size turns as was described Honour Mr. in that manoeuvre can you describe a direction or the motion of Justice the vessel, is it a sudden or sharp turn or is it a wide and Yeldham gradual arc? A. It is a very large turn. In the case of a ship the size of these ships it would probably run to about 3% to 4 ship lengths, the action is that the pivot point whenyou go ahead is about one-third from the bow, the bow tends to come inside Plaintiffs' the line that the pivot point would take around the periphery witnesses of a circle. The stern of the ship, and in other words the two- thirds of the ship from the pivot point aft, tend to stick out HUGHES20 over the radius of circle by that amount. The reverse is true Edwin Dean if you were doing an astern movement, the pivot point moved off (examined; so that the stern . • of the ship is thrown to port, but the bow cross- is thrown much more rapidly to starboard. examined)
CROSS-EXAMINATION

MR. SHELLER: Q. (Witness shown Ex. F). Having heard the evidence that you have,: 5 would like you to assume that you, as master of the.Ibaraki Maru, first observed that the Mineral Transporter was moving on the line shown on Ex. F at about five minutes past three, that that movement had commenced at about ten minutes to 30 three - : (objected to: not pressed).

Q. If you would assume that you were the master of the Ibaraki Maru and that five minutes past three you observed the Mineral Transporter moving towards you on a bearing of about 200°, is'that clear what I am saying to you? A. No, it is not.
Q. In what respect is it not clear? A. You are asking me to assume it is coming in at a different angle to Ex. F. I think the bearing here is 142.

Q. I am sorry, the Mineral Transporter, as shown on Ex.F is on a bearing of 200? A. The ship itself is on a bearing.
40Q. On a heading, I do apologise. I meant on a heading of2JXO. At five past three you, as the Master of the Ibaraki Maru see the Mineral Transporter moving towards you, theMineral Transporter being on a heading of 200°, is that clear? A. Yes.

Q. The Mineral Transporter,at that point, at a distance of approximately one mile? A. Yes.

Q. In that situation what, as master on the bridge observing that, would you have done? A. I would have called the Mineral
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Transporter and asked what she was doing.

Q. If you got no response? A. I would have kept calling. I would 
have perhaps called channel 13 and informed tfie port authority.

Q. Assuming you continued to get no response from Mineral 
Transporter? A. What would I have done?

Transcript Q. Yes? A. I think I would have done many of the same things 
of Evidenceas Captain - I am sorry, I can't pronounce his name, but the 
before His Japanese captain - try to attract the other ship's attention in 

every way possible.Honour Mr.
Justice
Yeldham Q. Would you have called the crew to emergency stations? A. At 10 

one mile, no.

Q. Would you have put or called the engines to stand by? A. I 
Plaintiffs'already have Toy engines on 15 minutes notice, I would have rung 
witnesses the engine room perhaps.

HUGHES 
Edwin Dean 
(cross- 
examined)

Q. And called the engine to stand by ? A. 
at one mile.

Not necessarily, not

Q. When you said that you would have the engines at 15 minutes r 
does that mean that as a matter of prudence in the weather 
conditions as they have been described in evidence on this night 
you would have had the engines in a state of readiness where they20 
could have been called to stand by at no less than 15 minutes' 
notice? A. Yes.

Q. Assuming that was the situation, at what distance, if the 
Mineral Transporter continued to move towards you and continued 
on a heading of 200°, would you have called for the engines to 
be put on standby? A. I'd say at about .7 of a mile.

Q. If you look at Ex. F, according to that radar plot, the Mineral 
Transporter was positioned at half a mile from the bridge of the 
Ibaraki Maxru at,about 3.22 following the movement that was 
described as occurring on that night, do you see that? A. Yes. 30

Q. Looking at that and assuming that from <.? of a mile . it 
continues at a constant speed, are you able to calculate at what 
time the vessel would have been at <.7 of a mile from the bow of 
the Ibaraki Maru? A. That would have been 2% minutes earlier than 
three-thirty. ,-

Q. 2% minutes earlier at what? A. At 03.30.

Q. Perhaps let me ask you this first: when you referred to a 
distance of >.7 of amile, would that be <,7 of a mile from the bow 
of the Ibaraki Maru? A. No, from the radar.

Q. If you look at Ex. F, it shows that the Mineral Transporter 40 
was half a mile from the radar at about 3.22? A. Yes.

Q. Now I am asking you to assume a constaxt speed. At what time 
on your calculations would it have been •.! of a mile from the
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radar? A. Well, I have just done it mentally, two and a half Part 1 
minutes earlier than that 03.30 position, which is half a mile. in the

Supreme

Q. According to this, in 20 minutes it travelled less than half Court of
a mile, do you see that? A. We have a position here of New South
collision at 03.32. Wales

Q. Yes? A. Right - I am sorry, I am looking at the wrong range No.7 
rings . Transcript

of Evidence

HIS HONOURS Q. Do you want some paper? A. No, I think it is okay. before His 
I am sorry, I assumed the central position, I haven't seen Honour Mr. 

10 this before. Justice
Yeldham

MR. SHELLERs Q. It may assist that it appears, I think, that the
Mineral Transporter at that time was moving at a speed of about
1% knots? A. Yes, from 03.22 to 03.42 is 20 minutes, she's __ . .... ,'—«- «-« • •"•• aasg'
Q. Perhaps a bit less than half a mile, because that is to the m^m-o
bow? A. Yes, so that is '_ _ 1.5 cables every ten minutes - it ™ • n
would be about 12 minutes prior to that, to 03.22. (cross- 11

Q. So that would put it at about 03.10, is that right? A. That examined* 
would be right.

20 Q. i take it from what you have said that at .7 of a mile at 
about .'jOJ.lO you would have called your engines to standby? 
A. Yes.

Q. You would have expected them to be on standby by 3.25? A. Yes.

Q. In the interval, while the engines were coming to standby, 
from 3.10 to 3.25, what action would you have taken in the 
circumstances as I have described them to you? That is you as 
master of the Ibaraki Maru? A. Try in every way possible to make 
contact with the ship that was coming down on me. I would 
certainly do other things, like turning out crew and so on.

30 Q. During that time of a quarter of an hour would you give
consideration to what plan of action you should take, according 
to whether or not you made contact with the Mineral Transporter? 
A. Most certainly.

Q. So that it would be a time of planning as well, is that right? 
A. Yes.

Q. I now want you to assume that the time 3.25 arrives and your 
engines are reported to be on standby and that inthat interval 
of a quarter of an hour you have still not made contact with 
the Mineral Transporter. What action would you have taken at 

40 3.25? A. I think-1 would have stationed somebody on the fo'csle
head to slack cable. It would be starting to look like a collision 
situation. The other ship,I have not established contact} althougl 
he is underway he is indicating to me that he is firmly at anchor 
with his lights. That is about all I could do. There is no way
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I can get mv anchor up. I don't think I can use my engines in 

any" sekmaniike way tx> -lessen the results of this - 
about the 

only thing that will lessen damage here is to, shor
tly before 

impact, slack my cable.

Q. (Counsel approached with ship models). I want as best I can 

to put the two vessels into the position that they 
would have been 

at 3.25. Is it correct to say that in terms of length the t
wo

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 7
Transcript vessels are approximately the same? A. I believe they are pretty

of Evidencesimilar.
before His
Honour Mr. Q. so let's assume that that is the position of the

 Ibaraki Maru?

Justice A. Yes.
Yeldham

Q. Again, is it possible by using the position as s
hown here at 

3.22 to give some indication of the position in ter
ms of distance 

from the bow of the Ibaraki Maru that the Mineral T
ransporter would

Plaintiffs'have been in at 3.25? A. Using the model
s?

witnesses
Q. No, just if you could measure out the distance. 

It may assist 

HUGHES to say that there is aome evidence that it would ha
ve been about 

Edwin Dean 570 metres but I don't know whether you w
ould agree or disagree 

(cross- with that or have any view about that? A. No, I wo
uld agree with 

examined) that.

Q. Each vessel is what, about 260 metres long? A. Y
es.

Q. So if we do an exercise such as this and add a b
it on we would 

have the Mineral Transporter in a position approxi
mately like 

that, would that be correct? A. That would be corre
ct.

Q. On the heading of 200° - perhaps that one shoul
d be slightly 

more like that, would that be right? A. Yes.

Q. At this point of time you have ten shackles of 
anchor chain 

out? A. Yes.

Q. That is a distance of about what, 300 metres or
 270 metres? 

A. Well, it is 15 fathoms to a shackle, six feet t
o a fathom, 

so we are talking about 900 feet, which is about a 
cable and 

a half.

Q. Would It be slightly over the ship's length, as
suming the 

length of the ship is 260 metres? A. The length of 
cable, yes.

Q. Again, if I do this exercise, that would put th
e anchor at 

that distance? A. That's correct.

Q. Would it be lying, in the tide situation that yo
u have heard 

described, would the ship be lying in effect on li
ne with the 

anchor cable- or would it tend to be on one side or 
the other, 

assuming it is the starboard anchor? A. The ship ha
s been here 

now for how many days at anchor?

Q. I think about ten days? A. In that time the ship wo
uld have 

revolved around the anchor several times. The cable could be
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snaked in any fashion on the bottom. In other words, the anchor Part 1 
may not necessarily be there, there may be a length of cable in the 
going like that, there may be a big length of cable going like Supreme 
that, but somewhere in this region here. Court of

New South
Q. Would it be something that could be determined by the master, Wales 
where his anchor lay or how the anchor chain lay out? A. Not 
really. At the moment of dropping the anchor you can determine NO.7 
where the anchor went down, but with subsequent days at anchor Transcript 
you would not know how the anchor chain lay on the bottom. of Evidence

before His
10 Q. In that situation and just for a moment leaving aside what Honour Mr. 

the Mineral Transporter was doing - I will come back to that Justice 
but in that situation/ with your engines on standy and the anchor Yeldham 
chain out, it is I take it possible to move the vessel foward? 
A. Yes.

Q. It is also possible, I take it, to move it forward and turn Plaintiffs' 
it to a heading towards starboard? A. It could be possible, yes. witnesses

Q. There is no mechanical or physical difficulty in doing it, is HUGHES 
there? A.. No. Edwin Dean

(cross 
ed . Assuming that that was done, still with the anchor chain out, examined) 

20 is it possible to move forward,gradually turning to starboard? 
A. Gradually turning to starboard, yes, that would be possible.

Q.Presumably,you would have to get some distance up to get some 
way so that you could turn to starboard, or can you start making 
that movement immediately you go ahead? A. I am just not clear 
as to your meaning of ."get some distance up".

Q. .Let me try and explain it. Assuming that you wanted to, as it . 
were, drive the vessel in a direction turning to startaaxid 
from a stationary position where the Ibaraki Maru was anchored, 
do you follow that?: A. Yes.

30 Q. In order to get some movement of the bow to its starboard is it 
necessary to move ahead some distance and then go to starboard, 
or can you start immediately to turn the bow to starboard as the 
engines start to drive the vessel forward? A. You could start 
immediately, but the bow would not swing very much to starboard 
because, as you can see , it is retained by the anchor - the 
pi~~vot point, instead of being here, would now move to here, 
so that you would get this sort ofa movement.

Q. Could youphysically perform a manoeuvre, in which, by judgment 
from the .bridge, as the anchor doain slackened so you were able 

40 to move foward and move more to starboard? A. In this particular 
case we have got~the starboard anchor out,: you are asking me 
to move one hundred feet forward, the cable is now hanging on the 
starboard side of the ship. I now start to overrun my cable, 
taking up the slack. My cable is now from the bow underneath the 
ship and to the anchor.
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Part 1 Q. YOU have perhaps gone a little ahead of _ me, but first of 
In the an is it right that you have to go ahead for 100 feet before 
Supreme you can start swinging the bow to starboard, or can you start 
Cpurt of swinging the bow to starboard before that and make some 
New South perceptible change in the direction, that is what I am trying to 
Wales find out? A. There would be perceptible change in direction,

but because the bow is held by the anchor and because the pivot 
NO. 7 point is for'ward the movement inclines more to put the stern 
Transcript out. 
pf Evidence
before His Q. is it a matter that can be controlled from the bridge as to 10 
Honour Mr. the extent to which the stern goes out and the bow turns to 
Justice starboard as you move forward? A. No. 
Yeldham

Q. In other words, a matter of judgment with the wheel, if you 
were trying to do a manoeuvre such as I am suggesting, that is 
to say moving forward and turning the head of the vessel to

Plaintiffs' starboard? A. Here we have put the ship under physical restraint
witnesses _ no/ j can't control that.

HUGHES Q. Of course, as you move forward the anchor chain slackens, 
Edwin Dean does it not? A. Yes. 
(cross- 
examined) Q. And as it slackens I take it it reduces the strain on the bow 20

of the vessel? A. I think the chains and the cable would hang
slack, yes.

Q. If you did this , would not the position be as you move forward
that the chainvould in fact hang slack so that, in effect,
it was hanging down under the bow of the vessel? A. That's correct.
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MR. SHELLER: Q. And if that were the situation the tendency, would it not, would be for the vessel to IE able to swing in a more pronounced fashion to starboard? A. Than if it started with cable port, yes. It would definitely - there would be a definite -

Q. And would it not be right to say that as you move forward and to starboard for a time the chain would simply be lying in a loop, as it were, to the seabed? A. Yes, for a time.
Q. And not restraining the starboard movement of the bow? 10 A. For a time,, yes.

Q. Just one other thing about that, this vessel, the Ibaraki Maru, had a bulbous nose, is that right? A. Yes, ram bow or bulbous.

Q. Is it possible as a matter of manoeuvering such a vessel on anchor to make use of that bulbous nose in effect to hold the anchor chain? A. I have never ever heard . of it being done. I could perhaps think of some hypothetical ways of doing it but I could not see what for.

Q. What I am suggesting to you, as you move forward laying the 20 anchor chain over the bulbous nose? A. This does not followwith the question that I was asked. I was told to move my ship ahead, to perform some intricate manoeuvre where I draped the cable over the top of my ram bow. We would have to think about going hard to starboard from the word go if I was trying to do that. It is a very bad technique to get one's anchor at a very sharp angle around the bow because it localises heavy stress. We are talking about big dips and powerful engines.
Q. What I perhaps am trying to find out from you is is it atechnique to manoeuvre such vessels to drape the chain over its30 bulbous nose? A. I have never heard of it.
Q. -It is something you have never done yourself? A. I have never heard of it and I have certainly never done it myself.
Q. Coming back to what I have been trying to describe to you in coming forward with the chain loop to the sea bed and not straining on the bow? A. Yes.
Q. There is no problem or danger, is there, in conducting a manoeuvre of that sort? A. Yes, there is.
Q. What is that? A. Along the side of the ship we have bilge keels which are there to minimise rolling. They are attached 40 to the ship structure. They are very strong because as you can imagine to stop a 106,000 ton ship, stop her rolling,;the chain would drag across -this obviously doing damage to the bilge keels which were attached to the hull so there would be possible hull damage. It would cut like a knife on the anchor cable.
Q. Would that problem arise immediately you started to move to starboard or is that something that occurs as the anchor chain comes on tension again? A. As the anchor chain comes on tension again.
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HUGHES 
Edwin Dean 
(cross- 
examined)

Q. What I am trying to understand is this, is it possible to 
do a manoeuw which simply involves to some degree such as is 
necessary to get way moving ahead and then as soon as possible 
swinging the bow to starboard and continuing to move ahead? 
A. Not with a ship this size. It is a small ship manoeuvre 
-and we are talking here about a big dip.

Q. What is it about this being a big ship that prevents this 
manoeuvre? A. Because of the huge amounts of kinetic energy 
that we get moving through the water in various fashions whether 
it be a turn or ahead movement or an astern movement. If I 10 
could illustrate this a little bit more - a ship of 10,000 tons 
would have an anchor of about four tons. A ship of 100,000 tons 
would have an anchor weighing about 16 and three quarter tons. 
It does not go up in proportion of strength of the madinery 
and the anchor cables because we would finish up with sizes so 
huge that they Just could not be handled so that perhaps with a 
small ship of 10,000 tons such a manoeuvre as you have 
Illustrated to me could be done - perhaps - but a big ship, it 
could not successfully be done in my opinion.

Q. Well I will Just come back to that in a moment. Before I do,20 
the manoeuvre that I propose in full involves continuing on this 
starboard swing until a position is reached where tension is 
felt again on the anchor chains. Now is that meaningful in 
this case, that you have a point as you move forward where the 
anchor chain goes slack and loops to the sea bed? A. Tes.

Q. But as you move forward and to starboard for a period of time 
that slacken^ process would continue and then the vessel 
would start, as it were, to take the anchor chain up again to 
a point where its tautness could be felt on the bow? A. Tes.

Q. Leaving aside for a moment the other movements, to which I 30 
will come back, is that a meaningful description of what would 
happen as the vessel proceeded forward and to starboard in the 
fashion that I have described to you? A. We are on full ahead 
now?

Q. Let us assumefirst of all that we are on full ahead? A. Well, 
I would think that the weight would go on the anchor cable quite 
suddenly rather than a gradual thing.

Q. Well then, assuming that it is not full ahead. Assume that 
it is at some speed designed to bring the tension onto the 
anchor chain gradually? A. At dead slow.

Q. It would be dead slow, would it? A. We could goat the ship 
ahead to do such a situation as you want to do. T><?<*d ahead 
on the engines, stop and dead ahead.

Q. That involves what, moving through the water at what sort of 
speed? A. Certainly less than walktog speed.

40
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Part 1 Q. Would you sy something in the order of 2 to 3 knots or what. _ ..are we talking about? A. Possibly 2 knots. Supreme
Q. Well then, is what I have described to you as a manoeuvre N southfeasible in terms of the slackening of the anchor chain and Walesthen its coming taut again if you " the vessel forward in ———————the .manner you have described? A. Yes. ™Q j
Q. Well now if you follow that out on a starboard swinging Q^ Evidencemovement to the point where you feel the anchor chain influencing before Histhe bow or getting taut on the bow? A. Yes. Honour Mr.

Justice 10 Q. Do I make myself clear?A. Yes. Yeldham
Q. In that situation is it then possible to swing the stern of the vess3.B in a manner which makes mse of the tension on the anchor chain? A. Yes. This is once again at ghosting speed. Plaintiffs'

witnesses Q. How does one go about doing that? A. One would put the helm ———————to port. HUGHES
Edwin DeanQ. And the engines remain at dead slow xor ghosting speed ahead, (cross- do they - is that right? A. Yes. examined)

Q. iThat would 1he effect of that be in the water, the movement of the vessel - what, would it continue, as it were, to move forward 20 turning as it did? A. Turning back now to port.

Q. As I understood it if we got that out here somewhre and the •fen sion is being felt on the bow? A. Right.

Q. We then want to bring the stern around to starboard. 
Is that a meaningful proposa}? A. Yes.

Q. And to do so you say we put the rudder to port? A. Yes.

Q. And/that manoeuvre began to take place would the vessel be continuing forward as it swung? A. With an ahead movement on the engines - yes, the cable would come slack again.

Q. The cable is still, as it were, lying back to some point where 30 we have got the anchor? A. Yes.

Q. Eow.would you describe the movement of the ship as that manoeuvre took place? Could you swing the stern right around? A. Yes, I could swing the stern right around and the bow would come back to port.

Q. ¥ould it be possible, as it were, doing that manoeuvre to maintain HE tension on the anchor chain so as to make full use of it as you swung to stern? A. To come from a movement to start putting tension on-the cable then altering course to port. 
In my view I could not see any way in keeping tension on the 40 anchor cables. This is with an ahead movement,-
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Part 1 Q. What I want you to consider is that you brought the vessel
In the out to some point where you first feel that tension? A. Yes.
Supreme
Court of Q. You want to swing the stern to port? A. Yes.
New South
Wales___ Q. And in doing so you want to make use -

No. 7 EIS HONOUR: Is that right, you want to swing the stern artoport? 
Transcript
of Evidence!®. SHELLER: Q. You want to swing the stern to starboard? A.Yes. 
before His
Honour Mr. Q. Can you not do so by making as much use as possible of the 
Justice anchor chain by keeping it taut? A. No, because the main function 
Yeldham o f the propeller is to push the ship ahead, not turn the ship,

so that the ship would be gathering headway and we would slacken J.O 
the cable again initially and at some later point we would then 
pick up that slack. 

Plaintiffs'
witnesses Q. Let me try to put it to you another way. Again starting from

the position with the anchor there, is it possible to manoeuvre 
HUGHES the vessel by commencing with a starboard swing of the bow to a 
Edwin Dean position where it li.e^ approximately south west of the anchor on 
(cross- heading approximately north-east? A. Can you illusttate that 
examined) please?

Q. What I am trying to do is to just get two positions, you
start in a position there with ten shackles of ctein out, the 20
anchor there? A. Right.

Q. The position that you want to end up without taking up the 
anchor is a position approximately here, on a heading north-east 
and in a position more or less south-west of the.anchor? 
A. To get the ship from there to there is, in my view, impossible 
with the wind in the south-west 20 knots, the ship in ballast 
condition and the ship so big.

Q. Is it possible in your opinion to get the vessel out into a 
position perhaps not as far around as I have suggested, say at 
a position due west of the anchor? A. We are talking about puttingSO 
the ship out there, is that what you mean?

Q. Doe west but on a heading imre or less east and with the anchor 
chain remaining out? A. No, I do not think I could force the 
slip Hat far. I do not think I could force the stern up through 
the wind.

Q. Would the effect of the wind and the tide be to tend, as 
the vessel swung in the manoeuvre I have already sought to 
describe to you, when the anchor became tau$ would the tendency 
be to keep the anchor chain taut as you swung? A, Could you 
explain that again? We have had quite a few movements here 40 
and I am starting to lose track of which ones we are talking 
about.

Q. I am going back to the manoeuvre I suggested to you where you 
swing the bow of the ship to starboard. You have moved a 
distance until the anchor chain, you can feel the anchor chain 
at the bow again? A. Yes.
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Q. I am then suggesting that you swiigthe stern to starboard and I am asking you whether, bearing in mind the wind and tide conditions on this occasion the tendency to those would be to keep the anchor chain taut? A. No, not while you have got your engines going ahead. The tendency of the wind would be to act on the huge block of accommodation aft on the Ibaraki L'aru. The tide of course would be acting on the hull or the water area.
Q. But would it not be tending to draw it away from the anchor? A.Yes, but we have just used our engines to overcome both those 10 forces.

(Short adjournment.)
Q. (Approached) Just on one matter that I put to you before, I used the expression 'drapiag the chain over the bulbous nose'. WouTdi it be appropriate if one were attempting a manoeuvre of this sort to in effect, instead of having it lying on the - having the chain lying on the bulbous nose to have it wrapped around - would this be described as the post, the front part of the bow? A. Or the stem.
Q. Stem post, would that be correct? A. Just the stem.

20 Q- Wrapped around the stem, manoeuvring to get the chain in such a position as one can forward assuming that the anchor is lying out ten shackles? A. ?/ould it be possible to do a manoeuvre, to do that?

Q. Yes, as part of a manoeuvre in which you go forward and swing the bow to staboard, taking the chain onto the stem of the vessel? A. Not without keeping the anchor taut, the anchor cable taut. I think we have talked about slacking the cable fifty metres, whether it is fifty or 100 metres movement ahead the natural tendency would be for the cable to fall down on the starboard side.
30 Q. I want to show you a drawing or a diagram which is designed to lay out what we were doing with these two vessels before the adjournment - what I was seeking to do with the two vessels before the adjournment - in which you have got the Mineral Transporter distant about 570 metres from the bow of the Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. And tending in this direction so that if tbe Ibaraki Maru did not move it would have collided at about 0342? A.Yes.

Q. 2|nd of course the position of the Mineral Transporter is shown on that basis out here as at0325? A. Yes.
40 Q. In your opinion is it possible, was it possible to manoeuvre the Ibaraki Maru into the position which is shown on that diagram as position 2 and which is on a heading on about 165 degrees? A. No, I do not think so.

Q. Would you say that was impossible, 'would you? A. Yes.
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In the 
Supreme 
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Wales
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Q. And as part of that manoeuvring to that position having the 
anchor lying in a direction or in an area shown there as a 
dotted line?*. A. Yes.

Q. And then running along the line between the bow of the 
Ibaraki Maru and the Mineral Transporter - the Ibaraki Maru 
in its original position running along that line to the anchor 
which is marked on the diagram? A. Could you repeat that please?

Q. What I am asking you is is it possible to manoeuvre - was it 
possible to manoeuvre the Ibaraki Maru into position 2 with the 
anchor chain taking up a position shown by the dotted line till 10 
it reaches the red line and then follow the red line to the 
position where the anchor head is shown? A. No.

Q. In your opinion that is impossible, is it? A. Yes.

Q. And then moving forward from that position to the position 
Plaintiffs' shown at position 3? A. If position 2 is impossible po .sition 3 
witnesses folbws.

HUGHES 
Edwin Dean 
(cross- 
examined)

Q. You would equally say is impossible? A. Yes.

Q. I take it that you would also say that it would be impossible
to swing the vessel bringing the stern to starboard as shown in
position 4? A. Yes. 20

Q. Do you say that that manoeuvre would be imposible regardless 
of what engine speed you used or what rudder speed you used. 
A. Yes, as shown on this diagram.

Q. You are saying, are you, that it would be simply impossible 
by any use of engine or rudder, bearing in mind the weather 
conditions onthis particular night, to bring the Ibaraki Maru 
beyond position 1 as shown to position 2 as shown? A. With the 
times shown?

Q. We will come back to the times in a moment. Leaving aside 
the times, just the positions? A. I think it would be impossible.30 
There is a very slight possibility that with unlimited time you 
could do some manoeuvre like that, yes.

Q. I will ask you about time in a moment. Just leave aside the 
time if you do not mind. Do you say there is some limited 
possibility that you could move the Ibaraki Maru from position 1 
to position 2? A. Yes, I could go ahead, go astern, go ahead, 
go astern and move the ship into position 2, yes.

Q. But that would involve you performing the manoeuvre you just 
described of going ahead and going astern? A. Yes, it would take 
a lot of time."

Q. What I am then asking you is whether it is possible to reach 
position 2 simply by putting your engines ahead and putting 
your rudder to starboard? A. No, I do not think so.

40
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Q. Regardless of what speed you put your engines to? A. Yes. ...

Q. Even if you performed it as a ghosting manoeuvre? A. Yes. Court of
New South Q. Can you tell me what are the factors which lead you to say Walesthat it would be impossible except in the manner you have ———described to bring the vessel from position il to position 2? No.7 A. Because starting a vessel from rest with an ahead movement Transcript there is an initial movement forward before the vessel starts Q£ Evidence to swing to starboard. I can illustrate this in a case of before His where, with a loaded ship, it was one and a half minutes between Honour Mr. 10 the time of putting the engines ahead before the vesselte1/ bow justice started to pay off to starboard and then only very slowly, so that Yeldham forward motion must be gained before the swing starts to take 

effect to starboard.

Q. So one factor then is you say that you would have to go, as Plaintffs 1it were, straight forward before you could start to swing the witnessesbow to starboard. Is that correct? A. Not exactly straight ———forward but there would be forward, some forward component in HUGHESthe move than a swinging component to starboard. Edwin Dean
(cross-Q. And the combination of the movement forward and the slow examined) 20 swing to starboard would lead, in your opinion, would it, to one's not being able to achieve position 2? A. Yes.

Q. Are there any other factors that have to be taken into account in considering that or is it simply a question of not being able to swing the bow within the distance? A. It is a question of not being able to swing within the distance.

Q. Would you agree that from position 2 to position 3 would be a possible manoeuvre? A. If there was some way the ship starlai in position 2, yes. There could be quite easily to stift up to position 3. It would be modified a bit by this huge scope 30 of anchor cable which is out, and, as I say, Port Kembla has a lot of obstructions on the bottom and you are moving around 
a big bight - a cable lead out fore, and aft, dead ahad, has not much resistance. Once you start to swing thea: in a big bight 
where you are pulling, as you say with tractors pulling up mulga to some effect, you are getting a tremendous drag so I would say the bow would go more to port.

Q. You would not be able to compensate for that use of engine and rudder? A. One would obviously try and compensate.

.. Q. But you do not think that would be successful? A. It would 40 behighly theoretical even if it would be successful.

Q. Assuming that you are inposition 3 and you are moving, in your opinion would -it be possible from position 3 to bring the vessel to position 4? A.-I think that you would probdiy come around pretty quickly to that position because at this time the 
Mineral Transporter would be hitting the ship about here with a hard-over movement. Yes, you could bring it around.
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^. In 5 dying that you are saying that is based upon a collision, is it? A. Yes.

",. Leaving aside that for the moment and assuming that the Mineral Transporter does not in fact collide with the Ibaraki Maru and the Ibaraki Maru on its own - ? A. Am I to disregard this part and just look at this part?

Q. Yes, if you just look at position 3 to position 4 and would you tell me please whether as a manoeuvre it is possible to bring or was possible to bring the Ibaraki Maru from position 3 to position 4? A. Is this with unlimited time?
Q. At the moment if you just treat it as with unlimited time? A. That is, I would say, a particularly hard movement because in/ astern movements would be tending to go to stern to port and the bow rapidly to starboard so that I would not be able to use an astern movement to help me along. I would have to rely entirely on the ahead movement and the pinning effect of the anchor and cable so that I think I would transcribe perhaps a bigger arc around.

Q. A bigger arc around? A. Depending on how the cable was dropped from the bottom, if the cable was caught on something wliich would 20 be a shorter arc.

Q. That was on the basis of unlimited time. If you were to do or attempt such a manoeuvre you would keep the engines ahead, 1 take it, or stationary, is that right? A. If I was attempting this manoeuvre.

Q. To get from position 3 to position 4? A. It would be an ahead movement.

Q. Is there some problem of time in performing that manoeuvre? A. Yes, there would be always a problem of time. We have just turned the ship pretty hard to starboard. We have to arrest that30 starboard swing. If it has not been arrested by the anchor cable it could then turn it back to port again.
Q. Would you consider it possible to go from position 3 to position 4 in a period of about four minutes? A. No.
Q. Kow long do" you think it would take? A. It is almost impossible to answer. We are getting into the realms of theory which would be better solved in a ship tech. I think.
Q. You have indicated to me the factors that in your opinionstand in the way of taking the vessel from position 1 toposition 2. In your opinion assuming the Mineral Transporter was 40approaching as~shown on this diagram would it not have beenpossible by manoeuvring the Ibaraki Maru generally in termsof the positions shown on this diagram as it were to bring thebow of the Ibaraki Maru around the front of the bow of theMineral Transporter and then swingthe stern of the Ibaraki Maruclear of the Mineral Transporter as it went by? A. In myopinion, no.
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Q. What is the reason why you are of that opinion? A. Because the ship starting from rest is going to gather headway first of all and then slowly start to swing to starboard. I would imagine an impact somewhere in this region.
Q. When you say somewhere in this region what you are talking of is a position about two-thirds of the way from the bow of the Ibaraki Maru in position ".is that right, to the side of the Mineral Transporter in its positbn 2? A. Could I have that again?
Q. I am just trying to get the point. Perhaps you can describe 10 it better. You say you would expect a collision in about this region? A. The bow of the Ibaraki Maru wouldbe swinging to starboard. Presumably there is no change in the Mineral Transporter. She has been at 60 degrees to the wind for the last 40 minutes or so. I think in turning she would strike somewhere in this forepart of the ship. The Ibaraki Maru would strike the Mineral Transporter or the Mineral Transporter would strike the Ibaraki Maru.

Q. Is it possible for you to indicate just with a cross on that diagsm - I think youindicated a moment ago somewhere about here 20 - just where you are talking about when you say that? A. Could I have first of all - is this drawn to scale?
Q. Yes, it is intended to be?A. What is that 570 metres, what does that mean?

Q. 570 is from that position there to the bow of the Ibaraki Maru in position 1? A. And this is position 1 of the Mineral Transporter.?
Q. Yes, at 3.25. Please, with his Honour's permission, if you need to think about that or do a calculation please do because I would like you to think about it carefully? A. I will have to think.

30 HIS HONOUR: Q. Take your time. If you want any instruments? A. I am shown the mineral Transporter here?
MR. SHELLER: Q. You are shown the Mineral Transporter in its position at 3.25 then in its position at 3.34? A. Can you tell me on what assumption that is, that side of the line?
Q. On the basis that the Ibaraki Maru struck the Mineral Transporter at about midships? A. That to me actually leoks a little bit for'ard of the midships so that a bit more of the ship would be sticking out this way.
Q. If it was dead midships that would appear to be so? A. Ifre 40 it looks as though it is midships but here it looks for'ard of the midships.

Q. If you could take account, if it is possible, of an adjustment to that. What I want to know, assuming that proceeded forward and attempted to swing the bow of the Ibaraki Maru to starboard? A.Yes.
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Q. In an attempt to manoeuvre around the bow of the Mineral 
Trasnporter? A. Yes.

Q. Now you said, as I understand it, that you would expect a 
collision in this region. What I am asking you is what is 
the region, if.you would mark the region on the diagram that 
you are ^eie;cCiuS to, mark it on the diagram by a cross? A. This 
is not following your line of positbns 2 and 3, it is the line 
that you think I think the ship would take. Well I would say 
it would take possibly ten minutes to try and swing the ship at 
right angles. In ten minutes the Mineral Transporter would 10 
have moved a further 1.5 cables along its bearing and I am not 
exactly sure how you have worked your scale here but if you 
could move the Mineral Transporter down ten minutes in time or 
1.5 cables.

Q. The Mineral Transporter is 11 minutes later at that position 
Plaintiffs' there? A. Right. 
witnesses

Q. That is position 2? A. O.K., I will accept that. I would say 
HUGHES that the - if I can just use this to illustrate - it is a bit 
Edwin Dean longer I know but the Ibaraki Maru would be something like 
(cross- that. 20 
examined)

Q. When you say something like that, that is the heading upon 
which you say it to be lying, is that right? A. Well, this is 
highly theoretical but I think it would take about ten minutes 
to get the ship around to that position.

Q. That is a position with the Ibaraki Maru approximately at 
midships along this line of direction? A. Perhaps something like 
that, yes.

Q. Can you just draw a line across where you think that after 
ten minutes HE Ibaraki Maru would be lying? A. Just a straight 
line?

Q. L. line that is intended to show, as best you can, using 
roughly that scale, the Ibaraki Maru from bow to stern? A. Some 
thing like that.

Q. And you hae marked that with a black ink line? A. Yes.

Q. In your opinion that would be the position that Ibaraki Maru 
would be in ten minutes after 3.25 after it commenced this 
manoeuvre that I have sought to describe to you at 3.25? 
A. Yes.

Q. Is that right? A. Yes.

30
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MR.SHELLER: Q. And, in your opinion, that would be a 
consequence of proceeding ahead and putting the rudder 
to starboard ? A. Some thing like that.

Q. If you proceeded ahead and put the rudder to starboard - 
A. That would be , yes, the aanoeuvre -

Q. T^at is where you would end up, is that right ? A. Yes.

Q. That would be so however successfully you attempted to do 
the manoeuvre with a purpose of bringing the vessel over into 
position 3 and 4 ? A.Yes.

10 Q. So that if you as the Master of the "Ibaraki Maru" were 
trying to get to position 3 or 4 by going ahead and going 
to starboard, that is where you say you would end up - 
A. Yes.

Q. - ten minutes after commencement, is that right ? A. Yes.

Q. It is, inyour opinion, quite impossible within that ten 
minute time scale to get into either position 2 or position 3? 
A. Ye s.

Q. Or, for that matter, position 4? A.Yes.

(Above document tendered without objection and 
20 marked ex. 3).

Q.' The questions that 1 put to you up to this pointof time have 
been based on the assumption that, firstly, the master of the 
"Ibsraki Maru" observed the "Mineral Transporter" drifting towards 
it at five past three and then after the actions that you 
described that you would have taken in that position that the 
engines were on standby by 3.25 on the "Ibaraki Maru" - do you 
understand that ? A. *e s .

Q. Does that mean that in your opinion on those assumptions from 
3.25 there was nothing that the "Ibaraki Maru" could have done to 

30 avoid the collision? A.In my opinion, yes.

Q. Is that the position, so far as your opinion is concerned, 
from five minutes past three?

HIS HONOUR: Do you mean by the use of engines or manoeuvres?
* MR.SHELLER: Q. On the assumption that the "Mineral Transporter" 

was observed by the Master of the "Ibaraki Maru" drifing 
towards the "Ibaraki Maru" at five past three, from that time 
on there was nothing that the "Ibaraki Maru" could do to avoid 
the collision by the use of its engines or rudder? A. Could I 
have that question, please?

40 (Question marked  **" read).

MR. GLEESON: Is the witness being asked to assume that at 
five past three nothing has been done in relation to the engines? 
In other words, the question does not make it clear whether'the 
engines might have been on stand-by at five past three.
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Part 1 HIS Ho;0:iUR:Q. I think what Mr . Sheller is eskino you is 
in the assuming the engines were available in a reasonable time, 
Supreme was thare anything that COL Id have been done from five past 
Court of three by way of manoeuvres to have avoided the oncoining vessel? 
New South A. So that in feet at five past three I cannot move my enoines 
wales until 20 past 3? No, there wes not ing I could do to avoid the 

	collisfon.
No. 7

Transcript MR.SHELLER: Q.You would not have attempted, I take it, s 
of Evidence manoeuvre of the sort that 1 have tried to describe to you 
before His in the witness box ? A.NO , sir. 10 
Honour Mr.
Justice Q. Doe? that question indicate to you that in this situction 
Yeldham the engines should have been on e shorter notice for stend-by ? 

(The words "in this situation" objected to).

Q. In the light of what you have just said to me, does it follow 
Plaintiffs' from that that in your opinion, on the conditions thst have 
witnesses been described as obtaining in terms of weather on this

particular night, and of other vessels in the vicinity, 
HUGHES the engines of the "Ibaraki Maru" should have been in e state 
Edwin Dean o f readiness which required less time to bring them to stand-by ? 
(cross- A, No definitely not. 20 
examined)

Q. You would not consider that lying off Port Kembla with the 
weather such as this you should have been able to bring the 
engines to stend-by in at most ten minutes ? A. No.

Q. Is it true to say that in that are? of Port Kembla it is 
quite common for vessels to drag their anchors ? A. Yes .

Q. And, accordingly, to drift as a result of that ? A. Yes, 
change position, yes*'

Q. Do you consider thet if the "Mineral Transporter" commenced to 
drift et ten minutes to three and if a competent watch was being 
maintained on the bridge of the "Ibaraki Maru" it was reasonable 30 
that the drifting of the "Mineral Transporter" would not be 
observed for 15 minutes from the "Ibaraki Maru* ? A.Yes.

^. YoVj think that is not an unreasonably long time? A." It Isn't 
an unreasonably long time.

Q. So is" this the positi:>nj That in your opinion if the 
"Mjneral Transporter commenced to drift et 10 to 3 from 
a position aporoximately 1.2 miles from the radar of the 
"Ibaraki Maru", and even if e conpetent visual watch was being 
maintained on the "Ibaraki Maru," unless some action was taken 
on the "Mineral Transporter" in the circumstances of this particular 
night, and with the engine at 15 minutes to stand-by, collision 
was inevitable? A.Can I have the whole question again, plea«e? 
(Question read)-. I would have to do a few mental calculations. 
15 minutes to turn out the crew, get them for'ard, 20 minutes 
to get the anchor up. So 36 minutes. 36 minutes, 6£ cables - 
can I write thrt down somewhere ? (Note pad ha nded to witness) 
I would say et 9 cables collision was inevitable.

Q. You will have to translate "nine cables" for me ? A. 9 x 600 
is 5,400 feet.
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Q. That is a position of a bout 1.2 miles from the radar, is that what that amounts to? A. 9 cables from the radar is Imile.
Q. You have the chart, I think, exh: bit C, in front of you, haven't you? It is a plotting chart ? A.j think so.
Q. You are aware of the position of the"Mineral Transporter" and the "Ibaraki Maru" on that plotting ch rt, is that right? A.Yes.

Q. And the distance appears to be 1.2 miles ? A. I think that I've got something less than that here. Is this the particular chart? (Indiested).
Q. No, I am asking you to look at exhbit C, which!s the plotting chart ? A.i am sorry.
Q. You are familiar with tht position of the "Mineral Transporter" and the "Ibaraki Maru" as shown on that chart? A.Yes.
Q. Is that right? A. I don't see any range rings on this chart. I am not familiar with these Japanese plotting charts.
HIS HCNCURj Can we assume it is 1.2 miles, proceeded on that a ssumption.

The whole case has

MR. SHELL ER:Q. What I want you to do is to assume that the "Mineral Transporter" was lying at anchor 1.2 miles from the "Ibaraki Maru" and that at 2.50 the "Mineral Transporter" commenced to drfft? A. 6$.
Q. I have understood you to say that it would not be unreasonable for a competent watch on the "Ibaraki Maru" not to have observed that before 3 past 3, is that right - not to have observed the "Mineral Tr nsportsr" drifting? A. Thisdapends on at what rate the "Mineral Transporter" was drifting at this stage.
Q. You were asked some questions about that and I unde rs toodyou to say that it would commence drifting and gradually increase 30 speed, is that right? A.Yes.
Qj I want you to assume that by that process it reached aspeed of drift of about 1*5 knots ?
Q. ^d it was drifting towards the "Ibaraki Maru" ? A.Ye«.
Q. And gradually turning from a heading of about 142 degrees to a heading of 2OO degrees? A.Yes.
Q. Assuming thct, do you say that a competent watch from the bridge of the "Ibaraki Maru" may not have observed the "Mineral Transporter drifting before 5 past 3 7 A.Yes.
Q. At 5 past 3 it" could reasonably have taken 15 min utes to bring 40 the engines of the "Ibaraki Maru" to standby? A. Yes.
Q. I want you to assume that the engines having bean called to stcnd-by at 10 minutes past 3 - which I think yau said *,as reasonable? A.I didn't say that about engines at stand-by.
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Part 1 Q. I thought you srid thst if the "funeral Tr^ncport^r" had
In the been observed at 5 pe?t 3 at a mile'distant you wouldnot
Supreme have immediately called the engines to st nd-by, is that right?A. es.
Court of
New South Q. I thought you said that youprobsbly would not heve called them
Wales tost end-by until 10 psst 3 ? A.Yss.

No.7 Q. And thd. then there would be 15 minutes before the engines 
Transcript would be et stend-by ? A.Yes. 
of Evidence
before His Q. That is 3.25? A.Ye s. 
Honour Mr.
Justice Q. And that in that situation at 3.25 f with the engines at 
Yeldham st-nd-by , there was no manoeuvre that could re. sonably h*ve 10 

been performed on the"icareki Msru" to avoid'the "Mineral 
Transporter" ? A.To avoid her, no."

«.

Plaintiffs'Q. jo evoid a collision with the "Mineral Transporter"? A.No.
witnesses

Q. Is that rioht? A. That's correct.'
HUGHES
Edwin Dean Q> In the light of those s teps do you say that with all 
(cross- reasonable precautions being taken on the "Jbaraki Maru" 
examxned) froffi t ne timB of 10 to 3| and assuming the "Mineral Transporter"

to have commenced to drift at 10 to 3, collision was inevitable 
unless some action was taken on the "Mineral Transporter* ?A.Yes.

Q. So does it amount to this: that the89 *6** of the "Ibaraki 20 
Maru" on this night deoended upon the action taken by the 
"Mineral Transporter" or on the "Mineral Transporter" friom the 
moment it started to drift? A.Yes.

Q. Do you consider it prudent that the master of a vessel like 
the "Jbaraki Mem" of 60,000 tonnes or more, with a crew of 23 on 
board, should be in a position where if another vessel started 
from a diet nee of about 1.2 miles to drift towards it the 
safety of the"Ibaraki Mafu" was entirely dependent upon trie actions 
of .that other vessel? A.Yes,, I think that's reasons ble.

Q. Would you not, as a prudent master lying in an area where 30 
it is common for vessels to drag their anchors have ensured 
that if a vessel was observed to be drifting towards you 
you would be in a position to take steps on yourown account 
to get out of its way ? A. it isn't always possible.

Q. But would it not be prudent to put yourself in a position 
where it would be possible? A.it isn't always possible in a 
crowded aoohorage.

Q. Do you say thatthis has got soraeth-'ng to do with the crowding 
rf this anchorage ? A. Could you explain ttet question 7

Q. You say it is not always possible in a crowded anchorage 7 40 
A. The anchorage area in Po^t Kembla is reasonably limited. 
The anchorage areas where the vessel will hold, they do tend 
to group at about a mile distance from each other.

a. It wo jld be quite possible, would it not, to avoid the situation 
by, for ex.-mple, keeping the engines at stand-by ? A.No, it wouldn't 
help.
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Q. It wouldn't telp at all? A. l^ takes 15 minutes to turn y:ur 
men out and get them for'ard to the anchor to start heaving. 
In the same time the engines can be ready.

Q. It takes, yousay, 15 minutes to get the crew, what ,
on a call to emergency stations - A. Yes, I think that's a fairly
reasonably sort of time to get them for'ard, get them dressed
with adequate clothing in the middle of winter, seeing they
m*y be on the fo*c's l le head for several hours in rain,
mist, falling snow, etc., to engage the windlass. About
15 minutes is a pretty good time.

^. Do you mean by that that during the time that the engine 
was being brought from its state of readiaass to standby you 
would be send! ng men to the anchor? A. Yes.

Q. And you say that wojId take 15 minutes ? A. Approximately 
15 minutes would be a reasonable time.

Q. That would again bring us back to 3.25 on the assumptions about 
thdf night that I have askedyou to make, would it not ? A.Adding 
it to 3.10,yes.

Q. Th« master of the "Ibaraki Maru" said it took his men from the 
20 time of emergency stations about 7 or 8 minutes to get 

to the fo'c's'le head? A.Jhat's correct.

EL Would that not be an amply reasonable time to do that ? A. If 
you remember, he slackened the cable, which takes no time. 
You release the drag. I am talking about getting a windlass 
into motion.

Q. You are talking about getting the men to the fo'c's'le head 
and getting the men to a state of readiness ? A. Getting to a 
stcte of readiness to heave, which is about 15 minutes.

Q. What about maintaining a constant watch on the radar in the 
30 situation like this ? Would that not be prudent? A.No.

Q. Why do you sa y that ? A. Because a visual look out is better 
with occasional references to radar.

Q, If the radar were being constentl watched, you would notice 
any movement of a ship like the "Win -al Transporter* immediately, 
would you not? A.No.

y. How long would the "Mineral Transporter" have to move before 
you would observe it on the radar, assuming you were keeping 
a constant watch on it? A.I think that with vessels 800 feet long 
with 900 feet of cable out that swing to every change of the 

40 wind, and so therefore can change their position with their 
anchor holding them, some thing like about 3,000 feet, that the 
ship would need to drift about 3 ship lengths before the 
possibility of avessel dragging was established by anctoer vessel.

Q. What if the"Mineral Transporter" was observed on t he radar
to have beenthe only vessel that wa« changing its posittn? A.I have
seen in Port Kgmbla at various states of the wind as&any as ten
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Part 1 ships , each pointing in different directions.
In the
Supreme Q. So you say thst evenif you looked at the radar and saw theCourt of "Mineral Transporter" on the radar change its position up to
New South three ship lengths that would n^t alert you ? A.NO, I am sayingWales _ at three ships lengths I would be alerted.

No.7 Q, if you Were maintaining a constant visual wetch on the Transcript "funeral Transporter" how soon would y u be alerted after it 
of commenced to move ? A. I would «=ay possibly around about the Evidence senje eree. Remember, we would be viewing the "funeral 
before Hisj- r;3ns pOrtcr« from t he stern with one^tern light in view. 3-° Honour Vessels yaw about at anchor showing occasionally the for'srd 
Mr.Justace and stern ii 0nt on either side of the bow. One would tend 
Yeldham at first ln 6eeing this to think she was yawing. It would 

only be as the lights started to get larger thatycu would 
appreciate it may b~ coming towards you.

Plaintiff SQ> Even if eS yOU looked at her she was swinging from 142 decrees witnesses !,eading to 200? A.yes . The wind had just changed, I be&ve, 
HUGHES frOB! sou'east ^ sou'west.

* Q. Really it amounts to this* does it not, in your opinion;
that from the very moment that the "Mineral Transporter" 20 vcrut,&- coromence(j to move, assuming that that was at 2.50, ther-? was examines nothing tnat couid have beendone on the "Ibereki Maru" to
avoid a collision unless some action was taken on the "Mineral
Transporter" ? A.Just about.

Q. When you say "Just a;bout" - A. Well* some action, yes. 

H3S HONOUR! He said he tried to contact the other ship.

MH.SHELLERjQ. What was your answer to that "just about" ?
A. Well, just about everything that we could do has been dene,
J think. Could I have the question a.vain?

Dean 
(cross

Q.~ _." you say everything that could bs done or had been done, 30 
you ere raferring to radio communication, horns, lights* Anything else ? A. Could I have the question ac-Qfin, plee?e, 
the original question, because my concentr tion -

(Question marked "*" reed). 

WITNESStYes.

MR.BBELLERtQ. You have also heard the evidence given; bout a 
watch being main tained by quartermaster SatoS-A.Yes.

Q. You have heard a description of vjhet his duties were and wh t 
he in fsct did between 5 to 3 and 18 minutes past 3? A.Yes.

Q. That description involved the bridge of the "Ibaraki Msru" 40 
being left unmanned for that period - From five to 3 to 18 minutes 
past 3 ? A.Yes.

Q. Tn your opinion, Is a practice of watch keeping which Involves 
a person alone on watch leaving the bridge for a period like that in accordance with ihe requirements of good seamanship ? A. I don't 
like it.
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T ---:n sorry? I liJ;= i'i.

Q. Would you 'j.jr-o that it is cad a^3m^n-:h p to !"-.rv-' 
Viiaiiitained in th« t rr.anr.oi-? A.. Ms.

Q. You v.-Duldri' t agree that it ijb.rci sSosocarM o to l.-..-.^ p 
bridge   unnennGd on svsssel lying at .!.   .[ night st anchor 
at soa in thcss weather condition::? A.grii-'rjfis can be loft 
unmanned for short periods to perform oth-Vr functions 
necessary for the safety of the sh.p sndtb5 perscnnel,in my 
opinion.  : .

10 *"*  Of course, there would be no reason toleovs the bridge 
unmanned if thare were two people en watch, vJould thsre not ? 
A. That's correct.

Q. V/ould it not be good practice in this situation to have at 
least two people on'watch? A.i^. is the practice onrr.y ship.

^. And to have one of those persons an officer ? A. That. «s the 
practice on ray ship.

Q. Is that, in your opinion, in accordance with the r e quire ir.snss 
of good seamanship?A.Yes.

Q. Wouldyou agree thct it is bad seamanship to have one querter- 
20«nastsr left on -.vatch at night a t sea, albeit, with the

experience of Mr. Ssto? A.ontny ship it would be bad practice. 
It nay not necessarily be on some other ship.

Q. On whet basis would there be any difference ? A. ?/.y s
are casual employees without a greet. deal of training. I have
no idea of the experience of Mr . SatoV

Q. You have heard that he has been at sea for 30 years and 
a quartermaster for 21? A. I co.ld say that with some long=s=rving 
seamen that I have sailed with I could trust them pe-'naps'in 
some situations more than one of ir.y most junior officers.

30Q. Have you ever in your experience as 3 master left one ran 
on watch on the bridge when yauf vessel wes lying at ^nchor at 
sea st night ? A. No.

Q; Have *>u ever in that situation not had an off icier on wstch? 
A. No.

Q.In terms of engine readiness, are y ou f amiliar with keepi-g
the lubricating oil run.ving through the engines ? A. Familiar", no.

Q. Is that an expression that msa ns anything to you ? A.Ygs.

Q. In lying at anchor at sea in s vessel of which you hsd 
command, wouldyou require that the lubricating oil be kept 

40runnir.g through the engines ? A.,Y.y orders to my chief engineer 
are in time, not as to'what he is to do with his '.engine room.

Q. How he does it is a matter for him ? A. That's correct.
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Q. Do YDU have any knowledge of whether or not if you require 
the engines to be on stand-by at 15 minutes that wold involve 
the lubricating oil being kept running through the engines? 
A. NO, I heve no particular knowledge of that. I wouldassume 
something like that would happen.

Q. Just one thing that you said about the VHP and the Channel 
to be kept open on watch off Port Kembla. Isn't the position 
that the Port Kembla authorities require channel 13 to be used 
only for berthing information ? A.No that is incorrect.

Q. Talking about July 1981, was the situation not then
that the VHP was to be kept open on Channel 16 other than for
purposes of obtaining berthing information ? A.My understanding
is that when within the peripheries of the Port, which is
5 miles from the port of Port Kembla, a call should be made to
the Harbour control and from then on remain on channel J.3
so that any shipping movements into or out of the port can
be heard by all listening ships.

Q. You, of course, were yourself anchoring vessels off Port 
Kembla in 1981, is that right? A.Ys s.

10

20

30

Q. Can you recall receiving directions from Port Kembla Harbourmaster
to keep watch on Channel 13? A.There's a booklet published by
the MSB - Msitime Services Board - the Harbour Authorities.

HIS HONOUR:Q. In the form of directions, you mean ? A. No, 
it's a separate little booklet giving directions for Port Kembla, 
Sydney and Newcastle, which are all inter-linked with slave 
VHP stations.

MR.SHELLER:Q It is based on that booklet, is it, that you have 
given evidence as to the requirements of keeping open on channel 13, 
A. Ye s.

Q. What is that booklet called ? A.I can't remember.

Q. What is its general nature ? Is it a h andbook? A.Yes, a 
little roneod sheet - not a sheet - a booklet made of roneod 
sheets setting out operating procedures when within the Port 
Authority's realm of -

Q. And issued by the Maritime ServicesBoard ? A.Yes.

Q. If I could just show you again the document exhibit 3. 
(Approached). As I understand the evidence you he\e given, you 
say that there is a point beyond which the"Minerel Transporter" 
could not certainly have avoided this collision whatever it had done, 
is that right? A. The»Mineral Transporter*? 40

Q. The"Mineral Transporter." Perhaps I canput it this way. 
on the line that was being followed, the line of the drift 
of the "Mineral Transporter" did I understand you to say that 
once it had passed beyond a distance of about five and a half 
thousand feet from the bow of the "Ibaraki Maru" it could not 
certainly have taken any action to avoid the collision? A.No, 
that was with dropping *p anchor.
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Q. T^at is just dropping an anchor ? A. Yes. (Question objected to) Part 1
In the

Q. Your point of distance up to which the port anchor 
could have been dropped end you say collision certainly would 
have been avoided is 2,500 feet. A.Yes.

Q. Is that right ? that would be about r ight.

Q. And the closest point, you say, was 1,700 feet ? A. About 1,700 feet.

Q. 1,700 feet ? A.Ye s.

Q. (Approached). 2,500 feet is 2,500 feet, I teke it, from the - 10 bow of the "Ibaraki Maru"? *.Yes

y. And is a distance of something abit less than half a nautical 
mile, is that right? A . That's corr ect.

w. If you come to a position of sbout 1,700 feet and if the port 
anchor had been dropped when the "Mineral Transporter" reached 
that position, in your opinion wes there a risk of the 
"Mineral Transporter's" anchor fouling the anchor of the 
"Ibaraki Maru" ? A^ With this drawing you have here, it looks 
as though the anchor would drag about half a ship's length to 
the western side of the track it is making. So the "Ibaraki 

20 iv»aru" is on the track that it is making, sothe anchor should 
be dropped fairly well outside that line.

Q. Is there a danger that follows from the anchors of vessels 
fouling in a situation like this ? A.Yes.

Q. What is that danger? A. Well, that the vessels will eventually 
come together.

(Luncheon adjournment)^

Q. When you were giving evidence to my learned friend there was 
reference made to a statement that you said you had read by the 
master of t he"Mineral Transporter* do you recall that reference 

30 to that statement? A.Ye s.

Q. In that statement appeared this: "Engines were instant 
notice", and you were asked whether that was a phrase that meant 
something to you. Does the question "engines at instant notice" 
have some meaning to you as a master? A. It's not a way that I 
woujdfchrase it, but I imagine that to mean the engines are 
instantly available for use.

Q; Would it be the same as stand-by on that basis ? A.Yes.

Q. In expressing the view you did about the actions of the 
master, it was on the basis that that is what the phrase 

40 meant, is that right? A.Yes.

*. You were then asked some questions about the order said to 
have been, given: "The enaines were put to full astern". Do -you 
recall-564 Sskefl about that ? A.Yes.
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Part 1 ^- If Y° u can picture the positio^in which the Mineral Transporter
in the wa - drifting as has been shown to you on that diagram that you
Supreme looked at before the adjournment, would the effectof full astern
Court of on the engines be that the stern of t he "Wine re 1 Transporter"
New South would have swung to pirt? A .That would be o ne of the three effects.
Wales

Q. Would the bow swing to starboard ? A.Yes,
No. 7
TranscrdptQ. Is thet another one of the three effects ? A.Yes. 
of
Evidence Q. What is the third effect ? A. The vessel would gain 
before sternwsy, 
His Honour
Mr.JusticeQ. Fromthe point of view of reducing damage to the "Mineral 10 
Yeldham Transporter" itself, was it desirable to swing the sterm 

away from t he other vessel? A.No. ~"

Q. Why do you say that ? A. in that statement it says that collision 
Plaintiffswas inevitable. The thing would be to minimise contact, speed. 
witnesses

Q. You look at it as an order given, the effect of which would 
HUGHES be t o swing the bow on to the "Ibaraki Maru" ? A. Three things 
Edwin would happen. It would swing the bow on to the "Ibaraki Maru,"^ 
Dean the vessel would gain sternway and s tart to shear as she came 
(cross- astern. The stern of the "Mineral Transporter" would go a little 
examined) to port, not as much as the bow would swing to starboard. 20

Q. When you say "shear", what do you mean by that ? A. A shearing 
force of two things grinding together.

Q. You also said there was a difference in your understanding 
between a statement that collision was imminent and collision was 
unavoidable, do you remember saying thst? A.Yes.

Q. If the position was described as "collision was imminent " 
would that make any difference to your view?k«A. Between 
imminent and un?voidable. I think it just means a difference in 
time, does it?

Q. If. the collision wasdescribed as being imminent by the master 30 
could he have been in a situation where if he put the engines 
full astern and if he anticipated that at that point the 
"Ibaraki Maru" would start to slacken its chain he mayhave 
been moving towards a situation where a collision would be 
avoided ? A.I think the ships were too close at that stage.

Q. So you are assuming that "collision was imminent" 
would put them too close for that to happen? A.Yes.

Q.I take it there would be some distance for'ard from the bow of 
the"Ibaraki Maru" where such a manoeuvre would be effective if 
the"lberaki Maru" could slacken its chain? A. There would be some 40 
distance, yes. ~

Q. Are you able to give any indication of what that distance would 
be? A.It would haae to be a long way because the bow paying off 
the starboard off the "Mineral Irsnsporter" would be much more 
pronounced than the sternway gathered and the movement of the 
ship's stern to port.
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Q. So you are saying the tendency is for the bow to move , 
to swing morethan for the stern to swing? A.Yes.

Q. Although the transverse thrust effect is at the stern ? 
A. Yes. pivoting point in an astern movement neves from 
one-third of the ship's length from the bow to about one-thirid 
of the ship's length from the stern. That becomes a new 
pivot point.

Q. If you are anchored off Port Kembla in a situation such as that 
of the "Ibaraki Maru" in temms of the position of other vessels, 

10 would it be prudent to anticipate that those on board other
vessels anchored in the area would rot maintain pro re r standards 
of seamanship? A. Could I have the whole question again, please?

Q. Would it bepnndent in thatsituation to anticipate that the 
crew of other vessels anchored in the vicinity may not maintain 
proper standards of seamanship? A.¥?5. (question objected to; 
pressed; counsel addressed; answer stnnck out; question rejected).

Q. It would be prudent, would itnot, to anticipate thet the 
bridge of other vessels in the vicinity may IB unmanned for 
periods of 25 minutes ? A.Ye s.

20 Q. And thet visual watch wasnot being maintained during such 
a period of 25 minutes ? A.Yes.

Q. And that indeed the period for which the bridge was unmanned 
might on other vessels be longer than 25 minutes ? A.Yes.

Q. Would you agree that the route described by Mr. Sato that 
he took on this occasion would have required him to move very 
quickly to achieve it in 25 minutes ? A. No, I think it's 
a reasonable time.

Q. I think you indicated that it would take a period taken 
up by a movement of about one ship's length before thoseon 

30 board a vessel would necessarily notice that it was drifting. 
Wat that your evidence ? A.Yes.

Q. So that is a distance of about 260 metres ? A.Yes.

Q. If the maximum rate of drift was 35 metres a minute that would 
be a movement that would take e bout 5 minutes before it was 
observed ? A. 25 metres a minute for 260 metres?

Q. Yes. A. It would take yau a little bit longer than thet.

Q. A little bit longer than 5 minutes ? A. About eight minutes, I 
make it.

Q. Would it also be prudent to anticipate that there are anchored 
40 in the vicinity~of Port Kembla vessels of different nationalities ? 

A.Yes.

Q. And that that in itself may cause problems of communication ? 
A . Yes.
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PM:FB:6

MR. SHELLER: And different standards of seamanship? A. Yes.

RE-EXAMINATION

MR. GLEESON: Captain, you were asked whether it is common in 
the area of Port Kembla for vessels to drag their anchors, 
and I think you said, "Yes, unfortunately" or something like 
that? A. Yes. I think I said, "Unfortunately, yes."

Q. I want to ask you whether it is common in that area for 
vessels to drag their anchors and the master of the vessel not 
to become aware of that for 40 minutes? A. That is extremely 
unusual. 10

Plaintiffs 
witnesses

HUGHES 
Edwin 
Dean 
(re- 
examined; 
retired)

Q. You were asked some questions about the manoeuvres that my 
learned friend described to you and that I think appear on Ex.3. 
Do you recollect that? A. Yes.

Q. You used an expression to describe a movement or a series of 
movements which was "ghosting"; is that correct? A. That's 
correct.

Q. I think that you indicated that that expression meant using 
the engines with a touch forward and then stopping and a touch 
again and so forth? A. Yes.

Q. I want to get some idea from you about what the time element 20 
involved in that kind of operation is. Am I right in thinking 
that you said to my learned friend that your view was that in 
the absence of the Mineral Transporter, which he asked you to dis.. 
regard for the purpose of those questions, the alterations or some 
of the alterations to the position of the Ibaraki Maru which he 
described would be possible but only if this ghosting operation 
you described was used. Do you recollect that? A. Yes.

Q. On another occasion in your answers you said that could be done 
provided you had unlimited time? A. Yes.

Q. Just so we can have an idea of the time element involved in 30 
this ghosting operation, can you give his Honour an approximate 
idea of how long it would take using these ghosting movements that 
you describe before the vessel, that is, the Ibaraki Maru, could 
be taken in a PggitjSS out of the path of the ongoing Mineral 
Transporter? A.Pernaps'something like about 45 minutes.

Q. With the existence of the wind which you understand was 
present on that occasion? A. You may never be able to do it 
because of the wind on the huge superstructure aft.

(Witness retired)

(Document containing admission about cost of 
repairs, by defendant tendered; admitted 
without objection and marked Ex.2.)

(Mr. Gleeson indicated that if his Honour 
found for the plaintiff, damages would be 
sought in Japanese currency.}

40
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(Conversion table dealing with rates of exchange 
at various times tendered; admitted without 
objection and narked Ex.R.)

. . _. (By agreement read as part of plaintiff's case
affidavit of Hiroshi Inouie of 14th May 1983)

(By consent read as part of evidence the affidavit 
of Mr. Inou» of 19th May, Mr. Sheller objecting 
to the contents of pa*. 3)

(Paragraph 3 of affidavit of Mr. Inctre of 19th 
1° May not pressed)

TOMOTSOGU XOBAYASHZ
Examined on affirmation (through interpreter)

MR. GLEESON: What is your full name? Tomotsugu Kobayashi. 

Q. By whom are you employed? A. Mitsui-Osk Lines.

Q. Xs that company the first plaintiff in these proceedings? 
A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. Are you an officer of the legal department of that company? 
A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. Are you a graduate in law from a university in Japan? A. Yes.

20 Q* And from what university have you graduated in law? A. Tokyo 
University.

Q. Will you look at the documents that I show you. Do these 
documents comprise the original of the time charter party and 
the addendum* to the time charter party, a copy of the English 
translation of which is annexed to the affidavit of Mr. Inoue 
in these proceedings? (Shown) A. Yes, that's right.

(Above mentioned documents tendered; admitted 
without objection and marked Ex.S.)

Q. Are you aware that cl.14 of the time charter, Ex.S. , deals 
30 with the matter of off -hire? A. Yes, Z am.

Q. Are you aware that addendum to the agreement also deal with 
the matter of off -hire? A. Yes, Z am aware.

Q. (Exhibit S shown) . Z want you to look at the addendum dated 
5th April 1981. A. Yes.

Q. Do you see that the English translation that has been annexed 
to Mr. Inoue 'a affidavit of that addendum uses the expression 
"Off-hireage". Do you see that? A. Yes.

*Q. Z want you to disregard that translation for the moment.
Z am going to ask you to direct your attention to the Japanese 

40 document. Could you tell his Honour what the original Japanese 
document in the addendum of 5th April 1981 says about the sum 
of 1,920,000 yen? (Objected to on the basis that there was not 
indication that witness had understanding of English language; 
allowed) .

In the
Supreme 
Court of 
New South
Wales ——————

Transcript 
Of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

Plaintiffs' 
witnesses

KOBAYASHI 
Tomotsugu 
(examined)
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part i (Previous question marked * read)
In the
Supreme WITNESS: It means that the daily rate of 1,920,000 that is stated
Court of here is suspended while and if our vessel is off-hire.
New South
wales HIS HONOUR: Are you not asking for the translation, not his

interpretation? 
No. 7
Transcript MR- GLEESON: I am asking you what the Japanese words say. A. In 
of Evid- spite of what is written in Article 1 of this agreement, while 
ence this vessel is off-hire the daily rate applied is to be 1,920,000 
before His yen. (Objected to as unresponsive; allowed). 
Honour Mr.
Justice (Witness stood down) 1" 
Yeldham

(By consent affidavit of Hirofumi Ogata of 
15th May read)

Plaintiffs' (Agreed statement of facts in relation to black 
witnesses ban tendered; admitted and marked Ex.T. and

read) 
KOBAYASHI
Tomotsugu (Noted that it was common ground that both 
(examined vessels engaged in overseas trade) 
stood 
down) (By consent figure under heading "Total Expenses"

on p.3 amended to 292,904,607 yen)

(Mr. Macfarlan's objection to the last question 20 
asked of Mr. Kobayashi in evidence not pressed. 
Parties to discuss matter further in an endeavour 
to see if it can be sorted out.)

158. T. Kobayashi std.dn.



KG:JLF(6)
In the

HIROFDMI OGATA Supreme 
Affirmed and examined: Court of 
(Through interpreter) New South 

MR. GLEESON: Q. Is your full name Hirofumi Ogata? A. Yes, that's Wales
correct.

No. 7 
Q. You have sworn an affidavit in these proceedings? A. Yes. Transcript

of Evidence
Q. After the Ibaraki Maru returned to Japan and had permanent before His 
repairs carried out following the collision, I understand, in Honour Mr. 
this case and up to the present time has the vessel been fully Justice 
occupied? A. Yes. Yeldham

Q. Do the rates of freight that are able to be earned by a 
vessel such as the Ibaraki Maru. vary from time to time according 
to economic conditions? A. Yes, they do change. Plaintiffs'

witnesses
Q. Was there a movement in the freight rates of the. kind to which
I am referring during 1982? A. Yes, there was. OGATA

Hirofumi
Q. In January and February 1982 how did rate's of freight compare (examined; 
with rates of freight in July and August of 1981? A. It was cross- 
lower at the beginning of 1982. examined;

retired)
Q. Did it rise again during 1982? A. No, it did not.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

MR. MACFARLAN: Q. How did freight rates in July and August 1981 
compare with rates in November and December. 1980? A. I think 
they were about the same.

Q.I suggest -to you that they were substantially higher in November 
and December 1980 than they were in the middle of 1981, do you 
agree? A. The end of 1980?

Q. Yes? A. It might be so.

Q. (Approached). Would you have a look at this document and, 
in particular, at the broken line which appears on it and tell 
the court whether it represents the trend of freight rates for the 
transport of coal in the period 1980, 1981, and 1982? A. This 
shows the freight rate from the United States to Japan, so it 
does not necessarily reflect the rates, from Australia to Japan. 
However, the trend would probably be similar.

Q. The trend was, in fact, similar, was it not? A. There is 
some difference, but the way the graph is shaped, for example, 
where it goes up and where it goes down, that shape is similar.

Q. So the highest point of freight rate was in late 1980, early 
1981, was it ? A.- Yes, that would be right.

(Document shown to witness M.F.I.' 7)
(Witness retired)

159. H. Ogata retd.



Part 1
In the
Supreme
Court of
New South MR. GLEESON: Q.
Wa]-es A. Yes.

TOMOTSUGA KOBAYASHI 
On former oath: 
(Through interpreter):

You have in front of you Ex. S, is that correct?

No. 7 Q.I want to ask you a question about the meaning and effect of 
Transcript a particular provision in the contract constituted by Ex. S. 
of Is it a case that cl.14 of the agreement Ex. S deals with a matter 
Evidence called "off hire"? A. Yes, that's correct.
before
His Honourg. Do you see that there is an addendum which is dated 5th
Mr.Justice &pril? A . yes .
Yeldham

Q. Do you also see that there is an addendum of 2nd April? A. Yes.

Q. Do you see that by reason of the addendum of 2nd April the 
Plaintiffs gaily rate of hire while the vessel as operating normally was 
witnesses to be 2,464,000 Yen? A. Yes.

KOBAYASHI Q> Coming back to the addendum of 5th April, do you see that it 
Tomotsugu refers to ^ amount of 1,920,000 Yen? A. Yes.(examined
on 
former
oath
retired)

Q. Is the amount of 1,920,000 Yen the amount by which the hire 
is to be reduced when the vessel is off hire or is it the amount 
to which the hire is to be reduced when the vessel is off hire? 
(objected to: not pressed).

HIS BONOUR: I will have it noted that the witness will stand down 
and that Mr. Gleeson will have the opportunity of seeking to adduce 
evidence by affidavit in relation to this matter, hopefully by 
next Wednesday, when the matter will be listed for addresses.

(Witness stood down)

(Subject to the abovementioned matter 
case for the plaintiffs closed).

Defendant'sGASE FOR THE DEFENDANT
witnesses

THOMPSON Keith - 
Robin Lee 
(examined)

MR. SHELLER: 
A. It is.

KEITH ROBIN LEE THOMPSON 
Sworn and examined:

Q. Is your full name Keith Robin Lee Thompson?

Q. Do you reside at 12 Duncan Street, Maroubra? A. I do.

Q. Are you senior lecturer at the School .of Metallurgy in the 
University of New South Wales? A. Yes, I am.

Q. Have you set out on a sheet of paper your qualifications and 
what you have done in the field of Metallurgy? (Shown) A. Yes, 
that is my document.

I6o. T. Kobayashi retd. 
K.R. L. Thompson x



(Abovementioned document admitted without 
objection and marked Ex. 4.) Inthe

Q. In August 1981 were you retained on behalf of the defendant in 
Supreme 

this matter, Candelwood Navigation Corporation Limited to 
ft0«r<j 

inspect a failed anchor on the vessel Mineral Transporter and to 
™e™ & 

report upon it? A, I was engaged by Gibson Minto & Aiton, - 
I don't recognise the other name . - to look at a failed anchor, yes _

JNO • /

Q. And to report upn it? A. Yes.

Q. Following upon that, I think you visited the Mineral Honour

10 Transporter on a number of occasions while it was berthed in 
Justice "

Sydney? A. That's correct, yes. 
Yeldham

Q. Were those occasions in August and September 1981? A. To the 
best of my recollection, yes, August - September.

HIS HONOUR: Q. If you have some note you want to refer to , you canw?t!!esses 

A. I have a report, but I think it was in August I went first - 
——— 

whether it carries on into September, I don't know. 
THOMPSON

MR. SHELLER: Q. Is that a report that was prepared by you following
 Robin Lee 

upon your inspection of the failed anchor and then a series of 
(examined) 

examinations that you made of the fracture surface? A. Yes, it is 

20 the case.

(Report of Dr. Thompson admitted without 
objection and marked Ex. 5.)

Q. About halfway down the last page in your report it is said 
"It is apparent from the figure 12 that the shank of .the anchor 
has been manufactured from a ferritic pearlite steel with a 
carbon content of approximately .4 to .5 per cent." I think 
that is a mistake, is it not? A. That is a mistake.

Q. It should be .2 to ,25 per cent? A. Yes, that's right.

Q. Figure 10 to your report consists of two photographs A and £ 

30 which show at the bottom a defect in the form of a square or 
what takes up a square pattern, is that right? A. That's 
correct, yes.

Q. In your conclusions you say the failure of the anchor had 
occurred as a result of mechanical overload structure initiated 
by a pre-existing defect at the edge of the shank . Is it 
that pre-existing defect to which you refer? A. That's correct, 
yes, it is.

Q. Prior to that fracture taking place initiated from that pre 
existing defect, do you have any opinion as to whether externally 

40 to visual inspection there would have been any sign of that 
defect? A. It is my opinion that defect would not have been 
visible.

161. K.R.L. Thompson x



HIS HONOURt Mr. Gleeson, you don't make any case based on any 
Su reme ^^ of awarene« o£ this, do you?

KO.
Wales HIS HONOURt Mr. Sheller, you are using this against the absent
No 7 crosa-def endants .

Particularly in the light of what ay friend has 
before His 3UBt *«id. As we would understand it, that involves a concession
Knnmvr M-T that the commencement of the drift was without any fault on our Honour Mr . ... , . _ *. i ̂  i •* Justice PBrt-t it was the fracture of the anchor.

HIS HONOUR* That oust obviously be so, I thJtk.

MR. BHELLERi Q. Would you look at this document, which is a letter 
Defendants of 10th ^^Vt 1983. Is that a letter that you sent on 10th May, 
WH 4- n<== Sf, s 1983, to Mr. A. Hoffman, a metallurgist, at 2 Kenneth Street, 

——— Wallsend? A. Xes, it is.
THOMPSON
Keith Q* Does that set out the results of some tests that you carried 
Robin Lee out at his request? A. Yes, it does. 
(examined
retired) Q* They were tests that were carried out under your supervision? 

A. My supervision, yes.

(Letter dated 10th May, 1982, admitted 
without objection and marked Ex. 6.)

(Witness retired*

152. K.R.Xi. Thompson retd.



JSt/hm(6)

ADRIAN ANTHDNY HOFMAN. 
Sworn and examined:

MR.SHELLERrQ. Your full name is Adrian Anthony Ho fman? A. Yes. 

Q. You are by occupation a consultant metallurgist? A.y6 e. 

Q. Y0 u reside at 2 Kenneth Street, Wallsend. A.Y=s.

Ql.You have caused to be set out on two sheets of paper 
your qualifications, associations and experience, is that 
right ? A. Yes. Your Honour, may I comment that some of those 
associations are now no longer in existence.

10 (Document containing qualifications admitted 
and marked ex. 7).

Q. Were you retained in this matter on behalf of the defendant 
in March 1983? A.I was.

Q. And following upon being retained did you visit Dr. Thompson 
and examine his report ? And some photographs that he had token? 
A. It was after examination of his report that I considered it 
prudent to consult with Dr. Thompson.

Q. Y0u did that, did you? A.I did that.

Q. Following upon that you suggested a number of further tests 
20 be done? A. Yes. I suggested that in the interests of completion 

of the report that these tests should be carried out.

Q. (Shown ex. 6).' Following upon that did you receive tha't 
letter from Dr. Thompson setting out the result of certain 
tests done by him? A.I did.

Q. Having received that information did you cause a report to 
be prepared ? A. I did.

Q. Would you look at the report I now show you and is that the 
report that you caused to be done? A. That is the report.

(Report admitted add marked ex. 8). 

30 (No cross  examination) .

(Witness retired).

REGINALD GEORGE FORD. 
Sworn and examined:

MR.SHELLER:Q. Your full name is Reginald GeorgeFord ? A.It is.

y. Do you reside at 121 New Line Road, V/est Pennant Hills? A.I do.

Q. I thinkyou are now retired areyou not?

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales_____

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

Defendant's 
witnesses

HOFMAN 
Adrian 
Anthony 
(examined 
and retired)

FORD
Reginald 
George 
(examined)

Q. Did you commence your sea-going career as an ordinary seaman 
in 1942? A. I did.

163. A.A.Hofman. ret. 
R.G.Ford. x



Part 1 Q. You progressed to sailor, efficient detikhandand able seaman ?
In the A. Yes.
Supreme
Court of Q. You became a fourth officer in 1949 at Liverpool? A.ye s.
New South
Wales Q. 2nd then served as an officer for «arious owners including

Federal Steam Navioation and Ropners Steamships ? A .Yes. 
No. 7

Transcript Q. And thendid you progress from fourth, to third, to second, 
of Evidenceto first officer ? A.Ye s. 
before His
Honour Mr. Q. Did you obtain your British Master's foreign-going certificate 
Justice on 23th February 1955? A.Yes. 
Yeldham

Q. You achieved your first command in 1963? A.Yes. 10

Q. When did your experience on the Australian coast commence ? 
Defendant'sA. 1947 with the Federal Steam Navigation was the first time 
witnesses i cametoo the Australian coast.

FORD Q_ At the time did you hold the position of fourth officer ? A.Yes. 
Reginald
George ^.Apd then from 1952 to 1954 did you work as a second officer for 
(examined) Ropners Steamships? A.Ye s.

Q. Was that on charter '.South Australia to New South Wales ? A.Yes.

Q. Did you join BMP in 1955? A.Ye s.

Q. As a third officer? A.Ye s.

Q. After joining BHP did you serve on various BHP'vessels for 20 
8 years as a third, second and first officer ? A.Yes.

Q. You got your first job as master with BHP in 1963 ? A.Y~s.

Q. As master did you serve on most of the vessels in the BHP 
fleet ? A.Yes.

Q. Did that include very large bulk carriers ? A.Yes.

Q. At the time of your retirement from the company were you sixth 
in seniority? A. Of 49, yes.

Q. Did you retire in January 1980? A.Yes.

Q. During your service as a BHP master did you become familiar 
with most of the Australian coastline? A.Yes. 30

Q. Was one common coastal trip you did as master from North 
Western Australian ports, such as Port Hedland, to Port Kembla? 
A. Ye s.

Q.Did such voyaoes involve the carriage of iron ore to Port Kembla? 
A. Ye s.

Q. Ac well as Newcastle? A.Yes.

164. R.G.Ford. x.



20

Q. During the time you tu\c been involved as a rca?ter with 
BHP  - : » master of bulk carriers did;, y u on o?ny occ2§ : ons 
anchor off Port K<~rabla? A 0 Yes.

Q.I« it possible to give any indication of the numbarof fir.c 
you would he we dane th^t betweenl963 and i960? A.Y-s,I have 
researched it. Over 200 times.

Q. Can you «ay, <?s a matter of experience, anything about the 
weather conditions th-'t one expects when anchored off Port 
Kcobla? (Objected t:>| withdrawn).

10 Q. in your experience was there a paticular form of weather 
condition that you conr only experienced off Fat Kembla. 
(Objected toj not pressed)*

Q. (shown ex* K}. Tnat is a photograph of the vessel the 
Icaraki Uaru. During your time as a master for BHP were you 
master of vessels of a similar size and layout?

"*. Canyou give exes-pies of that ? A. Well, the Iron Endeavour 
has a similar layout, accommodation aft and is sli ghtlysrcaller 
and the Iron Sonmersby Is almst Identical in that she w-juld be 
larger than this one.

HTSHC? ;CU1UQ. Not the Iron Flinders ? *.th, the Iron Flinders, 
you could put up on it as a life boat.

M>. .SHELLEP.i Q. You, since the ca?e began, have been in court 
and 7 tn nkyou hs* h ee-rd all the evidence that has been given. 
Is that right? A. That is correct.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

. No.7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

Defendant's 
witnesses

FORD 
Reginald 
George 
(examined)

Q. that includes evidence by the Vaster of the Ibaraki Maru?

Q. And his evidence as to the st<?te .^f the weather at the tine that 
he turned in on the night of 9th July? A.Yes.

Q. Andyju havs re.-d the w: at her forecast to which he referred and 
30 to which he had received th«-;t day ? A, The forecast, yes."

Q, (Shown ex. J). That is the weather forecast to wMch T 
referred* You have heard thrt read out in court and I thi nkyou 
have read ltt have you rot? A»Yes.

Q. Did you hear the evidence that on the Ibaraki Uaru on this 
night there was on the bridge prior to 3.18 on watch only one 
person? A.Yes.

0. And th; was a quartermaster of 21 years experience as 
quartermaster ? A.Y^s.

0. Captain, on t he assumption that the evidence as you have heard it 
40 repeals the situation in terms of '____! _ , weather and the petition 

of the Ibaraki Uaru on that night, if you had been the master of 
thet vessel in that situation what watch w?uld ycu haw left as the

R.G.Ford. X.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 7
Transcript 
of Evidence 
before His 
Honour Mr. 
Justice 
Yeldham

vessel lay at anchor? A, for that period of time the certified 
second officer and a m r nimum of one AB end a watch keep,

Q. When y.u ray for that period of time, what period of time 
are you referring to? H. Midnight to 4 am. I w uld h ve the 
third officer, would be 8 to midnight.

Q. As maJtter of prudent seamanshi p did you consider it prudent to 
have left on watch on the bridge in that situation a quartermaster 
of that experience alone? A. I do not consider it prudent at all. 
I have never done it and rever woL.ld.do it.

Q. YOU ha\r heard evidence of the grounds that Mr. Sato vent on 
commencing at 5 to 3 and finishing at 18 minutes p?st three. 10 
You have hesrd thet evidence ? A.Yes.

witnesses

FORD 
Reginald 
George 
(examined)

Q, Which 5 nvolvedhim leaving t fc bridge for that period of tin*. 
Defendant'sAS a matterof prudent seamanship do you consider it to have been 

prudent, on this occasion _ _ wii h this vessel in t he situation 
it was for the bridge to be left unattended for a period from 
5 to 2 to 18 minutes past three ? A. It certainly was not prudent 
to leave the vessel unattended for any period of time and to 
the extent of 25 minutes which was nothing I would ever do end 
ever have done.

Q. When you say for any period of time do you mean by that 20 
however short ? A. However short. If I can expand - 
the bridge is not merely for visual observation tosee whether 
you ere going to drift or another vessel is going to drift on 

you. It is the nerve centre of the vessel , the fire alarm systems 
are centred on it with rows and rows of smoke indicators, 
lights and everything centres up there so that a fire can be 
located or notified. It is notifed to the bridge, nowhere 
else, and if you are 25 absqnt that means that the fire ig 
aoing for 25 minutes. Whereas if a man is always on the bridge 
he vd 11 immediately hear that baztrr . That is one reason why 30 
I would never have the bridge unmanned at sea for any time on 
voyage or at an outside port limit,

anchored
Q. Have you, during your e xperience as master, /for periods 
of time, up to four or five weeks off Port Kensbis ? A.Ye*.

Q. During those times that y:=u have been so anchored whet was 
your practice as to the watch you maintained on t he btfdge ? 
A. Continuous officer watch with two ABs was the cutewn of the 
Skip, in effect there v/ere three men and the watch officer there 
on the bridge, the gble seaman" doHVg various rounds for inspection 
for fire and oil on the deck. 40

Q. You also have heard evidence given by master of the Ibarakl 
Maru as to the st^te of readiness of engines of thct vess eJV 
A.Yes.

Q And the state of readiness wa= such as to be able to bring them 
to standby at 15 - 20 minutes ? A .Y es.

166., R.G.Ford. x.



Q.Aoain assumino the weather conditions that were described and part i
the"position of the loaraki Maru on that night whet, ih y ur in the
opinion, are the requirements of prudent sc-emen as to engine sunreme
readiness? A.I discussed with the chief engineer before making it - court of
taking into account any inhibitions or lack of labour. N South
There is various things that do affect the readiness of the engine. JJales
The normal courpein that situation has been 20 minutes notice       
for full power but in an emergency condition I c >uld get reduced No 7
revs, which may only be one third but I would get some revs Transcript

10 within ten minutes. of Evidence

Q. Was that ten minutes something that you would require of the Honour Mr 
engine. That Is to say, that it could be a partial state of justice 
readiness, as you hav described it, as at nor rore than 10 Yeldham 
minutes. A.If that is an agreement I have come to with the 
chief engineer I wuld expect it and that wa = the agreement we 
usually came to.

Defendant's
HIS HONOUR :Q. Would you come to that sort of agreement say if you witnesses 
were anchored for 10 days at Port Kembla in fair/sort of         
normal weather conditions ? A. Well, we meet daily and the FORD 

20 original -first after we have anchored would be that and it Reginald 
would -°DAJt get changed if there w s some bad weather coming George 
up, then I would say to him "We are expecting bad we at her. (examined) 
It may not eventuate but if it does we'll give you plenty of 
warning and shorten the times required".

Q. Shorten it to what? A. To whatever seems , that he can manege, 
without injuring the engine or excessive use of fuel or we 
might be making water and require the engine to be at a certain 
temperature to keep us go'ng with freshwater.

MR.SHELLETl: Q. Just so I understand that, you?ay that when you 
30 come to anchor - when you first anchored off P0rt Kembla what 

wereyour requirements as to engine readiness ? A. 20 minutes.

Q.Did you have any requir ements about partial power? A. With 
an adjoiner that if we needed emergency - that is a critical 
situation of danger - I could get some partial povrr within 
ten minutes*

Q. Did that requirement by you change during tit time after you 
first anchored ? A.N0 . The only time it was changed was if «e 
got a severe warning of bad weather then the period would be 
shortened from 20 minutes down to possibly ten and by severe 

40 weather T am talking about the after effects of a cyclone 
coming down which happens* sending in a very bad swell or 
extreme southerly came up with gale force winds. Whenever 
that situation stayed for the four or five weeks, 20 minutes - 
ten minutes if an emergency situation arose.

Q. I want you-to assume that on this night of the morn ng 
of 10th July, 1981, you had been the master of the Ibaraki Maru 
and that the conditions of the weattar were such as you have 
heered described in evidence and that at 5 minutes past 3 you 
observed the Mineral Transporter drifting towards you and then at

167. R.G.Ford. x.



Part 1 e distance of approximately one trile fromyour bow.
In the m thst situation, as master of the Ilareki Maru whet would
Supreme y OU have d^ne ? A. ^ teavoured to communicate with her wes the
Court of very first s tep.
New South
Wales Q. Thct would be your fir=t step? A. Yes.

No " 7 . 4. Q. If Y°u °°'t no resoonse from such communication what would you do? 
Transcript Ail would get in touch with harbour control end ask them i f s he 
°f was moving on any orders of theirs, i.e. she might be ooing to 
Evidence ick e pilot or oo in and thenher radio mioht not be functioning. 
before His £here fore they would know. 10 
Honour Mr. ' 1U
Justice Q^ And if the res *>n5e to that was that she was not, whit would you Yeldnam ? adrift .

I would worry. I would then start flashing lights, the siren, 
continuous calling on the VHP . I wduld also sound my own

Defendant' s3^1" em* neve personnel assemble on t he bridge. I would constantly 
witnesses rnon it°r over *ne radar to get her speed. I would have another 
—————— officer taking continuous bearings of her bow to see if she 
FORD wes not changing her 15 ne 6f bearing then she wes on e collision 
Reginald course with me. I would thai start also figureingout whet options 
George * ""; d end what options she had. I would then start to worry 20
(examined) an^ Setting steadily more worried as she got steadily more 

closer.

Q. Aesuming you have begun those actions and you have received no 
response f rom t he other vessel and there is no change in its 
movement. What would you have done? A. When I initially 
called the crew up I was also calling for my engines to become 
reedy. Where do we have this shipnow ?

3. I started by suggesting to you that at five minutes past three 
it was at a distance of approximately one mile from your bow. 
You have told roe whet you would have done. W^en pu say thatyou 30 
would have hadyour engines made ready is there any point cf tine 
you can fix after 5 past 3, assuming that you received no 
response from the vessel as to when you would do that at latest? 
A.I would rot do it until I had spoken to the harbour control 
and found out she was not coving. I would be standing her 
end so would the others with binoculars to s~e if there were 
signs of i ctivity on her anywhere. I should say, when she was 
getting to br about point 8 of a mile .away from me, somewhere 
be around about 12 or 13 minutes p^st.

Q. Past three, the time v°u are saying ? A. I am doing these 40 
various tasks in between time, warming the engine up Spending 
on how apprehensive I was. But within 5 minutes of initial 
worry and getting no response from the sh'p or shore about her 
movements. I would have ordered engines to be brought to 
readiness around 10 pa?t, that is 5 minutes - 7 minutes pest.

Q When you say ten past you mean tenpatt three, do you ? 
A^ Yes.

Q. That is five to seven minutes past five past three. Is that 
whet you are saying ? A. Yes.

168. R.G.Ford. x.!



Q. I want you then to assume that by three-25 you hod your 
engines at et.ndby? A.Ye s*

Q. And that the other vessel had continued to drift tow«5rd« you 
and stay at about a point of 570 metres from your bow. Now, 
I did not mention this, but you of course realise that the 
starboard anchor was out ten shackles on the Ibaraki Msru 
on the night ? A.Yes.

Q. Well now at 3.23 the anchor remained still out at 10 shackles. 
Do you follow thar ? A,Yes.

10 Q. Ws ll now in that situation, assuming that you still had not 
succeeded in making any comraunicat ion with the other vessel, 
what wo Id you haw done? A. During this time I've been figurxing 
out ray options and the options that remained on the vessel that 
was coming at me and I figure he would only have two. One, 
use his engines and get awey from ma. The seond, to drop his 
anchor to stop his drift down upon DM. with no sign of activity 
on the vessel I would know that he would require the minimum 
of 10 minutes to rave engines functioning I could see that 
option for the Mineral Transporter had expired which left

20 his anchorage weight. As there was no sign by this time t »h;uld have been able to see his fo'c's'le height quite clearly with 
binoculars* NO sign of activity on it and still no answer 
to ear calls on the VHP which would be going oncnntinuously. 
He was getting so close that his second option of dropping 
the anchor would have been fouled in my case - it would have 
fouledours, ours being the Ibsraki Maru and he would have 
really clamped right on top of me so that if that situation at 
3,25, I would realise that there was notanyttt ng that he was 
going to do that was going to stop this collision if it was to

30 be Averted. I was the only one that ecu Id avoid it if possible.
Q. Then you have so far as I understand you indicated your 
thought processes, is that right? A.Yes, and taken the Mineral 
Transporter out In her options*

Q. Then at 3.25 what would you have done? A, i wo .Id heve endeavoured 
out of the course the Mineral Transporter's taking and if you 
neglect the fact that I have got an anchor down w'th ten 
shackles for the moment then the manoeuvre is a valid one 
and which is dona in the normal course of events, that is to 
go to starboard to avoid a vessel coming down on you... Admittedly 40 this is new a   quite a close quarter situation (Objected to).

Q. What IiJust want you to do, I think you are explaining around it - what I just wenty~ u to do plespe is to tell his H nour that 
as at 2.25 whet actual action- ,' you would have taken,whst you 
would have done and I think youhave s aid soraethi ng about, you say, 
steering to starboard or some such expression. Just describe it 
step by step a?-to what you would have done? A.I would have 
figured the various options open to me and the only one that 
had any change of success was to use - (Objected to).

HIS HO,, URjQ. Y0 u are being asked what in fact you would have done ? YQU are not being asked your reasons for it yet ? A.I wo-ld >ave 
put the engines ahead. I would have endeavoured to steer a course
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Part 1 since I was at a heading of 142. I would have endeavoured to 
In the steer the course of 165 by use of the engine and the rudder, 
Supreme till such time es the vessel's bow was cl-ar of the bow of the 
Court of 8.oncoming Mineral Transporter vessel, not in space.
tfew South

Wales Q. YOU said the vessel not in space ? A. \ve ii in effect you can 
see the bow ahead ofyou and I wanted my bow to clear it visually.

No.7 But not, in effect, it is doing it . " . physically but I mean 
Transcript it is not up to it and then clearing it. 
of
Evidence Q.Does that mean the: what you aresaying, correct me if I am 
before His Wrona, you are watching your own bow, is that rioht? A.yeS . 10 
Honour Mr.
Justice Q_ AnCj you are also wetchino the other vessel? A. The other 
Yeldham vessel's bow.

Q. Would you just describe to me what you are doing ? A. Then 
adjusting the helm to bring about that desired state of affairs

Defendant sand acjj us ting the speed and by that it is necessary to increase
witnesses the S peed if the vessel's bow is not answering to the helm 

adequately. I would of course increase the velocity of it.
FORD she answers it quickly , The propellers going.
Reginald
George Q £gn vou gi ve SO me indication of what sort of power you would 
(examined) pu£ the engine to7 A.I would start off with slow ahead and hard to 20 

starboard'and then observe the effect and then either reduce 
helm, reduce speed or increase speed. It is all a 
matter of skill and judgment as to what steps you then take.

(Witness stood down).

(Further hearino adjourned to 9.30 a.m. on 
Friday, 20th May, 1983).
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MITSUI-OSK LINES & ANOR V. THE SHIP 'MINERAL TRANSPORTER' 

FIFTH DAY; FRIDAY; 20th May, 1983

REGINALD GEORGE FORD 
On former oath:

MR. SHELLER: Q. At the adjournment I was asking you about what 
you would have done had you been the master of the Ibaraki 
Maru at 3.25 in the situation then obtained and you had gone 
some distance in describing what course you would have taken, 
do you recall that? A. Yes.

Q. Would you look please at the document I show you, Ex. 3. 
Is that a diagram prepared by you? A. Yes.

Q. (Approached) Now, on that diagram you have set out, have you, 
firstly, the position of the Ibaraki Maru as it lay at anchor 
prior to 03.25, is that right? A. Yes.

Q. I think you have marked that position - ? A. Position 1.
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Q. You have also shown an outline with the ™ame Mineral 
Transporter in the middle of it at a position 1, is that right? 
A. Yes.

Q. Is that intended to be the position of the Mineral Transporter 
assuming it at that time to be at a distance of 570 metres 
from the bow of the Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. And the time when it was at 570 metres being 325? A. Yes. 

Q. The heading of the Mineral Transporter being 225°? A. Yes.

Q. Where was that 225° taken fxn ? A. The master's statement 
started him at 190° and eventually he said he was heading south 
west - that is the master of the Mineral Transporter. The other 
heading that has been used was 200, but that was the master of the 
Ibaraki Maru interpretation of his heading, so I took the south 
westerly heading, being that the master of the Mineral Transporter 
would know his heading more than the other master.

Q. And the effect of that is to put the Mineral Transporter 
more broadside, as it were, to the Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes, making 
it a more difficult manoeuvre.
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Q. From the point of view of •the Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. Those outlines of the Ibaraki Maru and the Mineral Transporter 
are drawn to scale, is that right? A. Yes.

Q. Then you show position 2 for the Mineral Transporter at time 
03.34, is that right? A. Yes.

Q. How did you arrive at that position? A. Estimated speed of 
drift of the Mineral Transporter 1.5 knots and that is just slightl 
under halfway between the point of collision and I divided the - 
I nuitiplied- at the time 45 metres per minute and also took a 
mean of the actual time that they did contact and it was 8% minutes 
actually, to 9 minutes with the very accurate time that she would 
have been there.

Q. That is a difference of 11 minutes, is it not, from 2.25 (sic) 
- I am sorry, 9 minutes from 225 (sic) to 3.34? A. Yes.

Q. Have you also shown on the diagram a position of the anchor of 
the Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. How did you place that on the chart - on the diagram, by what 
calculation? A. I estimated that ten shackles equals 274 metres, 
but because the vessel was lying in 35 metres of water I subtracted 
that from the 274, which left 239 metres of effective distance. 
The distance actually would be slightly longer due to the cable 
not being directly down to the seabed and then lying, but would 
lie at anchor, so that this mean is the worst possible option 
I could obtain.

Q. In terms of the distance of the anchor from the bow of the 
Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. You have assumed that the anchor lies straight out ahead of 
the Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. Is that assumption based upon any opinion or view of yours? 
A. I think it would be valid, given that the wind velocity of 
force 5 and the current and the weight of the ship - she would 
have the cable effectively ahead on a 142 bearing.

Q. You have then shown on that diagram what you have called 
positions 2, 3 and 4 of the Ibaraki Maru. Yesterday you gave some 
evidence about actions that you would take in endeavouring to 
bring the Ibaraki Maru to a heading of 165°? A. Yes.

Q. I think you also said that you would have endeavoured to steer 
that course of 165 by use of the engine and rudder till such time 
as the vessel's bow was clear of the bow of the oncoming 
Mineral Transporter vessel and then you said "not in space". 
Firstly, in terms of that description of what you would have 
endeavoured todo, what does position 2 of the Ibaraki Maru on 
that diagram represent? A. It has got a time mark of 03.30, 
so that is five minutes into the manoeuvre, and I would assume that
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she would be in position 2 - that is heading 165, which would Part 1
in effect have given me visual clearance of the bow of the In the
Mineral Transporter. Supreme

	Court of
Q. But is that a position that, in your opinion, would have been New South
achieved by carrying out the use of engine and rudder that you Wales 
have described? A. I believe so. Whether I would have remained
at slow ahead and hard over to starboard with the rudder is No. 7
relative in that she was performing as I intended her to do. If Transcript
she did not, I would of course either increase or decrease or of Evidence

10 alter the rudder. The effect the exercise is to get to 165, not before His
any further and not any less, and thus this starting position of Honour Mr.
slow ahead and hard over would be adjusted one way or the other Justice
to maintain that position. Yeldham

Q.: But is that position 2 a position that you believe that you 
could have brought -the Ibaraki Maru to? A. Yes. Defendant's
Q. Had you manoeuvred it in the way you have described? A. Yes. witnesses

Q.At that position had you shown on the diagram an outline of the FORD 
anchor chain? A. Yes. Reginald

George
Q. That outline I think you have shown with a series of short (examined) 

20 dashes, is that right? A. Yes.

Q. Does that represent what, in your opinion, would have been the 
position of the anchor chain when you achieved that position 2? 
A. Yes.

Q.. Then having achieved position 2 what next would you have done? 
A. I would have endeavoured to maintain her on a course of 165 
possibly by again, varying the speed of the engine, either ahead 
or maybe slow it down/ all depending on how the. vessel reacted 
to the tide, the wind, the weather and, of course, the rudder, 
either maintained it hard over or possibly to a lesser degree 

30 until she obtained the position of position 3, where the bow 
are parallel but not touching.

Q. When you say with the bow parallel but not touching, that is on 
the assumption thatyou have made on that diagram about the 
movement of the Mineral Transporter? A. Yes.

Q. Again, in your opinion, could position 3 have been achieved 
in the circumstances of the night by Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.

Q. By the master undertaking the manoeuvres and use of the engine 
and rudder that you have described? A. Yes.

(Mr. Gleeson sought clarification as to the 
40 manoeuvres).

Q. (Approached) Having achieved position 2 on the Ibaraki Maru 
what action would have been taken by you as master in an endeavour 
to achieve position 3? A. Adjustment of the helm, if it was
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required, and adjustment of the speed. At the moment/ I am 
on slow ahead and hard to starboard. If it is necesary to vary 
the speed or the rudder movement I would do so and I would expect 
to get to position 3 at 03.34.

Q. What sort of adjustments to the rudder and the engine are you 
talking about? A. Increase of the velocity of the engine; the 
rudder, of course - if I have it hard over, the only other 
adjustment could be to reduce it, as I want to remain in position 
3 and not to get further over to starboard.

Q. When you say you want to remain in position 3, does that mean 10 
you want to not go beyond a heading of 165? A. That's correct.

Q. So you don't want to swing the bow too far to starboard? 
A. No.

Q. As you are on the bridge of the Ibaaki Maru is this to some 
extent a question of feeling how the vessel responds? A. It is 
all a feeling of how the vessel responds to the various forces 
acting on her.

Q. And adjusting the engine and the rudder accordingly? A. 
performance., yes.

To her

Q. Doing that, ii your opinion, could the Ibaraki Maru have proceed* 
from position 2 to position 3? A. Yes.

Q. Again, you have put on the diagram the position of the anchor 
chain with the vessel at position 3? A. Yes.

Q. Up to that point, position 3, in your opinion would fee
anchor chain have influenced the course that •the veseel followed?
A. No.

Q. You have put on the diagram the time for position 2 of 3.30, 
is that right? A. Yes.

Q. In your opinion is 3.30 the time that -the Ibaraki Maru could 
have been brought on this night to position 2? A. Yes.

Q. Similarly, the position 3, you put a time of 3.34 for position 
3? A. Yes.

Q. Again, in your opinion, could the Ibaraki Maru on thisnight 
have been brought to position 3 at that time of 3.34? A. Yes.

Q. As the diagram shows, with the Ibaraki Maru in position 3
at 3.34, the Mineral Transporter would have been at the same time
in its position two? A. Yes.

Q. In your opinion, does that represent what the situation would 
have been if this manoeuvre on the Ibaraki Maru had been carried 
out? A. Yes.
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Q. aping got to position 3, what next would you have done? A. The Part 1 helm would have been put hard to port, the engine would have been In the put full ahead. Supreme
Court of

Q. What effect would that have had? A. It would have brought the New South bow of the Ibaraki Maru around to port behind the bow of the Wales Mineral Transporter and would have thrown tie stern of the Ibaraki Maru to starboard, hence clearing the passing bow of the Mineral No.7 Transporter. Transcript
of Evidence

Q. That is full ahead and hard to port? A. Yes. before His
Honour Mr.

10 Q. You have shown on the diagram a position 4 for the Ibardd. Justice Maru? A. Yes. Yeldham

Q.In your opinion , putting the rudder hard to port and the engines full ahead,would on this night the Ibaraki Maru have achieved position 4? A. Yes. Pefendant s • witnesses
Q. Again, in terms of time, you have put that at 3.387A. Yes.

FORD
Q. In your opinion, is that the time that it would have achieved Reginald that position? A. Yes. George(examined)
Q. Again, you have shown on the diagram the position of the anchor chain? A. Yes.

20 Q. If that manoeuvre had been carried out and had followed the course shown on your diagram, what is your opinion as to the chances of the collision or a collision between the Ibaraki Maru and Mine ral Transporter being avoided? A. I would expect a reasonable chance of success if my skill and my estimations of the speed and rudder movements had been correct.
Q. Is it possible to put that in percentage terms? A. Well, I'd say an even money chance of it coming off, 50/50.

Q. The vessel having got to position 4 is it still moving? A. Yes.
Q. Is it right to say that you don't see any of those positions, 30 apart from position 1, the position of anchorage, as being a stationary position? A. Position. 1 is the only stationary position, the others are all fluid movements.
Q. The positions that you have shown of 2, 3, and 4 on that diagram are intended simply to be indications of particular points of time of the vessel in the coui rse of movement? A. Yes
Q. Taking account of what you have said about the chances of success of this manoeuvre and taking yourself back to the situation of the Ibaraki Maru at .3.25, would you as master have attempted this manoeuvre? A. Yes.

40 Q. Would you, as master, have remained anchored at the position of the Ibaraki Maru without attempting this manoeuvre? A. Wo.,
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Q. Assuming the conditions of this night and assuming that at 
3.25 the master of the Ibaraki Haru had his engines at standby 
and was aware that the Mineral Transporter was drifting towards 
him at a speed of 1.5 knots and was in the position shown on your 
diagram as position 1, would you have considered it prudent 
of hire if he had simply remained at anchor without attempting 
this manoeuvre? A. You are asking toe to consider whether I would 
consider it prudent of another nan not to have considered himself 
to this manoeuvre. Depending on the degree of his skill or 
his own judgment - it is a hard question. I would not have 10 
considered it prudent to remain there and have an inevitable 
collision. I would consider a prudent master would take sone 
action that had some chance of success other than to lay back and 
be raped.

Q. When you say some action with some chance of success, do you 
refer to an action other than sounding horns, flashing lights

Defendant's and so on? A. Are you asking whether there is an alternative
witnesses for a prudent master?

FORD
Reginald 
George 
(examined;
cross- 
examined)

20
Q. What I an asking you, when you refer to some action, do you 
Bean by some action an action using engine and rudder and 
seeking to manoeuvre the vessel - do you follov what I mean? 
A. This is an alternative which a prudent man could accept, I 
believe.

Q. When you say "this*, you mean the manoeuvre that you show 
on Ex. 3? A. Yes.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

MR. GLEESOKi Q. It would be an intricate and difficult manoeuvre, 
wouldn't it? A. Yes.

Q, And a dangerous one? A. Yes.

Q. May we take it, therefore, that it is not a manoeuvre that 30 
you would commence to undertake without having available to you 
all the resources of your vessel? A. Yes.

Q. Including engines at full power, if you required them to be 
at full power? A. As I understand the situation, I 
have them at - I have full power.

Q. I just want to get that clear. You are assuming beAcre you 
commence this manoeuvre, that is before you move from position 1, 
that you have full power available on your engines if you require 
them? A. Yes.

Q. Yesterday you said (p.144) that you would have ordered the 
engines to be brought to readiness at about 10 past 3, do you 
recollect th4$ A. Yes.

40

Q. You said on p.143 that the normal course in the situation 
that applies on this night would be that it would take 20 minutes' 
notice to get your engines to full power? A. He were not talking
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about tbe Ibaraki Maru, I was talking about a ship that I would Part 1 command would have 20 minutes' notice. In the
Supreme

Q. I understand that, but I just want to look at the time element Court of involved in this. You have been telling us about a manoeuvre New South that you would have performed if you had been in your ship where Wales___ the Ibaraki Maru was? A. Yes, but I understood I would havefull power at 3.25, because it is a hypothetical situation. No.7
Transcript

Q. What I am putting to you is that yesterday you said that you of Evidence would have called for the engines to be made ready at 10 past 3? before His 10 A. Yes. Honour Mr.
Justice

Q. You also said that the normal course in that situation would Yeldham be 20 minutes notice for full power? A. Yes.

Q.: But that you could get reduced power, which may be only one- , third revs, within ten minutes? A. Yes. Defendant s
witnesses

Q. I just want to be clear, when we are talking about thismanoeuvre, you are not suggesting that it is something that FORDyou would undertake on reduced power? A. No. I'd want full power. Reginald- - * - George
Q. So in the position in which you would have been on the night (cross- in question you would not have commenced this manoeuvre until examined) 20 3.30, would you? (objected to: allowed). A. Well, 3.30 I would not have commenced it at all, even if I had full power then, because the Mineral Transporter was now too close for the manoeuvre to be successful.

Q. I understand that that is the effect of your evidence, but will you not agree, according to the evidence that you gave yesterday as to the situation in which you would have been if you had been the master of the Ibaraki Maru, you would not have been in the position to commence this manoeuvre until 3.30, by which time it would have been too late?: A. In the agony o"f the moment - and 30 w are now five minutes past my one-third - and the inevitability of collision I feel I must do something to avoid it that has some chance of success. I would have taken, in effect, what is a chance.

Q. I just want to be clear about the effect of your evidence. It is clear, is it not, that you said yesterday at p.144 that if you had been the Master of the Ibaraki Maru in the events as they were described to you, you would have ordered engines to be brought to readiness around ten past three? A. Yes.

Q. You also said that, according to the instructions that you 4Ogive your engineer, you would give him 20 minutes' notice to bring the engines to full power? A. Yes.

Q. So that if you had been in charge of the Ibaraki fiaru on the occasion in question you would have had full power available at 3.30? A. Again, I would have been in constant contact with him, urging him to -
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Q. But toy question is clear enough, isn't it? On the evidence 
that you gave yesterday you would have had full power available at 
3.30? A. With the possibility that the time element could have 
been decreased by urging and extra co-operation.

Q. You do agree, don't you/ that you would not have attempted 
to commence this manoeuvre until you had full power available? 
A. Correct.

Q. It follows, does it not, that on the description you gave 
yesterday of the actions that you would have taken if you had 
been in the situation of the master of the Ibaraki Maru, you would 
not have attempted this manoeuvre? A. With the engine not being 
quite ready it Is doubtful, yes, but when I commenced this whole 
situation Z did assume that I had full power at 3.25 , because 
it is a hypothetical situation.

Q. Of course, Z understand entirely that the questions that you 
were asked were based upon the assumption that you had full power 
available at 3.25, but that Is not an assumption that squares 
with your evidence as to what you would have done. Is it? 
A. Ho, of course, again, they are probabilities. Z night have 
done earlier, Z night have done later, ordering the enginesj 
the engineers might have been more proficient*

Q. You said that if this manoeuvre had been undertaken at 3.25 
it would have had a . 50/50 chance of success? A. A judgment on 
the odds, yes.

Q. What would have been the consequences of failure? A. Z would 
have still had a collision - poiribly the damage would have been 
more accentuated.

Q. The damage would have been greater, wouldn't it, because you 
would have had two vessels under way? A. Possibly it would have 
been. Again, we are now having the damage inflicted in different 
spots.through a different configuration of meeting. The damage 
might have been less, it might have been more; Z would say the 
odds would be that it possibly would have been aore.

Q. You are aware that in the events that happened the Ibaraki Maru 
slackened chain and endeavoured to retire from the direction in 
which the Mineral Transporter was approaching? A. Yes.

Q. Whereas the manomre that you have described involved the 
Ibaraki Maru proceeding under power in the direction of the 
Mineral Transporter? A In the general direction of the Mineral
Transporter.

Q. You gave some evidence about your experience in and around 
Port Ke&bla in large vessels and may we take it that you are 
aware or you are familiar with kinds of vessels that regularly 
use Port jKembla or regularly come into Port Keiabla? A. Yes.

Q. They include very large vessels carrying bulk cargoes? 
A. Yes.
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Q. And vessels operated by various shipping lines, including Part 1 
overseas shipping lines? A. Yes. m the

Supreme
Q. (Ex. N shown). Have you seen this photograph of the Ibaraki dourt of 
Maru? A. Yes, I was shown it. New South

Wales
Q. These various shipping lines that operate vessels in and around 
Port Kembla have distinctive markings and colourings? A. Usually No.7 
their funnels. Transcript

of Evidence
Q. You are familiar with the markings or colourings of their before His 
funnels? A. By familiar, I jean occasion recognise a line, Honour Mr. 

10 but I wouldn't say I am - there's so many, so diverse. Justice
Yeldham

Q. I understand that, but Mitsui-Osk Line is a well-known line? 
A. Not me.

Q.At all events, vessels of the size of the vessel that you see Defendant's 
depicted in this photograph are commonly operating around the Port witnesses— 
Kembla area? A. Yes, she's the usual type.

FORD
Q. The colouring of the funnel of the vessel identifies the line Reginald 
which owns the. vessel or operates the vessel? A.Usually. George(cross-
Q. If somebody wanted to find out who was the owner of that vessel examined) 
and knew the colour of the funnel, you would not expect it to be 

20 difficult to find but? A. I don't think there is any literature on 
funnels. It is only by somebody say sailing in a ship or fazoniliar 
with it who would say "Oh yes, that belongs to the Steinbeck Line" 
or something like that.

Q.Of course, you would know that . vessels are frequently 
operated under chartering arrangements? A. Yes.

Q. And that sometimes you might have the. vessel owned by one 
company and under a bae boat charter to another company? A. Yes.

Q. Perhaps, in that situation, under a time charter back to 
the original company? A. Yes.

30 Q. What assumptions did you make in describing the manoeuvres
as to theoriginal position of the Mineral Transporter? A. On this 
diagram, why did I place -

Q. i What assumption did you make as to the original position 
of the Mineral Transporter before it started to drift, or 
was not such an assumption relevant to your exercise? A. Well, 
I was told to assume that the Mineral Transporter was drifting 
towards the Maru at 1,5 knots and that at 3.25 she was 570 metres 
from the vessel and I went from there.

Q. You have heard evidence in these proceedings that the Mineral 
40 Transporter was anchored about 1.2 miles away from the Ibaraki 

Maru? A. Yes.

Q. And you have seen documents, have you, identifying the location
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and the heading of the vessel at anchor? A. Yes.

Q. You may look at any of those documents which you need to to 
answer these questions, but you have also heard evidence of the 
weather conditions on the evening? A. Yes.

Q. The force of the wind and the size of the swell, correct? A. Yes

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 7
Trans cript Q. Assuming the Mineral Transporter was lying at anchor in the 
of Evidence original position as you have heard and seen described in evidence, 
before His for it to have been in the position in which it was in as shown 
Honour Mr. on Ex. 3, which is your diagram, at the time there referred to, 
Justice it would have had to alter its heading from its original position, 
Yeldham wouldn't it? A. From its original position at 1.2 miles?

Defendant' 
witnesses

FORD
Reginald 
George 
(cross- 
examined)

Q. Yes? A. Well, the original heading would be before she 
broke the shaft, in which case she would be 142, the same as 
sthe Maru, or literally the same.

Q. What I want to bring your mind to is what would havehappened 
at the time the Mineral Transporter broke its anchor shaft, 
if that is what occurred, and commenced to drift, bearing in mind 
the conditions of wind and sea on this occasion. First of all, 
it would have altered heading, wouldn't it? A. Yes.

Q. If, prior to this occurrence, it had been pitching it would have 
commenced to roll? A. Itmight be of some assistance to you that 
I did check out the heading of the vessel at 3 o'clock from its 
log book -

Q. I am sorry, I am not asking you that. We do not have the 
benefit of the Mineral Transporter's log book in evidence. 
If and when the vessel broke anchor and commenced to drag its 
anchor and alter its heading, in the weather and sea conditions 
of that evening, if the vessel had previously been pitching 
it would commence to roll; wouldn't it? A. Yes.

Q. And the relative direction of the vessel in relation to other 
vessels, ship's lights, wind and shore lights would have changed? 
A. Yes, relative to somebody else's observation.

Q. If what happened was that the anchor broke and the vessel 
commenced to drift, dragging its anchor, that change would have 
been quite sudden, wouldn't it? A. Not necessarily.

Q. You have been asked how long It would have taken you, if you 
had been the master or on watch on the Ibaraki Maru, to notice 
that the Mineral Transporter was drifting, do you recollect that? 
A. I don't think I ever was asked that, actually. I am not sure 
about that..

Q. You were asked whefer you had read the weather forecast
on this occasion and you were referred to Ex. J, do you recollect
that? A. Yes.
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Q. (Approached) It has been suggested to a previous witness that Part 1
the weather forecast. Ex. J, (shown) showed certain things in rela- In the
tion to the Port Kembla area. Would you agree with me that that Supreme
weather forecast shows the bad weather moving away from the Court of
Port Kembla area, not towards it? A. Yes, the major centre is New South
moving away to the east. Wales———

Q. It is not that there is a low pressure system coming towards No. 7 
PorftKembla, on the contrary there is a low pressure system Transcript 
shown as goiaj away from Port Kembla? A.Yea. of Evidence

before His

10 Q. In other words, weather conditions are shown as getting better. Honour Mr. 
not worse? A. If you make a judgment that the low moving away Justice 
would improve the weather, but according to the statement Yeldham 
accompanying it these are the conditions that are prognosticated 
by the experts.

Q. Let's look at the statement accompanying it. That talks about Defendant's 
the area of gales to move slowly east. The area of gales is witnesses—
already east of Port Kembla, isn't it? A. Yes

Q. And the area of gales is moving futher east away from Port Reginald 
Kembla? A. True. <*eorge_

20 Q. One thing that i« not exactly shown on your Ex. 3, with all examined) 
the assumptions that yoimade and all the manoeuvres that you have 
described, assuming them to be practical, . is by how such, if 
this manoeuvre had been performed, the Ibaraki Maru would have 
missed the Mineral Transporter? A. X have got it marked on the 
exhibit.

Q. Can you tell ate what the answer is to that question? A. Hy 
estimate, the closest approach of 15 metres and my best, bearing 
in mind I an trying to keep the anchor slack all the time, 
115 metres.

30 Q. Does it follow from that that if this manoeuvre had been
performed successfully the Ibaraki Maru would probably have come 
within 15 metres of colliding with the Mineral Transporter? A. Yes*

Q, So that the manoeuvre that you may had a 50/50 chance of 
success was a manoeuvre that, if it had succeeded, would have 
led to the vessels missing by 15 metres? A. Within the ambit of 
15 metres and . 115 metres..

Q. Can you describe the manoeuvre that you say would have taken 
the Ibaraki Maru from position 1 to position 2? A. Well, I have 
already done that, but -

40 Q. Would you do it again, please? A. Rudder hard to starboard, 
engine alow ahead and then, depending on the response of the 
vessel, a continuous monitoring, either an increase of power to 
the propeller a decrease, or a decrease of rudder movement to 
effectively bring her there.
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Q. Look, you haven't got any clear idea of exactly what you would 
do at all, have you? A. Well, I have a clear idea that I want to 
bring the vessel's head 22%* over and to do it I require the rudder 
and an engine movement and that is the sole things that affect 
a ship's heading, movement.

Q. With respect, it is clear what you want to do, but you hare 
said here and given in evidence that the time that it would take 
to move the vessel from position 1 to position 2 is five minutes? 
A. Yes.

Defendant's 
witnesses

FORD 
Reginald 
George 
(cross- 
examined)

Q. How did you calculate the five minutes? A. 
2 knot, 1% to 2 knot movement.

I am assuming a

Q. What is the basis of that estimate? A. I can vary these times 
by adjusting the speed of the engine, but those are favourable 
and o jfcLmum times that I want to get to those positions.

Q. We know that those are optimum -times that you want to achieve, 
but how can we test the correctness of .your figure of five minutes 
as against, say, ten minutes? Why do you say five instead of ten 
or two? A. The object of the exercise is to meet - the Mneral 
Transporter I have no control of, she is proceeding on a set 
course at a set speed of 1% knots, so I can predict approximately 
where she is going to be and I have chosen at 3.34 as a pivotal 
and specific place and then manoeuvre according to that. I can 
control my time and speed.

Q. The times are optimum times which you would hope to adieve? 
A. They are times «LLch, if I keep on that schedule, the thing 
will be successful.

Q. But they are not based on any particular calculation which 
is in turn based upon some clear idea on your part of exactly 
what you would do, are tfegy^A^...ghey are based on approximately 
2 knots - you see, I am psta'ntai'*IlS 3.35 knots to 2 knots, I am 
estimating 45 metres per minute and I am also utilising the 
ship's length, which is 253 metres, so if she moves - and you will 
notice from -the diagram it is not a full ship's length - -that 
is about four minutes working on a knot and a half, but I can 
increase that knot and a half by increasing the engine speed. 
I can increase by going to slow ahead or even stop, but that would 
defeat the purpose of stopping (sic) - of my rudder action, 
although if she reacted favourably I possibly could stop. 
The wind is acting on the after structure,: helping my bow to 
come over.

Q. This is all based upon an assumption that the Mineral Transport 
itself is drifting towards you at the constant speed of 1.5 miles 
an hour,, isn't it? A. Yes.

Q. You would be aware, wouldn't you, from the evidence, that that 
itself is a very rough estimate and by no means a precise 
calculation? A. It is not that rough. It has been monitored from
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the radar and the radar plot gave lh fairly accurately and Par^v, the times between 1.2 and the actual time of collision, it has *n tne lent itself to 1,5 or 1,53, to get really accurate. We did some supreme measurements on it.

Q. Bearing in mind the distance of 15 metres that you referred toearlier, the estimate of 1.5 miles an hour would not have to _ be very wrong for this manoeuvre to result in a collision, would it? A. It is a risky manoeuvre, but one . I am forced to take * to avoid a collision and if I missed it by 15 metres that is as P * „• 10 good as missing it by 50 miles. Honou? Mr?
Q. But my question to you is this: your exercise is based uponan assumption of a rate of movement of the Mineral Transporteraril I am suggesting to you that there is. very little room forerror in that assuq±ion, bearing in mind your figure of 15metres? A. True, but if she is going slower then I have a better _ n<3antichance; if she is going faster my chances are getting less. witnesses
Q. One of the matters that a prudent master of the Ibaraki Maru FORD would take into account would be any element of uncertainty inhis mind as to the rate of the drift of the Minr eral Transporter, Z* :2?2 20 wouldn't it? A. Yes. " (crols-
Q. May we take it that another matter that he would take into examined) account would be any element of uncertainty in his mind as to what was going on on the Mineral Transporter? A. Yes, I did make some comments on that before about his options.
Q.: But you will agree, with me, would you not, that the exercise that you have described, Ex. ' 3, also proceeds upon the assumption that the Mineral Transporter will continue to do from the time of the commencement of the exercise exactly what you describe on that document? A. Yes.

30 Q. If the master is unable to make contact, with the MineralTransporter,; how can he properly assume that?: A. He can't, but you must make — take your actions according to your judgment of -the position. If you have no information then you proceed on that premise.

Q. But the fact that you have no information as to what is going on on board the Mineral Transporter does not justify an assumption that nothing is going on on board the Mineral Transporter, does it? A. There is some evidence that nothing was going on, if it can be used in that - there is no communication but you are 40 visually scanning her and she is now reasonably close so that the scanning would be effective.
Q. It certainly does not justify an assumption that nothing will go on on the Mineral Transporter while you are doing what you have described on Ex. 3, does it? A. The reason I have taken this is that I realise .his options : have transpired, the two: he had.
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Q. But what I am suggesting to you for your comment is that the 
exercise which you have described on Ex. 3, which you say only 
has a 50/50 chance of success and which, if it is successful, 
could bring the vessel within 15 metres of one another, is an 
excise which makes certain assumptions about what the Mineral 
Transporter is doing or is going to do, correct? A. Yes.

Q. When the master of the Ibaraki Maru decides what action 
he will take, he does it in a situation where he does not know 
what is going on on board the Mineral Transporter or what will 
go on on board the Mineral Transporter, correct? A. Yes, I have 
expressed an opinion if I was the master this is what I would do 
and we seem to be skip from what I would do to what some other 
master -

Q. Do you mean to say that you would wish his Honour to understand 
that you are not suggesting that it would be imprudent of 

3another master not to do that? A. As I mentioned before, it depends 
- on his confidence, the amount of skill or whether he has done 
something similar to this before as to whether he would attempt it. 
If he hadn't done anything and he didn't have the necessary skill, 
then it would not be prudent of him, but if he did have the 
ability and certain experience in this sort of thing,then it would 
be prudent for him to do it.

Q. You mean that we are here operating in an area of judgment 
and risk taking? A. By the man who is actually going to do the 
judgment and the risk taking.

Q. Whilst you have told his Honour that you would make the 
judgment to take the risk? A. Yes.

Q. You would not wish to criticise a master who made the judgment 
that he would not -take ^£he risk? A. Yes,' that is a fair assessment 
of the situation.

Q. In relation to the movement of the vessel .Ibaraki Maru from 
position 3 to positkm4, have you taken into account the wind 
prevailing according to the evidence at the time that supposed 
change in position occurred? A. Yes, font the south-west. It would 
favour me in the beginning of the manoeuvre and work against me 
there, but that is when I am going to use my maximum thrust 
and she will come into the wind.

Q. In what way would the wind work against you at that time? 
A. It would be pushing the housing of the Ibaraki Maru, giving 
some resistance -to hex stern going to starboard.

Q. What would be the operation of the swell and current in 
relation to that change of position? A. Negligible.

Q. How did you calculate the figure of four minutes as the time
to change from position 3 to position 4? A. Again, with the
45 metres per minute and the distance that needed to be traversed
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and giving it again a speed of 1% knots/ but I can adjust. ..
XQ. By the way, you were in court when Captain Takatani and *n Captain Hughes were cross-examined? A. Yes. c Prt of

No

Q. You heard various things being put to them about manoeuvres and the way the anchor chain was gcbig to be used and operated in relation to these manoeuvres? A. Yes.
Q. You don't . appear to have mentioned that, invour evidence?A. I have the position where I consider tluT™*"1 to be - before is
Q. But is there some difference between the manoeuvres that you justice *' 10 have been describing and the manoeuvres that were put in cross- examination to Captain Takatani? A. I don't know whether this situation was put to Captain Takatani, was it?
Q. I don't think it was, but I just wanted to be clear about that?A. I mean, if it wasn't put to hi. - tnesse
Q. According to your understanding, was the manoeuvre that you FORD have described different from the two manoeuvres that were put Reqinald to Captain Takatani? Perhaps I will remind you of those manoeuvres? Georqe A. I remember one was to go astern,, which was not feasible. (cross-
Q. I will put them to you to remind you. First of all, at p. 3 6 20 and the top of p. 37 there was a manoeuvre as follows described: The first manoeuvre would be to go full ahead for a distance of say 50 metres and then to swing on the arc of the anchor to starboard or in a south-westerly direction until a position was reached, in effect, due west of the line between the Mineral Transporter and the Ibaraki Maru in its original position? A. Yes.

Q. Is that different from the manoeuvre you have described? A. It is a variation of it.
Q. Well, it is different from it in some respects? A. Different 30 in some respects.

Q. What is the difference? A. There he has got the anchor cable at full tension in that manoeuvre and he is performing an arc with it. The difference with this manoeuvre is that at all times the chain is trying to be made slack or to remain slack and not have an effect on the bow until we get to position 4 , where it possibly will have some.
Q. Had you at one time in your consideration of this matter suggested as a possibility the manoeuvre that I just described to you? A. Yes.

40 Q. Did you then abandon that suggestion when you heard the evidence of Captain Takatani? A.TJo, I abandoned it because this refinement has more chance of success.
Q. Was it because of the danger to the anchor chain that would have resulted from the first manoeuvre suggested to Captain
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Takatani that you were led to modify your thinking? A. No, I 
considered the breaking of an anchor chain as against a collision 
by a half loaded very large bulk carrier a reasonable price to pay.

Q. Were you in court when another manoeuvre was suggested, 
that is that the Ibaraki Maru should steam full ahead for a distanc 
of 50 to 100 metres and then continue ahead but with the rudder 
hard to starboard? A. Well, that is, in effect, the first 
manoeuvre of the ^*^ movement on a stretched chain.

Q. I am sorry, that is quite different from the manoeuvre that 
you have described in Ex, 3, isn't it? A. It could c^as *** the 
manoeuvre in 3 that I would go full ahead by 50 yards, it 
depends on the way the ship responds to the forces acting upon 
her at that time. Although I would start it off at slow, if 
she didn't respond I would possibly go full ahead for 50 metres.

10

Defendant's Q. But . you heard suggested in cross-examination to Captain 
witnesses Takatani, that he should start off full ahead for 50 to 100 metres, 

didn't you? A. Yes.

Q. Was that an idea that you had at one stage in considering 
this matter? A. Yes.

FORD
Reginald 
George 
(Cross- 
examined) Q. Did you modify or abandon that, either when you heard the 20 

evidence of Captain Takatani or Captain Hughes about it? A. No.

Q. It is not now an idea that you would wish to put forward as 
a possible solution to this problem, is it? A. The action going 
full ahead for 50 metres with a rudder hard over is still valid 
and could possibly be necessary to get to position 2. 50 metes 
is not very far and the. vessel at full ahead is still only doing 
a knot and a half or two knots within the first three or four 
minutes.

Q. You are not suggesting that that is the first course you would 
take, is it? A. It could well t>e - I would start off at slow 30 
and within a minute or so, if she is not responding, then I 
could well put it to full ahead and I would do it for 50 metres , 
which is one-fifth of the length of the vessel.

Q.But there is a difference between starting off slow and starting 
off full ahead and steaming for 50 to 100 metres, isn't there? 
A. I can't see the difference. This position from 1 to 2 is 
approximately 140 metres, so that it is quite probably only going 
50 metres at full ahead.

Q. But it isn't what you would set out to do? A. I have already 
explained I would start off at slow and go to full or, if I thought 
at the time, in the agony of the moment, I might go straight into 
full ahead, I can always come back, taper down to slow or stop.

Q. You have abandoned any idea of swinging on the anchor chain, 
haven't you? A. I first thought of it as a method and then I 
thought this is a better method.
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Q. After having heard evidence of Captain Takatani? A. No, Part 1 
I had been working on it before then. in the

SupremeQ. At all events, having originally thought of it as a method Court of 
you don't now put it forward as a method that you would have New South 
adopted? A. This is the method I wild have adopted; the other Wales _____ 
still has some possibilities.

No. 7
Q. But you are not suggesting to his Honour that you would have Transcript 
attempted to swing on the anchor chain? A. Not when I had got of Evidence a better method in front of me. before His

Honour Mr.
10 HIS HONOUR: Q. When you are saying, "This method" you would have Justice 

adopted, you mean the method in your drawing, Ex. 3? A. Yes. Yeldham
MR. GLEESON: Q. When did you finally arrive at the view that that
was the method that you would have adopted?: A. When I was asked
what options a master would have to avoid collision. Defendant's

witnesses
Q. How many hours did you spend working it out? A. I didn't spend 
hours working it out, but I did spend hours doing all the FORD measuring. Reginald

George
Q. How long did it take you to work out that as a method that (cross- 
you would adopt?: A. About five minutes. examined)

20 Q. After having previously suggested other methods that you
subsequently discarded? A. I: only suggested one other method.
Q. Swinging on the anchor chain? A. Utilising the arc of the 
anchor chain, yes.

Q. You don't now regard that as a thing that you would have done? 
A. Not now I thought that this ia a better one, but I could still 

back on that as a fall back position.

Q. Would a prudent master of the Ibaraki Maru be standing there 
changing his mind about whether to swing on the anchor chain 
or not " while the Mineral Transporter was bearing down on him? 

30 A. He would be standing there viewing his options as to what 
he could do, and they are. very limited.

Q. You heard some suggestions put to the witnesses, particularly 
I think Captain Hughes, about draping the anchor chain over - 
is it called the bulbous head of the Ibaraki Maru, do you recall 
those suggestions being made? A. Yes.

Q. Were you the origin of those suggestions? A. The terminology 
'draping it over the bulbous bow 1 . Was not a suggestion of mine. 
It was , I suppose you could call it, a misinterpretation. 
It came about that the cable was going to be an obvious hazard 

40 and that a method of obviating it as a hazard on ships is
to get your anchor cable across the stem post and above, of course 
the bubous bow. This can be achieved by judicious manipulation 
of the engines and the helm and a feedback of information from 
the officer on the fo'c'sle head as to where the cable is. That 
is where it came from.
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Q. When did it become apparent to you that the cable was going 
to be an obstacle? A. It is obvious from the first that the cable 
- if there vas no cable down you have no hindrance, the manoeuvre 
is quite feasible then/ you just bash her ahead, put the helm 
over and get out of the way.

Q. I want to move to a different subject matter. Are you aware 
that when both the Ibaraki Maru and the Min eral Transporter 
put in for repairs to port in Sydney there was a black ban that 
was imposed? A. Yes.

Q. That delayed the sailing of the vessels? A. Yes. 10

Q. You are aware, are you not, that that black ban was placed as 
part of a campaign by a particular union to require foreign 
vessels to undertake repairs in Australia rather than elsewhere? 
A.Yes, I was aware of that campaign.

Q. That is a longstanding campaign in the shipping industry? 
A. Yes.

Q. The black ban that was imposed on this occasion was the kind of 
action in support of such a campaign that has been taken on 
a number of occasions? A. Yes.

Q. It was the sort of risk that you ran - may be still do run, 20 
but ran in July 1981 if you were a foreign vessel and you 
had to have repairs done in Australia? A. I was aware of it, 
yes.

Q. But you were aware that the risk of running into a black ban 
of thatkind was part and parcel of having to have repairs done 
in Australia if .you were a foreign vessel? (Objected to; 
allowed) A. I would say a master would be aware of that if he 
was a constant - or not necessarily a constant visitor, but 
a visitor - if he had been here before; if he was a first 
arrival he might possibly have no knowledge of our industrial0 
practices.

RE EXAMINATION

MR. SHELIiER: Q. Prior to July 1981 were you aware of any occasion
on which a foreign flag vessel was in fact held in the course
of repairs by the union in order to try and ensure that permanent
repairs were made in Sydney or Australia? A. I was not
aware of any,specific ship. My knowledge came from the newspaper
reports that/were" tc> 80 that.

Q. Your knowledge of this was based on newspaper reports, was 
it? A. That this was their campaign. 40

Q. And the evidence you have given about the campaign was based 
on newspaper reports? A. And word of mouth of various shore 
people.
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Q. Are you aware of any specific . . instance prior to July 
1981 where a foreign flag, vessel was held up during repairs in 
Australia for this reason? A. Mo, the only ones were held up 
because of the complaint about low wages by Libyans owners 
but it wasn't about the repairs.

(Witness retired)

RONALD ARTHUR RANNARD 
Sworn and examined:

MR. SHELLER: Q. What is your full name? A. Ronald Arfchur 
10 Rannard.

Q. Where do you reside? A. 87 Sims Esplanade, Yorky's Knob, 
Queensland.

Q. What is your occupation? A. Consulting engineer and Naval 
architect.

Q. Have you had typed out on a sheet a statement of your 
qualifications and experience? A. Yes, I believe Mr. Hetherington
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Yeldham

Defendant's 
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FORD 
Reginald

(Agreed that statement of witness' qualifications 
to be handed up later) .

20 Q« You have had made available to you plans of the general
arrangement of the engine room of the Ibaraki Maru, is that right? 
A. That is correct.

Q. You are familiar with the tvj?e_ of engine that was installed 
in the Ibaraki Maru in July 1981? A. Correct.

Q. Was that a Beirmaister and Wayne Engine? A. Beirmaister and 
Wayne.

Q.' Beirmaister and Wayne 9 cylinder engine? A. Yes.

Q. Is that a type of engine with which you have had experience? 
A. Yes.

30 Q. Indeed, I think you have sailed on vessels with an engine 
of that type installed on them? A. With the later model of that 
particular type of engine, yes.

Q. You have been present in court and have heard the evidence that 
has been given in this case? A. Yes.

Q You are familiar with the evidence that has been given about the 
position at anchor of the Ibaraki Maru on the night of 
9/10th July, 1981? A. Yes.

Q. I want you to assume that on that night, as the Ibaraki Maru 
lay at anchor prior to 3.20 on the morning of 10th July,

R.G. Ford retd. 
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the lubricating oil system was not running through the engines? 
A. Yes.

Q, The engines were said to be in a state of readiness to bring 
them to standby in 15 to 20 minutes? A. Yes.

Q. Could you describe to his Honour what is meant in thai situation 
by the lubricating oil system not running through the engine? 
A. Hell, it places the engine only in a warm condition, but not 
preparatory to starting and to start the engine it requires lubri 
cating oil and other f unctions to be opened up so that the engine 
can be placed in a position for immediate starting by use of the 
starting gear*

Q. So that If an order is given to bring the engines to standby 
in a situation where the lubricating oil system is not running 
through theengine, one operation that has to be performed is to 
start the lubricating oil running? A. That would be the first 
operation, yes.

RANNARD Q> Zs it poa.ibie to say, from your experience, how long it takes
Ronald to get the lubricating oil running through the engines? A. It would
Arthur take approximately 12 minutes in the case of this particular(examined) engine.

Q. To what extent does that 12 minutes starting the lubricating 
oil system add to the time that it takes to bring the engines 
to standby? A. Approximately double.

Q. When you say approximately double, what does that mean in 
terms of minutes? A. Zf the lubricating oil was running, it would 
take approximately ten minutes to place the engine in a starting 
condition.

Q. By a starting condition, do you mean at standby? A. Well, 
standby is a starting pondition it can be started immediately 
after standby has been made.

Q. You have during your career served as the engineer on vessels 
both in the merchant navy and in the navy, is that right? 
A. That's correct*

Q. X take it that you have on occasions while so serving been in 
vassals anchored off Port Kerabla? A. X have never anchored 
off Port Kembla at all - just about every other port but Port 
Xembla.

Q. In vessels anchoring at sea, is that right? A. 
roads.

Yes, in the

Q. How, on the basis of that experience and having heard the 
evidence as to the weather conditions and situation of the 
Xbaraki Haru on this particular night, what as a matter of prudence 
in your opinion should the state of the lubricating oil system 
have been while the vessel was lying atjknchor? (objected to).
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Q. I* there In your experience a usual practice in relation to Part 1 the lubricating oil sy*tea when vessels such as the Xbaraki Karu In tne are at anchor at sea? (objected to; allowed) A. Ky tarn experience Supreme has been that whan a vessel is at anchor in open roads, regardless Court of of the weather conditions, the machinery is kept in a state of Ney South immediate readiness for use, that is the shortest tine to place Wales——— it in a position of immediate use.
HIS BONODRQDoes that nean though that the lubricating oil is Transcriptthrough the system? A. Zn the case of steam turbine vessels and of Evidence10 diesel vessels this means that the lubricating oil would be before HISfunction. * Honour Mr -
MR. SHETiT.BRt Q. By 'function', that means running through the system? A. That's correct.

Justice 
Yeldham

HIS HOHOUR: Q. What about if the vessel is just there for ten days n , , . , in completely calm weather, would that be the ease? A. Well, ffefe" dan* s Z have laid outside sevaral ports in very calm weather, full witnesses — watch has been maintained and the engine is ready to go, for up

MR. SHELLBRs 0. Whan you say the angina is ready to go, what do 20 you mean by that? A. At minimum period at standby.

191. R.A. Rannard
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0. I take it you naan by that with the lubricating oil running 
through the system? A. T his is correct*

CROSS-EXAMIHMrZOH S

MR. GLEESOH Qt How recent is your experience?A. 1970 was the 
last occasion I carried out trials.

0. Carried out trials; I an talking about - you war* asked to 
give evidence about the practice in relation to engines of 
vessels lying at sea?A. Yes.

0. And you ansvoed that question by saying what your experience 
waa?A. Yes. 10

Q. When was it that you had that experience that you described? 
A. 1950, Z think* or 1951) I aa not quite sure.

Q. Zt vould not bo unfair to say that your experience is about 
30 years out of data? A. Mo, it is not 30 years out of date.

0. That 'is when you last had experience?A. That is when Z was 
last serving at s«a cm a nerchanfc vessel*

ted.)

Q. You were Invited to give us evidence about your own experience? 
A. Yes.

Q. And you were telling us about experience in 19S07A. Yes.

Q. Has it experience prior to 1950 as well? A, Yes. 20

Q. Whan did it ooaRieaoe?A. 1945.

Q. So it was expedience between 1945 and 1950? A.And 1950.

(ffitness retired, exct 

(All witnesses excused.)

(Interrogatories and answers there to by plaintiffs 
rasabered 3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, IS,

19, 20, 24 and 36 tendered; no objectionT adnitted 
and narked Ex. 9.

Interrogatories and answers thereto by plaintiffs 
nuabered 7, 9 and 10 tenderedf no objection; admitted 
end narked as part of fix. 9.)

(Letter dated 16th October 19B1 from Patrick Agencies 
to defendant's instructing solicitors tenderedf no 
objection; adnitted and narked Ex. 10.)

(Docuaont previously m.f.i. 7 tendered; objected to.)

(Voyage ntuaber 6£A and 67A of the "Xbaraki Maru" 
furnished by plaintiffs tenderedf no objection but 
Mr, Gleeson observed that Rr. Ogata was not cross- 
examined about then, and Mr. Ogata is still available 
for croBS-oataiaination, if desired f admitted and 40 
narked £K. 12.)

30
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(Document previously m.f.i. 7, previously tendered, admitted and marked Ex. 11; noted that Mr. Gleeson objects on the grounds of relevance, but document admitted subject to argument on its admissibility.)
(Document, sketch with photographs, previously m.f.i. 6, tendered; no objection; admitted and marked Ex. 13.)
(Document, sketch with photographs slowing damage to plaintiff's vessel to be tendered; no objection; admitted and marked Ex. 14.)

10 CASE IN REPLY

MICHIHIRO TAKATANI 
Through interpreter, 
on former affirmation, 

examined:
MR. GLEESON Q: (By leave; approached) Captain Takatani, you have earlier, I think, been shown a picture of the mineral transporter which is Ex. M - I am sorry.

You have earlier been shown a picture of the "Ibaraki Maru" which is Ex. M? A. Yes.
20 Q. And is that what the vessel looked like prior to the collision on 10th July 1981?A.Yes, that is right.

Q. You will observe that the vessel has an orange funnel?A.Yes.
Q. What does the orange funnel indicate ?A. Itindicates the company.

Q. And what company does it indicate? A. Merchant vessel -
Q. Does the orange funnel indicate that the vessel is of the Mitsui-OSK line?A. Yes, that is correct.
Q. Captain Takatani, you were asked some questions in cross- examination about certain manoeuvres which it was suggested the 30 Ibaraki Maru might have perf ormed in order to avoid the collision. Do you remember those quest ions ?A. Yes.
Q. A nd you were in court when Capt. Ford was giving evidence; that is the expert called by the defendants, the gentleman with the beard - I am sorry.

You were in court this morning when Capt. Ford was giving evidence and also yesterday afternoon ?A. Yes.
Q. Aid you saw him give evidence abofct a document that he prepared in relation to., a manoeuvre ?A. Yes.
Q. A nd may I take it that your English is sufficient to enable 40 you to have understood some of the things that he was saying, but not all of the things he was saying?A.Yes.
Q. (Approached) I show you Ex. 3. I want you to assume that what phat document is, amongst other things, four different positions

of 
M s th
Wales. ——— 

_
NO • /

FM «
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Plaintiffs 1 ' 
witnesses
———— ̂  —
TAKATANI 
Michihiro

re-examined)
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of the Ibaraki Maru into which it is suggested it might have 
moved in the course of the manoeuvre.

I want you to also assume that the figures on Ex. 3 show 
the times at which it is suggested the Ibaraki Maru might 
have been able to achieve those positions.

Do you see that the exhibit also shows the Mineral Lrans- 
porter in two positions.

I want you to assume that it is suggested that the way to 
put the Ibaraki Maru through that manoeuvre is to put the 
engines ahead and to endeavour to steer the course of 165 10 
by use of the engines and the rudder, enabling the Ibaraki Maru's 
bow to clear the bow of the oncoming M ineral T-ransporter.

What I want to ask you is: what do you say as to the 
reasonableness of that as a manoeuvre to be undertaken by the 
Ibaraki Maru to avoid collision with the Mineral Transporter? 
A. I would like to know whether by engine ahead, whether it 
means full or slow or half ahead.

Q. Can we deal with each possibility please?A. Regarding the 
movement from position 2 to position 3, such a manoeuvre cannot 
be done. 20

Q. Why is that? A. If the rudder is due to the right, the 
hind part of the vessel would move to the left and the bow of 
the vessel would move to the right and at the same time the 
whole of the hull of the vessel would go slightly to the left.

Q. (Approached) And in relation to the movement from position 3 
to position 4, and the time shown for that movement, what do 
you say? A. (Interpreter soug ht clarification) Hs a manoeuvre 
it would seem that if it was done very very well and if there 
was no extreme weight on the chain, it would seem as if the 
tightness on the chain would enable it to make this movement 30 
possible, but even if there was a little extra inertia,within 
then the stern would swing to the left and adjusting the amount 
of power that would be on the chain, would therefore be very 
very difficult; therefore the movement from position 3 to 
position 4 would need a technique that is Godlike. Further, 
if there was, if we were to consider the case wnere there was 
too much inertia, then the stern of the vessel would swing to 
the left and if the inertia was to be stopped, and in order 
to do that it was put to stern, then the stern of the vessel 
would still swing to the left. 40

CROSS-EXAMINATION:

MR. SHELLER Q: (Approached) Captain Takatani, do you agree that 
it is possible, applying the appropriate speed ahead and rudder, 
to move the Ibaraki Maru from the position shown as 1 to the 
position shown as 2?A.Yes, that would be possible. This is 
possible but at this time I would like to know in position 1 
which way the rudder is taken.

Q. Supposing the rudder is taken fromamidships hard to starboard? 
A. Does that mean to position 1 the rudder is already hard to 
starboard?

Capt. Takatani x, xx.



Q. Perhaps I should put it this way. Assuming that the Ibaraki Maru was stationary at position 1. Is it possible by applying the appropriate engine speed and rudder to bring it from position 1 to position 2?A. Yes.

Q.. And would you tell his Honour, in order to do that, to bring the vessel from position 1 to position -

I suppose, Captain, it would be right, would it, that the precise engine power and rudder angle would depend upon your feel of the vessel as you soug ht to take it from position 1 10 to position 2, is that right? A. This is, of course, supposing that there is Mineral Transporter nearby, and it would take a very long time to go from position 2 to 3 and to keep at a steady straig ht direction.

Q. But just on position 1 to 2, would you agree that in terms of navig ating the vessel, the precise eng ine power and rudder direction would depend upon your feel of the vessel as you were doing it? A. Yes, and doing that and taking a lot of time, that would be achieved. That would only be done in a case when there was no M ineral Transporter around and there 20 was sufficient time and place for it.

Q. If you were doing that manoeuvre from position 1 to position 2, it would be a question, would it not, of applying the engine ahead and putting the rudder to starboard? A. Is it position 3?
Q. I am sorry - I meant from position 1 to position 2? A. Yes. The rudder wouB be put to starboard at position 1 and then the engine would be used.

Q. If in the process of that manoeuvre you were into position 2, it would be possible, would it not, then to manoeuvre the vessel straight ahead into position 3?A. It is difficult to 30 get it to position 2.

Q. I am asking you from position 2 to position 3. Having got to position 2, it would be possible, as part of the continuat ion of the manoeuvre, to go straight ahead to position 3?A. Yes, it is possible.

Q. Ag ain, by using eng ine and rudder in an appropriate manner? A. Yes, if the engine and rudder was used appropriately.
Q. Would you agree that having got into position 3, it would be possible again by use of eng ine and rudder to swing the vessel to position 4?A. It is difficult to have the proper 40 inertia at that point, especially when wind and swell was there, going from position 3 to 4 would be dangerous.
Q. On the assumption, Captain, that if on this night in quest ion you had taken the vessel to position 3 and the mineral transporter was in the position as shown, position 2, as on that diggram, would it not be possible to swing the stern of the Ibaraki Maru to starboard so as to avoid collision with the Mineral Transporter? A. If operations were done as it is on paper, on paper it could be - it might be possible but in reality the mineral transporter mighh have dropped its anchor in emergency and with our vessel,
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even if it had a little extra inertia then the stern of the 
vessel would have swung to the left making the accident a 
terrible accident - it would have been a very large accident.

Q. Would you agree that there would be a good chance of the 
.Mineral Transporter having avoided the collision if it 
had, from position 3 -

Would you agree that there would have been a good chance 
of the collision being avoided if the Ibaraki Maru had, from 
position 3, put the engines astern and put the rudder hard to 
port?A. That would involve grea,t. danger; in any case, it 
would have collided and something/that would have made the 
collision worse.

10

Q. Would not the effect of such a manoeuvre have been to bring the 
bow of the Ibaraki Maru behind the Mineral Transporter and swing 
its stern•away from the Mineral Transporter? A. While that was 
being done the other vessel would have drifted.

Q. Yes, and would not the effect of its drifting been to take 
it away past the Ibaraki Maru as it swung around?A. No, it 
would not. The collision then would have involved the screw, 
the rudder and the engine room of the Ibaraki Maru. 20

Q. Is it not right that if the Mineral Transporter was at the 
position which is shown there as 2, at the same time that the 
Ibaraki Maru was in the position 3 and the Mineral Transporter 
had continued to drift at a knot and a half in the direction 
towards the orig inal position of the Ibaraki Maru, the effect 
of putting the engines astern and the rudder hard to port would 
have been to take the Ibaraki Maru behind the Mineral Transporter 
as it drifted past?A. Do you mean behind or in front of- the 
Mineral Transporter? It would seem like -

Q. Behind the Mineral Transporter. If your bow was shown in 
position 3 of the Ibaraki Maru, with the Mineral Transporter 
in that position 2, at the same point of time, would not the 
effect of going full astern and hard to port have been to 
take the Ibaraki Maru behind the Mineral Transporter? A. As I 
said before, the damage would be done to the port of the engine 
room and to our vessel.

30
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MR. SHELLER: Q. (Shows model ships.) Captain, assuming that that Part 1
In the

is the "Mineral SRansporter" which is drifting more or less in that Supreme direction? A. Yes. Court of
New South

Q. And the Ibaraki Maru" has proceeded to a position approximately Wales ——— there as from position 2 to position 3 in the diagram Ex. 3. Now, from that position is it not possible to manoeuvre the "Ibaraki N°- 7 . Maru" so that it comes round more or less like that while the Transcript "Mineral Transporter" conthues to drift - of Evidencebefore His
HIS HONOUR: When you say "like that" could you describe that? Honour Mr.

Justice
10 MR. SHELLER: Q. So that it comes round with its stern swinging to Yeldham starboard and its bow swinging to port? A. What would the state of the engine be?

Q. I may have put this wrongly to you before, for example if Plaintiffsthe engine was put full ahead and the rudder was put hard to port, witnesses(Witness indicates using models.) in Reply
HIS HONOUR: You had better describe that to Mr. Sheller.

Michihiro
MR. SHELLER: I don't know whether I can describe it quite as (further dramatic as that. examined)
HIS HONOUR: A violent collision.

20 MR. SHELLER: Q. You tell me? A. When the chain is taut then this is what would happen.

Q. You describe a movement and you say that is when the chain is taut, let it be assumed that at that point, and we will just have to rearrange this again, let us assume that at that point which is intended by me to represent the situation shown as position 2 on the "Mineral Transporter", position 3 on the " Ibaraki Maru"; now, assume that in that position the anchor chain is not taut and follows the line of the anchor chain to the anchor as shown on the diagram. On that assumption, assuming that you go full 30 ahead and put the rudder to port or hard to port, could you not manoeuvre so as to come round behind the "Mineral Transporter" with your stern swinging to starboard and the bow to port as the "Mineral Transporter" drifts on it s course? A. If the chain was very slack and there was no weight on it or if the chain was directly below the vessel then that might be possible.
Q. Would you agree that with the anchor as shown in the position that it is marked on this diagram that if the Ibaraki Maru" moved forward from position 1 to position 2 the anchor chain would be lying loose and following the line shown by the dashes and then 40 the straight line to the anchor? A. Yes.

Q. If the "Ibaraki Maru" then proceeded from position 2 to position 3 the anchor would still be lying loose but following the line again shown with the dotted line and then the straight line to the anchor? A. Just to get it there would be a God-like manoeuvre.
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Q. I just want to ask you about the anchor chain for the moment, 
that the anchor chain in that position 3 would be lying loose 
and following the line shown on the diagram? A. As far as the 
diagram goes it may be like that.

Q. Would you agree that had the "Ibaraki Maru" proceeded from 
position 1 to position 3 on this night the anchor chain would have 
been lying loose at the point when it reached position 3? A. May 
I have the guestionagain please?

Q. On the night in question/tne "Ibaraki Maru" . proceeded 
in the manner I have sought to describe through position 2 to 10 
position 3 when it reached position 3 the anchor chain would have 
lain loose approximately where it is shown on this diagram? 
A. If it was taken to position 3 then possibly but it is not 
clear and I do not really know and it is really a God-like 
manoeuvre and it is something that is only on paper.

These questions could be continued as something that is 
far from reality and simply on paper and something that is a 
supposition of many suppositions.

C. I think you have told me that it would be possible to 
manouevre the "Ibaraki Maru" from position 1 to position 2? 
A. Yes.

20

Q. And that is by the appropriate use of engines and rudder?A.Yes,
Q. I suggest to you that that could have been done even thought 
the starboard anchor was still out ten shackles? A. I think you 
are talking about when there is no rush as far as feelings and 
emotions go and if under that sort of situation then it could be 
done.

Q. And it could have been done with the ten shadd.es of anchor 
out in the weather conditions of the morning of 10th July, 1981? 
A. It could be done if it was supposed that the "Mineral 30 
Transporter" was not nearby and there was much time and we 
were not emotionally disturbed.

Q. Cotid it have been done at a speed of about one and a half to 
two knots? A. We cannot increase speed. I am not really sure 
what speed exactly but probably around that speed.

Q« And I suggest to you it could have been done in such a way as 
to take about five minutes to get the "Ibaraki Maru" from position 
to position 2? A. I don't know clearly but it may not even take 
five minutes; It depends on the engine how it is used.

Q. Then you would agree, I think, that it would be possible again 
by an appropriate use of engine and rudder to bring the "Ibaraki

Maru" 'from position 2 to position 3? A. I said many times 
already, on paper it can be drawn but in reality it is impossible.

Q. It is quite possible, is it not, as a manoeuvre with having 
got the "Ibaraki Maru" by using engine and rudder to position 2 
to bring it from position 2 to position 3 -

HIS HONOUR: Haven't we dealt with that, Mr. Sheller?
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20

30

MR. SHEUUERt I thought he had agreed that that was the position.
HIS HONOURS Re aaid in theory it can* Youcarry on, I won't •top you but I just think I have heard it before.

MR. SHELLERs Q, Captain, as a manoeuvre you could bring the "Xbaraki Kara" from position 2 to position 3? A. To take it there would require an incredible amount of technique and I can only talk on the supposition that it was taken there.
0. But it would not require a great deal of technique, would it, to take the vessel straight ahead from position 2 to position 3, having started from the position shown as position 1, siaply as a navigational manoeuvre? A* He would have to -try to stop the inertia move frward and backward* Kith a heavy .vessel such as this which weights 73,000 tons, if it gains too much inertia then it couldn't stop. With such a large vessel whose movement is rather dull such manoeuvre is almost impossible. If there was a tug boat and there was no wind or no tide then it nay be possible.
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Q. Therefore, I take it, captain, that you would say that you TAKATANIcould not do that manoeuvre from position 2 to position 3in the Michihiroweather conditions that were obtaining on 10th July and with the (furtheranchor out ten ahcekles to the point shown on Ex. 3? A. It cannot cross-be taken to a perfect position as shown on this diagram.
0. And you would not agree, I take it, that on that night you would have been able to bring the vessel from position 2 to position 3 in about four minutes? A* Taking it to position 3 is very jdifficult. One must be careful that the chain does not become taut, it must stay loose and in order to do that the engine must be put to stern and then there may be too such inertia and '.by putting the engine to stern then the stern of the vessel would swing. That would make it very difficult to bring it to position 3.

examined; 
( retired)

(Ho re-examination) (Witness retired)
(Hotedt Mr. Gleeson doea not seek to recover 
in this action the moneys referred in par.2 
of Ex. Q.)

(Agreed statement of costs in relation to the 
defendant tendered and marked Ex. 15.)

MR. SHEUiERt So far as our claim for loss of profits is concerned -we have produced a document and there has been BOOM discussion 40 about it, however the document needed to be supported by documents such as has been produced to us by the plaintiff; those documents we still have not got.

The situation is that, as we see it, there is no other way that we can proceed so far as our cross-claim is concerned than to have that referred to the registrar. We would not seek, obviously, to suggest that the whole question of damages should be referred to the registrar, it will just have to be our bit at the moment because we simply do not have the documents.
199. M. Takatini retd.
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HIS HONOUR: What do you say about that if it becomes a 
relevant issue, Mr. Gleeson?

MR. GLEESON: I really do not see that we can pass that because 
once we see these documents we might want to interrogate.

(Noted: By consent so far as the cross-claim
is concerned and apart from questions of
principle which his Honour will be asked to
decide, any ultimate calculation of any damages
to which the cross-defendant might be entitled
will be referred to the registrar. That is 10
not to delay in any way the recovery of any
damages to which the plaintiff might be entitled.)

(Case in reply closed subject to an affidavit 
from Japan in relation to the matters dealt 
with yesterday.)

MR. GLEESON: We expect to have an affidavit from an expert in 
Maritime Law in Tokyo who will say that he has read a copy of the 
time charter, the original of which is an exhibit before your 
Honour; and he has also read a copy of the English translation 
of the relevant addendum. He will say he speaks the Japanese 20 
language and the English language and practises in international 
commercial transactions and is familiar with€rafting and advising 
about charter parties.

He will say that he has never heard the English word 
"off-hireage" and such dictionaries as he has been able to 
consult do not show either that expression or the expression 
"hireage" for that matter.

HIS HONOUR: He has heard of "off-hire"?

MR. GLEESON: Yes. The meaning of the Japanese word which has 
been translated as "off-hireage" is clear and it means an amount 
by which the hire rate is to be reduced, not an amount to which 30 
the hire rate is to be reduced; and he will say that the 
construction, as a matter of Japanese law, of the contract 
presents no difficulty. It appears that the problem has arisen 
because in the translation someone has attempted to use a single 
English word for a single Japanese word and they have used a word 
that as far as I can see is not part of the English language. 
I have certainly been looking at dictionaries to see if we can 
find an expression 
seems to be what has happened.

"hireage" or "off-hireage" but that certainly

HE HONOUR: We will have to deal with that next Wednesday. 40

MR. GLEEDN: I say that so that when that affidavit arrives my 
learned friends can equip themselves to form a view about it.

HIS HONOUR: Do you propose to argue on the question of negligence 
on your part, Mr. Sheller?

MR. SHELLER: No.
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arguing contributory negligence? No. 7

Transcript 
MR. SHELLZRt Yes. of Evidence

before His
(Luncheon adjournment.) Honour Mr.

Justice
UPON RESUMPTION! Yeldham—————————— Conclusion
HIS HONOUR! First of all, you do not claim that your client was of evidence 
not negligene?

MR. SHELLERt No, your Honour. We have provided particulars first 
of all in our statement of cross-claim and while they're all 

10 expressed in a general sense - and I will be more particular in 
a xaoffient - nay I just say we rely upon A to F to par. 10 of the 
cross-claim, not 6, H and I and some greater particularity was 
furnished in two letters that we gave to the plaintiff.

May I just hand up to your Honour a document which sets 
out the particulars which were included in those two letters. 
Of those we rely on 1 to 7 and some of then are saying more or 
lessthe sane thing in a slightly different way. We do not rely 
on 8, we do not rely on 9. We rely on 10 and 11 but not on 
12 and 13.

20 In a particular sense what we would be subd thing is that 
the watch on the "Ibaraki Maru" at the critical time between 
2.55 and 3.18 was deficient and it was deficient in a number 
of respects such as the bridge remaining unmanned, no visual 
watch being maintained, no radar watch being maintained and 
no one in * position to hear signals.
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lii. JII.JL1—i-t : It was deficient in the SC^LL: Lh&t the^e wa- onl 
I-£--£on/6n \vatch and that one ..er^o:. VLL not a certifiestedcfficcr. 
V.'e then say that _,s a result ofthat a situati:.-:- w:.s created 'whereby 
it w-.c too late whentht Ibaraki i..aru bc;ca~:6 aware that theLIi^er..! 
Urans^.orter was drifting towards it. It war. too la.:e forthe 
Ibaraki Ll&ru totake appropriate evasive action with, engine and 
rudder. So that, your Honour, v;e would be submit ting that there 
;.,as a situation of danger v;hich was created in part, as we would 
put it, by the failings of the Ibaraki Llaru which created a 
situation from which it was impossible for the plaintiff totake 
action v;hich v/o^ld otherwise have been available to it.

If one looks at it the other way round and one says that even 
if a proper watch had been raaintainedXlnd the fuct that the Lineral 
"ransporter •;:&.:-:• drifting had been observed by that v;atch in due 
tin:e, there V/&.& nothing that could be done about it so far as 
evasive actionxising engine and' rudder was concerned, thence would 
submit that the plaintiff was negligent in allowing itself to be 
anchored in a situation of danger, and in that sense exposing 
itself to/danger. That is in broad terms how we would seek to put it

Lit. GliLiiSCi.: Could I just enquire which of the particulars covers 
that last submission?

L3i. SEELLEL.: V.'e would submit that is something that has emerged 
out of the negligence action on the evidence, your Honour, although 
not particularised. There is a recent High Court case on this. ~ 
which I had out at li'jacJatime.

EI3 EOiroUii: Is that Eanmazjand somebody?

UR. SHELLEIi: Yes, I think it is. "It is dealt with by the High 
Court on the basis that provided one is within the cause of action, 
the evidence does not have to precisely follow the particulars 
pleaded. This is something we would submit that emerged as the 
case proceeded. V/e would not pretend it is included in the 
particulars submitted.

HIi> HOi.GUE: Lir. -leeson, if you are prejudiced by that I will give 
you-time to consider it.

LH. GLUiSCi;: I willbe commenting, of course, it was not put to 
Captain I'akatani.

(counsel addressed) 

(addresses on liability completed.)

(Counsel to put submissions re damages in writing and on 
completion of all submissions if either counsel desires 
to speak to written submissions or to A«*I with further 
evidence to be supplied by affidavits from Japan his 
Honour's associate is to be notified. If no oral 
argument is desired then decision in the case is reserved 
and will be given in due course.)
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No. 8 
AFFIDAVIT OF CAPTAIN JONG SEOB

IN TOE SUPIEME COURT OF NEW SOUIH WALES

KIM

SYDNEY REGISTRY

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

No. 934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED 
S MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. 
LIMITED

Plaintiffs

THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANS 
PORTER", CANDLEWCOD 
NAVIGATION CORPORATION 
LIMITED

Defendant

CANDLEWOOD NAVIGATION 
CORPORATION LIMITED

Cross Claimant

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED 

First Cross Defendant

MATSUDKA STEAMSHIP CO. 
T.TNirii«:n

Second Cross Defendant

TOKYO SHUKOSHO CO. LIMITED

"Third Cross Defendant

On the day of , 1983,

I, CAPTAIN JONG SEOB KIM of 1502 Wu,sin
s£

A301 Busan, Korea, Master-mariner,

make oath and say:- '

AFFIDAVIT

1 7 nay I^TT
Messrs Norton Smith & Company,
Solicitors,
llth Floor,
20 Martin Place,
SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2000.

DX 119, Sydney 
Tel: 232.8833 
(WN)

1. I have been at sea for 22 years 

and a Master for Sanko Line for 

15 years.

2. In July, 1981, I was the Master of 

of "Sanko Cherry"; that vessel 

was anchored approximately 1% 

miles from Wollongong Lighthouse 

on 9th and 10th July, 1981.

On the evening of 9th July, 1981, 

at about 1700 or 1900 hours, the 

wind started to strengthen and 

I accordingly decided to stay on 

the bridge during the evening. The 

reason I decided to remain on the 

bridge was because the "Sanko 

Cherry" was anchored in fairly 

shallow water on sand and I was 

concerned that it may drag its 

anchor. Throughout the evening 

of 9th July, 1981, the radar of 

my vessel was constantly on and 

a constant radar watch was kept of 

other vessels anchored nearby.

_At about 0220 hours on 10th July, 

1981, I ordered the Quartermaster 

to arrange a meal to be brought to

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 8
Affidavit 
of Captain 
Jong Seob 
Kirn 
12th May
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Kirn
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(continued)

to me on the bridge. That meal arrived about 20 to

25 minutes after I ordered it^^u Before the Quartermaster

arrived with the meal, I was- oh the bridge with the

Second Mate. I was watching the radar and over a space

of about 10 minutes, I saw that the "Mineral Transporter"

was drifting. At that time, I did not know the

name of the vessel. When I saw that it was drifting, I

looked at the clock on the bridge and saw that it was

before 0300 hours; I cannot remember the exact time.

The Quartermaster had not arrived with my food before I 10

saw that the "Mineral Transporter" was drifting. I

then looked a t the drifting vessel through my binoculars

and saw that her deck light was very dull and I could not

see anyone on the bridge or forecastle deck of the

"Mineral Transporter".

I then. tri-ed to contact the "Mine Transporter" many

tijfues'-.on. VftF Channel 16 but got no response. There-

&S3-jSarnated between VHP 6, 8, 12 and 16 but still 

"response. I also used our flashing morse 

light, to which there was no response. 20

Before the collision between "Mineral Transporter" 

and "Ibaraki Maru" I heard a message between "Ibaraki 

Maru" and "Mineral Transporter" on the radio being a 

request to transmit on another channel. I also heard 

radio messages between "Ibaraki Maru" and "Mineral 

Transporter" after the collision. I was not able to 

understand the radio messages very well because the 

English used was not good and was very distorted.

7. I cannot recall hearing an airhorn nor can I recall seeing 

a flashing morse light from "Ibaraki Maru". The weather 3 

conditions were noisy and the doors on Sanko Cherry

were closed. Accordingly, I may not have been able to
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hear an airhorn from "Ibaraki Maru".

8_.____^Mineral Transporter" seemed^eCT^rift at about the same 

speed from the time I first observed it until it 

collided with "Ibaraki Maru".

9.____I do not know whether the engines of "Mineral Transporter"

were on before the collision.
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In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 8
Affidavit 
of Captain 
Jong Seob 
Kirn
12th May 
1983

(continued)

10. _The deck lighting on the "Mineral Transporter" was 

still dull at the time of collision.

SWORN at Busan, Korea )
) 

10 Before me: )

£X.
ZflfT. J. S . KiM

NOTARY PUBLIC/JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
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Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales_____

No. 8
Affidavit 
ofTCaptain 
Jong Seob 
Kirn
12th May 
1983

(continued)

No.
Mr. 7% J. XC/X/ Subscribed and
Sworn to Before Me.
Day of /z^ sj* ,1983

Won Ho, .Park /
the Notary Public
Busan District Prosecutors Office
10, 2-ga, Bumin-dong, Seogu
Busan, Korea
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No. 9 
AFFIDAVIT OF HIROSHI INOUE

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES

SYDNEY REGISTRY

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

NO. 934 of 1981

BETWEEN

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED & 
MATSUOKA STEAMPSHIP CO. 
LIMITED

Plaintiffs

CANDIEHOOD NAVIGATION CORPOR 
ATION LIMITED

Defendant

CaNDLEWJOD NAVIGATION CORPOR 
ATION LIMITED

Cross Claimant

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED 

First Cross Defendant

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO.

Second Cross Defendant

TOKYO SHUROSHO CO. LIMITED 

Third Cross Defendant

TOKYO CHAIN ANCHOR CO. 
T-TMITED

Fourth Cross Defendant

AFFIDAVIT

AFFIRMED; 14th May, 1983 

DEPONENT; H. Inoue

Messrs Norton Smith & Company,
Solicitors,
Level 11,
20 Martin Place,
SYENEY. N.S.W. 2000.

DX 119, Sydney 
Tel: 232.8833 
Ref: WN

On the 14th day of May, 1983, I, HIROSHI 

INOUE of 3-306, Matsugaoka, 5-Chome, 

Akashi-City, Hygo Prefecture, duly affirm:

1.

2.

I am the Deputy General Manager,

General Affairs and Administration 

Team of Matsuoka Steamship Co. 

Limited ("Matsuoka").

_I am authorised by Matsuoka to 

swear this affidavit.

Annexed and marked with the letters 

"A" and "B" respectively, are 

copies of a bare boat charter 

agreement and addendums between 

Matsuoka and Mitsui, and copies 

of a time charter agreement and 

addendums between Matsuoka and 

Mitsui.

JEach of those agreements was in 

force during 1981.

For a period of 67.429 days from 

10th July, 1981 until 31st August, 

1981 and from 12th October, 1981 

until 27th October, 1981, Mitsui 

suspended payment of portion of the 

charter fee under the time charter 

agreement. Instead of paying 

¥2,464,000 per day, only ¥544,000 

per day was paid.
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Part 1 AFFIRMED on the day andIn the ———————

Supreme year first hereinbefore
Court of
New South mentioned:
Wales

Before me: 
No. 9
Affidavit 
of Hiroshi 
Inoue
14th May /> 
1983 K/

(continued) A SOLICITOR OF THE SUPREME COURT

I, NORIKO BROWN of 14/39 Ross Street, Parramatta in the 

State of New South Wales, Interpreter, affirm:

(a) I speak the Japanese and English language.

(b) I have read the contents of the foregoing affidavit 

in the Japanese language to Hiroshi Inoue prior to 

him signing the affidavit in my presence.

AFFIRMED by Noriko Brown ) 
——————— )

on 14th May, 1983, at Sydney )
)

Before me )
) 
) 
) 
) 
)

A SOLICITOR OF THE SUPREME COURT )
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THIS CHARTERPARTY made and concluded in the Ciry of To K/» Onl" e ,

day of June 19^"} between the Owners of the Vessel h/fsru'i ^'f-  -" < », part

Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as "Owners") and the Charterers thereof Wr-.J-,. in the

Sien-ih'.f Co. ^(hereinafter referred to as "Charterers"), and consisting of the Supreme

clauses inscribed on this and reverse side of this paper, has been signed and sealed Court of

in duplicate, each party retaining one copy thereof. 
e™ Soutn

Owners;Mitsui O'.'S .K.Lines,Ltd. waies   

Charterers: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. No.9 

Brokers: 
Affidavit

10 Clause 1. Some of the essential terms'and conditions of the Charter are as follows: of Hiroshi 

© Description of the Vessel:

N-ame of the Vessel:! baraki Mani.

Gross tonnage: 63,139.50 tons.

Net tonnage: 38,926.47 tons. (continued)

Number and Call Sign: 111 794JHHE

Port of Registry: OSAKA

Qualification and Class: NK 

When Built: September 1972 

Date of Survey: 

20 Intermediate or Annual Survey 23rd April,1980

Special Survey

Summer Deadweight Capacity: 109,311- 2fons. 

Measurement Loading Capacity:

Bale Capacity 127,404 .1 cubic metres.

Grain Capacity cubic metres.

Kind and Horse Power of Main Engine: Diesel B 9K84EF 23,OOOHP 

Service Speed (when fully loaded): About 1 4 JSiots per hour. 

Summer Load Line: 15.62 metres.

Fuel Consumption: About 76.0 Japanese superior quality coals/ 

30 oil in 24 hours.

(2) Period: For 12 months from the time of delivery, but Charterers 

shall be at liberty to extend this period by days and/or curtail 

this period by days.

(3) : Date'of Delivery: The 10thjay of July 1979 or after.

© Port of Delivery: Between Port of Pohan and Port of 

10 be indicated by Owners.

® Port of Redelivery: Between port of Tokyo and Port 

of Wakamatsu.

THIS AND THE BOLLCWING SEVEN (7) PAGES ARE ANNEXURE "A" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDA
VIT 

40 OF H. INOUE AFFIRMED BEFOBE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983
:
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(continued)

© Duty of Owners to give Notice: Owners shall give tp Charterers a
1 5days' previous notice of the port and date of the delivery. 

© Trade Limits:

world wide within institafewarrantied limit

<D Hire: per calendar month. To be fixed later. _ 

Time and Place of Payment of Hire: Each months' hire shall be 
paid in advance at ' Tokyo on every 1st and 16th day.

Insurance 
1Hull& Machinery

1Disbursements
1Coverage
1Insurance period

Insured value V 
Sum insured V 
Sum Insured ¥

10

Special Condition
1 If Owners sell the vessel to third party during the period
of this contract, Owners shall have liberty to cancel this
contract without compensation at any time.
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Clause 2. [Seaworthiness] Owners shall guarantee that the Vessel has a tight and 
strong hull, is supplied with engines in a throughly efficient state 
and proper equipment, and is fit for making a safe voyage. Owners 
shall at the expiration of the Charter period re-deliver the vessel in 
the same condition in which she was delivered.

2. Charterers shall make no claim upon Owners for any equipment which 
Charterers provided.

3. Charterers shall not be liable for fair wear and tear to hull, 
machinery and equipment.

j,0 Clause 3. [Bottom Inspection at delivery and re-delivery] Owners shall at delivery 
and Charterers shall at re-delivery make bottom inspection at their res 
pective own expense.

2. Expense for repair of damage which is found by bottom inspection 
shall be borne by the parties who make the inspection.

Clause 4. [Payment of Hire] When the period of payment does not exceed one calender 
month, the hire shall be paid by pro rata.

2. When hire is refunded under clause 11, the preceding paragraph shall 
apply.

Clause 5. [Restriction for voyage and cargo] The vessel unless the consent of Owners 
20 be obtained in advance shall not be used on any service which will bring 

her within War Zone or.outer institute warrantied limit.

Clause 6. [Manning] The vessel shall be manned by Charterers.

Clause. 7. [Structural Change] .Charterers may with consent of Owners change vessels 
structure at their expense, in which case at owner request Charterers 
shall remove such change at time of re-delivery.

Clause 8. [Repair, Inspection and costs] Charterers shall bear all costs for annual
survey, repair, operation, crew and any other costs required for maintenance 
of the vessel during period of contract.

Part 1 
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Wales

No. 9
Affidavit 
of Hiroshi 
Inoue 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

30

2. Period for annual survey shall be counted in the period of contract.

3. Charteres shall make statutory periodical inspection.
And Charterers shall bear all cost and expense for the inspection, 
survey and repair which should have been done within contracting 
period.
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Part 1 4. Charterers shall inform Owners of the place time and method of
In the inspection and repair in advance.
Supreme
Court Clause 9. [Insurance] During charter period the vessel shall be kept insured by
of New Charterers at their expense and policy thereof shall be submitted to
South Owners.

Wales
2. Charterers shall be liable for the damage sustained by the third 

No 9 parties in connection with operation of the vessel, unless it is 
Affidavit covered by insurance.

of Hiroshi
Inoue 3. Charterers shall be liable for damage to the vessel which is not

14th May covered by insurance by the reason of excepted peril. 10

1983
Clause 10.[Stores, Insurance Premium and Tonnage Due] The charterers and the Owners 

(cont'd) respectively shall at the. time of delivery and re-delivery take over
and pay for all stores, bunkers and water at the price decided by mutual 
concession.

2. Advanced payment of insurance premium and tonnage due shall be
taken over and pay pro rata in calender day at time of delivery and 
re-delivery.

Clause 11.[Total Loss] Should the vessel.be missing for 60 days or longer, this 
charter shall terminate at the time when she was last heard.

2. Should the vessel be lost or unable to repair due to sinking, fire,20 
aground, stranding, collision, breakage of hull and machinery 
and any the cause whatsoever within charter period, Charter shall 
terminate at the time of accident.

Clause 12.[General Average] General Average shall be adjusted according to the 
York-Antwerp Rules 1974.

2. Charter Hire shall not contribute General Average.

Clause 13. [Abandon] Abandon of the vessel due to casualty shall be decided by 
consent of parties hereto.

Clause 14.[Sale, Assignment or Mortgage] Owners shall not sell, assign or mortgage
to the third party during charter period. 30

Clause 15.[Sub-demise] Charterers shall not sub demise the vessel without Owners' 

consent.

Clause 16.[Requisition] If the vessel is requistitioned by Japanese govennent, the 
party received order shall inform opponents. In such case the vessel 
shall be requisitioned under Charterers' name and at the expense of 
Charterers account shall be counted in Charter period.

2. Charterers shall not be responsible for damage to the vessel due to 
war risk during Requisition period unless government indemnify it.
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Clause 17.[Breach of Contract] The party who breaches this contract shall be res- Part 1 
ponsible for any loss in consequence thereof. In the

Supreme.2. If the breach of contract provided in the preceding paragraph arise Court of 
from wilful misconduct or gross negligence of one party, another New Sou 
party may cancel the contract inmediate
n-^tT,, "".sconauct or gross neelieence of——— t""«srapn arise Court Of
Party may cancel the contract inmefiately without' ""^ 3n°ther NeW S°Uth

Clause 18. [Arbitration ] if anv „, P" n°tlCe ' Wales

&*
2 - iSiSss ssi-isi eras?*",""""- - "" ^

M« of the ..  a,^^^ """-I by the Marltte. Artltr.tlo. (con(continued)
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Part 1
In the Supreme Court 
of New South Wales ADDENDUM

NO.9 T 
Affidavit of Hiroshi Inoue 

14th May 1983 (contM) M/V "IBARAKI MARU"

't-£oX)T CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, JUNE 26, 1979

With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is this day 

mutually agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Owners 

and Matsuoka Steamship C6- > Ltd. as Charterers that :-

1. From 1200 hours 14th July, 1979 to 2400 hours 31st 

March, 1980 hire shall be paid at the rate of ¥232 

monthly per 1.01605 K/T deadweight on summer draft. 10

2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

14th July, 1979
Owners : Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

N. Nagai, President 

Charterers: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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ADDENDUM

T 0

M/V "IBARAKI MARU" 

BARE -BOAT CHARTER PARTV DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979

With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is^ mutually 

agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Owners and Matsuoka 

Steamship Co., Ltd. as Charterers that:-

1 . Charter period shall be extended from 0000 hours on 

1st April, 1980 till 2400 hours on 31st March, 1981. 

10 2. From 0000 hours on 1st April, 1980 to 2400 hours on 

31st March, 1981 hire shall be paid at the rate of 

VI 87 monthly per 1 .01605 K/T deadweight on summer 

draft.
3. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.
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(continued)

1st April, 1980

Owners: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

N. Nagai, President 

Charterers: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd,

20 M. Matsuoka, President
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part l ADDENDUM 
In the Supreme Court T o 
of New South Wales 
—— No79 ————————— — M/V "IBARAKI MARU"

Affidavit of BARE-BOAT CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979 
Hiroshi Inoue —————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
14th May 1983
{cont ' d)

With reference to the captioned Chrter Party it is~Y mutually agreed 

between Mitsui 'O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Owners and Matsuoka Steamship 

Co., Ltd. as Charterers that: -

1. Charter period shall be extended from 0000 hours on 1st 

April, 1981 till 120Q heurs.on 3 st March, 1982.

2. From OOOOhours on 1st April, 1981 to 1200 hours^hj-re shall 10"
on 

be paid at the rate of V544,000 daily.

3. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

1st April, 1981

Owners: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

S. Kondoh, President 

Charterers: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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Issued by The Kobe Shipping Exchange in 1927. Part 1 

Amended in 1929. *n ^"SSupreme
Adopted by The Japan Shipping Exchange, Inc., in December 1933. . .;

Amended in July 1935. New South
Amended in December 1938. Wales ______ 

Amended in November 1946.
Amended in August 1947. NO . 9
Amended in August 1951. Affidavit
Amended in May 1959. °f HirOShi

Inoue
10 Amended in July 1971. 14th May

1983 

TIME CHARTER PARTY (continued)

THIS CHARTERPARTY made arid concluded in the City ofrokyo on the 2 6 th
day of june 19 79 between the Owners of the Vessel Matsuoka Steam
ship Co, Itfe61"6^ after referred to as "Owners") and the Charterers thereof 

Mitsui O.S . K.LI nes(herein after referred to as "Charterers"), and consisting of the 
clauses inscribed on this and reverse side of this paper, has been signed and sealed 
in duplicate, each party retaining one copy thereof.

Owners:Ma.tsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. 
Charterers: Mitsui O.S .K. Lines , Ltd. 

20 Brokers:
Cause 1 . Some of the essential terms and conditions of the Charter are as follows: 

© Description of the Vessel:
Name of the Vessel:! baraki Maru. 
Gross tonnage: 63,139.50 tons. 
Net tonnage: 38,926.47 tons. 
Number and Call Sign: 1 1 1 794 JHHE 
Port of Registry:OSAKA 
Qualification and Class: NK 
When Built: S eptember 1972 

3 0 Date of Survey:
Intermediate or Annual Survey 23rd April, 1980 
Special Survey

Summer Deadweight Capacity: 109,311 . 2ft>ns. 
Measurement Loading Capacity:

Bale Capacity 127,404.1 cubic metres. 
Grain Capacity cubic metres.

Kind and Horse Power of Main Engine: Diesel B 9K84EF 23,OOOHP 
Service Speed (when fully loaded): About 1 4 JSiots per hour. 
Summer Load Line: 15.62 metres. 

40 Fuel Consumption: About 76.0 Japanese superior quality coals/
oil in 24 hours. 

Cabins: — rooms capable of holding _ persons in total.

THIS AND THE FOLLOWING 1HIRIEEN (13) PAGES ARE ANNEXURE "B" KtMSKKElJ TO 
IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. INOUE AFFIEMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:
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(cont'd)

Standing Bunker: 6,678.5. 
Wireless Telegraph: 
Kind, Power, and Number of Winches: About 
Power and Number of Derricks: About 

Trade Limits:

world wide within institute warrantied 
limit "E"

i Port of Delivery: Between Port of Pohan and Port of
to be indicated by Owners.

i Date of Delivery: The 1 Othday of July 1979 or after. 10 
i Cancelling Date: The . - day of - 19 - , 5.00 p.m. If 

the Vessel is not ready for delivery by this time, Charterers shall be 
at liberty to put this Charter in force or without paying any penalty 
cancel it. 

I Duty of Owners to give Notice: Owners shall give to Charterers a
days' previous notice of the port and date of the delivery. 

I Period: For 12 months from the time of delivery, but Charterers 
shall be at liberty to extend this period by days and/or curtail 
this period by days.

I Hire: per calendar month, to be decided later 20 
I Time and Place of Payment of Hire: Eachhalfinonths' hire shall be

paid in advance at Tokyo on 1st and 15th. 
Port of Redelivery: At any port between the Port of Tokyo an^ ^or* °^ 

Wakamatsu, inclusive, at the option of Charterers. 
Duty of Charterers to give Notice: Charterers shall give to Owners a 
1 5 days' previous notice of the port and time of redelivery. 
Charterers'Notice of extention of Off Hire hours: Within 30 days

after the close of Off Hire (see Gause 16). 
Charterers' Notice of Rescission owing to a long-time Off Hire: Within

3 Q days after Off Hire has continued for one third of the 30 
remaining period of Charter (see Clause 17).

Places of Commencement and Termination of Off Hire owing to Inter 
mediate or Annual and Special Surveys: Between Port of Tokyo 
and Port of Wakamatsu 

Remaining Fuel: To be not less than tons and not more than
tons at tons at the time of delivery and redelivery. 

The remaining Boiler Water: To be not less than tons and not
more than tons at the time of delivery and redelivery. 

Cost-of Fuel: To be at the rate of per ton at the time of delivery
and per ton at the time of redelivery. 40 

Cost of Boiler Water: To be at the rate of per' ton at the time of
delivery and per ton at the time of redelivery. 

Cost of Cooking Fuel: To be for monthly borne by Owners.
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Agreement relating to Cargo Handling Gear: 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
.?.!L.3H.?....*:°...9.E.?.?...?.^^^^

1 .Time...lQ5.t...du.e...t.Q..£irew..in.j.ui:Je T s.towaway...shal-l-be-o-f-f''feire. 
1 ^.Q9.^1Ee.r».s.a.t:.in..mone^..fQr...s.t.e.V.e{lQC.e..<.5...per.SD^al..injury...shall be born by Owners . ..........'....
1 Commercial custom shall be applied to matters not stipulatedCommercial 
herein.
[Reverse Side]

10 Clause 2.r[Seaworthiness.]_pwners shall guarantee that the Vessel has a tight and 
strong hull, is supplied with engines in a thoroughly efficient state and 
proper equipment, manned with an able crew, and is. fit for making a safe__ 
voyage.. Qwners shall als_q_keep and_maintain the terms and conditions 
contained in Clause 1 above during the period of Charter.

Clause 3.1 Loading Capacity.] Owners guarantee that the Vessel's loading capacity 
within the summer freeboard including goods, fuel, boiler water (excluding 
water in boiler), drinking water, stores, and provisions, shall not be less than 
the summer deadweight capacity indicated in Clause 1; and if the Vessel is 
incapable of loading thus much, the hire shall be proportionately reduced.

20 Cause 4. [Space available.] Owners shall assign to-carriage of the goods indicated 
by Charterers all holds, cabins, etc., excepting seamen's quarters, and places 
for rigging, tackle, tools, provisions, and such fixtures and fittings as are 
necessary for the Vessel.

2 Neither Owners nor the Master shall receive_to carryjnjhe^ Vessel any goods._ 
passengers, or letters without first obtaining the consent of Charterers or 
their agents.

Clause 5. [Anchorage.] The Vessel must load or unload goods at any wharf or any 
such other place as Charterers may direct, but it must be a place where the 
Vessel can safely lie at anchor.

30 Clause 6. [Defrayment of cost.] Owners and Charterers shall respectively bear 
the following cost and expenses:
Cost and expenses to be paid by Owners: - Wages, provisions, drinking 
water, and medical and nursing expenses of seamen; expenses needed for 
employment and discharge of seamenand other servants, and other expenses 
pertaining to seamen; premium of hull insurance, premium of P. I. A. 
insurance; repairs; dues and taxes relating to the Vessel; periodical 
disinfection charge; one half of regular sampan fares, paint, oil, and other 
consumption goods necessary for the Vessel; ropes and slings necessary for 

'ordinary loading and unloading; port charges, direct disbursements and
4 0 other expenses on behalf of Owners during off hire.

Cost and expenses to be paid by Charterers: — Fuel, boiler water; matting, 
dunnage, stanchion for timber loaded on deck, and other expenses needed
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Clause
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de.j to mee trf 
IttT ift iff

for loading; stevedores" wages, lighterage, tally and winchmen's wages and 

all other expenses of loading and unloading, dues, taxes, charges, and agency 

fees relating to the contract of carriage of goods by the Vessel; porl dues, 

tonnage dues, light-house dues, wharfage, towage, canal dues, pilotage, buoy 

dues, Consular charges (excepting those relating to the crew) and all other 

expenses owing to Port Regulations; expenses of disinfection of the Vessel 

and goods, and charges for Certificate of Health of the crew, prescribed by 

Port Regulations; various expenses relating to passengers; expenses of 

entertaining Customs and other public officials, other entertainment 

expenses spent on behalf of Charterers; food, medical and nursing expenses 

of persons whom Charterers or the owners of goods in transit have put on 

board the Vessel, and all other expenses relating to such persons; one half of 

regular sampan fares; landing expenses, boatage, and correspondence 

expenses of the Master on behalf of Charterers.
7. [Overtime.] If Charterers put the crew to overtime or other special 

labour, compensation therefor shall be paid according to the Ship's 
Agreement. s"l 

Clause 8. [Delivery and Redelivery.] When Owners have or the Master has notified 

Charterers or their agents that the Vessel is ready for delivery, Charterers 

must take delivery without delay. When Charterers or their agents have 

notified Owners or the Master that the Vessel is ready for redelivery, 

Owners must take redelivery of the Vessel without delay.
2 Delivery and redelivery of the Vessel shall be made between 7.00 a.m. and 

5.00 p.m., but the Vessel may be delivered or redelivered at other hours by 

mutual consent of the parties.
3 The holds must be cleaned and the Vessel must be kept in readiness for 

commencement of loading at the time of delivery and also upon expiration 

of the Charter.
4 The navigation qualification of the Vessel at the time of delivery and at the 

time of redelivery shall be that which it possesses at such times.

5 The provisions of the foregoing four paragraphs shall apply mutatis mutan 

dis to the case of off hire for the purpose of intermediate or annual, and 

special surveys.
Clause 9. [Payment of Hire.] Charterers shall pay as hire to Owners or their 

agents monthlyiso much for each calendar month as is provided in Cause 1 

till the expiration of the Charter,-in computing m on the the flint month of

payment shall bo from the day and hour of the delivery of the Vessel till the

corrcDponding day and hour of the next following month, and when no such
folloi e. last day andcorresponding -day exists in such i 

hour of that month shall be deemed such -corresponding day and hour, nnd 

frem-tho third month onward the month of payment'shall cxpiit <U tlic, day 

?nd hour rorrecpondinE to the day and hour of tht Jellvmy uf tht VtMd. If 

there are any disbursements, cost of fuel, or other expenses to be bome by 

Owners, one half of the same may be paid afterwards.

10

20

30

40
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2 When the period of the month of payment does no.t exceed one calendar month, the-period from tho day and hour of the deliver}1 of (he Vessel til} the corresponding day and hour of-the next following month (if no such corrocponding day exists in such next following month, then the loot moment of that following month) chall be deemed one calendar month and the hire shall be paid pro rata according to the number of,daysFor a period less than one day, payment shall be made by the hour. 3 The moneys which the Master borrowed at various places for ship's expensesand other disbursements shall be deducted from the hire. ]_0 4 When the day of payment of hire falls on a Sunday or a Holiday, thepayment shall be made on the next following day. 
5 When Q high rate of hire ia provided for in Clause 1, the oomrnencornenjjtad-termination of such high rate of hire shall be as followsj___^_-—--~~"~~^

(a) The high rate of hire shall coineJijlo-forCe^atthe moment when the Vessel left the Iastg2it»£cairin"the low rate area for the high rate area.(b) TheJ^gh-wte"oTnire shall cease to be in force at the moment when the ~"-""'7e!)Dol arrived ot the firat port of call in tho low rato area.
Clause 10. [Delay of Payment of Hire.] If Charterers fail to pay hire, Owners may immediately stay or rescind this Charter -without any previous notice) and 20 should Charterers suffer any loss therefrom Owners would assume no responsibility whatsoever.
Clause 11. [Den on the Goods.] Unless and until Owners receive payment of hire and all other obligations which Charterers owe them, Owners shall have the right to detain the goods in transit or sell them by public auction for the purpose of receiving satisfaction of such obligations.
Clause 12. [Master and Crew.]_ Owners_must_see tgjt that the Master and crew in compliance with the provisions of Clause .4_carry on navigation as_p.K>mp.tly_ and_^sj).eedily-_as_EQSsihle. and do_their best_in_the interest-of Charterers- gertaining to the operation of the Vessel, goods carried by the Vessel, and 3 0 other necessary matters.

2 At the close of each voyage Owners shall cause the Master to produce to Charterers or their agents logbooks of deck department and engine department.
3 If Charterers require Owners to change the Master or any of the crew for reasons of any unsatisfactory conduct, Owners shall immediately make investigation and fulfil the requirement if it is found justifiable.Clause 13. [Issue of Bills of Lading, etc.] When the Master has according to the instructions of Charterers or their agents signed and sealed any Bills of Lading (or any similar instruments), taken delivery of, delivered, or taken 40- into custody any goods, or done any other act necessary for cargo service, Charterers shall hold themselves responsible for any consequence of such act.

Cause 14. {Off Hire.] If any loss of time is caused by the cleaning or breakage of
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Part 1 hull, machinery, or boiler, or collision, grounding, fire, survey (including
In the intermediate or annual, and special surveys), docking, repair, periodical
Supreme disinfection, employment and discharge of seamen, strike of seamen, or
Court [t*ATfens Otner oooidonto-involving the Vessel, then the hire, fuel, and boiler water for
New South * e Per"°d from the commencement of any one of such facts until the
Wales resumption of status quo ante and of operation of the Vessel and also for

the time spent by deviation and extension of sailing distance caused by any
No. 9 of these facts shall be bome by Owners; provided that when the lime thus

Af f idavit ] ost continuously at one time is less than 12 hours, this rule does not apply.
or Hirosni 2 The proviso in the preceding paragraph does not apply in the case of 10
14th Mav intermediate or annual, and special surveys and periodical disinfection.
1983 3 Where any part of hire has been paid in advance, Owners must refund to

Charterers such portion of the prepaid hire as corresponds to off hire time.
(continued) 4 In case where the Vessel takes refuge or calls at a port for reasons of bad

weather or any event concerning the cargoes or passengers, the time lost
thereby shall not be deemed off hire".

5 Where owing to any damage to or defect in the hull, engine or equipment, 
the speed of the Vessel is reduced during the voyage, the hire for any sailing 
hours extended thereby, and the cost of fuel and boiler water caused by the 
same reason shall be deducted from the hire; provided that where the hours 20 
thus extended are less than 12 hours at one time, this rule does not apply. 

Cause 15. [Ceaning of Ship's Bottom.] Where 6 months or more have elapsed 
after docking and the speed provided for in Cause 1 is not maintained, the 
ship's bottom must be cleaned at the instance of Charterers. 

2 The cost of the cleaning prescribed in the preceding paragraph and hire, and 
the cost of fuel and boiler water for the hours of the cleaning shall be bome 
by Owners.

Cause 16. [Extension of Off Hire Hours.] The extension of off hire time caused 
by any of the facts mentioned in Cause 14 (excepting time spent by 
ordinary intermediate or annual, and special surveys) and the time needed 30 
for the cleaning of ship's bottom prescribed in the preceding Cause may 
take place beyond the day of expiration of this Charter; provided that 
where the off hire hours in total exceed 30 days, more than one half of the 
same cannot be extended.

2 Where Charterers desire the extension of time provided for in the preceding 
paragraph, they must each time notify Owners within the period prescribed 
in Cause 1.

Cause 17. {Rescission of Charter on the ground of Long-time Off Hire.] Where 
the time of off hire caused by any of the facts mentioned in Cause 14 
(excepting time spent by ordinary intermediate or annual, and special 40 
surveys) has at one time exceeded one third of the remaining period of 
charter, Charterers may rescind this Charter without paying any indemnity, 
but in this case Charterers must notify Owners whether they intend to 
rescind or not within the period" prescribed in Cause 1.
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Clause 18. [Mutual Exemption.) Both parties to this Charter shall exempt each 
"other from indemnifying for any loss or damage caused by detention or any 
other act of the governmental or similar.authorities, military action, civil 
war, riot, pirates, bandits, seamen's jaisbehaviour, strike, fire, collision, 
grounding, sinking, jettison, or-anyract-of God or force majeure, and/or any_______ 

^negligence in the navigation of the Vessel,Woi//Vc«/ thtt -ffe /faster shall if rcsf>*»sillt- ————————shID————
bear no 

of rargoes-or.
9. [Exemption of Owners from Indemnity.] Owners 

responsibility for anv_excess or deficiency in_Jhe_quantitie 
any loss of or damage to them, provided that_lhe_saroe-de£* 

10 jnv lack of due carejon-the-part-of-the-Master-or-crew.
2 Owners shall bear no responsibility for any loss caused to Charterers by the 

breakage of boiler or shaft, or any loss caused by a latent defect not 
discoverable by reasonable examination in the hull, engine, or equipment, 
provided that the same does not arise from any lack of due care on the part 
of the Master or crew.

3 Where Charterers have employed stevedores, the stevedores must obey the 
orders of the Master relating to their work, but Owners shall bear no 
responsibility for any negligence of the stevedores. 

Clause 20. [Indemnity for Damage.] Where any damage has been caused through
20 the fault of Charterers to the hull or equipment, Owners or the Master shall 

notify to Charterers the degree of damage, and Charterers shall indemnify 
Owners for the same if it is deemed reasonable for them so to do. 
this Charter without paying any compensation to Charterers, provided that 
when Owners have notice of such compulsory use, they must without delay 
inform Charterers of the fact.

Cause 21. [Compulsory Use.] If the Vessel is put to compulsory use by the 
Japanese Government, Owners may rescind this Charter without paying any 
compensation to Charterers, provided that when Owners have notice of such 
compulsory use, they must without delay inform Charterers of the fact.

30 2 Where the Vessel is released from the compulsory use referred to in the 
preceding paragraph during the period of this Charter, Charterers can use 
again the Vessel in accordance with the terms and conditions of this 
Charter, but the period of the said compulsory use of the Vessel shall be 
reckoned into the period of this Charter. Where Owners have notice of the 
prospective date of the release of the said compulsory use, they must 
without delay inform Charterers of such date and Charterers must 
immediately notify Owners whether they will use the Vessel or not. 

3 Where there is an offer from any Governmental or other public authorities 
to charter the Vessel, Owners cannot accept the same offer without the

4 0 consent of Charterers.
Cause 22. [Restrictions as regards Cargoes.] Charterers shall not load on the 

Vessel any contraband of war, and shall not without first obtaining the 
consent of Owners load any ignitable, inflammable, combustible, or any 
other similarly dangerous goods, u*1e is O>*»er$ ft/-c&.

fit- sje
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Part 1 2 Charterers may load goods on decks, but they must act under the orders of
In the tj,e Master as to the quantity and stowage of such cargo.
Supreme 3 Charterers shall not without first obtaining the consent of Owners load on

^ ^rg °., the Vessel for carriage any Indian coals from the first day of March till the
Wales thirtieth day, inclusive, of June.

Clause 23. [Restrictions as regards Navigation.] Charterers shall not sail the Vessel

i No .9 to any port involved in a war, riot, or blockade or any place where acts of
j^ffidavit hostilities are taking place.
P r 1 2 Charterers shall not without first obtaining the consent of Owners sail the
Inoue14th Mav Vessel to any ice-bound port or ice drifting area during a season when such 10

1983 act is considered dangerous by navigators in general. This restriction equally
applies to sailing to any area for which extra premium is required.

(cont' d) 3 Charterers shall not without first obtaining the consent of Owners cause the 
Vessel to tow any ship.

Clause 24. [Epidemic-infected Area.] Where the Vessel lies at anchor for 

quarantine or disinfection for reasons of an epidemic, hire during anchorage 
and expenses of quarantine and disinfection shall be bome by Owners if the 
quarantine or disinfection is necessitated by the disease of seamen employed 
by Owners or the Master, and such hire and expenses as are referred to 
above shall be bome by Charterers if the quarantine and disinfection are 2|0 

caused necessary by the disease of one of the crew employed by Charterers 
or a passenger; provided that if the cause of disease is that Charterers 
ordered the Vessel to enter an officially nominated epidemic-infected area, 
Charterers shall bear the hire and expenses for 20 days after departure 
from the same area whoever the affected person may be. 

2 Where the cause of disease is not ascertainable, or where the official 
nomination of an epidemic-infected area is published while the Vessel b'es at 
anchor at the said area or after she has departed from there, the hire and 
expenses referred to in the preceding paragraph shall be equally divided 
between Owners and Charterers. ' 3)0

Gause 25. [General Average.] General average, if any, shall be adjusted in
accordance with the York-Antwerp Rules, 1974. 

2 No contribution of general average shall be made from the hire.
Clause 26. [Salvage.] The loss and profit caused by salvage shall be equally 

divided between Owners and Charterers, after taking into account 
compensation for the seamen's services, hire for the hours spent, cost of fuel 
consumed, and all other expenses, provided that the hours spent for the 
salvage shall be reckoned into the period of this Charter. 

2 The provision of the preceding paragraph shall apply mutatis mutandis to
any flotsam found. 4 0

Clause 27. [Remaining Fuel and Boiler Water.] The fuel and boiler water 
remaining on the Vessel shall be purchased by Charterers from Owners at 
the time of delivery at the rate provided for in Cause 1, and shall be 
purchased by Owners from Charterers at the time of redelivery at the said
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rate.
Clause 28. [Tonnage Dues, etc.] Where after the delivery or redelivery of the 

Vessel there is any overpaid portion of Japanese or foreign port dues or 

light-house dues, it shall be decided by mutual agreement between Owners 

and Charterers whether the right to such overpaid money may be assigned 

from one party to the other.
Cause 29. [Subletting.] Charterers may sublet the Vessel insofar as no provisions

of the Charter are infringed thereby, but they shall not by so doing be

discharged from any of their liabilities to Owners. Where Charterers have

]_0 sublet the Vessel, they must without delay inform Owners of the contract

of sublet.
Cause 30. [Loss of the Vessel.] Where the Vessel continues missing for 60 days 

or more, the Charter shall terminate at the last known point of time of the 

Vessel's existence. In this case the overpaid portion of the hire, if any, must 

be returned to Charterers.
Clause'31. [Nature of Contract] The Charter, irrespective of its wording, is not a 

lease (chintaishaku).

Cause 32. [Breach of Contract.] A party breaking this Charter must pay damages 

to the other party.
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20 Cause 33. [Arbitration.] If any dispute arises concerning this Charter between 

the parties thereto, either of the parties shall submit the same to arbitration 

of the Japan Shipping Exchange, Inc., (TokyojSfefee.), and the award given 

by the arbitrators appointed by the said Exchange shall be final and binding 

on both parties.
2 All matters relating to the appointment of arbitrators and arbitration 

procedure shall be decided by the Maritime Arbitration Rules of the said 

Exchange.
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Part 1
In the Supreme
Court Of New ADDENDUM
South Wales

No.9 M/V "IBARAKI MARU"

offRiroshi Inoue TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979 
14th May 1983 ————————————————————————————————————————— 

(cont'd)
With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is this day

mutually agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Charterers 

and Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-

1. From 1200 hours on 14th July, 1979 to 2400 hours on

31st March, 1980 hire shall be paid at the rate of 
I.B.TMJV

V549>per 1.01605 K/T deadweight on summer draft. 10 

But in case of calculating off-hirage, hire shall be deemed 

•fe \>c at the rate of V317.

2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party- 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

14th .July, 1979

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

N. Nagai, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, Presider.L
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ADDENDUM Wales

T 0 No .9
M/V "IBARAKI MARU" Affidavit

of Hiroshi 
TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979 Inoue
—————:————————————————————————————————— 14th May

1983 
(continued)

With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is this day 
mutually agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Charterers 
and Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-

1. Charter period shall be extended from 0000 hours on 
1st April, 1980 till 2400 hours on 31st March, 1981. 

10 2. From 0000 hours on 1st April, 1980 to 2400 hours on 
31st March, 1981 hire shall be paid at the rate of

tma^Ufj f

Y44£pper 1 .01605 K/T deadweight on summer draft. 
But in case of calculating off-hirage, hire shall be 

1« be at the rate of V261 .
3. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

1st April, 1980

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

N. Nagai, President 

20 Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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ADDENDUM Part 1 •
In the Supreme T o
Court of New
South Wales M/v "IBARAKI MARU"

TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, JUNE 26, 1979 
No. 9 _____________________________________________ 
Affid 
avit
°f With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is this day 
Hiroshi
InouemutUally agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Charterers 14th
MaY and Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-
1983
(con.)

1. Charter period shall be extended from 0000 hours on 1st

April, 1981 till 2400 hours on 31st March, 198?.

2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 10 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

Tst April, 1981

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

S. Kondoh, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co.., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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Supreme 
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ADDENDUM New South
WalesT O

M/V "IBARAKI MARU" No.9

TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979 Affidavit 
_____________________._________________ of Hiroshi

Inoue 
14th May 

With reference to the captioned Charter Party and Addendum 1933

thereto dated 2nd April, 1981 it is this day mutually agreed (cont'd) 
between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Charterers and Matsuoka

Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-

1. Notwithstanding Clause 1 of the above mentioned 

10 Addendum off-hirage shall be calculated at the 

rate of VI,920,000 daily.
2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party

and above mentioned Addendum shall remain unchanged and 

in full force.

5th April, 1981

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

S. Kondoh, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

20 M. Matsuoka, President
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part i ADDENDUM
In the Supreme T O
Court of New
South Wales M/V "IBARAKI MARU"

TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979No. 9 ————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Affidavit

With reference to the captioned Charter Party and Addendum
14th May there dated 1st April, 1981 it is this day mutually agreed
1983 between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as "Charterers and Matsuoka
(cont'd) Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-

1. During the period written in Clause 1.of the above
mentioned Addendum hire shall be paid at the rate of 10 
V2,464,000 daily.

2. All.other terms and conditions of the Charter Party
/ shall remain unchanged and in full force. / .

2nd April, 1981 (o.*t o.\>oMt wtiiTi'oi<«l AeMeneium

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

S. Kondoh, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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No. 10 
AFFIDAVIT OF HIROSHI INOUE

IN THE SUPREME COUF.T OF KEV.' SOUTH V.'ALES 

SYDNEY REGISTRY 

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

No. 934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK LINES 
LIMITED AND HATSUOKA 
STEAMSHIP CO. LIMITED

Plaintiffs

CANDLEHOOD NAVIGATION 
CORPORATION LIMITED

Defendant

CANDLEWOOD NAVIGATION 
CORPORATION LIMITED

Cross Claimant

MITSUI OSK LINES 
LIMITED

First Cross Defendant

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. 
LIMITED

Second Cross Defendant

TOKYO SHUKOSHO CO. 
LIMITED

Third Cross Defendant

TOKYO CHAIN. ANCHOR CO. 
LIMITED

Fourth Cross Defendant

In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 10. 
Affidavit 
of Hiroshi 
Inoue

(continued)

AFFIDAVIT

AFFIRMED: 19/5/83

DEPONENT: H. Inoue

NORTON SMITH & CO.,

Solicitors,
llth Floor,
20 Martin Place,
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000

DX 119 - Sydney. 
Tel: 232-8833.

(VJN)

On the 19th day of May, 1983, I, HIHOSHI IHOUE 

of 3-306, Matsugaoka, 5-Chorie, Akashi-City, 

Hygo Prefecture, duly affirm:

1. I crave leave to refer to my affidavit 

affirmed herein 14th May, 1983.

2. The originals of the agreements referred 

to in paragraph 3 of my affidavit are in the 

Japanese language and are available to be 

produced to this Honourable Court if-required. 

The time charterparty is in (save for the 

addendums) a standard form issued by the Japan 

Shipping Exchange and, as appears from the 

annexure of my affidavit the Japanese Shipping 

Exchange also issues an English translation of 

this form of charterparty.

3s^ I orav-e—leave to refer to paragraph 5 of

my ar^idavit and also to clause 14 of the time 

charterparti^ and to the addendums. It has been 

pointed out to^me that the English translation 

of the addendum of 5^ April, 1981 is not clear 

in that it raises a quesrion whether the term 

"off-hirage" refers to the amount by which the 

daily rate of hire is to be reduceoxin the 

events described in clause 14 or whetherNit 

refers to the amount to which the rate of hii
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(continued)

is to^be reduced. I say that the reference in the original Japanese 

document is ̂ iT^ej^ercnce to the amount by which the daily rate of hire 

is to be reduced when th~e--vessel is off-hire and the figure of Yen 

544,000 referred to in paragraph~~5>Bi^riy affidavit is arrived at by 

deducting Yen 1,920,000 from Yen 2 , 4 64 , 000 . Tke_ sum of Yen 544,000 

per day is the amount of hire which the second plaintirT-^w^j entitled

=ft-to receive from the firct plaintifj

AFFIRMED at Sydney ) 

before me: )

Solicitor
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No.11 
AFFIDAVIT OF HIROFUMI OGATA

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUIH WALES

SYDNEY REGISTRY

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

NO. 934 of 1981

BKIVIKHN

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED & 
MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO.

Plaintiffs

CANDLEHDOD NAVIGATION CORPOR 
ATION LIMITED

Defendant

CANDLEWDOD NAVIGATION CORPOR 
ATION LIMITED

Cross Claimant

MITSUI OSK LINTS LIMITED 

First Cross Defendant

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. 
UMHED

Second Cross Defendant

TOKYO SHUKOSHO CO. LIMITED 

Third Cross Defendant

TOKYO CHAIN ANCHOR CO.

Fourth Cross Defendant

On the 14th day of May, 1983, I, 

HIROFUMI OGATA of 3-3 Tomioka, Urayasu, 

Chiba Prefecture, Japan duly affirm:

1.

2.

AFFIDAVIT

AFFIRMED; 14th May, 1983 

DEPONENT; H. Ogata

I have been employed by Mitsui

O.S.K. Lines Limited ("Mitsui") 

for 20 years. I am presently 

the Manager of Mitsui's 

tramp section, bulk carrier 

department.

1 joined Mitsui in 1963 as a 

clerk in the North American 

Liner Section. From 1966- 

1968, I was on board a number 

of Mitsui's ships as a trainee 

purser to gain practical 

experience in the shipping 

industry.

From 1968-1973, I was a clerk 

in Mitsui's Latin American 

Liner Department.

From 1973-1978, I was Mitsui's 

representative in Brazil.
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From 1978 until July, 1980, I 

was assistant manager of 

Mitsui's Iron and Ore Carrier 

Section at the head office in 

Tokyo.
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(continued)

In July, 1980, I became Manager of Mitsui's Iron and 

Ore Carrier Section, the section which controls 

Ibaraki Maru.

In July, 1982, I was appointed to my present position. 

I am authorised by Mitsui to swear this affidavit.

Annexed hereto and marked with the letters "A", "B" 

and "C" respectively, are copies of fixture notes 

dated 1st October, 1980 and Addendums 1 and 2 

dated 17th December, 1980 and 4th March, 1981. 

Those fixture notes related to a voyage of Ibaraki 10 

Maru which Mitsui named "Voyage 63 B". I crave 

leave to refer to Clause 8 of Annexure "A" which 

provides for demurrage at the rate of $0816,000.00 

per day. I crave leave to refer to Annexure "C" 

which provides for a final freight rate of $US21.29 

per tonne.

4. Part of the expenses incurred by Mitsui in relation

to Ibaraki Maru, are port charges. Records of port 

charges are recorded by computer. Annexed hereto 

and marked with the letters "D" and "E", are copies 20 

of computer printouts. The material on such computer 

printouts forms part of the permanent business records 

of Mitsui.

I give the following explanation of the information 

contained on those computer printouts:

(a) The name of the vessel, Ibaraki-M and the

number of the voyage, 63 B, is at the top of 

the computer printout, and the port to which
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the charges relate is also at the top of the 

computer printout (with reference to Annexure 

"D", "Newport"). There are eight columns 

on the computer printout, and the columns 

record the following information:

COLUMN 1 - this records the date the vessel 

sailed from the port to which the charges 

relate (in the case of Newport, 9th December, 

1980).
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(continued)

10 COLUMN 2 - this is a code reference to the 10 

particular item of port charge.

COLUMN 3 - this records the quantum of the 

charge (in Yen)

COLUMN 4 - this is a currency code for the 

currency in which the port charges were paid 

("75" is the code number for US currency).

COLUMN 5 - this records the exchange rate 

applied for the conversion of the port charges 

in US dollars to Yen.

20 COLUMN 6 - this is the amount of port charges^ 

paid (in the case of Newport, in US dollars).

COLUMN 7 - this is a statement number <£ Mitsui's 

agents at the port to which the charges relate.

COLUMN 8 - this records the date upon which 

the information was programmed into the 

c ompu t 
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(b) About half way down Annexure "D" is a sub-headin 

"Port Total" and next to that is the number 

"2,807,023". This is the total port charges 

incurred at Newport.

(c) Mitsui's practice is to make advances of 

money to its agents at ports at which its 

vessels are expected to dock, and its agents 

pay 'the port charges from such monies, and 

then forward a statement to Mitsui recording 

the charges actually paid, and when that 

statement is received by Mitsui, the informatior 

contained on that statement is programmed into 

the computer. It is as a result of such 

programming that the information contained 

on printouts such as Annexures "D" and "E" 

is available.

(d) The second half of Annexure "D" records the 

port charges at Norfolk in the sum of 

¥421,667, the first half of Annexure "E" 

records tne port charges at Wakayama in the 

sum of ¥5,468,421 and the bottom half of 

Annexure "E" records the total port charges 

at Kashima- in the sum of ¥3,923,384.

5. _Annexed hereto and marked with the letters "F" and 

"G" are copies of laydays statement which form part 

of the permanent business records of Mitsui, such 

records being kept for the purpose of recording the 

movements of its vessels at various ports, the quantity 

of cargo carried and entitlement to demurrage.

I give the followin 

236.
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contained in the laydays statement
:

(a) On the top left hand corner is th
e name of the 

vessel and the voyage to which th
e laydays 

statement relates, in this case, Ibaraki 

Maru, Voyage No. 63 B.

(b) Under that is a reference to the 
date of the 

charter party or fixture note, in this case, 

1st October, 1980.
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(continued)

10

(c) Under that is a reference to the 
parties to

the fixture note. 
10

(d) Under that is a reference to the 
cargo carried.

(e) Under that is a reference to the 
laytime allowed

20

The first page of the laydays sta
tement, Annexure "F", 

relates to the loading ports, New
port Mews and Norfolk. 

Annexure "F" shows that "I.M." ar
rived at Newport 

Mews at 0940 on 21st October, 1980, berthed at 1945 

on 7th December, 1980, gave a Notice of Readiness a
t 

0940 on 21st October, 1980, that laytime commenced at 

1300 on 21st October, 1980, that loading commenced at 

0050 on 8th December, 1980 and was completed at 20 

0510 on llth December, 1980. Annexure "G" contains 

similar information for the ports
 of discharge, Wakayamt 

and Kashima. At the top right hand corner of 

Annexures "F" and "G", the quantity of coal carried 

is recorded, namely, 89,142.321 tonnes. At the 

bottom of Annexure "G", next to t
he sub-heading 

"Total", is a record of the days in respect
 of which

demurrage isjoayable, namely, 47.
42361 days. At

237,._^ , ,
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$US16,000.00 per day, the total demurrage payable is 

$US758,777.76.

particulars of the bunkering costs of Mitsui's vessels 

are recorded by computer. The information so recorded 

forms part of the permanent business records of Mitsui. 

Annexed hereto and marked with the letter "H", is a 

copy of such a computer printout relating to Ibaraki 

Maru on Voyage 63 B. That computer printout contains 

13 columns, and the information recorded in those 

columns is as follows:

COLUMN 1 - This is a code number for the particular 

route of the vessel, namely, Newport Mews/Japan.

COLUMN 2 - This is a code number for Ibaraki Maru. 

COLUMN 3 - This is the name of the vessel. 

COLUMN 4 - This is the voyage number.

COLUMN 5 - This is the date upon which confirmation was 

made of the amount of fuel in the bunkers.

20

COLUMN 6 - This is a code number for a port, and the 

word "Zanyu" means that the vessel reported the amount 

of fuel remaining.

COLUMN 7 - This is a code number for the supplier of 

fuel.

COLUMN 8 - This is a code number for the type of

fuel i.e. diesel oil, fuel oil or a particular grade of

fuel oil.
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COLUMN 9 - This is the price per kilo tonne paid for 

fuel. The amount therein recorded is assessed by 

Mitsui with reference to the average price paid by 

Mitsui for fuel for its vessels.

COLUMN 10 - This records the amount of fuel confirmed 

by Mitsui on the date referred to in Column 5 and the 

amount of fuel used on the voyage. The first set of 

figures are as follows:
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(continued)

100.50

93.79

60.69 - 

133.60 

133.60 - 

.00

"100.50" is the amount of diesel oil taken on by 

Ibaraki Maru immediately prior to the commencement 

of Voyage 63 B.

20

"93.79" is the amount of diesel oil in the bunkers of 

Ibaraki Maru immediately prior to taking on the 

additional lOO.SOkt.

Accordingly, Ibaraki Maru commenced Voyage 63 B with 

194.29kt of diesel oil.

"60.69 -" is the amount of diesel oil used by Ibaraki 

Maru on Voyage 63 B.
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"133.60" is the amount of diesel oil in the bunkers at
 

the conclusion of Voyage 63 B.

60.69" is arrived at by deducting 133.60 from 194.29.

The figures in Column 10:

3905.08

1328.88 

4562.51 -

671.45

671.45 -

relate to the amount of fuel oil used on Voyage 63 B, 

namely,, 4562.5 kt.

COLUMN 11 - This is the value of the quantity of fuel 

referred to in Column 10.

COLUMN 12 - This records the date upon which the 

information was fed into the computer.

COLUMN 13 - "Kurikoshi" means carried over from the 

previous page relevant to that voyage.

"Kashibunehensen" means "redelivery from previous 

charter", in other words, the amount of fuel in the 

vessel at the end of the voyage immediately prior to 

Voyage 63 B.
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"Kashibunekaishi" means the amount of oil at the beginn- fjo .]_i
Affidavit ing of the voyage, namely, the voyage immediately of nirofumi
Ogata after the conclusion of Voyage 63 B. 14th Mav
1983

(continued) "Hen-chosei" means adjustment of cost. For the

purpose of Voyage 63 B, 133.60kt of diesel oil was 

valued at ¥8,574,266. But for the purpose of the 
voyage immediately following Voyage 63 B, that 

10 133.60kt of diesel oil was valued at ¥9,305,106. The

figure of 730,840 in Column 11 is the difference between 
¥9,305,106 and ¥8,574,266.

8_.________Included in the expenses incurred by Mitsui in Voyage

63 B, was brokerage. Annexed hereto and marked 
with the letter "I" is a copy of the invoice received 
by Mitsui from the broker for ¥250,000. That invoice 
forms part of the permanent business records of Mitsui.

9_.______Part of the expenses incurred by Mitsui in voyages

undertaken by Ibaraki Maru are sundry expenses, 
20 which include items such as drinking water, sanitary

inspection, fuel oil additives, communication charges, 
provision of log books, launches and watchmen, decca 
navigation charge, insurance premium, and docking 

expenses when the vessel is put into port for maintenanc 
or repairs. Precise details of such expenses are 

not maintained, but are assessed'at approximately 

¥400,000 per month for Ibaraki Maru. Accordingly, for 
Voyage 63 B which commenced at 1725 on 9th October, 198C 
and concluded at 0715 on 4th February, 1981, namely,

30 117.55 days^agc^buexpenses were ¥1,567,333.
241
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10.

RE VOYAGE 64 A;

Annexed hereto and marked with the letter "J", is a 

copy of a time charter made 28th January, 1980 between 

Mitsui and Shell Coal International Limited. Clause 

4 of that time charter provided for a charter rate 

of $US3.90 per calendar month on Ibaraki Maru's 

total dead weight carrying capacity.

11. _Annexed and marked with the letter "K", is a copy 

of an Addendum to the said time charter.

12. Annexed and marked "L" is the first page of a survey 10 

report dated 12th February, 1981. That survey 

report is part of the permanent business records 

of Mitsui. I crave leave to refer to the final 

paragraph on that page which records that Ibaraki 

Maru was on hire at 0715 on 4th February, 1981.

13. _Annexed and marked "M" is a copy of a Certificate of 

Re-Delivery which forms part of the permanent business 

records of Mitsui. That Certificate records that 

-Ibaraki Maru was re-delivered to Mitsui by Shell 

Coal International Limited at 1500 hours on 30th March, 

1981.

14, _Clause 27 of the charter party, a copy of which is 

annexed and marked "J", provides for payment of 

commission. That commission was ¥2,024,077.

15. Sundry expenses at an average cost of ¥400,000 per 

month for Voyage 64 A which was for a period of 54.32 

days, were ¥724,267.
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RE VOYAGE 64 B:

16._____Annexed hereto and
 marked with the letters "0

", "P" 

and "Q", is a copy of fixture note d
ated 18th 

March, 1981 and two Addendu
ms dated 22nd April, 1981 

and 31st J.uly, 1981 respectively. I crave leave to 

refer to Addendum No. 2 dated 31st July, 1981, a 

copy of which is annexed an
d marked "Q" which provides

 

for a final freight rate of
 $US15.68 per tonne.
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17. Annexed and marked "R" are 
computer printouts relating

 

to port charges for Voyage 
64 B, the information on 

such computer printouts bei
ng part of the permanent 

business records maintained
 by Mitsui.

18.

20

Annexed & marked "S" and "T" ar
e copies of laydays statemen

ts 

relating to Voyage 64 B. 
Although the fixture note 

and the two addendums relat
ing to Voyage 64 B do not 

provide for payment of disp
atch by Mitsui to Sumitomo 

Metal Industries Limited, t
he laydays statement, a 

copy of which is annexed an
d marked "T", indicates tha

t 

dispatch money in the sum o
f $US8,612.46 was allowed 

to Sumitomo Metal Industrie
s Limited. I have been 

unable to locate any furthe
r written agreement between

 

Sumitomo Metal Industries L
imited recording any 

obligation on the part of M
itsui to pay dispatch to 

Sumitomo Metal Industries L
imited, however, dispatch 

in the sum of $US8,612.46 w
as in fact paid.

19.

19 (a).

Annexed and marked with the
 letter "U" is a copy of

an invoice relating to brokerage paid by Mitsui 

for Voyage 64 B. The original of that invoice

forms part of the permanent_business records of Mitsui.
—^,
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20.

21.

_Sundry expenses for Voyage 64 B amounted to ¥800,800 

the voyage commencing at 1500 on 30th March, 1981 

and concluding at 16.30 on 29th May, 1981, a total 

of 60.06 days.

VOYAGE 65 A

JVnnexed and marked with the letters "V", "W","x", "Y", 

"Z", "AA" and "AB" is fixture note dated 22nd June, 1981, 

Addendum 1 dated 2nd September, 1981, Addendum 2 dated 

21st September, 1981, Addendum 3 dated 30th September, 

1981, Addendum 4 dated 22nd January, 1982, Addendum 5 10 

dated 24th May, 1982 and Addendum 6 dated 26 May, 1982.

22.

23.

_Fixture note dated 22nd June, 1981, Annexure "V",
11 

was the fixture note relating to the voyage Ibaraki

Maru was engaged in at the time of the collision. 

Because of the delay caused by the collision, that 

voyage was cancelled, but when temporary repairs 

to the vessel were completed and the black ban was

lifted, Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited agreed to

« n
engage Ibaraki. Maru for a voyage similar to that

contemplated by fixture note dated 22nd June, 1981. 20 

That voyage was called "Voyage 65 A". I crave leave 

to refer to Addendum 6 annexed and marked "AB", which 

provides for a final freight rate of $US12.38 per 

tonne. Addendum 1 annexed and marked "W, provided 

for a different quantity of coal tobe carried than 

that provided for in the fixture note dated 22nd June 

1981.

"AC (a)(b)" "AD (a)(b)" 

Annexed and marked / and / are computer printouts

relating to port charges incurred on Voyage 65 A. 30

244.
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24.

The port charges therein referred relate only to 

port charges incurred after 31st August, 1981. The 

information contained on those computer printouts 

forms part of the permanent business records of Mitsui.

Annexed hereto and marked with the letters "AE", "AF",

and "AG" are laydays statements for Voyage 65 A. Such 

statements form part of the permanent business records 

of Mitsui. Those laydays statements relate only to 

the period after 31st August, 1981.
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10 25.

26.

Annexed and marked "AH", is a translated copy

of an agreement made 18th March, 1974 between Mitsui 

and Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited. I refer 

particularly to Article 4 of that agreement.

Pursuant to that agreement, Sumitomo Metal Industries

Inc. paid Mitsui ¥20,981,662 for extraordinary 

delay. Annexed and marked "AI" is part of the 

permanent business records of Mitsui from which the 

calculation of extraordinary delay was made. Annexed 

and marked "AJ" is a translation.

20 27. Annexed and marked "AK" and "AL" is a debit note and e, 

translation thereof dated llth January, 1983 from 

Mitsui to Sumitomo Metal Industries Inc. for 

compensation for extraordinary delay on Voyages 65 A 

and 66 A.

28. Annexed hereto and marked "AM" is a copy of an 

invoice relating to brokerage paid by Mitsui on 

Voyage 65 A.
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29. Annexed and marked "AN", is a computer printout

relating to bunkering costs incurred by Mitsui on 

Voyage 65 A. The information contained on that 

computer printout forms part of the permanent business 

records of Mitsui. However, that information 

includes bunkering costs between the date of the 

collision, namely, from 10th July, 1981 until 31st 

August, 1981.

30. _Annexed and marked with the letter "AO", is a 

computer printout, the information contained thereon 10 

forming part of the permanent business records of 

Mitsui. That printout indicates the bunkers used 

10th July, 1981 until 31st August, 1981, with the 

exception of the period that the vessel was subject 

to the black ban. That shows 88.57kt of fuel oil 

were used and 21.38kt of diesel oil was used.

31. _Between 20th July, 1981 until 22nd August, 1981, the 

vessel was subject to the black ban. Annexed and 

marked "AP", are part of the permanent business records 

of Mitsui. Such report is prepared by the Master of 

Ibaraki Maru, and forwarded to Mitsui. The report 

records the quantity of fuel in the bunkers at various 

dates. That report discloses that on 20th July, 1981 

there^was 173.68kt of diesel oil, and on 22nd August, 

1981, 132.86kt of diesel oil, therefore, 40.82kt of 

diesel oil were used between 20th July, 1981 to 

22nd August, 1981. That also records that on 20th Jul 

1981, there were 2054.78kt of fuel oil and on 22nd 

August, 1981, 1999.84kt of fuel oil, therefore, 54.94 

kt of fuel oil was used between 20th July, 1981 and 

22nd August, 1981.
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19-(a) Annexed and marked "U(a)" is a computer record 

which forms part of the permanent business records 

of Mitsui detailing the bunkering costs relating 

to Ibaraki Maru for Voyage 64 B.
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32. _Annexed and marked "AQ" and "AR" are copies of trans

lations of the bare boat charter agreement between 

Mitsui and Matsuoka (with addendums) and the time 

charter agreement between Matsuoka and Mitsui (with 

addendums).

33.___Whilst Ibaraki Maru was off hire between the date of 

the collision until 31st August, 1981, and from 12th 

October, 1981 until 27th October, 1981, a period 

of 67.429 days, Mitsui suspended payment of portion 

of the daily charter fee to Matsuoka, namely, 10 

¥1,920,000 per day.

34. All freight payable to Mitsui pursuant to the fixture

notes and tiii.e charter agreement relating to the 

voyages hereinbefore referred has been paid to Mitsui, 

and all demurrage and extraordinary delay payments 

have also been paid to Mitsui.

35. _Annexed hereto and marked with the letter "AS" is a 

Schedule setting out the basis of the plaintiffs' claim 

for economic loss.

AFFIRMED by Hirofumi Ogata, 

Before me:

20

A SOLICITOR OF THE SUPREME COURT
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I, NORIKO BROWN, of 14/39 Ross Street, Parramatta in the State

ce• ~ Supreme 
of New South Wales, Interpreter, affirm: Court of

New South 
Wales

(a) I speak the Japanese and English language.
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi

(b)
I have read the contents of the foregoing affidavit in Ogata14th May

1983the Japanese language to Hirofumi Ogata, prior to 

him signing the affidavit in my presence.

AFFIRMED by Noriko Brown

on 14th May, 1983 at Sydney

Before me:

A SOLICITOR OF THE SUPREME COURT
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THIS AND THE FOLLOWING PAGE IS ANNEXURE MARKED "A" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT AFFIRMED 
.BY-H,--e6ATA BEFORE ME CM 14th MAY, 1933:
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HEAD OFFICE

I I 2-CHOME.
TOKYO. 

[4FAN TOKYO,

FIXTURE NOTE

ORIGINAL
CABLE ADDRESS

THEMOLINE TOKYO
TELEX J22208
AAB MOLINE
TELCPHONK

TOKYO (5B4) Bill

Tokyo, 1st October, 198C

essrs. Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 
Tokyo

Dear Sirs, M.S. "IBARAKI MARU" Voy.rTo.63-B 
We firmly fixed witli you as follows:-

1) Name of vessel
2) Cargo & quantity

3) Loading port

4) Discharging port(s)

5) ETA at loading port
6) Freight rate
7") Payment of freight

8) Loading terms & 
discharging terms

r'M.S. "IBABAKI MABU" Voy.No.63-B
: Coal in bulk;. SPEA&UE-EV Coal 20,000 long tons 
and EAST GULP Coal 20,000 long tons 10% more or 
less at Owners' option respectively. 
Which to be loaded together with abt. 50,000 long 
tons to be loaded .at Norfolk.

: One safe berth, one safe port of Newport News, 
Virginia, U.S.A.

: One or two safe port(s) out of Eashima, Wakayama 
and Sakaide, Japan.

: On or about 21st October, 1980
• To be decided later.
: The freight to be prepaid on B/L quantity by 
Charterers in Tokyo in cash in U.S. Dollars upon 
receipt of telegraphic advice of completion of 
loading. , 
Whole freight to be deemed to be earned upon 
completion of load-Ing without deduction and 
non-returnable ship and/or cargo lost or not lost

: The cargo to be loaded spout trimmed and discharg 
within a total Seven(7) weather working days of 
Twenty-Pour(24) consecutive hours, Sundays and 
Holidays included.
Notice of Readiness to be given between business 
hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on any day, Sundays 
and Holidays included.

• Time to commence at 1 p.m. if notice of readiness 
to load is given before noon and at 6 a.m. next 
working day if notice given in the afternoon unlej 
sooner berthed. Time lost in waiting for berth to 
count as loading time.
Time to commence at 1 p.m. if notice of readiness 
to discharge is given before noon and at'6 a.m. 
next working day if notice given in the afternoon 
unless sooner worked. Time lost in waiting for 
berth to count as discharging time.

— to be continued -

A-001 (34. 11. 100X500 N)
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9) Lighterage & 
"stevedorage

10) Agents
11) Other terms

- 2 -

Demurrage, if any, at the rate of US$16,000.00 per 
day or pro rata for all time lost.
Despatch money, if any, to be paid by Owners to 
Charterers at the rate of US$8,000.00 per day or 
pro rata for laytime saved.
Demurrage or despatch money to be settled between 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd. and Mitsui 0.S.K.I 
lanes, Ltd. directly.

Charterers' account at discharging port. 
Owners' agents at both ends.
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10 (continued)
-All other terms and conditions to be as per Original 
Agreement between Messrs. Sumitomo Metal Industries, 
ltd. and Mitsui O.S.Z. Lines, Ltd.

One original 
by Owners.

Note being made, mutually signed and possessed

Chart fe-r^rs: Owners:

MITSUI

Z-Zii^ ... 
yOCHARTERING & C .== AT IMS DEFT. 

^TRAFFIC

1 LINES, LTD.
artment (A)

JiJanager 
Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)
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iHIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "B" RE1-"ERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT AFFIRMED BY 
H. OGATA BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:

HEAD OFFICE

1-1. TORANOMON 2-CHOME.

MINATO-KU. TOKYO.

T1O7 JAPAN

O.§I.I£.

TOKYO, JAPAN ORIGINAL
CABLE ADDRESS

THKMOLINE TOKYO

TELEX J22200
AAB MOLINC
TBLEPHONM

.KYO (S84) Bill

Tokyo, December, 198

ADDENDUM No.1 
to

Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 1st October, 1980 
Per M.S. "IBARAKI MARU" 7oy.No.6?-E

With regard to the Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 1st October, 1980 
covering the shipment of Coal in bulk from Newport News to one or two 
safe port(s) out of Kashima, Tffakayama and Sakaide per M.S. "IBAKAKI 
MAHU" Voy.No.6J-B, it is this day mutually agreed between Messrs. 
Mitsui & Co., Ltd. Tokyo as Charterers and Mitsui O.S.K. Lines,|Ltd., 
Tokyo as Owners that:-

The provisional rate of freight to be US$17.31 (U.S. Dollars 
Seventeen Cents Thirty-One only) per ton of 27240 Ibs., 
and free trimming.

All other terms, conditions and exceptions of the aforementioned 
Fixture Note to remain unaltered.

One original Addendum No.1 being made, mutually signed and 
possessed by Owners

Charterers: Owners:

.R. LINES, LTD.
Department '(A)

Coal & Iroa Ore Carriers Section (A)

A—001 (M. 1L 100x500 N>

252.



THIS IS .THE ANNEXURE MARKED "C" ' REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED 

BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:

HEAD OFFICE

1-1, TORANOMON 2-CHOME.

MINATO-KU. TOKYO.

7IOS JAPAN TOKYO,

ADDENDUM No. 2 
to

OH1S1NM
CABLE ADDRESS 

TMEMOLINE TOKVO

TELEX J22266 

| • AAB MOL1NE 

L TELEPHONE 

TOKYO (584) 5111

Tokyo, 4th March, 1931

Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 1st October, 1980 
Addendum Ko.l dated Tokyo, l?th December, 1980 

Per K.S. "IBAEAKE HAEU" Voy.No.6?-B_____

With regard to the .Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 1st Octo
ber, 1980 and 

Addendum No.l dated Tokyo, l?th December, 1980 coveri
ng the shipment 

of Coal in bulk from Newport News to one or two safe p
ort(s) out of 

Kashima, Tfakayama and Sakaide per M.S. "IBARAKE MARU"
 Voy.No.63-B, 

it is this day mutually agreed between Messrs. Mitsui 
& Co., Ltd., 

Tokyo as Charterers and Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd., To
kyo as Owners 

that:- 
'

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

Notwithstanding the Addendum No.l dated Tokyo, 17th D
ecember, I960

the final rate of freight to be US$21.29 (U.S. Dollar
s Twenty-One

Cents Twenty-Nine only) per ton of 2,2ZFOT Ibs., F.D.

All other terms, conditions and exceptions of the afo
rementioned 

Fixture Note to remain unaltered. 
j

One original Addendum No.2 being made, mutually signe
d and possessed 

by Owners.

Charterers: Owners:

MITSUI &.CO., LTD.T
G^jP^ • « I 

s<J?'V0?*l/
S.R. LINES, LTD.

apartment -(A)

lanager 
Coal & IronOre Carriers Section

A—001 (SS. 7. 100X500 N> 253.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofuii.i 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

83/03/24 G9 : 22 DS01
PAGE

#«* DISBURSEMENT "DETAIL <ACTUAL) *** 
EARAKI-M 0063B(OG63B) 8BE<8BE> PORT: NEWPORT NS(7Q32)

Y E N
505,874

996,8J94 

57,320 

1,178,757 

13,926 

19,467 

29, |7S5

CCY. EX-RATE 
75 216.30

LOCAL AMOUNT 
2,338.76

75

75

75

75

75

75

216.30

216.30

216.30

216.30

216.30

216.30

5,449.64

37.50

90.00

137.70

S/T NO. FURI 
7000-1022 8103

THIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARRED "D" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED 
BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983

MCRh
PAGE IN= =

0"7/-'9 n 

S.DATE ITEM 
301209 310011

801209 310020

801209 310041

801209 310043

301209 310090

301209 310090

301209 310090

4,608.35 7000-1022 8103 

265.00 7000-1022 8103 

7000-1022 8103 

7000-1022 8103 

7000-1022 8103 

7000-1022 8103

** NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY **
KORH 83/03/24 09:23 DS01 
PAGE IN: = PAGE 2

#** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) ***
0329 IBARAKI-M 0063B(0063B) SEE(SEE) PORT: NEWPORT NSC7032)

S.DATE ITEM Y E N CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT S/T NO. FURI 
ITEM TOTAL

310: 2,807,023

2,807,023

HORH 
PAGE

83/03/24
IN: = 

*** DISBURSEMENT 
0329 IBARAKI-M GQ63B(0063B>

S.DATE
SO 121

30121

30121

80121

S0 121

ITEM

PORT

1

1

1

4

1

ITEM
310020

310090

310090

31 0090

310090

YEN
360,

ff

4,

13,

40,

410

812

326

519

600

CCY.
75

75

75

75

75

09:23

DETAIL (ACTUAL) *** 
SBE(SBE) PORT: NORFOLK
EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT
216

216

216

216

216

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

1 ,666

13

20

62

1S7

.25

.00

.00

.50

.70

DS01 
PAGE

(7050)
S/T NO.
7000-1022

7000-1022

7000-1022

7000-1022

7000-1022

1

FURI
SI 03

8103

8103

8103

8103

TGTAL
310:

TOTAL.

421 .,

421,

667

667

254.



THIS IS THE ANNEXUKE MARKED "E" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED 
BEFORE ME CN 14TH MAY, 1983:

HORH 83/03/24 09:25
PAGE IN: = -->***+* PAGE

*»* DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) ***
0329 IBARAKI-M G063B(0063B) 8BE(8BE) PORT: WAKAYAMA-N(031 0)

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

S.DATE ITEM 
310201 310011

810201 310012

810201 310020

S10201 310030

810201 310041

810201 310690

ITEM TOTAL 
310:

YEN 
1 ,401 ,300

126,280

554,441

3,096,850

192,850

96,700

CCY. 
00

00

00

00

00

00

EX-RATE 
1 . 0©

1 .00

1 .00

1 .0©

1 .0©

\ .©0

LOCAL AMOUNT S/T NO. FURI
0 0321-0006 8104 No.11

Affidavit
0 0321-0006 8104 of Hirofumi 

, Ogata
0321-0006 8104 l4th MaY 

1983
0321-0006 8104

(continued)
0321-0006 8104

0 

0 

© 

0 0321-0006 8104

:,468,421

NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY 
83/03/24 ©9:25HORK 83/03/24 ©9:25 - DS01

PAGE IN: = ' PAGE
*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) ***

0329 IBARAKI-M 0063B(0063B) 3BEC8BE) PORT: UAKAYAMA-N(031 0)
S.DATE ITEM YEN CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT S/T NO.

PORT TOTAL; 5,468,421

83/03/24 ©9:26H'ORH
PAGE IN:'=

*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) #** 
0329 IBARAKI-M 0063B(0063B) SEE(SEE) PORT: KASHIMA

S.DATE ITEM 
810204 310011

810204 310012 

310204 31002© 

810204 310030 

810204 310041 

810204 310071 

S10204 310090

Y
1 ,

1 ,

E N 
401 ,

126,

667,

513,

113,

41 ,

55,

300

280

124

600

290

250

540

CCY. 
00

00

00

00

00

00

00

EX-RATE 
1 .0©

1

1

1

• 1

1

1

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

LOCAL AMOUNTi - °
0

0

0

0

0

0

DS01 
PAGE

FURI

1

(0152)
S/T NO. FURI 

0152-0012 8103

0152-0012 Si'03 

0152-0012 8103 

0152-0012 8103 

0152-0012 8103 

0152-0012 8103 

0152-0012 8103

** NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY *$ 
HCRH 83/03/24 ©9:26 
PAGE-IN: =

*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) ***
©329 IBARAKI-M 0063B(0063B) 8BE(8BE) PORT: KASHIMA 

S.DATE ITEM Y E N CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT 
ITEM TOTAL

310: 3,923,384

PORT TOTAL: 3,923,384

DS01 
PAGE 2

(0152)
S/T NO. FURI

255.



Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued-)

MITSUI o. s. K. LINES bTD.

LAYDAYS STATEMENT

klAY 211981

Date: 19

KKX
IBARAK1 VAF.U Voy.Ko.65-B Port

Charter Party dated: 1st October, I960 
Between JJBK S3K S3K v-arubeni 
J.A"*'-'- Kitsui O.S.E. Lines, Ltd. 
[Cargo: Coal 
Rate of Loading (Discharge) as per Charter Parry

: Kewport Sews, Rorfolk/Sakayaint
Eashina 

As Charterers 
As Owners
Quantity: 89,14-2.521 L/T 

tons per das
Laytime Allowed: n Davs 
Arrived: ."••• 
Berthed: -
Notice-pf.Readiness Tendered: 
Notice of Readiness Accepted: 
Laytime Commenced: 
Commenced Loading 
Completed Loading 
Laytime Expired:

Hours OP Minutes

09:40 21st Oct., I960
19:4-5 7th Dec.,
C9:4O 21st Oct.,
09':4O " " "
15:00 " n ' M
00:50 8th Dec., " 
05:10 llth " 
15:CO 2Sth Oct.,

THI3 IS THE ANNEXUKE MAIKED "F" 
Wii'ERWiU TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT 
OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE >E 
ON 14TH WRY, I 1983:

Date

1980
Oct.
21st

22nd
25rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28tb
29th (3
Nov.

.".—•: -1st ('£
z'-~:- —•'**"•*' 'j* T. -^
^'"Deo* *~-

" • v .. ' ' ' '

/i-)j.st(l
'^9\7th-
^•"8th ?
S:'9th'-

10th
llth

Day of 
Week Description

1

.
Tue. U/K Tendered L Accepted O9:40

LaytiEe comaienced 15:00
Ifed.
Thu.
2ti.
Sat.
Sun.
jLOJQ •

Tue. Lay-tine Expired 15:00
ed.)-Mst(Fri.)

•
at.)-; Oth (Sun.)

on.)-6tb(3at.)
'Sun.
Kon.
0?ue.
Wed.

Shifting tine 1645-194.5

Laytime 
Allowed 
D.H.M.

Used 
D.RM.

C-ll-CC 0-11-00
1-OO-OC
1-00-00
1-00-00
1-00-00
1-00-00
1-00-00
0-15-00

1-CO-OC
1-OC-OO
1-00-00
1-00-00
1-00-00
1-00-00
1-00-00

O-OO-CO 5-00-00

All Laytime 
Saved 
Lost 

D.H.M.

0-00-00
0-00-00
0-00-GO
0-00-00
c-cc-oo
0-00-00
O-OO-CO
G-ll-CO
5-OO-CO

!

o-oo-oo i 50-00-00'
1
jo-oc-oo 6-OO-00

O-OO-CO 0-21-00
0-OO-CC 1-CC-OO

! 0-00-00 1-OC-OO
0-00-00 1-00-00

Tna. iLoacing ccipleted 05:10 c-oc-oo ; 0-05-10
: i

i
Total

1-1 r\r* f^- ' rp •» ~* 1 ^

50-00-00

6-00-00
0-21-00
1-OC-OO
1-00-00

' 1-00-00
0-05-10s

.fi2..3-x_io
Demurrage or Despatch Money 
Time: days hours 
Amount: @ per day 
(© ex. ) Total:

minutes ( days)

256.



Date: 1.9

M.S.

Charter Party dated: 1st October, 19&0

Between v£Jr 5^ SBK Earubeni
And Kitsui C.3.K. Lines, Ltd.
Cargo: Coal
Rate of Loading (Discharge) as per Charter Party

laytime Allowed: >j Days nrt Hours__

Arrived: •
Berthed: .
Notice of Readiness Tendered:

-Notice.of Readiness Accepted:

laytime Commenced:

LAYDAYS STATEMENT part 1

In the 
Port:Eewport News/Wakayana, .Kashiae Supreme— B

Horfolk 
As Charterers 
As Owners

Quantity: 89,142.521 L/T 
tons per <

. Minutes

21:00 29th Jan. , 1981 THIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "G" 

08:00 JOth " " KBtKKHEU TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF 

_ -- 2Cth " 
Oo".0o JOth " 
2lloO 29th "

H. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 
- 14TH MA1'' 1983:

Completed £5^ (Discharge): Q1 .^5 4th Feb>>. „ 

Laytime Expired:' 13:00 28tb Oct., 1980-

Court of 
New South 
Wales___

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

.(continued)

Date

1981
r.-akayai
Jan.
29th

JCth
51st
Feb.
1st

i
: Kashimi

2nd 

5rd
4th

1

Day of 
Week

1GL

Thu.

Fri.
Sat.

Sun. 

i
Kon. 

lue.

Description

Sewport'Eews, Norfolk

'
Arrived & laytine cormenced 

21:00
Shifting time 07CO-080O

Discharging completed 06:00 

.
Arrived & laytine comcenced 

12:45

aTed. i Discliargiag completed ' Ol :45
'

•

Total

Laytime 
Allowed 
D.H.M.

7-00-00

C-CO-CO

O-CO-00
C-CC-CO

0-00-00

0-00-00
c-oo-oo
c-oo-co

n r* ~* r\

Laytime 
Used 

D.H.M.

50-15-10

. 0-05-00
0-25-00
1-00-00

!
C-CS-OO

. 
. 0-11-15

1-CC-OO

0-01-45
•

All Laytime 
Saved 
Lost 

D.H.M.

45-15-10

C-05-00
0-25-00
1-00-00

C-05-00

. 0-11-15 
1-CC-OO
0-01-45

.

,.,. ,^ ,„ ! ,. t-l -,« ~ ~

Demurrage or Despatch Money 

Time: y<fiyP:xxxxK(5rs minutes ( days) 

Amount: 4gf 10 per day 1C 47.42561 

(@ ex. £16v 000. Total:
Charterers: US5758,777-76 Owners:

T ;,'

257.



Part 1
In the
Supreme
Court of
New South
Wales

No. 11
Affidavit
of Hirofumi
Ogata ®
14th May 1983 *!

(continued)
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THIS IS THE ANNEXURE "I" REFERRED -TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED 

BEFORE ME ON Tf^'^TH MAY, 1£83.: 1
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No.11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

259.



THIS AND THE PDLDOWING EIQIT (8) PAGES IS ME ANNEXURE ————, , "J" REFERRED TO IN THE ArTIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRtiED BEFORE v

QJJ lf

UWBEHT IC.OTIIES3
tlilPDM " . i U.".IT£3.

U'.'l'/ I i:0','j£.
«wo;. .".' .Tiiur,

LOIIGCi; i32.\ 2LDApproueJ by llie Neui York Produce Exc'iante
"13 — Ancnd«(l Ociober X0(h, 1921; Aueuil 6fti ( IIOli October 3rd, 19-14

grain capacity 
Including hatches

1 GHitfl ^,^rj^ m^.nd^«o.r.7.f'ij/.'^;;;fU&^^^^
^'or..?.J.hJ.?.'.?.u.....tons tross riil.ur.'.'djfiSAW.0"?!':.'tons net reghlir, bavlot enclnes ol.....................Indicated horse power6 sod with hull, machinery end equipment In . thorouibly efficient et.le, end clai jUlwulAdSUi7________mblc-tetltah-

d.,!*.!*. ........
i/. aod about.15 knots in 

ballast/14 knots 
laden

7 deadweight cnp.clty (cargo .od bunken, Including Iresh water sod store, not exceedlol/uliu'nuiTu'in lintrfiuTun'u/'sliTj/'ii dniliielLlii'isvsUlj,i allowloi a minimum of filly ton.) on a draft otA?.'.?.2.?.!-!.1!!?.1:?.6.?.!.-*- on..,.......Summer Ire.bo.rd. Inclualvs of permanent bonken,S which are ol the capacity or about.....................................loin of luel, and upible ol sli.mml. l.llj l.ilsn. ueder lood weslber

maximum 1,5C
10 conditions sbout.V.......»WMI on a consumption ol about..7fl.PieKriC,tons .1 t..i yn.ii ss.i ii»» ...». luel ni-f BRI>IIIMI u.uu un,11 oow F.^AP.S. .swf. .e.xp.?.e.?.e.^. xf&fy.. ,u.?.d.e .r.. .C.'.'M. SteF.e.?.r.. E?.W.. ?K rAy. #*.??.h A . ,1.??fi.............................12 ...............!!!..^.aod.ii)>frjr.v\<U;(.^ ol th. City or....ifi n rfP n.................., Th.t tbe ..Id Owoen .pee to let, end the s.ld Charterer. .ere* to blra llie said vessel, from tbs lime or delivery, for
19 
1<

wllbln heiow menllonrd tredlnj limits.
16 CbBrtere'ra'to'bBve'llberiy'tV eublet 'the' Vessel' lor'all'or'any'part oYtbi'tla. eov.red'by this Charier, bul Charterers renminliig responsible foi
17 tbe fulfillment of thb Cbarter Parly.
11 Vessel to b. placed at the disposal of the Cb.rteren, .t..P.O..d.«Ppin8..}?.?.t..P.4F.»?.r. d..P.1.iP.?..'F..?..P.t!?1 .t:.. J.a P.B !'.i.............
21 »l- Uli.im.iiiiiii.il Ji.ii<iiil««»i«lril»«lsrwhii»l-»i^.li.ii« h»i»«»-avalliilila.|ime.l»-«oiml'.s-iinivl<le<U«l' I" elai»«-»l»v*. Ve»22 f.-:t.lv in rtfL-eivu Ciirifo will! rlL'an.sweiil hpl.blnftd llghl, slituneh. strong and In livery wny filled lor Ue/ai;rvjr.K..liiiiUii:.jri
'I I .^.,1'.,., l..nl|H ^.illiliiiTTfr.!^..! .;l..^[p p»ivaf-.j[|7 .flflj ..[MM..!!..! mini il..nl/..y l.^ili.., lln.ft .llhlir pnulhEjmllldmiL.Ul JUILIlll Ui. Uu>

VeMfl on her deli ^ 'iilU.t'i'J.ilt.-MlU'Jll.J-llILlfund with f II cuinpleineul ol ollicers, icsmen. unifim-crl nnd firemen for a vesaei of ber tonnage), lo lie tin|.loyv,l, in eiirryjni Uwlul iiitrelisn.!i?ti!!!iiS2Ji-£Si^r.s

maximum vise 
1,500 second 
plus 0.5 met 
cons of dies 
oil. See Cla 
29.______

or in Owners 
option prior 
arrival DC 1 
port or port

——.), In such lawlul lisdel, bclwejn sule pull and/or Iwruu.. i/oi-<i«r^^«,^«,-w»H/«»-0.«W»«"-»~r-«'Vw-«''''-' 1-*
ndrir-^iVoe;ni«e!ry»Viie1ii'ito^j, within'liTs tituce barrancy .Llmlti, excluding Nigeria,..North Korea,Formosa.,yLi!tii<>roilr i>i l.'<',,.......,,

'-••••••"•'-••'•••"'•'•'^^jj^'^Jji^
.]\)...f>].^.........36 ae th. Charterer, or their Alenl. ahall direct, on the rollowini; conditional36 1. That tbe Ownen ahull provide and pay lor .11 uroviiiona, wage, aod conaular eblpplol aod diademing feu* of tlm Crew,; felmll iny for the

2? Iniurane. ol th> vaaiel, alio lor .1! tlu «blo, deck, oupno-room >od other neenury etorei, Includlor boiler watur •;»! niuinuiu lici cl.u en. I kcrp

36

logs, lumbe: 
sulphur,sal! 
livestock 
potash,aspht 
in bulk,pier, 
in bulk,wet

whiltc on-ni:

	hides,fishnu
el insur.ne. 01 in. vessel, niso lor an uiu coum, OBCK, vn|iine*iuuiu -uu wmcr i.ecea.niT .IWIGI, inbivwup m.,,.. ."»'*' •—' «•—..»••. ••*• ...«-• ..... .*.,. .arms, Smtnunl t
1» IK,. „.,...! I. . H,n,«i, rlil,, .ni..l..ni ...I. IT: h,,ll mn rlim.,v .nil tni.lninnnr lur «nl[ during Ihe service (whether CunipulSOry Or HOC) '

. M ? Thiniiha Charterers shall urovldo and puy lur alllho luol eiecpt as Olhcrwlso alrniii;! Port Chareei. l'iU>ie>. AL-'i-nes. Cfnimisslinis. acid.explosl
-rr-TJU Consu ur Charees (except those rmruiniiiL' to tb. Crow), and all other usual expenses sxctpt those before ainit-d. 1.01 when il»< vesstl pui. into
?*J 41 . port lor causes for which vml Is respon.llile, ihen ah svth ckartaa l.corml .ball bo pah) by Iho Owmrs. Pumlewions o-.l.r«,l lunuse or

41> illneu ol th. crew to to lor Owners .ceounL Fumlt.liiiiis erdeied because ol carton carried or port. vMl«l while vessel is employed under this
.3 ch.rur lo be lor Chartonn account. All other limitation, u bo lor Cbanonn account alter vessel has bean on cUrler lur a cimiinuous ueriod<6 Cherlerers are to provide Mswary dunnses and shllllnj boards, aho aay aim (lUlnn reoulslls lor . .pMh.1 H..U or uiusual .eario, but
./; AWM.M IB •!!••> ik«M> il.. MM *l »«y «lwwH*K. »n»! .v>li%l.,K v.«-iila ^le.oy .liiNUil vessel. Cnartcren to tl.v. the privilege of us.'!., shiltiiiu bourji
47 lor duAn.ee. they maklnc Huod aoy damala thereto. 

' •
4S S. fun Hill Cluituniu, «n>re-puiL ul UulrmrTrnsa-lhe-Owueis, at llie p.is ul le d«liv»rr;-»«.ll-s-ln"wv«r-en<lTi.)-'°^sll •"

4. That the Cbarterere ehall pay lor the us. and hire of tbe ..Id Vessel .t th. ral. of. ,t3 ,89..(f.l)r.e>e..tl QU'.r.*. .'Ad.nlne.t.y... S.)........,........................ Unlud Slales Currency per too on vessel', totsl deadweight carrying capscity. Including hunken sod
n dropping last I 66 wear and le.r eicepud, to llie Owners (unless losl :f Range Including Denmark, if IDenmark is sole • 
or last discharge 
port then re- 
delivery to be 
on passing Skaw 

I Westbound,_____

as per Clause 5|63 ^stores, QD.........................summer Irecbo.rd, per Calendar Month, commenciaB on and from the day ol her delivery) as sforesaid, and at
'64 and alter tbe eame rate (or any part o( a nioothi liire to coatlnu. until th. hour ol tb. d.y ol ber n-d.llvery lo lik. KOnd order .nd c-Hidilloninnlinary n (unless losl) e*jflV.t;Vflrd..P.U.Qt..a.t;.fi. Aaf.e;. jpjt..(;flnXtneai;«.Qt.l?r.Alt.«fy](aml)u.rg..."	I 1° I ..nl... otherwleemutually .creed h Ch.rteura are to five Owoers t^l ln..i UIMII. .............0*y.

67 ooliee ol vesselsT.TTi.ml ilul. w> rt-.ldiv.ry, end ninUl.l. pest, as fTer Cliuse 'i'i See Clause 53 /6B 6. Payment ol eiid hire to bi nude In New York lo cash In United States CurrencyTwiw-moolbly lo idvancr. snd for the last UU monlli or
69 p.rt of ..me the .pproximnte amount ol hire, .ad should earn, not cover tbe .dual lime, biro is to b. paid (or the balance day hy day. as ft becomes
60 due. If so required by Owoers, unless bank tfuerantee or deposit is made by the Charterers, otherwise rallioK the punelusl and rtwiUr I'syment or ths
61 bire, or bank euBranleu, or on any breach of Ihis Cbarter Party, tbejpwners shall be at liberty -to-lriUK!ra*-iha-vnoei Iron the eerviee oT the Char'
62 terer^-yithiiiu prejudice-ia;-a*y-«tafe> tttor (tbo Owaora) teay'iitlMrwiaa bav. OB. tb. Cbarttron. Bijois S. s.upt liem 7 M.m. .n *h. weflmiy iliiy
ii l.ll..i.t II..I asi.'lii.li ...ill.. ..nlee el s~di.e.. baa Is., lliian Ini Chsrl.iere OS their > Deals hslsiu < p rn , Iml II ,..|iii,.,l by CI..H...,.., ih.y66 Coib lor vnad'a ordinary dieburwmeot. at any port may bo advanced «e rtqulrtd by th. Captain, by tbt Chertei
6« u IH% commlaaloi and aueb .dv.ocei ehall b« deducted Iroro the hire. The Cb.rteren. bow.r.r. .boll lo DO way be re67 ol ouch advancn.Cl 6. That the rario or canma be laden end/or dleeberfod ID any dock or at any wbarl or plan the! Charterer, or
6) direct, provided the vmol can aaloly ll< alwaya adnt at aoy Uon ol Ude, ——r- -• —i. ri— -•— ••:- --.—-,. .- --;i- r ,1.

ren or their Atren!.. auhjret inponaiblff fur th. .piiliculion

Tl--- — 7, Tern* -Wto »*io1t-mch of"ttloVliseri"7Iold", DecksWnd usual places of loading (oot more than ahe can ressonulily stow und enrry) nlso
72 aecommodotlons lor Superenreo, II carried, ehall be at th. Chnrlerera' disposal, reserving only proper and .uflioienl sp.m> for Ship's oirieiTs, crew,
73 tockle, .pparcl, furniture, provisioos, stored and fu.l. r'l.--,..^.- i.-..- ,!.„ j..;..;i» (p .1 |. f .... | .. |j T -. -- .... ... - Tr1-11—'nijnj j|[ L —fjluiu'uiii

I equipment P
t and dischargeT

74 T" 
16 4rr

, appa
: 1?

.^B. Thai thu Cnptain ahull prosecul. bis voynees with the utmost despatch, end ahall render all euatomary nssistsnce willi shiii's crew and 
s.\The Captain (nlthouitli^ npuolnl.d byt the Owners), shall be under the order^ and dlreclluns ^th^ Chnrt.rvis ni rcKnnls| tniftluymcnl and-_. — .. -- -.r eapciiiie uoder tbe aupervision of the Captain, K-l'o a lu >ii:n I ilN of Lnilin^ for.VioTbrTtlly Clerk'e receipts. Charterers, their Sub-Charterers or ,\i;enc$—-—.

caryo ni jiroienleil, in conform!!)

This pnymenc also 
to cover chargea 
Cor radio mess 
ages and telegrams 
sent for Charter- ers purpoge

M_____a. Thnt » Ihe ChnrleMia shall hnve renson lo be dlisalislied with the conduct of the Cnpteln, Officers, or Bneinecrs, Ibe Owners slisll 01 
61 teeeivniK iii.riiciih.rs ol Uic complmot, lovesliunla Hid same, and, dl^i»my, makn . ehnnco In.Ihe ippolntment..
02 in. 'flint llie ChHnsrers shHll h.v. pfrmisslon. to nppolnt a Supercargo, who shall accompany the vesaei and see that voynuis are proseculei 
«J arflh lly minim ilMnalcli. Jli> I. In l.e furnished wllh Ireo sccni— --•-••- --• • i .................
W-K.g-m.~e ii« il.y. uwn.rs to yielunl Hlois and Cu.ioms C 85 Ulurhs. Stevi'tlore s l-orrrmnn. etc., Chnrirnrrs paymK/si Ilia sut

C.plaln shtrHmp . full . trren, their A|enu 
eumptlon or (uel.

lull amLjcontct Log o(-the voyage or or Supercario, whan faojulrod, with a

, , ll accompany the vessel aij with (rpo aceommnrintlon nnil nnmi. fare ns provided lor CoptLia'L* l.ihk1 , ClwrU-n n iinyniK nl the Oillcvrs, and inno. wnuli HUlliurlsed by Charterer, ur dieir A^uuu, *u «iviuul THIU I. |..r MIII.I, lor all .uch vieluallini;./ ' uninwun nil re^ulsiU ldslrudion»°iod l.llilm lime lo linii- with nil ret|iilsiU Idslruclionii and sslling direction!, in wrilli.f, and Ihs oysees, which sre lo he pnlent to (he Chsrlerers or their Agents, snd rurnish the Char.-the couu. n.l tbe vecsel and dlitsoce run and [iie coo-12. That Uu Captain shall use dlll|eoea In earlai lor t II. tlhecario.

. S, 2350 -lumptum 
er port of call

r missing
101 tbereol. and all eslra e<fien»s sliall he dedueted from the hire. v. nnnn nn j -..-...... ... -....,....,.
Hi' — It That •|».nl l l ilif V.—.1.1 \:f Iml amin.vj.1.1 in advance and not earned (reekonine Ironijuia J»le cl loss or belnc last licsrd oil shall In
lid relumed 10 tin Cbartowa «t uiicc. Tim net ol Ood, enemies, fire, restraint ol Princes, llulers nnd People, and all dnnrors imcl accidonu ol ih. S...
10; ltl.en.Macliin.ry. Uulltr. .ml Sirnm Nnvltalion, nnd errors of Nnvienllon throuthout this Ch.il.r Party, aknyi m ituollj «", 3 '
S n,......T;:"'?.'.i,!:'.'r!'!1' '•"* to ••"*"" or " lllui""ll0"' u lo«•""'• b<t™«| . i«"»'««»"">•"•'••«•.»»t»-loyiat. \« th,y in l.nncJ'

106 purpose of saving life null properly. 
/ •—•——-—•—-.107 17. Tbnt sliould any dispute .rise between Ownen and the Chartcrcn, Ihe matter In dispute sball be relerreil lo three pir"..'.l..fTCTTTl.

08 one lo be sppomied uy eucli ol tbe parties hereto, and the third by llie two so cnoscni their decision or Hint of uny two ol lliem. sh'nll Us linn! noil lor
109 th. purpose of enforcing nny nwanl, Ihis nifreomont mny be moile n rule ol Ihe Court. The Arbltralon shall be commercial men
11° IB. Thul llie Uwners slmll have a lien upon ill! cargoes, and all aiili-lrclKhls lor any amounls due under ihis Clinrler, Including Generul Aver*
111 SEe contrlbulions, nnd llie Charterers 10 have a lien ou Ihe Ship for all monlRS »uid in ndvunce and nol earned, anil any overpaid hire or axccas
112 d>pnit to lie relumed .t once. Charterers will not suffer, nor permit to bo continued, any lien or eocumbr.nc. Incurred hy ihem ur iheir menu which
113 might have priority over the lille nnd Interest of th. ownen In the vessel. 

«««">. wmcn
114 10. That all derelicts nnd sulvnge sholl be for Owners' and Charterers' enusl benefit arter deducting Owners' and Chnrlerers' expenses and

.116 Crewjiiproponli.ii titinral Avorain shall be adjusted, slated nnd sillied, iccording to h»liii I I.. l>i' liiUiwMsiaUato-airtlitlialll. IMI^u" I'tll

i^uit-iaJiuUi^|«li«yiid^^

nuclear mace 
calcium cart 
injurious ar

inflammablt: 
cargo, ammor.iTTttrate;r»''- 
active pro*.- 
and waste, ec 
motor blockf 
turnings, Ire 
ore concentr 
included sub 
Co Master's 
approval pro 
always fulfi 
appropraite 
local/lncer- 
naCional 
regulations. 
Iron ore pel 
included sub 
Master's app 
and provided 
is carried ii 
hold.

(See Clause -

are autnorist 
to sign and 
issue Bills c 
Lading on bel 
of Captain as 
presented In 
conformity wl 
Mace's Tally 
dark's or ot 
form of recei 
customary in 
the trade pro- 
ded In conforr 
with terms of 
this Charter 
Party and flii; 
of Lading 90 
signed to bea: 
clear referenc 
to this Charts 
Farcy. Charter 
era shall 
indemnify Owne 
against all 
consequences

.260.



cover charges 
.- radio mess- 
>s and telegrams
nt for Charter- 
3 purposes,

S.SJiU iumpsum 
r port of call

herwise

974, in London ~~

and clauses 49, ~ 
51 and 52

f.2,500 (two 
thousand five 
hundred dollars) 
per calendar 
month

acts of pilots
and tugboats

._«» " 0. Tli.il if tin Charterers' shall have reason to be dljsailslleo. with the comlucl 41 Ull LlWOmmimmmmi^^^^^lllmHIBmmimBmmm^am

SI receiving inmiciiuirs oi the compliunt, investigmit tne same, and, illnnnivmrit, niakn a changn in the appolntmeute. I 

82 II). 'I'liitt lliu Ctmrlerers slinll have permission to appoint n Superenrgn, who shall accompany the vessel and see that voyaws are prosecuted I 

fl.1 with tin- lilmpV tl''<|inlcli. /In i* to l'« (lirniaheil wll.h free accommnrtBtl'ili. unit *iun» fare as |>rovlried lor Captuia'^ i.iulu, CliftrU-n n puyinn Bl the 

5-BT— ijL-5-Erii—.e i«r iliv, uwnurs to vKiuul films und Cu.iorai. Oilkers. mid uuo. waui BUtliuriud by Charterers or am, A,,/UL.. ,u .UM...; full. \

87 Captain ahall keep a lull Bnd correct Log ol the voyage or voyages, which are to he patent to the Charterers or their Agents, and furnish the Char- 

88 tt'rcrs, their Agents or Suuercsrgo, when required, with a true copy of daily tags, showing the courss nf the vessel and distance run and Die eon- 

80 sumption ol luel.

91 13, TBB! >ha £l...u.i.~ ahall limi. Ilie n|ili«ii el sentliiuin; l.lils-aliarlin Ins a further, period-al ,

82 .............................................. |. .on . JiiM t . t.j,™fl . s oflTM F. . t T inl ..........................
93 .. [:::l. f ...ill... ..,.,;... H......I 1 . IL. fl.......!.. IL.i. I,.—— !. .l.y. ,.....!.... .__.!.. -.^j.'.,^ f| ^ . fi^ „-„,-,] .„„ ff __;. | I-|ju | J^tjt..

94 . M. That 1C teiiuiredjjy Charterers, tlme'DOt to commence belore.. 3^.0.3. .?ftbrj.|a.r.yj.,X9^,Q.. ................. ,. and should vessel 

96 n\l\li£^&Xlfty^^
Of, th.*ir AjenLa In linvu ill* o|>lion at eaneellincf thia Chnrttr at my tim* not Inter th.n t>.) rUy nf v"11t1't rn-.rfin.waCg C 1 3U fj t* ^ 5<f .33 flVUl JIM

UH irouuunic, iicu'Wiuii tiy nvnfiiiji' iicciilunla 16 ship or cnruo, UryaociuiiK lor Uiu purpose of exuii.iaa.ioi. or pumtinf Ijoilom, or liy nny oilier cause 

99 privinliiK Hit- full working n( Uie vessel, Uio payment of liirs ihnli cense lor Lho Lime thtreliy loit; and tt itpoo the voynnt UK •|>vttl ht rodutc'1 by

101 thereof, and nil extra ex.ienscs Him,, ba ileilucted from the bin. v nnnn np j

luJ retunicii to Uie Clinrn-rurs at once. 'Ilia net of God. eneroici, fire, rrslrnint ot Princes, Iluleri nnd People, urnl nil ilnn|;en nnd n center. Is ot the Sen, 

10'. Ulveri, MncKinery, JJ'iUariLaiii, Sicnni Navlcntlon. nad error) ol NiwlKntlon UiroURhout this Charter Parly, nlwnyi mutunlly encrjiU'iL 

106 The vesael nlinll hnvc the llberty-to salt will, or without pilots, to tow and to be towed, to nuist veuets in JlalrtM, inri to deviate (or the 

106 purpose ot BBvinit lite unit property. 
< v in Lmidon / 

107 17. That ino.iM any tlinputo arise between Ownera and the Charterers, the mailer TrTTJisDutB ibnU be referrerf to lliree persi-niil ir^f^f^t, 

108 oca to be appointed by ci.clv of the pnrties hereto, and the third by tlio two no chosen; their decision or that ol uny two ol them, shall lie Unnl, and for 

109 th« purpose of enfarcing any nwurtt, this niirecmont mny be mnde a rule ol the Court, The Arbitrators shall he eommurdnl men. 

110 1H. That the Owners slinll have n lien upon nil cargoes, anil all anlt-frfi«lita for eny amounb du* under this Chnrier, Ineludinir General Avir- 

1U (Re contributions, niul the Chnrtcrers to liuve a lien on the Ship lor nil monies pnid in ncivui.ce tnd not enrnetl, sn<l any overpaid hire or e*«u 

112 deposit to be returned at once. Clmrierers will not sutler, nor permit to ba continued, any lien or eocumbrann Incurred hy them or their agents, which 

111 miuht hnvc priority aver the title nntj interest of the owners In the vetwel. 

114 ID. That all dorclicls untl sulvncc shall ba for Owners' and Charterers' citual benefit after deducting Owners' Hid Charterers' expenses and

121 i*r-l*+'*vf**i»¥iMt+ A**m «l.lUi^•n.w.^^.J^^l.l'ilia^laL^.lU.^.Ut-Ii^^h..^-flan

\^ '^^^^IHV,^;^

|(.See Clause Jb)|

to sign and 
issue Bills ol 
Lading on behalf 
of Captain aa 
presented in 
conformity with 
Mate's Tally 
Clerk's or other 
form of receipt 
customary in 
the trade provi 
ded in conformit 
with terms of 
this Charter 
Party and Bills 
of Lading so 
signed to bear 
clear reference 
to this Charter 
Party. Charter 
ers ahall 
indemnify Owners 
against all 
consequences
^r lUbilittiis

133 20. Fuel used by the vessel while oil hire, also [or cooklni, coadanainf water, or for irates and ilovaa to lie apeed to u l« quantity, and the 1 contribute to 

134 cost ''^'^Jlt J"_^J£^ '^J*^^^ —— L-iM^ei,..!.., n..,i,i. I,, ha duilii.l .11 a 1 General Averase

UO 22. fjwnera shail maintain the jear oi the ship u fitted, provid'lni eeer (for all cierriclia'l capable of aiiejAhni lilts' up to three toos, a so 

141 providing ropes, falls, slinks Biul blocks. If vessel Is fitted with derrick* capable ol handling heavier lilts, Owners an to provide necessary gear or 

142 same, otherwise equipment and pear for heavier lilts shall be for Charterer!' account. Ownera also to provide on the veuel lanterns and oil for 

143 night work, and vessel to itive use of electric lijlit when so fitted, but any additional Ilihta over those on board to be at Charterers' espeose. The 

144 Charterers to have the use of sny Resr on hoard the vessel. „ . , , . , .

. HQ stimuli li ri • i l t^T'ani,'«iiw>.n~'»-f»r-'^fc*t' '• -t«fU*mi™«h«« ,l«i».Mui.jiinul s,n innuii«d, Cliartersra aiTeelnil to pn/ olticera, SBuineera, winclinien.

l'» 11,1,^/1 intTS";^-^^.,^ 
HI niiii>iiii il

160 Hi; KIII. 
.... . ..,.,. . , 

}Q1 24 Iff) al>'ft^ntifua1l!.*nirrl*grt^hrtt^rrty^lfTtrte1̂ tf*tqbiclie*tuMalrHh»Hernie'enit*prBYialona*oi'^ndHill'.the esetnptiona.fmm.l'Bniiiry isr>H«m*q 

1(2 In ilm I'M! il lln n n i nl-th.-^mu-i-Wmx-.f.rire-iJ' eivabt-mli^lluy-oUMuumii IBM, anil lO.lillail "In Inl nlaui.ii n-M.nin.iini. ul lln...;.;

161 U| nlllLII IIIL U 'I III ' ' ' i " '•"--' i-.l:-, :••-•—• 1— ...... -I-.

1BO Tl.in I. ill »l lAillnr ali-'l '-I— -r'lll s-l'-ll-'.tr trl- r™"*—— •-' '"• r'—r'-g" •' "•" '• *•? °" '•' •' "•• tl-h.JJii.i.. .rr ,,,,,..l lp.il
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\ Qoth'to-Ulamc Collision Clause .

1G1 If the ship comes Into colllson with another ship us a result oHIie negligence ol tbe other amp and any act, ncmect or dclauil ot the r. 

162 Master, mariner, pilot or the servants ol the Carrier la the navigation or in the management ol the ahlp, the owners ol the toods carried . 

163 herounder will indemnity the Carrier against all loss or liability to the other or non-carrying ehlp or her owners In an lar as such loss u 

164 or liability represents loss ol, or damage to, or any claim whatsoever of the ownere of eaid goods, paid or payable by the other or noo> ij 

166 carryinj ship or her owners to the owners ol said goods and set of!, recouped or recovered Tjy the other or non-carrying ship or her 

166 owners as part ol tlieir claim against tbe carrying ahlp or carrier. 
_C 

167 26. The vessel shall not be required to enter any Ice-bound port, or any port where lights or llght-slilps have bean or are about to be wli~ 

168 drawn by reason ol Ice, or where there la risk that in the ordlnBry,.course ol things .tbe vessel will not bt able on account of lee to aalely enter tbe 

109 port or to net out altar having completed lo.dlnj or discharging.!'^ vessel ta not Co torce Ice. 

110 20. Nothing herein staled la to be construed as a demise ol th« vessel to the Time Charterers. The owners to remain reaponelble for the 

111 navlnation of the vi-ssdj Insurance, crew, and all other matten, aame aa when trading lor their own account. i,,,i., ,, , i m j .-..j , nn

172 - 27. A commi«iooof\9+j p., cent la payable by the Ve»el and Owners to Umbel L BloUieiS Sllipbtoklng Limited, Lot!

,']^ ; and _lv/. ..to..Tpkjro ̂ Shiphrokeirs^ Limited, Tok 

17s on'bl're'aarn'ed'aild'pard'under this' c'h'a'rtsr,' an'd' aU'o' VpVn' °>'n'y' 'co'n'tinuatlon' or eaUnsloo of this Cbartir.

Clauses 29 to 57 inclusive^ aj.jttache^hereto, are deemed Co be fully incorporated In e

A* f-i 0 .......

— — nr1

n'";.rr":; zzt ̂K^;,U« «^» . MiTmg|K.Li N ES, LTD.

electric light
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ADDITIONAL CLAUSES TO "IBARAKI HARD" 
Charter Party dated 28th January,1980

29. Call Sign: 

Description; 

Deadweight;

Dimensions:

Capacity: 

Speed/Consumption:

Holds/Hatches:

Hatch Sizes:

J. H. H. E. 

Gearless bulk carrier.

About 109311.28 long tons summer 
deadweight.

Summer draft: about 15.629 metres. 
Length overall: 259.82 metres. 
Beam: 39.6 metres.

4,499,277 cubic feet grain capacity 10 
including hatches.

Normal speed: about 15 knots ballast/ 
14 knots laden on 70 metric tons 
maximum viscosity 1,500 seconds plus 
0.5 metric tons of diesel oil.

Economical speed: without guarantee
about 13.5 knots ballast/12.5 knots
laden on 53 metric tons maximum
viscosity 1,500 seconds plus 2 metric
tons of diesel oil. 20
The Charterers have the option to
steam at normal or economical speed.

Nine holds and nine hatches. 
Hydraulic hatch covers, (side rolling)

No. 1 12.48 metres by 15.48 metres. 

No. 2 13.57 metres by 17.2 metres. 

Nos. 3/9 13.44 by 17.2 metres. 

None.

30.

Tons per centimetre 91.25 metric tons on summer draft•;.'..Whilst .vessel, is 

navigating in ballast Owners' option use No. 5 as ballast tank. 30

Bunkers on delivery and redelivery to be a quantity consistent with 

a voyage Ensted/Hampton Roads at current prices prevailing at ports 
of delivery and redelivery (or at last discharge port if redelivery 

is on passing Skaw) at time of delivery/redelivery respectively. 

In case of redelivery Skaw Owners have option to receive only 

bunker quantity sufficient to reach Flushing after Charterers 

quotation of estimated bunker price at last discharge port.

Continued.
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Charter Party dated 28th January, 1980. In the
Supreme 
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Continued....../ Page Two. New South
—————— 

Wales

31. The vessel is guaranteed suitable for grab discharge.
 No cargo to No. 11

be loaded in or on top of deep tanks, nor in tweendec
ks, nor in Affidavit

bridge space, nor in any other place not suitable for
 discharge by °f Hirofumi

means of mechanical grabs. Nevertheless, should any cargo be loaded T4fh M

by the vessel in places not accessible to grabs, any 
time and/or .. _ * 

despatch money so lost and all extra expenses over an
d above the normal

10 grab discharge at port of destination to be for Owner
s' account. , . . ,,

32. Charterers are not to be responsible for stevedore or
 any other damage 

to the vessel unless such claim is reported in writin
g to Charterers 

Agents at the respective port during port of call at 
which subject 

damage occurred. If this is impossible owing to damage not being 

apparent until completion of discharge. Any such claim to be 

reported in writing to Charterers immediately.

33. Owners guarantee that the minimum terms and condition
s of the

staff and crew of the vessel both prior to delivery a
nd for the 

duration of the charter will remain in accordance wit
h the 

20 current I.T.F. requirement or with a Bona Fide Trade 
Union

Agreement remaining acceptable to the I.T.F. In the event of 

boycott and/or discrimination of any kind whatsoever,
 resulting 

from the terms and conditions of the employment of th
e crew 

restricting or hindering the loading/discharging and/
or the 

service she is required to perform, all time thereby 
lost and 

the loss of any extra fuel consumed and all extra exp
enses shall 

be for Owners' account.

34. Prior to delivery and redelivery the parties shall ap
point surveyors 

30 for their respective accounts, who shall conduct join
t on - and off - 

hire surveys. A single report shall be prepared and signed by both 

surveyors without prejudice to either one's right to 
file a 

separate report setting forth items on which he canno
t agree. If 

either party fails to have a surveyor attend the surv
ey and sign 

the joint survey report, that party shall nevertheles
s be bound 

for all purposes by the findings in any report prepar
ed by the other 

party.'

35. The vessel to provide valid fumigation and deratisati
on certificate 

on delivery and if this does not cover the whole peri
od of the 

Charter and fumigation is necessary from any cause wh
atsoever such 

40 cost and time to be for Owners' account.

36. Charterers to redeliver vessel with holds clean/swept
, or shovelled 

clean if last cargo is coal. Charterers have the option of 

redelivering the vessel upon completion of discharge 
without 

hold cleaning in consideration of which Charterers ar
e to pay 

Owners a lumpsum of U.S. $5,000 in lieu of hold cleani
ng.

Continued.
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37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

ADDITIONAL CLAUSES TO "IBARAKI MAKU" 
Charter Party dated 28th January. 1980.

Continued...../ Page Three.

Crew to open and close hatches before, during and after stevedoring 

work, when and where required, and when permitted by shore labour • 

regulations. .

Charterers have the right to withhold from final month 1 s hire 

sufficient funds to cover bunkers on redelivery.

Should the vessel be put back whilst on voyage by reason.of an 

accident or breakdown, the hire shall be suspended from the time 10 

of her putting back until she be again in the same or equivalent 

position and the voyage resumed therefrom.

Any additional premium levied against vessel by her war risk 

Underwriters and any crew war bonus to be for Charterers' 
account.

Any taxes on cargo and/or freight to be for Charterers' account.

In the event of detention of the vessel by authorities at home or 

abroad in consequence of legal action against Owners (unless brought 

about by the act of neglect of Charterers), whereby the vessel is 

rendered unavailable for Charterers' service, the vessel shall be 20 

o f f - hire until, the service can again be resumed.

If the nation to which the vessel belongs becomes engaged in 
hostilities, hire and all other charges shall cease during the 
continuance of such hostilities if Charterers in consequence 
of such hostilities find it impossible to employ the vessel 
and in that event Owners shall have the right to employ the 

vessel on their own account.

Charterers are to give a 45 days preliminary notice mentioning the 

redelivery range. Thereafter Charterers shall give 30 and 20 days 

notice of vessel's expected date of redelivery and probable port 30 

followed by 10 days notice of approximate redelivery date and 

definite port. Charterers shall further give 7, 5 and 3 days 

notice of expected redelivery date.

If last cargo is other than coal, after arrival at the loading 

berth the suppliers or their agents consider that the vessels 

holds are not clean to receive a coal cargo then Owners shall 
carry out the necessary cleaning at their expense and the vessel 

is to be placed off hire for the time required - See Clause 57.

In the event of the outbreak of war (whether there be a
declaration of war or not) between any of the following countries: 40

Germany, Japan, U.S.A., Great Britain, France, U.S.S.R., the
Peoples Republic of China and Belgium both Owners and Charterers

shall have the right of cancelling this Charter Party.

47. Watchmen for vessel to be for Owners' 
to be for Charterers' account.

account and watchmen for cargo

Continued.
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ADDITIONAL CLAUSES TO "IBARAKI MAEU"
Charter Party dated 28th January, 1980. Part 1——————— ——————————————— ————— In the

Supreme
Continued....../ Page Four. 2ourt of—————— —————— Mew South

Vales
48. Charterers/Owners have the right to bunker the vessel for their

account concurrent with Owners/Charterers discharging operations No. 11 
respectively provided same does not interfere with discharge. Affidavit

Df Hirofumi
49. PARAMOUNT CLAUSE., Dgata

1.4th May 
L983

Charterers shall procure that all bills of lading issued under this 
Charter shall contain the following Paramount Clause:- (continued)

10 "This bill of lading shall:-

(1) in relation to the carriage of any goods from any port in Great
Britain or Northern Ireland to any other port whether in or outside 
Great Britain or Northern Ireland have effect subject to the 
provisions of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 192ft, and to the 
Rules contained in the Schedule thereto as applied by that Act 
and nothing herein contained shall be deemed a surrender by the 
Carrier of any of his rights or immunities or an increase of 
any of his responsibilities or liabilities under the said Act:

(2) in relation to the carriage of any goods from any port of shipment 
20 in territory in which legislation similar in effect to the Carriage 

of Goods by Sea Act, 1924, of the United Kingdom is in force, 
have effect subject to such legislation and to the Rules contained 
in the Schedule thereto as applied by such legislation and nothing 
herein contained shall be deemed to be a surrender by the Carrier 
of any of his rights or immunities under the said legislation or 
an increase of any of his responsibilities or liabilities under 
the said legislation and

(3) in any other case have effect as if the contract of carriage herein
contained were a contract of carriage to which the provisions of 

30 the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1924, of the United Kingdom
applied and the carrier shall be entitled to the benefit of the 
priviliges, rights and immunities conferred by the said Act and 
the rules contained in the Schedule thereto as if the same were 
herein specifically set out.

If any term of this Bill of Lading be repugnant to the provisions 
of the said Act or to the said Legislation to any extent, such 
term shall be void to that extent but no further".

50. This Charter shall be construed and the relations between the 
parties determined in accordance with the Law of England.

40 51. WAR RISKS.

(1) The Master shall not be required or bound to sign Bills of Lading 
for any blockaded port or for any port which the Master or Owners 
in his or their discretion consider dangerous or impossible to 
enter or reach.

Continued....../
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ADDITIONAL CLAUSES TO "IBARAKI MAKU" 
Charter Party dated 28th January, 1980.

Continued....../ Page Five.

If any port of loading or discharge named in this Charter or to which 
the vessel may properly be ordered pursuant to the terms of Bills of 
Lading be blockaded or

If owing to any war, hostilities, warlike operations, civil war, 1 civil 
commotions, revolutions or the operation of international law (a) entry 
to any such port of loading or of discharge or the loading or discharge 
of cargo at any such port be considered by the Master or Owners in his 10 
or their discretion dangerous or prohibited or (b) it be considered 
by the Master or Owners in his or their discretion dangerous or 
impossible for the vessel to reach any such port of loading or of 
discharge.

Charterers shall have the right to order the cargo or such part of it
as may be affected to be loaded or discharged at any other port1 of
loading or of discharge ports respectively established under the
provisions of the Charter (provided such other port is not blockaded
or that entry thereto or loading or discharging of cargo thereat is
not in the Master's or Owners' discretion dangerous or prohibited). 20
If in respect of a port of discharge no orders be received from
Charterers within 48 hours after they or their agents have received
from Owners a. request for the nomination of a substitute port,
Owners shall then be at liberty to discharge the cargo at any port
which they or the Master may in their discretion decide on (whether
within range of discharge ports established under the provisions of
the Charter or not) and such discharge shall be deemed to be due
fulfilment of the- contract or contracts of affreightment so far as
cargo so discharged is concerned. In the event of the cargo being
loaded or discharged at any such other port within the respective 30
range of loading or discharge ports established under the provisions
of the Charter, the Charter shall be read in respect of freight and
all other conditions whatsoever as if the voyage' performed were that
originally designated. However, if the vessel discharges the cargo
at a port outside the range of discharge ports established under the
provisions of the Charter, freight shall be paid as for the voyage
originally designated and all extra expenses involved in reaching
the actual port of discharge and/or discharging the cargo thereat
shall be paid by Charterers or cargo Owners. In this latter event
Owners shall have a lien on the cargo for all such extra expenses. 40

The vessel shall have liberty to comply with any directions or
recommendations as to departure, arrival, routes, ports of call, 
stoppages, destinations, zones, waters, delivery or in any otherwise 
whatsoever given by the Government or Local Authority including any 
de facto Government or Local Authority or by any person or body 
acting or purporting to act as or with the authority of any such 
Government or authority or by any committee or person having under 
the terms of the war risks insurance on the vessel the right to give 
any such directions or recommendations. If by reason of or in 
compliance with any such directions or recommendations anything is 
done or is not done, such shall not be deemed a deviation.

Continued.
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ADDITIONAL CLAUSES TO "BARAKI MAKU" 
Charter Party dated 28th January, 1980.
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If by reason of or in compliance with any such direction or 
recommendation the vessel does not proceed to the port or ports 
of discharge originally designated or to which she may have 
been ordered pursuant to the terms of the Bills of Lading, the 
vessel may proceed to any port of discharge which the Master 
or Owners in his or their discretion may decide on and then 
discharge the cargo. Such discharge shall be deemed to be due 
fulfilment of the contract or contracts of affreightment and 
Owners shall be entitled to freight as if discharge|had been 
effected at the pott or ports designated or to which the vessel 
may have been ordered pursuant to the terms of the bills of 
lading. All extra expenses involved in reaching and discharging 
the cargo at any such other port of discharge shall be paid by 
Charterers and/or Cargo Owners shall have a lien on1 the cargo 
for freight and all such expenses. '

Should adjustment of General Average be made in accordance with 
the law and practice of the U.S.A. the following provisions 
shall apply:

In the event of accident, danger, damage or disaster, before or 
after the commencement of the voyage, resulting from any cause 
whatsoever, whether due to negligence or not, for which, or for 
the consequence of which, the carrier is not responsible by 
statute, contract or otherwise, the goods, shippers, consignees 
or Owners of the goods shall contribute with the carrier in 
general average to the payment of any sacrifices, losses or 
expenses of a general average nature that may be made or 
incurred and shall pay salvage and special charges incurred 
in respect of the goods.

If a salving ship is owned or operated by the carrier, salvage 
shall be paid for as fully as if the said salving ship or ships 
belonged to strangers. Such deposit as the carrier or his 
agents may deem sufficient to cover the estimated contribution 
of the goods and any salvage and special charges thereon.shall, 
if required, be made by the goods, shippers, consignees or 
Owners of the" goods, to the carrier before delivery.

Charterers shall procure that all' Bills of Lading issued under 
this Charter shall contain a provision of the foregoing terms, 
to be applicable where adjustment of general average is made in
accordance with the laws and practise of the United States of 
America.

Payment of said hire to be made in New York in cash in United 
States currency to:-

Mitsui Bank, N.Y. Branch Account of Mitsui O.S.K. Lines Limited.
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ADDITIONAL CLAUSES TO "BARAKI MAKU" 

Charter Party dated 28th January. 1980.

Continued.
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54. Laydays/cancelling to be narrowed to a 15 day spread
 by

4th February, 1980, and further narrowed to a 7 day 
spread 

12 days prior to laydays.

55. The cancelling date for the 2nd and 3rd Timecharter 
Trips to

be deemed as a date 110 days after redelivery by Cha
rterers on 

the previous trip.

56. Owners to give Charterers 40/25/10 days approximate 
and 5 days 

definite notices of delivery for 2nd and 3rd trips.

57. With reference to hold cleaning, if Charterers decid
e to load 

a cargo other than iron ore or coal, and additional 
cleaning 

beyond clean/swept or shovel clean condition be requ
ired, then 

time and expenses for such additional cleaning shall
 be borne by 

Charterers,
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THIS. IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "K" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA 

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983: December, 1980

"IBARAKI

ADDENDUM NO. 1

With reference to Charter Party dated 28th January, 1980 (hereinafter 
referred to as the Charter Party) between Mitsui O.S.K. Line Limited as 
Owners and Shell Coal International Limited as Charterers:

IT IS HEEEBY AGREED THAT:-

With reference to Clause 55 of the Charter Party the 
cancelling date for the third and final Timecharter Trip 
shall be amended to the 10th February, 1981.

/

All other terms, conditions, exceptions and exemptions 
from liability of the Charter Party shall remain unaltered.
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MITSUI O.S.K. .[LIMITED

M'ITSUI^S.IJL Ll/^ES, LTD.
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THIS'IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "L" 
IRE ME CM 14TH MAY, 1983:

(
_AD OFFICE

IE. HATCHOBORI. CHUO-KU 
)KYO. JAPAN

ALL PIIIKCIPAL PORTS IN JAPAN
OVERSEAS OFFICES 

1AHGKOIC. SINGAPORE. KUALALUMPUR. 
SANG. CACATAH DC ORO (PHILIPPINES)

LABORATORIES 
TOKYO. OSAKA. SIKMPORE.

ORIGINAL
(Ref. KMD.MZH.OSR) 

hy

REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED

International Inspection & StlTOtylltg 

MARINE CONSULTANT
MARINE SURVEY AND CARGO INSPECTION 

RETRO-CHEMICAL SUPERINTENDING 

LIQUEFIED GAS INSPECTION 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
TANK CALIBRATION 
SAMPLING AND TESTING 
FREIGHT CONTAINER INSPECTION 

AUTHORIZED AND LICENSED INSPECTOR FOR 

DANGEROUS AND HAZARDOUS GOODS 

CARGO WEIGHING AND MEASURING

KASH1MA

NIPPON KAIJI KENTEI KYOKAI
FOUNDED IN 1913

Date: Feb. 12, 1981 
Report No. HEO 29/80

SURVEY REPORT 
("ON-HIRE")

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT we, the undersigned General Marine Surveyors, 

did, at the joint request of

Messrs. Mitsui O.S.K. Lines. Ltd., as Owner
and 

Messrs. Shell Coal International Ltd., as Time Charterer

attend on Feb. 3 & 4, 1981, aboard 10 

the M.S. "IBASAKI MARTJ" fe-5 5

Master 
Owners 
Nationality
Gross Tonnage 
Built in

Kind and Type of Vessel

Principal Dimension 
(Loa x B x D)

M. Takatani
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.
Japan
63,139.50 Tons
1972, in Japan

9 Hatch & 9 Hold Bulk Carrier 
with aft. Engine

253.90 x 39.6 x 22.4 (in meter)
20

while she was lying alongside the wharf of the Sumitomo Metal 'Industries, 

Ltd., Kashlma Steel Works, Kashima, In order to survey and report- on the 

apparent condition of her cargo compartments and adjacent area, taking into

account the effect of concerned cargo works, as well as quantity of fuel 

oil, diesel oil and fresh water remained on board at the time of "ON-HIRE", 

07:15 hrs. (JST) on Feb. 4, 1981.

- to be continued —
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THIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "M" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED
BEFORE ME ON 14th MAY, 1983: /^ /• "ffizs /

AABENRAA SKI^SAGENTUR ApS
CAABENRAA SHIPPING AGENCY LTDJ 

KILEN 29 . DK B2OO AABENRAA

CERTIFCATE OF 
RE ' DELIVERY.
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14th May 
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(continued)
Telph.: O4-B2 77 OO 
Telex: 5216O agency dk 
RO. Box: 31 
Cables: shipagency aabenra;

10

This is to certify that the Osaka m/v "Ibaraki Maru"
has been re delivered by timecharterers/BJKiSJfS ,
Messrs. Shell Coal International Ltd.
to the Owners/22LHSKKXX20iJ?SlH§, Messrs .Mitsui OSK Lines
at Skaw westbound • on 30th of March at 1500 ' hrs.
in accordance with all terms and conditions on the relevant
Time Charterparty dated: as agreed

At the time of the re delivery there remained on board:

928.15 m/tons of fueloil
127.90'm/tons of dieseloil 
62.00 m/tons of fresh water

As to the conditions of the vessel at the time of re delivery 
reference is made to the joint Off- On-Hire Survey Report issued 
by: Esbjerg Survey Association, Esbjerg Denmark

20

Remarks;

On sailing'from Ensted following'figures were estimated:

926.0 m/tons of.fueloil
127.8 m/tons of dieseloil
62.0 m/tons of fresh water

Aabenraa/Ensted, 29th March 1981.

For c*r.& or. her. 1;".
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THIS AND THE FOIiCWING PAGE IS THE ANNEXUR
E MARKED 

OF mf-pATA AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY
, 1983-

"O" REFERRED TO IN IKE AFFIDAVITA«-LUAVJ.I

HEAD OFFICE

2-CHOME.

TOKYO.

FIXTURE NOTE

CABLE ADDRESS

THCMO1.INE TOKYO

TELEX J22ZSG
AAB MOLINE
TELEPHONE

TOKYO (58*) Sill

Tokyo, 18th March, 198
OH1G1HM

Messrs. Toyo Kenka Kaisha, Ltd. 
Nichimen Co., Ltd. 
Tokyo

Dear Sirs, Per M.S. "IBABAEI MABU" Voy.No.64-B 

firmly fixed with you as follows :-

1) Name of vessel

2) Cargo & quantity

3) Loading port

4) Discharging port(s)

5) Laydays not to
commence before :

6) ETA at loading port

7) Cancelling date

8) Freight rate

9) Payment of freight :

10) Lighterage & 
stevedorage

11) Loading terms & 
conditions

moreM.S. "IBARAZI NLARU" Voy.11o.64-B

Iron Ore Fine in bulk 105,000 
or less at ship's option. „ £etric/7<tons 

Out of the loaded quantity 47,700 ME^S 

min./max. to be consigned to Kichimen .-ps|'.
 

and the balance to Toyo Menka Eaisha, Lt~3.

One safe berth, one safe port of ITouadhibou, 

Mauritania.

One or two safe port(s.) of Kashima and Wa
kayama, 

Japan.

5th April, 1981

On or about 9th April, 1981

20th April, 1981

To be decided later.

95& of freight to be prepaid upon receipt
 of 

telegraphic advice of completion of loadi
ng on 

B/L quantity and the balance is adjusted 
and 

payable upon completion of discharging on
 outturr 

quantity decided by calculation according
 to a 

sworn measurer's draft survey, both payab
le in 

cash in Tokyo in U.S. Dollars by Chartere
rs to 

Owners.
Freight to be deemed to be earned upon co

inpletior 

of loading without deduction and non-retu
rnable, 

ship and/or cargo lost or not lost.

F.I.O. and free spout trimmed to Owners. 
Lighterage, if any, to be at the risk and 

expenses of Charterers at both ends.

50,090 tons of 2,240 Ibs. , 7,nuD/SEIHC. 
Laytime at the loading port to commence , 

in ever; 

case, four (4) hours after vessel is in berth in 

turn, in every respect ready to load in f
ree 

pratique and entered at Custom's Office a
nd noti 

of readiness has been given to Seller or 
Seller 1

A—001 (&. 7. 100X500 K)

- to be continued -
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Agents, unless the loading be commen
ced earlier, 

in which case laytime shall count fr
om actual 

commencement. 
The notice may be tendered after arr

ival during

or outside official office hours, Saturdays, 

Sundays and Holidays included, wheth
er the vessel 

is in berth or not. If waiting for a berth in turn 

exceeds 48 hours, laytime to commenc
e even if 

vessel not in berth, 48 hours after 
notice of 

.10 readiness has been tendered.

For vessels nominated by Buyer, the 
following rate 

of demurrage shall be applied, and pro rata porti 

ons of a day:

(a) For the vessel presented empty f
or loading 

at Kouadhibou upto the vessel's maxi
mum 

available quantity, US$0.05 per day 
per 

deadweight long ton for aTT time los
t. 

Yto despatch money.

(b) For the vessel loaded at Kouadhibou
 less

|20 than the Vessel's maximum available qua
ntity

(i) If loaded quantity at Kouadhibou do
es

not exceed half of the vessel's deadwei
ght 

long tons, US$0.075 per day per long to
n 

loaded for all time lost. 
Ho despatch money, 

(ii) If loaded quantity at Kouadhibou e
xceeds

half of the vessel's deadweight long to
ns, 

US$0.05 per day per long ton loaded for
 

all time lost. 

30 Eo despatch money.

12) Discharging terms
& conditions :To be fixed between Sumitomo Metal Ind

ustries, Ltd.

and Mitsui O.S.E. Lines, Ltd.

13) Agents :0wners' agents at both ends.

Remarks :Other loading terms and conditions to 
be as per

relative Kouadhibou Iron Ore Sales Cont
ract betweei

Messrs. Sumitomo Ketal Industries, Ltd.
 and Shippe:

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

One original Fixture Kote being Bade
, mutually signed and possessed 

by Ownej?s.

40 Charterers: 
TOYO MENKA KAISHA, LTD. LINES, LTD.

ipartment (A)

C7 Manager 
Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

S. IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "P" REFERRED TO IN ME AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED 
BETORE ME CN 14TH MAY, 1983: / ' «"-u<iJcuj

HEAD OFFICE

1-1, TORANOMON 2-CHOME.

MINATO-KU. TOKYO.
T1O5 JAPAN TOKYO,

ADDENDUM Ko.1 
to

]L,TTIEDo

ORIGINAL
CABLE ADDRESS

THEMOL1NC TOKYO

TELEX J22266
AAB MOLINE
TELEPHONE

TOKYO (S8<) Sill

Tokyo, 22nd April, 1981

Fixture Hote dated Tokyo, 18th March, 1931 
Per M.S. "IBARAEI MARU" Voy.lNfo.64-B

With regard to the Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 18th March, 1981 
covering the shipment of Iron Ore Fine in bulk from Eouadhibou to 
one or two safe port(s) of ::Kashima and Wakayama per M.S. "IEARAKI 
MABU" Voy.No.64--B, it is this day mutually agreed between Messrs. 
Toyo Kenka Kaisha, Ltd. and Kichimen Co., Ltd.,Tokyo as Charterers 10 

and Kitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd., Tokyo as Owners that:-

The provisional rate of freight to be US$13.4-5 (U.S. Dollars 
Thirteen Cents Forty-Five only) per ton of 2724-0 Ibs., F.I.O. 

and free trimming.

All other terms, conditions and exceptions of the aforementioned 

Fixture Note to remain unaltered.

One original Addendum Ko.1 being made, mutually signed and 

possessed by Owners.

Charterers: Owners:

TOYO MENKA KAISHA, LTD.

T3anag«r, Iron Ore Department

:. LINES, LTD. 20
'epartment (A)

Nic

_i Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)

Y. TSUKAMOTO. Mu>;.r
Irm Or« St-.'.ioii
Iroo ft Steel Il»w Materiils Dept.

A—Ml (55. 1. 100x500 NJ
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THIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "Q" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA 
AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:

HEAD OFFICE

1-1. TORANOMON 2-CHOME.
MINATO-KU. TOKYO.

TI07 JAPAN TOKYO, OMIG1NM
CABLE ADDRESS

THEMOLINE TOKYO
TELEX J2226E

AAB MOLINE
TELEPHONE

TOKYO (584) 5111

Tokyo, 31st July, 198:
ADDENDUM Ho. 2 

to

K-xture Note dated Tokyo, 18th Karch, 1981 
Addendum Ko.l dated Tokyo, 22nd April, 1981 

PerK.S. "I3ARAKI KARU" Voy.Ko.64-3

regard to the ^Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 18th Karch, 1981 and Addendum Ko.l 
dated Tokyo, 22nd April, 1981 covering the shipment of Iron Ore line in bulk from 
Kouadhibou to one .or tvro safe port(s) out of Kashima and Wakayama per K.S. "IBARAEI 
KABU" Voy.Ho.64, it is this day mutually agreed between Messrs. Toyo Kerika Kaisha, ltd. 
and Hichimen Co., ltd., Tokyo as Charterers and Mitsui O.S.K. lines, Ltd., Tokyo as 
Owners that:-

1) Discharging ports: One safe berth, one safe port of Kashima and one safe berth one
safe port of Kokura, Japan.

2) Notwithstanding the Addendum Ko.l dated Tokyo, 22nd April, 1931 the final rate of 
freight to be US315-.68 (U.S. Dollars K.fteen Cents Sixty-Eight only) per ton of 
2,240 IDS., F.I.O. and free trimming.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

All other terms, conditions and exceptions of the aforementioned Fixture Kote to 
remain unaltered.

One original Addendum No. 2 being made, mutually signed and possessed by Oysner

20 Charterers: 0-mers:

TOYO MENKA, KAISKA, LTD

Manager ot Ircn C"-" rion I 
Iron Ore D-e^-^viiicut

Nichimen Co., Ltd

LINES, LTD.
Department (A)

Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)

Y. TSUKAV$TO. M.n*f«r
Jroo Ore Stnif.n
Irua £ Steel jlaw M»teri*l3

A—Ml <»4. 11. 100X500 N)
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JJHS ANDTHE FOLLOWING PAGE IS ANoEXUnE "V" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED 

•*~ 14TH MAY, 19&3: 
at^j.KMtu

10

20

30

1200H1

TOKYO,

FIXTURE IT 0 T E

TELEX J222GG 

AAB MOLINE 

TCl-EPHONX

TOKYO <.sef> sill

22nd June, 1931

Kessrs. Litsubishi Corporation. 
Tokyo

Dear Sirs, Per K.3. "IBARASI MAHU" Voy.No.65 

\1e firmly fixed with you as follows:-

1) Name of vessel

2) Loading ports

3") Cargo & quantity

4-) Discharging port(s)

5) "ITA at loading port

6 ) Fr e i g-ht r at e

7) Payment of freight

40

8) Lighterage & 
stevedorage

9) Loading terms & 
conditions

10) Discharging terms 
& conditions

M.S. "IBA3AKI MAHU" Yoy.No.65

Cue safe berth, one safe port of Port Kembla 

and one safe berth, one safe port of
 Hay Point, 

Australia.

Port Kembla:
COAL CLIFF Coal 20,000 metric tons 1

0% more or

less at Owners' option.
'.Thick to be loaded together with abt

. 35,000

metric tons of SOUTH BULLI Coal for
 account of

Toyo ICenka Kaisha, Ltd.

Hay Point:
Goal in bulk 50,000 metric tons 10;:- more or les

at Owners' option.

(Each) One safe berth at one or two 
safe port(s 

Kashiiaa, '.Yakcyaina ana Kokura, Japan.

First loading port, on or about 26th June, 1981 

To be decided later.

The freight to be prepaid on B/L qua
ntity by 

Charterers in Tokyo in cash in U.S. 
Dollars 

upon receipt of telegraphic advice 
of completic 

of loading.
y/hole freight to be deemed to be ear

ned upon 

completion of loading without deduct
ion and 

non-returnable ship and/or cargo los
t or not 

lost.

Charterers' account at both ends.

10,000 long tons per v/eather working
 day of 24- 

consecutive hours Sundays, Holidays 
and .the 

afternoons. of Saturdays and. up to 08:00 a.m. 

Mondays and the day following a Holi
days are 

excepted unless used, if used, only 
time 

actually used to count as laytime. 
Demurrage or despatch money to be fi

xed 'later.

To be fixed 'between Sumitomo Metal 
Industries", 

Ltd. and Kitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales_____

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

A-OOI (55. 7. lOOxHX)

- to be continued -
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May- 
1983

(continued),

11) Agents
1?) Charter Party

- 2 -

Owners' Agents at both ends.
All other terms and conditions as per adapted 
"EAYATOMO MASU" Voy.No.26 Charter Party dated 
Tokyo, 3rd April, 1972 between Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 
Mitsubishi Corporation and Sumitomo Corporation 
as Charterers and Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as 

Owners.

by Owners.

Owners:
Charterers:

1-JsIf cf Messrs. SUMITCV.O V.CTAf. ISBUSTP.'E5. I.TP 
MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

Coal & Iron Ore
rs Section (A)

Jnaaagcr, S3 1.? Cos! Tesc 
-. __ Coal Dc?U ___ .

278.



ANNEXURE MARKED "W" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF rf. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE

|PH D

1-1. TORANOMON 2-CHOME.

MINATO-KU. TOKYO.

TIO7 JAPAN

CABUE ADDRESS 

THEMOLINE TOKYO

T EI-EX J22266

Fixture Note dated Tokvo, 22nd June, 1°31 

Per 2.1.-a. "ISARAKI MA5U" Voy.l>ro.&5

,7ith regard to the Fixture Note date
d Tokyo, 22nd June, 1981 

covering the shipment of Coal in bul
k from Port Kembls and Hay Point 

to (Each) One safe berth at one or t
r/o safe r>ort(s), Kashima, 7/akayama 

and Kokura per M.S. "IBAHAEI LIAP.U" Voy.Ho.65~ it is this day mutually 

agreed between Messrs. Mitsubishi Co
rporation, Tokyo as Charterers and 

10 ";;itsui O.3.K. Lines, Ltd., Tokyo as 
Owners that:-

Gargo &, quantity

Port Keriibla: COAL CLIFF Coal 55,000 metric tons 1
0^ tore or less at 

Owners' option.

Hay Point : FEAKBCv.'KS Coal 25,000 metric tons a
nd GOC1-TELLA Coal 

•25,000 metric tons 10;C Eiore or less at Owners' option 

respectively.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

All other tfirF.s, conoitions and exceptions of the aforementioned 

?iy.turs Vote to reuain unaltered.

One ori~inal Adclsnoxxn; 7 ';'o.l bains "icde, ~,utually si-aed -t.nd possessed 

20 cy C'ner.s."

Charterers: Owners:

. 
MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

, LINES, LTD.
lartment (A)

iio' Coti Tcsa 
Co;! Dc?L

Coal & Irom~Ore Carriers Section (A)

A-001 (54. 11. 100x500 N>
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

ANNEXURE "X".REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT Ot H. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 

I4TH MAY, 1983: ^ « ,/. ^/J^ (

HEAD OFFICE

1.1. TORA.NOMON 2-CHOME.

' MINATO-KU. TOKYO.

TI07 JAPAN

CABLE ADDRESS
TOKYO

TOSaTSTO,

A B D E K D U K Mo.2 

to

ORIGINAL '^.=
TELEPHONE

TOKYO (584) 5 I

Tokyo, 21st September, 1981

fixture Hote dated Tokyo, 22nd June, 1981 
Addendum Ho.l dated Tokyo, 2nd September, 1981 

Per 1.1. S. "IBAIKgl KA3CT" Voy.iTo.65 _____

with regard to the Fixture Uote dated Tokyo, 22nd June, 1931 and Addendum Ho.l dated 

Tokyo, 2nd September, 1981 covering the shipment of Goal in bulk from Port Kembla and 

Hay Boint to (Each) one safe berth at one or two safe port(s), Kashima, Wakayama and 

Xokura per U.S. "I3A2ATCI KAHH" Voy.Ko.65, it is this day mutually agreed between Messrs. 

Mitsubishi Corporation Tokyo as Charterers and llitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd., Tokyo as 

Owners that:-
terms and conditions at Hay Point:

1) blaster of the -vessel to notify Utah Development Company, Kackay Office, Cable 

Address: "SrHPSSRV UTAHSHIP KACICA.Y" of the vessel's" ETA and the estimated cargo 

required each 7 days, 48 hours and 24 hours before the vessel is expected to 

arrival at Hay Point.

2) Laytinie for loading shall commence tvrelve(l2) hours after Hotice of Headiness 

is tendered unless loading is sooner commenced. Kotice of Readiness to load Eay 

be presented by the vessel after arrival at the port, whether in berth or not, 

at any time in or out of office hours, provided the vessel is in free pratique 

and in all respects ready to load.

3) Loading rate to be 16,500 Ions tons per weather -.Torking day of 24 consecutive 

hours, Saturdays and Sundays included but officially recognized holidays in the 

State of Queensland, Australia excepted, unless used. 
Demurrage: US$9>500«- per day or pro rata for all time lost. 

Despatch money: US$4,750.- per day or pro rata for laytiiae saved.

4) Kotice of Readiness to load shall not be tendered before 0900 hours on September 

21st, 1981, unless sooner v.-orked.

All other terms, conditions and exceptions of the aforementioned KLxture ITote shall 

reaain unaltered.

One original Addendum Ko.2 being made, mutually signed and possessed by Ovmers.

ts total? «f M/BR^S-TSaO" SST.il. IXMSTRIES, LTD. 
' MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

A. li-'i^
Manu'rr ot Q !rcnsiait<l Coal Team. 

C.,jl Dcpt.

O-vmers:

Ml .. LINES/LTD.
:partment (A). •

2 Manager 
Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)

A—001 (54. II. 1QOX5GO N)
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"ANNEXURE MARKED "Y" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED 
ON 14TH MAY, 1983:

H£AD OFFICE

1-1. TOflANOMON 2-CHOME.
MINATO-KU. TOKYO.

TI07 JAPAN

10

TO2KYO,
ORIGINAL".:-

CABLE ADDRESS 
E TOKYO 
222GO 

MOLINE 
TELEPHONE 

TOKYO (584) 5 1 1

•A D D
Tokyo, 30th. September, 19

to
Fi;cture Sote dated Tokyo, 22nd June, 1931 
Addendum l\o.l dated Tokyo, 2nd September, 1931 
Addendum Mo.2 dated Tokyo, 21st September, 1981 
____Per L.o. "I3A.PJLKI FAHU" Voy.I:fo.65_______

./ith rejard to the fixture ITote dated Tokj-o, 22nd June, 1931 
Addendum. :;o-l dated Tokyo, 2nd September, 1931 and Ad.dend.ua JTo.2 dated 
Tokyo. 21st September, 1931 covering the shipment of Coal in bulk from 
]?ort Ple-'bla and ;-7ay Point to (Each) one safe berth at one or tr/o safe 
port(.s), SashiDS. .vakayai:;? and Zokura per :. .3. "I3ARAKT IIARU" Voy.lTo.65, 
it is this day favtually agreed between Messrs. Mitsubishi Corporation 
Tokyo ?.s Charterers and Mitsui C.3.E. Lines, Ltd., Tokyo as Of/ners that:

Part J. 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

i'he provisione.l r?te of freight to be TjS^lO.CO (U.S. Dollars Ten 
only; per tor] of 2,24-C Ibs., F'.I.C. and free trir:min3.

All otlier ter^s, conditions and exceptions of the afoi'Gti 
Fixture '. ota shell remain unaltered.

Cne original iuceadu-x ivo.3 beintj rr.acle, mutually signed, and possessed

20 Charterers : 
, M,nlf of Mi-ssryslMiTliHO JICT.JI INDUSTRIES, LTD.

MITSi/BISHI CORPORATION

A. b!,i£,ir* ^~ 
a£;r -of C'JCcnslauJ Co^l Team 

Coal Ucpt.

Goners:

MITSUI O.S.K. LINES, LTD.
Bulk Carrier Department (A)

/-if-^.' Manager 
Coal l&lron Ore Carriers Section (A)

A—001 (St. II. 100*500 N)
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales __

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Qgata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

BETOKE

HEAD OFFICE

t t. TORANOMON 2-CHOME.

M1NATO-KU. TOKYO.

TIO7 JAPAN TOKYO,

TELEX J222O6
AAB MOL1NE

TELEPHONE

TOKYO (584) all

Tokyo, 22nd January,

ADDENDUM No.^ 
to

Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 22nd June, 
1981 

Addendum No.1 dated Tokyo, 2nd Septem
ber, 1981 

Addendum No.2 dated Tokyo, 21st Septe
mber, 1981 

Addendum No.3 dated Tokyo, 30th Septe
mber, 1981 

_____Per M.S. "IBARAKI MARU" Voy.No
.65________

With regard to the Fixture Note dated
 Tokyo, 22nd June, 1981, 

Addendum No.1 dated Tokyo, 2nd Septemb
er, 1981, Addendum No.2 dated 

Tokyo, 21st September, 1981 and Adden
dum No.3 dated Tokyo, 30th 

September, 1981 covering the shipment 
of Coal in bulk from Port 

Kembla and Hay Point to (Each) one sa
fe berth at one or two safe 

port(s), Kashima, Wakayama and Kokura
 per M.S. "IBARAKZ MARU" Voy. 

No.65, it is this day mutually agreed betwee
n Messrs. Mitsubishi 

Corporation Tokyo as Charterers and Mi
tsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd., 

Tokyo as Owners that:-

Notwithstanding the clause No.2, No.3
 and No.4- of the caption 

Addendum No.2 dated Tokyo, 21st Septem
ber, 1981 the loading 

terms and conditions at Hay Point to 
be C.Q.I).

All other terms, conditions and excep
tions of the aforementioned 

Fixture Note shall remain unaltered.

One original Addendum No.4 being made,
 mutually signed and 

possessed by/Owners.

en ItiaK /^n. SiilJTiil. ILi.lL iiiELSTRiSS. UTD. 
Charterers: Owners:

MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

HITS'
A. «..-.---:,.- : ->

of QjcsnjuaJ CoJ Team 
CwJ Dcpt.

LINES, LTD.
lartment (A)

Manager 
Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)

A—001 (51. 11. 100 x £00 N)
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ANNEXURE MARKED "AA" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT^OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE 
.L4TH MAY/ 1983 i \ /j^J y ——•** *

HEAD OFFICE 

1-1 TORANOMON 2-CHOME. 

MINATO-KU. TOKYO, 

£35 JAPAN

MffllT;

10

ORIGINAL
CABLE ADDRESS
HEMOLINE TOKYO

TELEX J2226S
AAB MOL1NE

TELEPHONE
TOKYO <584) Sill

Tokyo, 24-th May, 1982

ADDENDUM No.5 
to

Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 22nd June, 1981 
Addendum No.1 dated Tokyo, 2nd-September, 1981 
Addendum No.2 dated Tokyo, 21st September, 1981 
Addendum No.3 dated Tokyo, 30th September, 1981 
Addendum No.4- dated Tokyo, 22nd January, 1982 
Port Kembla and Hay Point/Kashima and Wakayama 
Coal in bulk 
______Per M.S. "IBAKAKI MABU" Voy.No.63______

With regard to the captioned Fixture Note, it is this day mutually 
agreed between Messrs. Mitsubishi Corporation Tokyo as Charterers and 
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd., -'•'okyo as Owners that :-

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

Loading; terms & conditions : at Port Kembla

Demurrage : US$6,500.- per day or pro rata for all time lost. 

Despatch money: US$3,250.- per day or pro rata for laytims saved.

All other terms, conditions and exceptions of the aforementioned 
Fixture Note shall remain unaltered.

One original Addendum' No.5 being made, mutually signed and 
20 possessed by Owners.

Charterers:

Vlirlf nf Messrs. S'JMTTOMO METAL INDUSTRIES. F.TD. 

MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

Msr.ager, NSit Coal.Tena 
Cc=l Dc-pL

Owners:

MITSUI O.S.K. LINES, LTD.
Bulk Carrier Department (A)

_________________^ I _
Manager 

Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)

A-COt (55. 7. 100x500 N)
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Part l 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales __

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

BETORE

1-1. TORANOMON 2-CHOME,

MINATO-KU. TOKYO

T10S JAPAN TO3SYO,

A E D E B 3 U •• No.5 

to

TOKYO C584) 3 1 t 1

Tokyo, 26th May, 1982

Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 22
nd June, 1981 

Addendum Ko.1 dated Tokyo, 2
nd Seotember, 1981 

Addendum Ro.2 dated Tokyo, 2
1st September, 1981 

Addendum No. 3 dated Tokyo, 3
0th September, 1981 

Addendum Eo.4- dated Tokyo, 2
2nd January, 1982 

Addendum Ho. 5 dated Tokyo, 2
4th May, 1982 

Port Eeabla and Hay Point/Ka
shima and V/akayama 

Coal in bulk
Per E..3. "IBARAKI MARU" Voy.ITo.65___

___

With, regard to the captioned
 Fixture Note, it is this day mutually 

agreed between Kessrs. Mitsub
ishi Corporation, Tokyo as C

harterers and 

Litsui O.3.K. Lines, Ltd. To
kyo as Owners that:-

Hot-:ithstanding the Addendum
 Xo.3 dated Tokyo, 30th Sept

ember, 1981 

the final rate of freight to
 be U3312.38 (U.S. Dollars T

welve Cents 

Thirty-Sight only) per ton o
f 2,24-C Ibs. , 1T.I.O. and free trimming.

The balance freight between 
the provisional rate and abo

ve final 

rate to be settled directly 
between dvmitomo Eetal Indus

tries, 

Ltd. end tlitsui O.3.S. Lines
, Ltd.

All other terms, conditions 
and exceptions of the aforem

entioned 

Fixture 2ote shall remain un
altered.

One original Addendu^-E€T& b
eing made, mutually signed a

nd 

possessed by Owners.

cc biiali sl'fcfcs. S^:'^C!:2 SETiL !iBLSTHIES. UTD.
Charterers: Owners:

MITSUBISHI CORPORATION tilTSW O.U- UNES, LTD.
., Bu'.k

Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section

A-001 tS6. 8. 100x500 N)

284.



THIS IS THE ANNEXUEE MARKED . ".AC (a) " REFERRED TO IN ^FIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE Part 1 
ME CN 14IH MAY, 1983: In the

^A^ c^^^^^/1̂ ^^^ Coujrt of
tt'^s? ̂  Sj + jL+ Nsw South ^/f-ii&\st'C^Sfip~f

HORH 83/04/13 17:22 DS01 Affidavit 
PAGE IN: = PAGE 1 of Hirofumi 

*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) *«* Oaata 
0329 IBARAKI-M 0065A(0065A) SBW(SBW) PORT: P.KEMBLA (8924) 14th May 

S.DATE ITEM YEN CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT S/T NO. FURI 1983 
810917 310000 14,826,501 C 03 262.50 56,481.91 C 2504-9995 8109

810917

810917

810917

810917

810917

810917

HORH

310000

310011

310012

310020

310030

310041

JL JL 
TTTP

14,326,501

2,227,580

4,393,772

682,500

4,971 ,750

469,626

NEXT PAGE =

03

03

03

03

03

03

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

=> PA 1 -KEY, END
83/04/13 17:-22

56,481 .91

8,486.02

16,738.18

2,600.00

18,940.00

1 ,789.05

==> CLEAR-KEY **

PAGE IN: =
*«* DISBURSEMENT

0329 ' IBARAKI-M 0065A(0065A)
S.DATE
810917

310917

810917

310917

310917

310917

310917

HORH
:'AGE IN

ITEM
310000

310000

310011

310012

310020

310030

310041

**

YEN
14,826,501

14,826,501

2,227,580

4,, 393, 772

682 , 500

'4,971 ,750

469,626

NEXT PAGE ==

CCY.
C 03

03

03

03

03

03

©3

DETAIL •(ACTUAL) *»>*
8BU(8BUJ PORT: P.KEMBLA

EX-RATE
262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

=> PA 1 -KEY, END
••-.. 83/04/13

: =
17:22

LOCAL AMOUNT
56,431.91 C

56,481 .91

8,486.02

16,738.18

2,600.00

18,940.00

1 ,789.05

==> CLEAR-KEY **

2504-9996

8920-1 1 11

8920-1111

3920-1 1 11

8920-1 1 11

8920-1111

' DS01
PAGE

(3924)
S/T NO.

2504-9995

2504-9996

8920-1 1 1 1

8920-1 11 1

8920-1 111

8920-1 1 1 1

8920-1 1 1 1

DS01
PAGE

(continued) 
8110

8112

8112

8112

8112

8112

1

FURI
8109

8110

8112

8112

8112

81 12

8112

2
*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) *** 

0329 IBARAKI-M 0065A(0065A) SBW(BBW) PORT: P.KEMBLA (8924)
S.DATE ITEM YEN CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT
ITEM TOTAL

310: 12,745,223

S/T NO. FURI

*ORT TOTAL: 12,745,228
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofunti 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGSTA AFFIRMED BEFORE

f** END
** NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==7~ 

HORH 83/04/13 17:23 

PAGE IN: =
*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) *** 

0329 IBARAKI-M 0065A(0065A) 8BUC3BU) PORT: HAYPOINT

YEN CCY. EX-RATE 
10,264,501 C 03 262.50

LOCAL AMOUNT 
39,102.86 CS.DATE ITEM 

810924 310000

310924 310000

810924 310011

810924 310020

810924 310030

310924 310041

810924 310043

HORH
PAGE IN: =

*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) *** 

0329 IBARAKI-M ' -t>065A(0065A) • 3BU(8BU)- PORT: HAYPOINT

DS01 
PAGE 1

(8936)
S/T NO. FURI 

2504-9995 8109

10

1

1

4

,264,

,657,

,057,

,200,

262,

328,

501

425

875

000

500

713

EXT PAGE =

03

03

03

03

03

03

=> PA1-KEY 
83/04/13

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

262.50

, END ==>
17:23

39,

6,

4,

16,

1 ,

3,

102.

314.

030.

000.

000.

157.

86

00

00

00

00

00

CLEAR-KEY **

2504-9996

8920-1

8920-1

8920-1

8920-1

8920-1

101

101

101

101

101

81

81

81

81

81

81

10

i 1

11

1 1

1 1

11

DS01 
PAGE

S.DATE ITEM 
310924 310000

810924 310000 

310924 310011 

S10924 310020 

310924 310030 

810924 310041 

310924 310043

YEN CCY. EX-RATE 
10,264,501 C 03 262.50

LOCAL AMOUNT 
39,102.36 C

(8936)
S/T NO. FUR 

2504-9995 810'

10,

1 ,

1 ,

4,

264,

657,

057,

200,

262,

823,

501

425

875

000

500

713

03

03

03

03

03

03

262

262

262

262

262

262

.50

.50

.50

.SO

.50

.50

39,

6,

4,

16,

1 ,

3,

102

314

030

000

GOO

157

.36

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

2504-9

3920-1

3920-1

3920-1

8920-1

8920-1

** NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY **

HORH 83/04/13 17:24 DS01

PAGE I-N: = 
PAGE

*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) ***

0329 IBARAKI-M 0065A(0065A) SBW(SBU) PORT: HAYPOINT (8936)

S.DATE ITEM YEN CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT S/T NO. FUF

810924 310090 49,613 03 262.50 189.00 8920-1101 811

ITEM TOTAL 
310:

PORT TOTAL:

8,056,126

8,056,126

286.



0329 IBARAKI-M
S.DATE ITEM 
9i1009 310011

811009 31001 2

811009 310020

811009 310030

811009 310041

311009 310090

ITEM TOTAL 
310:

Y 
4

2

E N 
, 204

126

952

,150

146

72

, 100

7230

,648

,000

,46©

,61©

CCY. EX- 
00

—— oe~ —

00

00

0©

©0

-RATE 
1 .00

1

1

1

1

1

. 00

.00

.00

.00

.0©

PORT - KASHIMA 
LOCAL AMOUNT 

O

e

0

0

0

0

7,652,098

NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY ** 
83/04/13 17:25HORH

PAGE IN: =
*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) **« 

0329 IBARAKI-M 0065A(0065A) SBU(SBW) PORT: KASHIMA

S.DATE ITEM 
8110G9 310011

811009 310012

811009 310020

311009 310030

811009 310041

811009 310090

ITEM TOTAL 
310:

YEN 
4,204,

126,

952,

2,150,

146,

72,

100

280

648

000

460

61©

CCY. 
00

00

00

00

00

00

EX-RATE 
1 .OO

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

•. Q-.IV ;•> part 1
S/T NO. FUR In the 

©152-0008 8111 Supreine
Court of

"01 52^00S-S"l 11 New South
Wales0152-0008 8111 —————————

No. 11 
0152-0608 31 11 Affidavit

of Hirofumi 
0152-0008 8 111Qgata

14th May 
0152-OOOa 81111933

(continued)

LOCAL AMOUNT 
0

0 

O 

0 

0 

0

7,652,098

NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY i* 
83/04/13 17:25

DS01 
PAGE 1

(0152)
S/T NO. FURI 

0152-0008 8111

0152-0008 8111 

0152-0003 81 1 1 

0152-0008 811 1 

0152-0008 8111 

0152-0003 8111

HORH
PAGE IN: =

*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) **«

0329 IBARAKI-M 0065A(0065A) SBU(SBU) PORT: KASHIMA 

S.DATE ITEM YEN CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT

BSQi 
PAGE 2

(0152)
S/T NO, FURI

PORT TOTAL: 7,652,098

THIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED-- "AD (a) " REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED 
BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:

287.



Part 1 
In the
Supreme
Court of 
New South
Wales

No. 11
Affidavit
of Hirofumi
Ogata 
14th May
1983 

(continued)

THIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "AD(b) " REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED
BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983: t „ £ ^f^^

HQRH
PAGE IN: =

0329 I 
,?,DATE ITEM 
311012 310011

i?1 ',012 310012

311012 310020

81 1 012 310030

811012 310041

81 1012 310090

ITEM TOTAL
310:

c#>L(/e*w
4^***"^

s
83/03/22

*** DISBURSEMENT 
BARAKI-M 0065A(0065A) 

YEN cc ' • 
1 ,401 ,300 00

1 26 , 280 00

350,628 00

2,350,100 00

148,475 00

58,390 00

4,435,173

&~- . . .
^€^0^9

11 :34

—s

DS01
PAGE

DFTAIL (ACTUAL) *** 
8BWC8BW) PORT: UAKAYAMA-N < 031 0 ) 

ES LOCAL AMOUNT J/T^

uo© G e321 - 0031

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

*± J-4EXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END =

HORH
PAGE IN: =

0329
S.DATE ITEM.

PORT TOTAL:

83/03/22

***• DISBURSEMENT
IBARAKI-M 0065A(OG65A)

YEN CUY.

4,435,173

11 : «

DETAIL <
SBU(SBU) 

, EX-RATE

O 0321-0031

0 0321-0031

.0 0321-0031

0 0321-0031

„> CLEAR-KEY 4« ^

PAGE
ACTUAL) #** 

PORT: UAKAYAMA-N<0310>
LOCAL AMOUNT S/T NO.

1

FUR I 
8112

3112

3112

8112

8112

8112

1
2

FUR!

288.



THIS I/ THE ANftEXURE MARKED "AE" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA'AFFIRMED BEFORE ME CN W^H'/MAY, '1983: . . j ....

••'N..

MITSUI O.jSijfc LINES, LTD.
1 ' " JAM 33-1332 Date: 19

LAYDAYS STATEMENT
I3-.RAKI KAHU Voy.Ko.65 

Charter Party dated:

M.S.
S3GC " Port22nd June, 1981
Between Mitsubishi Corporation And Kitsui C.3.K. Lines. Ltd.

.'Cargo r"fsr"*-CO al
fete, ofrKSSSffg (Disciiarge) as per Charter Party
feytjme.:Allowed: 6 Days 10 Hours 16 Mjnutes

04:00 7th Oct., 1981 
17:30 " " " 
04:00 " " " 
07:00 " " " 
18:50 " '" "Commenced3C653Eg (Discharge) .-18:50 " " "

Notide. of jReadiness Tendered: 
;N6tice_of ̂ Readiness Accepted: 
tayrime'iiommenced:

Completed Doarftog (Discharge): 
Laytime Expired:

15:20 12th 
17:56 15th

: Kashizs &. '.Vakayama

As Charterers 
As Owners
Quantity: 105,451 L/T 

tons per SSf IVV/BSRIKC

Kashima 45,036 L/T
Per dsy 50,GOO L/T
Allowed 1.45455 d.
Kakayama 62,415 L/T 
Per day 12,500 L/T 
Allowed 4.99320 d.

Total 6.42773 d.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

Date

1961
F.ashiaa
Cot.
7th

'

8th
9th

Day of 
Week

V.'ed.

Thu .
?ri.

Description

N/H Tendered 04:00
" Aecepfeed - 07:00

Discharging .i Laytime
coKJcenced 18:50

Discharging completed 03:00'fakayaaaj j
10th Sat. Arrived &. Laytice cosEenced
11th
12th

|PI^|lsi
lii^SIf

'S&Hs'r'S^

I 15:30Sun.
Kon. ! Discharging cOEleted 15:20
^ae '.
-Wed.
~Ihu,

'

Laytiae Expired 17:36

Laytime 
Allowed 
D. H. M.

C-05-1C
1-00-00

Laytime 
Used 

D. H. M.

0-05-10
1-00-00

0-03-00 | 0-0 3-00

0-08-30
1-00-00
1-00-00
1-00-00
1-00-00
0-17-56

~ — |i !

Total 6-10-16

C-CS-30
1-00-00
0-15-20
o-oo-co
o-oo-co
o-oo-oo

AJl Laytime 
Saved 
Lost 

D. H. M.

0-00-00
0-00-00
0-00-00

0-00-00
0-00-00
0-08-40
1-OC-OO
1 -00—00
0-17-36

-
5-08-00 ! 3-02-15

Time: 3 days C£ hours -jg minutes (, „_,...,, days) Ara"-" @ per day i 3.05^44
(@ e^3 , 080 , 000 . - Total : ^9.,.53 Charterers : ;

V. m (54. 9. looxiw

Owners:
Mitsui O. S. K. Lines, Ltd. 

u!t Carrisr Deaarfer.sr-t (A)

289 • & Iron Ore Carriers Section (
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THIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "AF" REFERS-^ TO IN THE AFFIDAVp OF H. O
GATA AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MA^, 1983:

y . * / *_ _^» -.,*

ClORA MITSUI O.S.K. LINES. LTD.
LAYDAYS STATEMENT

Name of Vessel M.S. IBARAKI MARU
Flirl PORT KEMBUA

VOY. 8BW-65A

Ciia'rtcTTarlV IJatetl JUN. 22 i9Bj
Uclwcen HITSUI o.S.K,' LINES.. 
Ami Mi TsPgiSHi CDRPQRAT ION 
Cnrgo COAL 'TfiT'euik

AI TOKYO
Owners

Arrived; : 
Free Pratique griinlod; 
Dcrlhed;

tendered; :
accepted;

^ _ ___ , _________ _ ___________ _ 
Rale .of LOADING _ as per Charter Party 10.000.000 L/T 
Lay lime allowcu 2i Days li Hours il Minutes ( os. 59 1 30 days

Charterers ,.._..._„,.„_. ,,.... .. ....
Quantity 55^913.000 L/T Lay time Comiijebced; SEP. 02~T98T

PerQAY * WWDSASHEX uu Commenced LOADING ;SEP. 14 i9lT
Comnlclcd LOAD ING ;SEP. 17 198?

'nkyo.DATE: APB^ JLt_.ti«.

Hour a.'.iPp
1 6': 4 5 
P.?: 00 
09:00 
61": 00

___ _ SEP V u~ i9§7 
SEP'. oT'Tgof 
SEP, 5T' t9§V

Ifiil'a

DATE

AUG. 3 1ST

SEP. 1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

6TH

7TH

BTH

9TH

IOTH

11 TH

12TH

13TH

14TH

Uay 
of 

Week
MON

TUE

WED

THU

FR1

SAT

SUN

MON

TUE

•WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

MON

TOTAL

DESCRIPTION

PORT KEMBLA •• LOADING *» 
21:00 ARRIVED

09:00 ' N/R TENDERED 
09:00 N/R ACCEPTED

09:00 LAYTIME COMMENCED

00:00-08:00 NO COUNT EXPT.HR —— 08-00

19:11 EXPIRED

12:00-24:00 WORKED WORK.HR —— 12-00 »A

00:00-24:00 WORKED WORK.HR --- 24-00 »A

16:45 ARRIVED AT BERTH 
«... CONTINUE ••««••

Lay Time 
Allowed DY-HR-MN

O-oo-oo
o-oo-op

0-15-00

1 -00-00

1-00-00

0-1Z-00

0-00-00

0-16-00

1-00-00

•0-19-11

Lay Time 
Used DY-HR-MN

•0-00-00

0-00-00

0-15-00

1-00-00

1-00-00

0-12-00

0-00-00

0-16-00

1-00-00

1-00-00'

1-00-00

1-00-00

1 -00-00

1-00-00

1 -00-00

LAY Time 
"TOST DY-HR-MN

0-04-49

1-00-00

1-00-00

1-00-00

1-00-00

1-00-00

Remarks Charterers; Owners;
MITSUI O.S.K. LINES. LTD.
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

THIS AND THE FOLLOWING PAGE IS ANNEXURE "AH" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA 

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983: . Q //. *J$&

Agreement

10

It is this day mutually agreed between Sumitomo Metal Industries, 
Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as A) and Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, (hereinafter 
referred to as B) Ltd. with regards to compensation for loss duo to ex 
traordinary detention of the vessels which were built with A's guarantee 
for cargo and freight and are owned or beneficially owned by B that :

Article 1 Names of vessels to which this agreement is applied.

Sanciago Maru, Kishu Maru, Dover Maru, Wakaura Maru, 
Tasman Maru, Kimi Maru, Hayatomo Maru, Mifunesan Maru, 
Adria Maru, Ibaraki Maru, Unique Harriet, Arafura Maru, 
Kinokuni Maru, Laura, Mosnes.

Article 2 Period of contract

From 10th February, 1973 to the time when the original transport • 
contract of the respective vessel terminate.

Article 3 Definition of Extraordinary detention

a. When the detention exceeds below-mentioned days due to
congestion in loading ports, loss of productive effeciency
and any other cause which is not attributable to B (except 20
Act of God), it shall be deemed to be extraordinary detention.

lay time used > lay time allowed + 6 days

b. Extraordinary detention shall be recognized by both parties 
hereto.

Article 4 Compensation for loss due to extraordinary detention in loading 
ports

a. If the extraordinary detention occurs, A shall- pay to B
demurrage at the rate of demurrage in discharging ports for 
the period which exceeds the allowed laytime.

b. Such laytime shall commence from the time when-vessel arrives 30 
at the port whether in berth or not and tenders N/R after 
free pratique granted and shatt cease at time when discharging 
or draught survey completes.

c. If such compensation money is paid, demurrage for compensated 
period under contract of Affreightment shall belong to A.

Article 5 Adjustment of loss

Compensation money shall be paid in Tokyo in cash of Yen upon 
fixing the amount of loss.
If demurrage in discharging port is decided to be paid in foreign 
currency, such currency shall be exchanged by T.T.S. rate on the 40 
day of completion of loading.
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Article 6 Others 
Part i
In the

Any other terms than stipulated herein shall be decided by mutual Supreme 

concession oE A and B. 
Court of
New South

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto execute two original copies
 of Wales____ 

this Agreement, each one of which shall be kept by both parti
es hereto respectively. '

No. 11 
Affidavit

18th March, 1974 of Hirofumi
Ogata 
14th May

Kenichiro MORITA (Seal) 1983 

General Manager & Managing Director

No. 1 Raw Material Dept. (continued) 

Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd.

B. Kiichiro AIURA (Seal) 
General Manager 
Bulk Carrier Dept (A) 
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.
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THIS IS THE ANNEXURE MARKED "AI" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE 
ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983: *

if. / fl

R« fflSB to* ft

32.112,7%- 
C /S 2̂2- X *5tiS&on>;
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IS THE *<NEXUKE MA^ "M" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF H. OC*TA G 

BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983: ,

Tl' M' e

, Jen. ?

V,

(fr«.«: n;t

LjP*4 ^f1

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales_____

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th 
1983

(continued)

i'Cfl

l-?-3l 2i:°o O-/TL -4-

''.Coioplftion o< p. i <9 
( 1 ~ 1 i

'«t>
tl/30

-D
nl «T

r-.'cd tc te

» j. 
i loading |otl

{J

.rvf «t (.prt)

U.231,

{> K -Df M 

•Dili. Was received on
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Supreme 
Cgurt of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

THIS IS TOE ANNEXURE MASKED "AM" REFERRED TC IN TFE /AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AtFIRMED 
BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:
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THIS IS
»m» TO IN THK AFFIDAVIT OF H. OC^TA ***** HOT ME ON 14TH HAV, !983

"sew'

saw

BBE 
BOW

8BW

to

10 8BE
8BW

8UW

BBW

8BW

BA9

8A9

BA9

8A9

"0328

0328

O329 
0329

0329

0329
0329 
0329
0329

O329

O329 
0329

0329

0329

0330 
O330
O33O

0330 
0330
0330

'kiNOKUNi-M'""

KINOKUNI-M

1
IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M
IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M
IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M

ARAFURA-M 
ARAFURA-M
ARAFUIU-M

ARAFURA-M 
ARAFURA-M
ARAFURA-M

..;;—— y"£

0048A

0062B 
OOG5A

0065A

OOS2B
0065A

0065A

... V E

0065A

0065A

0036A

0036A

0036A

0036A

yjnrr

81-09-30

81-10-12

81-10-24
81-10-24

81-09-30

81-10-12

81-10-24 
81-10-24

S S E L

01-09-03
81-09-3O

81-09-03
81-09-30

-"YU"'S""H""U""""B""E"

«•* TOTAL »*«

«•« ZANYU •«»

••« ZANYU »«« 
0309 M218
0309 M217

*«• ZANYU «*•

... ZANYU •**
0309 M21B 
0309 M217

- YU S H U BE

««* TOTAL ««•

0152 M018

*•* ZANYU »»•

0152 M018

»»• ZANYU •*•

T""u""""k" 

""6'io"""""

030

010 
010
010

...019 , ,
010 
010
010 
030
030 
030 x
030 (
030 "
034 
034

T U K

010

030

010 
01O
010
oto
030 
034
030 
030

.................. ,-!.....
""76'; 73 \~~""

45 ,7 4^'

48:392

72.096

/7 276,96. '• t

78,420 
46,379

X"

46,379———— ' ~ .X

49,332

U R I KX> S H

74^478 /

48, 57^/ '

50/042

"69", 781 """""""

46.951

"i""""f"o""t"
""""i33";'72""

1,429.76

1,563.48

102.62 
102.39
205.01 

........UQ.,.0,B.T..
94.53 

.00
49.76 

1,321.28
1.453.90 
2,775. 18
1 .865.22-

909.96
.00 

1,500. 10

I TOT

144.29

2.410.06

2.554.35

170.94 
.00

3S.33 
2O7.27

2.713.47 
.00

1 ,231 .89 
3,945.36

........................................... 

""""""ioTiJ 667497""

65.399.749

75. 660. 246

7.398,516 
7,381,909

14,780.425

6,815,259 
28,948

3,902, 174 
61,279,592
67,430,428 

128,710,020
86,507,038-
42,202,982

872.683 
.. . 74,003,533

A L **«

10.746.381

117.079,198

127.825,579

11 ,928.415 
33,974-

2.535. 144 
14,429,585

127.399,225 
2,520,022-

57.838,467 
182,717,670

.................

81-11

81-10 
81-10

8!-1Q
81-10
81-10 
81-10
81-10

81-10

81-10 
81-10

81-11

81-11

81-10 
81-10
81-10

81-10 
81-10
81-10

1983

(continued

.....................................................

KURIKOSHI 
UNKOHI-SHUSEI 3-1

? ANY!M!WHI "')

HOYU
HOYU 
KURIKOSHI
UNKOHI-SHUSEI 3-1

ZANYU-UNKOHI 4-1

HOYU 
HOYU

KURIKOSHI 
CHONEN-SHUSEI
UNKOHI-SHUSEI 3-1

KURIKOSHI 
CHONEN-SHUSEI
UNKOHI-SHUSEI 3-1

MOO> ^^P^PfS1 £iQ H>H>E! P> <I> O C a P> 
ftp) H>0 i^^S^rt-rt-•VrtrnH-' (D nnftrr 

piH-C^h-1 oiWftfl)!^S np)H o sn>i-
B) 0 < g. 0 «>
•< Hi H- Cj



co 
o 
o

••B3-O1 ••

L.I.W.........YM.1

8BW 0329 
0329
0329 

8BW 0329

0329 
8BE 0329 

0329
BBW O329 
BBW O329

0329 
0329

BBW O329

0329 
8BE 0329

0329 
8BW 0329

8BW 0329

8BW 0329

IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M
IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M
IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M
IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M
IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M
IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M
IBARAKI-M 
IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M

IBARAKI-M

*•« C H

. ..VOYAGE.......

0065A

0066A

0063B

0065A 
0065A

0066A

......P063B......

0065A

**• V E

0065A

O065A

0 Z 0

B-DATE

82-01-13
82-01-13 
82-01-14

8..1-P..1.-27
81-02-04 
81-08-31
81-10-12

B2-O1-13 
82-O1-13
82-01-14

81-01-27 
81-02-04
81-08-31 
81-10-12

•S"S"E"L"

N E N R Y O M O T Q

........ .PORT.........OILE.R...

O720
0720

••• ZANYU

0005

0005

0720 
0720

**• ZANYU

..... .PPPS. ..

0005

- YU S H U

...J..1.1.7....
1118

»**

1118
..I.U.7....
*•*

B E

COM.

010 
010
010 
010
010 
010
010 
010
010 
03O
O34 
034
O3O 
030
030 
030
030 
030

T U

010

030

*** TOTAL ***

0 H Q ••*

............... TANKA...

..... ..„.„.__.„... 

...........7? ,6.34......

('73.635 '

8 4.OOO
84,000

84.666 
48,579

44,240
( 47 , 289

44.400 
44 , 400
44,400 
44,400

K U R \X 0

78V635

T>^
49 , 207

.......... ......1, 1ST W....

144.29 
99.67

.00 
92.96-
151.00 

8. 17-
8.17

... ................2.1...38-.
21.38

.00 
1,099.77
1,586.83- 
1,923.00

34.49- 
34.49
88.57- 

...................8.8,5.7....

S H I TOT

151.00

1, 923.66

2.074.OO

•*•• I-1 1-1 O O >
o vg*.u) mhhaj
O COrt- ft HI(? 
O w ff rt tS H" . 
H. a " "* O> M

£ "< H. H-
n B rf 0* g

...«a.-oa.-a4 . PAGE .IOB ........... ^ >J- 

......S.!.WS.*M..lY.EW.).........f..T.P.*.T.!?......... ....... ...P.*T*,".KMBUN

1O, 746. 381
..........:..7.>..??..«,<7S....21.937- 

6,845, 1 1D-
11, 118.810 

686,280-
686,280 

1,795,920-""•""•"•"l'!'795'!920"" 

117,079,198
242,059 

48,654,067
75.039.604- 
90,935,720
1.531.356- 

.... ... 1,531,356
3,932,508- 
3,932,508

A L *•*

11,118,810

90,935.720

102,054,530

82-01 
82-01
82-01 
82-01

82-01
82-01

...8,2-01....
82-01 
82-O1
82-01 
82-O1
82-01

82-01 
82-01
82-01 
82-01

82-02

82-02

KURIKOSHI 
HOVU
HOYU 
ZANYU-UNKOHI

CHONEN-DEMPYO •
CHONEN-DEMPYO 
CHONEN-OEMPYO
CHONEN-DEMPYO 

' KURIKOSHI
HOYU 
HOYU
ZANVU-UNKOHI

CHONEN-DEMPVO 
CHONEN-DEMPYO
CHONEN-DEMPYO 
CHONEN-DEMPYO

4-1

4-1

8A9 O330 
0330
0330 
033O

8AJ 0330

8A9 0330 
0330
O33O 
0330

BAJ O33O

ARAFURA-M 
ARAFURA-M
ARAFURA-M 
ARAFURA-M
ARAFURA-M

ARAFURA-M 
ARAFURA-M
ARAFURA-M 
ARAFURA-M
ARAFURA-M

0036A

0036B

0036A

O036B

81-11-15
82-01-12 
82-01-12
82-01-17

81-11-15
82-01-12 
82-01-12
82-01-17

4430
0152 
0152

•*• ZANYU

4430......__..........

0152

**• ZANYU

M212
I11B 
1117

*#»

M212
1118 

.J.i.1.7....

*•*

01O 
O10
010 
010
010 
010
030 
O34
034 
034
030 
030

69.879

72,637
70.343

44.481

44,240"""""44".45"4""""

211.68 
.00
.00 

49.86•""•"•"•""""76:50-" 

191.04

.01-

.00 
2,388.81

' 3, 967. 48- 
3,968.42

14.791,948
............. ....5,089-..10.974- 

3,621,699.
4.959,182- 
13,438,402

246,740.382 
165,491-"""""""'""525. 777 " 

105,681,372....
176.370,356- 
176,411,684

82-01 
82-01
82-01

...8.2.-Q.1...
82-01

82-01 
82-01
82-01 
B2-O1
82-01

KURIKOSHI 
......CHP.NEN-SHUSEI.

HOYU 
HOYU
ZANYU-UNKOHI

KURIKOSHI 
CHONEN-SHUSEI
HOYU 
HOYU
ZANYU-UNKOHI

4-1

4-1

i co H >a
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Part 1 
In the 
Supreme

Nev^Soth 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit

14th Mav 
1983

(continued)

THIS CHARTERPARTY n-.ade and concluded in the City of Ti(y« on the 26th 

day of June 19 ^f between the Owners of the Vessel H;T$ui O.5.K . L.-

(hereinafter referred lo as "Owners") and the Charterers thereof 

-pCe. ^{hereinafter referred lo as "Charterers"), and consisting of the 

clauses inscribed on this and reverse side of this paper, has been signed and sealed 

in duplicate, each party retaining one copy thereof.
Owners;Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.
Charterers: Matsu ok a Steamship Co., Ltd.

Brokere: "" 
Clause 1. Some of the essential terms and conditions of the Charter are as follows:

© Description of the Vessel:
Name of the Vessel:! baraki Maru, 
Gross tonnage: 63,139.50 tons. 

Net tonnage: 38,926.47 tons- 
Number and Call Sign: 11 1 7 9 4 JHHE 
Port of Registry:OSA1KA 
Qualification and Class: NK 
When Built: September 1972 
Date of Survey:

Intermediate or Annual Survey 23rd April ,1980

Special Survey
Summer Deadweight Capacity: 109,311. 2&ns. 

Measurement Loading Capacity:
Bale Capacity 127,404.1 cubic metres.
Grain Capacity cubic metres.

Kind and Horse Power of Main Engine: Diesel B 9K84EF 23,OOOHP

Service Speed (when fully loaded): About 1 4 J&ots per hour.

Summer Load Line: 15.62 -metres.
Fuel Consumption: About 76.0 Japanese superior quality coals/

o3 in 24 hours.

(D Period: For 1 2 months from the time of delivery, but Charterers 

shall be at liberty to extend this period by days and/or curtail 

this period by days.

© i Date^of Delivery: The 1 0thjay of July 1979 or after.

® Port of Delivery: Between Port of Pohan and Port of 
to be indicated by Owners.

© Port of Redelivery: Between port of Tokyo and Port 

of Wakamatsu.

THIS AND 1HE FOLLOWING SEVEN (7) PAGES ARE ANNEXURE "AQ" KfafrttKKbD TO IN THE 

AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:
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Duty of Owners to give Notice: Owners shall give tp Charterers a 
1 5 days' previous notice of the port and date of the delivery. 

Trade Limits:
world wide within institafewarrantied limit

Hire: per calendar month. To be fixed later. _
Time and Place of Payment of Hire: Each months' hire shall be

paid in advance at ' Tokyo on every 1st and 16th day.

Insurance 
1 Hulls, Machinery

1Disbursements
1Coverage
11nsurance period

Insured value V 
Sum insured V 
Sum Insured V

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

Special Condition
1 If Owners sell the ves.Se! to third party during the period

of this contract, Owners shall have liberty to cancel this

contract without compensation at any time.
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(continued)

Clause 2. [Seaworthiness] Owners shall guarantee that the Vessel has a tight and 
strong hull, is supplied with engines in a throughly efficient state 
and proper equipment,, and is fit for making a safe voyage. Owners 
shall at the expiration of the Charter period re-deliver the vessel in 
the same condition in which she was delivered.

2. Charterers shall make no' claim upon Owners for any equipment which 
Charterers provided.

3. Charterers shall not be liable for fair wear and tear to hull, 
machinery and equipment.

Clause 3. [Bottom Inspection at delivery and re-delivery] Owners shall at delivery 
and Charterers shall at re-delivery make bottom inspection at their res 
pective own expense.

2. Expense for repair of damage which is found by bottom inspection 
shall be borne by the parties who make the inspection.

Clause 4. [Payment of Hire] When the period of payment does not exceed one calender 
month, the hire shall be paid by pro rata.

2. When hire is refunded under clause 11, the preceding paragraph shall 
apply.

Clause 5. [Restriction for voyage and cargo] The vessel unless the consent of Owners 
be obtained in advance shall not be used on any service which will bring 
her within War Zone or.outer institute warrantied limit.

Clause 6. [Manning] The vessel shall be manned by Charterers.

Clause. 7. [Structural Change] .Charterers may with consent of Owners change vessels 
structure at their expense, in which case at owner request Charterers 
shall remove such change at time of re-delivery.

Clause 8. [Repair, Inspection and costs] Charterers shall bear all costs for annual
survey, repair, operation, crew and any other costs required for maintenanc 
of the vessel during period of contract.

2. Period for annual survey shall be counted in the period of contract.

3. Charteres shall make statutory periodical inspection.
And Charterers shall bear all cost and expense for the inspection, 
survey and repair which should have been done within contracting 
period.
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4. Charterers shall inform Owners of the place time and me
thod of 

inspection and repair in advance.

Clause 9. [Insurance] During charter period the vessel shall be k
ept insured by 

Charterers at their expense and policy thereof shall be
 submitted to 

Owners.

2. Charterers shall be liable for the damage sustained by 
the third 

parties in connection with operation of the vessel, unl
ess it is 

covered by insurance.

3. Charterers shall be liable for damage to the vessel whi
ch is not 

10 covered by insurance by the reason of excepted peril.

Clause 10.[Stores, Insurance Premium and Tonnage Due] Th
e charterers and the Owners 

respectively shall at the time of delivery and re-deliv
ery take over 

and pay for all stores, bunkers and water at the price 
decided by mutual 

concession.

2. Advanced payment of insurance premium and tonnage due s
hall be

taken over and pay pro rata in calender day at time of 
delivery and 

re-delivery.

Clause 11.[Total Loss] Should the vessel.be missing for 
60 days or longer, this 

charter shall terminate at the time when she was last h
eard.

20 2. Should the vessel be lost or unable to repair due to si
nking, fire, 

aground, stranding, collision, breakage of hull and mac
hinery 

and any the cause whatsoever within charter period, Charter shall 

terminate at the time of accident.

Clause 12.[General Average] General Average shall be ad
justed according to the 

York-Antwerp Rules 1974,

2. Charter Hire shall not contribute General Average.

Clause 13. [Abandon] Abandon of the vessel due to casualt
y shall be decided by 

consent of parties hereto.

Clause 14.[Sale, Assignment or Mortgage] Owners shall no
t sell, assign or mortgage 

30 to the third party during charter period.

Clause 15.[Sub-demise] Charterers shall not sub demise 
the vessel without Owners' 

consent.

Clause 16.[Requisition] If the vessel is requistitioned 
by Japanese goverment, the 

party received order shall inform opponents. In such case the vessel 

shall be requisitioned under Charterers' name and at th
e expense of 

Charterers account shall be counted in Charter period.

2. Charterers shall not be responsible for damage to the v
essel due to 

war risk during Requisition period unless government in
demnify it.

Part 1 
In the 
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Wales

No. 11 
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(continued)
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1 Clause 17.[Breach of Contract] The party who breaches this contract shall be res 
in the ponsible for any loss in consequence thereof. 
Supreme
Court of 2. If the breach of contract provided in the preceding paragraph arise
New South from wilful misconduct or gross negligence of one party, another
Wales___ party may cancel the contract inmediately without pre notice.

No.11 Clause 18.[Arbitration.] If any dispute-arises concerning this Charter between 
Affidavit the parties thereto, either of the parties shall submit the same to 
of Hirofumi arbitration of the Japan Shipping Exchange, Inc., (Tokyo), and the 
Ogata award given by the arbitrators appointed by the said Exchange shall 
14th May be final and binding on both parties. 
1983

2. All matters relating to the appointment of arbitrators and
(continued) arbitration procedure shall be decided by the Maritime Arbitration

Rules of the .said Exchange.
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ADDENDUM

T 0

M/V "IBARAKI MARU" 

£o/!T CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, JUNE 26, 1979

With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is this day 

mutually agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Owners 

and Matsuoka Steamship Co-f Ltd. as Charterers that :-

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales_____

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

1. From 1200 hours 14th July, 1979 to 2400 hours 31st 

March, 1980 hire shall be paid at the rate of ¥232 

monthly per 1.01605 K/T deadweight on summer draft.

2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

.shall remain unchanged and in full force.

14th July, 1979
Owners : Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

N. Nagai, President

Charterers: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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Part 1
In the
Supreme
Court of ADDENDUM
New South T o
Wales——————— M/v "IBARAKI MARU"

No-l1 , BARE-BOAT CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979 Affidavit ___________________________________________
of Hirofumi

14th May With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is< mutually
19 83 agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Owners and Matsuoka
(continued) Steamship Co., Ltd. as Charterers that:-'

1. Charter period shall be extended from 0000 hours on 
1st April, 1980 till 2400 hours on 31st March, 1981.

2. From 0000 hours on 1st April, 1980 to 2400 hours on 
31st March, 1981 hire shall be paid at the rate of 
¥187 monthly per 1.01605 K/T deadweight on summer 
draft.

2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 
shall remain unchanged and in full force.

1st April, 1980

Owners: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

N. Nagai, President 
Charterers: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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ADDENDUM

T 0

M/V "IBARAKI MARU" 

BARE -BOAT CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979

With reference to the captioned Chrter Party it is~Y mutually agreed 

between Mitsui '0. S .K. Lines, Ltd. as Owners and Matsuoka Steamship 

Co., Ltd. as Charterers that:-

1. Charter period shall be extended from 0000 hours on 1st 

April, 1981 till 12§Q heurs,on 3 st March, 1982.

2. From OOOOhours on 1st April, 1981 to 1200 hours^hire shall
(on 3lsT ~M«M> , ' (1g 2^i 

be paid at the rate of ¥544,000 daily.

3. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

1st April, 1981

Owners: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

S. Kondoh, President 

Charterers: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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THIS AND THE FOLLOWING THIRTEEN (13) PAGES ARE ANNEXURE "AR" REFERRED TO IN THE 
Part 1 AFFIDAVIT OF H. OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:

In the 
Supreme
p *1 . - Issued by The Kobe Shipping Exchange in 1927.

New South Amended in 1929.
Wales____ Adopted by The Japan Shipping Exchange, Inc., in December 1933.

Amended in July 1935.

NO. 11 Amended in December 1938. 
Affidavit Amended in November 1946.
of Hirofumi
naa4- a Amended in August 1947. 

14th MaV Amended in August 1951. 

1983 Amended in May 1959.
Amended in July 1971.

(continued)

TIME CHARTER PARTY

THIS CHARTERPARTY made and concluded in the City of Tokyo on the 26th 
day of june 19 79 between the Owners of the Vessel Matsuoka Steam 
ship Co, 1 thereinafter referred to as "Owners") and the Charterers thereof 

Mitsui O.S.K.LInesChereinafter referred to as "Charterers"), and consisting of the 
clauses inscribed on this and reverse side of this paper, has been signed and sealed 
in duplicate, each party retaining one copy thereof.

Owners:Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. 
Charterers:Mitsui O.S .K.Lines ,Ltd. 
Brokers:

Clause 1. Some of the essential terms and conditions of the Charter are as follows: 
(l) Description of the Vessel:

Name of the Vessel:! baraki Maru. 
Gross tonnage: 63,139.50 tons. 
Net tonnage: 38,926.47 tons- 
Number and Call Sign: 111 794 JHHE 
Port of Registry:OSAKA 
Qualification and Gass: NK 
When Built: S eptember 1972 
Date of Survey:

Intermediate or Annual Survey 23rd April ,1980 
Special Survey

Summer Deadweight Capacity: 109,311 . 2 fens. 
Measurement Loading Capacity:

Bale Capacity 127/404.1 cubic metres. 
Grain Capacity cubic metres. 

Kind and Horse Power of Main Engine: Diesel B 9K84EF 23,OOOHP 
Service Speed (when fully loaded): About 14 JSiots per hour. 
Summer Load Line: 15.62 metres. 
Fuel Consumption: About 76.0 Japanese superior quality coals/

oil in 24 hours. 
Cabins: - rooms capable of holding _ persons in total.
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Standing Bunker: 6,678.5 
Wireless Telegraph: Installed/iJSiXiSXJJKd. 
Kind, Power, and Number of Winches: About 

Power and Number of Derricks: About 

) Trade Limits:

world wide within institute warrantied 
limit "E"

) Port of Delivery: Between Port of Pohan and Port of

to be indicated by Owners.
) Date of Delivery: The 1 Othday of July 1979 or after. 

) Cancelling Date: The - day of - 19 _ , 5.00 p.m. If

the Vessel is not ready for delivery by this time, Charterers shall be

at liberty to put this Charter in force or without paying any penalty

cancel it. 
) Duty of Owners to give Notice: Owners shall give to Charterers a

days' previous notice of the port and date of the delivery. 

) Period: For 1 2 months from the time of delivery, but Charterers

shall be at liberty to extend this period by days and/or curtail

this period by days.
) Hire: per calendar month, to be decided later 

) Time and Place of Payment of Hire: Eachhalfmonths' hire shall be

paid in advance at Tokyo on 1st and 15th. 

1 Port of Redelivery: At any port between the Port of rjio^yO and Port of 

Wakamatsu, inclusive, at the option of Charterers. 

Duty of Charterers to give Notice: Charterers shall give to Owners a 

1 5 days' previous notice of the port and tune of redelivery. 

Charterers'Notice of extention of Off Hire hours: Within 30 days

after the close of Off Hire (see Clause 16).
Charterers' Notice of Rescission owing to a long-time Off Hire: Within 

2Q days after Off Hire has continued for one third of the

remaining period of Charter (see Cause 17).

Places of Commencement and Termination of Off Hire owing to Inter 

mediate or Annual and Special Surveys: Between Port of Tokyo

and Port of Wakamatsu 
Remaining Fuel: To be not less than tons and not more than

tons at tons at the time of delivery and redelivery. 

The remaining Boiler Water: To be not less than tons and not

more than tons at the time of delivery and redelivery. 

Cost-of Fuel: To be at the rate of per ton at the time of delivery

and per ton at the time of redelivery. 

Cost of Boiler Water: To be at the rate of per' ton at the time of

delivery and per ton at the time of redelivery. 

Cost of Cooking Fuel: To be for monthly borne by Owners.

Part 1 
In the 
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Court of 
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Wales_____

No. 11 
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of Hirofumi 
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14th May 
1983

(continued)
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Part 1 © Agreement relating to Cargo Handling Gear: .
In the
Supreme SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
Court of 1 Time lost due to crew strike shall be off-hire,.New South ......................................................................................................MAA.-KA................

Wales .TAffle...los.t...du.e..±jQ..crew.. in.j.ur£trs.towaway.-.shdl-l-be-o-f-f ~bire. 
—————— 1 .C.ojnp.en.s.a£in.jnoj3ey..£Qrm be

NO. 11 bo?]? ]?y !?.*????.£?• - . ......
A£f^aVit . 1 Commercial custom shall be applied to matters not stipulated
of Hirofumi herein.
Oqata ,_ „ , ,
14th May [Reverse Side\^____^
1983 Cause 2.nSeaworthiness^Lpwners shall guarantee that the Vessel has a tight and 10

strong hull, is supplied with engines in a thoroughly efficient state and

(continued) proper equipment, manned with an able crew, and ij.fit for making a safe
voyage. Owners shall alsp_keep_and_jnaintain the terms and conditions 
contained in Clause 1 above during the period of Charter.

Qause 3. {Loading Capacity.] Owners guarantee that the Vessel's loading capacity 
within the summer freeboard including goods, fuel, boiler water (excluding 
water in boiler), drinking water, stores, and provisions, shall not be less than 
the summer deadweight capacity indicated in Cause 1; and if the Vessel is 
incapable of loading thus much, the hire shall be proportionately reduced.

Clause 4. [Space available.] Owners shall assign 'to-carriage of the goods indicated 20 
by Charterers all holds, cabins, etc., excepting seamen's quarters, and places 
for rigging, tackle, tools, provisions, and such fixtures and fittings as are 
necessary for the Vessel.

2 Neither Owners nor the Master sh_aUreceiyeto_caiTy in the Vessel any goods, 
passengers, or letters without first obtaining the consent of Charterers or 
their agents.

Clause 5. [Anchorage.] The Vessel must load or unload goods at any wharf or any 
such other place as Charterers may direct, but it must be a place where the 
Vessel can safely lie at anchor.

Cause 6. [Defrayment of cost.] Owners and Charterers shall respectively bear 30 

the following cost and expenses:
Cost and expenses to be paid by Owners: - Wages, provisions, drinking 
water, and medical and nursing expenses of seamen; expenses needed for 
employment and discharge of seamen and other servants, and other expenses 
pertaining to seamen; premium of hull insurance, premium of P. I. A. 
insurance; repairs; dues and taxes relating to the Vessel; periodical 
disinfection charge; one half of regular sampan fares, paint, oil, and other 
consumption goods necessary for the Vessel; ropes and slings necessary for 
ordinary loading and unloading; port charges, direct disbursements and 
other expenses on behalf of Owners during off hire. 40 
Cost and expenses to be paid by Charterers: — Fuel, boiler water; matting, 
dunnage, stanchion for timber loaded on deck, and other expenses needed
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for loading; stevedores" wages, lighterage, tally and winchmen's wages and 

all other expenses of loading and unloading, dues, taxes, charges, and agency 

fees relating to the contract of carriage of goods by the Vessel; port dues, 

tonnage dues, light-house dues, wharfage, towage, canal dues, pilotage, buoy 

dues, Consular charges (excepting those relating to the crew) and all other 

expenses owing to Port Regulations; expenses of disinfection of the Vessel 

and goods, and charges for Certificate of Health of the crew, prescribed by 

Port Regulations; various expenses relating to passengers; expenses of 

entertaining Customs and other public officials, other entertainment 

expenses spent on behalf of Charterers; food, medical and nursing expenses 

of persons whom Charterers or the owners of goods in transit have put on 

board the Vessel, and all other expenses relating to such persons; one half of 

regular sampan fares; landing expenses, boatage, and correspondence 

expenses of the Master on behalf of Charterers.
Clause 7. [Overtime.] If Charterers put the crew to overtime or other special 

labour, compensation therefor shall be paid according to the Ship's Labour 
Agreement. *,«/»«*

Clause 8. [Delivery and Redelivery.] When Owners have or the Master has notified 

Charterers or their agents that the Vessel is ready for delivery, Charterers 

must take delivery without delay. When Charterers or their agents have 

notified Owners or the Master that the Vessel is ready for redelivery, 

Owners must take redelivery of the Vessel without delay.

2 Delivery and redelivery of the Vessel shall be made between 7.00 a.m. and 

5.00 p.m., but the Vessel may be delivered or redelivered at other hours by 

mutual consent of the parties.
3 The holds must be cleaned and the Vessel must be kept in readiness for 

commencement of loading at the time of delivery and also upon expiration 

of the Charter.
4 The navigation qualification of the Vessel at the time of delivery and at the 

time of redelivery shall be that which it possesses at such times.

5 The provisions of the foregoing four paragraphs shall apply mutatis mutan 

dis to the case of off hire for the purpose of intermediate or annual, and 

special surveys.
Clause 9. [Payment of Hire.] Charterers shall pay as hire to Owners or their 

agents monthlyi so much for each calendar month as is provided in Clause 1

till the expiration of the Charter;^ _£»±_™yi*Li

„,.„« rV-.ll 1—— from tho day and hour of the delivery of the VoGsel till the
ng month, and when

40
corresponding day exists in aueh next following month,'ttis last day and 

hour of that month shall be deemed such corresponding day mid hour, ond 

frem-the third month onward the month of payment shall lAplii <tt till, day 

and hour corresponding to the day and hour of the ddin.i> uf trie-Vessel. If 

there are any disbursements, cost of fuel, or other expenses to be bome by 

Owners, one half of the same may be paid afterwards.
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(continued)
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When the period of the month of payment does not exceed one calendar 
month, the period from the day and hour of the delivery of the Vessel till 
the corresponding day and hour of the next following month (if no gueh 

• corresponding day oxioto in such next following month, then the Inat 
moment of that following month) shall be doomed one calendar month and_____ 
the hire shall be paid pro rata according to the number of.days available.(c*1g»"J« 
For a period less than one day, payment shall be made by the hour. 
The moneys which the Master borrowed at various places for ship's expenses 
and other disbursements shall be deducted from the hire.
When the day of payment of hire falls on a Sunday or a Holiday, the 10 
payment shall be made on the next following day.
When a high rate of hire is provided for in Gauge 1, tho oommcncomcntjad 
termination of such high rate of hire shall be as follows:
(a) The high rate of hire shall <x>mejrxto-forCe""atthe moment when the 

Vessel left the lastjjpjl-ef-cairinthe low rate area for the high rate area.
(b) Thehigh-wrte"oThire shall cease to be in force at the moment when the 

^oaoolarrived at tho firat port of oall in tho low rato arotL
Clause 10. {Delay of Payment of Hire.] If Charterers fail to pay hire, Owners may 

immediately stay or rescind this Charter without any previouc notice, and 
should Charterers suffer any loss therefrom Owners would assume no 20 
responsibility whatsoever.

Clause 11. [Lien on the Goods.] Unless and until Owners receive payment of hire 
and all other obligations which Charterers owe them, Owners shall have the 
right to detain the goods in transit or sell them by public auction for the 
purpose of receiving satisfaction of such obligations.

Clause 12. [Master and Crew.L Owners_must_see tg.it that the Master and crew in 
compliance with the provisions of _Qause.4 carry on navigation as_ptprnp.tly__ 
and_isp.ee_dily_j«_iiQssible. and dq_their best_in_the interest-of Charterers- 

pertaining to the operation of the Vessel, goods carried by the Vessel, and 
other necessary matters. 3 0

2 At the close of each voyage Owners shall cause the Master to produce to 
Charterers or their agents logbooks of deck department and engine 
department. -

3 If Charterers require Owners to change the Master or any of the crew for 
reasons of any unsatisfactory conduct, Owners shall immediately make 
investigation and fulfil the requirement if it is found justifiable.

Clause 13. [Issue of Bills of Lading, etc.] When the Master has according to the 
instructions of Charterers or their agents signed and sealed any Bills of 
Lading (or any similar instruments), taken delivery of, delivered, or taken 
into custody any goods, or done any other act necessary for cargo service, 4 0 
Charterers shall hold themselves responsible for any consequence of such 
act

Clause 14. {Off Hire.] If any loss of time is caused by the cleaning or breakage of
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hull, machinery, or boiler, or collision, grounding, fire, survey (including 
intermediate or annual, and special surveys), docking, repair, periodical 
disinfection, employment and discharge of seamen, strike of seamen, or 
other accidents involving the Vessel, then the hire, fuel, and boiler water for
the period from the commencement of any one of such facts until the 
resumption of status quo ante and of operation of the Vessel and also for 
the time spent by deviation and extension of sailing distance caused by any 
of these facts shall be borne by Owners; provided that when the time thus 
lost continuously at one time is less than 12 hours, this rule does not apply. 

10 2 The proviso in the preceding paragraph does not apply in the case of 
intermediate or annual, and special surveys and periodical disinfection.

3 Where any part of hire has been paid in advance, Owners must refund to 
Charterers such portion of the prepaid hire as corresponds to off hire time.

4 In case where the Vessel takes refuge or calls at a port for reasons of bad 
weather or any event concerning the cargoes or passengers, the time lost 

thereby shall not be deemed off hire.
5 Where owing to any damage to or defect in the hull, engine or equipment,

the speed of the Vessel is reduced during the voyage, the hire for any sailing
hours extended thereby, and the cost of fuel and boiler water caused by the

20 same reason shall be deducted from the hire; provided that where the hours
thus extended are less than 12 hours at one time, this rule does not apply.

Qause 15. [Cleaning of Ship's Bottom.] Where 6 months or more have elapsed
after docking and the speed provided for in Clause 1 is not maintained, the
ship's bottom must be cleaned at the instance of Charterers.

2 The cost of the cleaning prescribed in the preceding paragraph and hire, and
the cost of fuel and boiler water for the hours of the cleaning shall be borne
by Owners.

Qause 16. [Extension of Off Hire Hours.] The extension of off hire time caused 
by any of the facts mentioned in Clause 14 (excepting time spent by 

30 ordinary intermediate or annual, and special surveys) and the time needed 
for the cleaning of ship's bottom prescribed in the preceding Qause may 
take place beyond the day of expiration of this Charter; provided that 
where the off hire hours in total exceed 30 days, more than one half of the 
same cannot be extended.

2 Where Charterers desire the extension of time provided for in the preceding 
paragraph, they must each time notify Owners within the period prescribed 
in Gause 1.

Qause 17. (Rescission of Charter on the ground of Long-time Off Hire.] Where 
the time of off hire caused by any of the facts mentioned in Clause 14 

40 (excepting time spent by ordinary intermediate or annual, and special 
surveys) has at one time exceeded one third of the remaining period of 
charter, Charterers may rescind this Charter without paying any indemnity, 
but in this case Charterers must notify Owners whether they intend to 
rescind or not within the period prescribed in Qause 1.
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Qause 18. [Mutual Exemption.) Both parties to this Charter shall exempt each 
-- other from indemnifying for any loss or damage caused by detention or any 

other act of the governmental or similar, authorities, military, action, civil 
war, riot, pirates, bandits, seamen's ̂ misbehaviour, strike, fire, collision, 
grounding, sinking, jettison, or-ariyract-of God or force rnajeure, and/or any_____ 

^—N. negligence in the navigation of the Vessel,)proi//Ve</ f/»«f»fe »mtcr jAaTf It /»«/>•»•«< *7 
/'Qause 19. [Exemption, of Owners from Indemnity.] Owners shall bear no 

responsibility fnr_jmy evmgg nr ri^firifinpy iruthe_quantitifis_o£xargoes-oc '.
any loss of or damage to them, provided th?t fh<»
.any lack of due care-On-thc part..n£4hB-Master-or-crew.

2 Owners shall bear no responsibility for any loss caused to Charterers by the 
breakage of boiler or shaft, or any loss caused by a latent defect not 
discoverable by reasonable examination in the hull, engine, or equipment, 
provided that the same does not arise from any lack of due care on the part 
of the Master or crew.

3 Where Charterers have employed stevedores, the stevedores must obey the 
orders of the Master relating to their work, but Owners shall bear no 
responsibility for any negligence of the stevedores.

Qause 20. [Indemnity for Damage.] Where any damage has been caused through 
the fault of Charterers to the hull or equipment, Owners or the Master shall 
notify to Charterers the degree of damage, and Charterers shall indemnify 
Owners for the same if it is deemed reasonable for them so to do. 
this Charter without paying any compensation to Charterers, provided that 
when Owners have notice of such compulsory use, they must without delay 
inform Charterers of the fact.

Clause 21. [Compulsory Use.] If the Vessel is put to compulsory use by the 
Japanese Government, Owners may rescind this Charter without paying any 
compensation to Charterers, provided that when Owners have notice of such 
compulsory use, they must without delay inform Charterers of the fact.

2 Where the Vessel is released from the compulsory use referred to in the 
preceding paragraph during the period of this Charter, Charterers can use 
again the Vessel in accordance with the terms and conditions of this 
Charter, but the period of the said compulsory use of the Vessel shall be 
reckoned into the period of this Charter. Where Owners have notice of the 
prospective date of the release of the said compulsory use, they must 
without delay inform Charterers of such date and Charterers must 
immediately notify Owners whether they will use the Vessel or not.

3 Where there is an offer from any Governmental or other public authorities 
to charter the Vessel, Owners cannot accept the same offer without the 
consent of Charterers.

Clause 22. [Restrictions as regards Cargoes.] Charterers shall not load on the 
Vessel any contraband of war, and shall not without first obtaining the 
consent of Owners load any ignitable, inflammable, combustible, or any 
other similarly dangerous goods,u»1e«s Ornery tth

10

20

30

40
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2 Charterers may load goods on decks, but they must act under the orders of 
the Master as to the quantity and stowage of such cargo.

3 Charterers shall not without first obtaining the consent of Owners load on 
the Vessel for carriage any Indian coals from the first day of March till the 
thirtieth day, inclusive, of June.

Cause 23. [Restrictions as regards Navigation.] Charterers shall not sail the Vessel 
to any port involved in a war, riot, or blockade or any place where acts of 
hostilities are taking place.

2 Charterers shall not without first obtaining the consent of Owners sail the 
10 Vessel to any ice-bound port or ice drifting area during a season when such 

act is considered dangerous by navigators in general. This restriction equally 
applies to sailing to any area for which extra premium is required.

3 Charterers shall not without first obtaining the consent of Owners cause the
Vessel to tow any ship.

Clause 24. [Epidemic-infected Area.] Where the Vessel lies at anchor for 
quarantine or disinfection for reasons of an epidemic, hire during anchorage 
and expenses of quarantine and disinfection shall be borne by Owners if the 
quarantine or disinfection is necessitated by the disease of seamen employed 
by Owners or the Master, and such hire and expenses as are referred to 

20 above shall be borne by Charterers if the quarantine and disinfection are 
caused necessary by the disease of one of the crew employed by Charterers 
or a passenger; provided that if the cause of disease is that Charterers 
ordered the Vessel to enter an officially nominated epidemic-infected area, 
Charterers shall bear the hire and expenses for 20 days after departure 
from the same area whoever the affected person may be. 

2 Where the cause of disease is not ascertainable, or where the official 
nomination of an epidemic-infected area is published while the Vessel lies at 
anchor at the said area or after she has departed from there, the hire and 
expenses referred to in the preceding paragraph shall be equally divided

3 0 between Owners and Charterers.
Clause 25. [General Average.] General average, if any, shall be adjusted in

accordance with the York-Antwerp Rules, 1974. 
2 No contribution of general average shall be made from the hire. 

Clause 26. [Salvage.] The loss and profit caused by salvage shall be equally 
divided between Owners and Charterers, after taking into account 
compensation for the seamen's services, hire for the hours spent, cost of fuel 
consumed, and aU other expenses, provided that the hours spent for the 
salvage shall be reckoned into the period of this Charter. 

2 The provision of the preceding paragraph shall apply mutatis mutandis to
4 o any flotsam found.

Clause 27. [Remaining Fuel and Boiler Water.] The fuel and boiler water 
remaining on the Vessel shall be purchased by Charterers from Owners at 
the time of delivery at the rate provided for in Clause 1, and shall be 
purchased by Owners from Charterers at the time of redelivery at the said
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Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)
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Part 1 rate.
In the Clause 28. [Tonnaee Dues, etc.] Where after the delivery or redelivery of theoupireine *~Court of Vessel there is any overpaid portion of Japanese or foreign port dues or
New South light-house dues, it shall be decided by mutual agreement between Owners 
Wales_____ and Charterers whether the right to such overpaid money may be assigned

from one party to the other.
No - H . Clause 29. [Subletting.] Charterers may sublet the Vessel insofar as no provisions
? fj. avi . of the Charter are infringed thereby, but they shall not by so doing be

Oqata discharged from any of their liabilities to Owners. Where Charterers have
14th May sublet the Vessel, they must without delay infonn Owners of the contract
1983 ofsublet 10

Gause 30. [Loss of the Vessel.] Where the Vessel continues missing for 60 days 
(continued) Qr morCj the Q,arter sna]] terminate at the last known point of time of the

Vessel's existence. In this case the overpaid portion of the hire, if any, must 
be returned to Charterers.

Clause-31. [Nature of Contract] The Charter, irrespective of its wording, is not a 
lease, (chintaishaku).

Clause 32. [Breach of Contract.] A party breaking this Charter must pay damages 
to the other party.

Clause 33. [Arbitration.] If any dispute arises concerning this Charter between
the parties thereto, either of the parties shall submit the same to arbitration 20 
of the Japan Shipping Exchange, Inc., (Tokyoffiotia), and the award given 
by the arbitrators appointed by the said Exchange shall be final and binding 
on both parties.

2 All matters relating to the appointment of arbitrators and arbitration 
procedure shall be decided by the Maritime Arbitration Rules of the said 
Exchange.
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Part 1 
In the

ADDENDUM Supreme
Court of

T O New South 

M/V "IBARAKI MARU" Wales

TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979 No. 11 

—————————————————————————————————————————— 
Affidavit
of Hirofumi

With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is th
is day ??a,

14th May 

mutually agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Charterers 1983

and Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:- .
(continued)

1. From 1200 hours on 14th July, 1979 to 2400 hours on 

31st March, 1980 hire shall be paid at the rate of
{HQfCtklyJ

¥549^per 1.01605 K/T deadweight on summer draft. 

But in case of calculating off-hirage, hire shall be d
eemed 

•fe be at the rate of V317.

2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

14th July, 1979

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

N. Nagai, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co,, Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President.
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part i
In the
Supreme
Court of
New South
Wales ADDENDUM

No. 11 T ° 
Affidavit M/V "IBARAKI MARU"

TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979
14th May 
1983

(continued) tfith reference to the captioned Charter Party it is this day
mutually agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Charterers 
and Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-

1 . Charter period shall be extended from 0000 hours on 
1st April, 1980 till 2400 hours on 31st March, 1981.

2. From 0000 hours on 1st April, 1980 to 2400 hours on 
31st March, 1981 hire shall be paid at the rate of

(mwlVry c

V448> per 1 .01605 K/T deadweight on summer draft. 
But in case of calculating off-hirage, hire shall be 

•fc be at the rate of ¥261.
3. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

1st April, 1980

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

N. Nagai, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd,

M. Matsuoka, President
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ADDENDUM

T O

M/V "IBARAKI MARU" 

TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, JUNE 26, 1979

With reference to the captioned Charter Party it is this day 

mutually agreed between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Charterers 

and Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-

1. Charter period shall be extended from 0000 hours on 1st 

April, 1981 till 2400 hours on 31st March, 198?.

2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party 

shall remain unchanged and in full force.

1st April, 1981

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.
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Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

S. Kondoh, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co.., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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Part 1
*n the ADDENDUM
supreme
Court of T °
New South M/V "IBARAKI MARU"

"———— TIME CHARTER PARTY DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979 
No.11 ————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Affidavit 
of Hirofumi with reference to the captioned Charter Party and Addendum

14th May thereto dated 2nd April, 1981 it is this day mutually agreed
198 ̂ between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. as Charterers and Matsuoka
(continued) steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-

1. Notwithstanding Clause 1 of the above mentioned 
Addendum off-hirage shall be calculated at the 
rate of V1,920,000 daily.

2. All other terms and conditions of the Charter Party
and above mentioned Addendum shall remain unchanged and 
in full force.

5th April, 1981

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.

S. Kondoh, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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cl-r a?))

ADDENDUM

T O 
M/V "IBARAKI MARU"

DATED TOKYO, 26th JUNE, 1979

there chartet«s between Mitsui O.S.K. Lines,
Steamship Co., Ltd. as Owners that:-

! During the period written in Clause 1 ,of the above 
Mentioned Addendum hire shall be paid, at the rate of

2 '
shall remain

2nd April, 1981

unchanged and in full force.

Charterers: Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd.
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Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

S. Kondoh, President 

Owners: Matsuoka Steamship Co., Ltd.

M. Matsuoka, President
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THIS AND THE FOLLOWING SEVEN (?) PAGES IS iVNNLXURE "AS" REFERRED TO IN THE AFFIDAVIT 
OF H.OGATA AFFIRMED BEFORE ME ON 14TH MAY, 1983:
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In the 
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Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 11 
Affidavit 
of Hirofujai 
Ogata 
14th May 
1983

(continued)

SCHEDULE

The following is the basis of the claims made by 

the plaintiffs for damages due to "Ibaraki Maru" being off 

hire whilst temporary and final repairs were being carried 

out, and during the period of the black ban.

The collision occurred at 0342 on 10th July, 1981 

and temporary repairs and the black ban delayed the vessel 

until 2100 on 31st August, 1981, a total period of 52.721 

days. Due to the delay in Australia caused by the collision, 

the vessel was not able to undertake the voyage it had J.O 

intended to undertake but for the collision. From 2100 on 

31st August, 1981, the vessel was on hire until 1530 on 

12th October, 1981 and during that period, carried coal from 

Australia to Japan.

From 1530 on 12th October, 1981 to 0830 on 27th 

October, 1981, the vessel was off hire whilst permanent repairs 

were carried out in Japan (14.708 days).

Matsuoka bare boat chartered the vessel from the 

owner, Mitsui, and Mitsui time chartered the vessel from 

Matsuoka. The time charter fee payable by Mitsui to Mat 

suoka was ¥2,464,000 per day whilst the vessel was on hire, 

but whilst off hire as a result of the collision, the time 

charter fee reduced to ¥544,000 per day. Accordingly, 

Matsuoka lost ¥1,920,000 per day during the period that the 

vessel was off hire. This is a total of ¥129,463,680 and 

Matsuoka claims this amount.

20

Mitsui claims damages for its loss of profit for 

67.429 days.
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10

The voyage which "Ibaraki Maru" was engaged in
 at 

the time of the collision was the carriage of 
coal pursuant to 

a fixture note entered into between Mitsui and
 Sumitomo Metal 

Industries Limited. Although that fixture was cancelled due 

to the collision, a fixture in similar terms w
ith Sumitomo 

Metal Industries Limited was entered into whic
h resulted in 

"Ibaraki Maru" carrying a similar quantity of 
coal from 

Australia to Japan for Sumitomo Metal Industri
es Limited after 

temporary repairs had been carried out and the
 black ban was 

lifted. The freight rate was $US12.38 per tonne of 2,2
40 Ibs. 

The coal carried was 55,913 long tonnes froiu P
ort Kembla 

and 49,538 long tonnes from Hay Point, the dis
charging ports 

being Kashima and Wakayama. The total freight earned was 

§USl,305,483.38. Applying the telegraphic transfer rate of 

conversion of the US$ to ¥ at the dates of com
pletion of loading, 

being the dates the freight was earned, the fr
eight earned 

was ¥296,539,645 (completion of loading at Hay Point 24/9/81 - 

conversion rate ¥227.60).
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(continued)

20

In addition, demurrage was paid for delay at P
ort 

Kembla in the sum of ¥11,231,134 and further c
ompensation was 

paid for extra ordinary delay in the sum of ¥2
0,981,662. 

Neither of those amounts were referrable to th
e collision or 

the delay caused by the collision.

was:

Thus, the total earnings of Mitsui from the vo
yage

Freight

Demurrage

Extra ordinary delay:

¥302,506,018 

11,231,134 

20,981,662

¥334,718,814
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(continued) Bunkers:

The expenses associated with the voyage were as follows:

Port Kembla 

Hay Point 

Kashima 

Wakayama

Fuel Oil (1865.22 kt 
@ ¥46,379 per kt)

¥ 12,745,228 

8,056,126 

7,652,098 

4,435,173

86,507,038

Diesel Oil (110.48 kt 
@ ¥72,096 per kt) 7,965,166

LESS Bunkers used between 10th July, 1981 

until 31st August, 1981:

Fuel Oil 

Diesel Oil

6,371,844

5,224,800

Therefore, bunkers used on Voyage 65 A:

Fuel Oil 

Diesel Oil

80,135,194

2,740,366

Sundries: (This is an estimate based 
upon average expenses at 
¥400,000 per month) 767,067

Dispatch at discharge points: 9,530,875

Brokerage: 350,000

Charter fees paid to Matsuoka for 67.57 days
@ ¥2,464,000 per day 166,492,480

TOTAL EXPENSES ¥292,904,607
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Accordingly, Mitsui's net profit from the voyage was:

¥ 334,718,814 
292,904,607

¥ 41,814,207

The length of the voyage was 67.57 days, accordingly, the 

daily profit was ¥618,827.9.
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14th May 
1983

(continued)

10

In further support of Mitsui's claim for loss of profits, we 

herewith supply details of the profit earned by Mitsui from the 

three voyages undertaken by "Ibaraki Maru" prior to the 

collision:

1. Voyage from Japan to Newport Mews and 

Norfolk in U.S. to load coal and carry 

that coal to Wakayama and Kashima for Mitsui 

& Co. Limited at $US21.29 per long tonne.

The voyage commenced at 1725 on 9th October, 

1980 and was completed on 0715 on 4th 

February, 1981 - 117.55 days.

Total freight - 89,142 long tonnes ¥ 407,735,465

Demurrage 159,722,718

20 TOTAL EARNINGS ¥ 567,458,183
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Expenses:

Port charges:
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Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Qgata 
14th May 
1983

(continued) Brokerage

Newport Mews 

Norfolk 

Wakayama 

Kashima

¥ 2,807,023

421,677

5,468,421

3,923,384

250,000

Sundry expenses 1,567,333

Bunkers: 214,158,236

Charter fee paid to Matsuoka 289,643,200

TOTAL EXPENSES ¥518,239,264

Net profit: ¥ 49,218,919

Daily profit: ¥ 418,706.2

2. From 0175 on 4th February, 1981 until 1500

on 30th March, 19"81, Mitsui time chartered

Ibaraki Maru to Shell Coal Limited and

$US3.90 tonne on the vessel's total dead weight

carrying capacity. The charter fee earned was

¥160,155,912.

Expenses were:

Brokerage ¥ 2,024,077
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Sundry expenses:

Charter fees paid to Matsuoka 
(¥2,464,000 for 54.32 days)

TOTAL EXPENSES

Net profit:

¥ 724,267

133,844,480

¥136,592,824

¥ 23,563,088
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(continued)

Daily profit (54.32 days) 433,782.9

10

3. Voyage from Nouadhibou to Kashima and Kokura 

carrying iron ore fine for Toyo Menka Kaisha 

Limited at $US15.68 per long tonne. Voyage 

commenced at 1500 on 30th March, 1981 and 

concluded 1630 on 29th May, 1981 (60.06 days)

Quantity carried: 104,555 long tonnes

Freight earned: ¥353,110,382

Expenses:

Port charges: Flushing 

Nouadhibou 

Kashima 

Kokura

¥ 1,104,815 

1,097,854 

4,283,744 

5,697,213

Dispatch at discharging port: 1,922,301

20 Brokerage: 250,000
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(continued,)

Sundry expenses

Bunkers:

Charter fee to Matsuoka @ ¥2,464,000 
per day for 60.06 days

TOTAL EXPENSES

¥ 800,800

144,793,400

147,987,840

¥306,015,666

Net profit: ¥ 47,094,716

Daily profit (for 60.06 days) 784,127.8

Accordingly, the average daily net profit earned by Mitsui 

for the three voyages immediately prior to the collision 

and one voyage after the collision was as follows:

1. 418,706.2

2. 433,782.9

3. 784,127.8

Voyage after collision:

618,827.9

2,255,444.8 T 4

563,861.2

The average daily profit is therefore ¥563,861.2
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Mitsui 1 s claim is therefore: 
In the
Supreme 
Court of 
New South

(a) Loss of profits for 67.429 days at ¥563,861.2 
Wales

per day - ¥38,020,596 
No.11
Affidavit 
of Hirofumi 
Ogata

(b) Charter fee paid to Matsuoka whilst vessel 
14th May
1983 

off hire - ¥544,000 per day for 67.429 days (continued) 

- ¥36,681,376.
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Submissions
No. 12
Plaintiffs' 
Written 
Submissions 
on Damages

No. 12
PLAINTIFFS' 
ON DAMAGES

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

MITSUI O.S.K. LINES LIMITED S. ANOR.

v.

THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTER"

PLAINTIFFS' WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS ON DAMAGES

Since the claim of the second plaintiff is 

simpler, that will be dealt with first.

I. CLAIM OF SECOND PLAINTIFF

1. Relevant Facts.

(a) The second plaintiff was the charterer of

the vessel "Ibaraki Maru" under the bareboat 

charter a copy of the English translation of 

which is Annexure "A" to the affidavit of 

Hiroshi Onoue sworn 14th May, 1983.

10

(b) The second plaintiff, as disponent owner , 

entered into a time charter of the vessel, 

the charterer being the first plaintiff 

(which was also the actual owner). A copy 

of the English translation of the time charter- 

party is Annexure "B" to the above affidavit. 

The original is Exhibit "S". 20
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(c) Under clauses 8 and 9 of the bareboat charter Part 1
In the

the second plaintiff was, as against the Supreme
Court of

first plaintiff, liable to bear the cost of New South
Wales_____

repairs resulting from the collision.
Written 
Submissions 

No. 12
(d) Under the time charterparty, especially Plaintiffs'

Written 
clause 14 and the Addendum of 5th April, 1981 Submissions

on Damages 
(properly understood - as to which it is hoped

(continued) 
to reach agreement), while the vessel was laid

up for repairs as a result of the collision the 

10 daily rate payable to the second plaintiff was

reduced by ¥l,92O,OOO from ¥2,464,OOO to ¥544,000. 

The daily amount of ¥544,OOO is what was in fact 

paid to the second plaintiff during the period 

taken up by repairs. (Affidavit of Mr. Inoue 

14th May 1983 para 5).

(Incidentally, if the amount of ¥l,92O,OOO is 

the daily amount to which the hire should have 

been reduced rather than the daily amount by 

which it should have been reduced then there 

20 would be a consequential reduction in the 

second plaintiff's claim but an equivalent 

increase in the first plaintiff's claim: See 

II. 6 (a) below) .

(e) The agreed cost of repairs, and incidental expenses 

resulting from the collision, is set out in 

Exhibit "Q".

(f) The time taken for repairs was extended by a

"black ban". The relevant evidence as to that 

is in Exhibit "T" and in the evidence of 

30 Capt. Ford at p.164.
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(continued)

SUBMISSIONS

The second plaintiff is entitled to receive, 

for the cost of repairs, the amounts set out in 

paragraph 1 of Exhibit "Q".

It is also entitled to interest from the dates 

of payment, as specified in the Exhibit, at the 

rates as fixed in the applicable Practice Note 25.

Although the first amount in Exhibit "Q" is 

expressed in $A the equivalent in Yen should be 

awarded as the second plaintiff would have had to 

expend Yen to acquire the relevant amount of $A.

10

(b) i. The second plaintiff is entitled to receive, 

for loss of hire, the sum of ¥129,463,680 

calculated at the rate of ¥l,92O,OOO per day 

for 67.429 days.

ii. In the circumstances, the black ban was a 

foreseeable consequence of the collision 

resulting from the defendant's negligence 

and consequently the second plaintiff is 

entitled to recover the full economic loss 

IH.M.S. London 1914 P. 72, Home Office v. Dorset 

Yacht Co. Ltd. (197O) R.C. 1OO4).

iii. If the days lost as a result of the black

ban are not recoverable the relevant number 

of days is 34.639 and the figure 

(1,920,000 x 34.639) is ¥66,506,880.

iv. Interest should be allowed from 31st August, 

1981 (when the vessel went back on hire 

after its temporary repairs) in relation to

20
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II. 
1.

the loss of hire from 1O.7.81 to 31.8.81

and from 27th October, 1981 in relation

to the loss of hire from 12.1O.81 to 27.10.81.

CLAIM OF FIRST P.LAINTIFF

This claim involves a question of principle as 

to whether the first plaintiff can recover economic 

loss in the form of loss of the profits it would have 

made from the use of the vessel during the period when 

it was laid up as a result of the collision.
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Wales
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Plaintiffs 
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Submissions 
on Damages

(continued)

]_0 2. The facts relevant to the determination of that 

question of principle are as follows:

(a) The first plaintiff was both the owner and the 

time charterer of the "Ibaraki Maru". (It is 

contended that on current authority it would be 

sufficient if it were the time charterer, but 

the fact that it was also the owner is relied 

upon).

(b) Arrangements involving a bareboat charter and

a time charter back to the owner are not unusual 

20 and the possibility of their existence would be 

known to someone in the position of the 

defendant's owners and master (.see evidence of 

Capt. Ford at T155).

(c) The "Ibaraki-Maru" at the time of the collision 

bore distinctive markings identifying it as 

belonging to the first plaintiff's fleet 

(Capt. Takatani T169).
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(continued)

3. As to this question of principle the first 

plaintiff submits:

It is true that under the "old law" according

to which purely economic loss, unaccompanied

by damage to a plaintiff's property, resulting

from a tortious act, was irrecoverable, the

inability of a time charterer to recover loss

of profits resulting from damage to the

chartered vessel was a prime example of what was

conceived to be the relevant principle. Even 10

that supposed rule was, however, subject to

qualification in relation to cases where the

time charterer had a sufficient interest in

property that was damaged as a result of the

collision (see, for example, The Okehampton 1913

p. 173). Furthermore, the decision of the

House of Lords in Morrison steamship Co. Ltd, v.

Grey stoke Castle (1947) A.C. 265 involved a substantial

inroad in relation to the application of the

general principle to maritime cases. 20

(b) Even under the old principles a case such as

the present would have been resolved in favour 

of the first plaintiff because:

i. the first plaintiff was owner as well as

time charterer; 

ii. it is appropriate to regard the voyage as T

relevantly, a joint venture between the

two plaintiffs.

(c) However, this is an area where the law has. 

recently undergone substantial change and 30
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(d)

development, especially since Medley Byrne s Co. Ltd. 

v. Heller S Partners Ltd. (1964) A.C. 465. (See also 

floss v. Caunters (1979) 3 W.L.R. 6O5; Junior Books Ltd. 

v. Veitchi Co. Ltd. (1982) 3 W.L.R. 477).

The relevant law is that declared in Caltex Oil 

(Rust.) Ptg. Ltd, v. The Dredge 'Willemstad' 136 C.L.R. 592 

esp. per Gibbs, C.J. at 555; Stephen, J. at 575; 

Mason, J. at 593; Jacobs, J. at 6O2-3, Murphy, J. 

at 606).
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10 The two alternative tests propounded are:

i. is it foreseeable that the plaintiff as

an individual, rather than as a member of 

some unascertained class of persons, will 

suffer loss as a result of the defendant's 

negligence?;

ii. is there a sufficient degree of proximity 

between the plaintiff's loss and the 

defendant's negligence?

20

On either test, the first plaintiff should 

succeed.

4. A further question of principle that arises 

is the same as that considered in I.2(b)(ii) above and 

the submission there made is repeated.

5. If the defendant argues that Mitsui's claim 

for loss of profits should be reduced by the number of 

days "Ibaraki Maru" would have been anchored off Port 

Kembla between the date of the collision until it could 

berth at Port Kembla, such argument should be rejected
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Part 1 because in calculating the daily profit for Voyage 65 A,

In the
Supreme and the other voyages referred to in Mr. Ogata's affidavit,

Court of
New South the days "Ibaraki Maru" was waiting at various ports to

Wales
load and unload has been taken into account. Further, in 

Written
Submiss- respect of Voyage 65 A and the other voyages referred to 
ions
No. 12 in Mr. Ogata's affidavit, Mitsui became entitled to and 
Plaintiffs
Written was paid demurrage for delay at loading and discharging 
Submiss 
ions on ports. 
Damages

(cont'd)
6. In calculating the fir.st plaintiff's daily loss 

of profits two elements need to be added:
3-0

(a) the daily rate payable by the first plaintiff to 

the second plaintiff whilst the vessel was off- 

hire (i.e. ¥544,000, subject to the possibility 

raised by the defendant that it should be 

¥1,920,000);

(b) the daily profit that would have been earned had 

Voyage 65 A gone ahead as planned*

As to (b) the chief source of information is in 

the affidavit of Mr. Ogata sworn 14th May, 1983. The 

plaintiff's contention is that the best evidence of the 

profit that would have been earned is the profit that was 

in fact earned on Voyage 65 A undertaken immediately after 

the completion of the temporary repairs. The evidence 

of profits from other voyages is merely corroborative. 

The net daily profit on Voyage 65 A was ¥618,827.

20

The first plaintiff says that its total daily 

loss was thus $618,827 + ¥544,000 = ¥1,162,827. This 

should be multiplied by 67.429 days (or,' if the effect 

of the black bans is to be disregarded, 67.429 - 32.79 = 

34.639 days).
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as in II.2(b) (iv) . Supreme
Court of 
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III. It is respectfully submitted that once the issues
Written

of fact and law raised by these and the defendant's Submissions
No. 12

submissions, and any reply, are resolved, the parties can Plaintiffs'
Written

then be left to bring in a form of order after calculating Submissions
on Damages

the final figure themselves.
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No. 13

DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN 
SUBMISSIONS ON DAMAGES

MITSUI O.S.K. LINES LIMITED AND ANOR.

-v-

THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTER"

DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS ON DAMAGES

I. CLAIM OF FIRST PLAINTIFF

1. Time charterer unable to recover loss of profits

The first plaintiff has and makes no claim for damages 

in its capacity as owner of the "Ibaraki Maru". The 

first plaintiff suffered no injury as a result of the 

damage to the vessel because, as the plaintiffs assert, 3-0 

the second plaintiff was liable to reinstate the vessel. 

The first plaintiff's only claim is in its capacity as 

time charterer to recover economic loss in the form of 

loss of the profits it would have made from the use of 

the vessel during the period when it was laid up as a 

result of a collision. (See plaintiffs' written 

submissions at p.4, II, 1.)

In The World Harmony (1967) P. 341 at p.362 Hewson, J. 

pronounced that as far as he was aware .there was no
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reported case in the long history of chartering wh
ere 

a time charterer has recovered damages for pecunia
ry 

loss because of damage by a third party to the 

chartered vessel. See also Societe Anonyme de 

Remorquage a Helice -v- Bennetts (1911) 1 K.B. 243 at 

p.248 and Chargeurs Reunis Compagnie Francaise de 

Navigation a Vapeur -v- English and American Shipp
ing 

Co. (1921) 9 LI. L.R. 464 at p.465. The distinction 

between a shipowner as such suing a wrongdoer for 

temporary loss of the ship's services and a charte
rer 

(other than a demise charterer) suing a person who 

deprives him of the opportunity of earning profits
 by 

his contractual rights, is usefully pointed out in the 

dissenting judgment of Scrutton, L.J. in Elliott Steam 

Tug Company -v- The Shipping Controller (1922) 1 K.B. 

127 at pp.140-1. The former can recover loss of 

earnings or profits during the time his injury las
ts as 

the direct consequence of the injury; see The Argentino 

(1889) 14 App. Cas. 519. The charterer in collision 

cases does not recover profits, not because the lo
ss 

of profits during repairs is not the direct conseq
uence 

of the wrong, but because the common law rightly o
r 

wrongly does not recognise him as able to sue for 
such 

an injury to his merely contractual rights.
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(continued)

The position of the time charterer has not been 

altered by any decision subsequent to The World Harm
ony 

and, in particular, has not been altered by the
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decision of the High Court in Caltex Oil (Australia) 

Pty. Limited -v- The Dredge "Willemstad" (1976) 136 

C.L.R. 529. At p.555 Gibbs, J. (as he then was), 

after reviewing the cases, including the time charter 

cases, stated that in his opinion it was still right to 

say that as a general rule damages are not recoverable 

for economic loss which is not consequential upon injury 

to the plaintiff's personal property. He referred to 

the position of the charterer at p.546 and to the 

decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in 10 

Robin's Dry Dock & Repair Co. -v- Flint (1927) 275 U.S. 

303. He also referred at p.550 to The World Harmony, 

with apparent approval. His Honour's view, and this 

states the test for recovery of damages for economic 

loss not consequential upon injury to the plaintiff's 

personal property, was that there are exceptional cases 

in which the defendant has knowledge or means of 

knowledge that the plaintiff individually, and not 

merely as a member of an unascertained class, will be 

likely to suffer economic loss as a consequence of his 20 

negligence, and owed the plaintiff a duty to take care 

not to cause him such damage by his negligent act. He 

went on to say that all the facts of the particular case 

will have to be considered. It will be material, but 

not sufficient, that some property of the plaintiff 

was in physical proximity to the damaged property, or 

that the plaintiff, and the person whose property was 

injured, were engaged in a common adventure. See
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page 555. Mason, J. stated the test in substantially 

similar terras at p. 593:-

"A defendant will then be liable for 
economic damage due to his negligent 
conduct when he can reasonably foresee 
that a specific individual, as distinct 
from a general class of persons, will 
suffer financial loss as a consequence 
of his conduct."

The specific individual in the Caltex case was, of 

course, the owner of the terminal at Banksmeadow connected 

by the damaged pipeline to the A.O.R. Refinery. It 

could be said of the defendants that they should have 

known, if they did not know, that the pipeline carried 

refined petroleum products from the refinery to the 

terminal and that the oil was used by Caltex in its 

business operations as an oil company. Moreover, they 

should have foreseen, as the primary judge found, that 

negligence on their part resulting in a severance of the 

pipeline would involve not only loss of oil from the 

pipeline but an interruption in supply which would 

necessitate the expense of making alternative transport 

and delivery arrangements, which included the expense 

of modifying the terminal. See p.593. In the 

present case there is simply no way in which it could 

be said that the defendant could or should have foreseen 

that the first plaintiff was a time charterer. 

Consistent with the statements in Caltex, for the 

first plaintiff to recover as time charterer it would 

be necessary to show that the defendant knew or ought
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(continued)

reasonably to have known that the first plaintiff was 

using the "Ibaraki Maru" in its business as a time 

charterer.

But it is further submitted that economic loss in the 

form of loss of profits from the use of the vessel 

cannot be recovered under the Caltex test. In his 

judgment at p.573, Stephen, J. came to consider the 

need, in the cases of purely economic loss, for some 

further control of liability apart from that offered 

by the concept of reasonable foreseeability. At ^0 

pages 576-7 he referred to a group of salient features 

and relevant factors which led him in that case to 

conclude that there existed sufficient proximity to 

entitle the plaintiff to recover its reasonably 

foreseeable economic loss. Included amongst these was:-

"(5) the nature of the damages claimed, 
which reflect that loss .of use, 
representing not some loss of profits 
arising because collateral commercial 
arrangements are adversely affected 
but the quite direct consequence of 
the detriment suffered, namely the 
expense directly incurred in employing 
alternative modes of transport."

20

Such a limitation is inherent in the foreseeability 

test as expressed by Mason, J. at p.593 in the passage 

quoted above, where he refers to the expense of making 

alternative transport and delivery arrangements and is 

central to the different test propounded by Jacobs, J.
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at p.599. Having pointed out that it is necessary in 

every case to go further and to examine how the so-called 

economic loss arises, His Honour continued:-

"If it arises in a way which can only be 
characterised as the loss of the benefit 
of a contract with a third party it will 
not be recoverable."

A useful summary of the various views expressed in the 

High Court is to be found in the judgment of Megarry, V.-C. 

in Ross -v- Caunters (1980) Ch. 297 at p.319 and 

following.
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(continued)

20

It is submitted that the claim by the first plaintiff 

to recover for economic loss alone must fail, for the 

reason that it does not fall within the Caltex test 

either because the defendant could not reasonably have 

foreseen that the first plaintiff, as a specific 

individual, as distinct from a general class of persons, 

would suffer financial loss, in its capacity as a time 

charterer, as a consequence of the defendant's conduct, 

or because the damages claimed represent loss of 

profits arising because collateral commercial 

arrangements were adversely affected.

2. The claim in respect of the union black ban

(a) The time lost as a result of the union black ban is 

not recoverable as it has not been shown to be a 

foreseeable consequence of the collision. The 

black ban which was imposed for the purpose of
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persuading foreign vessels to undergo repairs and 

maintenance in Australia (see Exhibit T), was of 

a totally different character to a union strike 

called for normal industrial reasons (as to which 

see H.M.S. London (1914) P. 72).

(b) The only evidence adduced by the plaintiffs in

support of their contention that the black ban was 

foreseeable was elicited from Captain Ford. He was 

not aware of any instance prior to July 1981 of 

such a black ban being imposed (see transcript 165.1).10 

Further, a foreign shipowner's knowledge of any 

campaign involving the threat of such a black ban 

would, as Captain Ford pointed out (transcript 

164.7), be dependent upon the frequency with which 

vessels of that foreign shipowner visited Australia, 

as to which the plaintiffs did not adduce any 

evidence. In any event, Captain Ford's evidence 

was based upon newspaper reports and discussions 

with other people (transcript 164.9) and therefore 

carries little, if any, weight. 20

(c) As the loss suffered as a result of the black ban 

was not of a class or kind as that which was 

foreseeable (see Rowe -v- McCartney (1976) 2 

N.S.W.L.R. 72, especially at 85-6), it is not 

recoverable.
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3, In relation to paragraph 6 of the plaintiffs' submissions: 

the daily rate of profit_____________________________

(a) The voyage upon which the vessel would have been 

engaged if the collision had not occurred was 

cancelled (paragraph 22 of the affidavit of 

Mr.Ogata of 14 May 1983).

(b) The first plaintiff's claim (Annexure AS to the

same affidavit) recognised that the rate of profit 

earned on a single and different voyage was not an 

accurate guide to the profit that would have been 

earned on the cancelled voyage. The claim was 

formulated by averaging the rates of profit earned 

on four voyages (see page 7 of that Annexure) . 

The average so calculated was Y563,861.2 - less than 

the Y618,827 claimed in the written submissions 

supplied after the conclusion of the hearing. 

The second plaintiff's claim should not, in the 

defendant's submission, be permitted to exceed the 

former figure as it was on the basis of the claims 

as identified in Annexure AS that the matter was 

litigated.
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(continued)

(c) In any event, the defendants submit that the proper 

approach is not, as was done in Annexure AS, to 

average the rates of profit earned on three 

pre-collision voyages and one post-collision voyage, 

but to average the rates earned on three pre-collision 

and three post-collision voyages. The plaintiffs'
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approach unfairly weights the average in favour of 

a period earlier in 1981 when freight rates were 

higher {Exhibit 11 and transcript page .135) .

(d) If the two further post-collision voyages are

taken into account in calculating the average (the 

evidence as to these is in Exhibit 10), the time 

of the cancelled voyage falls in the middle of the 

period used, that period being one in which there 

was a relatively constant decline in freight rates 

(Exhibit 11). The average daily rate of profit 

calculated on this basis is Y504,404.63.

3-0

II. CLAIM OF SECOND PLAINTIFF

In relation to paragraph 2(a) of the plaintiffs' 
submissions_______________________________

Judgment in respect of the first amount in Exhibit Q 

should be expressed in Australian currency as the second 

plaintiff has not shown that its operations were 

conducted in Yen and that in fact it was the second 

plaintiff's currency "that was used, in a normal manner, 

to meet the expenditure for which" it claims (The 

Despina R. (1979) A.C. 685 at 698 A-B). 20

It is noted that the plaintiffs do not press for 

recovery of the amount referred to in paragraph 2 of 

Exhibit Q, namely $A25,765.92.
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DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTARY WRITTEN SUBMISSION ON DAMAGES

10

Express reference was not made in the defendant's previous 

submission to the first plaintiff's claim to recover the reduced 

time charter fees payable by it to the second plaintiff whilst the 

vessel was laid up. It is submitted that such amounts are irrecoverable 

because they constitute economic loss not falling within the Caltex 

test. The reasons given in the previous submission in relation to 

the irrecoverability of loss of profit are equally applicable to 

this claim.
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Plaintiffs' 
Written 
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in Reply 
(Damages)

v.

THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTER"

PLAINTIFFS' WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS IN REPLY (DAMAGES)

1. As to the matter referred to in the plaintiffs'

written submissions in chief at paragraphs I.I.(a), 

I.2.(b)(i) and II.6.(a), (i.e. the rate payable 10 

under the time charter while the vessel was off- 

hire) , the parties have now agreed on the true 

meaning of the charterparty, and Mr. Macfarlan 

of Counsel for the defendant has authorised 

Counsel for the plaintiffs to inform the Court 

that the defendant now accepts that on the true 

construction of the time charter the daily rate 

payable by the first plaintiff to the second 

plaintiff while the vessel was off-hire was 

¥544,000. In other words, the amount of ¥l,920,OOO 20 

is the amount by (not to) which the daily rate was 

reduced.
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As to paragraph I.I. of the defendant's written 

submissions the plaintiffs make the following reply:

(a) The first plaintiff does not make its claim 

in any particular "capacity". It simply 

relies on all the relevant facts. The fact 

that it is the owner of the vessel is either 

a relevant fact or it is not. The resolution 

of the legal issue as to whether that fact 

is relevant cannot be avoided by some 

assertion as to the "capacity" in which the 

first plaintiff sues.

(b) In World Harmony (1967) P. 341 neither plaintiff 

was the owner of the damaged vessel, but were 

time charterer and sub time charterer 

respectively (page 359) . In Chargeurs Reunis 

Compagnie Francais de Navigation a Vapeur v. English 

and American Shipping Company (1921) 9 Ll. L.R. 464, 

the French Government was neither the owner 

of the ship which was damaged nor in possession 

of it (at p. 465). That was also the case in 

Societe Anonyme de Remorguage a Helice v. Bennetts 

(1911) 1 K.B. 243.

(c) The way in which the defendants' argument 

in The World Harmony was put (see 1967 p. 

at 346 c-D ) is revealing. Furthermore, the 

trial judge's remark at 361G indicates that 

it was recognized that the problem concerned 

a developing area of the law.

(d) As to the dictum of Scrutton, L.J. in 1922: 

(i) his Lordship was not talking of a

charterer who also happened to be owner; 

(ii) the dictum reflects a view as to the

recoverability of purely economic loss

which is now out of date.
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(e) As to the arguments at the foot of page 4 

of the defendant ";s written submissions, if 

it is foreseeable that a person will suffer 

harm as a consequence of wrongdoing then it 

does not matter whether the particular or 

precise form of harm is foreseeable. In 

any event, the evidence supports a conclusion 

that harm to the first plaintiff as a time 

charterer was foreseeable. If a vessel 

carries the marks of the Mitsui O.S.K. Line, 10 

then the likelihood of that line suffering 

damage if the vessel is damaged is foreseeable.

It is assumed that in the "defendant's supplementary 

written submission on damages" dated 3rd June 1983 

the terms "first plaintiff" and "second plaintiff" 

have been transposed. The general principle, even 

if it otherwise exists, would not debar the claim 

there referred to because the second plaintiff's 

claim is not for "purely economic loss". Its 

undoubted interest to claim for physical injury 

to the vessel, in the form of cost of repairs, 

carries a right to claim for any consequential 

economic loss.

20

In reply to paragraph 1.3:

Voyage 65 A was similar to the voyage which the

vessel was engaged in at the time of the collision

(see paragraph 22 of the affidavit of Mr. Ogata).

In other words, if a hypothetical calculation had

been carried out to determine the daily profit

from the voyage being undertaken at the time of 30

the collision, such calculation would probably have

resulted in a similar daily profit as that which was

in fact earned on Voyage 65 A.
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5. As to paragraph II:

The proper inference is that the second plaintiff 

conducted its operations in Yen, and this is 

demonstrated from:

(a) The fact that the second plaintiff is a 

Japanese Company.

(b) The charter rates for the bare boat and

time charters between the first and second 

plaintiffs are expressed in Yen (Mr. Inoue's 

affidavit sworn 14th May, 1983).

(c) The charterparty agreements between the 

first and second plaintiffs were made 

in Japan.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT. OF HIS HONOUR

MR. JUSTICE YELDHAM
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OP NEW SOUTH WALES ) No. 934 of 1981

FILE COPY OF JUDGEMENT
Not to be removed from 

Court papers

CORAM: YELDHAM, J. 

JUjuicLO l$<£h October, 19

UOR. V. THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTED

JUDGMENT

HIS HONOUR: The motor ship "Ibaraki Maru", whose port of regist: 

is Osaka, Japan is of 63,139 gross tons, her length from
 stem to 

stern being 253.90 metres, her breadth 39.60 metres, and
 the 

distance from bridge to bow is about 220 metres. At the time wi 

which the present action is concerned her owner was Mits
ui Osk L 

Limited, the first plaintiff, which was also the time ch
arterer < 

the vessel from Matsuoka Steamship Co. Limited, the seco
nd plain 

which had entered into a bareboat charter with the first
 plainti 

on 26th June, 1979. The time charter bears the same date althou 

a number of addenda to it were made. It will be necessary in du 

course to refer to the terms of both charters.

On 26th June, 1981 the "Ibaraki Maru" anchored about 3.1
 mi 

from Wollongong Flagstaff Lighthouse, intending to take 
on boarc 

cargo of coal from the Port Kembla Coal loader at some t
ime aftc 

10th July. Her master was Captain Takatani who had obtained his 

master's certificate in 1966 and whose experience was co
nsidera)

The defendant, the "Mineral Transporter", whose owner wa
s 

Candlewood Navigation Corporation Limited, anchored off 
Port Ke 

in a position about 1.2 miles from the "Ibaraki Maru" on
 30th J 

1981. Other vessels whose positions are marked on a plotting c
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5. As to paragraph II:

The proper inference is that the second plaintiff 

conducted its operations in Yen, and this is 

demonstrated from:

(a) The fact that the second plaintiff is a 

Japanese Company.

(b) The charter rates for the bare boat and

time charters between the first and second 

plaintiffs are expressed in Yen (Mr. Inoue's 

affidavit sworn 14th May, 1983) .

(c) The charterparty agreements between the 

first and second plaintiffs were made 

in Japan.
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EM. 3

IN THE SUPREME COURT )
OF NEW SOUTH WALES ) No. 934 of 1981
ADMIRALTY DIVISION )

CORAM: YELDHAM, J.

October, 1983.

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED & ANOR. V. THE SHIP "MINERAL TRANSPORTER*

JUDGMENT

HIS HONOUR: The motor ship "Ibaraki Maru*, whose port or" registry 

is Osaka, Japan is of 63,139 gross tons/ her length from stem to 

stern being 253.90 metres, her breadth 39.60 metres, and the 

distance from bridge to bow is about 220 metres. At the time with 

which the present action is concerned her owner was Mitsui Osk Lines 

Limited, the first plaintiff, which was also the time charterer of 

the vessel from Matsuoka Steamship Co. Limited, the second plaintiff, 

which had entered into a bareboat charter with the first plaintiff 

pn 26th June, 1979. The time charter bears the same date although 

a number of addenda to it were made. It will be necessary in due 

course to refer to the terms of both charters.

On 26th June, 1981 the "Ibaraki Maru" anchored about 3.1 miles 

from Wollongong Flagstaff Lighthouse, intending to take on board a 

cargo of coal from the Port Kembla Coal loader at some time after 

10th July. Her master was Captain Takatani who had obtained his 

toaster's certificate in 1966 and whose experience was considerable.

The defendant, the "Mineral Transporter", whose owner was 

Candlewood Navigation Corporation Limited, anchored off Port Kembla 

in a position about 1.2 miles from the "Ibaraki Maru" on 30th June, 

1981. Other vessels whose positions are marked on a plotting chart
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the starboard anchor of the "Mineral Transporter" failed, in 
New South
Wales_____ 

circumstances not alleged to amount to negligence on the part of
 her

No. 16

owners, and thereafter she drifted and collided with the "Ibarak
i Reasons

for

Maru". The plaintiffs, asserting that those on board the defendant Judgment
of His

were negligent in a number of respects in failing to avert the 
Honour Mr.
Justice

collision, have brought the present proceedings to recover damag
es. Yeldham

18th

On behalf of the defendant it was conceded in argument that negl
igence October

1983

10 had been established but it was alleged that there was negligenc
e also

(continued

on the part of the "Ibaraki Maru" and that, for this reason, the
 

damages recoverable should be reduced, and also the defendant's 
owners 

should succeed in the cross-claim which they had brought for the
ir own 

damage.

The owners of the defendant vessel also brought proceedings by 

way of a second cross-claim against two Japanese companies, one 
of 

whom was alleged to have sold and the other to have manufactured
 the 

starboard anchor which failed. In such cross-claim contribution or 

complete inderabity was sought in respect of any sum which the 

20 defendant might be required to pay to the plaintiffs in the proc
eeding 

The Japanese cross-defendants did not appear and the defendant d
oes 

not, at this stage, seek verdicts against them. That matter may be 

restored to the list upon one month's notice being given to the 
two 

cross-defendants.

The weather at the time in question was fine and clear. The 

defendant's Preliminary Act said that the wind was coining from s
outh 

west at a speed of 20 knots and that the Maritime Service Board'
s 

anemometer records at Port Kembla disclosed that "between 0300 a
nd 

0400 the wind direction was described as being variable 200-270 
degs.
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(cont'd.)

At 0300 hours the force of the wind was measured at 9 knots and at 

0400 hours the force was measured at 8 knots. Gusts of 16 kts were 

recorded at 0330 hours".

At about 1530 hours on 9th July the master of the "Ibaraki Maru" 

became aware of a warning issued by the Bureau of Meteorology in 

these terms:

"A low 984 mbs near 42 dega south, 164 degs east, is moving 
slowly east area affected. New South Wales waters south of 
34 degrees south and east of 156 degrees east SW winds force 
7-8 are expected in the area with very rough seas and heavy 
swells, the area of gales to move slowly east."

Captain Ford, an expert witness called by the defendant, agreed 

under cross-examination that the forecast "shows the bad weather 

moving away from the Port Kembla area, not towards it ... the major 

centre is moving away to the east" and "it is not that there is a low 

pressure system coming towards Port Kembla, on the contrary there is 

a low pressure system shown as going away from Port Kembla". He agree 

also that "the area of gales is moving further east away from Port 

Kembla*.

I am satisfied that the shank of the starboard anchor of the 

"Mineral Transporter" failed and the vessel commenced to drift prior 

to 9300 hours and perhaps as early as "a little past 2.50" the latter 

being the assessment of Captain Takatani, the master of the "Ibaraki 

Maru". An affidavit from the master of the "Sanko Cherry" which was 

anchored in the vicinity, said that he observed on his radar that the 

defendant was drifting "before 0300 hours". The defendant's 

Preliminary Act, however, asserts that the drift began "shortly prior 

to 0330 hours".

No evidence was called from any person who had been on the 

"Mineral Transporter" that night, but the plaintiffs tendered as part 

of their case a written statement made by the master in which he said:
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"The duty AB ... reported to the second officer ... that the Part 1 
Mineral Transporter had dragged anchor and was closing the In the 
Ibaraki Maru. This was at 0320 hours. The duty officer took Supreme 
a bearing of the Ibaraki Maru and found no change in bearing. Court of 
The duty officer did not take a radar distance from the Ibaraki New South 
Maru. At no time during the vessel's stay at anchor off Port Wales_____ 
Kembla were radar ranges obtained from points of land, or 
distances off other anchored vessels. The second mate was not No.16 
aware that the Mineral Transporter had dragged anchor and was Reasons 

10 closing the Ibaraki Maru. The second mate assumed the vessel for
was in the original anchorage position as the bearing had not Judgment 
appreciably changed to the Ibaraki Maru. He was not aware that of His 
the Mineral Transporter was closing the Ibaraki Maru on a steadyHonour Mr. 
bearing. Radar was checked and found to be operating satisfac- Justice 
torily. The second mate called the Master by bridge telephone Yeldham 
at approximately 0330 hours on 10th July, 1981. The Master 18th 
immediately proceeded to the bridge and found that the Mineral October 
Transporter had closed to a position with Ibaraki Maru that 1983
collision was imminent." (continued

20 The statement.goes on to assert that the engines were at instant 

notice; the general alarm bells were rung; but as the "Mineral 

Transporter was so close to the "Ibaraki Maru" "it was decided not to 

let go the port anchor as the master was concerned that it may foul 

the anchor of the 'Ibaraki Maru'"; engines were put to full astern; 

the heading of the "Ibaraki Maru" was approximately south-east and 

that of the "Mineral Transporter" approximately south-west; the 

engines were deliberately not put full ahead as it was believed that 

a collision would have occurred between the stern of the "Mineral 

Transporter" and the port bow of the "Ibaraki Maru"; and "as collisioi

30 was unavoidable the master stated that it was best if both ships 

collided at the bows".

The master of the "Sanko Cherry", upon observing the drift of 

the "Mineral Transporter", endeavoured to contact her many times on 

VHF Channel 16 but without response. Thereafter he alternated betweei 

Channels 6, 8, 12 and 16 and also used his vessel's flashing Morse 

light, but to all of this there was no reply.

Mr Sato, the quartermaster on board the "Ibaraki Maru", gave 

evidence which, like that of the master, I accept. He had served in 

the Merchant Navy for about thirty years and had been a quartermaster
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Part 1 for twenty-one of these. He was the sole person on watch commencing
In the
Supreme at midnight. He remained on the bridge until 0255 hours and from
Court of
New South then until 0318 hours he "went around to check the inside of the
Wales

vessel". Whilst on watch he did radar checks approximately every 
No. 16
Reasons half hour. In evidence he described the route which he took on his 
for
Judgment rounds between 2.55 and 3.18 a.m.. During much of that time, in his 
of His
Honour own words "I couldn't see other vessels very well". Before he left 
Mr.Justice
Yeldham the bridge he made a radar check between about 0240 and 0245 hours 
18th
October and "there was no change from the previous radar check that was made". 
1983

Upon his arrival back on the bridge at 0318 hours he recorded the 
(cont'd)

result of his inspection in the log and he then "noticed a large

vessel lying in front of our vessel*. This he inspected through 

binoculars and it appeared to be "a vessel at anchorage in a normal 

condition, and no-one could be seen". He said that it did not appear 

to be moving but he had some doubts "because normally when vessels arc 

at anchor they face the same direction, but with this vessel it was 

at an angle from our vessel" and hence he called the master from his 

bed. The master thought that the quartermaster "said that there was 

a vessel approaching towards the bow of the vessel* but the difference 

of recollection between the two is not material. Captain Takatani 

went immediately to the bridge and observed the "Mineral Transporter" 

which according to the radar, was about one-half mile away, and then 

ordered the crew to emergency stations. He immediately began to 

endeavour to communicate with the other vessel on the VHP radio, 

using Channel 13 (until the radio operator arrived soon after and too* 

over tho operation of the radio) and he operated also the whistle and 

the air horn* as .well as the searchlights, in an unsuccessful 

endeavour to attract the attention of those on board the "Mineral 

transporter". At about 0333 hours the master gave an order to let 

out three shackles of the anchor in addition to the ten shackles whict
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already were out. At about 0322 hours an order to nake ready the Part 1

vessel's engines had been given and by 0340 hours they were in Supreme
Court of 

readiness for use. New South
Wales 

Mr Murao, the radio officer on the "Ibaraki Maru", whose evidence ———————
No. 16 

I also accept, said that he had received instructions from the port Reasons
for 

authority that communication between vessels v:as to commence on Judgment
of His 

Channel 13 and then to be transferred to Channel 6. He said also that Honour Mr.
Justice 

"Channel 16 is an international common channel used for emergencies, Yeldham
18th 

safety and general callings and responses". He said that immediately October
1983 

10 upon taking over the radio from the master he endeavoured to
(continued) 

communicate with the other vessel both on Channel 13 and Channel 16.

It should here be said that Mr Murao speaks only Japanese. He gave 

evidence through an interpreter and his English is limited. The crew 

of the other vessel appear to be of Chinese origin and there was 

plainly a language problem between the two radio officers. I am 

satisfied that on a number of occasions before any response was 

received from the "Mineral Transporter" at 0337 hours, Mr Murao sought 

to alert the attention of those on board that vessel to the effect 

that it was drifting. At 0337 hours a message was received from the

20 "Mineral Transporter" asking that they communicate with her on

Channel 6 and this was done. Upon communication being established a 

message came from the "Mineral Transporter" saying "slack the chain" 

two or three times and saying "let out ten shackles of your chain". 

To this Mr Kurao responded "our vessel already has thirteen shackles 

out; why are you approaching ... no more shackles". This was follower 

by repeated requests from the other vessel to let out more chain, 

notwithstending what Mr Murao had said. It is plain that the radio 

operators were not understanding each other.

As the "Mineral Transporter" drifted towards the "Ibaraki Maru"

30 the heading of the latter was about 142° and that of the "Mineral
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(cont'd)

Transporter" about 200*. The master demonstrated in evidence that the 

other vessel approached his, maintaining the same bearing , at 

approximately midships, colliding first with the bow of the "Ibaraki 

Kara* on the starboard side at 0342 hours. The "Mineral Transporter" 

then moved astern down the port side of the "Ibaraki Maru", colliding 

twice more with her port side, as demonstrated by the master in 

evidence. Captain Takatani said that he had not ordered the use of 

his engines when they were available at 0340 hours because, had he 

done so, the impact would have been substantially more severe and the 

damage greater. With this assessment I entirely agree.

From the foregoing evidence which Z accept it will be apparent 

that those in control of the "Mineral Transporter" that evening were 

negligent in the extreme. Captain Hughes, who has had substantial 

experience in operating large vessels in and around Port Kembla, and 

whose expert evidence I accept in its entirety and prefer to that of 

Captain Ford where the two are in conflict, expressed the view that 

if a proper watch had been kept on the "Mineral Transporter" the 

fact that she was drifting should have become apparent, by means whic 

he described, by the time the vessel had drifted about a ship's 

length (which in the case of the defendant was about 800 or 850 feet) 

I have earlier held that the drift commenced prior to 0300 hours but 

that fact did not become apparent to those on board the "Mineral 

Transporter" until much later. Even then it was not ascertained at 

0320, when it clearly should have been, that the vessel in fact was 

drifting and it was only at 0330 hours that any emergency procedures 

were adopted. In addition, the port anchor of the drifting vessel 

was at no stage used in an endeavour to arrest her progress as, in 

my view, it should have been. On this issue Captain Hughes saidt

"Q. And you have heard a description of the manner and the speed 
at which the Mineral Transporter was drifting towards the 
Ibaraki Maru? A. Yes.
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Q. On the assumption that that information is correct, is there 
a point of distance from the Ibarakl Maru up to which it is In the 
possible to say with certainty that if the port anchor of the Supreme 
Mincxtl Transporter had been dropped there would have been no Court of 
collision? A. Yes, I'd say about 2,500 feet away from the New South 
Ibaraki Maru. Wales———

Q. Now, departing from considerations of certainty and moving tc No. 16 
considerations of reasonable likelihood, is there a point in Reasons 
those circumstances up to which it was reasonably likely that il A 

10 the port anchor had been dropped by the Mineral Transporter the Judgment 
collision would have been avoided? A. The closest it could °~ H1S 
have dropped perhaps and stopped the Mineral Transporter driftii "on°ur Mr - 
would be the length of the ship, which is a hundred feet, plus
about ten shackles of chain, say 1700 feet." iXotn

There is no doubt that if those who were charged with the duty 

of keeping watch on the "Mineral Transporter" had become aware, as 

they should have, within a reasonable time of the drift commencing, 

of what had happened, steps which could have been taken and which 

would almost certainly have avoided the collision included the use of 

20 engines or of the port anchor. I have earlier said that no evidence 

was called from the defendant by way of explanation of the failure 

to appreciate, until collision was imminent, what was occurring.

The critical issue in the case, apart from any problems 

concerning damages; is whether the defendant has established 

contributory negligence on the part of those on board the "Ibaraki 

Maru" and whether, in consequence, the damages to which the plaintiff! 

would otherwise be entitled should be reduced, and also whether, 

because of any such negligence, the owners of the defendant are 

entitled to recover damages from the plaintiffs.

30 Section 259 of the Navigation Act 1912 (so far as is relevant) ii 

in these terns:

259. (1) Where, by fault of 2 or more ships, damage or loss 
is caused to one or more ships, to their cargoes or freight, or 
to any property on board, the liability to make good the damage 
or loss shall be in proportion to the degree in which each ship 
was in fault:

Provided that, if, having regard to all the circumstances 
of the case, it is not possible to establish different degrees 
of fault, the liability shall be apportioned equally.
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Part 1 (2) Nothing in this section shall operate so as to render 
!n the any ship liable for any loss or damaae to which its fault has 
Supreme not contributed.
Court of
New South The above provisions are identical with those appearing in s.l
Wales

of the Maritime Conventions Act, 1911 (U.K.). Unlike the situation
No.16

Reasons with which Sheppard, J. was concerned in Schlederer v. The Ship "Red
for
Judgment Fin* (1979) 1 N.S.W.L.R. 258 it is s.259 of the Commonwealth
of His
Honour Navigation Act which is relevant in the present proceedings and not
Mr.
Justice either s.10 of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1965 or
Yeldham
18th the Common Law. It was agreed by both counsel that each vessel was at
October
1983 the relevant tine engaged in overseas trade.

(cont'd) Both counsel agreed also that the critical issue on the question 

of contributory negligence and in the cross-claim was whether, if 

those on the "Ibaraki Maru" were negligent (a proposition which the 

plaintiffs denied), that negligence was in any way causally related 

to the collisions which occurred. The place of causation in cases 

to which s.lO of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1965 

applies was discussed by the Court of Appeal in Stevenson v. 

Commissioner for Main Roads ft Ors. (unreported, 9th March, 1978) and 

in Podrebersek v. Australian Iron and Steel Pty. Limited (unreported, 

ISth September, 1978). In cases to which s.l of the Maritime 

Conventions Act, 1911 or s.259 of the Navigation Act 1912 apply, it 

is only if the negligence of the plaintiff is causally related to 

the damage that any apportionment is to be made. A number of the 

cases are collected in Marsden, Collisions at Sea (British Shipping 

Laws (1961) Vol. 4 para. 29 ff)« See also Admiralty Commissioners v. 

Owners of S.S. Volute (1922) 1 A.C. 129; and Boy Andrew (Owners) v. 

St. Rognvald (Owners) (1948) A.C. 140.

The allegations of negligence made by the defendant against thoa 

in authority over, and in particular the master of, the *Ibaraki Maru 

are summarized in a document in these terms:
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Part 1 
In the

"1. Failing to have a ship's officer on watch. Supreme
Court of

2. Failing to have the engine in a sufficient state of New South 
readiness. Wales

3. Failing to have any or any proper or adequate standing ordei No. 16 
as to the keeping of anchor watches as to the state of Reasons 
readiness of the vessel's engine whilst at anchor. for

Judgment
4. Failing to use the vessel's engines to avoid the collision, of His

Honour Mr.
5. Failing between 0230 and 0322 on 10th July 1981 to have on Justice 

watch on the bridge at least two persons. Yeldham
18th

10 6. Failing during that period to have an officer on watch on October 
the bridge. 1983

7. Permitting the bridge of the Ibaraki Maru to be unattended (continued) 
at and about 0300 on 10th July 1981.

8. Failing to have standing orders to prevent the above-mentioi 
deficiencies occurring.

9. Having standing orders containing a requirement that the 
Master of the vessel be notified only when another vessel 
was 0.5 miles distant."

Four other allegations which initially were contained in the 

20 document were abandoned, including an alleged failure to use the ship 

radio on Channel 16 until after 0330 hours. The defendant relied alsc 

upon the general allegations in par. 10(a)-(f) inclusive of the cross- 

claim which are in these terrasj

"(a) Failing to take early, or any, action to avoid the collisioi

(b) Failing to take any, or any appropriate, helm and/or engine 
action to avoid the collision.

(c) Failing to keep a proper and adequate lookout.

(d) Failing properly to observe the course, speed and condition 
of the 'Mineral Transporter'.

30 (e) Failing to take into account the difficulties in which thosi 
on board the 'Mineral Transporter* were placed and failing 
consequently to take reasonable steps to avoid the collision

(f) Failing to exercise searoanlike care and diligence." 

During the course of his address Mr Sheller, senior counsel for 

the defendant, summarized his client's allegations in this wayt

"In a particular sense what we would be submitting is that the 
watch on the 'Ibaraki Maru' at the critical time between 2.55
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and 3.18 was deficient and it was deficient in a number of 
respects such as the bridge remaining unmanned, no visual 
watch being maintained, no radar watch being maintained and 
no one in a position to hear signals.

It was deficient in the sense that there was only one person on 
watch and that one person was not a certificated officer. We 
then say that as a result of that a situation was created whereby 
it was too late when the Ibaraki Maru became aware that the 
Mineral Transporter was drifting towards it. It was too late 
for the Ibaraki Maru to take appropriate evasive action with 
engine and rudder. So that, your Honour, we would be submitting 
that there was a situation of danger which was created in part, 
as we would put it, by the failings of the Ibaraki Maru which 
created a situation from which it was impossible for the plaintiff 
to take action which would otherwise have been available to it.

If one looks at it the other way round and one says that even if 
a proper watch had been maintained and the fact that the Mineral 

(eont'd) Transporter was drifting had been observed by that watch in due 
time, there was nothing that could be done about it so far as 
evasive action using engine and rudder was concerned, then we 
would submit that the plaintiff was negligent in allowing itself 
to be anchored in a situation of danger, and in that sense 
exposing itself to danger* That is in broad terms how we would 
seek to put it.*

I am satisfied that there is no substance in the defendant's claim 

that it was negligent to anchor the "Ibaraki Maru" in the place where 

she was lying if, assuming a proper watch had been kept on board the 

vessel of the plaintiffs, nothing could have been done by the use of 

engine and rudder to avoid a collision with a vessel drifting as the 

"Mineral Transporter* did on the night in question. The plotting chart 

tendered in evidence shows that a number of ships were anchored in the 

general vicinity of the "Ibaraki Maru*, all waiting their turn to 

proceed to the loading berth. The plaintiffs* vessel dropped anchor 

some four days before the defendant arrived) a number of others, 

referred to in a letter from Patrick Agencies to the solicitors for the 

defendant dated 16th October, 1981 (Ex.10), were already waiting for 

the Port Kembla coal loader prior to the arrival of the "Ibaraki Maru", 

and some arrived between 26th June and the date of the collision. In 

the situation such as existed, with a number of vessels anchored in 

the vicinity, I do not think it can be said that to remain in her
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position when the "Mineral Transporter" later anchored about 1.2 miles part i
In the away constituted any negligence on the part of those in command of the Supreme
Court of "Ibaraki Maru". Even if, no matter how expert the watch kspt, any NSW south
Wales____ evasive action to avoid the "Mineral Transporter" in the event that ————————

No. 16 she drifted could not have been taken, it was eminently reasonable in Reasons
for 

the circumstances for the master of the "Ibaraki Maru" to assume that Judgment
•of His 

those on such a drifting vessel would ascertain what had occurred Honour Mr.
Justice 

within a reasonable time after the drift commencad, or after action to Yeldham
18th 

alert it had been taken by others in the area, and would take steps October
1983 

10 obviously open to it (principally the dropping of the anchor or the uee
(continued) 

of engines) to arrest its movement. To say that the act of the

"Ibaraki Maru" in remaining where she was after the "Mineral 

Transporter" had subsequently anchored 1.2 miles away was negligent 

is to impose altogether too high a standard of care upon those in 

command of the plaintiffs' vessel.

Nor do I consider that there is any substance in the suggestion 

that the master of the "Ibaraki Maru" was negligent in failing to use 

his engines and rudder in an endeavour to perform manoeuvres which 

may or may not have averted a collision. It is not necessary to recoui

20 the various manoeuvres relied upon by the defendant. From time to timt 

during the progress of the case they altered somewhat. Captain Takatai 

said that he did not order the use of the engines of his vessel once 

he had ascertained that the other ship was drifting and that no 

apparent response was made by those aboard her "because if the vessel 

moved ahead damages would be worse and also if the stern engine had 

been started stern would have swung widely to the left, making the 

damages still worse (sic)". This assessment by him of the situation 

I accept. Captain Takatani rejected also the suggestion that if the 

engines had gone full astern shortly bafore the collision and he had

30 let out another one and ono-half shackles of anchor, the collision 

could have been avoided. This I also accept.
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Part 1 Captain Hughes, referring to the various manoeuvres which had
In the
Supreme b^n suggested to Captain Tafcatani in cross-exanination, said "I would 

New Southsay they appear to be small ship manoeuvres being applied to ships of
Wcl J. 6 S

huge dimensions". Asked about a manoeuvre which involved the
No. 16
Reasons proposition that the "Ibaraki Maru" might have mano«uvred around her
for
Judgment anchor cabie , he said "It would have to be a case of life or death"
of His
Honour adding that the risks involved in all of the suggested manoeuvres were
Mr.

j great, for reasons which he gave and which I accept as accurate.
Yeldham

. He said also:October
1983 "Q. I now want you to assume that the time 3.25 arrives and your 
( o t-'dV engines are reported to be on standby and that in that interval 
1 of a quarter of an hour you have still not made contact with the 

Mineral Transporter. What action would you have taken at 3.25? 
A. I think I would have stationed somebody on the fo'c'sle head 
to slack cable. It would be starting to look like a collision 
situation. The othar ship, I have not established contact; 
although ha is underway he is indicating to me that he is firmly 
at anchor with his lights. That is about all I could do. There 
is no way I can get my anchor up. I don't think I can use my 
engines in any seamanlike way to lessen the results of this - 
about the only thing that will lessen damage here is to, shortly 
before impact, slack my cable."

Captain Ford, the defendant's expert, suggested in his evidence- 

in-chief that at the stage where it had become apparent to those on 

board the "Ibaraki Maru" that the drifting vessel was either unwilling 

or unable to take steps which would have averted collision, moves shou 

have been made by the use of engines and rudder in an endeavour to 

manoeuvre the "Ibaraki Maru* out of the line of drift. These moves he 

described in some detail but, in view of jthis answers in evidence to 

which I will refer, it is not necessary to recount them. In relation 

to the suggested manoeuvre which he principally advocated, when asked 

about the possibility of it succeeding, he said "Well, I'd say an even 

money chance pf it coming off, fifty fifty". And further:

"Q. Assuming the conditions of this night and assuming that at 
3*25 the master of the Ibaraki Maru had his engines at standby 
and was aware that the Mineral Transporter was drifting towards 
hin at a speed of 1.5 knots and was in tho position shown on you
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diagram as position 1, would you have considered it prudent of Part 1 
him if he had simply remained at anchor without attempting this In the 
manoeuvre? A. You are asking ma to consider whether I would Supreme 
consider it prudent of another man not to have considered himselJ Court of 
to this manoeuvre. Depending on the degree of his skill or his New South 
own judgment - it is a hard question. I would not have consider* Wales 
it prudent to remain there and have an inevitable collision. I 
would consider a prudent master would take some action that had No. 16 
some chance of success other than to lay back and be raped." Reasons

for 
In cross-examination he agreed that it would be intricate, Judgment

of His 
10 difficult and dangerous and that he would not commence to undertake it Honour Mr.

Justice
without having available to him all the resources of his vessel. He Yeldham

18th
agreed that the consequences of failure were that "possibly the damage October

1983
would have been accentuated". Later he saidt

(continued
"Q. Do you mean to say that you would wish his Honour to understai 
that you are not suggesting that it would be imprudent of anothei 
master not to do that? A. As I mentioned before, it depends on 
his confidence, the amount of skill or whether he has done 
something similar to this before as to whether he would attempt 
it. If he hadn't done anything and he didn't have the necessary 

20 skill, then it would not be prudent of him, but if he did have 
the ability and certain experience in this sort of thing, then 
it would be prudent for him to do it.

Q. You mean that we are here operating in an area of judgment 
and risk taking? A. By the man who is actually going to do the 
judgment and the risk taking.

Q. Whilst you have told his Honour that you would make the 
judgment to take the risk? A. Yes.

Q. You would not wish to criticise a master who made the judgmenl 
that he would not take the risk? A. Yes, that is a fair 

30 assessment of the situation."

I am clearly of the opinion that, in the light of the foregoing 

evidence, and in particular that of Captain Hughes, the master of the 

"Ibaraki Maru" was in no way negligent in failing to undertake any of 

the suggested manoeuvres after he had observed the other vessel 

drifting towards him.

The critical question, as Mr Sheller recognized, concerns whether 

those on board the plaintiffs' vessel were negligent in not having an 

adequate watch at the critical time and whether, if such a watch had 

been kept: and the drift of the other vessel detected earlier, it might
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(cont'd)

have been possible to have averted the collision,and also whether 

the engines should have been kept at "standby". On this issue 

reliance in particular was placed upon the evidence of Captain 

Takatani in cross-examination, which it is necessary to set out in 

some detail.

"Q. On the view that you have given to his Honour that the 
'Mineral Transporter' commenced to drift at about 2.50, if 
that be correct, it had been drifting for slightly over half 
an hour when you first observed it at 3.22, is that right? 
A. Yes, that is correct. It did not, however, start drifting 
at 2.50 exactly. It was a little past 2.50.

Q. It drifted before 3.22, .7 of a mile, approximately? A. Yes.

Q. If you had been on watch on the bridge there is no doubt 
whatever, is there, that you would have observed a vessel 
drifting from the position that the 'Mineral Transporter* was 
drifting from to the position that you first observed it at 
long before 3.20? A. Yes, that is correct.

Q. Indeed, it would be right to say, would it not, that if thi£ 
vessel had commenced to drift at 10 to 3, at 2.50, in the 
direction and at the speed that is apparent from the position 
that it started from, you would have observed it by 3 o'clock, 
would you not, at the latest? A. It would have taken a little 
longer. I should have been able to tell a little past 3.

Q. If you toad been in any doubt whatever about the matter, a 
glance at the radar would have revealed to you what was 
happening, would it not? A. Yes.

Q. You would have used the radar if you had observed the 
'Mineral Transporter* drifting? A. Yes.

Q. And that would have shown quite clearly that it was drifting 
towards your position? A. Yes.

Q. If you had observed that shortly after 3 o'clock you would 
have ordered the engines to stand by immediately, would you noi 
A. yes.

Q. And if you had ordered the engines to stand by,' they would 
have been on standby at latest 20 minutes later? A. Yea, that'i 
right.

Q. That is by, say, 25 past 3 at the latest? A. Yes.

Q. And that would have given you plenty of time to get away 
from the area towards which the 'Mineral Transporter* was 
drifting, would it not? A. Yes, that's right.
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Q. It is good practice, is it not, to have an officer on watch Part 1 
at all times when a vessel is lying at anchor at sea? A. I wisl In the 
that could be the case and that could be done, but generally Supreme 
on Japanese vessels there is only one person on watch. Court of

New South
Q^ You would prefer, with your experience, that there always be Wales
an officer on watch while the vessel lies at anchor at sea;
is that correct? A. Yes, that would be preferable." No.16

Reasons
And further: for

.Judgment
"Q. You told his Honour, did you not, that it would be preferabl< of His 

10 to have an officer on watch when the vessel was lying at anchor Honour Mr. 
at sea? A. Yes. If it could be done, yes. JusticeYeldham
Q. There was no reason in the world why it could not be done loth 
on this occasion, was there? A. No, there was no reason. ?no?

J. 9 o 3

0. You have already told us that if there had been an officer .
on watch at least a quarter of an your would have been saved (continued)
in getting your engines to stand by? A. Yes.

0. Would you not agree with me that on this occasion it was 
quite reckless of you not to have an officer on watch? A. Ho, 
I don't agree.*

20 In re-examination he said:

"I go up during the night until twelve occasionally and on the 
9th, as I said to you yesterday, tha weather forecast was as 
follows: There was to be heavy swell but the low was moving 
to the east and where we were the wind, the force of the wind 
was four to five and it was a sou'-westerly wind and the swell 
was moderate. With the weather condition as such we would not 
have expected the vessel to drift because of wind, that was not 
a consideration, and also if there was a distance of 1.2 miles 
then that would have been sufficient; secondly, I felt that the 

30 quartermaster was very competent and also the engine was ready 
to be operated in 15 to 20 minutes. These were the conditions. 
Furthermore, the condition of the sea at night was not any 
different on that night from seven o'clock of the 10th July and 
a photo has been taken of this weather or the ocean condition 
and if you would look at this photograph I am sure that you 
would understand the condition of the sea at that time."

Captain Takatani said also that the state of the ship's machinery 

as he left it when he turned in at midnight "was such that the engine 

could be brought to standby in 15 to 20 minutes*.

40 At about 0320 hours, when the drifting vessel was first observed 

by quartermaster Sato, she had drifted about .7 of a mile and was thai 

about .5 of a mile from the "Ibaraki Mam". Assuming the drift had 

commenced at a little before 0300 hours, it was twenty minutes or a 

little longer before Mr Sato recognized the possibility of any danger
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Captain Takatani'a estimate of the time which it would have taken to 

have brought in the anchor, which initially was out to the extent of 

ten shackles , was "at least 25 minutes to 30 minutes at best". 

Captain Hughes said that it would take two or three minutes to engage 

the gearing once the crew on the fo'c'sle head was in position, and 

that thereafter to bring in the anchor would take about two minutes pe 

shackle, the whole operation involving at least 22 to 23 minutes. 

The master estimated that from the time when the crew was called to 

emergency stations it would take probably about 8 or 9 minutes for 

men to get to the anchor in order to operate it. Thus the total time 

involved from the call to emergency stations until the lifting of the 

anchor could be completed would be of the order of 30-35 minutes. It 

is in the light of this factor that the answers of Captain Takatani 

which I have earlier set out, and in particular his concession that 

if he had ordered engines to standby shortly after 0300 hours there 

would have been "plenty of time to get away from the area towards whi< 

the 'Mineral Transporter* was drifting", must be construed. I have 

already accepted the evidence of Captain Hughes to the effect that it 

would be unwise and probably dangerous to endeavour to manoeuvre the 

"Ibaraki Maru" whilst her anchor was still out; and no suggestions 

were made in cross-examination of any of the plaintiffs' witnesses 

that the estimates of time that I have referred to concerning the 

bringing in of the anchor were erroneous. Captain Takatani, in 

re-examination,said that,

•without the aid of radar it would probably have taken about 
20 to 25 minutes to appreciate by visual observation, and 
assuming that a constant watch was kept, that the other 
vessel was drifting. If a constant radar watch was maintained, 
it would depend on the surrounding situation, but in about 
15 to 20 minutes I may be able to tell that it may have started 
to drift".

Captain Hughes expressed the opinion that it would not be pruder, 

to maintain a constant watch on the radar "because a visual look-out
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is better with occasional references to radar". He denied that if 

radar was being constantly watched any movement of a vessel like the 

"Mineral Transporter" would be immediately observed. He gave further 

evidence as follows:

"Q. How long would the 'Mineral Transporter 1 have to move before 
you would observe it on the radar, assuming you were keeping 
a constant watch on it? A. I think that with vessels 800 feet 
long with 900 feet of cable out that swing to every change of 
the wind, and so therefore can change their position with their 

10 anchor holding them, something like about 3,000 feet, that the 
ship would need to drift about 3 ship lengths before the 
possibility of a vessel dragging was established by another 
vessel.

Q. What if the 'Mineral Transporter 1 was observed on the radar 
to have been the only vessel that was changing its position? 
A. I have seen in Port Kembla at various states of the wind as 
many as ten ships, each pointing in different directions.

Q. So you say that even if you looked at the radar and saw the 
'Mineral Transporter' on the radar change its position up to 

20 three ship lengths that would not alert you? A. No, I am 
saying at three ships lengths I would be alerted.

Q. If you were maintaining a constant visual watch on the 
'Mineral Transporter' how soon would you be alerted after it 
commenced to move? A. I would say possibly around about the 
same area. Remember, we would be viewing the 'Mineral 
Transporter 1 from the stern with one stern light in view. 
Vessels yaw about at anchor showing occasionally the for'ard 
and stern light on either side of the bow. One would tend at 
first in seeing this to think she was yawing. It would only be 

30 as the lights started to get larger that you would appreciate 
it may be coming towards you."

Earlier he had said:

"Q. Do you consider that if the 'Mineral Transporter' commenced 
to drift at ten minutes to three and if a competent watch was 
being maintained on the bridge of the 'Ibaraki Maru 1 it was 
reasonable that the drifting of the 'Mineral Transporter' would 
not be observed for 15 minutes from the 'Ibaraki Maru 1 ? A. Yes

Q. You think that is not an unreasonably long time? A. It 
isn't an unreasonably long time."

40 I turn to consider the question whether good seamanship required 

that two persona should have been on watch, one being an officer. I 

leave for later consideration the question whether, if it did, any 

such negligence was causally related to the damage to the plaintiff's 

vessel. I have already set out the principal evidence in relation to
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the former aspect given by Captain Takatani. In addition he said:

"Q. So that, in accordance with your orders with this vessel 
lying at anchor at sea there would be nobody on watch on 
the bridge for periods up to 25 minutes while the able seaman 
was doing his rounds, is that right? A. Yes. I feel that that 
is okay because X check the condition at night and according 
to that check I make the judgment on that.

Q. Would you not agree that in accordance with good practice 
there should while a vessel of this size, the size of the 
Ibaraki Maru is lying at anchor at sea be somebody constantly 
present on the bridge, would you not agree that that was good 
practice? A. Yes, I agree* (objected tot allowed).

Q. Would you not agree that in the situation of the Ibaraki 
Maru on 10th July, 1981, prior to this collision it was quite 
reckless for you to leave an order which amounted to the bridge 
being abandoned for periods of up to 25 minutes? A. No I 
don't agree.

Q. The situation was, was it not, that if another vessel dragged 
its anchor and drifted towards your vessel it could be that 
nobody on the Ibaraki Maru would know anything about it for 
25 minutes? A. Yes, that's true.

Q. And you don't say that to allow such a situation by your 
orders is quite reckless? A. I left my orders as they were 
because before I went to bed I made sure that things were safe 
and felt that it was safe to do so.

Q. Of course, this is the very thing that happened on this night 
is it not, that this vessel the Mineral Transporter drifted 
towards you for 25 minutes or more before anybody on the Ibaraki 
Maru knew anything about it? A. Yes, that was the situation."

In re-examination the master gave his reasons for rejecting the 

suggestion put to him in cross-examination that it had been reckless 

not to have an officer on watch.

Captain Hughes, asked about good watch-keeping, said:

•Q. You have also heard the evidence given about a watch being 
maintained by quartermaster Sato? A. Yes.

Q. You have heard a description of what his duties were and wha 
he in fact did between 5 to 3 and 18 minutes past 3? A. Yes.

Q. That description involved the bridge of the 'Ibaraki Maru' 
being left unmanned for that period - from 5 to 3 to 18 minutes 
past 3? A. Yes.

Q. In your opinion, is a practice of watch-keeping which 
involves a person alone on watch leaving the bridge for a perio 
like that in accordance with the requirements of good seamanshi 
A. I don't like it.
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Q. I am sorry? A. I don't like it. Part I
I n r. h o

Q. Would you agree that it is bad seamanship to have a watch S-,.prere 
maintained in that manner? A. No. Court c:

New Scut:.
Q. You wouldn't agree that it is bad seamanship to leave a '.%'n 1 es___ 
bridge unmanned on a vessel lying at night at anchor at sea 
in these weather conditions? A. Bridges can be left unmanned N'c.16 
for short periods to perform other functions necessary for the P.eascn.s 
safety of the ship and the personnel, in my opinion. for

Judgment.
0. Of course, there would be no reason to leave the bridge cf His 
unmanned if there were two people on watch, would there not? Honour .Xr. 
A. That'c correct. Justice

Yelchan
Q. Would it not bo good practice in this situation to have at -5th 
least two people on watch? A. It i« the practice on my ship. Cctcber

1<J33
Q. And to have one of those persons an officer? A. That's the
practice on my ship. (continues

0. Is that, in your opinion, in accordance with the requirereenti 
of good seamanship? A. Yes.

0. Would you agree that it io bad seamanship to have one 
quartermaster left on watch at night at sea, albeit, with the 
experience of Mr Sato? A. On my ship it should be bad practice. 
It may not necessarily be or. some other chip.

0. On what basis would there be any difference? A. My searr.en 
are casual employees without a great deal of training. I have 
no idea of the experience of Mr Sato.

Q. You have heard that ha has been at sea for 30 years and a 
quartermaster for 21? A. I could say that with some long- 
serving seamen that I havo sailed with I could trust them perha; 
in some situations more than one of my most junior officers.

Q. Have you ever in your experience as a master left one man on 
watch on the bridge when your vessel was lying at anchor at 
sea at night? A. No.

0. Have you ever in that situation not had an officer on watch? 
A. No."

Captain Ford's view was as follows:

"Q. Did you heard the evidence that on the 'Ibaraki Maru 1 on thii 
night there was on the bridge prior to 3.18 on watch only one 
person? A. Yen.

0. And that was a quartermaster of 21 years experience as 
quartermaster? A. Yes.

0. Captain, on the assumption that the evidence as you have
heard it reveals the situation in terms of weather and the
position of the Ibaraki Maru on that night, if you had been
the roaster of that vessel in that situation what watch would yot
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hava left as the vessel lay at anchor? A. For that period of 
tine the certified second officer and a minimum of one AB and 
a watch keep.

Q. When you say for that period of time, what period of time are 
you referring to? A. Midnight to 4 a.m. I would have the 
third officer, would be 8 to midnight.

Q. As a natter of prudent seamanship did you consider it prudent 
to have left on watch on the bridge in that situation a 
quartermaster of that experience alone? A. I do not consider it 
prudent at all. I have never done it and never would do it.

Q* You have heard evidence of the grounds that Mr Sato went on 
commencing at 5 to 3 and finishing at 18 minutes past three. 
You have heard that evidence? A. Yes.

Q. Which involved him leaving the bridge for that period of 
time. As a matter of prudent seamanship do you consider it to 
have been prudent* on this occasion with this vessel in the 
situation it was for the bridge to be left unattended for a 
period from 5 to 2 to 18 minutes past three? A. It certainly 
was not prudent to leave the vessel unattended for any period 
of time and to the extent of 25 minutes which was nothing I 
would ever do and ever have done.

Q. When you say for any period of time do you mean by that 
however short? A. However short* If I can expand - the bridge 
is not merely for visual observation to see whether you are 
going to drift or another vessel is going to drift on you. It 
is the nerve centre of the vessel, the fire alarm systems are 
centred on it with rows and rows of smoke indicators, lights 
and everything centres up there so that a fire can be located 
or notified. It is notified to the bridge, nowhere else, and 
if you are 25 absent that means that the fire is going for 
25 minutes. Whereas if a man is always on the bridge he will 
immediately hear that buzzer. That is one reason why I would 
never have the bridge unmanned at sea for any time on voyage 
or at an outside port limit.*

In the light of this evidence I am of the opinion that, whatever 

the nationality of the vessel, the standards of good seamanship requi: 

a constant watch being kept on the bridge, which should never be left 

unattended, the watch consisting of an officer and an able seaman who 

from time to time would make the necessary inspection of the vessel. 

In the present case, if that type of watch had been kept, it is 

probable that the drift of the "Mineral Transporter* would have been 

observed (assuming it had begun at about ten minutes to three) by 

about 3.05 a.m. - i.e. about fifteen minutes after it had commenced.
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In fact it was not observed until about 3.20 a.m. - i.e. about Part 1
fifteen minutes after it would have been if a proper and constant t'leSupreme

watch had been maintained. In arriving at this conclusion I accept Hourt ofe New South

the statement of Captain Hughes that it would not have been prudent •• a ———

to have kept a constant radar watch, "because a visual look-out is „ No - 16Reasons

better with occasional reference to radar" . _Judgment

So far as the state of readiness of the engines of the "Ibaraki ° 1S „Honour Mr.

Maru" is concerned Mr Rannard, a consulting engineer and naval
1 ft +• H

architect with considerable experience, gave evidence as follows: Octob
•j Q Q "3

10 "Q. I want you to assume that on that night, as the 'Ibaraki
Maru 1 lay at anchor prior to 3.20 on the morning of 10th July, (continued) 
the lubricating oil system was not running through the engines? 
A. Yes.

Q. The engines were said to be in a state of readiness to bring 
them to standby in 15 to 20 minutes? A. Yes.

Q. Could you describe to his Honour what is meant in that 
situation by the lubricating oil system not running through 
the engine? A. Well, it places the engine only in a warm 
condition, but not preparatory to starting and to start the 

20 engine it requires lubricating oil and other functions to be 
opened up so that the engine can be placed in a position for 
immediate starting by use of the starting gear.

Q. So that if an order is given to bring the engines to standby 
in a situation where the lubricating oil system is not running 
through the engine, one operation that has to be performed is 
to start the lubricating oil running? A. That would be the 
first operation, yes.

Q. Is it possible to say, from your experience, how long it 
takes to get the lubricating oil running through the engines? 

30 A. It would take approximately 12 minutes in the case of this 
particular engine.

Q. To what extent does that 12 minutes starting the lubricating 
oil system add to the time that it takes to bring the engines 
to standby? A. Approximately double.

Q. When you say approximately double, what does that mean in 
terms of minutes? A. If the lubricating oil was running, it 
would take approximately ten minutes to place the engine in a 
starting condition.

Q. By a starting condition, do you mean at standby? A. Well, 
40 standby is a starting condition it can be started immediately 

after standby has been made."
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Part 1 This evidence I accept.
In the
Supreme xn relation to Mr Rannard's opinion as to whether or not in
Court of
New South certain situations engines should be kept in a state of immediate
Wales

readiness for use, I prefer the views of Captain Hughes because I think
No.16
Reasons the natter is rather one for the expert opinion of an experienced
for
Judgment master mariner rather than that of an experienced engineer. Captain
of His
Honour Mr. HugheSf asked what he would do in the position of Captain Takatani
Justice
Yeldham if at 3 , 05 a>B0 he tmA observed the "Mineral Transporter" moving
lotn
October towards him on a bearing of about 200*, gave this evidences
19o o

(cont'd) "Q. In that situation what, as master on the bridge observing 
that, would you have done? A. I would have called the Mineral 
Transporter and asked what she was doing.

Q. If you got no response? A. I would have kept calling. I 
would have perhaps called Channel 13 and informed the port 
authority.

Q. Assuming you continued to get no response from Mineral 
Transporter? A. What would I have done?

Q. Yes? A. I think I would Have done many of the same things 
as Captain - I am sorry, I can't pronounce his name, but the 
Japanese captain - try to attract the other ship's attention in 
every way possible.

Q. Would you have called the crew to emergency stations? A. At 
one mile, no.

Q. Would you have put or called the engines to stand by? A. I 
already have my engines on 15 minutes' notice, I would have 
rung the engine room perhaps.

Q. And called the engine to stand by? A. Hot necessarily, not 
at one mile.

Q. When you said that you would have the engines at 15 minutes, 
does that mean that as a matter of prudence in the weather 
conditions -as they have been described in evidence on this night 
you would have had the engines in a state of readiness where 
they could have been called to stand by at no less than 15 
minutes' notice? A. Yes.

Q. Assuming that was the situation, at what distance, if the 
Mineral Transporter continued to move towards you and continued 
on a heading of 200*, would you have called for the engines to 
be put on standby? A. I'd say at about .7 of a mile."

In fact the engines of the "Ibaraki Maru" were ready at 0340 

hours, eighteen minutes after their readiness was ordered.
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Part 1 
Captain Hughes continued! Supreme

"Q. I take it from what you have said that at .7 of a mile at New south
about 03.10 you would have called your engines to standby? WalesA. Yes. ———————

No. 16 Q. You would have expected them to be on standby by 3.25? A. Yei Reasons
forQ. In the interval, while the engines were coming to standby, Judgment 

from 3.10 to 3.25, what action would you have taken in the Of H^ s 
circumstances as I have described them to you? That is you as Honour Mr. 
master of the Ibaraki Maru? A. Try in every way possible to mak< justice 

10 contact with the ship that was coming down on me. I would Yeldham 
certainly do other things, like turning out crew and so on. 18th

OctoberQ. During that time of a quarter of an hour would you give 1983 
consideration to what plan of action you should take, according 
to whether or not you made contact with the Mineral Transporter? (continued) 
A. Most certainly.

Q. So that it would be a time of planning as well, is that right* 
A. Yes."

Captain Ford, asked about engine readiness said:

"Q. Again assuming the weather conditions that were described and 
20 the position of the Ibaraki Maru on that night what, in your 

opinion, are the requirements of prudent seamen as to engine 
readiness? A. I discussed with the chief engineer before making 
it — taking into account any inhibitions or lack of labour. 
There is various things that do affect the readiness of the 
engine. The normal course in that situation has been 20 minutes 
notice for full power but in an emergency condition I could get 
reduced revs, which may only be one third but I would get some 
revs, within ten minutes.

30 Q» Just so I understand that, you say that when you come to
aitchor - when you first anchored off Port Kembla what were your 
requirements as to engine readiness? A. 20 minutes.

Q. Did you have any requirements about partial power? A. With 
an adjoiner that if we needed emergency — that is a critical 
situation of danger - I could get some partial power within 
ten minutes."

Captain Ford said further:

"Q. Assuming the conditions of this night and assuming that at
3.25 the master of the Ibaraki Maru had his engines at standby 

40 and was aware that the Mineral Transporter was drifting towards 
him at a speed of 1.5 knots and was in the position shown on 
your diagram as position 1, would you have considered it prudent 
of him if he had simply remained at anchor without attempting 
this manoeuvre? A. You are asking me to consider whether I wouli 
consider it prudent of another man not to have considered 
himself to this manoeuvre. Depending on the degree of his skill
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or his own judgment - it i« a hard question. I would not have 
considered it prudent to remain there and have an inevitable 
collision. I would consider a prudent master would take some 
action that had sons chance of success other than to lay back 
and be raped."

In all the circumstances I do not think that it was negligent for 

the engines of the "Ibaraki Maru" to be in a situation where it took 

eighteen minutes to have them available. On Mr Rannard's evidence the 

additional time involved would be only about eight minutes and in the 

context of the present case, in view of my conclusions on the question 

of causation, that would be of little relevance.

Thus it is necessary to determine whether the failure to have a 

constant watch on the "Ibaraki Maru" and to apprehend the fact that 

the other vessel was drifting at about 0305 hours was in any way 

causally related to the impact that occurred at 0342 hours. In this 

regard it is necessary to take into account the evidence of Captain 

Hughes as to what a reasonable master would have done on first 

observing the drifting vessel, the tine during which the master of the 

"Ibaraki Maru" was entitled to assume that those on board the 

"Mineral Transporter* vould themselves take steps to avert the drift, 

and the time which would be involved in raising the anchor of the 

"Ibaraki Maru*. Captain Hughes said:

"Q. I want to ask you some questions about the 'Ibaraki Maru 1 , 
If a vessel of which you were in command was lying at anchor 
in this area and you observed another vessel that appeared to 
be drifting in the direction of your vessel, what is the next 
thing that you would do? A. Try and make contact with the 
vessel and find out his intended actions.

Q. What would be the significance of making contact with the 
vessel and trying to find out his intended actions? A. It may 
affect any subsequent action that I may take.

HIS HONOURt Q. You would want to know whether he was broken down 
or drifting, or what was happening? A. Correct, he may have 
been perhaps just shifting anchorage, he may have been doing 
anything."

I have earlier set out the answers which he gave in cross- 

examination as to what, if he had been the master of the "Ibaraki Maru
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Part 1he would have done. In further cross-examination he said: in~the

"Q. The questions that I put to you up to this point of time
been based on the assumption that, firstly, the master of the New South
'Ibaraki Maru* observed the "Mineral Transporter' drifting Wales
towards it at five past three and then after the actions that ———————
you described that you would have taken in that position that NO. 16
the engines were on standby by 3.25 on the 'Ibaraki Maru 1 - do Reasons
you understand that? A. Yes. for

Q. Does that mean that in your opinion on those assumptions £ron of His 
10 3.25 there was nothing that the 'Ibaraki Maru 1 could have done Honour Mr. 

to avoid the collision? A. In my opinion, yes." Justice
Yeldham He repeated his view that a competent watch from the bridge of isth
October the "Ibaraki Maru" would probably not have observed the drift of the

other vessel before 3.05 a.m.? that he would not immediately (continued!

thereafter have called the engines up to standby but would have done E

at about 3.10 a.m.; and that it would be about fifteen minutes before

they would be at standby. At this stage there was no manoeuvre that

could reasonably have been performed on the "Ibaraki Maru" to avoid

the other vessel. With this evidence, which I accept, is to considers

20 the earlier evidence concerning the time which it would take to get 

a crew to the fo'c'sle and then to raise the anchor, a total of over 

thirty minutes. So that even if the order to emergency stations and 

then to raise the anchor had been given at 0305 hours, it would not 

have been possible for the vessel to have executed any manoeuvres by 

the use of her engine and rudder until about thirty minutes there 

after. Thus there was nothing which could have been done by the 

"Ibaraki Maru", assuming the other vessel had been sighted at 0305 4*** 

hours, which would have prevented the damage. In such a situation it 

was only the "Mineral Transporter" which could and should, by means tc

30 which I have earlier referred, have kept out of the way and this she 

did not do. At 0325 hours the "Mineral Transporter" was about 570 

metres away from the bow of the "Ibaraki Maru" and approaching her 

at a rate of at least 1.5 miles per hour. Hence I conclude that the
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failure to maintain a better watch on the "Ibaraki Maru" was in no 

way causally related to the collision. From this it follows that the 

defence of contributory negligence fails, as does the cross-claim.

I turn to the question of damages. X propose to deal first of 

all with the claim of the second plaintiff, which poses fewer problems 

than that of the first plaintiff. The former was the charterer of 

the "Ibaraki Maru" under a bareboat charter which, by ell.8 and 9, 

rendered it liable, as against the first plaintiff, to bear the cost 

of repairs resulting from collision, and such cost was in fact borne 

by it.

The second plaintiff also, as disponent owner, entered into a 

t.tira» charter of the vessel, the charterer being the first plaintiff. 

It was ultimately agreed between counsel that the proper construction 

of the time charterparty, and particularly cl.14 and the Addendum of 

5th April, 1981, was that whilst the vessel was laid up for repairs 

as a result of the collision, the daily rate payable to the second 

plaintiff was reduced by 1,920,000 yen from 2,464,000 yen to 544,000 

yen. The latter sum was in fact paid by the first plaintiff to the 

second plaintiff whilst the vessel was off-hire for repairs to be 

carried out.

The parties agreed also as followsi

"1. That temporary and final repairs were carried out to
* Ibaraki Maru' as a result of the collision and that the 
cost of those repairs and incidental costs incurred amounte* 
tot

$A215,692.97 (Payments 24th November, 1981} 
Plus Yen 104,849,333 (Payments 31st March, 1982) 
Plus Bunkers Ten

13,814,280 (Payments 12th October, 1981)

and that the said costs are fair and reasonable and were 
necessarily incurred as a result of the collision."

A further claim envisaged in the same exhibit concerning 

additional work amounting to $A25,765.92 was not pursued. The time
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taken to effect the repairs was extended by a "black ban", the fact
s Part 1

In the 

relating to which were agreed and set out in a document reading .as 
Supreme
Court of 

followst 
New South
Wales

"By reason of a black-ban imposed by the Painters and Dockers 

Union on the vessels 'Mineral Transporter' and 'Ibaraki Karu' the 
No.16 

defendant/cross claimant and the plaintiff/cross defendant Reasons 

respectively in these proceedings were prevented from effecting for 

temporary repairs which would have enabled the vessels to be Judgment 

put back into class in order to proceed on their voyages and have o
f His 

10 permanent repairs effected elsewhere. The bans placed upon the Honour Mr. 

vessels by the Painters and Dockers Onion were designed to Justice 

persuade the owners of the two vessels to have permanent repairs Yeldham 

effected in Australia and were stated to be in support of the 18th 

Union's campaign to persuade foreign vessels trading regularly October 

to Australia to undergo repaire and maintenance in Australia. 1983 

Pursuant to the black-ban the 'Mineral Transporter' was delayed 
in Australia for 55 days and the 'Ibaraki Maru' was delayed in (cont'd) 

Australia from 1315 hours 20th July, 1981 to 0810 hours 22nd 
August, 1981 being 32.79 days longer than they would otherwise 

20 have been."

The only additional evidence in relation to this aspect of the 

matter was that given by Captain Ford as follows:

"Q. I want to move to a different subject matter. Are you aware 

that when both the Ibaraki Maru and the Mineral Transporter 
put in for repairs to port in Sydney there was a black ban that 

was imposed? A. Yes.

Q. That delayed the sailing of the vessels? A. Yes.

Q. You are aware, are you not, that that black ban was placed as 
part of a campaign by a particular union to require foreign 

30 vessels to undertake repairs in Australia rather than elsewhere? 
A. Yes, I was aware of that campaign.

Q. That is a longstanding campaign in the shipping industry? 

A. Yes.

Q. It was the sort of risk that you ran - may be still do run, 
but ran in July 1981 if you were a foreign vessel and you had 
to have repairs done in Australia? A. I was aware of it, yes.

Q. But you were aware that the risk of running into a black ban 
of that kind was part and parcel of having to have repairs done 
in Australia if you were a foreign vessel? (objected to? allowed 

40 A. I would say a master would.be aware of that if he was a
constant - or not necessarily a constant visitor, but a visitor - 
if he had been here before; if he was a first arrival he might 
possibly have no knowledge of our industrial practices.

Q. Prior to July 1981 were you aware of any occasion on which a 
foreign flag vessel was in fact held in the course of repairs 
by the union in order to try and ensure that permanent repairs 
were made in Sydney or Australia? A. I was not aware of any 

specific ship. My knowledge came from the newspaper reports
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that they were going to do that.

Q. Tour knowledge of this was based on newspaper reports, was 
it? A. That this was their campaign.

Q. And the evidence you have given about the campaign was based 
on newspaper reports? A. And word of mouth of various shore 
people.

Q. Are you aware of any specific instance prior to July 1981 
where a foreign flag vessel was held up during repairs in 
Australia for this reason? A. No, the only ones were held up 
because of the complaint about low wages by Libyan owners but 
it wasn't about the repairs."

The second plaintiff claimed to be entitled to recover in respect 

of loss of hire the sum of 129,463,680 yen calculated at the rate pf 

1,920,000 yen per day for 67.429 days. Mr Gleeson, senior counsel 

for the plaintiffs, argued that in the circumstances the Union ban 

was a foreseeable consequence of the collision resulting from the 

defendant's negligence and that consequently the second plaintiff was 

entitled to recover its full economic loss. If the days lost as a 

result of the ban are not recoverable then the relevant number of 

days is 34.639 and the amount of the second plaintiff's claim for 

loss of hire would be reduced to 66,506,880 yen. Mr Sheller, senior 

counsel for the defendant, in his written submissions, argued that 

the time lost as a result of the Union black ban was not recoverable 

as it had not been shown to be a foreseeable consequence of the 

collision. He argued that such ban was imposed for the purpose of 

persuading foreign vessels to undergo repairs and maintenance in 

Australia and was hence of a totally different character to a Union 

strike called for normal industrial reasons.

In H.M.S. London (1914) p. 72, decided before In re Polemis and 

Furness Withy t Co. Limited (1921) 3 K.B. 560 and, of course, before 

The Wagon Mound (Mo. 1) (1961) A.C. 388, the plaintiff's vessel, whic 

had been damaged by the negligence of the defendant, was delayed 

whilst undergoing repairs in dry dock owing to a strike of workmen.
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Objection was taken, on the ground of remoteness, to the allowance in the
Supreme

by the Registrar of an item in the plaintiff's claim in respect of this Court ofNew South

delay. Sir Samuel Evens P. held that the item was properly allowed Wales

as the loss flowed directly, naturally, and in the usual or ordinary No.16
Reasons

course of things from the proximate cause, namely the negligence of for
Judgment

the defendant. The actual principles enunciated in that case in of His
Honour Mr.

connection with remoteness of damage are no longer good law in view of Justice
Yeldham

the decision in The Wagon Mound. But in the course of his judgment 18th
—————*——————— October

Sir Samuel Evans observed that in that case no evidence had been given 1983 

10 that the strike was illegal, or even that it was unexpected and "in (cont'd) 

the ordinary course of business industrial disputes may and do occur, 

and strikes ensue". The editor of McGregor on Damages (13th Ed.) (at 

par. 121) , after referring to this passage, added "this could well 

include in these days illegal strikes".

In my opinion, in asking whether the days lost as a result of a 

black ban are recoverable by the plaintiffs as a foreseeable conseguenc 

of the collision resulting from the negligence of the defendant, it is 

not realistic to examine the precise cause of the strike and to 

differentiate between those which are concerned with industrial 

20 conditions and those which night be described as "political" in

character, such as the one in the present case. Whether the problem 

be regarded as one of causation or of remoteness of damage in which 

foreseeability is critical (and the distinction between them is drawn 

in cases such as Chapman v. Hearse 106 C.L.R. 112 at 122), I am of the 

opinion that the second plaintiff is entitled to recover in respect of 

the additional delay amounting to 55 days as a consequence of the ban 

imposed by the Union. The negligence of the defendant was a proximate 

cause of the loss of use of the vesael during the period of the ban - 

see H.M.S. London (ante). It was also reasonably foreseeable that froi 

30 time to time ships requiring repairs would be delayed by reason of
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strikes called or bans imposed by trade unions. The additional loss 

suffered by the second plaintiff was within the class of loss 

foreseeable by the tortfeasor as a possible consequence of its 

negligence. It is not e condition of liability of the wrongdoer that 

the precise and particular character of the damage should have been 

foreseen. It is necessary only that 'the damage suffered should not be 

different in kind from that which was foreseeable - Mount Isa Mines 

Limited v. Pusey 125 C.L.R. 383; Rowe v. McCartney (1976) 2 N.S.W.L.R. 

72. The second plaintiff is therefore entitled to recover from the 

defendant, in addition to the cost of repairs, and interest at the 

rates specified in practice note No. 25 from the respective dates of 

payment, loss of hire calculated at the rate of 1,920,000 yen per day 

for 67.429 days. In addition it is entitled to interest from 31st 

August, 1981, the date when the vessel went back on hire after its 

temporary repairs, in relation to the loss of hire from 10th July, 

1981 to that date, and from 27th October, 1981 in relation to loss of 

hire from 12th October, 1981.

The second plaintiff, like the first plaintiff, seeks judgment in 

Japanese currency. The defendant submitted that it should be expresset 

in Australian currency, claiming that the second plaintiff had not 

shown that its operations were conducted in yen or that it was the 

second plaintiff's currency "that was used, in a normal manner, to mee- 

the expenditure for which" it claims (The Despina R. (1979) A.C. 685 

at 698). In that case the Bouse of Lords held that where a plaintiff 

had suffered damage or sustained loss in a foreign currency as a 

result of a tort committed against him, and had used his own currency 

to obtain the amount of foreign currency required to make good the 

damage or loss, or if his loss could only be appropriately measured in 

his own currency, he was entitled to an award of damages in such
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connection. In the present case I am of the opinion that the second for
Judgment 

plaintiff is entitled to judgment in Japanese yen. The proper inferenc 0f His
Honour Mr. 

is that it conducted its operations in yen and that it had expended Justice
Yeldham 

its normal currency to meet the expenditure on the repairs which were 18th
October 

carried out. I consider also that in relation to the claim for loss 1983

10 of hire, the second plaintiff's own currency is that which most truly (cont'd) 

expresses its loss. These matters I infer from the fact that the 

second plaintiff is a Japanese company} the charter rates between both 

plaintiffs are expressed in yen; and both contracts were made in Japan. 

Thus the second plaintiff is entitled to judgment, in Japanese yen, in 

an amount calculated as I have indicated. I will leave the precise 

figure to be agreed upon between the parties, who should bring in 

short minutes in due course.

The claim of the first plaintiff raises questions of greater 

difficulty. It is to recover economic loss in the form of loss of

20 profits which it would have made from the use of the "Ibaraki Mam* 

during the period when it was laid up as a result of the collision. 

It alleges that it is entitled to have taken into account, in the 

calculation of its daily loss of profits, the daily rate payable by it 

to the second plaintiff while the vessel was off hire and also the 

daily profit which it would have earned had Voyage 65A not been 

cancelled as a result of the delay caused by the need for temporary 

repairs to be effected. Paragraph 22 of the affidavit of Mr Ogata, 

a senior officer employed by the plaintiffs, was in these terms*

"Fixture note dated 22nd June, 1981, Annexure 'V 1 , was the 
30 fixture note relating to the voyage *Ibara.ki Maru* was
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engaged in at the tine of the collision. Because of the 
delay caused by the collision, that voyage was cancelled, 
but when temporary repairs to the vessel were completed and 
the black ban was lifted, Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited 
agreed to engage 'Ibaraki Maru' for a voyage similar to that 
contemplated by fixture note dated 22nd June, 1981. That 
voyage was called 'Voyage 65 A*. I crave leave to refer 
to Addendum 6 annexed and marked 'AB 1 , which provides for 
a final freight rate of $US 12.38 per tonne. Addendum 1 
annexed and marked 'W, provided for a different quantity 
of coal to be carried than that provided for in the fixture 
note dated 22nd June 1981."

It is not necessary to reproduce the annexures.

Mr Sheller argued that the first plaintiff was not entitled to 

recover damages for what was in reality an injury to its merely 

contractual rights, and that the fact that it was the owner of the 

vessel was an immaterial circumstance because of the obligation on 

the part of the second plaintiff to reinstate the vessel. He 

submitted that the position of the time charterer had not been 

altered by any decision subsequent to The "World Harmony* (1967) P. 

341 and in particular by the decision of the High Court in Caltex 

Oil (Australia) Pty. Limited v. The Dredge "Willemstad* 136 C.L.R. 52 

Counsel argued that it had not been shown that the defendant could 

reasonably have foreseen that the first plaintiff, as a specific 

individual, as distinct from a general class of person, would suffer 

financial loss, in its capacity as a time charterer, as a consequence 

of the defendant's negligence. He argued also that it had not been 

established that the defendant could reasonably have foreseen that 

the first plaintiff would suffer damage by way of loss of profits 

because collateral commercial arrangements were adversely affected.

The relevant facts, put shortly, in relation to this issue are 

that the first plaintiff was both the owner and the time charterer 

of the "Ibaraki Maru*» arrangements involving a bareboat charter and 

a time charter back to the owner are reasonably commonplace (an 

inference which I would draw even without the affirmative evidence of
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the time charterer would have had sufficient interest in the
 damaged for

Judgment 

property, being its owner as well as, in effect, a joint ven
turer of His

Honour Mr. 

with the second plaintiff, to enable it to claim for purely 
economic Justice

Yeldham 

loss. He argued also that since "The Willemstad" it is plain that 
the 18th

October 

claim should succeed,.whether because it was foreseeable tha
t the 1983

10 first plaintiff as an individual would suffer loss,'or else 
because (cont'd) 

there was a sufficient degree of proximity between that loss
 and the 

defendant's negligence.

Z do not need to consider whether, as a result of what was s
aid 

in the speeches of the majority in Morrison Steamship Compan
y Limited 

v. Greystoke Castle (Cargo Owners)(1947) A.C. 265, as explained in 

"The Willemstad", and in Junior Books Limited v. Veitchi Co.
 Limited 

(1982) 3 W.L.R. 477, the first plaintiff would be entitled to succeed, 

taking into account in particular that it was owner as well 
as time 

charterer of the vessel and that there was, in substance, a 
joint

20 venture between the plaintiffs. This is because I have come to the 

conclusion that on any view of the principles to be derived 
from 

"The Willemstad" and, more recently, from Junior Books Limit
ed v. 

Veitchi Co. Limited the first plaintiff is entitled to the d
amages 

which it claims. For that reason also I heed not deal with the other 

cases to which counsel referred in their helpful written sub
missions. 

In "The Willemstad* all the members of the Bench considered 
that 

the plaintiff could recover in respect of its economic loss,
 

notwithstanding that the plaintiff's property had not suffer
ed physic* 

damage, but the reasons given for this view did not all corr
espond.

30 Gibbs J. (as the Chief Justice then was) at p. 555 saids
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"In my opinion it is atill right to say that as a general rule 
damages are not recoverable for economic loss which is not 
consequential upon injury to the plaintiff's person or property. 
The fact that the loss was foreseeable is not enough to make 
it recoverable. However, there are exceptional cases in which 
the defendant has knowledge or means of knowledge that the 
plaintiff individually, and not merely as a member of an 
unascertained class, will be likely to suffer economic loss as a 
consequence of his negligence, and owes the plaintiff a duty to 
take care not to cause him such damage by his negligent act. It 
is not necessary, and would not be wise, to attempt to formulate 
a principle that would cover all cases in which such a duty is 
owed; to borrow the words of Lord Diplock in Mutual Life t 
Citizens' Assurance Co. Ltd, v. Evatt (44)t 'Those will fall to 
be ascertained step by step as the facts of particular cases 
which come before the courts make it necessary to determine 
them.' All the facts of the particular case will have to be 
considered. It will be material, but not in my opinion sufficier 
that some property of the plaintiff was in physical proximity to 
the damaged property, or that the plaintiff, and the person whose 
property was injured, were engaged in a common adventure."

Stephen J., after referring to the inadequacy of reasonable 

foreseeabllity as the sole measure of liability for economic loss, 

spoke of the need for some control mechanism based upon notions of 

proximity between tortious act and resultant detriment, sayings

"Its precise nature and the extent to which it should restrict 
recovery for purely economic loss must depend upon policy 
considerations just as does the conclusion that for cases of 
economic loss such an additional control mechanism is necessary. 1

In determining whether the requisite degree', of proximity exists 

in a particular case there must be asked whether "there exists the 

degree of proximity between the tortious act and the Injury such that 

the community will recognise the tortfeasor as being in justice 

obliged to make good his moral wrongdoing by compensating the victims 

of his negligence" (p. 575). At pp. 576-7 his Honour set out the 

factors in that case which led to the conclusion that the plaintiff 

was within the reasonable contemplation of the defendant as a person 

likely to suffer economic loss if the pipelines were cut and that 

there was a close degree of proximity between the defendant's conduct 

in severing such pipelines and the economic loss which the plaintiff 

suffered. His Honour referred to the knowledge, actual or construct!v<
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possessed by the defendant about the use of the pipe
line to convey

products to the plaintiff's terminal, and said (p. 578) t CouriTof

"Not only does it form part of the concept of specia
l relationship Wales 

necessary to establish liability for negligent mis-s
tatement ——————— 

but it is also relevant in establishing the appropri
ate degree No 16 

of proximity in cases of negligence by act ...". 
Reasons
f Or

Mason J. who, like other members of the Court, refe
rred to Judgment 

Morrison Steamship Co. Limited v. Greystoke Castle 
(Cargo Owners) with Honour Mr.

approval, observed that the most acceptable path to 
the solution of th«Yeldham

18th 

10 problem was to be found through the duty of care and
 not as a question October

1983 

of proximity of damage. His Honour said (at pp. 592-3)»

"It is preferable then ... that the delimitation of the duty ~of 

care in relation to economic damage through negligen
t conduct 

be expressed in terms which are related more closely
 to the 

principal factor inhibiting the acceptance of the mo
re generalise 

duty of care in relation to economic loss, that is, 
the 

apprehension of an indeterminate liability. A defendant will 

then be liable for economic damage due to his neglig
ent conduct 

and he can reasonably foresee that a specific indivi
dual, as 

20 distinct from a general class of persons, will suffe
r financial 

loss as a consequence of his conduct. This approach eliminates 

or diminishes the prospect that there will come int
o existence 

liability to an indeterminate class of person; it en
sures that 

liability is confined to those individuals whose fin
ancial loss 

falls within the area of foreseeability ...*.

In Junior Books Limited v. Veitchi Co. Limited (ante) Lord Fraser 

of Tullybelton (with whom Lord Russell of Killowen and Lord Roskill
 

agreed) said (at p. 432) :

"The floodgates argument was much discussed by the H
igh Court 

30 of Australia in Caltex Oil (Australia) Pty. Limited v. The Dredge 

*tfiHemstad* where the majority of the Court held th
at there was 

sufficient proximity between the parties to justify 
a claim 

for economic loss because the defendant knew, in the
 words of 

the headnote 'that a particular person, not merely 
as a member 

of an unascertained class (would) be likely to suffer economic 

loss as a consequence of his negligence*. Whether the defenders' 

knowledge of the identity of the person likely to s
uffer from 

his negligence is relevant for the present purpose 
may with 

respect be doubted and it seems to be contrary to th
e views 

40 expressed in Hedley Byrne & Co. Limited v. Heller and Partners 

Limited .... But it is not necessary to decide the 
questions in 

this appea'l because the appellant certainly knew, o
r had the 

means of knowing, the identity of the respondents f
or whom the 

factory was being built."
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1 fl t~ Vi
October P°tBOa to ^bom it is owed or the damages to which a breach may give

1983 ' rise.

(cont d) cibbs J. or Mason J. in "The Willemstad" to

have stated that knowledge of the precise identity of the plaintiff by 

the alleged tortfeasor was a necessary ingredient. In my opinion a 

proper reading of the various judgments indicates that it would be 

sufficient, in a case such as the present, that the defendant knew 

or should have been aware that it was at least likely that the "Ibaraki 

Maru*, like many other vessels, would be the subject of a time charter 

and hence the charterer would be likely to suffer economic loss if the 

ship was damaged. The fact that a tortfeasor may not know the precise 

identity of the time charterer is irrelevant. As would undoubtedly be 

known to the owners of the "Mineral Transporter", it is very common for 

commercial vessels to be the subject of charters of various kinds and 

in particular time and voyage charters. If in fact evidence is requirec 

that the first plaintiff individually, and not merely as a member of an 

unascertained class of time charterers who are likely to exist, would 

be likely to suffer economic loss, then it is provided in the present 

case by the fact that the "Ibaraki Maru* carried the distinctive marks 

of the first plaintiff. But plainly it was foreseeable that any time 

charterer would suffer economic loss if the vessel was damaged. In the
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present case also, if it be necessary, the first plaintiff had a 

reversionary interest in the vessel, of which it was owner as well as 

time charterer and, as I have earlier said, it would be appropriate 

to regard the voyage as in effect a joint operation between the two 

plaintiffs.

If the appropriate test be whether there was a sufficient degree 

of proximity between the loss suffered by the first plaintiff and the 

negligence of the defendant then that proximity does exist in the 

present case. Matters which are relevant to this conclusion include 

10 the fact that the defendant must necessarily have known that it was

likely that a commercial vessel damaged by its negligence would be the 

subject of a time charter, and that such damage would be productive of 

consequential economic loss in the form of loss of the profits the 

charterer would have made from the use of the vessel during the period 

when it was laid up as a result of the collision; the first plaintiff 

was in fact both the owner and the time charterer; the "Ibaraki Maru" 

had a distinctive orange funnel which indicated that it was a vessel of 

the first plaintiff's line; and, as owner of a boat subject to a 

bareboat charter and a. time charter back, the first plaintiff had a 

20 reversionary right to the possession of the vessel.

Thus, in my opinion, whichever of the two tasts enunciated in 

"The Willemstad" is the appropriate one, the first plaintiff is entitled 

to succeed and to recover its loss of profits for 67.429 days, which 

period includes the union bans with which I have already dealt in the 

case of the claim by the second plaintiff. I would reach a similar 

conclusion in relation to the present claim.

The daily rate which was payable by the first plaintiff to the 

second plaintiff whilst the vessel was off-hire was 544,000 yen. On 

behalf of the first plaintiff it was claimed that the best evidence of
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the profit that would have been earned had it been able to utilise the 

vessel during the period of repairs is the profit that was in fact 

earned on Voyage 65A, undertaken immediately after the completion of 

the temporary repairs, namely 618,827 yen per day, thus making the 

total daily loss 1,162,827 yen per day. The voyage upon which the 

vessel would have been engaged if the collision had not occurred was 

cancelled.

An annexure to the affidavit of Mr Ogata of 14th May, 1983, which 

purports to detail the basis of the claims made by the plaintiffs for 

damages, sets out that the average daily profit that would have been 

earned was 563,861.2 yen per day, this being derived from an average 

of the rates of profit earned on the three voyages immediately prior 

to the collision and one voyage following it. Mr Sheller argued that 

not only should the first plaintiff be confined to this lower figure 

because it was set out in the annexure to the affidavit, but that in 

any event the proper approach was not to average the rates of profit 

earned on three pre-collision voyages and one post-collision voyage, 

but to average the rates earned on three pre-collision and three post- 

collision voyages. He submitted that the approach of the first 

plaintiff unfairly weighted the average in favour of a period earlier 

in 1981 when freight rates were higher. He argued that the average 

daily rate of profit calculated on the basis which he suggested was 

504,404.63 yen. I have come to the conclusion that it is appropriate 

to take the figure calculated in the annexure to Mr Ogata's affidavit 

rather than that now claimed by the first plaintiff or that for which 

the defendant contends. It is true to say that it was on the basis 

of the claims identified in the annexure to the affidavit that the 

matter was litigated and, in any event, I think it is probably the most 

accurate measure of the actual loss of profit. Thus the first plaintif:
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is entitled to the loss of 1,107,861.20 yen per day for 67.429 days Part 1
In thewhich is 74,701,972 yen. It is entitled also to interest from 31st Supreme
Court ofAugust, 1981 in relation to the loss of profits from 10.7.81 to 31.8.81 New South
Wales

and from 27th October, 1981 in relation to the loss of profits from
No. 16

12.10.81 to 27.10.81, that interest being at the rate specified in Reasons
for

practice note No. 25. Judgment
of His

The result of the foregoing is that each plaintiff is entitled to Honour Mr.
Justice

succeed and there is no contributory negligence. I have indicated the Yeldham
18th

basis upon which damages in each case are to be assessed and I propose October
1983

10 to stand the action over to a date to be fixed so that the parties may
(cont'd)

bring in short minutes of the appropriate orders to be made and the 
judgments to be entered. Those judgments and orders, which will include 
orders for costs in favour of the plaintiffs, and the dismissal of the 
cross-claim brought by Candelwood Navigation Corporation Limited against 
the first and second plaintiffs, must reflect the fact that the action 
as between plaintiffs and defendant was an action in rem. I stand over 
the cross-claim brought by Candelwood Navigation Corporation Limited 
against the two Japanese companies to a date to be fixed.

that this

Date /?-, 0 _ f g
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No. 17 Judgment

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

SYDNEY REGISTRY

No. 934 of 1981 of

MITSUI OSK LINES 
LIMITED AND MATSUOKA 
STEAMSHIP CO LTD 

Plaintiff

1.__That the Defendant pay to the First Plaintiff 
the sum of Yen Ninety eight million five hundred and 
eleven thousand five hundred and forty eight (Yen 
98,511,548)
2._That the Defendant pay to the Second Plaintiff 
the sum of Yen Three hundred and eighty six million 
four hundred and thirty six thousand two hundred and 
forty eight (Yen 386,436,248.)
3.__That there be a judgment for the Plaintiffs 
against the Defendant upon the Defendant's Cross 
Claim.

This Judgment takes effect on 21 October 1983

THE SHIP "MINERAL 
TRANSPORTER" CANDLEMOOD 
NAVIGATION CORPORATION 
LIMITED

Defendant

JUDGMENT

THE COURT ORDERS that :
4._The Defendant pay interest upon the judgment in 
favour of the First Plaintiff from 21.10.83 or on any 
unsatisfied balance thereof at the rate of 15.5% per 
annum or at such other rate as the Court may order.
5.__The Defendant pay interest upon the judgment in 
favour of the Second Plaintiff from 21.10.83 or on 
any unsatisfied balance thereof at the rate of 15.5% 
per annum or at such other rate as the Court may 
order.
6.__The Defendant pay the Plaintiffs costs of the 
Plaintiffs claims and of the Defendant's Cross Claim 
against the Plaintiff.

20

ORDERED: 21 October 19835 /Mtt-^'t-v 
ENTERED: Eobww*? 1984

EBSWORTH & EBSWORTH.
Solicitors,
2 Castlereagh Street,
SYDNEY. 2000 DX 103
Tel: 

Ref:

221 2366 

SWH 9074a

By the -Court
30
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No.18 - ORDER GRANTING CONDITIONAL LEASE TO APPEAL

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

No. 934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED 
MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. LIMITED

Plaintiffs

CANDLEWOQD NAVIGATION 
CORPORATION LIMITED, 
OWNER OF THE VESSEL 
"MINERAL TRANSPORTER"

Defendant

and Cross-claims

ORDER

MESSRS. EBSWORTH & EBSUORTH,
Solicitors,
2 Castlereagh Street,
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000

DX 103, Sydney 
Ref: SWH

The Court orders that:

_!_.__Leave to appeal to Her Majesty 

in Council from the judgment of the 

Honourable Mr. Justice Yeldham of 

21st October, 1983 (reasons for 

judgment having been handed down 

on 18th October, 1983) be granted 

to the Defendant, Candlewood 

Navigation Corporation Limited.

2..__The leave referred to in 

paragraph 1 hereof is conditional 

upon:

(a) The Defendant within 3 months 

from the date hereof giving 

security to the satisfaction of 

the Registrar in the amount of 

$1,000 for the due prosecution 

of the said appeal and the payment 

of such costs as may become 

payable to the Plaintiffs in the 

event of the Defendant not 

obtaining an order granting it 

final leave to appeal from the

-. ..said judgment or of the appeal

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 18 
Order 
granting 
conditional 
leave to 
appeal to 
Her Majesty 
in Council 
2nd November 
1983
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Part l 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales
No.18 {b) 
Order 
granting 
condi 
tional 
leaye to 
appeal to 
Her Majesty 
in Council?c) 
2nd
November 
1983

(cont'd)

(d)

being dismissed for non-prosecution or of Her Majesty in Council 

ordering the Defendant to pay the costs of the Plaintiffs and of 

the said appeal, as the case may be.

The Defendant within 21 days from the date hereof depositing with 

the Registrar the sum of $100 as security for and towards the costs 

of the preparation of the transcript record for the purposes of the 

said appeal.

The Defendant within 3 months of the date hereof taking out and 

proceeding upon all such appointments and taking all such other steps 

as may be necessary for the purpose of settling the index to the said 

transcript record and enabling the Registrar to certify that the said 

index has been settled and that the conditions hereinbefore referred 

to have been duly performed.

The Defendant obtaining a final order of the Court granting it leave 

to appeal as aforesaid.

10

Pending the said appeal all proceedings under the said judgment or

otherwise in these proceedings shall be stayed.

4_.__The costs of the parties of this application and of the preparation 

of the said transcript record and of all other proceedings hereunder and 

of the said final order follow the decision of Her Majesty's Privy Council 

with respect to the costs of the said appeal or to abide the result of the 

said appeal in case the same shall stand or be dismissed for non-prosecution 

or be deemed so to be, subject however to any orders that may be made by 

this Court up to and including the said final orders or under any of the 

rules next hereinafter mentioned, that ,is to' say, rules 16, 17, 20 and 21 

of the Rules of 2nd April, 1909 regulating appeals from this Court to Her 

Majesty in Council.

20
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5.__The costs incurred in New South Wales payable under the terms hereof 
or under any order of Her Majesty's Privy Council of any party to this 
appeal be taxed and paid.to the party to whom the same shall be payable.

6_.__So much of the said costs as become payable by the Defendant under 
this order or any subsequent order of the Court or any order made by 
Her Majesty in Council in relation to the said appeal may be paid out 
of any moneys paid into Court as such security as aforesaid so far as the 
same shall extend and that after such payment out (if any) the balance 
(if any) of the said moneys be paid out of the Court to the defendant, as 
the case may be.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 18 
Order 
granting 
conditional 
leave to 
appeal to 
Her Majesty 
in Council 
2nd November 
1983

(cont'd)

Ordered , 1983 and entered , 198&

By the Court
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No. 19 Order Granting Final leave to Appeal

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 19 
Order 
granting 
final leave 
to appeal 
to Her 
Majesty in 
Council 
7th March 
1984

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

SYDNEY REGISTRY

No. 934 of 1981 of

MITSUI OSK LINES 
LIMITED AND MATSUOKA 
STEAMSHIP CO LTD 

Plaintiff

THE SHIP "MINERAL 
TRANSPORTER" CANDLEWOOD 
NAVIGATION CORPORATION 
LIMITED

Defendant

THE COURT ORDERS that :
U _ Final leave to appeal to Her Majesty in Council
from the judgment of the Honourable Mr Justice
Yeldham given and made herein on 21st October 1983
(reasons for judgment having been handed down on 18th
October 1983) be granted to the Defendant, Candlewood
Navigation Corporation Limited.
2. __ Upon payment by the defendant of the costs of
the preparation of the transcript record the balance 10
of the sum deposited into court by the defendant as
security for and towards the cost thereof be paid out
of court to the defendant.

ORDERED: 
ENTERED:

BY THE COURT

FOR THE PROTHONOTARY
Protli/cnotarv.

ORDER

EBSWORTH & EBSWORTH.
Solicitors,
2 Castlereagh Street,
SYDNEY. 2000 DX 103
Tel: 
Ref:

221 2366 
SWH 9074a
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No. 20 - CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRAR

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

SYDNEY REGISTRY

No. 934 Of 1981 of

MITSUI OSK LINES 
LIMITED AND MATSUOKA 
STEAMSHIP CO. LTD.

Plaintiff

THE SHIP "MINERAL 
TRANSPORTER" CANDLEWOOD 
NAVIGATION CORPORATION 
LIMITED.

Defendant

I, GEOFFREY ELDON MANSFIELD LAZAR, 

Deputy Registrar in Admiralty, 

Supreme Court of New South Wales 

DO HEREBY CERTIFY as follows:

1. This transcript record contains 

a true copy of all such orders, 

judgments and documents as have 

relation to the matter of this 

Appeal.

2. The Respondent herein has 

received notice of the order 

granting final leave to appeal 

to Her Majesty in Council 

AND has also received notice of

the dispatch of this transcript 

record to the Registrar of the 

Privy Council.

Part 1 
In the 
Supreme 
Court of 
New South 
Wales

No. 20
Certificate 
of the deputy 
Registrar 
verifying 
transcript 
15th 
March 
1984

CERTIFICATE VERIFYING 
TRANSCRIPT.

DATED at Sydney in the State of 

New South Wales on

March, 1984.

DEPUTY REGISTRAR IN ADMIRALTY 
SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH 
WALES. -
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PART 2

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs' 
Exhibits

A.
Certificate 
of vessel's 
nationality 
"Ibaraki Maru"

EXHIBITS

A.
Certificate of vessel's 
nationality "Ibaraki 
Maru"

CERTIFICATE OF VESSEL'S NATIONALITY
Official Number Name of Veaael Signal 1

111794 IBARAKI MARU J H I

jTin-i nf vnxi Hot or Shic

Matfrial of Hull Step!

TVIH Bn^l ^umfwr of EnclB^* P^^-

£tten

I S

Enffine. One
Kind and Number of P~r.n~. Screw Propgllgr. One ———
wtm. nuilt Taaianp- oteLVama-Kfm

llitsui Engineering &

Date of Launch July. 1972

MEASUREMENTS

Length from fore ride of atem to aft aide of atem poet on the upper c

Depth from top of upper deck beam at aide to top of keel at the midc

l«k

Ite of the fenfth

TONNA6E

! r. —— T —— g. •' 6-mo.T60 _! • Cubic M«tre» 
Gnw Capaeitr -•'-' 1V8i6-i.44C

it_i~ !!„-, OK* . £ mifio.pise

rtftcMfc __________ ,-ff — . —
Bridie Houa. s _ . ——

Deck Home. _...._.... V46. 668
Excna of Hatchwava . 1<n5.7O7

Other Spacea ' ^.°15

Deducted Capacity

" ft». ta.raa~ —————— _

mai^f^. ~ ."."S;

————————————— HiSS ———

39.60
22.40

————————— CoMeUetn. ———
685Q2.152

-

f————— -«.« 7fi«

Sail Room (If . Sailing V~-l) , —— . ——

N«f rsirarity

Net Tonnan

884.555

TOM

OWNERS

. ———— .......... ———— — —————————— ...... Mitsui. O.3.K. Lines. Ltd. .. ................ ...... ....._.............. ...... .........6-J.?.,... SafcmQR.b.iiaJ.-..c^nis<_Jtt^ ka 7n ..... ...... .. _
It la hereby certified that the above described particular* are exact in all reapecta, and that the above-mentioned rewel la of Japanen 

Nationality.
Kinki District Maritime Bureau, Japanese Government

The.._2A±!i —— day of Anri 1, , 1 P7R

It ia hereby certified that the above la a true tranalation of -Certificate of Veaael'a Nationality- of the above-mentioned veaaeL

The_25ill——dayof__Maj[_ 1978

( K. OEDBO ) 
Director of Kinki Jiatriet Marltime n..-^.,. .Tar.^.^p

(Oefchl IMttoa)



EXHIBITS
B

PERMANENT CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY 

"MINERAL TRANSPORTER"

JSursau of (iflartttatt <&ffairf

(Certificate of
187-81

OFFICIAL NUMBEB

5871

CALL LETTERS

6 Z U Q

NAME OF VESSEL

m,s, MINERAL TRANSPORTER

SERVICE

OIL/ORE CARRIER

HOME PORT

MONROVIA

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 2 of Title 22 of the Liberian Code of Laws of 1956 {The Liberun Maritime 

Law), as amended, ................fiej;tjy.. T.»...Xi...UU3n£......................................................... having taken and subscribed the oath required by law and

having sworn that

Name

CANDLEHOOD NAVIGATION CORPORATION LTD.

Residence 

Monrovia, Liberia

Citizenship

Liberian

Proportion 

100X

jtthe sole owner of the herein named and described vessel

GENERAL PARTICULARS

PARTICULARS OF PROPELLING ENGINES

REGISTER DIMENSIONS

PARTICULARS OF TONNAGE*

r Coamiiiianrr of

/ >

DATE PURCHASED

December 1980

PLACE OF PURCHASE

Tokyo, Japan

FORMER NAME

White Rose

BUILT BY

Kawasaki Dockyard Co., Ltd,

CONVERTED [Altend) BY

;

NUMBER OF MASTS

Two

NUMBER OF DECKS

One

MATERIAL

Steel

YEAR BUILT

1968

CONVERTED

TYPE OF STEM

Curved with 
Bulbous Bow

CLASSED BY

Nippon Kaiji 
Kyokai

DATE REGISTERED

December 9, 1980

PLACE BUILT

Kobe, Japan
PLACE CONVERTED

~ - . !

TYPE OF STERN HO

Round Mi

W PROPELLED

otor Single Screw

NUMBEB AND TYPE OF ENGINES

One Oil Engine

HORSEPOWER

20,700 BHP

DATE MADE

1968

NAME OF MANUFACTURER

Kawasaki Dockyard Co,, Ltd.

LENGTH i BREADTH 1 DEPTH

806.94 Ft. 127.96 Ft. 68,47 Ft.

HQGHT

- _ -

SINGLE TONNAGE VESSEL

Tonnage mark not fitted and 
not required

Tonnage mark fitted and level with 
uppermost line of load line grid

GROSS TONS.

42,641

NET TONS

29,099

DUAL TONNAGE VESSELS

Tonnage mark fitted and 
submerged
Tonnage mark fined and ' -* 
NOT submerged

GROSS TONS

_ „ _

NET TONS

- - -

and.................N.ipKS...^iii.Ky.okai .............................., being duly authorized, having surveyed and measured the vessel and having certified

its build, dimensions and tonnages in Certificate of Measurement Number......HQHO.-n2.77........issued on.......Ju3,y..31.t ..198Q—..——••••"•••——

to be as aforesaid and having further certified that the markings required by law have been made, that a tonnage mark is.......not-—...—.marked on

each side of the vessel, and that the tonnages and location of the tonnage mark, if marked, were determined and located as shown in detail in the said 

Certificate of Measurement; and.............-C-t~.C.«...BsJA..................................... as owner or on behalf of the owner having countersigned the said

Cenificate of Measurement, and having agreed to the description and measurements therein set forth; and the owner having complied in all other 

respects with requirements for the issuance of this Permanent Certificate of Registry, the vessel is therefore duly registered under the Laws and Flag 

of The Republic of Liberia.

ISSUED by Authority of the Government of The Republic of Liberia under my hand and seal 

this..........l9.th....... day ol. ...... -Mav_ ...... ... 19 .....81..........

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF MARITIME AFFAIRS, R.L.

SENIOR DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF MARITIME >FFAIRS , R.L.

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs' 
Exhibits

B.
Permanent 
certificate 
of registry 
"Mineral 
Transporter"

FORM RLM-201
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EXHIBITS - D
Certificate extract No.141 from meteorogolical 
record »-•

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs' 
Exhibits

D.
Certificate 
extract No.141 
from meteoro 
logical record 
2nd May 1983

BUREAU OF REGIONAL S W TELEPHONE 267 6791
TELEX 24640
TELEGM WMR SYDNEY

_ aCTCf^Q t*\l f^f"*V 162-166 GOULBURN STREET 

IViC I twit WL.VJ'VJI T DARLINGHURST. SYDNEY. NSW

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

POSTAL ADDRESS REGIONAL DIRECTOR BUREAU Of METEOROLOG*. PO BOX 413. DABL INGNURST NSW ?0»0

, N BEPIY PLMSI QUOTE 20/0303/30 2nd May, 1983 

EVIDENCE ACT 1905 - 1973 - SECTION 6.

CERTIFIED EXTRACT NO. lltl FROM THE OFFICIAL 
METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS OF THE COMMONWEALTH.

At Wollongong University, N.S.W. the following weather conditions 
were observed and recorded on the date and at the times shown.

DATE

1981 _ 
JULY 7th

JULY 8th

TIME

9 a.au_ - Temperature 11.1 C. Mean wind West 8 knots. 
Visibility 1*0 kilometres. Nil cloud. 
Present Weather - No change
PAST WEATHER SINCE LAST OBSERVATION - No change. 
Total rainfall recorded 3 p.m. (6th) to 9 a.m. - NIL

3 P.m. - Temperature 15.2°C. Mean wind West North West 2 knots. 
Visibility UO kilometres. Nil cloud. 
Present weather - No change
PAST WEATHER SINCE LAST OBSERVATION - No change 
Total rainfall recorded 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. - NIL

Maximum wind gust West 30 knots at 6A5 p.m.

9 a.m. - Temperature 13.1 C. Mean wind South West 8 knots. 
Visibility kO kilometres. Nil cloud. 
Present weather - No change
PAST WEATHER SINCE LAST OBSERVATION - No change 

Total rainfall recorded 3 p.m. (7th) to 9 a.m. - NIL

3 p.m. - Temperature 16.6 C. Mean wind North West 12 knots.
Visibility Uo kilometres. Sky l/8th covered with cloud. 
Present weather - No change.
PAST WEATHER SINCE LAST OBSERVATION - Cloud increasing. 
Total' rainfall recorded 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. - NIL

Maximum wind gust West 25 knots at 6.30 p.m.

I, RICHARD WHITAKSR. Officer-in-Charge, Information and Facilities 
Section, N.S.W. Regional Office, SYDNEY. Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, 
HEREBY CERTIFY that the above extract is a true extract from the A/8 Field Book 
of Meteorological Observations, Wollongong, which record is an official 
meteorological record of the Commonwealth o'f Australia, .maintained in the 
N.S.W. Regional Office of the said Bureau, and I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am 
the officer to whose custody the said records are entrusted. 
SIGHED BY the said Richard Whitaker at Sydney this 2nd day/of ̂ av^ 1983.

Messrs. Norton Smith & Co., 
Box 1629 G.P.O,

SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2001 OFFlCER-TJH-CHARGE
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BUREAU OF

METEOROLOGY
REGIONAL OFFICE N S W 
162-166 GOULBURN STREET 
DAHLINGHURST, SYDNEY. NSW

TELEPHONE
TELEX
TELEGM

267 6791
24640

WHR SYDNEY

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

POSTAL ADDRESS REGIONAL DIRECTOR. BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY P O BOX 413 DAHUNGHURST NSW 2010

IN REPLY PLEASE QUOTE 20/0303/30 2nd May, 1983

EVIDENCE ACT 1905 - 1973 - SECTION 6.

CERTIFIED EXTRACT NO. lUl FROM THE OFFICIAL 
METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS OF THE COMMONWEALTH.

__________________________________ PAGE 2.

At Wollongong University, N.S.W. the following weather conditions 
were observed and recorded on the date and at the times shown.

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs' 
Exhibits

D.
Certificate 
extract No.141 
from meteoro 
logical record 
2nd May 1983

(continued)

DATE

1981 
JULY 9th

JULY 10th

TIME

9 a.m. - Temperature 11.9 C. Mean wind South West 8 knots.
Visibility ^0 kilometres, sky l/8th covered with cloud. 
Present weather - No change
PAST WEATHER SINCE LAST OBSERVATION - No change. 
Total rainfall recorded 3 p.m. (8th) to 9 a.m. - NIL

3 p.m. - Temperature 15.0°C. Mean wind West South West 10 knots. 
Visibility Uo kilometres. Sky l/8th covered with cloud. 
Present weather - No change.
PAST WEATHER SINCE LAST OBSERVATION - No change 
Total rainfall recorded 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. - NIL

Maximum wind gust South West l8 knots at 11.50 a.m.

9 a.m. - Temperature 10.0 C.Mean wind West 10 knots.
Visibility UO kilometres, sky 8/8ths covered with cloud. 
Present weather - No change
PAST WEATHER SINCE LAST OBSERVATION - Clouds increasing. 
Total rainfall recorded 3 p.m. (9th) to 9 a.m. - NIL

3 p.m. - Temperature 13.5°C. Mean wind South West 2 knots.
Visibility ^0 kilometres, sky 2/8ths covered with cloud.
Present weather - No change

PAST WEATHER SINCE LAST OBSERVATION - Clouds decreasing. 
Total rainfall recorded 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. - NIL

Maximum wind gust South West 16 knots at 10.05 a.m.

I, RICHARD WHITAKER, Officer-in-Charge, Information and Facilities 
Section, N.S.W. Regional Office, SYDNEY. Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, 
HEREBY CERTIFY that the above extract is a true extract from the A/8 Field Book 
of Meteorological Observations, Wollongong, which record is an official 
meteorological record of the Commonwealth of Australia, maingained in the 
N.S.W. Regional Office of the said Bureau, and I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am 
the officer to whose custody the said records are entrusted. 
SIGHED BY the said Richard Whitaker at Sydney this 2nd day~o,f Jiay_, 1983.

Messrs. Norton Smith & Co., 
Box 1629 G.P.O.,

' SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2001 OFFICER-IN-CHARGE
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs' 
Exhibits

O.
Handwritten 
"Statement of 
Facts" by 
Master of 
"Mineral 
Transporter"
16th July 
1981

EXHIBITS
0.

HANDWRITTEN "STATEMENT OF FACTS" BY MASTER 
OF "MINERAL TRANSPORTER"

M ( ni b 

(LQJL teJ+c

ft,

3 Pt
Caci'fr)

G-LUJL oLd hot

•'. 131 51. 2. Km
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs' 
Exhibits

O.
Handwritten 
"Statement of 
Facts" by 
Master of 
"Mineral 
Transporter" 
16th July 
1981

(continued)
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs ' 
Exhibits

0.
Handwritten 
"Statement of 
Facts" by 
Master of 
"Mineral 
Transporter" 
16th July 
1981

(continued)
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EXHIBITS
Q. Part 2 

AGREED STATEMENT 'OF REPAIR COSTS EXHIBITS
TO " IBARAKI MARU"

___________ Plaintiffs
The defendant admits: Exhibits

Q.
Agreed 
Statement

1. That temporary and final repairs were carried out to of repair
costs to 

"Ibaraki Maru" as a result of the collision and that the "Ibaraki
Maru"

cost of those repairs and incidental costs incurred whilot,

amounted to:

$A215,692.97 (Payment: 24th November, 1981)

Plus Yen 104,849,333 (Payment: 31st March, 1982)

Bunkers Yen 1 1 , S 0 0 , 0 '1 <t (Payment: 12th October, 1981)

and that the said costs are fair and reasonable and were 

necessarily incurred as a result of the collision.

2. That during the period temporary repairs were carried out 

to "Ibaraki Maru" in Sydney, additional work was carried 

out which cost $A25,765.92 such work not being necessary as 

a result of the collision, and not work which the owners 

required be carried out, but work which the Painters and 

Dockers Union and Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights 

Union insisted be carried out as a condition of members of 

their Unions performing the work necessary to complete 

temporary repairs as a result of the collision.
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EXHIBITS

Foreign Currency Exchange rates

Part 2 i
EXHIBITS 1

Plaintiffs' \
Exhibits *

R. i 
Foreign I 
currency 
exchange *
rates '-,

\1
'? 

£

$

\

^ K.5 EXCHANGE RATES
-•• — ' ——— —
1 At end ol

1 1973 June 
1 1974 .. 
1 1975 .. 
1 1976 ,. 

1977 ..
1978 .. 
1979 .. 
1980 .. 
1981 .. 
1982 ..

1979/80 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Men. 
Apl. 
May 
June

1980/81 
M July 
M Aug. 
1 Sept.
m Qci 
m NOV.
1 Dec
,3 Jan 
M Fob 
IB Mch 
a Apl 
I May 
1 June

] 1981/82 
j July
J Au9-

m Sept.

ifl Nov. 
••m Dec.
~|i Jan. 
•M Feb. 
;• Mch. 
tl Apl. 
>1 May 
* June

\ 1982/83
I July 
? Aug. 

*' i Sept. 
i I Oct. 
•? j Nov. 

•! Dec.
^ Dec. 1 

8 
15 

I* 22 
J 29

1 ,.„ M.,..,, , M<

United 
States 
dollar

1.4167 
1.4875 

.3258 

.2-356 

.1155

.1475 

.1211 

.1576. 
1.1480 
1.0223

1.1069 
1.0987 
1.0831 
1.1145 
1.1426 
1.1576

1.1525 
1.1656 
1.1690 
1.1726 
1.1643 
1.1807
1.1707 
1.1566 
1.1684 
1.1505 
1 1385 
1.1480

1.1356 
1.1508 
1.1414 
1.1350 
1.1514 
1.1279
1 .0994 
1.0740 
1 .05O3 
1.0608 
1.0482 
1.0223

0.9958 
0.0643 
0.9493 
0.9367 
0.9548 
0.9806
0.9592 
0.9651 
09625 
0.9714 
0.9802

(units of

Japanese
*! yen

(.-

375.28 
421.99 
392.13 
366.97 
29850
235.46 
242.83 
251.31 
259.51 
260.18

264.46 
272.75 
270.13 
267.31 
256.91 
251.31

261.13 
254.28 
248.74 
247.07 
251.26 
239.54
239.29 
240.90 
245.95 
246.78 
25480 
25951

271.38 
262.79 
265.80 
265.93 
248.13 
247.69
253.93 
253.97 
259.24 
249.50 
255.08 
260.18

256.07 
251.76 
255.58 
258.46 
240.04 
229.51
238.84 
234.71 
235.81 
23401 
22966

(a)
foreign currency per $A)

U.K. 
pound 
sterling

0.5480 
0.6221 
0.5965 
0.6927 
0.6482

0.6160 
0.5158 
0.4917 
0.5895 
0.5870

0.4891 
0.4814 
0.4971 
0.4915 
0.4896 
0.4917

0.4910 
0.4879 
0.4897 
0.4797 
0.4924 
0.4945
0.4889 
0.5182 
0.5164 
0.5357 
05498 
0.5895

0.6907 
0.6190 
0.6366 
0.6148 
0.5862 
0.5905
0.5869 
0.5872 
0.5895 
0.5923 
0.5872 
0.5870

0.5748 
0.5644 
0.5595 
0.5566 
0.5933 
0.6050
0.5873 
0.5925 
0.5951 
0.6026 
0.6021

West 
German 

mark

34808 
3.7874 
3.1148 
3 1817 
2.6075
2.3822 
2.0682 
2.0331 
2.7472 
2.5059

1.9232 
1.9370 
2.0909 
2.0005 
2.O424 
2.0331

2.0520 
2.0836 
2.1209 
2.2320 
2.2405 
2.3183
2.4585 
2.4508 
2.4139 
2.5380 
2.6422 
2.7472

2.7913 
2.8085 
2.6509 
2.5651 
2.5417 
2.5389
2.5608 
2.5523 
2.5359 
2.4796 
2.4617 
2.5059

2.4566 
2.4214 
2.4015 
2.3876 
2.3777 
2.2348
2.3604 
2.3450 
2.3528 
2.3278 
23231

po-nls ol tlosin.;]

French 
franc

5.8481 
7.1860 
5.3406 
58629 
5.4829
5.1457 
4.7910 
4.7355 
6.5407 
6.9568

4.5018 
4.5365 
4.8268 
4.6764 
4.7401 
4.7355

4.7472 
4.8469 
4.9148 
5.1377 
5.1985 
5.3427
5.6574 
5.7599 
5.6930 
6.0108 
6.2788 
6.5407

6.6052 
6.7351 
6.3619 
6.4298 
6.4334 
6.4572
6.5112 
6.5003 
6.5617 
6.4682 
6.4202 
6.9568

6.8262 
6.7598 
6.7731 
6.7489 
6.7170 
6.5994
6.6712 
6.6351 
6.6682 
6.6055 
6.5673

buying jrid selling tal

Swiss
franc

4.2672 
44469 
3.3186 
3.0543 
2.7415

2.1284 
1.8560 
1.8733 
2.3362 
2.1412

1.7974 
1 8398 
1.9837 
1.8523 
1.9041 
1.8733

1.9002 
1.9172 
1 .9364 
2.O116 
2.0212 
2.0975

2.2331 
2.2606 
2.1995 
2.3180 
2.3578 
2.3362

2.4177 
2.4483 
2.2583 
2.0980 
2.0365 
2.0291
2.0438 
2.0234 
2.0339 
2.0712 
2.0927 
2.1412

2.0937 
2.0670 
2.0614 
2.0631 
2.0418 
1.9646
2.0301 
1.9900 
2.0049 
1.9569 
1.9579

es in New York These 
»lian Dariks.
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EXHIBITS - T.
AGREED STATEMENT OF FACTS IN 
RELATION TO BLACKBAN

113 THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH \\ALES

SYDNEY REGISTRY 

ADMIRALTY DIVISION

No. 934 of 1981

MITSUI OSK LINES 
LIMITED AND MATSUOKA 
STEAMSHIP CO. LIMITED

Plaintiffs

CANDLEWOOD NAVIGATION 
CORPORATION LIMITED

Defendant

CANDLEWOOD NAVIGATION 
CORPORATION LIMITED

Cross Claimant

MITSUI OSK LINES 
LIMITED

First Cross Defendant

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. 
LIMITED

Second Cross Defendant

TOKYO SHUKOSHO CO. 
LIMITED

Third Cross Defendant

TOKYO CHAIN" ANCHOR CO. 
LIMITED

Fourth Cross Defendant

AGREED STATEMENT 
OF FACT

It is agreed that:

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

plaintiffs' 
Exhibits 

T.
Agreed State 
ment of Facts
in
to blackban

By reason of a blackban imposed by the 

Painters and Dockers Union on the vessels 

"Mineral Transporter" and "Ibaraki Maru" the 

defendant/cross claimant and the plaintiff/ 

cross defendant respectively in these 

proceedings were prevented from effecting 

temporary repairs which would have enabled 

the vessels to be put back into class in 

order to proceed on their voyages and have 

permanent repairs effected elsewhere. The 

bans placed upon the vessels by the Painters 

and Dockers Union were designed to persuade 

the owners of the two vessels to have 

permanent repairs effected in Australia and 

were stated to be in support of the Union's 

campaign to persuade foreign vessels trading 

regularly to Australia to undergo repairs 

and maintenance in Australia. Pursuant to 

the black-ban the "Mineral Transporter" was 

delayed in Australia for $~S Ofo^yy 

days and the "Ibaraki Maru" was delayed in 

Australia from 1315 hours 20th July, 1981 to 

0810 hours 22nd August, 1981 being 32.79 

days longer than they would otherwise have 

been.

NORTON SMITH & CO.,

Solicitors,
llth Floor,
20 Martin Place,
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000.

DX 119 - Sydney. 
Tel: 232-8833. 

(WN)

Solicitor for the 
Plaintiffs

DATED:

409.

May, 1983.

Solicitor for the 
Defendant



Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's
exhibits

1
Copy of pages 
34-36 of 
radar log 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

DEFENDANTS' EXHIBITS 

EXHIBITS

COPY OF PAGES 34-36 OF RADAR LOG OF "IBARAKI HARD"
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Part 2
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

1
Copy of 
Pages 34-36 
of radar log 
of
"Ibaraki Maru" 
(Contd.)

co

LU

i

SIG. OF LICENSED OFFICER
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EXHIBITS

3. 
DEFENDANT'S DIAGRAM

Part 2 
EXHIBITS!

Defendant's 
Exhibits

3.
Defendant 1 s 
diagram

CORAM: YELDHAMJ.

_.. EXHIBIT.

,' / '£

j^i 1



Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant 1 s 
Exhibits

9.
Plaintiff's 
answers to 
interroga 
tories 
Nos*3,5,10 
to 20,24 and 
36, and to 
further 
interroga 
tories 7,9 
and 10

EXHIBITS - 9
PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES 
NOS. 3,5,10 to 20, 24 and 36 AND TO FUTHER 
INTERROGATORIES 7,9 and 10

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF 

NEW SOUTH MALES 

SYDNEY REGISTRY 

ADMIRALTY DIVISION 

No 934 of 1981 

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED 

and MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP 

CO LIMITED

Plaintiffs

CANDELWOOD NAVIGATION 

CORPORATION LIMITED

Defendant

CANDELWOOD NAVIGATION 

CORPORATION LIMITED

Cross Claimant 

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED

First Cross Defendant 

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO 

LIMITED

Second Cross Defendant 

TOKYO SHUKOSHO CO LIMITED

Third Cross Defendant

PLAINTIFFS VERIFIED 

STATEMENT IN ANSWER TO 

INTERROGATORIES

The Plaintiffs MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED and MATSUOKA 

STEAMSHIP CO LIMITED answer the defendant's 

interrogatories specified in the undated Notice received 

in our solicitors office on 9th March 1983 as follows 

3A. Between 0300 and 0330 on 10th July 1981 who was on 

watch on board the "Ibaraki Maru"?

3B. Until 0322, Toshio Sato, the quartermaster, was on 

watch. At 0322, the master of the "Ibaraki Maru", 

Michihiro Takatani, came onto the bridge, and at about 

0323, the whole crew of "Ibaraki Maru" were at emergency 

stations.

5A. What instructions had been given to those persons as 

to the frequency with which they were to make checks as to 

the relative positions of the "Ibaraki Maru" and other 

vessels at the anchorage?

5B. A constant visual check was to be made, and radar 

checks were to be made, the frequency of such radar checks 

being dependent upon the weather conditions. In the 

weather conditions prevailing at the relevant time, a 

radar check was to be made each hour, or, at the 

discretion of the person on watch, at more frequent 

intervals.

IDA. When immediately prior to the ascertainment of that 

fact had any person on board the "Ibaraki Maru" last check 

to ascertain whether the relative positions of the 

"Ibaraki Maru" and the "Mineral Transporter" had changed? 

10B. A radar check was made at about 0240 and a visual 

check was made at or shortly before 0255.

EBSWORTH & EBSWORTH

Solicitors

2 Castlereagh Street,

SYDNEY._______2000

PH: 221.2366 SWH 8599A

DX. 103 Sydney.

11 A. Who did that check?

11B. Toshio Sato.

12A. By what means did he do that check?

12B. Refer to the answer to 10.

13A. What did he ascertain from such check? 

414.
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13B. That "Mineral Transporter" had not moved from its anchorage.

14A. When was the radar of the "Ibaraki Maru" first turned on on 10th

July 1981.

14B. The radar was constantly on stand-by, and the time at which it was

used prior to "Mineral Transporter" drifitng was at 0240.

ISA. Who turned it on?

15B. Toshio Sato used the radar at 0240, it was on constant standby.

ISA. Why was it turned on at that time?

16B. To check the position of other vessels.

10 17A. What did it disclose as to the relative positions of the "Ibaraki 

Maru" and the "Mineral Transporter"?

17B. At 0240, that check revealed that "Mineral Transporter" had not 

moved from its anchoVage.

ISA. At what time did the "Mineral Transporter" first commence to move 

from its anchorage?

18B. The plaintiffs believe that it first commenced to move from its 

anchorage at or shortly after 0250.

19A. How far has the "Mineral Transporter" moved from its anchorage when 

a person on board the "Ibaraki Maru" first became aware that the "Mineral 

2o Transporter" had or might have moved from its anchorage? 

19B. Approximately .7 of a mile.

20A. How far away from the "Ibaraki Maru" was the "Mineral Transporter" 

at that time? 

20B. .5 of a mile.

24A. At precisely what time was each such step taken? 

24B. From 0323, the radio, air horn and flashing morse light were used, 

at about 0323, the crew were called to emergency stations, and from 

0324, the engineer started to get the engines ready. At about 0333, the 

order was given to lengthen the anchor chain, and the anchor chain had 

30 been lengthened by 0336. The engine was ready at 0340.

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

9.
Plaintiff s 
answers to 
interroga 
tories Nos. 
3,5,10 to 
20,24 and 36 
and to 
further 
interroga 
tories 7,9 
and 10

(continued)
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Part.2
EXHIBITS

Defendant' s 
Exhibits

9.
Plaintiff's 
answers to 
interroga 
tories 
Nos.3,5,10 
to 20,24 and 
36, and to 
further 
interroga 
tories 7,9 
and 10

(continued)

-3- 

36A. If so:

(a) Who used the radio?

(b) Precisely when was it used?

(c) What channel or channels were used?

(d) What was said?

(e) Was any response received from the "Mineral Transporter" and, 

if it was, what response was received? 

36B. (a) The Master and Mr Murao, the radio officer.

(b) From 0323.

(c) Channels 13, 16 and 6. 10

(d) and (e)

At 0323, the Master on VHP 13, said words to the effect :

"I am flashing vessel, what vessel are you approaching".

A similar message was sent by the Master a number of times

between 0323 and 0325.

From 0325, Mr Murao, the radio officer, on VHF 13 broadcast

words to the effect :

"You are drifting, this is "Ibaraki Maru", you are drifting".

A similar message was broadcast continuously.

From about 0335, Mr Murao broadcast a similar message 20

alternatively on VHF 13 and VHF 16.

At 0337, "Mineral Transporter" broadcast on VHF 13 words to

the effect :

""Mineral Transporter" responds and suggests that VHF 6 be

used to communicate."

Immediately following that, Mr Murao broadcast on VHF 13 words to 

the effect that "Ibaraki Maru" was agreeable to broadcasting on 

channel 6. 

On channel 6, Mr Murao broadcast words to the effect :

"Why you". 30 

Thereafter, all communications between the two vessels was on VHF

6. Mr Murao intended to say words to the effect :

416.
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"Why are you coming so close to us?"

but as his native language was Japanese and he was communicating in 

English, he could not at that instant, find the corect English 

words to finish that which he intended to communicate. 

"Mineral Transporter" broadcast words to the effect :

"Are you ready to transmit on VHP 6, slacken your chain,

slacken your chain". 

"Mineral Transporter" broadcast words to the effect :

"Slacken your chain, slacken your chain, do you understand, 

10 give me 10 shackles slacken your chain to 10 shackles". 

Mr Murao broadcast words to the effect :

"We have already let out 13 shackles, why do you approach our

vessel.- 13 shackles already out and there are no more

shack 1 es to let out". 

"Mineral Transporter" broadcasted words to the effect :

"Slack chain, slack chain do you understand?" 

Mr Murao broadcasted words to the effect :

"Roger, why you charge my vessel, do you have engine trouble?" 

20 Thereafter the radio messages were between "Ibaraki Maru" and the 

Port Authorities at Port Kembla, and are disclosed in the VHP log.

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant' s 
Exhibits

9.
Plaintiff's 
answers to 
interroga 
tories 
Nos.3,5,10 
to 20,24 
and 36 
and to 
further 
interroga 
tories 
7,9 and 10

(continued)
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Part 2
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

9.
Plaintiff s 
answers to 
interroga 
tories Nos. 
3,5,10 to 
20,24 and 36 
and to 
further 
interroga-- 
tories 7,9 
and 10

(continued)

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

SYDNEY REGISTRY 

ADMIRALTY DIVISION 

No 934 of 1981 

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED 

and MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP 

CO LIMITED

Plaintiffs

CANDELWOOD NAVIGATION 

CORPORATION LIMITED

Defendant

CANDELWOOD NAVIGATION 

CORPORATION LIMITED

Cross Claimant 

MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED

First Cross Defendant 

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO 

LIMITED

Second Cross Defendant

TOKYO SHUKOSHO CO LIMITED

Third Cross Defendant

The Plaintiffs MITSUI OSK LINES LIMITED and MATSUuKA

STEAMSHIP CO LIMITED answer the defendant's further

interrogatories specified in the undated further Notice

received in our solicitors office on 30th March 1983 as

follows

7A. Between 0300 hours on 10th July 1981 was lubricating

oil running through the engines of the "Ibaraki Maru"?

7B. No.

9A. As at 0300 hours on 10th July 1981 was there an

anchor watch on the forecastle of the "Ibaraki Maru"?

9B. No.

IDA. If so please identify the person or persons who were

on watch between 0300 and 0345 on 10th July 1981.

10B. Between 0324 and 0345, Chief Officer Shoichi Keaki,

boatswain Toku Morita and able seaman Yoshikazu Komatsu

were on watch on the forecastle.

PLAINTIFFS VERIFIED 

STATEMENT IN ANSWER TO

FURTHER INTERROGATORIES

EBSWORTH & EBSWORTH 

Solicitors

2 Castlereagh Street, 

SYDNEY._______2000

PH: 221.2366 SWH 8599A 

DX. 103 Sydney.
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/ EXHIBITS - 10. 

1 LETTER FROM PATRICK AGENCIES TO 
EBSWORTH & EBSWORTH

VTRICK AGENCIES

SEERS' AGENTS .
cCHORE ROAD .PORT KEMBLA NSW 2505 • Teleohone 740335«Telex AA?902?> / ̂ . V'_ ' I7OI 

*| Address P O Box 83. Pon Kembla. NSW 2505. Australia « Cables. RIKPA1 :

You' Re<e":'ice

c u , H^itm.- 8D:Ha 

o»:r. October 16, 1981.

Messrs. Ebsuiarth & Ebsworth, 

Solicitors, 
Box 713, G.P.O., 
SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2001.

Dear Sirs, 

"MINERAL TRANSPORTER"

We refer to your letter to our Sydney Office, reference SWH:K:3947, and 

as requested detail below berthing and sailing times of vessels which 

were waiting for the Port Kembla Coal Loader prior to the arrival of 

"Ibaraki Maru". All times are as recorded by The Maritime Services 

Board of N.S.W.

"Fukukawa Maru" Berthed 0750 hours 26.6.81 sailed 0920 hours 28.6.81 

"Oceanic Victory" Berthed 1125 hours 28.6.81 sailed 2005 hours 1.7.81 

"Delwind" Berthed 0935 hours 2.7.81 sailed 2325 hours 5.7.81 

"Tectus" Berthed 0853 hours 6.7.81 sailed 1715 hours 12.7.81 

"Hoegh Rover" Berthed 0745 hours 13.7.81 sailed 1850 hours 15.7.81 

"Sanko Cherry" Berthed 2020 hours 15.7.81 sailed 1825 hours 17.7.81 

"Ogden Amazon" Delayed berthing due to maritime ban on the berthing 

of F.O.C. vessels 
Berthed 2050 hours 24.7.81 sailed 0435 hours 27.7.81 

"Eredine" Berthed 2005 hours 17.7.81 sailed 2220 hours 19.7.81 

"Ibaraki Maru" Arrived 1615 hours 26.6.81 mould have berthed daylight 

20.7.81.

Yours faithfully, 
PATRICK AGENCIES 

AS AGENTS

/ Jtf 1 ^
C-vMhttCH MANAGER

OFFICES AT: 33 Pitl Street. Sydney. N.S.W. 2000 (Head Otlice) • 8-12 Market Street: Melbourne. Vie • "3 Queen Street. BrisLdne. Old 

Divett Street. Pon Adelaide, S.A. • 10 Phillimore Street. Fiemanlle. W.A. • 7B Hannetl Slieet. WicVham. NSW • Fortshore Road Port Kc^DIa

Part 2
EXHIBITS

Defendant 1 s 
Exhibits 

10. 
Letter from
Patrick 
Agencies to 
Ebsworth 
& Ebsworth 
16th October 
1981
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits
11.

Graph of 
trends in 
cargo 
rates

CORAM: YELDHAM.J. EXHIBITS

11.
GRAPH OF TRENDS 
IN CARGO RATES

.EXHIBIT....... II....
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Dry Cargo
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EXHIBITS - 12
PARTICULARS OF VOYAGES 66A AND 67A 
OF "IBARAKI MARU"

VOYAGE 66 A

Commenced 09.00 27/10/81

Concluded 15.00 14/1/82

TOTAL 79.25 days

Annexed "A"

Fixture note 28/10/81

Addendum

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant 1 s 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

1. 15/12/81

2. 24/12/81

3. 24/5/82 - Demurrage $US6,500.00 

- Despatch $US3,250.00

4. 26/5/82 - freight $US13. .29 per tonne

Carriage of coal from Port Kembla (49,589 LT), Hay Point 

(56,757 LT) to_Kashima, Wakayama and Kokura.

Annexed "B"

Computer printouts re port charges

Annexed "C"

Computer printouts re bunkering 

421.
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Part 2 Annexed "D" 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's Brokerage invoice 

Exhibits

voyages
66A and Laydays statements
67A of
"Ibaraki
Maru" Annexed "F" 

(cont'd)
Statements re demurrage and payment for extra ordina

ry 

delay.

Freight earned ¥306,422,599

Demurrage * 42,337,891

Extra ordinary delay ¥ 32,950,725

Expenses: Port charges * 32,401,389

Despatch ¥ 9,646,047

Commission ¥ 350,000

Bunkers ¥ 81,884,714

Sundries ¥ 1,056,667

Charter to Matsuoka ¥195,272,000

Total Earnings: ¥381,711,215 

Expenses : ¥320,610,817

¥ 61,100,398

Daily Profit: ¥ 770,983 
422.



JL1T1D>« CABLE ADDKESD
THEMOLIME TOKYO

TELEX J222GP

AAB MOL1NE

TELEPHONE

TOKYO (581) 5 1 I I

FIXTURE K G T 5

Messrs. Mitsubishi Corporation 
Tokyo

Per U.S. "IBARAKI ?.LAHJ" Vov.Ko.66

Tokyo, 28th October, 19'

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant 1 s 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

Dear Sirs,

1) Kscie of vessel

2) Loading ports

V/e fircly fixed v/ith you as follows :- 

: r.:.3. "I3AHAKI LlASu" Voy.Eo.66

3) Cargo £; cuantity

4) Discharging port(s)

5) 3TA at loading port

6) Freight rate

Y) Payment cf freight

8y Lignterags & 
stevedorage

9) Loading terns & 
conditions

One safe berth, one safe port of Port Kecibla and one safe berth 
one safe,port of'Hay Point, Australia.

At Port Kembla:
COAL CLIFF Coal 45,000 metric tons lOji more or less at Owners'
option.

At Play Point:
P3£CIX>Y/iJ Coal 37,000 Eetric tons and GCCMY3LLA Coal 26,000
metric tons 10p more or less at Owners' option respectively.

(3ach) One safe berth at one or "hvo safe port(s), Kashima, 
Y/akayaaa and Kokura, Japan.

First loading port, on or about Jth llovsaber, 1981. 

To be decided later.

The freight to be prepaid or. 3/L quantity by Charterers in 
Tokyo in cash in U.S. Dollars upon receipt of telegraphic 
advice of completion of loading.
\Vhole freight to be deemed to be earned upon completion of 
loading \vithout deduction and non-returnable ship and/or 
cargo lost or not lost.

Charterers' account at both ends.

At Port Keinbla:
10,000 lon^ tons per weather v/orking- day of 24 consecutive 
hours Sundays, Holidays sad. the afternoons of Saturdays and 
up -to 03:00 a.m. Kondays-and the day follo-.rLiig a Holidays 
are excepted. unless used, if used, only tine actually used 
"to count, as lay-time.

Demurrage or despatch money to be fixed later.

At nay Point:
I.'aster of the vessel to notify Utah Development Company, 
itackay Office, Cable Address: "SHIP33HV UTAK3HIP iUCKAY" 
of the vessel's 3TA .and the estimated cargo required each 
7 days, 48 hours and 24 hours before the vessel is expected 
to-, arrival at Hay Point.

A—Ml (W. II. 100x.=ao N}

- to bs continued 
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12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

•(continued)

10 ) Discharging terms 
& conditions

11) Agents
12) Remarks

Laytine for loading shall conaence twelve(12) hours after Notice 
of Readiness is tendered unless loading is sooner conmenced. 
Notice of Readiness to load nay be presented by the vessel after 
arrival at the port, tvhether in berth or not, at any time in or 
out of office hours, provided the vessel is in free pratique and 
in all respects ready to load.
loading' rate .to be 21,500 long tons per weather v/orking day of 
24 consecutive hours, Saturdays and Sundays included but 
officially recognized holidays in the State of Queensland, 
Australia excepted, unless used.
Demurrage: US39»50p-- per day or pro rata for all time lost. 
Despatch money: TJS34.750-- Per day or pro rata for laytime saved.

To be fixed between Sucl-tomo Metal Industries, Ltd. and 1-iitsui 
O.S.K. lines, ltd.
Ovmers' Agents at both ends.
All other terms and conditions as per adapted "EAYATOKO KARtJ" 
Voy.Ko.26 Charter Party dated Tokyo, 3rd April, 1972 between 
Charterers, llitsui 4 Co., ltd., Mitsubishi Corporation and 
Sumitomo Corporation, Tokyo and Owners, I.iitsui O.S.K. lines, 
ltd., Tokyo and as per relative Sales Contract bet-.veen Messrs. 
Sumitomo lletal Industries, ltd. and Shipper.

One original fixture Note being made, mutually signed and possessed by Or.r.srs.

Charterers: 

on beialf of Messrs. SUMITOMO METAL INDUSTRIES, I.TD.

MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

Owners:

MsBiger. NSW Cca[ Teem 
Coal Dtpl. -._ -

LINES, LTD.
partment (A) --

^ Coal &. Irorf^Ore Carriers Section (A)
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IES9 JL-TTIDc
M TORANOMON 2-CHO»- 

WINATO-KU. TOKYO. 

T1O5 JAPAN TOKYO, .T

A 3 ^ a ;: a u r. rc.i
to

Fixture ""ote -5?,ted Tokyo, 23th October, 1J?1 
Per }'..3. "IB/iTJ^-CI :.:/JFJ" Voy.lio.6o

TMEMCLINE T O w. V O

TCLEPHON C 

TOKYO (584) Dill

Tokyo, 15th December, IS'

Tilth regard to the Fixture ::ots dated Tokyo, 28th October, 1S?1 covering the. 
shipment of Cool in bull: fro- ?ort I.er-.bla ancl Hay Point to (Each) One safe berth 
at one or v.vo safe port's), Xas'ldLna, V/sIcaysma and ICokura per !:r.S. "I3.APJJCE UAHU" 
Yoy."o.5o, it is this day mutually a-rrsad betv;een Messrs. Llitsubishi Corporation, 
Tokyo j.s 3harterers and -.lits'-ii 0.3. T". Lines, Ltd., ToVcyo as Ovners "that:-

1) 3ir.ro i cuantity:
Fort Ilembla: CC.'i CLI7.'" doal 50>300 metric tons 10,^. noro or less at Cvmers' 

option.
'Jay Point : "..uLiJI C-:J. 22,C30 metric tons aiv.i /K'CI"Y3n.A Coal 25,000 rcetric 

tons 10.".' : ::?:-s or less it C-.vners' option respectively.

2,: Lo_.dir.,T terns an-i ccnditior.s at May Foint:

a) ?'otic= of Rec.diness to loa-i shall not be tsndsred before OJOO hours on 
2eco:ibsr lot'i, 1?r.1, unless sooner v/orked.

b/ Lo.idir.j r.-ts to ba 11^, "OD lon^' tons (Actual loadinj cuantity: Cver 
.•; r ,0.-0 J/r up to ::o,0?.; L/L1 ) Xnd 21,50: Ion:; tons(Actual loading 
r.vjvr.tity: ;.vor iO,03.'. I/j up to 7';,GOO I/-?} per -.veather -.Torkinr day 
of 2.-', conseov.tive hov.rs, Saturdays snd Sundays included but officially 
reoo ni^ed holidays in the State of Queensland, Australia excepted, 
".nles- used respeotively.

c, Je/iurra^-e c:: despatch i^onsy to be settled in Australia in cash "oetv/een 
.t.,e Shippers' aj-ents and the C-.vners' agents.

3; Demurrage or despatch noney at'discharging port(s) to be settled batv;een 
Surjitoco Metal Industries, Ltd. and Oy/ners.

All other terns and conditions of the aboverp.entioned Fixture Mote shall 
regain unaltered.

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

One original? Addendus I'o.l being reade, mutually signed and possessed by 
Or/Tiers.

on fcrhalt cf ikiifs. Slli:T2^C ::LTiL ]?;ni:37il!ES, L7H. 
Charterers: " • '

ll (55. 7. 100x500 N

.---KHr c£ Cjccsi!;:iJ Cos! 7c;ra

MITSUJUO^.K. LINES, LTD
=partment (A)

Coa! £ Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant' s 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

HEAD OFFICE

I.I TORANOMON 2-CHOME.

MINA70-KU. TOKYO,

TlOS JAPAN TOKYO,

S,, JLTID).

GK1SINAI.
CABLE AUDRUSS

TELtX J222*«

AAB MOL1NE

TELEPHONE

TOKYO (SB*) till

Tokyo, 24-th December, IS

ADDENDUM Ko.2 
to

Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 28th October
, 1981 

Addendum. No.l dated Tokyo, 15th Decemb
er, 1981 

Per M.S. "IBARAKI MARU" Yoy.I:To.66________

STitb. regard to the Fixture Hote dated 
Tokyo, 28th October, 1981 and 

Addendum No.l dated Tokyo, 15th Dscewb
er, 1981 covering the shipment of 

Coal in bulk from Port Kembla and Hay 
Point to (Each) one safe berth at 

one or tiro safe port(s), Kashina, l?ak
ayama and Kokura per M.S. "IBARAXI 

MARU" Voy.No.66, it is this day mutual
ly agreed between Messrs. 

Mitsubishi Corporation, Tokyo as Chart
erers and Mitsui O.S.E. Lines, 

Ltd., Tokyo as Owners that:-

The provisional rate of freight to be 
US$10.5_0 (U.S. Dollars Ten 

Cents Fifty only) per ton of 2,240 Ibs
., F.I.O. and free trimaing.

All other terns and conditions of the 
aborementioned Fixture Note 

shall regain unaltered.

One original Addendum No«2 being made,
 mutually signed and possessed 

by Owners.

Charterers :
:.: a ::,...*. CUMITOMO iiziAL
MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

Owners:
, LTD.

MITSUUXS.K. LINES, LTD.

M; MiiSL-J-a - 
}.h^-sr"K5V; Coal-Teza 

Coil

:partment (A). 
<^—

Manager 
Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)

. lOOxiGO N)
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HEAD OFFICE 

1-1 TORANOMON 2-CHOME, 

M1NATO-KU, TOKYO, 

JAPAN

ILTTiUD.

ORIGINAL

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

TCLtX J2226R 

AAB MOLINC 

TELEPHONE

ADDENDUM No.3 
to

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12. 
TOKYO (»e.o » i 11 particulars

of voyages
Tokyo, 24th May, 1982 66A and 67A

of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

Fixture Note dated Tokyo, 28th October, 1981 
Addendum No.1 dated Tokyo, 15th December, 1981 
Addendum No.2 dated Tokyo, 24th December, 1981 
Port Kembla and Hay Point/Kashima, Wakayaaa and 
Kokura: Coal in bulk 
______Per M.S. "IBAPjV£I MARU" Voy.No.66______

With regard to the captioned Fixture Note, it is this day mutually 
agreed between Messrs. Mitsubishi Corporation Tokyo as Charterers and 
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd., Tokyo as Owners that:-

(continued)

Loading terms & conditions at Port Kembla

Demurrage : US$6,500.- per day or pro rata for all time lost. 
Despatch money: US53,250.- per day or pro rata Tor laytime saved.

All other terms, conditions and exceptions of the aforementioned 
Fixture Note shall remain unaltered.

One original Addendum No.3 being made, mutually signed and 
possessed by Owners.

Charterers: 

on 1-b.iIf of Messrs. SUMITCMO METAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.

MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

,.
Manager, NS'.V Coil Tcan- 

Coal DcpC

Owners:

^.tTTCTIT n 0 TT T If^F? f ^^ IViili'Jl U.5.A. LilSiii, -i.il/.
Bulk Carrier Eep-rtmer.t (A)

Coal & Iron Ore C-rrieri Sectic-n (A)

A-tWl (55. 7. 100x500 N)
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EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

HEAD OFFICE

l-l, TORANOMON 2-CHOMC.
MINATO-KU. TOKYO.

T105 JAPAN

IL,TFID>«

TOKYO,

ADDENDUM Ixo-4 
to

CADLC ADDRESS
TMCMOLINE TOKYO

TELEX J2Z26G
' i\i 'i' AAO MOLIS' E
1 i \J"l5_- TELEPHONE

TOKYO (584) 5111

Tokyo, 26th Li ay, 1982

Fixture Sote dated Tokyo, 28th October, 1931
Addendum Ixo.1 dated Tokyo, 15th December, 1981
Addendum No.2 dated Tokyo, 24th December, 1981
Addendum No. 5 dated Tokyo, 24th Lay, 1932
Port Kembla and Ray Point/Xashima, V/akayarca and
Kokura: Coal in bulk
______Per K.S. "IBARAKI MARU" Voy.No.66_____

V.:ith regard to the csptioned Fixture Note, it is this day mutually 
agreed between L'essrs. Mitsubishi Corporation, Tokyo as Charterers and 
Litsui w.o.X. Lines, Ltd., Tokyo as Owners that:-

Kotv/itnstanding the Addendum Ko.2 dated Tokyo, 24th December, 1981 

the final rate of freight to be US$13.29 (U.S. Dollars Thirteen 

Cer.ts T-wenty-iJine only) per ton of 2,240 Ibs., F.I.C. and free 

trimming.

The balance freight bet'.veen the provisional rate and above final 

rate to be settled directly between SuEitoso I/.etal Industries, 

Ltd. and Kitsui O.3.K. Lines, Ltd.

All other terms, conditions and exceptions of the aforementioned 
Fixture I\ote shall remain unaltered.

One original Addendum j?o.4 being made, mutually signed and 
possessed by Owners.

Charterers: 
:: RiCi.K of S?Kf:. Sli^IT?!SS XETAL ^CSSTRiES. LTD.

MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

Owners:

ol QiitrnibsJ COL! Tcsra 
Co.! Dcpt.

MlKUIOiLUREUTD

N̂ianager 
Coal & Iron Ore Carriers Section (A)

A-001 (56. «. 100X500 N)
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ITS

DISBURSEMENT DETfiH. (ACTUAL) 
IBAKAKI-M 00o6A(DG66A) SBUKBBW) PORT: KDKURA.'•,:„-

::-2-;-i

:--2£<

::201

;:;2&-

?2ei

320'!

2201

."E JTEX
14 313?'. 1

14 3-; 25 12

•4 3K"02P

14 3->v;3e

14 340041

14 31H09G

•; 4 3-JG9e

Y E N
1,434.

145,

i,?07,

2,227,

76,

17,

22,

300
-, ,., ,-.

803

200

900

240

990

CCY.
00

00

00

00

00

00

00

EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT
1

1

1

1

.:

1

1

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

PAGE 1

(0720)
S/T NO, FUPI 

@7=0-0v55 8202

0735-0055 S202 

0730-0055 8202 

0730-0055 E202 

0730-0055 8202 

0736-0055 S202 

0730-0055 S2G2

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

NEXT PAGE --=> PA 1-KEY, END 
83/03/22 11:41

> CLEAR-KEY 3$

*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) *** 
ft32v TBARAIC-M 006AA(0@66A) SBW(3BW) PORT: KOK I IRA

^;: A: ^,._ r ? EH Y £ N CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT
.'-.. \ Ln I 0 : '"-sL.

310: 5,798,655

~'i ^* iC". *

PAGE 2

(0720)
S/T NO. FURI

PORT TC i -;L :

429.



Part 2
EXHIBITS

Defendant ' s
Exhibits

12.
Particulars
of voyages
66A ana 67A
of "Ibaraki
Maru"

(continued)

'- f :;F;H
'^•i^C. i! ' • =

E3/03/22

*•*•* DISBURSEMENT
6329 IBARAKI-M 0066A(0066A>

.".D ATE ITEM
I'2'c-l 07 31 001 2

=26107 313020

=20107 310030

n-fcie? ziooJi
220107 310090

225107 310090

320107 310090

YEN CCY.
126,280 00

626,416 00

1,632,000 00

82,000 00

12,500 60

66,510 06

12,810 60

11-40

DETAIL (ACTUAL)
8BW(8BW) PORT:
EX-RATE LOCAL

1.00

1.00

1.00

1,00

1.00

1.00

1.60

***
KAfHIMA
AMOUNT

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

LS01
PA^E

(0152)
S/T NO.

0152-0011

0152-0011

0152-0011

0152-0011

0152-0011

0152-6011

2669-5074

*

FL'RI
S202

E202

8202

S202

8202

8202

8206

«$ NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY *$
H3RH
-'A>E TN; =

83/03/22

*** DISBURSEMENT
0329 IBARAKI-M 0066A(0066A)

S.DATE ITEM
:TEM TOTAL

310:

PORT TOTAL:

HORH
PAGE IN: =

0329
S.DATE ITEM
S20111 310011

826111 31 0612

3204 ', 1 31 0020

E2311-: 310030

220111 310041

S20111 310090

ITEM TOTAL
310:

YEN CCY.

2 , 558 ,516

2,558,516

83/63/22

*** DISBURSEMENT
IBARAKI-M 6066A(0666A)

Y E N CCY.
1,461,300 06

126,286 60

538,617 00

3,054,875 00

163,160 66

"68,446 00

5,352,612

11:40

DETAIL (ACTUAL)
8BW(8BW) PORT:

EX-RATE LOCAL
"

11:51

DETAIL (ACTUAL)
SBW(BBW) PORT:

EX-RATE LOCAL
1.60

1.66

1.06

1.00

1.06

1.66

***
KASHIMA
AMOUNT

*#*

DS61
PAGE

(0152)
S/T NO.

DS01
PAGE

2

FURI

WAKAYAMA-N(6310)
AMOUNT

6

6

0

0

6

6

S/T NO.
0321-0057

0321-0057

0321-0057

0321-0657

0321-6657

0321-0057

FURI
8203

8203

8203

8203

8263

82CZ

** NEXT' PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY $$
HORH
PAGE IN: =

83/03/22 11:51 DS01
PAGE pV

**# DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) ***
0329 IBARAKI-M 0666A(0066A) 8BW(8BW) PORT: WAKAYAMA-
ITEM Y E N CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT

N(0310) 
S/T NO. FUR]

=3RT TOTAL: 5,352,612

430.



- .-;;;

LND :: :.r-K

t* NEXT F'AGE =-:- RA1--KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY 
83/S3/22 10:55

»w» DISBURSEMENT DETAIL. (ACTUAL) w*w

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki Maru 

(cont'd)
!:•::: 01 

RAGE •- ^

022- IBARAKI-~n 
2,DATE ITEM YEN

d1121 a 310612

31 1 2': £ 3 ''. 0 0 2 0

811218 310030

81 12'; 3 21 0041

ITEh TGTAL 
210.

PORT TOTAL ;

0329 IBARAKI 
S,DATE ITEH 
311223 310011

811223 310020

311223 310030

311223 310041

811223 8'0043

311223 2100VO

ITEM TOTAL 
310:

CCY. EX-RATE
PORT: P.KEMELA 
LOCAL AMOUNT S/T NO. FURI

1 ,229,971

4,153,936

646,022

4,706,022

340,764

1-, ,081 ,715

1 1 ,081 ,715

03

03

03

03

03

248.47

243.47.

248.47

248.47

248,47

4,950. 13

16,733.18

2,600.00

18,940,00

1 ,371 ,45

3920-2011 8202

3920-2011 8202

8920-2011 3202

3920-2011 8202

8920-2011 3202

»*» END www

KK* DISBURSEMENT 
I-'n w066A(0066A5 
YEN CCY, 
1,563,840 03

1 ,001 ,334

3,975,520

248,470

784,420

31 ,307

03

03

03

03

03

DETAIL 
SBWC8BW 

EX-RATE 
248,47

248.47

248.47

"248.47

248,47

248.47

(ACTUAL) w*w 
) PORT: HAYPOINT 

LOCAL AMOUNT 
6,314.00

4,030.00

16,000,00

i ,000.00
3, 157.00

126.00

(8*36) 
S/T NO. FURI 

8920-20 il 3202

8920-2011 8202

S920-2011 3202

8920-2011 8202

8920-2011 8202

8920-2011 8202

7,609,891

NEXT RA&E ==> PA 1-KEY, END 
83/03/22 11:39

CLEAR-KEY 
riORH 
-A5E IN: =

**£• DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) 
032' IBARAKI-fV 0066A(0066A5 8BU(8BU!) PORT: HAYPCINT 

S.DATE I~'EN YEN CCY, EX-RATE LOCAL AHOUNT

DS01 
RAGE 2

(8936) 
S/T NO. FURI

-•CRT 7,609,891

431.
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now

8BE

now
8BW

8BW

8BW

BBW

8BW

0329 IBARAKI-M 
0329 IBARAK I -M
0329 IBARAKI-M 
0329 IBARAKI-M

0329 IBARAKI-M
0329 IBARAKI-M 
0329 IBARAKI-M
O329 IBAHAKI-M 
0329 IBARAKI-M
0329, IBARAKI-M 
O329I IBARAKI-M
0329 IBARAKi-M

0329 IBARAKI-M 
0329 IBARAKI-M
0329 IBARAKI-M 
0329 IBARAKI-M

0329 IBARAKI-M

O329 IBARAKI-M

O065A

0066A

0063B

OOGSA 
0065A

OOG6A L

0063B

0065A

••• V E

0065A

0065A

82-01-13
82-01-13 
82-01-14

81-01-27
81-02-04 
81-08-31
81-10-12

82-01-13 
82-OI-13
82-01-14

8J-6i-27 
81-02-04
81-08-31 
81-10-12

S 5 E L

0720
0720

•«» ZANYU

0005

0005

0720 
. 0720

••* ZANYU

0005

0005

- YU S H I

1117
1118

* * *

1110 
1117

* * *

1 B E

010 
010
010 
010
010 
010
010 
010
010 
030
034 
034

r Q3O

030
030 
030
030 
030

T U

01O

030

......................... .................................................................. ................ ...^...........g.. ............ ; ......... ..........

8A9

8AJ

BA9

8AJ

O330 ARAFURA-M 
033O ARAFURArM
0330 ARAFURA-M 
033O ARAFURA-M
0330 ARAFURA-M

0330 ARAFURA-M 
033O ARAFURA-M
O330 ARAFURA-M 
0330 ARAFURA-M
O33O ARAFURA-M

003SA

0036B

0036A

0036B

81-11-15
82-O1-12 
82-01-12
82-61-17

81-11-15
82-01-12 
82-01-12
02-01-17

4430
0152 
0152

«•« ZANYU

4430
0152 
0152

»«» ZANYU

M212
1118 
1117

* * *

M212
1118 
1117

* » *

010 
010
010 
01O
010 
010
030 
034
034 
034
030 
O30

74.4/8 
. 72,631

(73.635

B4'.OOO
04,000 
84,000
04.000 
48,579

44.24O
. 47.209

44,400 
44,400
44,400 
44,400

K U R I,.K 0

78.635

47.288

49.2O7

69.879

72,637
70,343

44,481

44,240
44.454

1 •; -i . 'J :-i 
99.67

.00 
92.96-
151.00 

B. 17-
0. 17 
21.38-
21.38 

2.410.06
.00 

1 ,099.77
1 .506.03-
1,923.00

34.49- 
34.49
88.57- 
88.57

s' H •r~"T"6T
...... ........ ....„.....__.

1,923.00

2.074.OO

2'li.68 
.00
.00 

49.86
70.50- 
191 .04

5.547. JO 
.01-

.00 
2.388.01
3.967.48- 
3,960.42

7.239,476
21.937- 

6.845. | |0-
11. 118.810 

606,200-
605.200 

1 ,795.920-
1.795.920 

117,079. 190
242.059 

40,654,067
75.O39.604-
90,935,720

1 ,531,356- 
1,531,356
3.932.508- 
3,932.508

A L • —

It, 118,810

90,935.720

102,054,530

14.791.940 
5.009-
1O.974- 

3.621,699
4.959, 182- 
13,430,402

246.740.382 
165,491-
525.777 

105,681,372
176.376.356- 
176,41 1 ,C<04

*; ? 0 1 
82-01
82-01 
82-O1

82-01
02-01 
02-OI
02-01 
82-O1
82-O1 
82-OI
02-OI

82-01 
82-01
82-01 
82-01

82-02

82-02

02-O1 
82-01
82-01 
82-01 
82-01 "

82-Ot ' 

82-01
02-61
02-01 
82-01

HOVU HOYU " 

ZANYU-UNKUHI

CHONEN-DEMPYO 
CHONEN-bEMPYO 
CHONEN-OEMPYO
CHONEN-DEMPYO 
KUR1KOSH1 
HOYU 
HOYU
ZANYU-UNKOHI

CHONEN-DEMPYO 
CHONEN-DEMPYO
CHONEN-OEMPYO 
CHONEN-OEMPYO

KURIKOSHI 
CHONEN-SHUSE1 
HOYU 
HOYU
ZANYU-UNkniii

CHONF.N-SHUSF. I 
iiCJYU 
HOYU 

" ZANYU-UNKOHI

4-1

4-1

4-1 

/l-t
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

-,— • . MITSUI O. Sr-Kr iLINES, LTD.
Date:

LAY0AYS STATEMENT
•^•?- I2AJUKI l.'.HU Voj.:io.6G »>:*•
Charter Pany dated: 2gth Oct., 1981 
Between iVitsubishi Corporation 
And Mitsui i.:.^.r. Lines, LtJ.

Raw of Lcajfcny (Discharge) as per Charter Pany 
La>-une Allowed: 7 Days 04 Hours 4C Minutes 
Arrived: 14:1= 6th Jan., 196Z Berthed: 14:15 :t Notice of Readiness Tendered: 14:15 :: ' " Notice of Readiness Accepted =14:15 " " " Laytime Commenced: 15:10 " '" " Commenced -Lading (Discharge): 15 . ^Q •> •< a Completedi^ding (Discharge): 2.^:CC 1 *th " " 

•;Expired: 21 :*.S 18th " "

As Charterers 
As Owners
Quantity: 106,346 L/l' 

tons per d^«> :'.''.r C3HINC

KashiEa: 26,C16 I./T .• er dc? 50.0CC VT 
Allowed C. 93557 c.
v.aksyscs^S.Va't- L/T 
i-er day 12,500 L/T 
Allowed J. IBS?" d.

,- 
12.5GC L/T

Date

19S2 
Kashima

5th

7th

9th

ICth 
llth

KoJcura
l^th

13th
14tb
15th
16th

Dav of 
Week

•'-ed.

Thu.

I'.czs .

Tue.

Wed.
rny.
fri.
Eat.

t , T.^*--j1 1 /7 T'^p-3'7; Laynsne^— : Lajtime^^/ Description ; Allowed 1 Used D.H.M. i D.H.M

! :
IS: 1C C-Ot-5C. ; 0-C8-50iiscfigrp.ing cotr.pletec 1C: 1C C-1C-1C C-1C-1C

.-.rrived t lEj'^irr.e ccn-serxer. :

;• i-cc-oc i-cc-corisc^r.r.5i.ie; completed 05:10 : 0-05-1C 0-05-1C

Arrived &. IsytiEe ccmnenced 
0°.-rC ; 0-15-CC C-15-CC

; 1-CO-CO 1-CC-CO"ischsreinsf coopletfd 1J:OC ! 1-CC-CC C-13-CO
; i-co-cc . c-cc-ccLeytriK.e Kxpireci 21:'-3 j C-21-5c C-rC-CC
i

;
Total 1 'if-

™M™

c-cc-cc
c-cc-cc

c-cc-cc
c-co-cc 
c-cc-cc

c-cc-cc
c-cc-oo
C-ll-CO
1-CC-CO
C -21-56

?.-'---*£
x, y. v * ~v yv^ "

Time: " days hours _ minutes ( 
Cl - per day 23 i

days)

) Total:-»r-.r ! "•' '-^"7 i ' 1-^ 1- •" ~' * ^ : '
SUMI70MO METAL INDUSTRIES., LFD.

Owners :
Mitsui 0. S. K. Lines, Ltd. Kvlk Carrier D-jpar!r.:e:it (A)

^Uaagerl Ocean Transportation Section P. (G7 (54. 9. ^OxlCO N)

Ca-J & Ircn 0« Csrricrs Section (A)
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

'IBARAKI 3ARU"

FIXTURE KOTE DATED 
ARRIVED/ANCHORED OFF MACKAY 
ARRIVED/ANCHORED OFF HAY POINT 
BERTHED HAY POINT
GRANTED PRATIQUE (AT ANCHOR/AT BERTH) 
NOTICE OF READINESS TENDERED 
NOTICE OF READINESS ACCEPTED 
LAYTIME COMMENCED TO COUNT 
LOADING COMMENCED 
LOADING COMPLETED 
BILL OF LADING TONNAGE LOADED 
LOADING RATE (AS PER FIXTURE NOTE

TIME ALLOWED

DAY DATE FROM

Tuesday 22.12.81 0415 2400 
Wednesday 23.12.81 0000 0750

VOY. 66 - LOADED AT HAY POINT,
QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA.

28th October, 1981.
——— HOURS ———
1330 HOURS 21st December, 1981.
0600 HOURS 22nd December, 1981.——— HOURS PORT KEMBLA,
1615 HOURS 21st December, 1981.
1615 HOURS 21st December, 1981.
0415 HOURS 22nd December, 1981.
0625 HOURS 22nd December, 1981.
0750 HOURS 23rd December, 1981.56,757 LQN..G.....TP.N.S....GPP.NYELLA...ANP...SARAJI^CO. 16,500 LONG TONS PER WEATHER 

WORKING DAY

3 DAYS 10 HOURS 33 MINUTES

TO

00

50

TIME USED
DAYS HRS. WINS.

P 19 45

P 7 50

TIME NOT TO COUNT
AS PER C/PARTY

DAYS. HRS. MINS.

P pp pp

p pp pp

35

TIME SAVED: 2 DAYS 6 HOURS 58 MINUTES 
DESPATCH AT U.S.$4,750.00 PER DAY OR PRO RATA = U.S.$10,878.82

UTAH DEVELOPMENT; COMPANY
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DEBIT NOTE"

MESSRS. MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

Dr. to MITSUI O.S.K. LINES, LTD.
LINE (jK S§ «) VESSEL (j|J £)

IBARAKI MARU

Vojr.No.WJM ! ^aIL™°

66A

• :;:. ;•
' DESTINATION (Ste)

I

TONNAGE (i&Sc)

*** LOADING DE

LAY TIME LOST

:;r : ; ; - :•-- «
Wi-:, :-'•
^-•:> : v- •

'*?• TOT A T ^-^-^f^ -'. 1 \J 1 £\ 1-* VHo|y

6,500 x 29.796

RATECR40

MURRAGE *i

1 
29D-19H-71
... 
53 days =

\'. - " " '^ v

.'••-".'••

ii "ill

j;!: 1 ,;
ii!1 ?!! ii iiii

•I ill 
illii!L-o

1S
li

DATEa BI

81-12-18

FREIGHT (#).Jt)

| 29.79653 days

1193,677 .45

US$193,677 .45_

Ex.
@ ¥

-,t|

LOADING PORT (iglft)

PORT KElfflLA
CARGO (s £)

COAL IN BULK
JAPANESE YEN (pjjf)

• : . . ' ';..'

"jr-j^p • ,„.
^/ ,U (l/ e^-

| i" i *•-•£-

Part 2 
EXHIBI1.

Defendant's 
1 Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

A

S) a a IE- •
L I N E*i

CARGO

DESTINATION (JjJJft) ' TONNAGE (£») RATE(E¥) I FREIGHT (#HS) JAPANESE YEN

-r,5.v r. 2,. 7. 65 2 <i?:yr

TOTAL

n



A & iffl ft]

^S Art IE 7:11 - 7b

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

iii'i ;R-: Defendant' s 
Exhibits 

12.

LINE VESSEL («}ig) ivuy .No.(a«)i
!of voyages 

LOADING PORT (j.'j a) g6A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

CARGO (continued)

DESTINATION (jliJiS) '• TONNAGE (ifcSO RATE(fi4;) ' FREIGHT ( Ex. JAPANESE YEN (Hi?)

j i
TOTAL (ftst) :

>-,'.--,--
:Lt Lfc

441



O 
O
3

3 O cno -o MO a
01 tt> fft Hi 01 X <D X
II 5" h I-1 31 Hi

DEBIT NOTE- (p
MESSRS.__SUMITOMO METAL TUDIJSTRTRS

Dr. to MITSUI O.S.K. LINES, LTD.
LINE (to Ht~fc) i VESSEL aJT

DESTINATION TONNAGE (,£&)

TOTAL (-ft3

C.IO i. nttJiV*^>U Copy
2. 4:;ffi* .if It f 4 7K.-C ffhSffl i i.
3.

Voy.No.(9:tt) (ijj1 'jt Jl

FREIGHT Ex.
@ ¥

LOADING PORT

, JAPANESE YEN

V53.932.387-

DATE Hth Jan. "-1983'!5-

CARGO (,ft 4;)

MITSUI O.S.K. LINES, LTD.

0-3 Hft

I..511 (57. I. DK1SX330N)
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Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
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EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)
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A
Corprtrnt io

u)
LINE ()K K .-f,) VESSEL (« #)

!?•',."•''' J '• / r' r '
/oy.No.(aM)

G6

SAILING DATE(111 M ;i ID

? JrO l.'cc .

DESTINATION ()i,)Jt!!)

hlnshiiti.'! nnd 
Kokur^

TOTAL «t,^)

TONNAGE (iUSt)

(fl,0'tj V/T)
3,9?9 L/T

RATEOTiP)
U:-!'

1C.5C
C^TO.

Ui

FREIGHT (>'Ht)

I-:M ,77^.50

I!. •"'»]. ,77'-22

Ex. 
@ Y

LOADING PORT (1,'i J||!)

P.::v oint
—— _

CARGO (,'„', if,)

-O'a ( •'TV'ji.)

JAPANESE YEN (|')lf)

(P/W^

?fr/6t>/6

M I? ffi Hi fl'i ^1 J:

OQ ^3,

mr

fill
o o

S 0
PI t-h 
H
C =
; HO1

cn O t) td O
(T> t-h pJ X (T)
> H !-• ff Hi

< rt to H- n>
pj O H- • ty 3
3 ^ O H- Cb
Oj CU EJ rt CDia M co 3
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VOYAGE 67 A

Commenced 15.00 14/1/82

Concluded 09.00 20/2/82

Total Duration: 36.75 days

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

Annexed "A

Charter party dated 21/12/81

Addendum 1 22/12/81

Loaded Visakhapatnam (India)

Discharged Tobata and Nagoya

Annexed "B"

Computer printouts for port charges

Annexed "C"

Computer printouts for bunkers

Annexed "D"

Invoice re brokerage

Annexed "E"

Laydays statement

Freight earned ¥141,880,234



Part 2 Expenses: 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
6 6A and 
67A of 
"Ibaraki 
Maru"

(cont'd)

Port charges

Bunkers

Despatch

Sundry

¥ 19,076,971

¥ 57,045,474

¥ 285,435

¥ 490,000

Commission ¥ 250,000

Charter fee to Matsuoka ¥ 90,552,000

Total Earnings: ¥142,039,212

Total Expenses: ¥167,699,880

Loss ¥ 25,660,668

Daily loss ¥ 698,249
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS
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Exhibits

12.
Particulars
of voyages
66A and 67A
of "Ibaraki
Maru"

(continued)
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and trim cane as customary, fre* 
of «pena» to the Teasel, if any 
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to special typ* of ship such 
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by Receivers' Stevedores free of 
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a *Jt situation*

tO. Tb* Act of God, tb* QUMO.'* MacncuM. Armt and/or R*rtrainU of Rulvn. Pnncv* and JPu>pl*. Qiunotin*. Fir* oo 
!. in Sulk or Cr*ft or oo Shor*. Ie«. B^ratry of th* M«t*r aad Crew, £O*OUM. PiratM. Kobh*n by Innd or >M, acridfaU 

to and diuniag* and d« teat ion Cram Bouvr*. and of U*cbin«rj, CoIlivionB, SlrvncUng, Jottiaoo. or from any *ct, n»gk«t. default 
or *rror in judjiiwot wh*t*o*r*r of th* Pilot. Ha*tef. Craw or otb*r wrvanU of tb* Shipowner* in th* RWkm.£*m*at and/or th* 
oavignuon of tfa* St**na*r. and all and *vcrj otb*r Dan^rs and AeeidsoU of tb* Saaa, Riv*n and C^ool* of vh*t»r»r o»Hir* 
and kio*i wh»(w>w*r. befor* and duriog tb* said royvf* *l«r»^m *>eapt*><l. SiMioMr ha* Ubiety to *»U at .any port or port*, ia 
any onfer. or pUce*. to bunk**, or rao»tv* aad/or dotinr part ca--^o aad/ot pa* aoyan. or to danat* for th* purpo** of *avH 
tif* or property, with l*av. to **il without PiloU, and tow or to b* tow*J UK! aMufc vn*aU or to b* a*iut 
wb*t*ii*v*r. S*lvng« and/or tow* j« for Owa*r*« nl» bunafit. Ship not »o«warabl* for IOMM tbrougb *cplo 
brukAtf* of *bart«. or »o* lat*at defect in th* maitbiiMry or Hull not twulUng from wmnt of du* diligvoo* by tL« Own*n of th* 
Ship or any of tb«m or by tb* Ship** Huab*od or ILann^vr.

21. All liability of CnarMrvr ab*ll n-'«< on oonapt«tk>a of rit-iiiing *od p*j-m*o> of *dv»oc*t if *oj. Owt»*r k»*in(j LM 
oa Cargo for freight, o*ad Ervigbt. and d*morrag*.

23. Th* CMptnia ahaU eortr th* baUb of *.vch bold a4 *ooa a* th* loading into fun* b*4 &nUh«d. and al*o aQ b^lub-* 
wb«o th* lowliag or duubvving ha* naiah«d for tL* day, if th* w«atb*r b* wvt or tbr«*teain£ ; b* »hall »!M>. during rain aod 
onow, eowr op all botcb** by wbicb loariing or diachargtDg u not actually go*of oa. It b *%r»*i lh*l tb* Captain n»*y Mod 
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24. - "•*•*•

S.I. Any tun* lo«t at d*»rbjvrguig port owing to • y of w*gu** aod/or Ubour ia to b* e ulml a* L*y d«ya.

-y*- aul«

. (See Clause 32)
27. In th* *v«at of any p>n*nl rtrik*. riot, inaurr-rtion. rw*oluU.o or war. wbich ojay pwv.nl th- Shipm*nt of Iron 

Or* oa.Ur th» Ch«rt«r. th* O«"n*ni in th* *«ot of oo cargo baring b--n lo-wiwi, bar* th. opliun of e-.iv»Uoig thi* Ch*rt*< or 
if any CM^O b«- b«n lo-doJ thoy b»v« tb* ngbt to protr^d on to* voy««* -itb th* c*rgo » lo*J»i. In th. Ut^r r»« th* Urn* 
to count a* litjr dny) to b* mutually a^r»nJ btft^ren OTTBM-* and Chwt«r*ra.

Clause Nos. 28 though U?, both inclusive, BJS attached hereto, to be fully 
incorporated In this Charter Party.

Charterers: Owners:
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

RIDES TO CKA3TZH PARTY IN TOKYO(..,=-!Si, DSC., 198l - M.S. "I3ARAKI KAP.O" V-G?

21ST

23) Loading rate to bs 60,OOO long tons per weather working day of 2k
consecutive hours, Sundays and Holidays iu^i^t^iv but statutory holiday.-? 
excepted unless used and if used, &ae tMsk^-e^'s^a^t;-— \£&e-£-, the time actually 
used to count. Discharge rate to be JO,OOCT-i43;% tons per weather working day 
of 2't consecutive houra, Sundays and Holidays included.

29) Laytiae at loading "port:

a) Tender of Notice of Headiness:

Notice of Readiness to load shall be tendered on any days, at any tine 
in or out of office hours snd even before cooaance-msnt of laydays when 10 
the vessel is in free pratique with clean holds, and is ready in evey 
respect to load, whether in berth or not.

b) Conaenceaent of Laytime:

i) Laytime for loading shall commence 12 running hours after tender of 
Notice of Readiness unless loading is sooner commenced, in which case, 
the tide actually used before coEaencetaent of laytino, to count»

ii) In case Notice of Readiness is tendered and loading cosnencas before 
cosEiencecent of laydays, the confutation of tins-sheet will be done 
on the following basis: 

tir.e
20ii-l) If turn of 12 hours expires prior to the first day of the 

stipulated laydays, then laytitae will begin to count froa 
00:00 hours of the first day of the laydays and the time 
actually used till then will be counted. ^

ii-2) If turn time of 12 hours expires after O0:00 hours of the first 
day of the stipulated laydaya, then the laytime will begin to 
count froa such tias that the turn timo expires and the tine 
actually used till then will be counted.

ii-3) In case the turn tins of 12 houra expires on the statutory
holiday, then laytiae will begin to count from 00:00 hours of the 
next day unless sooner worked, in which cas<s the time actually 30 
used till then will be counted.

iii) In cases where Notice of Eeadiness is tendered before conunenceaont of 
laydays and vesee.1 is not worked, the laytima shall count only after 
expiry of 12 hours turn time from 00:00 hours of th» first day of the 
stipulated laydays.

iv) In the event that loading of vessel nooinatsd by Buyer under this- 
Contract is in progress and other vesselCe) are obliged to wait for 
commencement of loading, the cos3«ncement of laytin* for such waiting 
vessels shall be as follows:

iv-1) Laytitae for the first waiting vessel shall convene* 12 running 40 
hours after tender of Notica of Readiness.

iv-2) Laytine for the second waiting vessel shall conuaenc* 18 running 
hours after tender of Notice of Readiness.
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Part 2 
EXHIBITS 

iv-3) Laytine for ths third and subsequent waiting vessels shall
commence 24. running hours after tender of Notice of Readiness Defendant's 
or from the tine of berthing, whichever is earlier. Exhibits

12.
v) In case tha vessel is found not ready to load in all respects for any Particulars 

____ of the reasons stipulated in 29)-a) of this Article haroinabova, only of voyages 
|tim-I actual\lost in fulfilling the required conditions of readiness to 66A and 67A 
'——r—' load shall not count as laytias. of "Ibaraki

Maru"

vi) If the hatches are not opened and hatch beams not removed oil berthing,
the tins lost in opening of the hatches and removal of hatch beans (continued) 

shall not be counted as laytina.

c) Counting of laytime:

Time taken in waiting for tide by a vessel with sailing draft of 15.30 
meters or less shall count as laytime except in tha case of abnormally 
low tide and/or in the case of abnormal aea and weather conditions. 
Shifting time and expense for shifting of vessel from waiting berth to 
loading berth shall be to the account of the vessel. Time lost in 
waiting for berth to count as laytime unless otherwise stipulated in 
this Contract. In any case running of laytime shall not be interrupted 
for any vessels on demurrage unless loading is actually hindered due to 
the fault of such vessels.

d) Completion of laytime:

Laytime shall cease to count immediately on completion of loading and 
trimming.

e) The vessel shall vacate loading berth as soon as loading is completed, 
weather and tides permitting.

30) Laydays Statement:

Laydays statement at the loading port shall be prepared on the relative 
Bill of Lading quantity, which shall be the quantity as defined a licensed 
marine surveyor duly appointed by Seller and approved by Buyer and, on the 
basis of the "statement of facts" nade out and signed by Seller and the 
Kaster of the vessel and/or the shipowner's agent Demurrage or despatch 
money calculated on tha basis of this statement shall be settled in accordance 
with the provision as set forth in 33) of this Article.

31)"Stoppage of loading due to breakdown of Mschsnical Ore Loading Plant:

In the event of breakdown of the mechanical ore loading plant, owing to 
cause or causes which could bot be prevented with all the reasonable care- 
of the plant authorities, the laydays statement of tha vessel then vorking 
arid whose loading is made impossible^to such breakdown shall be prepared 
in the following manner: due

a) Laytime shall provisionally be calculated by counts rig such time lost as 
laytime.

b) In case tha vessel is on despatch as a result of the calculation as per 
a) above, the laydays statemant shall be prepared on basis of such 
calculation and shall be deemed as final.
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12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki 
Maru"

(continued)

- 3 -

c) In case, the vessel is on demurrage as a result of calculation as per 
• a) above, such time lost during the laytimo allowed shall be deducted 

•;•»/ from laytime lost. In case, however, the vessel turns out to be on 
'•^'' despatch as a result of this adjustment, the vessel shall be deesed to 

be on no despatch/nodeznurrage.

d) Ho such stoppage of loading shall be admitted one* the vessel is on 
demurrage. Shipper, however, shall perform its obligations to acquaint 
Charterer with such event (s) in the same manner as provided in General 
Strike Clause.

32) Laytiae for discharge at first discharger port to coinnence 12 hours after the 
vessel is ready in all respects to discharge and notice of readiness is 
given on arrival any tis» day and night whether in berth or not after free 
pratique. Actual time occupied in moving frota place of waiting to discharge 
berth not to count as laytiiae. At second discharge port laytime to commence 
upon arrival whether in berth or not.

33) Demurrage to be paid to the Owners at the rate of OS36,OOO as to loading 
and US$7t500 as to discharge per day of 2k running hours or pro rata for 
any part thereof for all time used in excess of laytirae at the port of 
loading and/or port or ports of discharge. Despatch money to be paid to 
the Charterers at the rate of USS3,000 as to loading and US$3,750 as to 
discharging per day of 2^ running hours or pro rata for any part thereof 
for laytime saved at the port of loading and/or port or ports of discharge.

At loading port, despatch money shall be paid by Owners ;-to? Chartererand 
demurrage by Charterer '."to_ Owner in cash in U.S. Currency for this shipment 
within 50 days after the mutualy confirmation of the respective laydays 
statement
At discharging port, demurrage or despatch money to be settled in Tokyo in 
Ten in cash. Exchange rate to be T.T. Selling rate on demurrage or T.T. 
Buying rate on despatch money at The Bank of Tokyo, Ltd., prevailing on the 
last day of the next month after completion of discharge.

956 of freight based on Bill(s) of Lading quantity shall be paid within 7 
working days after completion of loading and balance of freight to be 
adjusted on outturn quantity decided by draft survey at discharging port by 
liscensed independent surveyor and payable after conpletion of discharge 
both in cash in O.S. Dollars y Whole freight to be deemed to be earned upon
completion of loading without deduction and non-returnable, ship and/or 
cargo lost or not lost.

Owners to release prepaid B/L to Shipper or their Agents on conpletion of 
loading. Charterers shall hereby indemnify Owners against nil consequences 
resulting from such releasing B/L.

Owners Bank is:

MITSUI O.S.K. LINES, LTD.
U.S. DOLLAR ACCOUNT
HUSUI BXNK A/C No. ^315160
1-1-2 lUBAKUCHO CHUODAKU TOKYO

35) Loading/Arrival Notice:

Raster/Owners to cable following notice to Shippers (Cable Address : 
"EEHTICI VISAKHAPATNAH") and Charterers (Cable Address : "NIPPOLINE TOKYO")
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- 5 days notice of ETA with stowage plan

- 48 hours notice of ETA

- 24 hours notice of ETA with loadable cargo quantity 

Discharge Notice:

Master also to give notice of Charterers ("NU'POLINS TOKYO") on sailing 
from loading port with Bill of" Lading quantity and ETA South Japan, 5 days 
48 hours and 24 hours ETA.

Claims for stevedore damage are to be settled directly between Owners and 
Stevedores. • It is undsratood Charterers will cooperate between Ownors and 
Stevedores to settle damage if any.

Tima lost for opening and closing hatches provided local regulations permit 
this operation carried out by craw, at both loading and discharge port not 
to count as laytime and such opening and closing hatches shall be at the 
Owners' risk and expenses- Laytime for loading and discharge to be con- 
revarsiblo.

At the loading port laytime shall cease at the completion of loading and
at the discharging port laytime shall cease at the completion of discharging*

Overtime expenses to be paid by the party ordering sarae, except for overtime 
expenses for vessel's officers and crew which are to be borned by Ownars, 
should overtime work be ordered by Port Authorities or outside bodies, extra 
expenses to be paid by Charterers.

At loading port, if vessel is boycotted due to her flag, crew, nationality 
etc., such time will not be counted.

Indian freight tax and aged premium, if aay, and/or any dues on the vessel 
to be for the account of Owners, but any taxes and/or dues on cargo to be 
for the account of Charterers.

Cargo not to be loaded in wing-tanks, deeptanks and/or othsr compartments 
inaccessible and unsuitable for grab and bulldozer discharging.

Vessel to sail from Shippers' wharf as soon as loading is completed weather 
and tide permitting.

44) Vessel's description:

36)

37)

38)

39)

42)

"IBAEAKI MAR0" Ore/BuUc Carrier, Japanese Flag 
Built 1972 
109,311 LT DWT, LOA 259.82 M, Beam 39.60 M , 9 Holds/9 Hatches

45) Arbitration, if any, to ba settled in Tokyo.

46)

4?)

NewJason Clause, Both-to-Blams Collision Clause, War Bisks Clauses Noa. 
1 and 2 and 3> Exception Clause and P. and I. Club Bunkering Clause, as 
attached, to be fully incorporated in this Charter Party.

All other terms and conditions at loading port to bo as par Contract for 
Sale and Purchase of Hematite Iron Ore of Bailadila, India Origin dated 
17th April, 1981.
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(continued)
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EXHIBITS

Defendant's VT-KD,- BOTK-TO-BLAME COLLISION CLAUSEExhibits /<?./—————————^—————————
12. ----\V^'.-

Particulars :--*'^' ^* ^e liability for any collision in vhich the vessel is involved
of voyages vhile perforsing this Bills of Lading falls to be deternined in. accordance
66A and 67A vii.h the laws of the United States of America, the following clause shall
of "Ibaraki *??l >' : ~
Maru"

"If the ship conies into collision vith another ship as a result of
(continued) the negligence of the other ship and any act, neglect or default of

the Master, mariner, pilot or the servants of the Carrier in the 
Manageaent of the ship, the Owners of the goods carried hereunder vill 
indemnify the Carrier against all loss or liability to the other or 
non-carrying ship or her Owners- in so far as such loss or liability repre 
sents loss of, or daaage to, or any claim vhatsoever of the 'Owners of 
said goods, paid o'r payable by the other or non-carrying ship or her 
Owners to tie Owners of said goods and set off, recouped or recovered 
by the other or non-carrying ship or her Ovners as part of their claim 
against the carrying ship or Carrier."

The foregoing provisions shall also apply vhere the Owners, Operators 
or those in charge of any ship or ships or objects other than, or in addition 
io, the colliding ships or objects are at fault in respect to a collision or 
contact.

NEtf JASON CLAUSE .

In the event of accident, danger, darsage or-disaster before or 
after cocsenceiaent of the voyage resulting from any cause vhatsoever, 
whether due to negligence or not, for vhich, or for the consequences 
of vhich, the Carrier is not responsible by statute, contract or 
otherwise, the goods shippers, consignees, or owners of the goods 
shall contribute vith the Carrier in general average to the paynent 
of any sacrifices, losses or expenses of a general average nature 
that may te made or incurred, and shall pay salvage yard special 
charges incurred in respect of the goods. If a salving ship is 
owned or operated by the Carrier, salvage shall be paid for as 
fully as if such salving ship or ships belong to strangers. Such 
deposit as the Carrier or his agents nay deea sufficient to cover 
the estimated contribution of the goods and any salvage and special . 
charges thereon shall,'if required, be made by the goods shippers, 
consignees or owners of the goods to the Carrier before delivery.
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C;.M;

The Master shall not be required or bound Lo sign Bills of Lading for any 
blockaded port or for any pcrt.vhich the Master or Ovner in his or their 
discretion consider dangerous or impossible to enter'or reach.

(A) If any port of loading or of discharge named, in this Charter Party cr 
to vhich the Vessel may properly be ordered pursuant to the terms of the 
Bills of Lading be blockaded, or

(B) If owing to any var, hostilities, varlikc operations, civil var, civil 
commotions, revolutions or the operation of international lav (a) entry to 
any such port of loading or of discharge, or the loading or discharge of 
cargo at any such port he considered by the Master or Ovner in. his or their 
descretion dangerous or prohibited or (b) it be considered by the Master 
or Ovner in his or their discretion dangerous or impossible for the Vessel 
to reach any such port of loading or of discharge ——— the Charterer shall 
have the right to order the cargo or such part of. it as way he affected 
to be loaded or discharged at any other safe port of loading or of discharge 
id.thin the range of loading or discharging ports respectively established 
under the provisions of the Charter Party (provided such other port is not 
blockaded or that entry thereto or loading or discharge of cargo thereat 
is not in the Master's or Owner's discretion dangerous or prohibited). 
If in respect of a port of discharge no orders he received from the Charterer 
vithin 48 hours after they or their agents have received from the Ovner a 
request for the nomination of E. substitute port, the Ovner shall then be 
at liberty to discharge the cargo at any safe port vhich they or the Master may 
in their or his discretion decide on (vhether vithin. the range of discharging 
ports established xinder the provisions of this Charter Party or not) and such 
discharge shall be due fulfillment of the contract or contracts of affreightment 
so far as cargo so discharged is concerned. In the event of the cargo being 
loaded or discharged at any such other port Sri.thin the respective range of 
loading or discharging ports established under the provisions of this Charter 
Party, the Charter Party shall be read in respect of freight and all other 
conditions vhatsoever as if the voyage performed vere that originally designated. 
In the event,' however, that the Vessel discharges the cargo at a port outside the 
range of discharging ports established under the provisions of this Charter 
Party, freight shall be paid as for the voyage originally designated and all . 
extra expenses involved in reaching the actxial port of discharge and/or 
discharging the cargo thereat shall be paid by the Charterer or cargo owners. 
In this latter event the Owner shall have a lien, on the cargo for all such 
extra expenses.

The Vessel shall have liberty to comply vith any directions or recommendations 
as to departure, arrival, routes, ports of call, stoppages, destinations, 
zones, vaters, delivery or in any otherwise vhatsoever given by the govern 
ment of the nation under vhose flag the vessel sails or any other government 
or local authority including any de facto government or local authority or 
by person or body acting or purporting to act as or vith the authority of any 
such government or authority or by any committee or person having under 
the terms, of the var risks insurance on the Vessel the right to give any such 
directions or recommendations." If by reason of or in compliance vith any 
such directions or recommendations, anything is done or is not done such shall_ 
not be deemed a deviation. • " •

If by reason of or in compliance vith any such direction or 'reconzueiidation 
the Vessel does not proceed to the port or ports of discharge originally 
designated or to vhich she may have been ordered pursuant to the terms of the 
Bills of Lading, the Vessel may proceed to any safe port of discharge vhich 
the Master or Ovner in his or their discretion may decide on and there discharge 
the cargo. Such discharge shall be due fulfilment of the contract or contracts 

of affreightment and the Ovner shall be entitled to freight as if discharge has 
been effected at the port or ports originally designated or to vhich the Vessel 
nay have been ordered pursuant to the tcras of the Bills of Lading.

v GD:lTa exP enses involved in reaching and dischargin- the cargo at any 
such other port of discharge shall be paid by the Charterer and/or ca-o 
owners and the Owner shall have a lien on the cargo for freight and all such ' 
expenses. °
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(continued)

P & I BUNKER CLAUSE

The vessel in addition to all other liberties shall have the liberty as 
part of the contract voyage and at any stage thereof to proceed to any 
port or ports vhatsoever vhether such ports are on or off ihe direct • 
and/or customary route or routes to the port of loading or discharging 
naned in this charter and there take oil bunkers in any quantity in the 
discretion of Owners to the full capacity of fuel tanks, deep tanks, and 
any other conpartnent in vhich .oil can be carried vhether such amount 
is or is not required for the chartered voyage. '

EXCEPTION CLAUSES

Notwithstanding anything herein contained no absolute varranty of sea- 
vorthiness is given or shall be implied. Owners, in all matters arising 
under or affecting this Contract shall be entitled to the like rights and 
inzaunities as are contained in Article..IV of the Hague Rules dated Brussels 
August 25, 1924, the term "Carrier" in the said Article being taken to mean 
Owners. Neither Owners, nor Charterers shall, saved to extent otherwise 
in this Contract expressively provided, be responsible for'any loss or 
damage or delay or failure in perfonaance hereunder arising or resulting 
from Act of God, seizuere under legal process, quarantine restrictions, 
boycotts, riots; and arrest or restraint princes, rulers or peoples or- 
any cause vhatsoever beyond control of Charterers.
Any time lost due to any .or all of the above reasons shall not count as 
lavtime.
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ADDENDUM NO.l

to

Charter Party dated Tokyo, 21st December, 1981 
Visakhapatna.nl , India/Too at a-Kuroran raagt, Japan 

- Iron Ore. in bulk(Bailadila) - 
M.S. "IBARAKI MARU" V-6?
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of voyages 
66A and 
67A of 
"ibaraki 
Maru"

With reference to the above Charter Party, it is this day 
mutually agreed between the Charterers, Nippo Kisen Co., Ltd. and 
the Owners, Mitsui 0-S.K. Lines, Ltd. that:-

1. The rate of freight to be as followa:-

Tobata/Kimitsu range: US$5.50 (U.S. Dollars Five and
Cents Fifty only) per ton of 

Ibs., F.I.O.T.

Huroran : USS5.90 (U.S. Dollars Five and 
Cents Ninety only) per ton of 
2,2^0 Ibs., F.I.O.T.

In case an additional discharging port is used extra 
charge shall be US5O.V5. (U.S. Cents Forty-Five only) 
per ton of 2,2kO Ibs., on entire cargo.

2. All other terms and conditions of the afore-mentioned 
Charter: Party shall remain unaltered.

One original Addendum No.l being made, mutually signed and 
possessed by Owners.

(continued)

CHARTERESS: OWNERS:

HIPPO mill GO., LTD.

Dlrccio, & Cc-cr-l s.'c::aj:.- c/

-K, LINES, Lip.//^ *•
'MANAQEft. 
DEP
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** NEXT PAGE == > PAi-KEY, END == > CLF AP-i'FY -•* 
HQRII 83/04/11 13:17 " " 
PAGE IN: =

*»* DISBURSEMENT DETAIL. (ACTUAI ) ««« 
0329 IBARAKI-H 0067AC0067A) SAQ(SAQ) PORT: VIZAGAPATM ( 2455 >

D <-01

S.DATE ITEM 
820129 31001;i

820129 310012

820129 310020

820129 310030

820129 310043

820129 310043

820129 310090

Y
2

1,

3,

1,

E N
292

432,

711,

463,

490,

289,

7,

586

866

123

070

800

773

362

CCY.
37

37

37

37

37

37

37

EX-RATE
24

24

24

24

24

24

24

.54

.54

.54

.54

.54

.54

.54

LOCAL
93,

58,

151 ,

13,

20,

52,

AMOUNT
422 .

389 .

227.

870.

000.

558.

300.

40

00

50

00

00

00

00

S/T NO. FUR]
2431-2021 820:

2431-2021 820:

2431-2021 820:

2431-2021 820:

2431-2021 820:

2431-2021 8203

2431-2021 820:

** NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY *4
HORN 83/04/11 13:19 DS01 
PAGE IN: = PACE :

»** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (ACTUAL) **»
0329 IBARAKI-M 0067AC0067A) 8AQC8AQ.) PORT: VIZAGAPATM(2455)

S.DATE ITEM Y E N CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AMOUNT S/T NO. FUR] 
ITEM TOTAL

310: 9,687,580

PORT TOTAL: 9,687,580

*4 NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY ** 
HQRH 83/04/11 13:21

PAGE IN: -^ DISBURSEMENT " DETAIL (ACTUAL) ***
0329 IBARAKI-M 0067A(0O67A) 8AQCSAQ) PORT: JOBATA

^-v ---
S.DATE 
820215

820215

820215

820215

820215

820215

ITEM 
31001 1

310012

310020

310030

310041

310090

YEN 
1 ,401 ,30©

145,

1 ,210,

2,762,

162,
47,"

222

018

980

840

480

CCY. EX-RATE LOCA 
0© 1 . ©0

0©

00

00

00

00

1

1

1

1

1

.0©

.0©

.00

.0©

.0©

iL AMOUNT 
©

©

0

0

0

©

ITEM TOTAL
310: 5,729, 340

DS01 
PAGE 1

<0740)
S/T NO. FUR:

©730-0059 82©: 

0730-0059 32©: 

©730-0059 820: 

0730-0059 320 

©730-0059 820 

0730-0059 820

460.



tt NEXT PAGE ==> PA1-KEY, END ==> 
HORH ' 83/04/11 13:22PAGE IN- =

*•*« DISBURSEMENT DETAIL (AC 
©329 IBARAKI-M 0067AC0067AJ 8AQC3AQ)

CLEAR-!

S.BATE ITEM 
320220 310011

S20220 310020 

320220 310030 

820220 310041 

820220 310043 

820220 310090

Y E N
1,401,300

1 ,053,069

771,900

139,250

110,250

38,560

CCY. EX-RATE
00 1.00

00 1.00

00 1.00

00 1,00

00 1.00

00 1.00

00 1.00

TUAL) 
PORT: 
LOCAL

•XV:*":

NAGOYA 
AMOUNT

0

0

0

0

0

0

DS01 
PAGE

Part 2 
EXHIBITS

Defendant's 
Exhibits

12.
Particulars 
of voyages 
66A and 67A 
of "Ibaraki<0210)

S/T NO. FUR: Maru ..
0210-0062 820:

(continued) 
0210-0062 820:

0210-0002 G20-

0210-0002 S20-

0210-0002 820-

0210-0062 320"

0210-0002 S20

HORH
PAGE IN: =

i NEXT PAGE == > PA1-KEY, END ==> CLEAR-KEY ii 
83/04/11 i 3 : 22

*** DISBURSEMENT DETAIL FACTUAL) ««» 
0329 IBARAKI-M 0067A<0067A) 8AQ(BAQ> PORT: NAGOYA

S.DATE ITEM YEN CCY. EX-RATE LOCAL AHOUNT
ITEM TOTAL

310: 3,659.551

PORT TOTAL: 3,659,551

BS01 
PAGE

(0210) 
S/T NO. FUR

461.
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SAK 0327 KOHJUS-M

8AK 0327 KOHJU$-M

0090A

0090A

010

030

•«• TOTAL ***

65T676

37.. 304

38.926

347.24

5.726.43
"""6.673.67'"™'

i22.80S.344

213, 619. CC •">

236,424.34?

82-63

02-63

88W 0328 KINOKUNI-M 0048A 01O
P328 KINOKUNI-M 81-11-28 0749 N318 O10

8BW "'6328"KiNbkUNi-M'"""6648A ••••—••"••"•"• —" - •••'-"• .- "" •••••-•• -^-g
77.223

.......(....g ^ ........ ....„.„..„..._. . ^ ......._„„_.„............„.....„,„._„...............

.00 t5,9-!5- 82-O2 CHONEN-SHySU
"T.535;20""""" 73';064.C7; " B 2ro2"""""kURIKbSHi"""""""

8BW.....P328....K.I.NOKU.NI-M........PP.4.8A.

SBW 0328 KINOKUNI-M 0048A

»,;04 .....0.2-03.

(Tv
to

030 ...fT.;^?.3.....................?..!.5.3..?....?.?................7.3,064 , r, 1 7 .......8.2-03..

...59.i.9.Pl...................?..i.§.7.Li.60...............B3., .SB i, n n 1........................••• TOTAL •*•

8BW 0329 IBARAKI-M"'""6329""iBARAk i-Ki" 

8AQ 0329 IBARAKI-M

006SA O1O""'"""""" oi-"t'6-2"4"""""6369""""""M'2'i'8"""""6i6"
PP67A 82-02-20 010

73,63.5

73.182

'.51-pO ........_...„....

21 .08- 1.542.877-

8AQ 0329 IBARAKI-M
' BA6: '"b329"IBARAKI-M"

•»• ZANYU •*• 010
PP.57.* S2-q2-2o oip '"b667A""""62-b'2-2"6"""""""""""""""""""""""""6i6"

••• ZANYU ••• 010

??"9?"(j2-52"

B2-02

"cHb NEN-SHUSEl""" ' 

ZANYU-UNKOH1 4-1

129.92 
129.92- """""'"

9,507.853 
9,805,192- """297.339' 

0
"907935.736 

1,543,02A-

02-p2 KASHIBUNEKAISHI 3-6...„.„.„£„......„.„...„....„...................................

•99"Tl'SSii.ob" 
.00

" 8"2"-6'2""""""kUR iko'SH i"""" "

82-02 CHpNEN-SHUSEI ..^j.—2———....................................

P.?:p2 '"a"2"-oa""""""zANY'u-u'Nk'bH'i','""ii-'i

BBW
"0329""lBAR"AKi-M" 

0329 IBARAKI-M ••—•"• 6329'"iBAR"Aki'-M" 

0329 IBARAKI-M " 8Ao"""0329""iBAR"Ak"i'-M "

0065A 030 
81-10-24 0309 M218 034

...„.„...„.„.„.. 

"44'l743"..82-.02-.18.........021Q...........1.1.1.7........034..

"""'"""'.66'
2,598.86

207.100- 
113,225.443 ""'55.'50a.797-

0067A 82-02-20 030 
'** ?*N.Y.y. *** 03.P'"6667A""""a2"-b2-26"""""""""""""""""""""""""636"

P067A 82-02-20 030
............ ............... ... .............„„.„...,.;._____.„........ 

.................. ^Q..

?.l 2 9 1.38"s.'a'a'i.Sa-
•99 """"""".66

146,817,350 
"l47'.b80.SI5-

271,157..................... ..OAO 0329 IBAUAKI-M 
BAG 0329 IBARAKI-M

"aa -62""" 'k A SH i BUNEK A'i SH i" 3 - s
82-02 •••«HEN-CHOSEI»*»«
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Part 2 EXHIBITS
EXHIBITS——————— 15.

Defendant's AGREED STATEMENT OF REPAIR
Exhibits COSTS TO "MINERAL TRANSPORTER" 

15. _________
Agreed
Statement The plaintiffs admit:
of Repair
costs to 1. That temporary and final repairs were carried
"Mineral out to "Mineral Transporter" as a result of
Transporter" the collision and that the cost of those

repairs and incidental costs incurred whilst,
and as a result of such repairs, amounted to: 10

$A282,693.30

and that the said costs are fair and 
reasonable and were necessarily incurred 
as a result of the collision.

2. That during the period temporary repairs were
carried out to "Mineral Transporter" in Sydney, 
additional work was carried out which cost 
$165,338.34 such work not being necessary as 
a result of the collision, and not work which 
the owner required be carried out, but work 
which the Painters and Dockers Union and the 
Amalgamated Metalworkers and Shipwrights Union 20 
insisted be carried out as a condition of 
members of the Union performing the work 
necessary to complete temporary repairs as a 
result of the collision.

3. That whilst the "Mineral Transporter" was
undergoing temporary repairs in Sydney, the
Department of Transport and the Unions
referred to in paragraph 2 herein required 30
work to be carried out on the "Mineral
Transporter" so that the "Mineral Transporter"
would comply with the safety requirements
of that Department. That work was not
required by the owners of "Mineral
Transporter" and was not necessary as a
result of any damage caused in the collision.
The cost of that wprk was :

(a) Safety Convention Requirements: $49,033.40

(b) Load Line Survey and Repair :$100,923.06 40

(c) S.O.L.A.S. Repairs : $39,623.02
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IN THE PRIVY COUNCIL No.27 of 1984

ON APPEAL

FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES 
ADMIRALTY DIVISION

BETWEEN :

CANDLEWOOD NAVIGATION CORPORATION Appellant 
LIMITED (Defendant)

- and -

MITSUI O.S.K. LINES LIMITED First Respondent
(First Plaintiff)

MATSUOKA STEAMSHIP CO. Second Respondent 
LIMITED (Second Plaintiff)

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

RICHARDS BUTLER & CO. INCE & CO.
5-17 Clifton Street, Knollys House,
LONDON, EC2A 4DQ 11 Byward Street,

	LONDON, EC3R SEN

Solicitors for the Solicitors for the
Appellant_______ Respondents______

Ref: DIF/PT/E173/032 Ref: 35/67


